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Oral evidence

Taken before the Education and Skills Committee

on Monday 31 October 2005

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods Helen Jones
Mr David Chaytor Mr Gordon Marsden
Mrs Nadine Dorries Stephen Williams
JeV Ennis Mr Rob Wilson
Tim Farron

Witness: Baroness Warnock, a Member of the House of Lords, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Baroness Warnock, can I welcome Baroness Warnock: I think it is one of those
occasions when I wrote that pamphlet because thereyou to our proceedings and say what a pleasure it is

to have you here and to see you again. We are pretty was a lot buzzing all around anyway. It was not
ground-breaking, it was just part of that generaltight on time today because we have an hour for this

part of the inquiry and we have an hour for feeling in the air that the whole thing needed looking
at again.something quite diVerent afterwards, so we are

limited for time. That does not mean to say this will
be the only chance we have to talk to you and Q6 Chairman:Can you take us through it.When you
because of that I am not going to read any of your first wrote the report, I take it you were content with
CVout, which is illustrious and long, because I think your recommendations. Is it that you have changed
most people know it. What they will be particularly your mind about the recommendations that you
concerned about and interested in, of course, is your made, or is it because you do not thinkGovernments
report that you wrote. Take us, Baroness Warnock, ever really carried through the recommendations
through the history. You were appointed by whom? into policy in quite the way that you anticipated or
Was it a Labour educationminister?Who appointed hoped for?
you to the original inquiry? Baroness Warnock: I think if one reads the first
Baroness Warnock:Margaret Thatcher, as a matter report, the real report, carefully—and I re-read it
of fact. She was Secretary of State for Education. again—I do not think we ever wanted our

recommendation about integration to be taken quite
as far as the Government now seems to be taking itQ2 Chairman: Yes. What date?
with their policy of inclusion. I think the reason forBaroness Warnock: That was early 1974, then the
that is simply at the time in 1974, the most severelyConservative Government fell and the Labour
disabled children had only just come under theGovernment took over the Committee which had
Education Department; before that they were thejust been set up. We had not actually met yet, but we
responsibility of Social Services until 1972. So wewere taken over.
wanted to introduce a concept of special educational
needs that would somehow demonstrate that

Q3 Chairman: Yes, I knew there was a political education overall for all school children was a kind
change from your being asked to do the job. of integrated activity with common aims, and within

that integrated activity diVerent children hadBaroness Warnock: The Labour Government was
diVerent needs. Now that was very widelystill in power when we reported four years later.
interpreted as meaning that all children would be
taught at the same school, and there were people,

Q4 Chairman: In what year did you report? mostly far left Labour Members of my Committee,
Baroness Warnock: 1978. who thought the comprehensive ideal would never

be fully realised unless there was one kind of school
for absolutely everybody, and that was where theQ5 Chairman: You reflected on your report fairly
beginning of what I regard as the exaggeration of therecently and it is one of the reasons we are all here
possibility of inclusion began from.today. It is not the only reason because I think I have

said in other places that we tend to do reports on
issues that we have neglected for some time, and we Q7 Chairman:Good, that certainly gives us a part of
had discussed in this Committee the fact we had not the history. In fact, a number of administrations
looked at special education under my chairmanship have seemed to have followed this call for
and it was about time we did. Then, serendipity, you integration, have they not? A large number of
made your speech, wrote your pamphlet and, of Secretaries of State have come and gone over the

years; they all seem to have subscribed to inclusioncourse, that was very timely for us.
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or integration, or whatever you call it. In trying to Chairman: Thank you very much for those
introductory responses, Baroness Warnock.look at this in a non-party way, it seems there has

been a kind of fashion for this that is really outside Nadine, would you like to open the questioning?
of the party political or includes all the main Mrs Dorries: Chairman, before I actually ask my
political parties. question, could I ask why BaronessWarnock is only

at the Committee for an hour, because that hour hasBaroness Warnock: I think that is right. I think one
huge step in the wrong direction, if I can state it slipped to 45 minutes, and as we are doing SEN as

our inquiry and Baroness Warnock is both theplainly, was the 2001 Education Act which, for the
first time, brought together the concept of special authority and architect of the SEN, is it not possible

to ask her to come back another day?educational needs and disability discrimination
because that had never been done before. Now to Chairman:We are already going to do that.
me—you may be able to enlighten me—I am Mrs Dorries: Fantastic.
absolutely unclear myself, and I think a lot of Chairman: The answer to your question is that if we
schools are, about whether all children who have do not see the Adult Learning Inspectorate today,
special needs, let us say from emotional diYculties or the time for comment on the consultation on the
whatever it is, are to be thought of as disabled, in abolition of ALI will be over.
which case if they are then if the school cannot
handle this child and excludes it, it is caught under

Q9 Mrs Dorries: That is fine. I could do 40 minutesthe Discrimination Act and is committing a criminal
on my own. Baroness Warnock, I do not thinkoVence. If they are not disabled but are allowed to
anyone can disagree thatmany children benefit fromhave special needs without a disability label, so to
inclusion, and parents with children who wantspeak, then the legal situation is diVerent. I have not
mainstream education should have it as a right. I dobeen able to work that out. As far as I know, I have
not think anyone disagrees with that. You recentlynever found a clear answer for that.
stated that inclusion has failed too many children
with special needs and that is a view I share. I would

Q8 Chairman: All my colleagues are waiting to ask like to ask about children who are wrongly placed in
you many questions, but, can I ask you before we mainstream education, of which there are a number
open up the questioning, why do you think so many in my constituency and many across the country,
people seem to think you have let them down? They namely children with conditions such as Asperger’s
thought you were the great integrationist, you are and autism? Children are robbed of the ability to
the person everyone associated with a particular socially interact or communicate. Children who
style. Why do you think they are quite so strident in need rigid discipline, who are terrified of noise and
their reaction to your more recent change of chaos and constantly changing teachers and who
opinion? lack the most basic skills. Some of these children do
Baroness Warnock: I think there are two diVerent well in primary school because they have one teacher
answers to that. One of them stems from the whole and a small intimate environment and do quite well
concept of disability discrimination and I think that there. However, when they move to secondary
there is a large group which really thinks that education, the chaos, the rotating teachers, the noise
disability is caused by, say, other non-disabled and the confusion are terrifying to them, and
people’s attitudes to disability. If a child is educated actually I have seen this at first hand. They are
in a special school that child is, by that fact alone, terrified, and I have heard teachers say it breaks their
being discriminated against. He does not get the heart to see children in that position sometimes. In
chance that other children have to go to a this situation, I think the policy of inclusion is—and
mainstream school and I think that is one stream of I hate to have to say this—sometimes from what I
what I can only describe as hostility, that my have seen, a policy of cruelty in some cases and in
pamphlet, for example, provoked. I think the other this environment children cannot cope. It is borne
thing is that people, and particularly parents, do feel out by the fact that 27% of children with autism, a
that they are being cheated and therefore their statistic I know you are aware of, in mainstream
children are being cheated. I do not think this is a education are excluded at any one time. The only
particularly party political point, but the reason is lifeline these parents have for those children is in the
theWhite Paper, last week or whenever it was, which statementing process. That is the only safety net they
over and over again emphasises parental choice as have, the only legal road they have to go down is the
the great good which is going to come with statementing process, and yet you say that you
educational reform, but I think that produces a would like to see that removed.What would you like
hollow laugh on the part of parents with children to see put in its place? Do you not think, as someone
with disabilities because they have no choice. of your knowledge, authority and standing in the
Everything depends on the assessment that their community and nationally, that you should perhaps
child gets and it is the local authority which conducts be putting forward some of the things you said in

your pamphlet and some of the views you have in athe assessment and also has to pay the money and
more robust manner to the Government?naturally the parents do not believe the assessment

is truthful because it is pitched as low as the local Baroness Warnock: I think, to defend myself, I
would say that the main thrust of my pamphlet wasauthorities can get away with because of the money.

They really have virtually no choice of schools and that it is time that the whole structure within which
we assess children should be changed and I have nono control over wishing for anything else, so I think

they feel cheated for that reason. instant solution. You know as well as I do that a new
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system is coming in in Scotland in a fortnight’s time Q13 Chairman: Baroness Warnock, do you want to
come back on those?and they have given up the expression “SEN” and

they have given up records or whatever they used to Baroness Warnock: One of the things that is wrong
call statements, and it is all structured diVerently. with the present system—and I know people say it is
My gloomy thought is it is not going to make a bit wrong and not a good idea, but I would not trust
of diVerence, but that is nothing to do with it. I think myself to have a good idea—is the whole business of
we need another look at the whole thing. What I the tribunals that they have to go through. If a
have against statements, without being able to say parent has to identify a school, say, that would suit
what should go in their place, is that they operate so her child very well, first of all she cannot get a
terribly inequitably. Two children with almost statement and thenwhat is on the statement does not
identical disabilities, one of whom would have a specify and so on and so on. It wastes months and
statement and therefore go to special school if that years of the child’s life.
is what the parent wanted, and the other of whom
has a statement obstinately withheld by the local

Q14 Chairman: It is refreshing, Baroness Warnock,authority, probably for financial reasons, and their
to hear someone say it is important to ask a questiondisabilities could be almost the same. This seems to
of you and you do not always have to have all theme to be very, very inequitable. I want to have a
answers, but I want to put your mind at rest. You dosystem that does not have this cut-oV point forwhich
not have quite the same committee system in thenobody knows what the criteria are. There are not
House of Lords as we have here, so let me assure youand never have been any clear criteria to determine
I will not rest until this Committee of inquiry onwhether someone has a statement or not. Just to
special education does a thorough job, reflects withrefer briefly to what you say about autistic
all its resources and comes out with what I hope willchildren—I blame myself partly for this in the
be a first-class report which will satisfy even yourreport—we have all got into the way of thinking that
high standards.special educational needs is a single category of
Baroness Warnock: I am not answering directly butchildren and if some children with special needs, by
if I may say so, one of the things that I find veryadapting the school and bringing teachers in, can
puzzling about the situation we are in now is that onflourish in a mainstream school, then all children
the one hand you have local authorities, you havewho have SEN will be the same, but that is
teachers in schools, thinking they must interpret allparticularly not the case, as you say, about autistic
the Education Acts there have been in such a waychildren.
children are included in the mainstream and that is
necessarily the best form, while at the same timeQ10 Mrs Dorries: You do not have an alternative
I think little is known about parents’ wishes. Thereproposal to the statementing process then?
are these new kinds of schools, specialistBaroness Warnock:Not really. I am not an expert. I
non-maintained schools, which are specifically forwould like to see another committee—
children with statements. They are special schools,
they—probably because they were threatened with

Q11 Mrs Dorries: I think you are an expert, closure—applied for and got specialist school status
Baroness. and I know about two of these schools but I think
Baroness Warnock: I think the great thing about there are 30 of them now up and down the country,
committees, as you knowwell beingMembers of this and the great thing about them is that they are small,
Committee, is that you do learn from one another they are about 150 pupils. I think that is big enough
and people have ideas that you would not have for a special school, especially for those autistic
thought of you and you think, “Gosh, I wouldn’t spectrum children who need stability, who need to
have thought of that”, and then you explore it. I am know their teachers, who need that kind of
a terrific believer in—and you may say that I would nurturing. What I would love to know is to what
say that, would I not—of committees and inquiries extent the rise of these schools really fits in with
because they have time and resources and research. government policy. I find it terribly, terribly
That is what I think is needed. mysterious. I was asked to go to one of these schools

and I was incredibly impressed, they are wonderful,
Q12 Mrs Dorries:BaronessWarnock, you just made and since then, by poking around in the Department
the statement that parents can have the choice to and asking questions of the Specialist Schools and
send their children to a special school or not. Academies Trust people I managed to see a list of
Baroness Warnock, parents do not have the choice. them and, as I say, there are 30 of them and more
They do not have a choice to send them to a special coming. How do they fit in?
school. That choice is frequently denied them, Chairman: It is our job to find that out. We will be
whether it is through the funding or a particular doing that. We will come back to that in a minute
policy of the LEA, they do not have a choice. because there are some interesting leads you have
Baroness Warnock: At least they have a chance if given us there.
they have a statement to go to a special school if the
parents plead and fight.

Q15 Mr Marsden: Can I very quickly come in onMrs Dorries: Only in many cases if they go to a
what you have just said? You mentioned “autistictribunal and have £10,000 to spend and are white
spectrum” there and what I would be interested in is,and middle class. I am trying to make the point it

is variable. first of all, do you think that the enormous emphasis
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there now is in the coverage of SEN on the autistic stage the decision should be made about whether a
special school or let us say a small school would bespectrum, reflects a wide scale increase in the

incidence of autism or the greater awareness of it— more appropriate.
Baroness Warnock: Quite so.

Q18 Mr Marsden: You think size is an issue here?
Baroness Warnock: The smallness of the schoolQ16 Mr Marsden: Secondly, if it is a spectrum it makes a huge diVerence to the success of the child.presumably goes all the way from very, very severe

diYculties to very minor diYculties. Is it then
Q19 Helen Jones: I think perhaps, Baroness, myappropriate we should be talking about treating all
colleagues have hit on a point we need to clarify herethese children within that spectrum in either
because we are talking about children with a wideinclusive education or special schools?
spectrum of diVerent needs. Can I ask you first of allBaroness Warnock: I think that is a very interesting
what is your definition of a special educational needquestion but I think the children with manifest
and what definition should this Committee bedisabilities, whom the severely autistic group would
working to?be among becausemany of them have no speech and
Baroness Warnock:What a terrible question!so on, would already go to special schools. I doubt

if many very severely aVected children would be in a
Q20 Helen Jones: It is fairly important if we aremainstream school, except in an autistic unit which
designing the system.is a separate thing within the school. I think the
Baroness Warnock: I know. The definition, as youchildren who are least disabled and with less obvious
probably know, which comes in the 1981 Educationdisabilities are in a curious way the children who are
Act is the purest vicious circle you will ever know. Aworst done-by. Those are the children who have the
special need is defined as “any need that the schoolkind of diYculties that make a large comprehensive
needs to take special measures to meet”. Well, thatschool absolute hell. I know of one child for example
is notmuch of a definition but it is the only definitionwho has been refused a statement because he has a
there is. I think it is that vagueness actually whichhigh IQ. Autism is not a matter of IQ. This child is
has led to what I have referred before, which is thein complete misery and only goes to school when he
very bad habit of talking of SEN children as a class,is drugged with anti-depressants, but the invisibility
a category, of children, all of whom would beof his diYculties makes it so hard for the parent.
expected to flourish in the same sort of environment.

Q17 Mr Marsden: I am perhaps being a bit dumbbut Q21 Helen Jones:That is really the problem, is it not,
I am not quite following through the logic of what in dealing with this? If we are to come up with a
you are saying. If you are saying children in this definition that is worthwhile, that we can work to,
position in the spectrum should not be in bearing in mind we are dealing with young people
mainstream education, is it then also appropriate with a whole range of diVerent needs, is it your view
there are children with Asperger’s, for example, who we should be narrowing that definition down, or is it
do have significant challenges but probably many your view that we should be expanding it and
experts might say the last thing you should do with a looking at all children as individuals? Just thinking
child with Asperger’s is put them in a special school. of my own experience, I have seen children with
Baroness Warnock: I am not sure that is true. What special needs flourishing in mainstream schools but
we perhaps do not do enough of is to follow the I have seen in my constituency very good special
child, let us say, a Down’s Syndrome child, from the schools.
age of nine or 10 very carefully to see how, if at all, Baroness Warnock: Absolutely.
that child will manage to survive in a secondary
school. I think the transition from primary to Q22 Helen Jones: Should we be focusing in this
secondary is, as has been said, traumatic for most of Committee on how we meet the needs of the
them but it is particularly traumatic for various individual child rather than talking about
kinds of disabilities including Asperger’s, including institutions? If so, how can we in your view produce
Down’s Syndrome, and the reason is partly that a system which does that, bearing in mind the whole
adolescent children have diVerent emotional and complex range of issues we are trying to deal with
friendship and group needs from children at primary here?
school. I think there are quite a lot of Down’s Baroness Warnock: I think what is suggested would
Syndrome children who suddenly feel themselves be very good, namely it would bring to an end this
completely left out. They have had lots of friends at careless way of treating SEN as a unified category of
primary school but because they do not do all the children. I think very much of what you said would
things—some of them do but there are others who appeal to the Scots because that is exactly what they
cannot manage—they become very miserable and have been trying to do and they have now given up,
then very angry if they suddenly find themselves as I say, the expression “SEN” and what they now
excluded from all their previous friends. So there have is “assisted learning support, ALS” and they
needs to be a much more careful monitoring system bring in under the concept of ALS any child who, for
for a child who has been pin-pointed so to speak in whatever reason—social, whatever—is not doing
the primary sector as having learning diYculties of very well at school. So it is I think a practical
various kinds to see how they are going to manage negative definition. You look at all the children in

your class and say, “He is not doing very well, couldin the first year of secondary school, and then at that
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we do anything for him? He is not getting on very personwould settle down and learn. I haven’t got the
knack.” It is terrible. I do not know what thewell.” In a way, it is not very diVerent from the futile
answer is.circular definition in the 1981 Act but it is very

consciously doing what you suggested, namely
seeing an individual child and what they really want Q25 Helen Jones: That is the key though, is it not?
to make them flourish. I have to say that was really Baroness Warnock: Yes.
at the back of our minds on my committee all those
years ago, when we were trying to invent ways of Q26 Stephen Williams: Perhaps I could change tack.
talking about these children. We were trying to get Earlier you mentioned in one of your responses the
away from the medical model and that there was medical model of looking at children and we have
something wrong with them, and we invented this mentioned children on the autistic spectrum and
concept of seeingwhat they needed tomake them get people with mental and physical disabilities. I
further along the same road they were treading with understand your initial inquiry in the 1970s did not
all the other children being educated. So it is not a look at the social background of children?
very diVerent idea from that but we know that did Baroness Warnock:We were forbidden. There were
not work and it hardened itself into this concept of two things we were forbidden to do and these came
SEN and it has tried to improve it. direct from Margaret Thatcher so how could we

disobey. One of the things we were forbidden to
mentionwas dyslexia because that was thought to beQ23 Helen Jones: If we went down that road, could
a middle class invention. The other we wereyou give the Committee your view of whether there
forbidden to mention was social disadvantageis enough expertise in most of our schools to make
because we were told this would be oVensive. But wethose identifications? Some children are identified as
did sneak in a reference to social disadvantagehaving a special need very early, even before they go because we were very much conscious of, or some ofinto full time education, but others are identified uswere, the absolute absurdity of pretending this did

later because their needs become apparent later. Is not exist. If you remember, in the 1981 Act the other
there enough expertise to identify those needs? Is bit of this futile definition of special needs was
that where the system breaks down? If not, what nothing could count as a special need which either
should we be putting in place to make sure that comes from social disability or from not having
expertise is there so if a child is not making progress English as your first language. I think with both
we can identify it? those together the Department was trying to protect
Baroness Warnock: That is a terribly important itself against a charge of discrimination on grounds
point and the first place one ought to look for that is of race or wealth or whatever.
teacher training and also some of the trainers of
teachers ought to come from these trail-blazer Q27 Stephen Williams: My constituency, Bristol
schools, of which there are 12 and they are very West, is supposedly the archetypal middle class seat
much scattered about the country. The point of the and I have the most intellectual constituents in the
trail-blazer schools, as you know, is that they are country with more PhDs and professional
special schools but they are staVed by very expert qualifications than anybody else, and that is
people who are going out to teach in mainstream undoubtedly true, but I also have the city centre of
schools. That is the point of the schools. I think Bristol including St Paul’s. As I visit primary schools
those trail-blazer teachers should be given a very in diVerent parts of my constituency I am struck by
important role in teacher training and that would the diVerences, with primary schools in most of my
mean the caucus of expert people would grow constituency very well supported by the social
eventually. environment and some of the top primary schools in

the country, and then I visit schools in the city centre
and the teachers tell me that children cannotQ24 Helen Jones: Who in your view should finally concentrate in school because their mother is outmake the decision about where a child or young doing unsavoury things at night, their dad, if there is

person should be placed? Let us say we have gone a dad at all, has weapons in the house, the child has
down the road of deciding a child has particular very little sleep, there are no books in the house. Do
needs, but we are always faced with the problem of you think there needs to be a new definition of the
where those needs are best met and all the educational needs of a child, not only because of the
participants in the child’s life will not always agree medical background but their social environment
onwhere they are best met.Who in your view should as well?
make that decision at the end of the day? Baroness Warnock: Fortunately, the new category
Baroness Warnock: I do not really know I have a of special need, emotional and behavioural
view about that, when you think of teachers in diYculties, now includes social as well, so that is a
mainstream schools and what many of them are up great step forward. There is, among many other
against with children who simply behave extremely good movements privately funded, a movement
badly. Do you have to treat a child as having a called theNurturingGroup, and that is spreading all
special educational need because he is not learning over primary schools and it takes children of the
something and preventing others learning? That is a kind you have described, whose vocabulary when
very diYcult judgment to make because the teacher they come to school consists of five words most of

them expletives, and the Nurturing Groups takewill always blame herself—“If I was better at it, this
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these children in groups of six and keep them for as Q31 JeV Ennis: Following on from that particular
point, is there any conflict under the existing systemlong as a year or two years until they learn, and I

think that is a wonderful thing and that is the kind between, say, the LA who is the purse-holder at the
present time and the Department of Health, forof solution we need because it has to be done quite

early. It really is the case of catching them before example? You have medical clinicians on many
occasions, depending what the condition is, makingthey are seven, or five say. I think there is hope in the

extension of nursery provision too because that is remarks about what the package should be for that
particular child in educational terms, but they havesomewhere where you can pick up what is going to

turn into an educational need when really first they one eye on the fact that in many respects finance is
the final arbiter and they put in a sort of open-endedare nothing but a total failure of communication.
statement saying, “We need to continue the review
of that particular child’s needs” rather than beingQ28 Stephen Williams: Do you think the
specific.statementing process itself needs to be revised to
Baroness Warnock: There is an amazing coming-include these children, because often there will not
together from diVerent angles in some of thesebe parental pressure to put the child forward for
things. On the one hand, we have always lived in astatementing, whereas in a middle class area there
time of scarcity of resources, so there is the argumentwill be pressure to make sure the child is
you cannot pick out every individual child, it is juststatemented. In the sort of background I am
too expensive to do that, and give him the educationdescribing there will be no pressure to get their child
he needs, which is one argument. Then, on the otherthe extra support needed.
hand, that argument is reinforced I think by theBaroness Warnock: None at all, and the school has
ideology of not treating children with disabilities asa huge responsibility but it has to start as soon as the
though they were diVerent from everybody else.child starts pre-school, nursery, and go on from
Therefore you have an argument for the resources inthere. That is another thing, if I were running a new
that on the one hand it is very expensive to giveRoyal Commission, I would press for.
everybody exactly what they need but secondly,
which is a terribly ideological one, that everybodyQ29 Chairman: We are not all that keen on Royal must muck in together because we are all the sameCommissions in this Committee, Baroness really. So in a way the two arguments reinforce eachWarnock. We actually said all those things in our other. I think both these types of arguments need toinquiry into early years three years ago. be unpicked to see what we could do betweenBaroness Warnock: That was very good. everybody to ensure fewer people fall through theChairman:That was really only an advertisement for floorboards. It is a negative approach to me really;the Committee. rescue the children, do not say they will cope because
coping is not enough.

Q30 JeV Ennis: Baroness Warnock, there are very
many critics of the current SEN system in this
country—some of whom are on this Committee
incidentally—and they say the current system is too
cumbersome, litigious, et cetera, and that lack of

Q32 JeV Ennis: Can I push on a bit further on theresources and poor heads onmany occasions are put
point that Helen was making about who shouldbefore the needs of the child. Given that scenario,
decide the placement of the child, in an integratedand I am assuming to some extent you may partially
school or a special school, and give you an example?or wholly agree with that, and given the fact the
With children suVering fromDown’s Syndrome youGovernment has already concluded that wholesale
get a number of parents who swear that their childchange to the present system of statementing would
ought to go to a special school, but on the othernot produce improved outcomes for children with
hand—and I have met both these categories in mySEN, how do you respond to that, what would seem
own constituency—other parents say, “My childto be a very placatory response from the
needs to go into a mainstream school and beGovernment; very wishy-washy?
integrated.” Which parent is right, or wrong, andBaroness Warnock: With despair really. We know
how key is the parental choice in the placement ofthere is a shortage of resources in all kinds of fields
the child?of education and if you asked me it was more
Baroness Warnock: I think maybe both parents areimportant to put resources into schools or
right. It may well be two children and the twouniversities or teachers’ salaries, I would be hard put
diVerent sets of parents are actually both rightto answer, but I think the solution cannot be just in
because their children may be very diVerent fromterms of more resources. I think before huge
one another. Down’s Syndrome covers a hugeamounts of money are spent, my view is that there
spectrum. What we know is that a lot of Down’sought to be a structured examination based on
Syndrome children who are not terribly badlyevidence of the method of distributing resources
aVected do extremely well in a mainstream schoolrather than the quantity of the resources. I think
and there is no doubt about that at all but there arewhat we have got wrong is probably the distribution.
other Down’s Syndrome children who actually haveI think that is in a way awide ranging answer to your
as well as Down’s Syndrome a lot of behaviouralquestion but I do not think, without a wide over-
problems and it is terribly diYcult even in primaryarching reform of the concepts under which

resources are distributed, we shall get much further. school to get them in the school.
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Q33 JeV Ennis: You seem to be indicating to me, Q36 Mr Wilson: So you are saying it is a hunch and
anecdotal evidence is all you have at the moment.Baroness Warnock, that parental choice is very

important in this process. You are not aware of any research or any university
which is going to carry out research?Baroness Warnock: I think it is particularly with

these children. Actually, secretly, I do not think Baroness Warnock: I am sure the Autistic Society
much of parental choice in the main body of does collect a lot of research and therefore if there is
schooling because my view is that schools are as research which is being done it would not be starting
good as the teachers and children in them, but when from an absolutely blank sheet by any manner of
parents know the limitations and strengths of their means. There is lots of research on autism. I think
own child then I think parental choice is important. I the agreed diagnosis of autism comes specifically
think what was said ages ago, and nobody probably from this inability to have normal relations with
denies it now, was if a parent wants a child to go into other people, grown-ups or children, without being
mainstream school and if it can be shown the taught to have them. I think a lot of people learnt
mainstream school has the resources to spend on about this from that book called—something about
that child, then the child has the right to go there. the dog in the night.
But there is a second proviso which is very important
because not all mainstream schools can have all the

Q37 Mrs Dorries: “The Curious Incident of the Dogexpertise and equipment. It would be a very
in the Night-Time.”expensive way of going about it if they should all
Baroness Warnock: That is right.have that.

Q38 Mr Wilson: There is some research whichQ34 Mr Wilson: Baroness Warnock, you have
Ofsted are doing, are you aware of that research?described inclusion as a disastrous legacy in your
Baroness Warnock: Yes.previous report.

Baroness Warnock: I thought this would be flagged
up!

Q39 Mr Wilson: They make a number of criticisms
about how challenging it is for schools and how

Q35 Mr Wilson: You said also that children are often ill-defined needs are pitched to a lot of the
physically included but emotionally excluded. I children. There is a whole series of things. Would
would like to know whether you really believe it is you make any comment on that?
that bad and, if it is, what is your evidence? BaronessWarnock:No. Ofsted reports have been, as
Baroness Warnock: To take your last point, one of far as I know, extremely fair because they were very
the things I said in that pamphlet is that one person’s critical of a lot of inclusion and I think they have on
hunch is not enough and actually what you need is a the whole, again for children with special needs, told
body of evidence properly collected to find out about it like they found it. One of the things which makes
children with specific disabilities and then I was mainstream schools very hazardous I think for
talking about these autistic children. I think we need children with disabilities of one kind or another is
to find a way of collecting evidence to show how that—I forget which but I think it was the 1993
diVerent disabilities aVect diVerent children. As far Education Act—laid down the regulation that every
as my personal evidence goes, of course it is school should have a special educational needs co-
anecdotal because I have not carried out enough ordinator, or SENCO, and it was supposed at the
research, but I do know for example of one child time this SENCO would be a member of the senior
with Asperger’s who cannot make sensible social management team in the school and would have
connections either with grown-ups or children considerable input into the general ethos of the
unless he is very, very carefully taken through and school and the way these disabled children were
people are told, “You have to look him in the face, being accepted by teachers and so on. They were at
you have to smile, pretend you find it funny”. He the beginning senior teachers, but I learned only the
cannot find anything funny, he takes everything day before yesterday that there is now a very large
literally, but the trouble is he has a very high IQ, he number of schools where the SENCO is actually a
is very good at maths and therefore the local teaching assistant and not a teacher at all, with no
authority will not give him a statement because he experience and they are no longer a member of the
has a high IQ but he is so miserable at school that he senior management team but someone with
cannot be got to go to school, he lies at home saying, peripheral duties to see howmany children there are
“I wish I were dead” and he is on anti-depressant in that school who are getting this, that and the
drugs and that is the only way he can be got to other. That is nothing to do with this policy review
school, and even then he has to be taken out of but that is a way in which things have got worse now
school one day every fortnight to have a rest and from how they were in the early days of integration.
then he cries all day. It is a terrible thing and he is a
clever little boy. I think that there could be evidence,

Q40 Mr Wilson: A couple of very short questions,which I do not have, that would demonstrate that he
slightly switching focus. Is inclusion in mainstreamis not unique, that there are other children who are
schools being pursued at the expense of specialin a mainstream school and though they are under
schools, in your view? In particular, a number ofthe same roof as everybody else they are completely
special schools have been closing down, as you areisolated and shrivel up with misery. That is my

evidence. probably aware.
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Baroness Warnock: Yes. I think it was but I think educational needs who are in the mainstream school
system given that the paper proposes to removequite a lot of local authorities are reversing their

policy. For example, Newham, was tremendously in admissions control from LAs to independent
schools in certain circumstances. Typically what dofavour of integration and closed all their special

schools except onewhichwas on its last legs and now you say about SEN being a social disadvantage?
Baroness Warnock: I think it is very diYcult. Therethey are refurbishing it and supporting it again.

These other schools which no one knows about, the was not one tiny paragraph, unless I missed it, which
mentioned children with special needs in the recentspecial non-maintained schools, these are the special

schools and they are being encouraged and, as I say, White Paper. I think you have picked on the very bit
of the White Paper which really alarms me becausethe ones I know are marvellous. They are small and

very specialised and I keep coming back to them. I by far the largest numbers of children now with
diYculties or special education needs are childrenthink there may be a trickle of special schools,

perhaps under another name, coming back again with behaviour or social problems. They cannot
learn, they obviously have learning problems as welland, if so, I would be all for it. But there is a

contradiction in the presentation of government because they cannot learn due to the way they react
to school. They are not used to being maladjusted,policy. I have never heard any minister speak up in

favour of these schools but they do exist. they are not adapted to be taught, nor schools to
them. With those children I guess that even more of
them will end up in referral units, even more thanQ41 Mr Wilson: Currently, do you think that
they do now, and the numbers in the referral unitsspending somewhere between £70 and £90 million
are going up all the time. I do not think the schoolson statementing process is good value for money for
have got it right when they include those kinds ofthe taxpayer?
children, understandably, because they would be aBaroness Warnock: No, is the short answer. It is
lot better in a special school, at least for part of theirabsolutely awful value for money when I think what
education.that money could do.

Q44 Tim Farron:You have set me up quite nicely forQ42 Chairman: Let us get this clear, Baroness
my second question. It is just to read out somethingWarnock, since your report and implementation
from the White Paper which states the Governmenthave things got steadily worse or have they gone up
does not believe that a major review of policy onand down? Are all governments a picture of decline
SEN would be appropriate at present and what isof the provision of special education? Is it a
needed now is change on the ground. Do you thinkdomesday scenario?
they are right?BaronessWarnock: It is not for me to say. I think we
Baroness Warnock: No, I do not; I think what iswere the least boastful about our report. We did
needed is change up here really.make a huge diVerence and a lot of people said it has

made a diVerence to the way mentally disabled
children were thought of it. Suddenly, it became Q45 Mr Chaytor: In your original report you

predicted about 2% of children would be eligible forpossible to think of them as not a race apart but like
everybody else. There was a kind of great feeling of statementing and the figure turned out to be 20%.

My recollection of your original report was that youoptimism in the late 1970s and the Education Bill of
1981, though it had the absolutely huge defect that also suggested about 25% of children would be

deemed to have special needs at some stage in theirit said that no extra money was going to be allowed
to be implemented, nevertheless that was a very school career. Do you think you underestimated

that figure as well?optimistic act. Then that was just the moment when
the educational cuts were beginning to bite and the BaronessWarnock: I do not know the answer to that

question at all. Of course, the figures that we sonext thing was called the great Educational Reform
Bill 1988, Baker’s Bill, which instituted all of the confidently quote in our 9–13s report were presented

to us by theDepartment.We had no reason to doubtcompetition, league tables, the National
Curriculum, all of those things we take for granted nor did we have any way to set up any other research

to see whether they were true or not. That haswhich really, before the 1981 Act, were not possible.
Those who were going to be in education in school become a bit of my soul, whether it bears any

relation, I have no idea. This has just been the sortwere not going to help the league tables or help the
school get more points on the other schools, and so, of figure that everybody has accepted. It comes into

the 1989 Act, it comes into all the acts. I do not knowquite suddenly, things got far worse from 1988
onwards, that is when I can remember things were the answer at all whether the numbers have risen

or fallen.very bad.
Chairman:We have got time for just another two or
three questions. Tim has been very patient. Q46 Mr Chaytor:The paper you published the other

week argues for a much wider definition of special
needs, does it not? Can I ask you specifically aboutQ43 Tim Farron: I have a question about the

Government White Paper released last week. I am this question of social disadvantage we touched on
earlier, because you refer specifically to children insure you have had plenty of time to go through the

entries but this is a fairly general question. I wonder care, looked after children, and I just want to ask
you about the practical consequences of your beliefhow you think theWhite Paper will contribute to the

fair treatment of those children with special that small schools must play a major role in dealing
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with children suVering from social disadvantage and been persuaded by someone to think they are better
oV at university, thinks “Nobody here cares whetheryour emphasis on looked after children as a
I live or die, I could die and nobody would know fordisadvantaged group. Are you really saying that
months”, and those are the people who must feel alooked after children should be educated separately
desperate need for someone who does care for them,in small schools?
which is a function I think again of a small school.BaronessWarnock: I find that very diYcult. It seems
Maybe they ought to be one of these people, whoimmediately one’s response is most certainly looked
even for part of that, go to one of these brilliant smallafter children must be segregated from other
schools that will teach them drama or whatever it ischildren. They all need a proper, decent social life,
and really be appreciated.but I do think that each one of those looked after

children is diVerent from each of the other ones and
Q47 Chairman: Baroness Warnock, I think that is awhat we have got are these terrible figures of how very good note to finish this first session on. You

badly they performed academically. It may well be have given us a wonderful start into our inquiry. We
that a lot of them, for the short-term perhaps, would are most grateful for not only your direct answers to
be taught in small classes with people they could all the questions but also the wisdom that you have
emotionally attach themselves to. I think this must sparkled right throughout so thank you. Can you,
be one of the diYculties for them going out, let us please, remain in conversation with the Committee
say, from local authority homes or even foster and if you go away and think “Why didn’t those
parents, where they do not get on terribly well, into terrible people in the lower House ask me this?”,
a huge school. They really do need something small come back and say “Why didn’t you”. I would like
to attach themselves to like a teacher or a couple of to put your mind at rest, this is going to be a very
teachers, someone who knows them and wants to thorough inquiry. I am absolutely determined to
help. Everybody, even the most advantaged people make it up to the Warnock standard.

Baroness Warnock: Thank you very much.educationally, I certainly know, who have often

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Baroness Warnock

What is going wrong now?

a. There is a lack of clarity about what a Statement entails. It seems to be intended as a reassurance to
parents that at least some support will be made available for their child (and it has often been referred to
by Ministers as a “safety-net”) but it does not tell them how much support there will be nor where it will
be provided. Parents, understandably, generally want more than can be provided; but the patchiness and
unpredictability of getting a statement, the bureaucracy attendant on the process, and the fact that all
support may be withdrawn while a child’s case is being investigated, are all factors that give rise to an
adversarial attitude, and deep antagonism between parents and local authorities. This is not in the best
interests of the child.

b. The presumption that all, or nearly all children will be educated in mainstream schools, even that it is
their right to be so educated, has led to the habit (among Ministers and civil servants, not among teachers
or parents) of speaking of children with special needs as if they formed a homogenous class of children all
of whose needs can equally bemet inmainstream schools, given a bit of adaptation of the school. This seems
to me to be a profoundly mistaken assumption. The most severely disabled children, those with profound
learning diYculties, extreme autism or multiple physical, sensory and congenitive disabilities that will merit
a statement without question, are doubtless well catered for in that they will attend special schools or units
within a mainstream school with expert and specialist teachers. Those, however, with less profound
disabilities may, because of the nature of the disability, be unable to learn in a large comprehensive school,
even if they have teacher assistants for a certain number of hours a week to support them. These are children
with Asperger’s Syndrome, whomay or may not also have moderate learning diYculties, or those who have
emotional and behavioural problems which essentially need time if they are to be brought into a position
where they can learn. For many of these children a large school is never going to be a friendly or supportive
environment, and their diYculties will be increased as long as they stay in the school. Many of them are in
fact excluded, especially from secondary schools, and as they approach adolescence; many of them simply
give up attending school. For these children I believe that small special schools are imperative, if they are
to get education, to which they have a right.Many of these children to not benefit from any social interaction
with their contemporaries. They are often unable to interact with others, either because they are autistic, or
they have communication diYculties, or they are aggressive, or else totally withdrawn. It is sometimes
argued that it is good for other children to learn to be tolerant of their contemporaries who are disabled.
But I believe that this argument should not be used as an excuse for allowing children who genuinely suVer
in themainstream to be used as a kind of teaching aid for the rest. A child should not be thought to be getting
the education he needs because, as parents are sometimes told, he can “cope” in a mainstream school. He
should also have things to enjoy.
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What might happen next

I would like to see statements only issued for children who would be educated in special schools. This
would not exonerate mainstream schools from the duty of making special provisions and giving learning
support for those children who have identifiable needs but do not have statements (eg for children with
mobility diYculties, with dyslexia etc, or with impaired hearing or vision perhaps). Schools that failed in
this duty might well be caught by the Disability Discrimination legislation, as it applies to schools. Such a
policy would entail an increase in the number of Special Schools. But in some ways this appears to be part
of the policy of Government at the present time, though they say little about it. But if there weremore special
schools that were Trailblazers, or that applied for Specialist status (Specialist Non-Mainstream schools, I
believe they are called) thenmany of the childrenwho nowdo not flourish in largemainstream schoolsmight
have their educational prospects transformed. And with the generous policy of rebuilding that now seems
to have been embarked on, it might well be possible to build new special schools adjacent to mainstream.
But, for my part, though I believe strongly in co-location, I also believe that it is extremely important that
the two schools should be separate with each its own Head and Governing Body, otherwise I fear that the
Special part of a single school would always draw the short straw when questions of resources arose.

Post script:

I cannot resist giving it as my considered opinion that the worst mistake that has been made in recent
years was the rejection of the Tomlinson recommendations. If they had been properly accepted, I think that
numbers of those we think of having special needs (eg theMLDpopulation, among others) would no longer
be so classified, but would pursue an accessible, intelligible and enjoyable curriculum with all the pleasures
of success and inclusion in mainstream schools.

January 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Department for Education and Skills

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

All children and young people have the right to a good education, with opportunities to realise their talents
and learn the skills they will need for adult life—and this includes the one-in-six children with special
educational needs and disabilities. The Government wants to give every child or young person the
opportunity to fulfil their potential and to support their families in helping them to make the most of their
education.

Three key principles underpin all the Government’s policies for children and young people with SEN and
disabilities, and for their families:

— Personalisation—services tailored to individual needs.

— Inclusion—access for all children and young people to a broad and relevant education, a full range
of activities and maximum engagement with their peers and their local community.

— Partnership—agencies working together eVectively with children and families to provide
coordinated services organised around their needs.

In turning these principles into practice for children and young people with SEN, the Government’s
objective is that children and young people with SEN have the same opportunities as their peers to realise
their potential.

1. The Children’s Green PaperEvery ChildMatters sets out radical proposals for helping all children and
young people to achieve the five outcomes identified in consultation as crucial to their well-being, in
childhood and in later life:

— being healthy;

— staying safe;

— enjoying and achieving;

— making a positive contribution to society; and

— achieving economic well being.

2. The Government’s ambition is to improve these outcomes for all children and to narrow the gaps
between those who do well and those who do not. The five outcomes define the purpose of local planning
and services for children and form the basis for measuring progress locally and nationally. The Department
has developed an outcomes framework (Annex A) which breaks the five outcomes down into specific,
meaningful aims; associates each outcome with measures of progress and links it to relevant criteria and
standards in the national inspection framework. The Department is working with experts and stakeholders
to identify more clearly what these outcomes mean for disabled children and young people and for those
with SEN.

3. Children with SEN and disabilities and their families often need support from a range of diVerent
services if they are to overcome barriers to learning and participation. Too often those services are not
responsive enough to their needs and not well coordinated. This works against improving outcomes. The
Children Act 2004 and the associated guidance produced by the Department have introduced a number of
important reforms to children’s services directed towards personalising services for children with SEN and
disabilities and their families and widening access and to a broader range of services through partnerships:

— The creation ofDirectors of Children’s Services and Lead CouncilMembers for children will bring
together education and social services and provide better accountability for local authorities’ work
to improve outcomes for children.
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— A Common Assessment Framework will help professionals to better identify children’s needs
earlier and new information sharing arrangements will help with multi-agency working and the
provision of early support to children and families.

— Lead professionals will coordinate actionwhere children and families require support from a range
of diVerent services.

— Children’s Trust arrangements will pool budgets and commission services.

— Sure Start Children’s Centres and Extended Schools will extend the range of services to children
and families and bring them together in single locations, enabling children and young people with
SEN and disabilities and their families to have better access to the support they need, when they
need it and where they need it.

4. TheEvery ChildMatters change programme and theDepartment’sFive Year Strategy for Children and
Learners share the twin aims of improving children’s well being and raising standards of achievement since
a child who thrives is more likely to learn and a child who learns is likely to thrive and realise their potential
through lifelong learning. The 14–19 Education and Skills White Paper sets out proposals to ensure that
every young person masters functional English and maths before they leave education as an integral part
of new general (GCSE) Diplomas and specialised Diplomas and to ensure a range of courses and
qualifications tomeet a range of needs. TheGreen Paper,YouthMatters, proposes a wide range of measures
to give all young people access to places to go and things to do and high quality advice and guidance on
education, employment, and training.

5. The SEN strategy Removing Barriers to Achievement, published in 2004, sets out the Government’s
long term vision for improving outcomes for children and young people with SEN and a 10 year programme
of sustained action and review to “mainstream” SEN across all its policies and programmes. And the
National Service Framework for Children sets national outcome standards for health and social services
and the interface with education, including a standard for disabled children.

6. Taken together, these recent developments provide a strong policy context for improving provision for
children with SEN and disabilities. The forthcoming Schools White Paper will include additional measures
which will benefit children and young people with SEN, and their families.Wewill issue the Committee with
a supplementary memorandum setting out these measures, once the White Paper is published.1 In the
meantime, this memorandum covers the specific issues raised by the Select Committee and:

— explains the statutory frameworks that underpin educational provision for children and young
people with SEN and disabilities (section 2);

— describes how support is provided to help these children and young people make progress with
their learning (section 2);

— outlines some of the continuing challenges (section 3);

— sets out the Government’s policies for tackling these challenges, and the significant additional
resources it is making available to improve SEN provision nationwide (section 3); and

— draws conclusions and answers some of the recent questions raised about SEN policy (section 4).

SECTION 2: THE CURRENT POSITION

A. The Statutory Frameworks

What are special educational needs?

7. The statutory definition of special educational needs is broad and a significant number of children will
have SEN at some point in their school lives. Under the Education Act 1996 a child has SEN2 if they:

— have a significantly greater diYculty in learning than the majority of children of the same age; or,

— have a disability which prevents or hinders them frommaking use of educational facilities of a kind
generally provided for children of the same age in schools within the area of the local authority;

— are under compulsory school age and fall within the above definitions or would do so if special
educational provision were not made for them.

8. Special educational provision means:

— for children of two or over, educational provision which is additional to or diVerent from, the
educational provision made generally for children of their age in schools maintained by the local
authority, other than special schools; or

— for children under two, educational provision of any kind.

1 Ev 45–50
2 Children are not defined as having SEN simply because their first language is not English, though some such children may
also have SEN.
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9. Children with SEN have a range of needs such as physical or sensory diYculties, diYculties in thinking
and understanding, diYculties with speech and language, behavioural and emotional diYculties or
diYculties in the way they relate to others. Many children will have SEN of some kind at some time during
their education and having SEN can aVect children in diVerent ways; for example, having SEN could mean
that a child has diYculties with:

— All of the work in school.

— Reading, writing and number work or in understanding information.

— Expressing themselves or understanding what others are saying.

— Making friends or relating to adults.

— Behaving properly in school.

— Organising themselves.

10. Under the Disability DiscriminationAct 1995 a child has a disability if they have a physical or mental
impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse eVect on their ability to carry out normal day to
day activities. Disabled pupils often have SEN, for example some children with physical or sensory
impairments require additional or diVerent provision to access the curriculum. But this is not always the
case. Children with severe asthma, arthritis or diabetes, for example, may not have SEN and may not need
additional or diVerent provision to enable them to access the curriculumandmake progress in their learning.
But these children will have rights under the Disability Discrimination Acts 1995 and 2005.

The 1996 Education Act and the SEN Code of Practice

11. The statutory framework for SEN is designed to ensure that children with SEN are identified, have
their needs assessed, and receive support to help them make progress in their learning.

12. Under the Education Act 1996, maintained schools’ governing bodies have a number of duties
towards children with SEN (see Annex B). They must do their best to see that children with SEN get the
support they need and maintained mainstream schools must appoint a person responsible for coordinating
provision for children with SEN (usually known as the SEN Coordinator, or SENCO).

13. Local authorities have important and extensive duties to identify, assess and make provision for
children with SEN and to keep their arrangements for doing so under review (see Annex B).

14. Schools, early education settings, LAs and others must have regard to the SEN Code of Practice,
which gives guidance on carrying out their statutory duties under the 1996 Act. The Code recommends a
graduated approach to school based support with two levels of intervention—School Action and School
Action Plus. Under School Action, the SENCO and the child’s teachers decide, with the child and their
parents, what action to take to help the child make adequate progress in their learning. The child’s progress
is monitored and reviewed with their parents and if the child does not make adequate progress following
interventions made under School Action, the school seeks help from external services; those services may
provide additional advice and support to the school under School Action Plus.

15. If a child does not make adequate progress with the support provided at School Action Plus, the LA
may propose a statutory SEN assessment, again involving the child’s parents but also obtaining specialist
reports from an education psychologist, health and social care professionals and others. If an LA carries
out a statutory assessment and feels that the child’s needs cannot be met fromwithin the resources available
to the school, theymust issue a statement of SEN.A similar system of intervention applies in early education
settings at Early Years Action and Early Years Action Plus.

16. A statement sets out in detail the child’s SEN and the special educational provision to be made for
them.Once a statement is made the LAhas a duty to arrange the special educational provision specified in it.

The Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001

17. The Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001 built upon the 1996 Act. It strengthened
parents’ rights to seek a mainstream place for their child and preserved their right to ask for a special
school. It also extended the scope of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 to cover education from
September 2002.

18. From that date it has been unlawful for schools to treat disabled pupils less favourably, without
justification, than their non-disabled peers for a reason related to their disability. Schools must take
reasonable steps to ensure that disabled pupils are not put at a substantial disadvantage compared to non-
disabled pupils. The duty covers all areas of school life—school admissions, exclusions, and education and
other services provided by a school for its pupils, including after school clubs and school trips.

19. In addition to the discrimination duties, the Act placed new duties on LAs and schools to plan
strategically to progressively increase access to schools for disabled pupils over time. This covers access to
the curriculum; physical improvements to premises and facilities and information in a range of alternative
formats. The first plans were published in April 2003 and run for three years, after which they will be
reviewed, revised and published afresh for a further three years.
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20. The SEN and disability frameworks are designed to work together to improve access to education
for children with SEN and disabilities. The SEN framework makes additional or diVerent provision to meet
individual pupils’ special educational needs while the disability framework provides protection from
discrimination on the grounds of disability and promotes planning to widen access to education for disabled
pupils over time. Schools and LAs are not required, as part of the disability duties, to provide auxiliary aids
and services for individual pupils since these are covered by the SEN framework.

21. From 2006 LAs and schools will have new duties under the Disability Act 2005 to promote equality
of opportunity for disabled people, including disabled children and young people. The new duties will
provide an impetus for schools and LAs to ensure that their planning and activities “in the round” improve
opportunities for disabled people, including learners and staV.

B. Partnership with Parents

22. Parents have a unique knowledge of their child and a personal and emotional investment in their
child’s education. A fundamental principle of Government policy is that schools and LAs should work in
partnership with parents in meeting children’s needs. The SEN Code of Practice makes clear that parents
have a right to be advised when their child’s school begins to make special educational provision for them
and should be actively involved in discussions about provision and setting targets for their learning. It also
sets out the rights they have to information and access to a means of resolving disagreements with LAs
and schools.

23. A range of broader policy developments supports partnership with parents of children with SEN and
disabilities. The Sure Start Programme, while not specifically for children with SEN and disabilities, has
drawn on approaches that have been particularly eVective with such children and their families, including
speech and language programmes to improve communication skills and Portage Home Teaching
Programmes. The Early Years Support Programme has developed practical tools for parents and
professionals including a Family Service Plan and an audit tool for LAs to use to improve their services. But
more importantly it has demonstrated how to build relationships of trust with parents, right from the start.

24. The Special Educational Needs and Disability Act (SENDA) 2001 amended Part IV of the 1996 Act
to place a duty on LAs to establish Parent Partnership Services. Parent Partnership Services provide a range
of activities including:

— information and advice for parents on the “SEN system”;

— access to Independent Parental Supporters;

— learning activities for parents, for example, on behaviour management;

— support for local parent/carer groups; and

— support for families of children at risk of exclusion, families from the black and minority ethnic
communities, and young people making the transition to adult services.

25. The Act also required LAs to make arrangements for resolving disagreements between parents and
schools and parents and LAs. These arrangements can be used in addition to appeals to the SEN and
Disability Tribunal and do not aVect parents’ rights to make such appeals.

26. In addition to these activities, many Parent Partnership Services and other local groups are working
with LAs to encourage parents to become partners in policy making at a strategic level. Children’s Trusts
will be expected to involve parents as partners in the development of services for children and families and
some are doing this very eVectively already. There are also many examples of SEN Parent Partnership
Services playing this vital role.

27. The forthcoming Schools White Paper will set out a range of measures which will strengthen the role
of parents. These developments will benefit children with SEN and disabilities significantly and will build
on the eVective practice that is already in place. These will be set out in our supplementary memorandum,
but will include:

— promoting parental choice, for example by increasing the support available to parents and by
increasing the number of good school places;

— giving parents the opportunity and support to drive change in the education system; and

— engaging parents more eVectively with their children’s education.3

28. SEN is a diYcult and emotive area and it is not surprising that disagreements can arise as to the nature
of a child’s diYculties and the appropriate ways of addressing them. The SEN system is set up to encourage
and facilitate every eVort to resolve these disagreements before they escalate. But in order to strengthen the
rights of parents, the SEN and Disability Tribunal was established so that parents could challenge, through
a body independent of LAs and central government, the decisions of their LA. Parents can appeal to the
Tribunal if their LA:

3 Ev 46–51
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— refuses to carry out an assessment, or refuses to reassess if the LA has not made a new assessment
for at least six months;

— refuses to issue a statement, or decides not to change the statement after reassessing the child;

— decides not to maintain the statement; or

— if they are unhappy with the description of the child’s SEN, the description of the help they need,
or the school named in the statement.

29. Parents of disabled children who believe that their child has been discriminated against can appeal
to the Tribunal and through local admissions and exclusions appeals panels. The Disability Rights
Commission has produced a Code of Practice for Schools explaining the new discrimination duties and runs
a helpline for parents, schools and LAs.

30. Tribunal Orders are binding. They cannot award financial compensation to parents but they do order
LAs to provide educational remedies.

31. Details of the numbers and types of appeals and the outcomes are given below:
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Total Registered

96–97 97–98 98–99 99–00 00–01 01–02 02–03 03–04
% % % % % % % %

Against refusal to assess 27.4 30.3 31 31.4 31.8 37.4 40.4 39.6
Against refusal to make a statement 14 12.7 10.7 10.7 8.4 8 7.9 7.2
Against refusal to re-assess 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.3 1.9 2.4 1.4 1.8
Against refusal to change name of 2 1.5 1.8 1.5 2.7 1.6 1.5 1.4
school
Against decision to cease to maintain 4 2.7 3.7 2.5 1.8 2.1 2 2.1
statement
Against failure to name a school 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
Against contents of the statement— 14.9 14.1 14.7 15.2 14.2 13.3 13.1 12.2
parts 2 & 3
Against contents of the statement— 23.1 23.9 22.8 24.5 23.9 24 21.9 25
parts 2, 3 & 4
Against contents of the statement— 12.4 12.1 12.9 11.5 14.8 11.2 11.2 10.6
part 4
Total appeals registered 2,051 2,191 2,412 2,463 2,728 3,048 3,532 3,354

32. The volume of appeals to the Tribunal is one measure of the level of parental satisfaction. There were
3,354 appeals in 2003–04 compared with 1.4 million children with SEN—less than a quarter of 1%. Some
1,609 of those were against the contents of statements, compared with a total of 247,000 children with
statements—just over one half of 1%. While the number of appeals registered increased each year until
2002–03, the 2003–04 was almost 200 appeals down on the previous year. These data indicate that, within
existing capacity and resources, for the great majority of families the system is operating eVectively to meet
their children’s needs. Furthermore, the Government has increased funding for schools significantly in
recent years and local authorities are spending more on provision for children with SEN. When parents do
appeal, the Tribunal is highly eVective in responding to their concerns—of the 1,197 SEN appeals decided
in 2003–04, 78% were partly or fully upheld.
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33. Furthermore, it is important to note that about 45%of appeals are withdrawn before a hearing, which
suggests that the Tribunal process also helps promote intensive engagement of parents in discussion with
LAs to resolve issues and establish provision for individual children.
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C. Funding for SEN

34. All children, including those with SEN, benefit from the significant increase in education funding
since 1997–98; real terms funding will have increased by an estimated average of £1,000 per pupil by 2005–06
(from £2,940 to £4,110). By 2007–08 recurrent funding will have increased by about £1,300 per pupil (or
45%) in real terms since 1997–98.

35. According to information collected from local authorities, their planned spending on SEN nationally
in 2004–05 was around £3.8 billion and spending of about £4.1 billion is planned for 2005–06 (an increase
of 7.8%)—some 13% of all education spending. The figure of £4.1 billion includes about £1.4 billion for
maintained special schools, £2.0 billion for mainstream schools, £481 million for placements at independent
and non-maintained special schools and £264 million for LA duties such as Educational Psychologists,
administration and monitoring, parent partnership and child protection.

36. Between 1997–98 and 2003–04 the Government allocated a total of £360 million through specific
grants to support SEN. As part of the Government’s drive to streamline funding for schools, the separate
grant for SEN, worth £81 million per annum, ended in March 2004 and was added into a new School
DevelopmentGrant. The SchoolDevelopmentGrant is allocated to schools andLAs to spend on improving
teaching and learning according to their own needs and priorities.

37. Funding for schools is a shared responsibility between central government and LAs. The majority of
funding is provided by central government, with LAs providing the rest through the council tax. LAs decide
how much to spend on education in their area and how to distribute that between schools and central
education services.

38. To provide greater stability and predictability of funding for schools the Government is introducing
new school funding arrangements from April 2006 which include:

— a new ring-fenced Dedicated School Grant from DfES to each local authority for school funding
and other services for pupils provided by authorities like special education needs.

— Three year budgets for schools, geared to pupil numbers, and guaranteed minimum increases in
per pupil funding each year for all schools.

— A new Single Standards Grant, streamlining current standards related funding for schools
currently available through the Standards Fund and School Standards Grant.

39. The Government believes that schools are best placed to make decisions about support arrangements
for pupils experiencing barriers to their learning. It is encouraging the delegation of more SEN resources to
schools to enable head teachers and SENCOs to address the individual needs of pupils more quickly and
without the need to “demonstrate need” to their LA before resources are made available. But the
Department has always made clear that this must result in a better deal for children and not a reduced
entitlement.

40. It is vital that parents have confidence that their child’s school can meet their needs. There are
safeguards in place. For example, schools have a legal duty to use their best endeavours to make suitable
provision available for all pupils with SEN. LAs are required to publish details of their arrangements for
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SEN including a statement of what they expect schools to provide from their budgets for children with SEN
who do not have statements and what they expect to provide themselves. For children with statements LAs
must ensure that the provision specified in the statement is delivered.

41. The Department has strongly encouraged LAs to work in partnership with schools and parents to
ensure that respective responsibilities are clear and that there are appropriate accountability frameworks
in place. In May 2004 new guidance to local authorities on The Management of SEN Expenditure made
this clear.

D. Children with Special Educational Needs andWhere They are Taught

Children with SEN

42. The Department publishes data collected from schools, through its Pupil Level Annual Schools
Census, on the number of pupils with SEN. Latest figures (January 2005) from the Census show that some
1.45million children at school have SEN (17.8%of the school population). 242,600 have a statement of SEN
(2.9%) and 1.2 million are at School Action or School Action Plus (14.9%) receiving provision made from
within the resources available to their schools. The picture has changed in recent years; the number of
children with statements rose between 1997 and 2003 but fell by 8,000 in the following two years. The
number of children who have SEN but do not have statements has also fluctuated over recent years but in
2005 it is at broadly the same level as in 1997.

ALL SCHOOLS: NUMBER OF PUPILS WITH STATEMENTS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
NEEDS  BASED ON WHERE THE PUPIL ATTENDS SCHOOL
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43. There are considerable variations between LAs and the percentage of pupils identified as having SEN
ranges from 10%–30%. The percentage of pupils with statements of SEN varies by a factor of almost five
to one—from 1%–4.8%.

44. Children have a wide range of needs and many children have more than one type of need. Data has
been collected in England on the primary types of need of children with statements and at School Action
Plus of the SEN Code of Practice since 2004. Latest figures (January 2005) show that the most prevalent
types of need of those with statements and at School Action Plus are:

— moderate learning diYculty (30% of children at School Action Plus and 25% of those with
statements;

— behaviour, emotional and social diYculties (26% and 14%);

— specific learning diYculty (17% and 9%);

— speech, language and communication diYculties (13% and 11%); and

— autistic spectrum disorders (2% and 12%).

MAINTAINED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND SPECIAL SCHOOLS: NUMBER OF 
PUPILS WITH A STATEMENT OF SEN BY PRIMARY TYPE OF NEED - JANUARY 2005
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45. Since data collection on type of need is relatively new, it needs to be interpreted cautiously. The
Department is currently reviewing and refining the guidance given to schools on assigning primary and
secondary types of need when they make their data returns.

How decisions are made about where children with SEN are taught

46. Pupils without statements are covered by the normal arrangements for admissions and their parents’
preferences should be considered under schools’ usual admissions criteria. Pupils with statements are
covered by diVerent arrangements under section 324 onwards and Schedule 27 to the Education Act 1996.
Parents of pupils with statements may express a preference for the school in the maintained sector—
mainstream or special, denominational or non-denominational—they wish their child to attend. The LA,
which maintains the child’s statement must comply with the parent’s preference and name the school in the
statement, unless:

— the school is unsuitable to the child’s age, ability, aptitude, or special educational needs;

— the child’s attendance at the school would be incompatible with the eYcient education of the other
children in the school; or

— the child’s attendance would be incompatible with the eYcient use of resources.

47. Before a school is named in a child’s statement, the LA must consult the parents’ preferred school
and consider any representations made by the school against the admission of the child. Provided the LA
is satisfied with regard to the criteria above, it may proceed to finalise the statement. Once a school is named
in a statement the governing body is under a duty to admit the child.
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48. Parents can also make representations to a local education authority for a non-maintained or
independent school and the authority must consider their request with regard to the general principle that
pupils must be educated in accordance with parents’ wishes so far as this is compatible with the provision of
eYcient instruction and training, the avoidance of unreasonable public expenditure, and the need to arrange
suitable special educational provision.

49. The SEN and Disability Act 2001 strengthened parents’ rights to seek a mainstream school place for
their child but preserved their right to seek a place at a special school. There is no block on parents expressing
a preference for any maintained school, special or mainstream, and the decision as to which school the child
attends is made by the LA according to the same criteria.

Where children with special educational needs are taught

50. Children and young people with SEN are taught in a range of settings. Below summarises the
terminology commonly used for these diVerent settings—including in the charts in this section.

Definitions of settings attended by children and young people with SEN

Registered early years education setting

Early years education is education provision for children between 3-years-old and compulsory school age
in a funded early education Ofsted-registered establishment.

Non-maintained special schools

Non-maintained special schools are non-profit-making independent schools run by charitable trusts and
approved by the Secretary of State as a special school under Section 342 of the Education Act 1996, as
amended by the Schools Standards and Framework Act 1998. They may receive grants from the
Department for capital work and equipment but funding is primarily from fees charged to local education
authorities and parents for pupils placed there.

Independent special schools and other independent schools

An independent school is one which is neither maintained by a local education authority nor is in receipt
of grants from the Department and funding is primarily from fees charged to local education authorities
and parents for pupils placed there. While there is no legal category, independent special schools are
approved under Section 347(1) of the Education Act 1996 for the education of pupils within the terms of
their approval. LAs must obtain individual approval from the Secretary of State to place pupils with
statements in any other independent school.

Pupil referral units

A pupil referral unit (PRU) is set up under the Education Act 1993 to make provision for pupils who are
out of school for reasons such as exclusion or illness. Pupils who are dually registered in a PRU and a school
should be recorded under their type of school.

Educated other than in school

Section 319 of the Education Act 1996 empowers an authority to provide education for children with
special educational needs “other than in school”. Thismay include education in centres run by social services
or at home. Children would normally be on another school register. Under Section 7 of the Education Act
1996, the parent of every child of compulsory school agemust ensure that she/he receives full-time education
suitable to her/his age, ability and aptitude either by regular attendance at school or by means other than
in school.

Awaiting provision

Pupils may not be in school for a range of reasons, including:

— the pupil has just moved into the local authority area;

— the pupil has been permanently excluded and the LA is seeking a suitable alternative placement; or

— the pupil is awaiting admission to a school.

Maintained special school

A school maintained by a local authority which is specially organised to make special educational
provision for pupils with special educational needs. There are two categories of LA-maintained special
school—community special and foundation special.
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Maintained mainstream school

There are three types of LA-maintained mainstream school:

— Community schools;

— Foundation schools; and

— Voluntary schools, comprising voluntary aided schools and voluntary controlled schools.

51. Fromdata collected from local authorities in January 2005, around 60%of children and young people
with statements of SEN were taught in mainstream schools and resourced provision4 (of that 60% some 8%
were in resourced provision, units or special classes in mainstream schools). Some 34% were in maintained
special schools, 5%were in non-maintained and independent schools and 0.9%were in Pupil Referral Units.

Provision made for pupils with statements, Jan 05
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52. The balance of provision across maintained special, mainstream and resourced provision has been
very stable over the past four years that data on the latter has been collected, even though the number of
statements has fallen.

Provision made for pupils with statements, 2001-05
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4 Resourced provision is where places are reserved at a mainstream school for pupils with a specific type of SEN, taught mainly
withinmainstream classes, whowould require a base and some specialist facilities around the schools. A related concept is that
of the SEN unit within amainstream school, where the children are taught wholly ormainly within separate classes catering to
particular types of need.
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53. The picture for children for whom statements had been newly made in 2004 shows that some 66%
named mainstream schools, 18% named local authority maintained special schools, 2.4% named non-
maintained and independent schools. Overall, there has been a slight (less than 1%) rise in the proportion
of pupils with new statements placed in special schools.

Where are children with statements educated? Jan 2005
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54. There are variations between local authorities in the provision made for children with statements.

Mainstream Resourced Maintained Non-maintained
schools provision, units special and independant

and special schools special schools
classes in

mainstream
schools

% % % %

ENGLAND (average) 51.9 7.7 32.8 4.6
In individual authorities
Minimum 18.9 0.0 0.0 0.4
Median 51.8 6.5 32.0 4.2
Maximum 73.0 42.8 60.0 19.2

Source: SEN2 survey, January 2005.
Children in EY settings, hospital schools and PRUs, those out of school and/or awaiting provision
not included.

55. The number of maintained special schools has reduced slightly from 1,171 in 1997 to 1,049 in 2005.
The number of non-maintained special schools has risen from a low of 61 in 1999 to 73 in 2005. During the
same period the number of independent schools approved specifically by the Department as suitable for the
admission of pupils with statements has fallen from 99 to 93, while the number of independent schools
registered with, but not approved by, the Department as catering wholly or mainly for children with
statements has increased from 69 to 148. Although the total number of children at school with statements
of SEN has fallen in the past two years from 250,500 in 2003 to 242,600 in 2005, the proportion of children
with statements placed in maintained special schools has remained broadly constant at around 34% and in
addition some 20,000 children are currently taught in resourced provision.

How decisions about the pattern of local special educational provision are made

56. Local authorities have a duty to secure suYcient schools for children in their area and in doing so
must have particular regard to the need for special educational provision. TheGovernment sets expectations
as to the quality of this provision, as does Ofsted. But how these expectations are met is a matter for local
decision, and for this reason,Government plays no role in relation toLA school reorganisations or in respect
of decisions to close schools.
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57. When a LA decides to take forward a special school reorganisation or closure, it must prepare and
submit to a local School Organisation Committee for approval a School Organisation Plan setting out how
it will ensure suYcient provision for pupils within the area. In doing so the LA must listen to what parents
want. Where a local authority proposes to close a school it must consult on its proposals, including with
parents; where there are objections and local agreement is not possible, an independent adjudicator makes
the final decision.

Reorganising local provision to meet changing needs

58. There is evidence to suggest that the population of pupils with SEN is changing: advances inmedicine
are allowing children with complex health needs to survive well beyond school age; more children are being
diagnosed with autistic spectrum disorders; and there is a growing number of children with severe
behavioural, emotional and social diYculties. Set against this the screening of newborn children for visual
and hearing impairment has allowed the relevant professionals to intervene earlier with these children which
in turn has reduced the impact of these disabilities. All forms of provision—special schools, mainstream
schools and additionally resourced provision or units attached to mainstream schools—have an important
role to play in meeting children’s needs.

59. It is important that there is a flexible range of provision in place and that LAs can reorganise their
schools to respond most eVectively to the wide and evolving range of needs. LA special school
reorganisations are not therefore about closing schools but about providing better facilities for childrenwith
a more complex range of SEN in new and modern buildings, and reshaping overall SEN provision in ways
that are more tailored to the changing pattern of needs. HMCI’s annual report for 2003–04 notes that
maintained special schools are gradually changing how they are organised, sometimes amalgamating into
fewer but bigger schools, widening the range of disabilities individual schools serve, or relocating on to the
sites of mainstream schools.

Approaches to the teaching children with diVerent types of SEN

60. The SEN Code of Practice 2001 summarises categories of SEN into four broad areas of need:

— communication and interaction;

— cognition and learning;

— behavioural, emotional and social development; and

— sensory and/or physical needs.

61. But the Code of Practice recognises that children will have needs and requirements which may fall
into at least one of the four areas and that many children will have a number of inter-related needs.

62. Children’s SEN range from mild and temporary learning diYculties in one particular area of the
curriculum to severe, complex and permanent impairments that will always aVect learning across the
curriculum. There is a continuum of needs that requires a continuum of special educational provision.

63. Children and young people have special educational needs if there are barriers to learning, and if they
are unable to access the curriculum and make adequate progress without additional to or diVerent from
provision to that normally available in maintained mainstream schools in the local area.

64. The key test for taking SEN action is whether a child is making adequate progress. The measure of
progress will be diVerent for diVerent children. It will depend on the child’s starting point and on their
particular needs. Progress for diVerent children with SEN could range from progress that closes the
attainment gap between the child and their peers or prevents the attainment gap growing wider to progress
which demonstrates an improvement in self-help, social or personal skills.

65. Decisions about the provision necessary for children with diVerent types of SEN are made locally by
schools and LAs in line with the statutory framework, including the advice in the SENCode of Practice and
the SENToolkit. The Toolkit, which drew on research conducted by the University of Newcastle, identified
four broad strands of action to meet children’s SEN:

— assessment, planning and review;

— grouping for teaching purposes;

— additional human resources; and

— curriculum and teaching methods.

66. SENprovision could therefore take the form of further assessment, additional or diVerent curriculum
materials or a diVerent way of teaching, or sometimes (but not always) additional adult support.

67. Teachers, in discussion with children and parents, decide which actions and combinations of actions
are appropriate for each child taking account of their learning diYculties, their diVerent learning styles and
the school and class context. All teachers are required as part of the General Teaching Requirements of the
National Curriculum, to diVerentiate their approach to meet the needs of individual children, to set suitable
learning challenges and to help children overcome barriers to learning and assessment. The National
Curriculum allows considerable flexibility for teachers in organising teaching to meet the diVerent needs
of learners.
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68. The SENCode of Practice emphasises the importance of consulting and involving children with SEN
in decisions that aVect them, including in relation to setting targets for their learning and reviewing their
progress, in reviewing the provision made in their statement, and in making and keeping up to date
transition plans. Involving children in decisions about their own learning is now a key feature of the drive
towards personalised learning for all children (described in section 4).

69. Research published by the Department in February 2004, Teaching Strategies and Approaches for
Pupils with Special Educational Needs: A Scoping Study, found a large degree of overlap between eVective
approaches for children with diVerent types of SEN. There was no single model of learning that informed
and justified one method of teaching for each type of SEN; rather, the teaching approaches and strategies
eVective with children with SEN were broadly similar to those that were eVective in teaching all children.
The research identified diVerent access strategies for specific kinds of disability, such as visual and hearing
impairments, but found the underlying teaching and learning approach was the same.

70. Data about the numbers of pupils in the country with diVerent types of special educational need
(SEN) as part of the Pupil Level Annual Schools Census (PLASC) is linked to the children’s attainment. In
time it will be possible to track cohorts of children with types of SEN with similar starting points and see
howmuch progress they make over time. The longitudinal data can then be used to study trends in progress
and thus help with planning and help withmonitoring the outcomes of interventions for pupils with diVerent
types of SEN.

E. How Children with SEN are Achieving

Attainment of pupils with SEN

71. Awide range of pupils is identified as having SEN. Children with special educational needs may often
make less or slower progress than pupils without SEN. Pupils with SEN are represented across the
attainment spectrum, but the %ages at the expected levels are significantly lower than for those without
SEN.

72. Around 25% of children at Key Stages 1—3 are low attaining and of those almost two thirds have
SEN; 13% have statements. Some 33% of children attaining below level 3 at the end of Key Stage 2 (age 11)
have statements. Only 10% of pupils at or above age related expectations in Key Stage tests have SEN, of
which almost none have statements. However, the high numbers of children in primary schools identified
as having SEN (some 18% of the total population) could also suggest that in some cases these children may
be regarded as having SEN but in fact may simply be low attaining.

73. The charts below compare the split of pupils achieving any grade at GCSE and equivalent, compared
with the split of pupils achieving 5 or more A*-C grades. The charts show that while the share of pupils with
SEN achieving any grade at GCSE was 14%, the share with SEN achieving 5 or more A*-C grades was only
4%. This result at GCSE and equivalent reflects similar results at Key Stages 1, 2 and 3 of the National
Curriculum.
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 74. Another way of comparing attainment is to compare pass rates for those with and without SEN, as
indicated in the table below. It is clear that at KS2, KS3 and GCSE and equivalent, pupils with SEN fare
significantly less well, particularly when focusing on higher grades.

Achievement rates (% of all pupils entered for test or exam)

No identified School Action School Action SEN with a
SEN Plus statement

Key Stage 2 English 89% 44% 26% 15%
(level 4!) Maths 85% 42% 30% 17%

Science 93% 68% 56% 32%

Key Stage 3 English 81% 33% 23% 11%
(level 5!) Maths 83% 28% 30% 15%

Science 76% 29% 23% 14%

GCSE/equivalent Any pass 98% 93% 82% 78%
5 A*"C 60% 15% 11% 6%

75. The data show some indication of improvements in the attainment of children and young people with
SEN over time. But comparisons on a consistent basis are not possible, so this data should be treated
with caution.

76. Some children and young people with SEN may never achieve higher levels of attainment. But there
are many children with SEN who can and do make progress and improve attainment year on year—for
example those working above level 1 but below level 2; those working on P scales5 below level 1, and children
with SEN achieving level 3 at KS2.

77. Because of this, the Government believes it is important to focus on and recognise the progress made
by all pupils and to recognise their wider achievements. To support this, the Department is promoting the
use of sophisticated value-added methodology in Performance Tables, the School Profile, the Pupil
Achievement Tracker (PAT) andOfsted’s PANDA.This contextual value-added information takes account
of a range of pupil factors such as SEN and deprivation, in addition to pupils’ prior attainment and, in
secondary schools, school level factors. The PANDA reports issued to primary and secondary schools this
autumn contain these new contextual value added measures, and also show value added scores separately
for subgroups of pupils such as those with Special Educational Needs, and those with below-average prior
attainment.

5 The P scales are a set of optional indicators for recording the achievements of children with SEN working towards level one
in the national curriculum programmes of study.
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78. For the School Achievement andAttainment tables, secondary school indicators (Key Stage 2–4) will
be piloted in 2005 so that they can be in the published secondary Tables in 2006 and primary school
indicators will be piloted in 2006 so they can be in the published primary Tables in 2007. Better use of data
on achievement by schools and LAs is the key to raising expectations, setting appropriate targets, raising
attainment and enabling children to enjoy and achieve. This is a key Government priority (see section 3).
The Department is working closely with Ofsted to streamline the provision of data analysis to schools by
merging the Performance andAssessment reports—the PANDA—with the Pupil Achievement Tracker. An
interactive website (RAISEonline) is being developed with data already loaded, giving schools, LAs, School
Improvement Partners (SIPs) and inspectors a common set of analyses as well as providing schools with a
tool for reviewing their performance data in greater depth as part of their self-evaluation and target setting.
The aim is for this to be available from summer 2006.

Inclusion and attainment

79. In 2003 research undertaken for DfES by the Universities of Newcastle and Manchester on the issue
of Inclusion andAchievement found no evidence of a relationship between inclusion and attainment at local
authority level although there appeared to be a very small negative correlation between inclusion and pupil
attainment at individual pupil level (i.e. those with and without SEN). The possibility that this may be a
causal relationship cannot be ruled out but seems unlikely because:

— there is a considerable variation in school-level performance, so other school-level factors appear
to have more significance;

— highly inclusive schools manage inclusion in broadly similar ways but have widely diVering
attainment levels;

— more inclusive schools tend to serve more deprived communities which generally have lower
attainment levels; and

— inclusivity is far less significant than other factors such as Free School Meals, month of birth,
gender and mother tongue.

80. There was some evidence of the positive eVects that inclusion can have on the wider achievements of
all pupils, such as social skills and understanding (though it can also increase the risk of isolation and low
self-esteem). The model of provision that the researchers found eVective in including all children, and which
emerged from the case studies, was one involving flexible grouping of pupils, customisation of provision to
individual circumstances, careful individual monitoring and school-wide strategies for raising attainment
which clearly link back to the strands of action set out in the SEN Code of Practice.

SECTION 3: GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES

A. Challenges

81. SEN is one of the most challenging aspects of LAs’ responsibilities. This has been acknowledged in
recent reports from the Audit Commission and Ofsted, which note that despite a robust statutory
framework and improvements in practice and provision in recent years there remains a number of
continuing challenges to overcome in order to further improve outcomes for children with SEN and
disabilities.

Audit Commission—Special Educational Needs—a mainstream issue

82. The Audit Commission’s report Special Educational Needs—a mainstream issue (2002) identified
these challenges as:

— Too many children waiting too long to have their needs met.

— Parents lacking confidence in the system, leading to pressure for statements.

— Some children who could be taught in a mainstream school being turned away.

— Teachers feeling ill equipped to meet the wide range of needs in today’s classrooms.

— Special schools feeling uncertain of their role.

— Unacceptable variations in provision between diVerent parts of the country.

Ofsted—Special educational needs and disability—towards inclusive schools

83. More recently the Ofsted report Special educational needs and disability—towards inclusive schools
(October 2004) highlighted a growing awareness of the benefits of inclusive practice and some improvements
in practice in schools. But it also found:

— for many schools, inclusion was a significant challenge;

— expectations of achievement were often ill-defined or pitched too low so that progress in learning
was slower than it should be for a significant number of pupils;
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— use of data on pupil outcomes was limited and schools under-used the potential for adapting the
curriculum and teaching methods to give pupils suitable opportunities to improve key skills;

— few schools evaluated systematically their provision for pupils with SEN for eVectiveness and
value for money;

— eVective collaboration between mainstream and special schools was the exception rather than the
rule; and

— under 50% of schools visited had disability access plans.

Moving forward

84. The Government recognises these issues and challenges and that many of them can only be addressed
by sustained, long-term action. This is why it developed Removing Barriers to Achievement (2004), its
SEN strategy.

85. The strategy provides a clear national vision and a long-term programme of action and review. It was
developed after wide consultation with pupils, parents, teachers and other staV, local authorities, the health
services and voluntary sector on what they saw as the key priorities. The strategy has been welcomedwidely.
It reflects the contribution of the Department’s wider policies and programmes to improving outcomes for
children with SEN and disabilities and sets out the Government’s priorities for action in four key areas:

— Early identification and intervention.

— Removing barriers to learning.

— Raising expectations and achievement.

— Delivering improvements in partnership.

The remainder of this section outlines action being taken under each of these areas.

B. Early Identification and Intervention

Early years

86. The strategy promotes a shift towards earlier identification and intervention, by strengthening
support for SEN in early years settings and in schools, where some diYculties may not be picked up until
a child has started school and begun to engage in learning. Since the Strategy was published:

— the eVective approaches toworkingwith babies and very young disabled children and their families
established by the Early Years Support Programme are being mainstreamed and have been
embedded in the national outcome standards for children’s services in the National Service
Framework for Children;

— in 2005–06 local authorities will be given £25.8 million (part of Sure Start general grant) to
augment support for disabled children and those with SEN in early education and childcare
settings. This can be used for staV training, equipment, minor building modifications, therapies
(including speech and language), childminding subsidies or, where necessary, one to one support;

— a new 10 year strategy for childcare for children and families Choice for Parents, the best start for
children has been published promoting an integrated approach to early education and childcare
and improving information for parents;

— a Childcare action plan for children with SEN/disabilities, developed and implemented as part of
Removing Barriers to Achievement has:

— developed parents’ information leaflets;

— implemented workforce development contracts with specialist voluntary sector groups;

— established good practice projects in four Children’s Trusts and three SEN Regional
Partnerships;

— developed an award for best inclusive early years practice;

— developed a Childcare Approval Scheme for home-based care;

— extended Portage services to more local authority areas;

— funded LAs to ensure provision of inclusion/SEN training for early years staV, including
childminders and SENCOs; and

— produced SENCO training materials for all early years settings and local authorities.

— a feasibility study for establishing a National Early Intervention Centre of Excellence to raise
awareness of eVective approaches and promote improvements in practice has been carried out.

87. The Government is encouraging local authorities to extend access to SEN advice and support the
development of the skills and awareness of staV in early years settings. This builds on a number of
improvements to provision for children with SEN in the early years in recent years:
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— All early years settings in the private, voluntary and independent sector required to have a SENCO
responsible for that setting’s SEN policy.

— LAs employ Area SENCOs to support and train early years settings on SEN/inclusion at a ratio
of 1:20 settings.

— National Standards for under 8s Day Care and Childminding require settings to take proactive steps
tomeet needs of childrenwith SEN in cooperationwith parents and other agencies. Ofsted inspects
against this Standard (Standard 10).

Improving SEN advice and support to early years settings

In one London Borough a centre for pre-school children with SEN and disabilities and their families has
led to more eVective early intervention and a significant reduction in the need to statement children below
reception age in order to secure appropriate support.

A joint agency Disability Strategy Group which includes senior members of staV from some of the 26
multi-agency services co-located at the Centre identified barriers to eVective multi-agency family friendly
working in practice and is taking action to overcome them. Their programme has developed new multi-
agency referral criteria and panel processes to ensure families of young children with more complex needs
and disabilities are oVered a keyworker, multi-agency co-ordinated support, and a Family Service Plan. A
multi-agency Internet accessible database has been established and joint assessment processes are being
developed.

In recent years, Pre-School SEN Services and Primary Care Trust therapy services, working from the
Centre, together with the local Autistic Trust, have established the National Autistic Society Early Bird
Programme for families of children newly diagnosed with autistic spectrum disorder. They have also
developed new centre class-based groups for children with complex language disorders, whereby the parents
and their child attend together. Partnership initiatives have linked Portage, Speech and Language Therapy
andEarly Support, oVering early intervention for childrenwith severe social and communication diYculties.

The authority now has a clear panel referral process and criteria for all pre-school children with SEN and
disabilities. Approximately 175 new children are followed up each year; support is not dependent on waiting
for statutory assessment processes and no children below reception age require a statement. A pre-school
audit has helped the authority to plan the pattern of provision and places that will be required at school age.
All Early Support families are oVered a key worker, multi-agencymeetings, Family Service Plans andmulti-
agency information.

Early intervention in schools

88. The development of the Common Assessment Framework (CAF) under Every Child Matters will
provide a tool for schools and other services to identify children’s needs at an earlier stage and will link up
professionals from diVerent services. The CAF is currently being trialled in a number of local authorities.
The evaluation of the trial will focus on the relationship of the CAF to more specialist assessments such as
the SEN statutory assessment.

89. Delegating funding for SEN to schools can help to boost earlier intervention for children with SEN
so that support can be provided, wherever appropriate, without the need for a statutory assessment or a
statement. A number of LAs have worked with their schools and parents to develop their approach and
secure the confidence of parents that their children’s needs will be met, where appropriate without statutory
assessment.

Parent partnerships

In the North West, one local authority’s Parent Partnership Service (PPS) has made a significant
contribution to removing barriers to learning for children with SEN. It provides an extensive range of
services for parents, including information and advice on SEN matters, support in preparing for and
attending meetings, help with writing letters and filling in forms; liaising with their child’s school;
signposting other services; and liaising with local mediation services. The PPS recruits and trains
Independent Parental Supporters, and maintains an up-to-date register.

Direct support to parents has been successful in ensuring positive outcomes for individual children and
their families. For example, a family of a four-year-old boy with cerebral palsy were struggling to come to
terms with his disability and reluctant to send him to school. The PPS has supported the parents to improve
the child’s attendance at school by enabling them to work constructively as active partners in his education,
while full physical access was provided to all areas of school. In another case, a secondary pupil with
Asperger’s Syndrome and ADHD was permanently excluded from secondary school because of his
behaviour until the PPS worked with his mother and local authority staV to identify a new school. The child
now follows a balanced curriculum involving academic, social and vocational activities and spends
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increasing time in GCSE classes. The positive impact of this work is reflected in the number of appeals to
the SEN and Disability Tribunal, which have reduced from 8.42 per 10,000 in 2000–01 to 3.03 per 10,000
in 2003–04.

Partnership with parents in policy making

In the south, one local authority has set up a Parents’ SEN Forum to promote and sustain dialogue with
parents of children with SEN. The forum enables the authority to listen to and take account of parental
views as they develop SEN policy and provision and to provide parents with information on a wide range
of issues associated with SEN.

The Parent Partnership holds the forum two to three times a year, focusing on issues suggested by parents.
Each Forum, chaired by the Parent Partnership Co-ordinator, consists of a short presentation by speakers
on the chosen theme and includes representation from schools, health services, social care, and education
support staV. Parents are invited to contribute their views to policies as they are being developed. The
Director of Education & Children’s Services attends. Parents are also able to discuss individual concerns
privately. Questions may be submitted in written form or voiced at the meeting. A Punjabi/Urdu speaker is
available for translation and parents are asked before hand if they have other particular needs which require
support. Issues raised by parents are followed up by the local authority oYcers concerned and are fed back
either individually or at the next forum. Each forum brings parents up to date on how their views have been
taken into account.

Feedback from parents shows they value the forum, enjoy meeting other parents, appreciate the
availability of service local authority oYcers and recognise that issues they raise are being addressed. For
example, as a result of issues raised at the Forum the local authority has implemented changes in the way
speech and language therapy is provided in schools and provision for children on the autistic spectrum.

Building parental confidence in SEN provision in schools

In one local authority in the North of England funding for provision at School Action Plus has been
delegated to schools for a few years. The Authority’s SEN Strategy envisaged this process would continue
and that, by April 2005, a small contingency would be retained, to be allocated on advice from its Provision
Agreement Panel (PAP). The Panel was set up to help the Authority consider requests from schools for
statutory assessments. It comprises representatives from schools, education oYcers and support agencies
and meets every three weeks. It can recommend funding for early intervention, to enhance School Action
Plus provision. The needs of children are considered against published criteria and allocated to one of five
bands for additional funding support in order to secure greater consistency of decision making.

As schools’ capacity to meet children’s needs earlier has increased, the number of new statements has
reduced from 110 in 2002 to 30 in 2004. One secondary and one primary school with a disproportionate
number of pupils with complex diYculties have been provided with advanced funding to enable them to
address the needs of such pupils at an early stage. The scheme has a number of benefits:

— the capacity of mainstream schools tomeet a wider range of needs has improved, leading to a small
reduction in parents seeking special school places (numbers attending special schools reduced from
350 in 2004 to 329 in 2005);

— a language support service has been established, enabling specialist support to be delivered across
all mainstream schools;

— education, social care and health now have a joint funding protocol to support the needs of
children and young people requiring physical adaptation of their school buildings, residential
placement outside the authority or specialised facilities; and

— the number of appeals to SENDIST has reduced from six in 2002–03 to three in 2003–04 (1.03 per
10,000 school population)—significantly lower than the national and the averages of the
Authority’s statistical neighbour.

90. The Department is taking action to cut unnecessary paperwork and bureaucracy on SEN by helping
schools and local authorities, schools and early years settings to focus on the essentials and make better use
of ICT, enabling teaching staV to spendmore time working directly with children with SEN to improve their
learning, for example:

— promoting alternative approaches to Individual Education Plans (IEPs) for eVective target setting,
planning and monitoring of outcomes through the National Strategies, the SEN Regional
Partnerships, and the team of DfES SEN Advisers;

— working with a number of local authorities and SEN Regional Partnerships to streamline the
processes for annual reviews of children’s statements so that schools have fewer tasks to do. The
SEN Regional Partnerships will disseminate the results of this work in 2006; and

— improving coordination of SEN provision at school level. Sessions for SENCOs to identify
eVective and innovative practice and potential solutions to practical issues are being held in
partnership with the National Association for Special Educational Needs (NASEN). NASENwill
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publish articles in their journals highlighting the ideas to emerge from these sessions and the case
studies gathered will inform the Secondary National Strategy’s SEN Management Guide for
School Leadership Teams, to be published in February 2006.

91. Local authorities are also being encouraged to develop their own schemes for reducing bureaucracy,
to build on existing practice.

Reducing bureaucracy

In one local authority SENCOs from clusters of schools worked together with the local authority on the
distribution of SEN resources between schools.

The authority workedwith its schools to look for ways of reducing unnecessary bureaucracy and critically
at the imposition of any “new tasks” on schools. A jointly developed financial system allows schools and
clusters of schools to map their spending, analyse outcomes for pupils, and review the use of funds. An
annual report is provided to all schools in a cluster showing the exact amount of targeted funding available
in each school. The financial system also enables LA oYcers to track spending patterns and potential over
or under spending.

The use of provision mapping enables schools, clusters and support services to track how resources are
used, link them to pupil outcomes (currently attainment and sustainability of placement) and evaluate
whether the organisation of staV can be improved to achieve greater eYciency and eVectiveness in the use
of resources. The Audit Commission found that schools reported “an improvement in the LA’s eVectiveness
inmonitoring the progress of pupils with SEN” and in “the clarity of the LEA’s rationale for the deployment
of SEN funding”. Links between outcomes and SEN investment have led to a stronger joint approach
between local school improvement and SEN support services.

There has been no significant increase in numbers of statutory assessments or appeals to the SEN and
Disability Tribunal and no increase in statements or numbers placed in special schools.

C. Removing Barriers to Learning

A continuum of provision to meet a spectrum of needs

92. Removing Barriers to Achievement reflects the Government’s policy of including children with SEN
and disabilities in mainstream schools where this is what parents want and it is compatible with the eYcient
education of other children whilst preserving parents’ rights to seek a special school place. Central to the
Government’s policy is a drive to build the capacity of mainstream schools to meet children’s SEN and
maximise the best use of specialist provision so that inclusive practice is developed throughout local
communities of schools.

93. TheGovernment hasmade clear that special schools have a vital and new role educating childrenwith
the most severe and complex needs and working much more closely with mainstream schools to share
expertise and extend the range of opportunities for learning for all children in all settings. Special schools
have already been brought within theDepartment’s mainstream leadership and diversity programmes; some
30 special schools have been awarded specialist school status and 12 special schools have been designated
as Trailblazers to provide SEN expertise on outreach to mainstream schools.

94. The Building Schools for the Future (BSF) programme oVers a real opportunity to develop new and
better provision for children with SEN and disabilities and extend the range of choices open to parents.
From 2004–05 the programme will radically transform the learning environment for secondary school
pupils. The programme is currently worth over £2 billion a year in the current spending review period
(2005–08); of that, some £300 million is estimated to be spent on provision for pupils with special needs and
disabilities in the first three waves of the programme. It is being extended to primary schools. BSF builds
on a period in which capital allocations for schools have risen from £1.1 billion in 1997–98 to £5.5 billion
in 2004–05. The Schools Access Initiative hasmade over £600million available since 1997–98 to help schools
improve access for disabled pupils.

95. There is a simplistic but mistaken view that LA reorganisations involving special school closures
inevitably mean a loss of specialist support and expertise and fewer good quality choices for parents. In
practice, over the past 20 years, LAs have reconfigured their special schools to meet changing needs,
developed specialist provision within or attached to mainstream schools and co-located special and
mainstream schools. A key priority for the Government in taking forward the SEN strategy during this
Parliamentary term will be to promote the development of a flexible continuum of provision to meet the
wide spectrum of special educational needs in today’s classrooms and extend choice for parents. This will
build on local developments, make the most of unprecedented capital investment in schools through BSF,
and include a range of options:

— school collaboratives—federations and other partnership arrangements;

— co-location of mainstream and special schools;

— specially resourced provision in mainstream or special schools;
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— specialist units for diVerent types of need;

— extended schools;

— dual placements;

— outreach from special to mainstream schools;

— better use of Pupil Referral Units;

— stronger links between other services, such as Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services, and
schools; and

— action to reduce residential placements by supporting children locally or regionally.

96. These options are characterised by an approach that combines elements of mainstream and special
education—a “third way”—to enhance specialist provision across mainstream and special schools and
provide opportunities for pupils and staV from both to learn andwork together. TheDepartment is carrying
out a study to identify the factors that need to be in place for the successful development of “third way”
provision. The results of the study will shape work at a national level to promote such provision locally and
regionally and extend choice for parents. We will provide a supplementary note to the Committee on this.

Communities of schools

One local authority in the East of England is developing a commonbrief for all its special schools to ensure
consistency and quality in SEN specialist provision across the county. The aim is for children to be educated
in their locality and have the opportunity to participate in mainstream activities as a result of special and
mainstream schools working together in clusters. Special schools will be full partners in the multi-agency
assessment, planning and review of pupils’ and families’ needs; they will participate in the development of
outreach services to mainstream schools with other support services and will provide bases to support a
multi-service response to complex needs.

A funding scheme is being devised to ensure that the needs of the most complex pupils can be met in-
county. The funding will reflect the increasing complex needs of pupils in special schools and provide
consistency so that schools can commit to new developments and provide training. The Authority is
consulting with parents, school staV and others on their proposals.

The funding scheme has been welcomed by head teachers and it has been possible to target funding to
ensure the provision for pupils with very complex needs. An audit of premises has been positively received
by the council, with a commitment to bring all area special schools up to the standard of the two new area
special schools. Special schools are actively seeking schools to cluster with joint training and two-way flow
of pupils is happening. Examples of good practice include support for ASD pupils in mainstream schools
by a special school.

Close collaboration and planning with the local Primary Care Trusts in particular is already having a
positive knock-on eVect on relationships between agencies and eVective joint working.

Building local capacity

One London local authority has used resources to build provision within the authority to improve
outcomes for all children and reduce reliance on out of authority placements.

In 1999–2000, 116 pupils were educated in independent schools out of the local area. In a number of cases
the educational and social outcomes for the pupil were of concern to the authority andmany students found
it hard to return to the local area. The authority felt the need for young people to be included in their home
area and supported local schools in meeting the needs of students with more complex needs.

Many of these pupils had been educated in residential schools for children with emotional and
behavioural diYculties (EBD). The authority’s secondary EBD school was strengthened with speech and
language therapy and experienced, qualified specific learning diYculties teachers. The school’s KS3
provision was expanded. KS4 was made smaller, and a course for disaVected learners aged 14-16 was set
up at the local community college. The school also assisted KS4 students in accessing higher levels of work
experience, college and project work.

The authority opened a primary EBD resource to oVer outreach support for mainstream schools as well
as full time placements and a resource for deaf students attached to a mainstream secondary school, to
complement the primary resource. A secondary resource for VI students was also established. The support
teams for sensory impairment were strengthened.More generally, the authority has established a purchased
mainstream speech and language service as well as physiotherapy and occupational therapy intervention.
A comprehensive training programme for teachers and non-teaching staV has been set up and is well
subscribed.

As a result of its policy, the number of independent placements has reduced from 116 to 28; more pupils
are included successfully in local mainstream schools, and local special schools now meet the needs of
students with more complex needs.
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School based resourced provision

At Kingsley College Able Autism Base (Worcestershire) students with an autism spectrum disorder
participate as fully as possible in the life of a mainstream school, whilst having their individual and specific
needs understood and met by staVwith knowledge and experience in the field of autism. The local authority
had found that an increasing number of students with Asperger’s Sydrome were unable to access full-time
mainstream schooling despite their academic ability, even with full-time teaching assistant support. It
developed the base to overcome these diYculties. The base is situated in the Technology Block of Kingsley
College, a 13–18 years high school in Redditch with a suite of four rooms: reception area, two large
classrooms and an oYce with kitchen. One room is set up as a group working area and has bays for
individual workstations and computers. Another has a leisure area as well as a teaching/individual working
area. Kingsley was the first high school Base in Worcestershire. It opened in September 1999 with three
students and was at full capacity by January 2001 with students in all year groups. It is staVed by a teacher,
three full time teaching assistants and two part time teaching assistants. Two branches of the Access and
Inclusion team of the local authority refer students for places.

Students have access to the National Curriculum at a level suited to their individual needs and extra
lessons in the Base which address their particular needs, such as social skills. They have individually
negotiated timetables and join mainstream classes, with or without support, or are taught in the Base. They
attend themainstreamassemblies for their appropriate year group, but register as a vertical form in the Base.
Children are able to use the Base at break and lunchtimes or they make use of the many college clubs and
sporting facilities.

Students have found school life much easier being part of a group, rather than being a student with ASD
on their own in a school. There are both sympathetic and supportive mainstream students and staV in the
host school and the right environment and facilities in the Base. The location of the Base on the site of the
mainstream school promotes greater inclusion.

Special schools of the 21st Century—outreach and beyond

Beaumont Hill Technology College in Darlington, a special school for children aged 2–19 is at the heart
of developments to create a community of schools. The school is being rebuilt on a site alongside local
mainstream schools and all schools will share facilities and expertise. The plans are for an education village
oVering a Children’s Centre and full service extended provision, including access to a wide range of services
for children and families.

An Advanced Skills Teacher supports inclusion for two days a week, one day working with pupils with
statements in mainstream schools, and one day working as part of the local authority’s Learning Support
Team and as an advisory and support teacher. To support the Authority’s wider inclusion drive, the school
has developed provision for children with behavioural, social and emotional diYculties and autistic
spectrum disorders. This has led to a significant reduction in out-of-authority placements and enabled
children to stay in their local communities.

Specialist Provision—Improving Local Planning

97. A national audit of specialist provision for children with the most severe and complex needs is
underway. The audit will identify where the gaps are and enable the Department to support LAs in
improving regional planning and provision to meet those needs.

National audit of specialist provision—findings to date

The study is due to be completed in December 2005. It will outline the major gaps in support, services
and provision to have emerged through the audit and make recommendations as to how these might best
be addressed. Options will also be presented with regard to the potential shape and form of the Regional
Centres of Excellence proposed in the Government’s strategy for SEN.

Although the focus group phase is yet to be completed and the analysis of overall findings is still at an
early stage, evidence to date suggests that “gaps” are not at the level of specialist techniques or resources
needed by groups of children with low incidence needs. While specialist training and a skilled workforce is
needed, the priority is to improve the coordination and joint planning necessary in all local authority areas,
in order to ensure that the needs of some of our more challenging young people can be properly addressed.

Themain problem in providing for children with severe/complex low incidence needs seems to result from
inflexibility in the ways in which provision and services are organised. Greater flexibility is needed, both in
terms of the capacity of local mainstream and special schools, and in service access criteria, to ensure that
children are better served.

Implementation of the Every Child Matters change programme and the SEN strategy are seen as key to
addressing these key issues.
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In particular, developments and improvements are needed in respect of:

— short break/respite and social/leisure opportunities; insuYcient respite and social isolation can
place significant burdens on families, who are already having to cope with a range of challenges
themselves;

— support, provision and opportunities at the secondary and FE stages; some secondarymainstream
schools, as they are currently organised are seen as particularly inaccessible for some children;

— proactive joint planning; more collaborative work is needed between local authorities, Learning
and Skills Councils and the voluntary/independent sector in order to coordinate local
improvements in post 16 provision and to develop a wider range of specialist foster placements/
short break opportunities, with proper training, support and backup from relevant agencies; and

— therapy services and Child & Adolescent Mental Health services. However, focus group
discussions so far suggest that this is less about staYng/capacity and more about changes in the
ways in which services have traditionally been delivered.

A number of examples of positive practice are being identified through the audit and will be highlighted
in the final report. We will provide a supplementary note to the Committee on the Audit when the work has
been completed.

98. Following the recent Ofsted report Inclusion, the impact of LEA support and outreach services (July
2005) the Department will also be consulting onminimum standards for SENadvisory and support services
to promote greater consistency in their quality, availability and cost eVectiveness, however they are
provided. The report provided positive information about the impact of current provision on supporting
teaching staV in enabling children with SEN tomake progress and/or access to the curriculum. It concluded
that support and outreach services promoted inclusion and improved the life chances of many vulnerable
pupils. Support service staV were particularly valued where they brought knowledge and skills usually
unavailable in a mainstream school and were most eVective when they demonstrated eVective strategies for
others to observe. These services can provide important information and a thorough understanding of
particular special needs or disabilities, making a major contribution to pupils’ progress. Support services
can also form a key element in the development of a flexible continuum of provision for children with SEN.

99. Ofsted is currently carrying out a survey on choice and flexibility of provision for learners with
learning diYculties and disabilities and the impact on achievement and enjoyment. It is expected to report
in the summer 2006 and will provide further information to help local authorities in their planning.

Improving access to schools for disabled children

100. Schools have important duties under the Disability Discrimination Acts but these are not always
well recognised. As a result disabled children may not be able to play their full part in the life of their school
and community. The Department is working in partnership with the Disability Rights Commission and the
Council for Disabled Children on practical tools to help schools and local authorities improve the quality
of their accessibility plans and strategies. Work is also well underway to develop a DVD resource and
accompanyingmaterial to help schoolsmake reasonable adjustments to their policies and practice to remove
the barriers to learning and participation that can prevent disabled children from achieving their potential.
These resources will help schools to develop a whole school approach to promoting equality of opportunity
for disabled people and fulfil their duties under the Disability Discrimination Act 2005.

101. Some children and young people need support with their health needs in school and early years
settings and a significant number have complex health needs. Without appropriate support these children
will not be able to attend school regularly and make the most of their education. The Department has also
worked with the Council for Disabled Children, Mencap, the Royal College of Nursing and others to
develop a resource for local authorities and schools on developing policies and protocols for managing
complex health needs in schools and early years settings. The resource is based on good practice and contains
a wealth of practical ideas. It will complement the joint DfES/Department of Health guidance onManaging
Medicines in Schools and Early Years Settings (2005).

Supporting children with diYculties in behavioural, emotional and social development

102. Parents and teachers are understandably concerned to improve behaviour in schools so that all
children can learn. It is important to note that Ofsted report that behaviour is satisfactory or better in over
90% of schools and that most children with SENdo not present severe challenging behaviour. In any school,
however, there may be individual pupils whose behaviour reflects serious social and emotional problems
rather than disaVection. The SEN Code of Practice emphasises preventative work, to ensure that children’s
special educational needs are identified as quickly as possible and that early action is taken to meet those
needs. It also advises a range of interventions for schools to use, in supporting pupils who are hyperactive
and lack concentration and have BESD.

103. The Department has made additional resources available to schools in disadvantaged areas through
the Excellence in Cities and the Behaviour Improvement Programme. These have been used to establish in-
school learning support units, to appoint learning mentors to provide support for individual children and
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to establish Behaviour and Education Support Teams (BESTs) to co-ordinate the work of a range of
education, health and social care professionals for pupils with serious and complex problems. These are
multi-agency teams bringing together a complementary mix of professionals from the fields of health, social
care and education to promote emotional well-being, positive behaviour and school attendance, by
identifying and supporting those with, or at risk of developing emotional and behavioural problems. There
are now about 1,500 learning support units, mainly in secondary schools, about 12,000 learning mentors in
schools and about 140 BESTs. The Department is also helping all schools to develop good practice in
behaviour management through training materials and consultancy provided by the national strategies and
more specialised training for school staV with a leadership role in managing behaviour and attendance.

104. In June 2005 the Government established a Practitioners’ Group on School Behaviour and
Discipline, comprising 13 head teachers and teachers, chaired by Sir Alan Steer. The Group’s remit was to
provide advice on how further to improve standards of pupil behaviour, including how to embed good
practice more widely across schools and whether new powers for heads are needed to help enforce school
discipline. Its report, to be published shortly, will go to a Ministerial Stakeholder Group on Behaviour and
Attendance chaired by the Minister for schools and 14–19 learners. We will let the Committee have a copy
of theGroup’s report as soon as it is published. TheDepartmentwill consider theGroup’s recommendations
carefully and take forward any appropriate action on pupils with Behavioural, Emotional and Social
DiYculties in conjunction with the wider programme set out in Removing Barriers to Achievement.
Commitments have already been made to:

— Clarify the role of PRUs, special schools and alternative provision in meeting the needs of pupils
with BESD and promoting greater partnership working to avoid the need for permanent
exclusions.

— Improve the quality of provision made for young people with BESD in all types of setting.

— Promote greater use of curriculum flexibilities to keep young people with significant BESD
engaged in learning and working towards qualifications.

— Explore the scope for developing intensive, short-term interventions working in partnership with
CAMHs, particularly for those children at risk of exclusion as well as ensuring longer-term
support for those children with enduring needs.

Since Removing Barriers to Achievement was published we have:

— Increased the participation of special schools in the Specialist Schools Programme (SSP), including
schools catering for pupils with BESD. This should help to drive up standards across the sector
and lead to greater collaborative working with the mainstream sector.

— Encouraged special schools, PRUs and mainstream schools to work in collaboration with a view
to ensuring managed moves between the sectors for pupils with BESD thereby reducing the need
for permanent exclusions.

— Run a competition specifically targeted at institutions working with children with severe BESD to
provide creative and innovative solutions for using staV in BESD settings to:

— improve access to the curriculum for children with BESD and mental health diYculties; and

— improve links between schools and CAMHs.

— It will complement BESD/CAMHs related work already underway or in the pipeline, including
new development work funded via the CAMHs grant on services for young people with
complex needs.

— Included senior staV in BESD special schools and PRUs in the National Programme for Specialist
Leaders in Behaviour andAttendance. New supportmaterials and courses for this will be available
next year. This should provide more eVective leadership for the sector which in turn should
strengthen the running of BESD schools and the quality of teaching and learning they provide.

We are now looking at howwe can support further weak and failing special schools for pupils with BESD.
We will make a further announcement on this in the forthcoming Schools White Paper.

D. Raising Expectations and Achievement

The starting point: Ofsted’s assessment of SEN provision across the school system

In his annual report for 2003–04 Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Schools notes that the provision for
pupils with special educational needs (SEN) is good or better in most nursery and primary schools and very
good in almost a third; most have a commitment to inclusion and providing equality of opportunity and in
many there is close liaison between teachers, teaching assistants, SEN Coordinators and external specialists
to ensure pupils receive the right support from the start. However, provision for pupils with SEN and
disabilities is not evaluated consistently against the progress they make.
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Most secondary schools have a clear commitment to meeting SEN, which is reflected in sound practical
arrangements and adequate resourcing. But in general there is too little systematic evaluation of the link
between provision and achievement and schools do not always appreciate the extent of progress that is
possible for pupils with SEN.

Most special schools provide good quality education. In three quarters of special schools pupils achieve
well in relation to their abilities and diYculties. The quality of teaching is good or better in most schools but
assessment is still not being used well enough. Schools for pupils with emotional, behavioural and social
diYculties continue to be less eVective than other special schools.

At local authority level HMCI finds that provision for SENhas improved in significantly more of the LAs
inspected than in those in which it has declined and that at best, strategies to support SEN are an integral
part of LAs’ overall programmes for school improvement and inclusion. Procedures to meet statutory
requirements in respect of SEN are at least satisfactory in all but two authorities and in a number of LAs
criteria for referral and making statutory assessments are clear and well understood. But the quality of
statements is good in only a minority.

The picture is of an education system that is improving in its provision for children with SEN, though
there are some areas where further improvement is necessary.

School self-evaluation, accountability and performance

105. Ofsted reports have shown that if children with SEN are to reach their potential, schools need to set
expectations of what they can achieve pitched at an appropriate and suitably challenging level. To help
schools to do this we have extended the information provided to schools in the Pupil Achievement Tracker
to include data on pupils working below the level of the National Curriculum tests so that schools can
identify those children who are not progressing. Data on the progress made by those pupils working below
level 1 of the National Curriculum (the P Scales) is also being collected nationally from 2005.

106. As part of the New Relationship with Schools, all schools will carry out an annual self-evaluation
and publish a single plan setting out their priorities for improvement in which they will need to show how
all their pupils are achieving. This process will highlight any gaps in achievement between diVerent groups
of children, which will then be discussed with a locally appointed School Improvement Partner, who will
provide support and challenge to schools in raising achievement and closing those gaps. Shorter, more
focused Ofsted inspections will evaluate how well schools cater for children with SEN and disabilities and
joint area reviews will pick up how well local children’s services support improvements in the Every Child
Matters outcomes. Information on schools’ priorities and provision will be given in their school profiles.
Information about SEN provision will be signposted.

Making better use of data

Each year, in one local authority in theNorthWest, the Inclusion and School Improvement Service (ISIS)
analyses individual pupil and school level SEN information in order to evaluate value added progress in
relation to the additional SEN interventions made by both schools and external services. Additional
intervention, support and challenge to schools are then targeted more appropriately.

Through an annual review of school performance a range of professionals (assessment advisers, SEN
Advisers, school advisers, SEN support teachers, SEN, English and Mathematics consultants, locality
managers and statutory assessment managers) analyse and evaluate the performance of children with SEN
in the core subjects to consider the impact of interventions and additional SENprovision on pupil outcomes.
The analysis is based on Fischer Family Trust (FFT) data (teacher assessment and test results), and
qualitative evidence gathered from support teachers working with SEN pupils in schools.

The level of monitoring, intervention, challenge and support schools receive for SEN is based on the
outcomes of this process. Where there is consensus based on secure evidence of underperformance of SEN
pupils, the issue is explored with the school’s head teacher and focused SEN monitoring is provided, based
on the school self-evaluation process, which uses the Ofsted and Every Child Matters frameworks.

The local authority’s approach has had a positive impact. Schools have raised their expectations about the
progress of SEN pupils can make from one key stage to the next, and are focusing on the use of appropriate
assessment for learning, eg P Scales, PIVATS, NC levels. Schools, in partnership with the local authority,
are identifying the additional strategies and interventions that are most eVective in raising SEN pupil
attainment, learning outcomes and well being. The local authority is building up a profile of how pupils with
diVerent types of SEN progress across all key stages and across all localities and has a secure evidence base
from which to target additional support and intervention to schools and match this to children’s needs.
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Supporting children with SEN through the national strategies

107. Practical teaching and learning resources to raise the achievement of children with SEN are being
provided through the primary and secondary national strategies. Through the Primary National Strategy
independent research commissioned by the Department has identified the 20 most eVective reading
approaches to literacy teaching so that schools could consider the most appropriate way to teach low
attaining children and with Moderate Learning DiYculties to read. Further research has provided an
overview of the eVectiveness of early intervention schemes for children with mathematical diYculties and
enabled schools to identify the most appropriate way to teach numeracy skills. In addition, a range of
materials has been issued to schools on:

— Speaking, Listening, Learning: working with children who have special educational needs.

— Learning and teaching for children in the primary years.

— The eVectivemanagement of teaching assistants to improve standards in literacy andmathematics.

— Leading on Inclusion, which covers school self-evaluation, understanding and using data, and
guidance on how to plan for eVective provision for children with additional needs.

— Wave 3materials aimed at pupils with SEN—Supporting children with gaps in their mathematical
understanding.

— Management for primary SENCOs.

108. Through the Secondary National Strategy documents have been issued on maximising progress of
children at Key Stage 3 of the National Curriculum in relation to using data for target setting; approaches
to teaching and learning in the mainstream classroom; and, managing the learning process for pupils with
SEN. An SEN Management Guide for secondary schools is scheduled for publication in spring 2006.

109. Other relevant work is also underway. Jim Rose has been appointed to conduct a review of the
teaching of early reading that encompasses consideration of the range of teaching practices needed to
support children who face significant diYculties with literacy. The findings of the review are due early in
2006. The Every Child a Reader programme, in which the Department and the Primary National Strategy
are working in partnership with the KPMG Foundation and the Institute of Education, was launched at
the end of July 2005. It aims to cut dramatically the numbers of those who cannot read and has a two-fold
aspiration: to deploy Reading Recovery teachers in intensive personalised teaching to help over 5,000 boys
and girls learn to read in the initial three years of the programme; and to explore the potential for Reading
Recovery teachers to support tailored literacy teaching more broadly within a school, ensuring an impact
beyond those receiving intensive one-to-one support.

110. More generally, the move to personalised learning referred to in Removing Barriers to Achievement
signals a commitment to ensuring that everything possible is done to tailor learning to the individual needs
of children with SEN so that they get the most out of their education.

Improving staV skills—teacher training

111. The standards for Qualified Teacher Status require trainees to be aware of their responsibilities
under the SEN Code of Practice and know where to seek advice to support pupils with SEN. In addition,
the standards require trainees to diVerentiate their teaching to meet the needs of pupils, including those with
special educational needs. Trainees can undertake a placement in a special school as part of their school
practice during their training, although some practice in amainstream setting is required to ensure that there
is coverage of as wide a range of experiences as possible. In order to complete the induction period
satisfactorily, a newly qualified teacher (NQT) must demonstrate that they plan eVectively tomeet the needs
of pupils in their classes with special educational needs and contribute to the preparation, implementation,
monitoring and review of plans for individual children. Part of a newly qualified teacher’s induction can take
place in a special school.

112. Removing Barriers to Achievement gave a commitment to improve staV skills. To take that
commitment forward, the Department has commissioned the Teacher Development Agency to:

— develop optional, specialist SEN and disabilities modules within Initial Teacher Training (ITT)
programmes;

— develop, implement and evaluate a small-scale programme for 4-week placements in special
schools within ITT courses;

— produce guidance and exemplar materials to improve the knowledge, understanding and skills of
NQTs for teaching pupils with SEN and disabilities;

— design an electronic portal to support networking of tutors involved in SEN and disabilities;

— develop resources to ensure greater consistency when assessing trainee and newly qualified
teachers against those QTS and Induction Standards with particular relevance to inclusion and
teaching pupils with SEN and disabilities;
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— strengthen links between mainstream and special schools via LEA Induction Co-ordinators, to
increase NQTs’ experience of pupils with a range of needs; and

— develop a specialist SEN and Disabilities Post-Graduate Certificate and/or Diploma pilot
programme, specifically designed to meet the professional development needs of teachers in
mainstream schools.

113. Initial development work is scheduled to be completed by March 2006 and pilots for the modules,
placements and programmes are due to start in September 2006. The impact of these projects will be
carefully monitored to evaluate how successful they have been in raising the confidence and skills of trainees
and serving teachers.We can then determine what action the TDAmay usefully take to oVer further support
to teachers of pupils with SEN and disabilities.

114. In addition the TDA is developing a Teacher Training Resource Bank (TTRB)—a web-based
resource covering a wide range of topics relevant to teacher training and of interest to trainee teachers and
teacher trainers. The TTRB will be used to disseminate high quality materials on a range of special
educational needs.

115. The focus in the Every Child Matters change programme on the provision of integrated services
places a premium on staV from diVerent disciplines and services, including teachers, working more closely
together, often in co-located services, to ensure that children, young people and families are given access to
the complementary skills of a wide range of people. The integration of planning, commissioning and
organising services locally is being supported nationally by a Children’s Workforce Unit within the
Department. The Unit has published a Pay andWorkforce Strategy and practical guidance onmulti-agency
working. It is also developing a Common Core of Skills and Knowledge for those working with children,
young people and families and will build on that to create a climbing frame of qualifications to support
coherent and flexible career pathways within and across children’s services and help members of the
children’s workforce gain additional skills and specialisms where needed. This work will take account of the
need to develop the skills in the children’s workforce to meet the needs of children with SEN.

Supporting successful transitions from school to adult life

116. Making the transition from school to further education, training and employment can be diYcult
for young people with learning diYculties and disabilities, with new funding arrangements, diVerent routes
of progression and the transfer to adult services to be negotiated. The quality of transition planning varies
and the range of opportunities open to young people can be narrower than at school. The Department is
working with its partners across Government to improve the quality of transition planning and to ensure
that all young people with SEN and disabilities benefit from person centred planning that meets their
individual needs and high quality advice and guidance. A Transition Working Group involving a range of
Government departments and other agencies, including voluntary sector organisations, has advised on this
and the work is being taken forward as part of a broader programme of action to implement the report of
the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit’s report Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People (January 2005).
This year the Department has funded work to develop person centred planning for young people with
learning diYculties and disabilities in a number of local authorities. This builds on the work of local
Learning Disability Partnership Boards and complements the focus on transition in Children’s Trust
pathfinders.

117. The Department is also working to expand educational, training and employment opportunities for
young people with learning diYculties and disabilities. The 14–19 Education and SkillsWhite Paper sets out
proposals to build on the strengths of the current system, includingGCSEs and A levels, ensuring that every
young person masters functional English and maths before they leave education, putting achievement in
English and maths at the heart of new general (GCSE) Diplomas and specialised Diplomas. The specialised
diplomas in 14 broad sector areas, developed by Sector Skills Councils, will replace around 3,500 separate
qualifications.

118. The LSC is currently undertaking a strategic review of its funding and planning of provision for
learners with LDD across the post-16 sector, including those with SEN in schools. The review is due to
report to LSC national council in September 2005. The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority and the
Learning and Skills Council are currently working together to establish a Foundation Learning Tier (FLT)
aimed at learners of all ages from 14 upwards who are working at Entry and level 1—to establish an inclusive
and coherent curriculum oVer at these levels with provision supported by units and qualifications at Entry
level and level 1 in the Framework for Achievement (FfA) currently under development and in time set to
replace the National Qualifications Framework. Entry level will be extended beyond its current parameters
to include pre-Entry provision in order to ensure that the needs of learners working at this level can also be
met through the FLT. Trials will be conducted from September 2006, with full implementation planned
from September 2007. These developments will complement the Entry to Employment (E2E) work based
learning programme, established across England in August 2003 to support young people in overcoming
barriers that restrict their progress to apprenticeships, further education or employment.
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E. Delivering Improvements in Partnership

Promoting consistency of provision

119. Many local authorities have made great progress in providing eVectively for children with SEN in
recent years but there are still variations in the availability and quality of planning and provision for children
with SEN and disabilities. The Department is promoting more consistent practice through a team of
national SEN advisers. The Advisers are providing support and challenge to LAs on key SEN issues,
including strategic planning andmanagement of provision for children with SEN and the use of statements.
They are identifying and sharing good practice and tackling underperformance. Together with the
Department’s network of SEN Regional Partnerships, they are disseminating eVective practice nationally
and helping to lever up standards of provision across the country. The SEN Regional Partnerships bring
together education, social care and health services and the voluntary sector and provide a network for
sharing eVective practice and exploring shared solutions to common problems.

Regional cooperation in transition planning

Transition planning should coordinate the contribution of a number of diVerent professionals and
agencies so as to support a young person with SEN in making the transition from school to adulthood. But
making this happen eVectively in practice is a challenge for local authorities.

Many of the SEN Regional Partnerships are working together to resolve practical issues and provide
practical tools for local authorities to use in improving the quality of transition planning.

The East of England Partnership undertook a comprehensive mapping exercise of existing practice across
all agencies in the region and followed this with good practice guidance; they developed a directory of
transition services for young people with SEN leaving school and protocols for transition planning, both of
which have been taken up by local authorities across the country.

The North East Partnership has produced a CD Rom, Transplan, containing guidance for schools and
partner agencies on successful transition planning with an emphasis on involving young people and parents
and carers eVectively; the CD Rom contains sample forms and leaflets that can be tailored for local use. It
has been used by local authorities across the country.

The work of these Regional Partnerships influenced the development of National Outcome Standards in
the Children’s National Service Framework and illustrate the contribution that cooperative working
between local authorities within the SEN Regional Partnerships makes to promoting greater consistency in
provision nationally.

Joining up services around the needs of children and families

120. We know that many children with SEN and disabilities require support from a range of agencies to
enable them to access education,make progress in their learning, andmake the transition to adult life. Better
outcomes for these children depend on getting schools and other services to work together to remove the
barriers to learning and participation they can face.

121. Children’s Trust arrangements being developed through the Every Child Matters programme will
be the vehicles for whole system change across children’s services working in the context of local authorities’
broader Local Strategic Partnerships. It is anticipated that most areas will have children’s trusts by 2006
and that all areas will have them by 2008. Trust arrangements will:

— enable and encourage professionals to work together in integrated services built around the needs
of children, young people and families and to a single Children and Young People’s Plan;

— be supported by common processes designed to support joint working such as the Common
Assessment Framework;

— bring agencies and their resources together, for example, by pooling budgets to deliver a
commissioning strategy that is directed towards establishing services that meet local needs; and

— create strong inter-agency governance arrangements in which shared ownership is coupled with
clear accountability through a Director of Children’s Services and a Lead Council Member for
Children.

122. Children’s trust pathfinders were announced in 2003; many are focusing on disabled children as a
specific client group. The Council for Disabled Children is working with the Pathfinder Children’s Trusts
to support them in developing newways of working and to capture the learning from their work. The project
is looking at what real diVerence the Trusts can make to the lives of disabled children and their families.
Best practice from the pathfinders will be disseminated widely in 2006 and the Department is planning a
workshop early next year to consider what the fiveEveryChildMatters outcomesmean for disabled children
and children with SEN to help local authorities assess their progress.
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Improving multi-agency working through Children’s Trust arrangements

In West Sussex there were previously three agencies with responsibility for children with disabilities and
SEN. These agencies worked together where possible and there were some pockets of multi-agencyworking,
but no inherent structure existed for resolving disagreements or multi-agency commissioning.

Although there were some examples of excellent multi-agency working, there was a lack of formalised
decision-making, and good practice was not easily replicated over all the cases considered by each agency;
nor was monitoring of provision conducted on a multi-agency basis.

Although three individual agencies remain they now operate within the structure of a Children’s Trust.
Where agreement was previously diYcult to reach, the Trust has provided a forum for the three agencies to
meet and discuss individual cases; it has also met the need for formalised accountability through a
“Children’s Multi-Agency Support Panel”.

Excellent co-operation now exists between professionals and the impetus to greater co-operation has
come from a Lead at the highest level: the Children’s Multi-Agency Support Panel has a Revolving Chair,
with a 6-month tenure that is swapped between the diVerent agencies. The Panel is currently chaired by the
Director of Education and the Arts, who has a high profile, and a real “can do” attitude.

Not everything is smooth sailing. Deciding which children should be included in a pooled budget has been
problematic. There have been diYculties with establishing a coherent “one voice” for the five Primary Care
Trusts who all operate in West Sussex. Developing financial structures is complex, and there is still work to
do on protocols and criteria.

But many cases have been resolved through joint funding agreements, and in all cases resolution has been
reached and negotiations have been pleasant, understanding and sensitive to the constraints on diVerent
services. The early structures of a joint budget are already in existence, targeting those children who are
identified by the Child Disability Teams, and an early start has already been made on plans for a locally
commissioned joint unit.

123. Schools play a central role in helping children to achieve the five Every Child Matters outcomes. By
2010 all children, young people and their families will have access to a range of extended services in and
around schools including a core oVer of:

— high-quality aVordable childcare available from 8.00 am to 6.00 pm all year round;

— a varied menu of activities including sport, music and community activity;

— community access to sports, arts and ICT facilities, including adult learning;

— support for parents; and

— swift and easy referral to a range of specialised support services such as behaviour support and
family support, health and social care.

124. Many schools are already oVering extended services either directly themselves or in partnership with
other schools or other providers and agencies.

Millfields Community School in Hackney caters for 600 children. It became a full service extended school
in September 2003.

The school already had in place a wide range of additional provision including a breakfast club, Saturday
school, play centre and many after school clubs from 7.00 am–8.30 pm throughout the year. It has built on
this with new developments including crèche facilities and lifelong / family learning opportunities to help
the local community in raising aspirations and making significant improvements in their lives.

The types of services provided at the school include:

— A Breakfast Club open at 7.00 am.

— Play centre provision open until 6.00 pm for all pupils including Foundation and Nursery pupils.

— Inclusion of pupils with autism and physical disabilities in the special needs resource base plus
respite care for families and residential visits for pupils.

— A 10-week family learning course for families with children with autistic spectrum disorders.

— A Community Nursery and Community Toy Library.

— An Adult Learning Suite dedicated to lifelong learning—oVering English as another language,
ICT, literacy and numeracy classes for parents and local community groups.

— Family Learning courses in literacy, numeracy, and accelerated learning.

— An extensive programme of after school clubs that includes specialist teaching in Sports, Music
and Modern Foreign Languages.

— A Saturday school from 10.00 am–3.00 pm for 100 Key Stage 2 pupils throughout the school year
providing an accelerated learning curriculum and catering more recently for pupils from other
schools in the local cluster arrangement.

The school works closely with a wide range of other institutions including a local day care nursery, the
community college, sports facilitators, Learn Direct and health services.
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The impact of new services has been significant. Local parents are keen to take on new courses at theAdult
Learning Suite and short taster courses for Family Learning Weekends. A multi-sports facility is almost
complete and links have been made with local sports providers to enhance what is on oVer to pupils during
and beyond the school day and provide a much needed community sports facility in the evenings and
holidays. A school nurse is available in school one day each week and as the crèche takes oV, health and
social care services will be better targeted to meet specific needs.

Elm Court is an inner city special school for around 100 students aged 9–16 years with varied learning,
medical and associated emotional and behavioural needs, oVering awide range of educational opportunities
in a caring, disciplined environment.

The school oVers students a range of academic, creative, sporting and social activities and endeavours to
provide each student with a broad, balanced, high-quality educationwhichmeets their individual needs. It is
set in pleasant surroundings on a shared site with theNorwood SecondaryCentre,Michael Tippet Lancaster
Centre 16–19, the Behaviour Education Support Team and Community Groups. The school is housed in a
single-storey building, allowing easy access to all areas in the school.

The local authority has included the school within their Secondary Schools development plan and
consulted on plans to rebuild ElmCourt as a Special School on this site alongside a newCommunity School.
This will enable the provision of specialist service within the community with strong curriculum linkage and
outreach advisory services to mainstream colleagues. The development will provide a full service extended
school which can meet the community’s needs and:

— provide students with a broad, balanced and relevant curriculum, with equality of opportunity for
all learners and a range of high-quality learning experiences within and beyond the formal
curriculum;

— ensure that students develop essential literacy and numeracy skills;

— generate creativity;

— inspire and motivate students;

— oVer a diVerentiated curriculumwhich meets the individual learning needs of students and enables
them to progress; and

— help prepare students for adult life

ElmCourt’s learning community encourages a “can do” culture encouraging students to achieve their full
potential. The curriculum is tailored to meet the needs of each student, taking account of their emotional,
medical, physical, complex language needs and learning diYculties. A diverse programme is oVered that
goes beyond the classroomand incorporates study support, after and in school clubs, out of school activities,
educational visits, residential experiences and other learning opportunities dependent on the needs of
individual students. These include speech and language therapy, educational therapy, child guidance,
physiotherapy, occupational therapy, emotional and behavioural support systems. The school received a
School Achievement Award for excellence in 2001, was recently congratulated for its excellent value added
results in achievement from Key Stage 3 to GCSE and was in the top 5% of schools in the UK 2003.

125. The Department is supporting the development of the core oVer in all schools with start up funding
of £840 million over the period 2003–08. The majority of this funding will go through LAs but £250 million
will go direct to schools over the period 2006–08 as part of their School Standards Grant.

SECTION 4: LOOKING FORWARD

A. Issues

126. In recent months public debate has focused on a few specific issues. The Government’s response to
those issues (below) reflects its policy approach to improving outcomes for children with SEN and
disabilities, and the significant progress that is already being made.

Is a major review of special educational needs policy needed?

127. The Government recognises the challenges to be faced in improving outcomes for children with
SEN. But it does not believe that a major review of policy on SEN would be appropriate at present. The
Audit Commission and Ofsted have recently carried out such reviews, and a working group established by
the DfES has reviewed the role of special schools. Taken together, these reviews paint a clear picture of the
issues that need to be tackled in improving provision for children with SEN.

128. Tackling those issues is at the heart of the Government’s SEN strategy Removing Barriers to
Achievement, which sets out a clear forward direction for action to improve outcomes for children and young
people with SEN. The strategy was widely welcomed at the time of publication in February 2004 and
progress on implementing it is summarised in Section 3 of this memorandum.
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129. The Government believes that what is needed now is change on the ground. Any new review would
simply delay progress in making this happen. Practical action is being taken, and substantial extra resources
are being provided, to improve the capacity of the education service and its partners to meet the needs of
children with SEN. This memorandumhighlights how theGovernment’s reforms are targeted on improving
outcomes for children with SEN and disabled children and how they will address issues raised by Ofsted
and the Audit Commission in their reports. Ofsted is currently carrying out a survey on choice and flexibility
of provision for learners with learning diYculties and disabilities and the impact on achievement and
enjoyment, which is expected in the summer 2006. Furthermore, Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Schools
has been asked to review progress on implementing the strategy. In the light of his findings we will consider
what further action may be needed.

Should there be a moratorium on special school closures?

130. There have been calls for a moratorium on special school closures to allow for an extensive review
of all existing special provision. The Government does not believe this is necessary or desirable. In its view,
much of the recent debate has portrayed an inaccurate picture of the factors that have prompted themajority
of special school reorganisations over a number of years (explored in depth in section 2 of this
memorandum).

131. A moratorium would impose a planning blight on local authorities and prevent them from taking
action to tackle special schools that are failing their pupils. A moratorium would also prevent local
authorities from redeveloping their special educational needs provision to provide improved buildings and
facilities for SEN as the existing schools estate becomes out of date and needs to be renewed. We do not
believe this would be in the interests of children with SEN.

132. Furthermore, calls for a moratorium are based on a misunderstanding of, or on occasions,
misinformation about, existing policy and practice. It is not Government policy to close special schools. The
policy is to promote a continuum of provision to meet a wide range of SEN so that individual children’s
needs may be appropriately met in a range of settings. LA reorganisations of special schools have not led
to a reduction in the proportion of pupils with statements placed in such schools. Although the total number
of children at school with statements of SEN has fallen in the past two years from 250,500 in 2003 to 242,600
in 2005, the proportion of children with statements placed in maintained special schools has remained
broadly constant at around 34% and in addition some 20,000 children are currently taught in resourced
provision.

133. The recent reviews of SEN policy and provision carried out by Ofsted and the Audit Commission
have endorsed the Government’s policy on special schools, which is that they should cater for the small but
growing population of children with the most severe and complex needs, and provide outreach support to
mainstream schools to support inclusion. A targeted review of the role of special schools was carried out
in 2003 which resulted in the Report of the Special Schools Working Group; the majority of the report’s
recommendations were subsequently embodied in the Department’s SEN Strategy including the
recommendation for an audit of specialist provision for low incidence needs that theDepartment is currently
undertaking.

134. The Government has made clear that special schools have an important continuing role to play
within the overall pattern of provision. Ofsted data shows that over three-quarters of the special schools in
Ofsted’s survey had links with local mainstream schools and the management of linked or shared provision
was often good. We welcome this as it shows providers responding in flexible ways to the needs of children
with SEN.

135. To take this further, we introduced incentives to enable the sector to develop better links with
mainstream schools by creating a new SEN strand in the Specialist Schools Programme. The forthcoming
Schools White Paper will set out significant proposals for more special schools to take on specialist status
within this successful programme.

Should we replace the system of assessments and statements?

136. Most children with SEN have their needs met by their school, following guidance in the SEN Code
of Practice. Childrenwith themost severe and complex needs under the present arrangements will have those
needs assessed carefully, and where necessary set out in statements of SEN along with appropriate special
educational provision.

Andrew’s story (as told by his mother)

Andrew attended his local mainstream primary school from the age of four. Problems were quickly
apparent—in particular lack of concentration. By the age of seven he still could not read very well and I
raised concerns with the school. At the age of eight Andrew was diagnosed by a clinical psychologist and a
paediatrician as having ADHDandAsperger’s Syndrome. The local authority provided a statement of SEN
and advice was given to the school by the Autism Outreach team. Funding for children with statements was
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two-fold with an expectation that the school would spend some of their own budget and the local authority
directly financing some extra support. The arrangements with the school did not work smoothly but the
support given from the local authority Autism Outreach team was critical to my sanity!

Things improvedmarkedly whenAndrewmoved school. Planning with the local authority and the school
started early. The local authority provided 20 hours’ learning support assistant time and the school funded
provision for the other lesson times and very importantly break periods. The Autism Outreach team
provided training for all staV who were likely to have significant contact with Andrew and compiled a
booklet especially for Andrew about the school’s routines and rules. He had two support assistants that
spent half the week each with him. Andrew did not stand out as his SEN provision was organised diVerently
than in his previous school and enabled the support assistant to workwith other children with Special Needs
in that class; they did not sit with Andrew all the time but it was understood that if he became agitated then
they would attempt to diVuse the situation and would on occasions take him to the Curriculum Support
base. Because Andrew could not cope with high levels of disruption in the classroom, arrangements were
sometimes made for him to attend the beginning of the lesson to pick up the work from the teacher and then
spend the rest of the time with his support assistant in the Curriculum Support base completing the work
that had been set under the direction of the teacher. The school phoned me every week and always managed
to say something encouraging. I had termly meetings with school staV and the Autism Outreach team.
Andrew was encouraged to attend the curriculum support base during break periods and was allowed to
have two of his friends who did not have SEN with him. By the end of year nine Andrew did not require
such high levels of support; he used the Curriculum Support base during breaks and the support assistants
talked with me and Andrew weekly to ensure that problems were not building up.

Andrew left his secondary school this summer—he gained double A* in science, A in maths, B in
Geography , double C in English, and Cs in Graphics and R.E. and a D in ICT. He is now attending a local
6th Form College studying A level Biology, Chemistry, Maths and Design and is planning to attend
Leicester University.

Neither Andrew nor I wished him to be educated outside mainstream schools. The local authority
specialist team, school staV and the family listened to each other and worked together problem solving,
seeing Andrew as a student with extra issues that needed to be addressed.

137. TheGovernment recognises that the current system is notworking perfectly. The statutory processes
for assessments and statements can be time consuming and costly and sometimes stressful for parents and
diYcult to manage for LAs. But the current system has brought great benefits. When considered in the
context of what was in place beforehand, it is clear just how much progress has been made, and just how
diYcult it would be to identify a better alternative.

138. Until relatively recently access to special educational provision was not a systematic process, did not
involve a multi-disciplinary assessment of individual needs and did not protect parental rights. Prior to 1944
most provision was in the charitable sector. The Education Act 1944 extended the range of needs for which
local education authorities had to make specific educational provision for 11 categories of pupils. Children
with profound or severe learning diYculties were considered ineducable, so local authorities were not
required to provide such children with education.

139. The Education (Handicapped Children) Act 1970 made LEAs responsible for educating
educationally sub-normal (severe) pupils, now described as severe and profound and multiple learning
diYculties (SLD and PMLD). Access to special educational provision between 1944 and 1981 was
dependent on local authority policies with parents having no rights to disagree.Most children were assessed
by educational psychologists but some were identified by health professionals.

140. The 1978 Report of the Committee of Enquiry into the Education of Handicapped Children and
Young People (“theWarnockReport”) suggested that children should not be categorised into diVerent sorts
of learning diYculties but should be recognised as having “special educational needs” if they had a
significantly greater diYculty in learning than the majority of children of that age; it recommended the
classification from 1944 and 1970Acts be removed and that local authorities should look at individual needs
and the provision required to meet them.

141. The 1981 Education Act reflected the Warnock Report and defined SEN and set out processes for
identification and multi-disciplinary assessment, including statements. However no time limits for
assessments or making statements were set, there was a lack of clarity about what were special educational
needs and no clarity around the respective roles and responsibilities of schools and local education
authorities. The Act did give parental rights of appeal in respect of the statement, as a two-stage process;
firstly to a local panel whose decisions were not binding on the local education authority and then to the
Secretary of State with parents having to wait anything up to two years for a decision.

142. The 1993 Education Act and the subsequent 1994 SEN Code and the establishment of the SEN
Tribunal produced a clearer framework for SEN provision, speeded up the assessment and statementing
process and gave parents amore eVective system throughwhich to challenge local authority decisions.While
some parental representatives criticise aspects of the statementing system, many parents greatly value the
assessment and statementing process for the role it gives them in deciding the provision for their children
and the guarantee it gives them that provision will be made.
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143. The SEN and Disability Act 2001 further enhanced parental rights by making parent partnership
and dispute resolution services statutory, and making a presumption of mainstream education for pupils
with SEN unless this was against their parents’ wishes or the eYcient education of other children (and there
were no reasonable steps that could be taken to prevent the incompatibility); it also preserved parents’ rights
to seek a special school place. The subsequent Special Educational Needs Code of Practice 2001 reflected
these changes and made explicit the central role of parents as well as the necessity for seeking the views of
the child.

144. TheGovernment has considered whether wholesale change to the present system of assessments and
statements would lead to improved outcomes for children with SEN but has concluded that it would not.
There will always be a need to reconcile children’s needs with appropriate provision; where those needs are
severe and complex there will inevitably be a need for a significant assessment process in which parents,
teachers and other professionals should be engaged in a systematic way and decisions can be made about
appropriate provision. There should also be a means available by which parents who are dissatisfied with
the outcome of that process can appeal to an independent tribunal. In the Government’s view, a better
alternative to replace the existing system has not been proposed—which is why the Government’s focus is
on improving the functioning of the system and promoting greater success with earlier identification and
intervention.

145. Action is needed to build the capacity of schools, early years settings, local authorities and their
partners to identify and meet children’s needs earlier and in a more coordinated way, so that parents can
have greater confidence that their children will get the support they need, wherever they are taught and
wherever appropriate without the need for a statutory assessment. Parents have a key role to play in this,
working with LAs and other agencies. This practical approach to improving outcomes is being taken
forward through the SEN strategy and through the Government’s wider policies for children.

B. Next Steps

146. There has been good progress in improving provision for children with SEN since the work of
Baroness Warnock’s committee of enquiry in the late 1970s. The latest HMCI report provides evidence
of this.

147. The statutory framework has provided assurance to parents that their children’s needs will be
identified and provision made for them. The Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001
strengthened that framework by providing parents with access to SEN information, advice and support and
a means of resolving disputes with their local authority and extending the Disability Discrimination Act to
education, including broadening the remit of the independent SENandDisability Tribunal to hear disability
discrimination claims.

148. The Every Child Matters change programme now establishes a broader national framework for:

— improving outcomes for all children;

— narrowing the gap between disadvantaged children and their peers;

— supporting parents, carers and families; and

— earlier, more eVective intervention.

149. The 150 local change programmes being taken forward within this national framework will ensure
that services focus more clearly on the needs of individual children and their families. Each local change
programme provides a real opportunity to improve support for children and young people with SEN and
disabilities and their families. New integrated inspections involving education and social care will assess the
extent to which authorities are improving outcomes for children in practice, and how well they cooperating
with others to achieve this.

150. Funding for SEN has increased significantly in recent years. Ofsted report that management of SEN
has improved at local level and that a wider range of provision is being developed as authorities build their
SEN and inclusion strategies and reconfigure their schools to cater for changing needs.

151. But more needs to be done. The Government’s priorities, set out in section 4, demonstrate its
commitment to building on these positive developments to improve outcomes for all children with SEN and
disabilities and to meet the challenges identified by Ofsted and the Audit Commission. The case studies
illustrate how the approaches championed in those priorities are already working eVectively in practice.

152. The next phase of reform, already underway, focuses on bringing about change throughout the
system in line with the three key principles, set out at the beginning of this memorandum: personalisation,
inclusion, and partnership.

153. Personalisation is about putting children and families at the heart of making services, including
education, more responsive to their individual needs. In schools, for example, it means:

— assessment for learning—recognising that every child has a diVerent knowledge base, skills and
aptitudes, learning style and needs;

— deploying a range of eVective teaching and learning strategies—using Information and
Communications Technology, whole class and individual teaching;
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— a broad and flexible curriculum—using the curriculum in an imaginative way to engage all
learners, working with other schools and colleges to extend choice and providing a range of
activities beyond the classroom;

— using the school workforce creatively to support high quality teaching and learning—making the
most of the benefits of workforce remodelling, including the increased planning, preparation and
assessment time for teachers, to develop lessons and activities that met individual needs; and

— partnerships beyond the school—with parents and carers to involve them in their child’s learning
and to support children’s well being and with other agencies to help remove barriers to learning.

154. Personalisation means deploying all the resources available for learning—teachers, teaching
assistants, children themselves and their peers, technology, buildings and time—more flexibly. This is
already happening in many schools.

ICT and outreach in personalised learning

Wilson Stuart Special School in Birmingham is working together to support children with SEN with a
particular focus on the use of ICT to improve learning and teaching.

The school gained Beacon School status, with ICT being recognised as its area of expertise. Many of the
staV work with and advise other schools and this outreach role is recognised by the local authority, which
provides funding to support this. ICT has a key role to play in enabling children with SEN to access the
curriculum and the physical environment and helping schools to tailor their approaches to individual needs.
Wilson Stuart has carefully built up partnerships with a network of local schools and its specialist staV
ensure that the needs of individual children with SENplaced in local mainstream schools are fully supported
with appropriate ICT. The school has developed comprehensive in-service training packages on the use of
ICT which it shares with the schools in its network, often following this up with professional development
meetings to discuss the technology and the teaching strategies underpinning it. Information and support
materials have also been made available to network schools online.

The arrangement maximises the potential of ICT I to personalise learning. Teachers in the local network
of mainstream schools have found that using technology such as keyboards with extra-large keys, tracker
balls and key guards with individual children with SEN has enabled them to quickly identify other children
who would benefit from using that technology, including children who do not have SEN.

As the arrangements have become established, schools supported by Wilson Stuart are now using that
expertise they have gained to support other networks of schools.

155. Personalised learning for all children will require all schools to focus on educational inclusion and
ask themselves howwell they aremeeting the needs of diVerent groups of children, including those with SEN
and disabilities. School self-evaluation and much better use of data provide the key; the involvement of a
School Improvement Partner as part of the New Relationship with Schools will highlight gaps in
achievement and prompt a discussion about what will be done to bring about improvements. The new duty
to promote equality of opportunity for disabled people will provide a framework for improving
opportunities for disabled children, many of whom will have SEN.

Assessment for learning

SevenKings High School is a mixed comprehensive situated in the London Borough of Redbridge. There
are 1,420 students on roll of whom 75% could be classified as EAL. The school has resourced provision for
students with physical disabilities. The school has Leading Edge status and is a specialist school
(Technology). Pupil achievement levels are high at all Key Stages.

The head teacher Sir Alan Steer says that the personalised learning journey started at Seven Kings some
15 years ago with the introduction of a teaching and learning policy built on the principle that the needs of
children must determine the work of the school. Believing that every student could achieve success,
mandatory guidelines were established for formative pupil interviews and assessment, the teaching of
literacy and the management of the learning classroom.

SevenKings is now one of the highest achieving schools in the country and nearly all students gain at least
five GCSE passes. Alan is a strong supporter of the personalised learning agenda and sees Assessment for
Learning (AfL) as being the most significant element. Since 2002 Seven Kings has been working as an AfL
research school. Alan believes that participation has revolutionised teaching and learning at his school and
has been a powerful motivational force for students and teachers: “The delightful thing about AfL is that
it is accessible to all schools and to all teachers and is focused on the classroom.” Resources are not the issue,
conservatism may be”.

Personalised learning gives students a voice in their learning and is basic to AfL. Students give constant
feedback to teachers on how they are learning, enabling the teachers to focus on any diYculties. The school
has high aspirations for all students and teachers, but now believes that through personalised learning both
parties have the knowledge, skills and motivation to turn expectations into reality. The school defines the
key features of AfL:
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— ideas and practices are easily accessible to teachers and relate to their experiences in the classroom
and pupils are taught in their normal setting and within the normal subject;

— it is not resource driven;

— it does not create any false division between teaching and learning. The two interrelate as they
should, each supporting the other;

— it involves children in away that ismeaningful andwhich relates to the prime function of the school
experience—learning and achievement; and

— achievement and inclusion are central to the AfL philosophy; all pupils gain from better teaching,
but those with greater diYculty in learning gain most.

156. An inclusive system depends on partnerships. Increasingly, schools are working together in clusters,
federations and in broader collaborations to share ideas and experience and pupils. Collaboration with
other schools brings access to diVerent expertise and skills, to new and diVerent resources and facilities. It
fosters a spirit of self-help and self-evaluation. In this context, collaboration between mainstream and
special schools is particularly important in building local communities of schools that can support children
with SEN and provide opportunities for all children to enjoy a range of inclusive experiences.

157. Partnerships between all agencies are vital to removing the barriers that can prevent some children
with SEN and disabilities from making the most of their education and taking a full part in the life of their
school and their local community. The Every Child Matters change programme will forge partnerships
between education, social care, health and the voluntary sector to ensure that the needs of individual
children and families are identified as early as possible and that services are coordinated around those needs.
The development of Children’s Centres and Extended Schools will bring personalised services together in
one place and the Building Schools for the Future Programme oVers a golden opportunity to reconfigure
and renew local provision, including through campus developments, co-locations and resourced provision.
This will significantly improve facilities, broaden access to education for children with SEN and disabilities
and extend choice for parents.

158. Local authorities will play a vital part in these reforms as commissioners of services, responding to
the views of parents, children and young people in securing services that best meet their needs and as
facilitators of collaboration between services and among schools and other institutions. They have a key
role in ensuring that parents from all backgrounds can be involved in this, not just in relation to schools but
in the development of 14–19 provision, where authorities will work with local Learning and Skills
Partnerships to ensure that all young people can benefit from the national entitlement set out in the recent
14–19 White Paper.

20 October 2005

Annex A

THE EVERY CHILD MATTERS OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK

The Outcomes Framework breaks down each of the five outcomes into five further specific aims, and
associates with each aim the contribution that parents, carers and families can make.

— Be healthy: this means children and young people are:

— physically healthy;

— mentally and emotionally healthy;

— sexually healthy;

— living healthy lifestyles; and

— choosing not to take illegal drugs.

Parents, carers and families promote healthy lifestyles.

— Stay safe: this means that children and young people are safe from:

— accidental injury and death;

— maltreatment, neglect, violence and sexual exploitation;

— bullying and discrimination;

— crime and antisocial behaviour in and out of school; and

— have security, stability and are cared for.

Parents, carers and families provide safe homes and stability.

— Enjoy and achieve: this means that:

— young children are ready for school;
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— school-age children attend and enjoy school;

— children achieve stretching national educational standards at primary school;

— children and young people achieve personal and social development and enjoy recreation; and

— children and young people achieve stretching national educational standards at secondary school.

Parents, carers and families support learning.

— Make a positive contribution: this means that children and young people:

— engage in decision making and support the community and environment;

— engage in law-abiding and positive behaviour in and out of school;

— develop positive relationships and choose not to bully and discriminate;

— develop self-confidence and successfully deal with significant life changes and challenges; and

— develop enterprising behaviour.

Parents, carers and families promote positive behaviour.

— Achieve economic well-being: this means that:

— young people engage in further education, employment or training on leaving school;

— young people are ready for employment;

— children and young people live in decent homes and sustainable communities;

— children and young people have access to transport and material goods; and

— children and young people live in households free from low income.

Parents, carers and families are supported to be economically active.

Annex B

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS: STATUTORY DUTIES

Schools

The governing body of a community, voluntary or foundation school must:

— do its best to ensure that the necessary provision is made for any pupil who has special
educational needs;

— ensure that, where the “responsible person”—the head teacher or the appropriate governor—has
been informed by the LEA that a pupil has special educational needs, those needs aremade known
to all who are likely to teach them;

— ensure that teachers in the school are aware of the importance of identifying, and providing for,
those pupils who have special educational needs;

— consult the LEA and the governing bodies of other schools, when it seems to be necessary or
desirable in the interests of co-ordinated special educational provision in the area as a whole;

— ensure that a pupil with special educational needs joins in the activities of the school together with
pupils who do not have special educational needs, so far as is reasonably practical and compatible
with the child receiving the special educational provision their learning needs call for and the
eYcient education of the pupils with whom they are educated and the eYcient use of resources;

(Section 317, Education Act 1996)

— publish information about its SEN provision and policies;

(The Education (Special Educational Needs) (Information) (England) Regulations 1999).

The governing body of a maintained school and early years setting in receipt of government funding for early
education must

— have regard to the SENCode of Practice when carrying out its duties toward all pupils with special
educational needs (Section 313, Education Act 1996); and

— ensure that parents are notified of a decision by the school that SEN provision is being made for
their child (Section 317A, Education Act 1996).
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Local Authorities

Local authorities must

— keep their arrangements for SEN provision under review (Section 315 Education Act 1996);

— identify children with SEN for whom they feel it may be necessary to make a statement of SEN
(Section 321 Education Act 1996);

— consider a parent’s request for a statutory assessment of their child’s SEN (Section 329 Education
Act 1996);

— consider a school’s request for a statutory assessment of a child with SEN (Section 330 Education
Act 1996);

— conduct a statutory assessment of a child for whom they think it may, or will, be necessary for them
to make a statement of SEN (Section 323 Education Act 1996);

— arrange the special educational provision in a child’s statement (Section 324 Education Act 1996);

— review children’s statements annually (Section 328 Education Act 1996);

— publish their policies on SEN including information about how they are:

— promoting high standards of education for children with SEN;

— encouraging childrenwith SEN to participate fully in their school and community and to take
part in decisions about their education;

— encouraging schools in their area to share their practice in providing for children with SEN;

— working with other statutory and voluntary bodies to provide support for children with SEN.

— publish their general arrangements, including any plans setting out objectives, targets and
timescales covering local arrangements for:

— identifying children with SEN;

— monitoring the admission of children with SEN (whether or not those children have a
statement) to maintained schools in their area;

— organising the assessment, making and maintaining of children’s SEN including any local
protocols for so doing;

— providing support to schools with regard to making provision for children with SEN;

— auditing, planning, monitoring and reviewing provision for children with SEN (generally and
in relation to individual pupils);

— supporting pupils with SEN through School Action and School Action Plus;

— securing training, advice and support for staV working in SEN;

— reviewing and updating the policy and development plans on a regular basis; and

— explaining that element of provision for children with SEN (but without statements) which
the LEA expects normally to bemet frommaintained schools’ budget shares and that element
of such provision that the authority expects normally to be met from funds which it holds
centrally.

(The Special Educational Needs (Provision of Information by Local Education Authorities) (England)
Regulations 2001).

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Education and Skills

Children with special educational needs

Introduction

1. The Department’s memorandum on special educational needs (SEN) promised a further note on the
Government’s white paper on schools HigherStandards, Better Schools for All, published on 25 October
2005.

2. This note sets out the main reforms in theWhite Paper and what they mean for children with SEN and
their families; it also provides further information on the work the Department is doing to develop its plans
for a flexible continuum of provision for special educational needs.
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The White Paper reforms

3. A summary of the White Paper reforms is at Annex A. The reforms aim to secure better educational
outcomes for children by improving the quality of education at all schools and giving parents a range of
choices so that every child receives an excellent educationwhatever their background andwherever they live.
Children with SEN will benefit from action to target help to those who need it most, engage and empower
parents, and develop a school system that has the flexibility to respond to individual needs.

A flexible continuum of provision for SEN

4. The Department’s memorandum sets out plans to develop a continuum of provision—one that
combines elements of mainstream and specialist provision, builds on local developments, and makes the
most of unprecedented capital investment in schools through the Building Schools for the Future
programme.

5. The Schools White Paper sets out a range of measures for improving the quality of schools and the
confidence of parents of children with SEN in the range of provision available; this builds on the approach
of Removing Barriers to Achievement, the Government’s SEN strategy. The Department has been working
to identify how best to promote the successful development of a flexible continuum of SEN provision. This
work has highlighted a wide range of models. Some of these are widespread and well-established, such as
resourced units and classes in mainstream schools; and others, such as co-locations of special and
mainstream schools, are fewer in number. Analysis carried out for the Department has also found that
special and mainstream provision may be brought together at a number of levels, often in combination and
including joint governance arrangements, shared buildings and facilities, staV and pupil movement,
outreach from mainstream or special schools, resourced provision in mainstream schools and special units
in both mainstream and special schools depending on children’s needs. Underpinning all of these activities
is a need for a common ethos shared throughout communities of schools and other service providers.

6. There are five core characteristics which our plans will seek to promote:

— More inclusive opportunities for pupils in mainstream and special provision—through shared
grounds, buildings, learning and extra-curricular opportunities.

— More specialist input for pupils in mainstream schools—through outreach andincreased access to
specialist advice and support.

— Greater collaboration between schools, working in partnership with the local authority and other
agencies, to make the most of the available skills and expertise and sharing ownership of more
challenging pupils.

— Greater flexibility to respond to the diverse and changing needs of individual pupils—through the
availability of diVerent models of provision, responsive back-up for schools, more readily
accessible advice and support and the use of part-time/short-term placements.

— More outward-facing partnership working between schools, the local authority and health
services, to meet the needs of all local pupils.

7. In taking forward our plans we will focus on developing strong local planning and commissioning
arrangements, improved skills, stronger partnerships, and improved accountability for the outcomes
achieved by children with SEN. Much of the work being taken forward through Removing Barriers to
Achievement, and described in its memorandum to the Select Committee, is designed to promote the key
characteristics identified by the study. The reforms announced in the Schools White Paper will further
strengthen this work. And we will work closely with a wide range of stakeholders and experts in order to
secure the best possible way forward.

How the White Paper will improve outcomes for children with SEN

8. Children with SEN and their families will benefit in particular from the commitments in the White
Paper to:

— ensure that local authorities are able to set specific requirements for SEN provision in new and
existing schools within a school system that oVers broader choice and more flexibility;

— expand significantly the role of special schools within the successful Specialist Schools Programme,
emphasising their role within the wider community of schools;

— develop the skills of the school workforce so that they have the appropriate knowledge, awareness
and confidence in working with children with SEN;

— promote better progress by children with SEN across a wide range of abilities— facilitating early
intervention, promoting high expectations and engaging parents in their children’s learning; and

— improve provision for children with behavioural, emotional and social diYculties.
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Ensuring a range of appropriate SEN provision

9. Local authorities will play a new commissioning role in relation to a new schools system, at the heart
of their local communities and responsive to the needs of parents and pupils. They will retain their duty to
map what provision is required in their area, taking account of changes in population, the demand for
children’s services, and the need for diversity. They will ensure suYcient school places, letting successful
schools expand, closing schools that are poor or fail to improve and running competitions to open new
schools. They will have a new duty to promote choice, diversity and fair access to school places, specifying
for new and replacement schools, what they should provide and how they should work in partnership with
other schools and services.

10. A key part of local authorities’ new role will be to specify what is required in terms of provision for
childrenwith SEN—theywill be able tomake proposals for adding specialist SENprovision to all categories
of school, including the new Trust schools. Children with SEN who do not have statements stand to benefit
from the facility for secondary schools to develop banding policies enabling them to keep a proportion of
places for children from outside their catchment area, and from the extension of the right to free transport
to the three nearest secondary schools. TheWhite Paper makes clear that there are complex issues involved
in special schools having a fast track to becoming self-governing foundation schools or acquiring Trust
status. The Government will be considering those issues carefully with schools and other interested parties
before reaching any conclusions about whether to extend those options to special schools.

Developing the role of special schools

11. Special schools have a key role to play in developing the continuum of provision to meet the diversity
of children’s individual needs and in driving up standards of achievement. The White Paper announces the
Government’s intention to designate 50 new specialist special schools with an SEN specialism within the
next two years, building on the 12 trailblazers already established. The Department will also be working
closely with the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust and the Youth Sport Trust to encourage more
special schools to submit applications for a curriculum specialism, with a view to being able to designate a
further 50 special schools by 2008. An evaluation will be commissioned to compare the respective strengths
of special schools with an SEN or curriculum specialism. This will inform the roll out of programmes
beyond 2008.

12. The Department announced earlier this year that high-performing specialist schools would be able
to take on additional functions to promote system-wide reform. The Schools White Paper takes this policy
further by asking whether mainstream specialist schools who wished to take on an additional SEN role
should be encouraged to do so. We would welcome the Select Committee’s views on this important issue
before we decide what action to take.

Developing the skills of the school workforce

13. A well trained school workforce is vital in raising standards of achievement for all children. The
Department is already taking forward with the Training and Development Agency a range of measures to
improve staV skills in SEN within Initial Teacher Training; in induction for Newly Qualified Teachers and
at Post-Graduate level; and is supporting better networking of tutors involved in SEN and disabilities.

14. The White Paper reforms will build on this through wider changes over the next three years to
improve the quality of teaching of children with SEN including:

— The reformof teachers’ professional standards—to set outwhat can be expected of teachers at each
stage of their career; this will include the need to have good, up-to-date knowledge of their subject
and a commitment to eVective professional development.

— Training more staV to a high level in literacy and numeracy and vocational areas.

— Training Health andWelfare staV for the new roles they will play in full-service extended schools.

— Training more specialists to improve behaviour and pastoral support.

— Training more bursars and administrative staV to free up teachers to teach and ensure the best use
of resources to improve outcomes for children.In addition, from September 2006 schools will have
multi-year budgets so that they can plan and deploy resourcesmore eVectively. The quality of local
support services for children will also be improved through extended schools and the development
of national quality standards for SEN specialist support and outreach services.

Improving the progress made by children with SEN

15. The White Paper reinforces the Government’s commitment to tailoring teaching and learning to
children’s individual needs with a particular focus on those who are falling behind. A range of measures will
be put in place, starting fromApril 2006, to drive this forward that will benefit children with SEN, including:

— Providing all schools, via the National Strategies, with new resources and best practice guidance
on tailoring teaching and learning for children with SEN.
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— A national training programme so that every school will have an expert leading professional to
develop personalised learning across the whole school.

— Targeted funding for schools with the highest proportion of underperforming pupils in English
and Maths so that they can employ additional staV to deliver one to one and small group tuition.

— Expert advice on howbest to support childrenwho face some of the greatest challenges—including
those with SEN.

— Best practice guidance on the most eVective teaching and learning strategies, including the use of
Information and Communication Technology for those who have fallen behind, and on how to
best engage and support their parents.

— Providing access to trained, expert leading teachers to consolidate and continuously improve the
support available to pupils and make the best use of the new resources available.

— Extra study support in extended schools.

£335 million from the Dedicated Schools Grant will be invested by 2007–08 in providing resources to
secondary schools to deliver personalised learning for 11–14-year-olds. An extra £60 million in 2006–07 and
in 2007–08 to be shared among the primary and secondary sectors will be targeted at those schools with the
highest numbers of pupils who have fallen behind.

16. Schools need to set expectations of what children with SEN can achieve pitched at an appropriate
and suitably challenging level. The Department’s memorandum sets out what is being done to help schools
in this area. The White Paper sets out broader details of the New Relationship with Schools accountability
framework. Schools will need to show how all their pupils are achieving and School Improvement Partners
appointed by local authorities will provide support and challenge to schools in raising achievement and
closing achievement gaps between diVerent groups. This will provide a clear impetus for continuous
improvement in the outcomes achieved by children with SEN and better accountability to parents.

17. Alongside this theWhite Paper announces a range ofmeasures for engaging parents in their children’s
learning, including:

— Requiring schools to give termly information to parents on how their child is progressing and
regular opportunities for face to face discussion (newRegulations to be made by September 2006).

— Expecting schools to use Home-School Agreements to agree commitments on working together
with parents (revised guidance to issue in September 2006).

— Requiring school governing bodies to seek and respond to the views of parents (regulations to be
laid in 2006) and encouraging them to establish Parent Councils (to be included in forthcoming
legislation).

— Making greater use of School Councils to hear children’s views in mainstream and special schools.
School Councils UK has been asked to create a network for schools and their school councils to
share good practice, which will include special schools. School Councils UK has also recently
producedSchool Councils for All a guide to inclusionwithin schools with advice on engaging pupils
with SEN.

— Providing tailored information to parents when their children start primary and secondary
education (this will be piloted in local authorities in 2006–08).

— Improving information to parents on choosing a school (the Code of Practice on Admissions will
be revised and guidance issued in January 2006 and choice advisers should be in place from
September 2006).

— Establishing a new right for parents to complain to Ofsted when they have concerns the school is
failing to address (this will be included in forthcoming legislation).

Improving provision for children with behavioural, emotional and social diYculties

18. TheWhite Paper welcomes the work of the Practitioners’ Group on School Behaviour andDiscipline
led by Sir Alan Steer and gives a commitment to disseminate its findings on good practice to ensure they are
embedded in every school. It sets a clear expectation that schools will form partnerships to improve
behaviour and that every secondary school will be part of such a partnership by 2007.

19. The White Paper also recognises that there is a small group of children with severe and complex
behavioural, emotional and social diYculties and accepts the Steer Group’s recommendation that further
investigation is required to determine how best to ensure that the underlying causes of their diYculties are
identified as early as possible and that they can access appropriate multi-agency support.

Conclusion

20. Children and young people with SEN already benefit from the personalisation inherent in the SEN
framework, which provides an individualised assessment of need and tailored provision, with access where
appropriate to services that can best meet their particular needs. The White Paper reinforces this approach
further to promote a fully personalised response to every child and builds on the programme of action being
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taken forward through Removing Barriers to Achievement. It also seeks to intensify the links between
mainstream and special schools and promote a flexible continuum of provision tomeet children’s individual
needs. This system wide change should help all children, whatever their needs and wherever they are taught,
to receive a good education and an opportunity to realise their potential.

21. The Department has communicated the key elements of the White Paper and its implications for
children and young people with SEN to leading organisations in the SEN field.

5 November 2005

Annex A

HIGHER STANDARDS, BETTER SCHOOLS FOR ALL—
MORE CHOICE FOR PARENTS AND PUPILS: SUMMARY OF KEY CHANGES

A New Schools System

— Schools will be able to acquire a self-governing trust—similar to those supporting Academies
which will give them the freedom to work with new partners to help develop their ethos and raise
standards.

— Academies will remain at the heart of the programme, with continued and new opportunities to
develop them in schools and areas of real and historical underperformance and under
achievement.

— Independent schools will find it easier to enter the new system.

— A national schools commissioner will drive change, matching schools and new partners,
promoting the benefits of choice, access and diversity, and taking action where parental choices
are being frustrated.

Choice and Access For All

— Choice will bemorewidely available to all within an increasingly specialist system, not just to those
who can pay for it. Key to choice is the provision of more good places and more good schools.
This will be supported by:

(a) Introducing better information for all parents when their children enter primary and
secondary school, and dedicated choice advisers to help the least well-oV parents to exercise
their choices.

(b) Extending the rights to free school transport to children from poorer families to go to their
three nearest secondary schools within sixmiles of their home (where they are outside walking
distance) and piloting transport to support such choices for all parents, which will help the
environment as well as school choice.

(c) Making it easier for schools to introduce fair admissions policies, including banding, so that
they can keep a proportion of places for students who live outside traditional urban school
catchment areas within a genuinely comprehensive intake. Some specialist schools and
Academies already successfully use this approach.

Parents and Pupils Fully Engaged in Improving Standards

— Parents will receive regular, meaningful reports during the school year about how their child is
doing with opportunities to discuss their child’s them and their child’s progress at school.

— Parents have the chance to form elected Parent Councils to influence school decisions on issues
such as school meals, uniform and discipline (such councils will be required in Trust schools).

— Parents have better local complaints procedures and access to a new national complaints service
from Ofsted.

— Parents have access to more and clearer information about local schools, how to get involved and
how to lever change including the creation of new schools.

— Parents are able to set up new schools supported by a dedicated capital pot.

Education Tailored to the Individual

— Improved knowledge about how diVerent young people acquire knowledge and skills and
increased resources in our schools, a reformed school workforce and the greater availability of
ICT, gives teachers the opportunity to tailor lessons and support in schools to the individual needs
of each pupil. So there will be:
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(d) targeted one-to-one tuition in English and Maths in the schools with the most
underperforming pupils, to help those falling behind to catch up with their peers;

(e) more stretching lessons and opportunities for gifted and talented pupils;

(f) extended schools, oVering many new opportunities to learn and develop beyond the formal
school day;

(g) more schools adopting grouping and setting of pupils in particular subjects according to
ability; and

(h) a national training programme to enable each school to have one leading professional to help
develop tailored lessons.

Measures to Tackle Failure and Underperformance

— Failing schools will be more quickly turned around; and where no progress is made after a year,
a competition for new providers will be held. Coasting schools will put on notice to improve, and
if progress is not made, will enter special measures within a year.

— Competitions will be required for new schools and the replacement of failing schools, for the first
time providing a straightforward route to bring new providers into the system. All new schools
will be self-governing foundation, voluntary aided church schools or Academies.

— Parents will be able to urge Ofsted action or request new providers, and where there is strong
demand or dissatisfaction with existing choices, authorities will have to meet their concerns.

Lighter Touch for Good Schools

— Good schools will be able to expand or federate more easily with other schools to expand their
influence and increase the supply of good places, improving choices for parents.

— The best specialist schools will be able to acquire extra specialism and funded for new
responsibilities such as teacher training.

— Ofsted will consult on an even lighter touch inspection system for high-performing schools.

Better Discipline

— The key recommendations of the Steer Group will be implemented by:

(i) Introducing a clear and unambiguous legal right for teachers to discipline pupils backed by
an expectation that every school has a clear set of rules and sanctions.

(j) Extending parenting contracts and orders, so that schools [individually or collectively] can use
them to force parents to take responsibility for their children’s bad behaviour in school.

(k) Requiring parents to take responsibility for excluded pupils in their first five days of a
suspension (by ensuring they are properly supervised doing schoolwork at home) with fines
for parents if excluded pupils are found unsupervised during school hours.

(l) Expecting headteachers to use their newly devolved powers and funding collectively to
develop on and oV-site provision for suspensions longer than five days (instead of 15 days at
present) and insisting that all exclusions are properly recorded.

A New Role for Local Authorities

— The role of the Local Education Authority will change from provider to commissioner.

— As a part of their wider responsibilities for children and young people, local authorities will be
expected to become parents’ champions, commissioning rather than providing education. They
will have a new duty to promote choice diversity and access to school places and school transport.

— It will be easier for new schools to be established, where there is parental demand.

— The school organisation committee will be abolished and their decision-making powers
transferred to local authorities; disputes will continue to be resolved by the Schools Adjudicator.

— Local authorities will work with the newly created Schools Commissioner to ensure more choice,
greater diversity and better access for disadvantaged groups to good schools in every area.

— Local authorities and Learning and Skills Councils will work more closely together to ensure real
choice and higher standards in the provision of education for 14–19-year-olds in schools and
colleges.
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Witnesses: Ms Althea Efunshile, Director, Safeguarding Children Group, Mr Andrew McCully, Delivery
Director for School Standards Group, and Mr Ian Coates, Divisional Manager, Special Educational
Needs and Disability, Department for Education and Skills, examined.

Q48 Chairman: Can I welcome Althea Efunshile, Ms Efunshile: I do not think so. We have thought
about this and we thought that probably you wouldIan Coates and Andrew McCully. It is wonderful

to have a trio of heavyweights, in the best sense of want to go straight into questions.
that word, from the Department for Education and
Skills. As I said prior to the meeting, we have only Q50 Chairman: Civil servants do not want to make
just set course on this inquiry and, as you know, statements if they can answer questions. That is
we interviewed the Secretary of State very recently perfectly appropriate and acceptable. Andrew,
and also we have had what we call a navigational what is your view, in terms of where we are? You
seminar with some of the experts, to give us some must have been somewhere when you first heard
sense of what the main topics of debate are in the news of Baroness Warnock’s pamphlet and
special education. This is our first interview with change of view. Were you shocked by what you
the Department, apart from with the Secretary of read?
State, and we have set course, but I believe that Mr McCully: I think what we are going to come
already we have had an enormous number of back to again and again today is the way in which
written submissions, over 180 written submissions. it is very diYcult to see provision for SEN in a little
They said it was a diYcult area to tackle when we box. The last time I was able to help the Committee
did Teaching Children to Read and now people tell was on the Reading Report which you have just
us that this is even more challenging, so this mentioned, Mr Chairman, and there again we are
Committee likes to take on challenging topics. To looking at a range of needs. I think some of the
open the questioning, there seem to be two voices comments that Baroness Warnock was talking
around in respect of where we are going with about, and I have seen her evidence to this
special education. There is one voice which seems Committee, spoke about the very broad range in
to suggest that everything is pretty satisfactory, it which some very diVerent needs of some very
is “steady as we go” and there are not too many diVerent young people and children are being met
problems around. Then we have a Member of the in the education system and ways in which, right
Upper House who thinks that the policy with which across that spectrum, we ought to be improving
she seemed to be associated a very long time ago, provision, depending on that need. I am sure that
in 1979, needs radically reworking and looking at a word we are going to come back to again and
again, and the Prime Minister suggesting, it again this afternoon is “personalisation”, which
seemed, in Prime Minister’s Questions recently, perhaps is particularly appropriate to the sorts of
that there is going to be a review on special challenges and needs that many of the
education. Can you put our minds at rest about organisations and individuals who have been
what is going on? Is everything fine and dandy and putting evidence to this Committee over recent
there is not much to look at, or is there a major days have constantly referred to. I think that many
review going on, or something in-between? of the issues which Baroness Warnock was raising
Ms Efunshile: I think there is something in- related to meeting individual needs better and I
between. We would say that there is no need for a think much of the evidence I hope we are going to
major review of special educational needs to be put be able to give this afternoon will be about needing
in place at the moment. In fact, if you look at the to do precisely that.
memorandum it will have mentioned the SEN
strategy, the Ofsted reports, Audit Commission

Q51 Chairman: Ian, you are one of these charactersreports and there has been quite a bit of attention
who has been almost everywhere. You have beenpaid over the last little while to the SEN system for
in Number 10, you have been in policy units andthe policies and to the framework. However, I do
you have been in the environmental area as well asnot think either that we would say that everything
education. What is your assessment of where we arewas dandy, and certainly those same reports that I
in terms of how this is being treated, not only inhave just mentioned pointed to improvements that
the Department but in Number 10? What priorityhave been made over the last few years but also
is this being given and how far up the scale is this,they pointed to challenges that remain in the
in terms of priority, in the education sector?system. The SEN strategy is our major answer, if
Mr Coates: I think special educational needs sitsyou like, to some of those challenges and set out
at the crossroads, if you like, between a number ofin that strategy were certain reviews that we felt we
diVerent priorities. I think our view would be andwould want to take place. For example, a review
my view would be certainly that it can benefit fromof low incidence special educational needs, which I
the attention that is being given to those, so it sitsthought was what perhaps was being referred to for
very much in the education camp, and specialthat review and we could say something a little bit
educational needs, and those children’s specialmore about that in a while. There are aspects of the
educational needs, stand to benefit from a lot ofsystem that we are looking at but we are not having
what is happening with the very high level ofa “throw the whole thing up in the air and start
attention on education. It sits very much also at theagain” review.
interface with the broader social care and
healthcare agendas, with a White Paper coming upQ49 Chairman: Was there anything else, Althea
from the Department of Health, on which we arethat you wanted to say to the Committee before we

get into the rest of the round of questioning? working very closely with them, which we hope will
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improve both the wider set of care for disabled educational needs and that was what I was
addressing. However, if you are pointing to thechildren, and we might come back to the SEN

versus disability distinction, but many children with variation across the country from local authority to
local authority then certainly the evidence is thatSEN are disabled children so there is a whole

strand of work there. Then focusing in on disability there are variations. There are variations in the
level of people who are statemented, variations initself, as you may have seen from my biography, I

was involved in the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit the extent to which monies are delegated to schools
for special educational needs, and so on and soreport Improving the Life Chances of Disabled

People, which has set in train a process and forth. One of the issues that we are trying to
tighten, in terms of the special educational needsinfrastructure of priority for improving the lives of

disabled people of all ages, and disabled young strategy, is the extent to which we can disseminate
best practice across local authorities. That is whypeople, children and young adults was very much

a key part of that. Really special educational needs we have our team of SEN advisers, for example,
and it is why we fund the SEN regionalsits at the interface of all those issues, so I would

see it as a great opportunity, there is a lot of partnerships, and they are slightly diVerent bodies.
The SEN partnerships are peer groups, if you like,potential there in those various initiatives really to

improve outcomes for these children. of local authorities, whereas the SEN advisers are
people appointed by us. Both of those are about
trying to ensure that across the 150 authoritiesQ52 Chairman: Is not the truth, Althea, that, your
there is more consistency and more dissemination,Department, if you reflect on a bit, what the noble
more awareness of what can be done and what isBaroness was saying was that great policies are fine,
being done in the very best local authorities. Iyou can enunciate great policies but without the
certainly could not sit and argue with you thatresources to deliver them properly they are pretty
there is not variation across local authorities, thatempty? There is a bit of her recent statements and
is absolutely right.publications and speeches that says that. Is there

not something of that in her criticism?
Ms Efunshile: I too have seen the evidence that she Q55 Chairman: Would you reject the allegation
gave to the Committee and certainly she does say that people outside in the special education sector
that. One would have to set that alongside the seem to think there is a degree of complacency in
additional resources to the education system over the Department about special education? Is that a
the last few years, and of course, I think this is familiar criticism?
important, there is not a pot of SEN money that Ms Efunshile: It is familiar from some quarters. I
is allocated to local authorities and then another would not say that it is a generally held view.
pot of money that is for the rest, as it were. There Certainly, again, if I think of the reception that the
used to be specific grants for special educational SEN strategy received a year or so ago, coming up
needs which now have been incorporated into the to two years ago, I do not think there was any sense
general FSS that is allocated to local authorities, so at that point that there was complacency. There
there was that specific money, but all of the was a real sense that here was a strategy which was
resources that go to education one could say are taking on board where we needed to go and what
for all of those children at the local level, so it is the direction of travel over the next ten years
quite hard to discern the specific amount of money needed to be. I have heard it but I do not agree
which is for special educational needs. We do have that there is complacency within the Department.
figures and local authorities tell us that they will be
spending large amounts.

Q56 Chairman: There is a view out there in the
dyslexia lobby that the Department has a deep

Q53 Chairman: The very good briefing document prejudice and does not really believe that dyslexia
which you sent us includes the information that in is a problem and you do not take them very
some parts of the country you feel, particularly a seriously as a group of people very concerned about
certain kind of local authority, you get pretty scant a particular condition which aVects a lot of
resources devoted to special education, whereas children. Is that right, to say that?
you can live in another part of the country and do Ms Efunshile: No, it is not right.
very well indeed. That seems an injustice. To the Mr Coates: No. I am slightly surprised to hear that
number of people who have written to us already because we are working very closely with the
it is somewhat of an injustice, that you have got a British Dyslexia Association, the Dyslexia Institute,
child with particular special educational needs and with a group called Xtraordinary People, which is
it depends on which part of the country you live in bringing together some very high profile supporters
whether you get those taken seriously or not? of dyslexia, many of whom have dyslexia
Ms Efunshile: That is a diVerent matter from themselves, and we are working with them on a
whether there are suYcient resources for special range of initiatives. For some years we have funded
educational needs. work by the BDA and the DI, we have got them

involved in the work on Reading Recovery, there
is an interest there in the Rose Review, whichQ54 Chairman: In what sense?

Ms Efunshile: In the sense that the general certainly Andrew could say more about, and we
have got plans which we are developing with themproposition was whether or not there were

suYcient resources nationally for special at the moment. I met with the Chief Executives of
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the British Dyslexia Association and the Dyslexia to get involved, to be engaged, to have their say, and
that is what we are trying to do through parentInstitute just a week or two ago and we are

planning further meetings with them. It is an area partnership services and those kinds of measures
and the wider measures in the White Paper.we take very seriously and we have got quite a lot

of work in train.
Mr McCully: Chairman, the National Strategies,

Q59 Mrs Dorries: Just to come back to thatand when I was last here you heard from Kevan
question, you said you use it as one measure, youCollins, the then Director, they are some of our
cannot use it as one measure when actually only amost powerful initiatives, and they have provided
very small group of people, who have incrediblesupport both in terms of training materials and
resources, we are talking about £10,000, can accessguidance, direct to schools and to networks of
a tribunal. It should not even come into theSENCOs in local authorities, which have been
equation. It cannot possibly be a measure. Also, atargeted very much at exceptional reading
large number of parents of children with SEN havediYculties, including the needs of dyslexic children.
special educational needs themselves, so they cannotI am very confident that dyslexia is very much in
access a tribunal. I think really it needs to be lookedour sights.
at again. I wonder how you feel about looking at itChairman: Now we have relaxed you, Nadine will
again, because the measures you use obviously areask the next question.
not the right ones. You have said it is one measure.
I think that many of us would disagree with that.

Q57 Mrs Dorries: It states in your memorandum Ms Efunshile: It is a measure but it is a measure
that the number of tribunals across the UK, which needs to be looked at along with the
standards appeals tribunals, is a measure of the qualifications that you have just suggested to us. I do
level of parental satisfaction. We have heard from a not think we are disagreeing with that fact but
witness in this inquiry that a tribunal costs between neither would I think that you could just put it aside
£2,000 and £10,000. I have not been able to find completely. If they go up or go down, that is a
anybody who has paid less than £6,000. Given the measure of something, it is a measure for those
cost of a tribunal, it means that the people who parents who have the resources and the time, the
access them and can have them tend to be white, capacity, to go to the SEN tribunal.
middle-class parents. How can you use something
which is so skewed towards a group of people as a

Q60 Mrs Dorries: You could record it as a measuremeasure of satisfaction?
and this measure is applicable to parents who canMs Efunshile: I do not think that we would use the
aVord between £2,000 and £10,000?bald statistics of the tribunal as a measure of
Ms Efunshile: It is a measure. In order to get a viewparental satisfaction.
as to parental satisfaction of the SEN system, one
would have to have a much broader range andQ58 Mrs Dorries: That is what your memorandum basket of measures than just who was going to thestates? tribunal. There is no disagreement there.Ms Efunshile: We should nuance that, because

certainly the fact of the proportion of cases with a
tribunal being so small as a proportion of the Q61 Mrs Dorries: Baroness Warnock has almost
numbers of children with SEN is one measure, but disassociated herself from her original Report. Lord
that cannot be the only measure because, as you say, Adonis talks about identifying a “third way” and the
we would need to look at which sorts of parents Prime Minister said that SEN should be under
would go to a tribunal. Because of the requirement review. The Chairman has just asked you this
that we have for parent partnership schemes, for question, but if these three people, who have the
example, at the local level, andwe have evidence that authority and the knowledge on this subject, all want
parents welcome those schemes, they are satisfied a review, why do you think one should not take
with those, and because of the requirements that we place?
will bring in as a result of the Schools White Paper Ms Efunshile: I cannot speak for Baroness Warnock
for all parents, including those parents who have but certainly it ismy understanding thatministers do
children with special educational needs or children not want a review of special educational needs.
who are disabled, there are fuller indicators that we
need to take into account when we are measuring

Q62 Mrs Dorries: The Prime Minister said heparental satisfaction.
thought it should be under review?Mr Coates: It is one measure and that is the phrase
MsEfunshile:Certainly LordAdonis is looking for awe used in the memorandum, it is one measure, it is
review of certain aspects of special educational needscertainly not the only one. There have been surveys
and ministers collectively want to look at a “thirdcarried out of parental satisfaction which show, as
way” and to move away from whether we should beyou would expect, a variety of experience, generally
talking about special schools, on the one hand, asquite positive. One by the National Autistic Society,
possible, or mainstream schools, on the other hand,for example, showed that 70% of parents were
as possible, and instead to be focusing on the needssatisfied, but you could also quote statistics which
of the child, the individual child’s, his or her, needs.showed parents being not very satisfied. I think the
It is going back to what Andrew said, that we neededkey thing for us is to build up the opportunities for

parents, whatever their socioeconomic background, to focus on the word “personalisation”, how the
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system can ensure that the individual needs of the Q65 Chairman: No, we have not had it.
Mr Coates: Apologies for that. That was submittedindividual child are personalised, be it in a special
around a week ago, so somehow that has got lostschool or in a mainstream school.
somewhere. Apologies if you have not received it.
We will resend it.1 As far as we were aware, we sent
it a week ago, so apologies if that has got lost.Q63 Mrs Dorries:Do you not think that not having

a full review is just a duck-out of facing the
problems that are taking place in SEN? Looking at Q66 Mrs Dorries: What confidence do you have
certain aspects, is it not easier to look at the certain that the proposals in the White Paper will bring
aspects that you might think are going okay and about the long-held goals of the reviews that you
ignore the ones that you think are going badly? To have been talking about? That is your reason for
me it seems like a cop-out. Why not take SEN and not having another review. Do you think the White
do a full review? Paper is going to help you to implement the
Mr Coates: I think our concern would be that a full framework and the findings in the previous reports
review would get in the way of making a diVerence and make changes on the ground? I have to say that
on the ground, which we see as the priority now. I have found it diYcult understanding how the
We have had the report of the Special Schools White Paper is going to do that. Perhaps you can
Working Group, which reported in 2003, we have explain how it will do it?
had a couple of Audit Commission reports, I think Mr McCully: I think the themes of the White Paper
in 2002, and we have had Ofsted reports in 2004, are central to the sorts of priorities that have
which were picked up on in the annual review. They already been set out. The themes of personalisation
have been very comprehensive, in terms of their are a key central part of the White Paper about
coverage. What they have said consistently is that how best to tailor provision to the needs of the
the framework is not perfect but the framework is child. Themes of the new, challenging role for local

authorities in terms of their strategic provision forbeing used to great advantage in many places, but
all children and parents in their area, themes ofit is not being used to great advantage in all places,
meeting, through a greater diversity and confidencecoming back to that sort of, to some extent, lottery
of the school sector, the diVerent needs of children,of provision depending on where you live. That is
themes of helping the workforce to meet thenot acceptable. The focus of our attention is within
diVerent needs of children and themes of ensuringthe framework, within the strategy that has been
we address better the parents’ more centralset out, within the context of the response to the
concepts of the White Paper, all central to the needsAudit Commission and Ofsted reports, what needs
of special educational needs. I think, as theto be fixed, what needs to change, what are the
Secretary of State said in her introduction to thebarriers that are preventing this good practice from
White Paper and has said right the way through,being rolled out on a much more universal level.
this is a White Paper about the needs of allWhat we are trying to do is identify those barriers,
children. As I have said before and certainlywork out how we overcome them, working with
colleagues have said, SEN is not a little box, SENlocal partners, working with the voluntary sector,
is about meeting the needs of all children. That isworking with schools and then make the diVerence
very much what the White Paper is about.on the ground. Our view would be that if now we
Mr Coates: I wonder, Mr Chairman, if I canthrow everything up in the air with a full review all
supplement that with a couple of specific things,that work is likely to stop and be put on hold while
which are very specific, on SEN within there thatthe big review goes on, with no guarantees of are new and are very concrete. One is that local

coming up with anything diVerent from what has authorities should be able to add SEN provision to
come up in the reviews that have been carried out any type of school. At the moment, I think that is
over the last two or three years. limited to community schools but, as you will be

aware, the White Paper opens up a series of new
types of school and we are ensuring that local

Q64 Mrs Dorries: The White Paper mentioned very authorities are able to add special educational
little with regard to children with SEN. In fact, needs provision to those schools. The other specific
where it does mention it, the last sentence of the thing which I think is very important, and which
paragraph is always inconclusive, ie, it says “We comes back to the evidence that Baroness Warnock
are presently consulting on this,” or “We are presented to you, is around the Specialist Schools
discussing this with parents,” or various bodies, or programme, which she highlighted as something
whatever, whereas the rest of the White Paper is which she saw as very positive. What we announced
very definite except when it comes to SEN. In your in the White Paper was that, from the initial 12
memorandum you promised us another trail-blazer special schools that have got an SEN
memorandum. It says: “We will issue the specialism, we would expand that by a further 50
Committee with a supplementary memorandum over the next two years, but we would look in
setting out these measures, once the White Paper is parallel to increase by another 50 the number of
published.” Is there any sign of that memorandum special schools with a curriculum specialism and

that we would also seek views, including from thearriving here?
Ms Efunshile: You should have it. I am sorry, if
you do not have it. 1 Ev 46–51
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Committee, as to whether mainstream schools mentioned, that you cannot put these things into
neat boxes, that there is overlapping. Does not thatshould be allowed to take on an SEN specialism as

part of that Specialist Schools programme. That is make it all the more reasonable that the
Department either should be saying to parents,a programme which brings resources, support for

outreach and it was one of the things that Baroness “Look, we’re going to give you statements that
fully reflect the complexity of your child’s needs,”Warnock commended, and that it is going to

expand was a specific announcement that we made or, alternatively, “The whole process of
statementing is far too narrow and far too one-in the White Paper.

Chairman: Those were very interesting answers. I dimensional to suit the sort of assistance that you
are talking about”?hope the press were taking notice of the questions

and answers. We have two: great interest in special Mr Coates: Two dimensions are right, perhaps.
One is that statements do have to be specific. Thereneeds in the education sector, we have two

journalists here; jolly good. are very clear, legal duties that statements must
specifically set out for that individual what their
needs are and how they are going to be met andQ67 Mr Marsden: I wonder if we could take you
the Government does police, if you like, locala bit further along the question of the diYculties
authorities, which on occasion do not do that. Theyand the challenges of definition of special
are often brought to our attention.educational needs. I want to refer in particular to

your submission to the inquiry, where you said that
the Government recognises that the current system Q69 Mr Marsden: I am sorry to laugh, but “on

occasion.” I think if you went round this room andof statementing is not working perfectly, and those
of us who are devotees of “Yes, Minister” might talked to all of my colleagues, of whatever political

party, they would all have horror stories to tell youthink that is Civil Service speak for it is in a mess.
Whether it is in a mess or not, a lot of the concern about their local authorities resisting statementing.

There are very good reasons possibly why localabout statements with parents is about getting a
definition for whatever condition or special need authorities do resist and they are financial, they will

cut across the board in all parties, but surely youtheir child has got. I wonder whether you have any
feelings as to whether, particularly for dyslexia, do not expect to sit there and tell us that there are

just occasional problems. This is a major problem,mentioned already, and I could mention autism as
well, that is at the heart of the concern of many is it not?

Mr Coates: I think I would draw out two diVerentparents, that they should have some form of
statement? issues there. There is one issue around what goes

into the statement and how specific it is andMr Coates: The issue of defining diVerent types of
special educational need is not an easy one. They whether the appropriate experts are brought into

play to write the statement appropriately for thedo not fall into neat categories. We tend to use neat
categories, obviously, for statistical purposes and child, which is what I was referring to. There is then

perhaps a separate question around whether localfor information-gathering purposes and in order to
record evidence of what is going on, but the reality authorities want to go through the statutory

assessment process, and I can talk about that, ifis that we are talking about individual children and
individual children’s needs. What I think is that is preferable.
important is that, whether it is through
statementing or statutory assessment process, or Q70 Mr Marsden: On that point, why do you think
whether it is before that, at School Action or School they do not want to go through the process?
Action Plus, we have the people there with the right Mr Coates: The Department has said that we
expertise to identify individual needs and then to would look for all local authorities to reduce their
identify the specific provision that those children reliance on statements, but that has to be caveated
need and hence deliver the outcomes that we are by a number of facts. The reason why we want
looking for. The key to that is having the them to reduce reliance on statements is that we
appropriate expertise in place in the general believe, in many cases, earlier intervention,
workforce, teachers, teaching assistants, etc., intervention at the level of the school, can reduce
making sure that they are suYciently equipped to the need for statements. In some cases, if we are
do the job that they are asked to do but also to seeing a drop in the number of statements being
have the expert advice available, educational issued, potentially that is a good thing because it
psychologists, speech and language therapists, a could be an indicator of an earlier intervention and
range of other professions and experts who can be more eVective intervention at school level, without
called in to provide that sort of advice. I think, going through what, to be honest, is a quite
again, we would acknowledge that progress needs expensive process of writing a statement. What it
to be made in making sure that we have got that could also be is an indicator that local authorities
expertise in place. are resisting writing statements when they should,

because they think it is too expensive, or whatever.
I would not want to comment on that for specificQ68 Mr Marsden: I think you will find we will be

referring to that a bit later on. If I can press you authorities, or anything like that, but we are
certainly working hard with authorities, in a kinda bit on your previous answer, I think we would

accept, certainly having heard the evidence from of performance management role, through the SEN
adviser team, to make sure that they are usingthe experts at the seminar which the Chairman
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statements appropriately and to make sure that Referral Units but in paragraph 95, which talks
about the way in which you are going to movethey are not being resisted. We have also an

individual level, sort of casework system, if you forward with the SEN strategy, there is the
reference to “better use of Pupil Referral Units.”like, whereby we get very regular correspondence

from parents, from parent lobbies, who write in to To my mind, that begs several questions, better use
for whom and better use of what? I think one ofus and bring to our attention these cases, and the

Secretary of State has the power to direct, if the the concerns that many people will have is that the
spectrum of children who are placed in Pupillocal authority is behaving inappropriately, and we

do use that power when necessary. Referral Units will vary enormously, certainly
along the SEN spectrum, and possibly in some
cases outside of it, because, possibly, in many cases,Q71 Mr Marsden: All of what you have said may
certainly in my own constituency, you will findbe very detailed, complex and thoughtful, but does
people in there for absence or discipline reasons,it not actually demonstrate the point that I made
not directly connected certainly with SEN. Why doa few moments ago, that the system is hideously
Pupil Referral Units come fairly and squarelycomplex and one that is not well understood by
under SEN and what do you mean in yourmost parents?
memorandum by saying that they should be usedMs Efunshile: The system is complex but special
better?needs is complex. Special educational needs are
Mr Coates: The first point I would make on thatcomplex and some of the needs of individual
is that, yes, they are related to SEN but, again, inchildren are very, very complex indeed. I think one
line with all the points that Andrew in particularof the diYculties that we have when we are told
has been making already, they are also part of thethat the system needs to be changed completely and
wider picture and this is where there is not a clearwholeheartedly, even though the reviews that we
boundary between SEN and other things.have mentioned have not said that, is that no
Responsibility for Pupil Referral Units does not sitalternative is put forward, in terms of how the
within my division, the SEN division, it sets withinindividual needs of children are matched with the
another part of the Department, so, just to clarifyprovision at local level, and it is indeed complex.
that, it is part of that bigger picture. What we meanWe must not get away with the sense that somehow
by that reference in there is that we plan to takethere is a simple way of identifying the needs of
forward a piece of work which really identifies,these children.
within the whole sort of behavioural spectrum, if
you like, how we can make the best use of a rangeQ72 Mr Marsden: I do not think that anyone on of diVerent interventions at the right time tothe Committee would suggest that. I think what we prevent behaviour problems escalating and movingare suggesting perhaps is, however, that to say the to what perhaps too often we see at the moment,Government recognises that the current system of which is very late, almost crisis intervention whenstatementing is not working perfectly is at best behavioural problems have got very bad. Foran understatement and at worst a piece of example, that might be earlier, that temporary usecomplacency? of Pupil Referral Units, in a way which provides aMs Efunshile: I think it recognises that it is a temporary breathing space, if you like, for thecomplex system, it recognises that it can be a pupil, for their family, for the school, if things arebureaucratic system and there are steps that we are not working out at the school. We want to worktaking also to try to make it simpler, in terms of with local authorities so that they can consider thethe bureaucracy of the system. It recognises that the range of options they have got—out of schoolstatementing system can, in fact, where there is less education, Pupil Referral Units, mainstreamtrust between parents and the local authority than school, special schools, specialist units withinideally one would want, of itself, seem to create mainstream schools—how can they brigade that setmore conflict in a local area. In eVect, in some of resources most eVectively and use them at theareas, the statement is a contract between the local right time so that pupils are best oV.authority and the parents. In some authorities,

where they have managed, with the consent and
contentment of parents, to reduce reliance on Q74 Mr Marsden: If you are a hard-pressed local
statements, that is because they have managed to authority, it all sounds rather complex to me. If you
build the trust of parents, the trust of parents that are looking more at the role of PRUs, are there
without the statement in fact there would be financial implications in that for local authorities,
provision for their children within the school or and if so how will the Department support them?
within a local authority. Mr Coates: Potentially, it is too early to say, on

that. We have not started the piece of work yet.
Mr McCully: A key part of this, and if you haveQ73 Mr Marsden: Can I press you on another
not had a chance to look at the very thoughtfulaspect of the issue of definition, which I think again
work of Sir Alan Steer, and at the report of hisis one that many MPs will come across through
practitioners group making recommendations on atheir casework, and that is the whole issue of the
range of issues to do with behaviour in schools, heuse of Pupil Referral Units, which of course come
picks up on the need to look at the way in whichunder, as you explain in your memorandum, the
schools working collectively can meet a range ofarea of special educational needs. Again, there is

not a lot said in the memorandum about Pupil needs, and PRUs are just part of a spectrum of
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specialised, often temporary, support for children home environment? Mrs Dorries referred earlier to
the fact that middle-class parents, and I refer towith a range of needs. One of the pieces of action

that is already under way is the encouragement of what she was saying, are very successful at using
the appeals system to make sure their children getschools to work in collective arrangements and to

enable local authorities to delegate to those groups statemented for what is often a medical condition,
but children from deprived backgrounds will notof schools much of the funding and capacity for

meeting a range of needs. It may well mean the have those pushy parents who are trying to get the
best for their children. Are you confident that thoseschools greater owning the PRU activity, or it may

well be schools with their learning support units, children’s needs are being spotted by the system?
for instance, getting together to meet a range of Ms Efunshile: On another occasion this Committee
needs. That was certainly the direction of travel has had a review about the Every Child Matters
that Sir Alan Steer thought was really powerful, in agenda and the importance there of what we are
terms of the sorts of children receiving education trying to do as we try to transform children’s
in PRUs at the moment. We all know and Ofsted services across the piece, across the margins of the
say regularly to us that perhaps the worst provision local authority areas, with the aim of making sure
for individuals can often be found in these units that there is better and more eVective support for
which do not have necessarily the sophistication individual children and their parents, or carers and
of the curriculum often and the sophistication of families, and looking at how we can ensure that we
individual teaching abilities to meet the range of have a family strategy, a parent strategy, which in
needs. fact we have tended not to have in the Department

before. We have tended not to think about how we
make sure that we are supporting families so thatQ75 Stephen Williams: I want to move on to a
those families can access services and so that theyslightly diVerent point. I accept you do not want to
can have the capacity to know where they can gohave an entire investigation into special educational
for assistance, to be assisted. We have talked aboutneeds. One of the questions I asked Baroness
the importance of a lead professional in theWarnock when she was before the Committee was
memorandum, that we hope for the leadabout widening the definition of SEN to include
professional to support individual children andchildren’s social background and she made clear
their families, sharing information across the piece,that when Mrs Thatcher, as Education Secretary at
and so on. Those provisions taken together wethe time, set up her inquiry in the early seventies
believe will make it easier for families to be able toshe specifically was not allowed to look at the social
access those services, to be pressing the services inbackground of children. I represent an urban
order that they can get the best for their children.constituency where children come from very
Mr Coates: I wonder if I could add just one specificcomplex backgrounds, and “complex” is a word
piece of work which applies to one dimension ofwhich has been used many times today. Do you
your question, I think, which is a piece of researchthink there is a need to look at the definition of
that Warwick University is carrying out for us onSEN to take in the social and environmental family
the interface between special educational needs andconditions of the children?
ethnicity, which is one dimension, clearly, of theMs Efunshile: I do not, no. I think there is a fairly
sort of area that you are talking about. That is duebroad definition in any case of special educational
to report in March and we hope that will enable usneeds. The precise definition is of children who
to understand what the incidence of diVerent formshave significant diYculty with learning when
of special educational needs is amongst black andcompared with the majority of children in their
minority ethnic groups and begin to understandarea at their age, I think that is a fairly broad
why we are getting that pattern and hence how wedefinition in any case. Having said that, it is
need to intervene with those groups to supportcertainly clear that special educational needs can be
those children and young people. That is due inassociated with socioeconomic deprivation, it is
March of next year and I think it will help us incorrelated with poverty, and when we look at
that particular aspect.certain areas we can see that in terms of the
Chairman: We want to move on now to look at thecorrelation. I think it is probably more useful to
consequences of the Schools White Paper fortake the definitions and then to look at how they
special education.are correlated with numbers of children who are

looked after with socioeconomic deprivation,
rather than to have an ever-widening definition. If Q77 Tim Farron: The discussion we have had
we are talking about personalising a response, already this afternoon indicates that there is an
about being as accurate as we can be about the emerging sense that there will be a “third way”,
specific characteristics of the diYculty of a specific apart from all the prejudices one has about
child, in fact, that is what becomes important, phraseology. What I take from this is it is a
rather than just having a definition for a child and combined approach involving clusters of schools.
somehow seeking to apply a response to that What does this mean; explain what a “third way”
definition. will look like?

Mr Coates: It is actually nothing new but we think
it is something that is worth pushing and worthQ76 Stephen Williams: Are you confident though
paying attention to. What we are looking for, thethat enough work is being done to identify children

who have a learning diYculty because of their phrase that we are tending to use now, for the
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reasons that you might understand, rather than the investment. What they are doing then maybe is
opening new schools which are catering for the type“third way”, is a “flexible continuum of provision”.

Catchy but neutral, is how I would describe it. of need that they have now got in the area, or
perhaps they are taking advantage of the optionsWhat we mean by that is that we see the way

forward as being an appropriate continuum which open to them and co-locating, building new
facilities, and so forth. I think I would want toinvolves special schools, mainstream schools and

the whole range in-between those two being make that point, that special schools are being
opened as well as closed, I think that is reallyprovided at the appropriate level locally, sub-

regionally and regionally across the country, hence important. One that springs to mind is Beaumont
Hill, up in Darlington, which is one of theseto meet that very wide range of needs that we have

already been talking about. We are seeing this campus-type approaches, where a special school
has been located onto the same site as mainstreamhappening already. For a number of years there

have been specialist units in mainstream, we have schools and that has been driven very much by the
special school rather than the other way round.seen resourced provision in mainstream schools

whereby those schools are given a particular chunk Special schools are being opened, so, yes,
potentially we could see this as part of that agenda,of money to fund a number of places for, say, ten

children with specific learning diYculties, for we would expect to. Our estimates are that, of the
initial £2 billion investment in Building Schools forexample, or ten children with autistic spectrum

disorders. What we are seeing now increasingly is the Future, we are expecting £300 million of that to
go towards children with special educational needs,a range of other models, for example, co-location,

particularly enabled by the Building Schools for the or special schools, so inevitably that is going to
deliver new build.Future capital programme, which is enabling a

number of schools to be sited on the same site. You
have got maybe a special school and maybe a Q79 Tim Farron: Do I take it, therefore, that the
primary school and a secondary school all on the targeting of that investment will be in areas where
same site, with some shared facilities, some sharing you have got a special school and fewer clusters?
of staV, some interaction between the children, Mr Coates: At local level it is for local authorities
spending diVerent parts of the day in diVerent parts to fulfil their statutory duty to make available a
of the campus, therefore drawing in together range of SEN provision and we would expect to
specialist expertise and specialist input whilst work with them to work out what that should be,
maximising the access of children with special but ultimately it is their decision. What we are
educational needs to a range of facilities and a doing also is looking at sub-regional and regional
range of activities. That is really at the heart of level, recognising that particularly for some
what we are trying to do, to make sure that we have relatively less common special educational needs
got that combination, specialist input but access to what is available at local level might not actually be
a full range of facilities and activities which broadly suYcient, so then we are looking at whether there is
one might call a social inclusion type of goal. We a gap at sub-regional and regional level that we
think that is the way forward. We think there are might need to fill through some sort of regional
some really good opportunities for that, through centres of excellence, for example.
the capital investment of Building Schools for the
Future, through the Specialist Schools programme,

Q80 Tim Farron: Given that having a largethrough federations of diVerent types of schools
percentage of your students having specialtogether, so that they have got maybe one executive
educational needs does not tend to do your leaguehead teacher who is responsible for a special school
table position an awful lot of good and given theand a mainstream school and maybe even a Pupil
reliance of the Government on clusters, I am notReferral Unit. There are some really good
saying necessarily that is a bad thing, and given theopportunities to push this agenda. It is nothing
emphasis on school autonomy in the White Paper,new, it is already out there on the ground but what
how are you going to coerce those successfulwe are trying to do is, as I mentioned earlier, work
schools which do not want to get involved in suchout what are the barriers, what helps this and how
a cluster to do so?can we drive it forward and make sure that we are
Mr McCully: Can I just pick up again perhaps,improving outcomes.
because you have not been able to see the
memorandum, that one important commitment set

Q78 Tim Farron: If we look at an area where, for out in the White Paper is the further steps we are
example, because of the practice of LEAs, or a making to look at the progress of all pupils and to
series of LEAs which happen to be close to each recognise the progress of pupils within the
other, there is closure of special schools and the accountability arrangement for schools. We are
clusters do not have any special schools in them, already along that path, in the sense that school
that means we could have some new special performance is already measured in value added
schools, does it? terms, by which I mean the improvements given the
Mr Coates: Essentially, but in a number of local prior attainment of the individual children. We are
authorities what we are seeing is old special schools moving to the next stage by—and apologies for
being closed, which perhaps were catering for a these technicalities—contextual value added, which
type of need that is not so prevalent now and which specifically takes account of some key factors which

influence the child’s progress, and SEN is certainlycan be met in mainstream schools with appropriate
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one of those factors in the contextual value added Q83 Helen Jones: Can I follow up from what you
calculations. All of that data for the performance have just said. I think it must be so nice to be within
arrangements feeds into the work that the the DfES and believe that everyone is going to do
accountability regime, as assessed by Ofsted in their all these wonderful things. Let us imagine for a
inspections, will be looking at, therefore the moment that you are running an independent Trust
improvements for all pupils will be a key part of school, you do not have a lot of children with SEN
what Ofsted will be inspecting when it goes into and particularly perhaps those whose special needs
schools. There is also work of the new addition to lead to behavioural diYculties. What is going to
the accountability regime, the school improvement make you want to change your admissions policy
partner, a skilled, normally serving headteacher, or in order to admit more of those children under the
in some instances headteachers with recent proposals in the White Paper?
experience but perhaps now retired from their Mr McCully: For all proposals on new schools and
posts, who will be working with all schools, in therefore for any school moving to Trust status,
terms of the progress towards their own objectives these will be new proposals published, the local
and targets. Again they will have the data that I authority will have the power to set the community
have just been talking about, which looks at the that the school should cover.
performance of those schools, or those groups of
schools, compared with schools in similar
circumstances and they will see whether those Q84 Helen Jones: It may well do that, but theschools are making progress compared with the whole point that the White Paper is trying to tellexpectations that may be put on those schools.

us is that good schools, that are well-performingThere is a whole range of changes to the
schools, might well, it says, change their admissionaccountability regime that progressively looks at
criteria to admit more children from deprivedthe performance for all pupils and the progress for
areas, more children with special needs, is what isall pupils. Like you, I am sure, I have heard of
being said in the White Paper. How are you goingschools which are worried about their relative
to make them do that if they have control over theirposition in so-called performance tables, because of
own admissions? If the local authority sets theissues with SEN. That has been a constant issue
community, the community can be very narrowlywhich headteachers always raise with me and my
defined.colleagues, but I think, as the White Paper sets out,
Ms Efunshile: The White Paper says that it willwe are progressively looking at a changing system
have a responsibility for setting a local admissionswhich picks up on the progress of all pupils.
framework and that the Trust schools, when they
are setting their own admissions criteria, will needQ81 Tim Farron:We have been used to responding,
to demonstrate that their admissions criteria fitfor the last hour or so and for the last 25 years, to
within that local framework, so that is one of thethings that Baroness Warnock has said, so I will
points made in the Schools White Paper. That isthrow in as well. She said at the meeting when she
along with the point to which Andrew was justwas here that she was extremely worried, when I
referring, that there is also a new requirement, asasked her a question she agreed, in the context of
it were, for new schools when they are beingadmission of special educational needs children to
established, that the local authority can set amainstream schools, about the provisions in the
requirement in terms of the SEN intake for thatWhite Paper with regard to the growth of
school. The White Paper, in fact, is not setting outindependent state schools and a freeing up of the
a free for all, where there would be a number ofadmissions process. Is she right to be considering
diVerent schools with their own separatethat to be extremely worrying?
admissions criteria, and which would mean thatMr McCully: I do not think so. I think the
they are all considered completely unattached.proposals in the White Paper very much support,
There is a framework at the local level.and I think we can point her to some very powerful

parts in the White Paper that meet many of the
concerns that she was raising. From the point of

Q85 Helen Jones: Firstly, the White Paper does sayview of admissions, all schools continue to sit
within the law for admissions, so even those schools that schools will have control over their own
I think she was referring to particularly, in terms admissions, it says that very clearly. Secondly, this
of the new status of Trust schools, they sit within Select Committee found, when it investigated
the law of admissions and have regard to the Code admissions, that the Code of Practice did not work
of Admissions. I do not think she has any need to well, because it does not have statutory force. What
be concerned about that. information have you got for us to show that it will

work better when all schools become independent
schools with control over their own admissions,Q82 Tim Farron: In that case, why are we not
particularly with regard to SEN, which is what wemaking the Admissions Code of Practice
are considering here?compulsory?
Mr McCully: It might help if I clarified oneMr McCully: I think we have yet to see the
important point about SEN. You referred toevidence that the range of issues covered by the
independent schools. Of course, Trust schools andCode of Admissions and the flexibility within that

Code require that full statutory background. Foundation schools will be maintained schools.
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Q86 Helen Jones: They are described, in the White have increased support about the choices they can
make and that there should be real choices. Again,Paper, I think, they talk about having schools that

are independent, non-fee paying schools, “our aim perhaps we might talk about other provisions, such
as the provisions on transport in the White Paper,is the creation of a system of independent non-fee

paying schools.” all of which are about improving the choices
available to parents.Mr McCully: Independent of ethos, independent of

some of the direct relationships with the local Ms Efunshile: We commissioned some work from
the National Foundation for Educationalauthority, but they will be maintained schools, and

therefore all Foundation and Trust schools, since Research, which we published earlier this year,
which found that there was no evidence of anythey are maintained, will have to take, for instance,

statemented pupils if they are named in the systematic discrimination in terms of schools and
admissions against children with SEN and nostatement. These are maintained schools, they are

not independent schools outside the maintained statement. I am sure we can send that to you. They
did find that children with SEN who were seekingsystem.
admission to schools outside of the normal
admissions process, sort of casual admissions, inQ87 Helen Jones: Indeed. If they have a statement
fact for those children there could be diYculties.that may well be right, but what we are talking
We can think of anecdotes here but we have notabout here is how you deal with pupils who have
found evidence of the systematic discriminationspecial educational needs, who are not perhaps
against children with SEN. This is one of the thingsgoing to a special school but have special
we will send you.educational needs which need to be dealt with
Helen Jones: We will come back to that because,within a mainstream school. My question to you is,
having done our work on admissions, I do notwhich still I have not been given an answer to, why
think we are terribly convinced about that as athose schools, which now do not take their fair
Committee.share of those pupils, will be taking any more of

them under the proposals in the White Paper? If
they set their own admissions criteria, how will Q90 Chairman: Before you finish, Helen, can we
more of those children with special needs get into have a note on that because some of us have not
the better-performing schools? interpreted what you have just said about the
Mr McCully: No school can set criteria which White Paper in quite the same way? If we had a
could possibly prevent children with special note on that it would be very useful for the
educational needs being educated there. Committee.

Ms Efunshile: Yes.
Mr McCully: Certainly we can do that. AlthoughQ88 Chairman: Can you say that again?
the memorandum which we thought had been sentMr McCully: If you set criteria which exclude
to you does touch on those, we will expand on thechildren with special educational needs, that would
written memorandum.be demonstrably unfair and would be directly in

contravention to the law and indeed certainly
would not be having regard to the Code of Q91 Helen Jones: Can I go back to the
Admissions. personalisation agenda, which is in the White

Paper. Perhaps you can clarify for the Committee
how much money currently is going to schools toQ89 Helen Jones: When we looked at this, we

found that many schools have regard to the Code drive the personalisation agenda? Also, what
assessment have you made for how that will workof Practice on admissions and then ignore it, and

it is only if a complaint is made to the Schools for children with special educational needs, bearing
in mind two things, that contractually teachers areAdjudicator that anything happens. We were

discussing earlier the relationship between entitled to non-contact time, and if you are going
to have a lot more personalised learning thereforedeprivation and SEN which sometimes exists. Are

you confident that the most deprived families, or you are going to need a lot more staV time, also in
terms of the training of the teaching staV andthose who are already under an awful lot of

pressure because they are dealing with a child with teaching assistants to deal with diVerent types of
special needs?special educational needs, are going to make these

complaints to the Adjudicator? Mr McCully: I think it would be misleading if I
were to put an overall figure on personalisation.Mr McCully: I am very confident about the

support for parents to take advantage of the Personalisation is about the whole way in which the
school uses all its resources to meet the needs of angrowing diversity of schools. The White Paper set

out a number of ways in which the choice of individual child. Having said that, there are a
number of new commitments that the White Paperparents would be supported, that the information

for parents would be improved and that the makes to support the objectives which are set out
and for personalisation in a number of ways. Thereoutreach, especially towards groups of parents who

are often most distant from the education system is support already announced, given your point
about non-contact time and meeting children’sin their area, would be supported. The White Paper

talked about choice advisers being the needs outside the normal school day, there is
funding already announced for extended schools,responsibility of local authorities to help parents in

that respect, so I am confident that parents will and extended schools have a key part to play in
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meeting the range of needs of children in the Mr Wilson: Just trying to look at that from another
direction, why should a headmaster who is worriedpersonalisation agenda. In the new Dedicated
about resourcing and funding and discipline beSchool Budget, after the pupil guarantee has been
forced to take pupils with special educationalmet, there is some headroom for local authorities
needs?from the overall totals already announced. The
Chairman: Could you rephrase it because you haveSecretary of State set out, just before the
stumped them?publication of the White Paper, that £335 million of

that overall headroom available to local authorities
would be targeted at meeting the personalisation Q95 Mr Wilson: Why should schools be forced to
agenda, with the specific focus of improving the take more children with special educational needs
small group provision, from which children with if they felt it would aVect the education of others
specific needs often would benefit more than just within the school?
in whole-class, excellent teaching. In addition, the Mr Coates: They would not be forced to take
School Standards Fund, which is used to target children with special educational needs.
particular local authorities with problems of low
attainment, we will be looking through that to help Q96 Mr Wilson: If there was a statutory code of
schools which have diYculties perhaps with practice, for example, which currently there is not,
managing a range of interventions for individual they would be forced to, would they not?
children. Again, when I was last before the Mr Coates: As it works at present, again there is a
Committee we talked about diVerent interventions distinction between children with a statement of
to help with reading. Those extra funds of £60 SEN and children without. For children with a
million, for both primary and secondary schools, statement, a local authority must name the
will be used to help train teachers to manage those maintained school that the child’s parents require,
interventions better, to have better access to the unless they can demonstrate that it would be
range of materials available and therefore inappropriate for the educational needs of that
contribute very significantly to the personalisation child, or they can demonstrate that it would be
agenda. Some specific extra sums of money are inconsistent with the eYcient education of other
announced, but that is only to advance key parts children, your point, or that it would be
of the agenda, it is not a total for personalisation. inconsistent with the eYcient use of resources. That

is the checklist, if you like, for a child with a
statement. There is the protection there that, yes,Q92 Helen Jones: Do you accept that to deliver the parent has the first say, but it is important thatpersonalised learning in schools really it is going to a school is named on a statement only if those

require a lot more staV? Are we supposed to deliver conditions are met appropriately and not
it with the existing staV? inappropriately. For a child without a statement of
Mr McCully: Certainly a continuing development SEN then it will be for the local authority to
of the workforce is needed. Personalisation is about delegate appropriate funding to schools to meet,
looking at the curriculum and the curriculum oVer using Andrew’s word, the community of intake that
and ensuring that the curriculum is not they are meant to be meeting. The local authority
unnecessarily prescriptive so that teachers and may need to consider, if there is a particular influx
schools can plan their curriculum oVer in a way of children with special educational needs or maybe
that meets the needs of the children. It is about the a small number of children with higher needs who
access to provision in and beyond the school day. are going to be attending that school, changing the
It is about the relationship with other agencies funding arrangement accordingly. That then would
outside the school. It is not just about extra hours be very much for the school and the local authority
in the day or extra time from teachers and skilled to determine appropriately.
teaching assistants to add further lessons or
smaller classes. Q97 Mr Wilson: I understand that. If, for example,

the Government made the admissions system a
statutory requirement on a school, presumably thatQ93 Helen Jones: I am not sure whether that is a
would mean they would have to take a certainyes or a no. Do you think it requires more staV,
number of special educational needs pupils intoor not?
their school?Mr McCully: I am saying it requires a diVerent use
Ms Efunshile: First of all, there is no plan to haveof staV from the one we have been dedicated to.
a statutory admissions code in that way.

Q94 Helen Jones: It is to be delivered without more Q98 Mr Wilson: I know, but in the past this
staV, is that what you are saying? Committee has advised that would be a good thing.
Mr McCully: The White Paper talked about the Ms Efunshile: The conditions as set out would have
considerable increase in staV that we have seen over to be in place, so that what one could not imagine
recent years, and certainly the funding in the doing is setting out a quota, for example, that there
headroom of the DSG was on the assumption that needed to be X number of pupils with special
schools would be able to recruit additional staV, educational needs in each school. It would need,
either schoolteachers or teaching assistants, to help again, to start with the needs of the child, that the

child’s needs could be met in that school so thewith that personalisation agenda.
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right provision was available at that school, that by provision being developed which I think make it
very diYcult for us to predict numbers of specialplacing the child at that school it would not

prejudice the education of other children at the schools which may be opened or closed.
school and, taking account of the resources
available in the local area, that it would not be a Q102 Mr Wilson: Would you agree that the trend
prejudicial use of the resources either. in recent years has been towards closure of special

schools, overall?
Mr Coates: Yes, there has been a downward trend.Q99 Mr Wilson: One of the things which concerns

schools at the moment is that it can take seven
months to go through a statementing process. Q103 Mr Wilson: We could see a reverse of that,
There are no resources given to that school while are you saying, depending on what happens locally?
they are going through that process. Would not one Mr McCully: I doubt whether there has been a
of the ways be to encourage more schools to take trend to the closure of special schools, certainly
more special educational needs pupils to provide there has been a reduction in the number of special
the funding and the resources to go through that schools but the proportion of pupils educated in
process, so that they do not have to take existing special schools has remained pretty constant.
resources from elsewhere? Ms Efunshile: I have got some figures in front of
Mr Coates: Certainly we are working continually, me, a slight reduction, 1,405 maintained special
particularly through the SEN adviser team, with schools in 1986 to 1,171 in 1997 and 1,049 in 2005.
local authorities to speed up the statutory That is not a drastic, radical reduction. I think,
assessment process whilst at the same time, of again, as Andrew says, the interesting point is that
course, maintaining its rigour and maintaining the the proportion of children with statements placed
expert input that is required. Yes, we should in special schools has been constant over that time.
streamline the process as much as is reasonable, Also we need to match this with the way in which
given the need for it to be a very rigorous process. special educational needs themselves are changing
Certainly what we have encouraged local over time, and certainly local authorities should
authorities to do in their management of SEN look at the changing needs in their local area and
expenditure is, where appropriate, to increase the make decisions as to whether or not the provision
delegation of funding to schools so that schools in their local area is matching those changes.
have got the funding there to meet the special
educational needs of their children, potentially

Q104 Chairman: Can we be just a little bit moreeither without even going through the statutory
blunt on one section of the questioning we have justassessment and statementing process, if they can do
had and that is, you must sit there in thethat, or indeed they have got the resources there in
Department and read the Sutton Trust Report onparallel with the statutory assessment process. That
the number of 200 state schools and how manywhole issue of increased delegation of funding is I
people from a background of free school meals arethink exactly meeting the point that you are
attending them, the comparison between that andmaking.
how many would naturally be in the community
that school serves. When we took evidence on

Q100 Mr Wilson: Just one, flag in the ground sort admissions, what was depressing from the heads
of broad question, and you do not have to give me that we interviewed, sitting where you are sitting,
a lengthy answer. Will there be more special was that they said “We’d love to be a community
educational needs schools opened or closed as a school, we’d love to have a fair proportion of
result of this White Paper? special educational needs children and a fair
Ms Efunshile: It is impossible to say. proportion of free school meals children so that we

had a fighting chance to deliver high quality
education for that community, but actually we findQ101 Mr Wilson: You have not run through your

own White Paper and worked out the implications out that we are the dumping ground for all the
diYcult pupils and all the kids from poorerof it then?

Ms Efunshile: No, because (a) we do not open or backgrounds.” Have we anything in the White
Paper to address that situation, where two heads atclose special schools at a national level, that is the

first thing. Secondly, because this is a local decision Wakefield, a head at Slough and others who have
given evidence to this Committee have said that allin terms of how the local area determines the

provision required at that local area, what it needs they need is a fair chance of a proportionate
number of special educational needs students andto do and what it does is decide, in consultation

with its school community and with parents, what those with free school meals? Is there anything in
the White Paper that is going to address this?sort of pattern of need is required in that local area.

Again, if I refer back to the point that Ian was Ms Efunshile: There is encouragement in the White
Paper to banding, for example, in schools, so anmaking earlier, that may mean in some areas that

some special schools are closed, but largely that is admissions system of banding, with the idea there
being that is likely to lead to more equitablebecause local areas are seeking to modernise special

school provision, to re-open those schools in newer, distributions of pupils with diVerent attainment
levels or from diVerent particular geographicalmore modern buildings. Also, there are patterns

where we have seen campuses being developed, and areas in each of a local area’s schools. Again, it
goes back to the point we were making aboutso on. There are diVerent, more flexible patterns of
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having the local authority setting a general Mr McCully: One of the reasons why it would be
foolish to go down the simple road and say bandingadmissions framework in a local area and agreeing

it and it will need to agree it with its schools. for all schools is precisely for some of those
reasons. Hence the sort of strong statements of
support in the White Paper which ask schools to

Q105 Chairman: Has it got teeth, Althea; has it got investigate a range of approaches for precisely
teeth? That is what this Committee is asking you. that mix.
Can it make this happen or will it just wring its Chairman: This is all good stuV but we are running
hands, as it has in the past, and say “We would out of time.
have liked them to have a fairer system, but they’ve
taken note of what the Government says, in terms

Q108 JeV Ennis: First of all, can I follow on yourof their advice on admissions, and they’ve chosen
line of questioning with regard to the current top-to ignore it”?
performing 200 state schools, and as the SecretaryMr McCully: I may have misunderstood you, Mr
of State pointed out to the Committee there areChairman. I thought you were saying that the
160-odd grammar schools in the 200 top-headteachers were up for the opportunity and just
performing state schools at the present time, all ofhoping for the opportunities to be given them.
which have very low levels of children on free
school meals and children with special educational

Q106 Chairman: These are possibilities, are they needs. Will grammar schools be required to take
not, they are not statutory? their fair share of children with special
Mr McCully: They are more than possibilities, in educational needs?
that where there are some barriers to the sorts of Ms Efunshile: My initial response there is that not
arrangements Althea has mentioned, banding, all children with special educational needs in fact
where there may be any barriers either through lack have low levels of attainment, so there will be
of understanding or through the particular way in children with special educational needs in
which the provisions for admissions work, we shall grammar schools.
look carefully at the provisions which may get in
the way of those admissions. Q109 JeV Ennis: For example, a Down’s syndromeMr Coates: A particular area that we are pushing child could not go to a grammar school?as well is the whole issue of collaboration and Ms Efunshile: If it is based purely on attainmentpartnership between schools and, if you like, joint then probably not, but there will be other types ofownership of children with SEN, and in particular special educational need where a child who has thatchildren with behavioural problems. In the White need will be perfectly able to go to a grammarPaper there is very specific work in there on schools school.forming partnerships with other local schools to
improve behaviour and reduce persistent truancy,

Q110 JeV Ennis: What about someone withto take joint responsibility. The phrasing there, in
Asperger’s syndrome who is very bright and hasparagraph 7.20, is: “We expect every secondary
quite diYcult emotional or behavioural problems?school to be part of such a partnership by
Mr Coates: Certainly what is in place is the factSeptember 2007. With those responsibilities,
that under the Disability Discrimination Act 1995secondary schools will also be required to make
and 2005, in its application to education, in thearrangements for ‘hard to place’ pupils, ensuring
Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001,that no school takes an unreasonable share of
it is illegal to discriminate against any individualchildren with challenging behaviour, including
child on the ground of their disability.pupils who have been excluded from other

schools.” That is a very specific thing that we have
put a date on in that particular context of Q111 JeV Ennis: If a parent with a Down’s
behaviour which should meet that. syndrome child in a two-tier education authority,
Mr McCully: That is happening already, that like Kent, or somewhere like that, said “I want my
progressive movement. In my answer to Mr child to go to Canterbury Grammar School,” or
Marsden earlier, that was the movement I was wherever, and there was provision there, that child
talking about. The first wave of those local would be able to go and that school would be
authorities delegating their particular provisions forced to take that child?
for meeting the needs of those children who may Mr Coates: As long as they met the criteria and
have behavioural diYculties is already under way. were on a level playing-field with any other child,
We have already got the first wave of those local they could not discriminate on the grounds of the
authorities which have encouraged the schools to child’s disability. That would be illegal.
have a partnership for precisely that eVect.

Q112 JeV Ennis: You seemed to be indicating in an
earlier answer that it is only the brighter childrenQ107 Helen Jones: Do you accept that using

banding, if you use the national normal with special educational needs who can go to a
grammar school. Which is it?distribution curve of ability, you can use it actually

to exclude pupils from an area, can you not, if your Ms Efunshile: It would be illegal for a school to
discriminate against a child purely on the basis ofusual catchment area does not reflect that national

normal distribution curve? their disability. They would need to look at the
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range of children applying for entry to that school that appear to you? They have got a more
successful model than we have got, they areand apply their criteria fairly and equitably across

the children who were applying to that school. ditching the statementing process, why do we not
follow Scotland’s example, why are we so dogmatic
in saying we do not need to review it to a greatQ113 JeV Ennis: In a two-tier area, where grammar
extent?schools are operating, if a parent has a Down’s
Mr Coates: We will certainly watch the Scotlandsyndrome child who is not particularly bright,
experience very closely. My understanding is thatcould that child go to a grammar school?
it is launched today, it comes into eVect today, soMr McCully: Under the current arrangements,
it is certainly too early, from our perspective, to saygrammar schools certainly have selection by
that it is better than the system we have got here.academic ability and of course that is something

that the White Paper again raises.
Q118 JeV Ennis: Have you any idea why Scotland
has ditched the system then, in your own opinion,Q114 JeV Ennis: In eVect then the grammar schools
Mr Coates?will not take their fair share of children with special
Mr Coates: I would not want to answer foreducational needs?
Scotland.Mr McCully: Clearly, the Government is resolutely

opposed to selection by academic ability and
Q119 JeV Ennis: You do not have any liaison withtherefore those few remaining grammar schools—
the Scottish education people?
Mr Coates: Yes, we have contact with colleaguesQ115 JeV Ennis: Are we going to scrap the
there. I do not know if others know the answer.grammar schools then? No, we are not, are we?

Mr McCully: I do not think it can be achieved.
Q120 JeV Ennis: Why have they changed their
system, if you have got contact with them? IQ116 JeV Ennis: To have an answer to my
presume you will run this issue past them?question, it was a very simple question, to start
Ms Efunshile: Certainly we will want to keep inwith, and it is going back to what Baroness
touch with colleagues in Scotland. Certainly we willWarnock said, she said, in evidence to this
want to see what the outcome is of the system thatCommittee, that she was in despair that the DfES
they are introducing as from today.was not going to review the SEN process, she said

it was a matter to do with the distribution of
Q121 JeV Ennis: Going back to the duty of LEAs,resources rather than the quantity of resources. We
the new enabling or commissioning role, it says thatseem to have had a lot of responses in terms of the
their newly-defined duty is to promote choice,collaboration with schools, you point to the fact
diversity and fair access. It appears to me that fairthat schools are going to have to take part in this
access is coming behind choice and diversity. Is itgreat collaboration to accommodate all special
not a question in terms of, from an LEA point ofeducational needs pupils. Given that scenario, is
view, their number one priority after those threeshe not right, that we do need to have an overall
examples being that schools will promote thereview, given that we are in a completely new ball-
choice, the schools will promote diversity? Surely itgame now of schools collaborating, that it is the
is the LEAs’ main function under the new systemdistribution of special educational needs resource
to promote fair access?that we need to sort out, based on this
Mr McCully: I would not say you should read ancollaboration model?
order of priority into that phrase and I do not thinkMr Coates: The system is evolving all the time and
any lawyer would say that in that phrase appearingit is right that we keep our eyes permanently very
in the bill, as I am sure it will, there is an order offirmly on how the diVerent provisions of the SEN
priority there.framework are working. For example, we have

asked Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Schools to
Q122 JeV Ennis: If we look at the three aspects,report back to us on the eVectiveness of the SEN
access, diversity and choice, which is the moststrategy and how that is working and we are
important of those three issues which the LEAexpecting him to report back, I think it is, next
ought to be performing?year. Yes, as the wider education system evolves,
Mr McCully: They all would have to be consideredwe need to keep under review the SEN dimensions
together.of that, I think we would accept that, but that is

diVerent from a root and branch review at this
stage. Q123 JeV Ennis: There is no conflict there?

Mr McCully: I do not believe there is a conflict, no.
Q117 JeV Ennis: I am sure that the DfES will have
examples of good practice and best-case models, Q124 Mr Marsden: Mr McCully, you referred

earlier on to new opportunities for SEN coming outetc, best-practice models. Just north of the border
we have got a country called Scotland, which, of the White Paper. I think particularly you

referred to school transport. The Secretary of State,generally speaking, I suppose, has a better
education system than we have, in terms of their when she came before this Committee, confirmed

to us, and we are awaiting the written details ofrecord of academic achievement. They are ditching
the statementing process in Scotland. How does that, that more money would be made available for
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school transport. Can you characterise for us how Mr Coates: No. We do not have strong evidence
on this at the moment. We are expecting that wethat is going to help local authorities in respect of

special educational needs? will have some light shed on this by a review that
Ofsted is doing at the moment, which is looking atMr McCully: I do not have it, I am afraid. Perhaps

we should write to the Committee afterwards, but 12 local authorities and 60 diVerent schools to try
to see how eVective that range of authorities andI do not have the figures about the money available

for transport. Indeed, I believe that there are still schools has been for children with SEN. We are
looking forward to that.discussions going on about the extent to which the

pilots which the Secretary of State will have
referred to will be supported. What the White Q129 Mr Marsden: I asked the question specifically
Paper does commit itself to is the change in the because it will have, will it not, a very distinct
requirements on local authorities to ensure that bearing on the whole issue of whether special
parents will have a choice of three secondary educational needs schools can operate eVectively
schools within up to six miles, and that is an within clusters, and with what sorts of schools in
extension of the legal provisions in place at the those clusters they then operate?
moment. Mr Coates: Possibly, but not necessarily. The

reason I am thumbing through this is that I am
trying to remember the Beaumont Hill exampleQ125 Mr Marsden: I understand that and that was
that I mentioned earlier, and I think I am right inwhat the Secretary of State confirmed when she
saying that Beaumont Hill specialist school is acame, but I am asking you specifically about, and
2–18 setting, which is co-located with, I think it is,I am not asking you for figures at this stage,
a secondary mainstream. Just because the age rangealthough we would like to see them in written form
of the special school is diVerent from that of thein due course, how you think this is going to impact
mainstream partners with which it is co-locating,on local authorities? Will this provision mean that
that is not necessarily a barrier between what wethey are going to have to invest a great deal more
are seeing there.money in school transport for children with special
Mr Marsden: I was not suggesting that. It was aneducational needs?
open question. I was just wondering what evidenceMr McCully: The very reason why the Secretary of
you had taken on it.State has talked about the pilots starting very

quickly with local authorities was because there
Q130 Chairman: Can we have a note on that?is more modelling to be done about the range
Ms Efunshile: Yes, you can. It is also going toof diVerent financial commitments on local
depend presumably on how the school itself isauthorities.
organised and the extent to which it is organised in
age groups within the school.Q126 Mr Marsden: You have slightly imposed a

duty on local authorities without considering the
Q131 Mr Chaytor: Can I pursue the point that JeVfinancial consequences?
Ennis raised about discrimination and selection byMr McCully: I think the provisions in the White
ability. In the history of discrimination legislationPaper talked about the way in which the duty
there are many examples where discriminationwould be introduced alongside and taking account
directly was not proven, but where particularof the pilots that the Secretary of State was
criteria for access to a service or benefit were intalking about.
place which resulted in indirect discrimination
being proven because the proportion of people in

Q127 Mr Marsden: I want to ask you a little bit a particular category who were not able to access
more about the clusters you referred to earlier, that benefit or service was so huge. Has the
because it is an interesting idea and, in fact, by argument ever been put that selection by ability to
chance, in my own patch in Blackpool I have a secondary schools is such a criterion that inevitably
mainstream secondary school and I have a whole results in indirect discrimination?
age special needs school literally cheek by jowl, so Ms Efunshile: The Government is not in favour of
I am familiar with that. I am interested to see that selection by ability.
there is no reference, so far as I am aware, either
in your memorandum or in the White Paper, to the Q132 Mr Chaytor: No, I am not talking about the
pros and cons of whole age special educational Government’s policy. What I am saying is do you
needs schools, and that is going to be particularly believe that there is an argument to be made which
important in relation to trying to include them in says that selection by ability to a school, as an
clusters with mainstream. Does the Department admissions criterion in its own right, means
have a view on whole age special educational needs inevitably that the intake to that school is skewed
schools and how they are going to be aVected by away from children with special educational needs
the clusters proposal? or children having free school meals as a form of
Ms Efunshile: I do not think we have a view. indirect discrimination?

Mr McCully: I do not think we are aware of that
argument having been pursued under the DisabilityQ128 Mr Marsden: Have you got evidence as to

whether they are more successful or less successful Discrimination legislation. If someone were to
pursue that we would watch it with great interestthan diVerentiated age SEN schools?
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in the courts. It would be something of great Q138 Mr Chaytor: I understand that, but are we
saying actually there is a major review of post-16interest to us and I suspect to everyone, but I am

not aware that it has been pursued. even if there is not going to be a major review of
pre-16?
Mr Coates: Certainly the Learning and SkillsQ133 Mr Chaytor: Of course. Do you know if
Council review is a significant review, yes.anybody has pursued that?

Mr McCully: I do not think so.
Mr Chaytor: Do you think there is merit in Q139 Mr Chaytor: Is it major? It is strategically
pursuing that? significant; is it major?

Mr Coates: I am sure, under an appropriate
definition of the word “major”, it is a major review.Q134 Chairman: Let Ian take that, as he has had

a lot of experience in this.
Mr Coates: Thank you, Mr Chairman. I am not Q140 Mr Chaytor: Parents are frequently frustrated
sure that it will be for us necessarily to comment at the promises they believe have been made,
on that. As Andrew said, if somebody tried to insofar as they believe they have rights to ask for
pursue that, if the Disability Rights Commission, exactly the kind of education that their child needs
for example, chose to pursue that or any other and the statement requires, and yet the local
external body then certainly we would watch that authority cannot provide that. Have we got this
carefully. It is not something that I think has relationship right between what the parents expect
featured in our plans. and the parents’ rights and what the local

authorities are required to provide? Should there
not be a rebalancing of this so that parents areQ135 Mr Chaytor: Can I move on. For many
clearly led to believe that what they think are rightsparents what happens at 16 is even more
are not absolute legal rights at all but they are aproblematic than what happens at five or 11 and
set of ideals which have got to be constrained byyour memorandum does not really say anything at
reality? Do you think this whole idea of parents’all about post-16?
rights has gone just too far?Mr Coates: Hopefully, the memorandum addresses
Ms Efunshile: No. I do not think we would wantthe whole issue of transition and certainly the
to say that the ideal of parents’ rights has gone tooplanning process which goes into that. There are a
far. Indeed, one of the themes running through thenumber of dimensions to that. I think probably the
White Paper is about trying to look at ways inkey thing for us is that person-centred planning
which parents can be engaged better and more inmust take place from an appropriate time and
the education of their child and indeed in theinvolving the appropriate people and organisations
education system at a local area. In the field of SENand service providers, and if that is all in place then
we would still want to see that. I think it iseverything else should fit together.
important and hence the importance that we attach
to schemes like the parent partnership schemes, andQ136 Mr Chaytor: The reality is that the provision
so on, particularly bearing in mind the discussionspost-16 for children with special needs is hugely
we were having earlier about SEN tribunals. Thereunpredictable and fragmented and does not have
is a tension in the system if parents feel that therethe same high profile that provision from five to
is an absolute right to anything that they would16 has?
wish for then to be provided.Mr Coates: Certainly we would agree that there are

too many children and young people who have
Q141 Mr Chaytor: Would it be more honest to saySEN who then go on to be not in education,
specifically there is no absolute right?employment or training post-16. One thing to note
Ms Efunshile:Where local authorities are engagingis that the Learning and Skills Council has recently
well with parents I think there is an understandingbeen carrying out a review of its provision for
of the need to balance priorities at the local areayoung people with learning diYculties and
and an understanding of the complexities and thedisabilities, so we will be working with them closely
diYculties therein of so doing. We do haveon what that finds and the implementation of it.
examples in evidence of areas where in fact that
seems to be working fairly well, and those are areasQ137 Mr Chaytor: In your memorandum you
where, as I think we have said earlier, there tends todescribed it as a strategic review but also you say
be less reliance, for example, on statements becausethat there is no case for a major review of special
parents are not feeling that they have to fight forneeds. What is the diVerence between a strategic
the statement in order to secure the provision forreview and a major review? They are doing a
their child, there is more of a sense of trust there.strategic review of 16 to 19 but there is no case for
This is a diYcult area.a major review, you think?

Mr Coates: They are separate frameworks. The
system up until age 16, with the exception of Q142 Dr Blackman-Woods: I think the Committee

have got a number of concerns about how teacherschildren who remain in schools post-16, is governed
by one system. The system which operates are being equipped to teach special educational

needs pupils in schools. A recent survey in the TESotherwise for further education and indeed higher
education is a diVerent system entirely, actually. showed a third had no specific preparation in their

initial teacher training and a further 23% had oneStatements do not apply.
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day only. Your own memorandum has got just Mr McCully: I was wondering whether it might be
helpful for the Committee if we made available aover a page on equipping the workforce. Really I
number of some of the most fundamental pieces ofthink we want to know why teacher training and
support, in terms of training materials, guidanceimproving it have such a low priority for you?
materials, that the national strategies have madeMr Coates: I think actually it has an increasingly
available to a range of diVerent focal points in thehigh priority for us, I think also that it is certainly
school, particularly SENCOs but also those leadingan area in which we would very much welcome the
on literacy and numeracy in the school, or inCommittee’s views, in as much as we do have an
secondary schools, on those leading in the coreopportunity at the moment with the imminent
subjects. Many of them do precisely what you saidrevision to teacher standards that the Teacher
was so important, which is about trying to designDevelopment Agency is undertaking. These are the
the curriculum oVer more appropriately to thestandards which set what is required through initial
young people. That is particularly the case whenteacher training, induction, to be a senior teacher,
perhaps children may need to be taken out of theto be an advanced skills teacher, etc. We are
main class provision for short periods of time,already in conversation with the TDA as to what
perhaps with the particular support of a teachingshould be in there about SEN because I think we
assistant trained for those purposes, to add to orrecognise that there needs to be more. We are
diVerentiate accordingly, according to the needs ofalready doing some work with the TDA. We are
the child. We have got a lot of experience nowinvesting over £1 million with them over the next
through the national strategies of programmes thatcouple of years to develop the materials, the
really work. Much of the emphasis in the Whiteguidance, the opportunities for trainee teachers to
Paper on the personalisation is about building onget experience of SEN, to have access to specialist
some of that experience and helping schools totraining and then also to be able to move on
make sense of that. In terms of timetablingthrough their continuing professional development
provision, in terms of ways in which those childrenand to specialise in SEN, but I think we are aware
can be reintroduced back into mainstream, intothat it is only a starting-point. The other area that
main classes, it can be quite diYcult to manage andis worth mentioning, I think, is that it is not just
I think we can do more to help schools in thatabout teacher training, it is also about the materials
diYcult management process. I think we will makeand guidance that is made available to teachers.
some of those materials available to theCertainly, through the primary and secondary
Committee, if it will be helpful.national strategies, on which Andrew could say
Chairman: That will be fine.many things, we are increasingly making materials

available to teachers which are supporting them to
do a better job. We have got the groundwork in Q144 Dr Blackman-Woods: I think the concern is
place. All trainee teachers have to understand the that with mainstreaming all teachers are expected to
SEN Code of Practice, they have to know where to teach children with special educational needs and it
go for advice, they have to be able to identify and simply is not clear at the moment how teachers are
support certain types of need, but we recognise being equipped to take on that role, so you might
there is more to be done and that is potentially an want to come back on that. I thinkwewere also quite
area where the Committee’s views may be very shocked to find out that there is not a specialised
interesting. graduate diploma, it is only being developed, and

again, to take your point about CPD, you would
expect that such a diploma would be in placeQ143 Dr Blackman-Woods: I will come back to
already, in fact, I think I am really shocked that thereCPD in just a moment. It is clear from what you
is not one in place and obviously there should be. Ihave written that you expect teachers to be able to
think you have not made it clear to us how teachersdiVerentiate the curriculum in order to be able to
get the space to take on board the CPD, how they areaddress special needs, but it is not clear to us how
encouraged to do that, who measures, who recordsthey ever get those skills in the first place and I
whether they do it or whether they do not do it andthink I need to hear more from you about how that
what are the penalties for not doing it?should and how that will happen. Removing
Mr McCully: The phrase that you may hear is theBarriers to Achievement, which I think is what you
“new professionalism”, which is the way inwhich, asare referring to, is saying merely that there should
set out in the earlier document from thebe a development by the TDA of optional specialist
Department, the five-year strategy talked about theSEN modules, so that is no guarantee whatsoever way in which the training CPD is an essential part ofthat all teachers who are training are going to take the progression of teachers and that will bethose modules. If you can say something about that measured against the performance arrangements in

first and then I will ask about CPD? schools.
Mr Coates: The work we are doing at the moment,
yes, is around optional things that could be
included within initial teacher training. The TDA Q145 Mr Chaytor: Just thinking of what we were
revision of the standards of course will be far more saying earlier about choice and access and parents’
significant and that is happening over the next few rights, do parents have an absolute right to choose a
months, so that actually when that comes through special school if the local authority merely oVers

them mainstream?it will have far more teeth to it.
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Mr Coates: Parents have a right to choose a special Chairman: I am afraid that is it. We have bitten into
the division and we will not be returning, so can Ischool and the local authority must meet that wish,

if it is a maintained special school, unless they can thank Andrew, Althea and Ian for their very full
answers to our questions and we hope that the notesdemonstrate that the criteria which I set out earlier

with regard to a statement of special educational they promised will be forthcoming and thank you
for getting us set on our inquiry. Thank you.needs and the eYcient education of that child, other

children, etc, they must meet that request from the
parent, unless those criteria are not being met.
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Memorandum submitted by Network 81

1. Network 81 is a charity which still seeks to fulfil our initial aim which is:—“A national network of
parents working towards properly resourced inclusive education for children with special needs.” To this
aim we train volunteers (“Befrienders”), who are usually parents, to then go on to support other parents,
as they wade through themine-field of bureaucracy and emotional turmoil which having a child with special
needs engenders.

2. Network 81 also runs a helpline, including email service, for parents, other voluntary organisations,
parent-led groups and professionals. These services are very extensively used and field a huge range of
questions and queries: these could, for example, be from a parent who has just learnt from a school that
their child has special educational needs and knows nothing of the policies or procedures, or a request to
review in depth case paperwork and provide suggestions for amendments. We work with other agencies in
the same field such as IPSEA, ACE and CSIE as well as NPPN (National Parent Partnership Network) and
charities providing support for specific syndromes. In additionweworkwithLEAs andLAs to support them
in their roles.

3. Through working closely with parents, the compilation of subsequent statistical information from the
helpline and feedback from training days it is apparent that SEN provision in England and Wales is not all
sunshine and roses so a new look at the present arrangements is welcomed.

4. We have endeavoured to deal with each topic as far as we understand it.

Provision for SEN pupils in “mainstream” schools: availability of resources and expertise; diVerent models
of provision

Resources

5. Resource availability is variable and too often led by the funding available from the LEA/LA and not
applicable to the needs of the child/ren. Also, the resources are allocated to each individual school to do with
as they see fit. Thismay then not be allocated to the individual needs of the child.We can givemany examples
of individual schools where resources are provided but the individual children receive very little of the
provision. As there is no “ring fencing” of SEN funding it can easily be used in other ways by schools. There
is also often no eVective monitoring of these resources by LEA/LAs.

6. This is why many parents fight for a statement of Special Educational Needs so that the funding is
specific and allocated to their son/daughter and even then it is often not applied for their sole use.

Expertise

7. Many schools do not have anyone qualified in the general area of Special Educational Needs, let alone
a specific area. This in itself is not a problem if they are aware of this lack and avail themselves of all the
expertise available within the LEA. However if you are dealing with a pupil you need help to hand not via
sixteen phone calls and advice over the phone if you can get it or perhaps even worse “an expert” in the
wrong discipline giving you advice. Some experts are very diYcult to access and will visit only when dealing
with School Action Plus or Statements so “Early Intervention” is impossible. Is this really what was
envisioned by the law on Special Educational Needs or the Special Educational Needs Code of Practice?

8. The use of Learning Support Assistants/Teaching Assistant to support the young people is common
place and usually works well with a very special relationship being built between support staV and the young
people. However, is it appropriate for these LSAs to be placed in this position without having in many
instances relevant experience or training and a decent pay structure to attract the right level of candidate?
They are often paid at just above the minimum wage and yet expected to deliver the curriculum and
diVerentiate it appropriately for the individual/group with, too often, very little input from the qualified
teacher. Do we/you really value the work done by these highly motivated and committed people?
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Provision

9. Across England andWales provision is variable and what ismore not uniform to the needs of the child.
A child in LEA“A” can be providedwith “XYZ” and the same child in another LEA say “B” can be provide
with “LMN” which are not even similar. This anomaly is confirmed as true so often as children move from
area to area their provision changes. Also there are many parents that move their children completely away
from state education and home educate because they “give up” on trying to secure the provision required
for their child.

Provision for SEN pupils in Special Schools

10. Many Special Schools are being downsized and some closed/amalgamated. Whilst we agree with the
inclusion agenda this is being forced through by some LEAs/LAs with limited thought for the individual
needs. In our experience it is apparent that there are some children for whom a school of less than 300 is
preferable and for some where the class size is just too big even when they are supported. For many of our
more vulnerable children class size and school size is important.

11. Through our experience of working with parents we know that some children do not have their needs
met in the mainstream sector. Some parents initially agree to a placement in a mainstream school because
they are promised provision and support for their child which subsequently is not forthcoming and the child
is unable to cope. This is especially true in secondary schools where there are large numbers of pupils and
staV have little time, training or support to be able to cope with children who have particular needs or
behaviour diYculties. Parents then request a move to a “special school” either in the maintained or
private sector.

Raising standards of achievement for SEN pupils

12. This is not being achieved in many schools. The achievements of many have been more closely
monitored since the introduction of the P Scales which have allowed better measurement of progress. For
many children however the extra input needed by staV to ensure progress has not been forthcoming. The
use of IEPs (Individual Education Plans) does not ensure access to the level of basic skills needed to achieve
economic well being. The use of a limited curriculum concentrating more on basic skills for a limited period
would enable more pupils with Special Educational Needs to achieve more in the long term. Access
arrangements for all examinations including SATs are diYcult to interpret for individuals andmany schools
fail to obtain the necessary “extra time” allocations due to lack of knowledge and understanding of the
system and in some cases lack of understanding of how the extra time can be of benefit to the individual.

The system of statements of need for SEN pupils (“the statementing process”)

13. This system is still hampered by the bureaucracy involved which is, we believe, a tourniquet eVect
placed by LEAs/LAs. This is due to in part the financial constraints of the authority but still a restrictive
factor. This is then limiting on the needs of the individuals who happen to live in that area. It bears little or
no relation to the needs of the individual for access to education by whatever means. Too many parents fall
at this first hurdle not because their child does not meet the criteria or does not need a statement but because
the parent does not know how to proceed and/or thinks “the LEA know best”. We are very aware of the
time taken to produce the final statement and the reasons behind this but we do feel that there needs to be
an option for a shortened version for those who have urgent needs such as medical/behavioural needs which
should be dealt with in the short term to prevent further “disadvantage”.

14. The present system does not allow schools to put in early intervention but forces them to wait for the
process to conclude before accessing funding. This can take up to one year (sometimes more) before
provision is in place and in the life of a child that may be too long and therefore too large a price to pay.
Playing “catch-up” which is what they will then be doing disadvantages them. Some would argue that
delegation to school of all funding for SEN obviates this problem but we feel very strongly that this funding
would not be ring fenced or applied accurately to the specific needs of the individuals.

15. The majority of the parents we work with want a legal document so that they have a legal right to
challenge the LEAwhen they are not in receipt of provision that has been detailed on the Statement ofNeed.
However many parents, with our help or help from other organisations, have to completely re-write badly
written statements. This can lengthen the process even more than is necessary. Provision is sometimes
“blanketed” because LEAs do not have the resources to provide the provision stated. Banding is used to
place children with apparently similar needs together and provide similar quantities of resources.
Individuality is not permissible.

16. Direct Payments to parents are also a cause for concern as most parents seem unaware that they can
access these or how to access them.
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The role of parents in decisions about their children’s education

17. As an organisation which deals with parents on a daily basis it is very concerning to us about the level
of involvement, or should we say non-involvement, of parent in the education of their child and the lack of
understanding of professionals as to the skills of these parents, many of whom have become experts in the
educational/medical/physical/mental/emotional needs of their child. Their knowledge is often disregarded
by the teachers who “having been on a course knowall there is to know about . . .” (however long that course
is). This arrogance does not allow the parties to work together to do the best for the child.

18. Many other parents abdicate their role and hand over total responsibility for educating their child to
the professionals and assume that this role will be carried out with no input from them. Both of these
scenarios need more support to aid both groups to interact with professionals as equals, in partnership.

19. There is limited opportunity for parents to actively participate in the decision making for their son/
daughter. Those who try to do so are regarded by many as “interfering”, “over anxious”, “busy bodies”,
“fussy”; whereas there are also parents who do not attend any review meetings nor parent evenings and fail
to communicate with the school on many issues and are seen as “uncaring” and “unsupportive” and
therefore “bad” parents.

20. We have evidence of parents being told in a playground that their child has been placed on the SEN
Register, with no opportunity for a detailed discussion or explanation of why and what this means.

21. We also have evidence of young people who have had their Special Educational Needs provision
ceased without recourse to the parent.

22. In the role of our helpline we speak to many parents who want to be involved in the day to day care
of their son/daughter but their oVers are spurned by the very people they are trying to help. This treatment
seems to be wide spread and national with some areas of England more aVected than others. However the
parent who contact the helpline are the ones who have bothered to seek more advice, how many more are
there who just suVer in silence. There is little evidence of initiatives to bring parents and school staV together
to promote a greater understand about SEN.

How special educational needs are defined

23. The basic definitions within the Special Educational Needs Code of Practice are sound and when
applied uniformly can be a basis for provision. They do however need to be revisited for themany conditions
now being found in schools in particular, for those children with emotional and behavioural needs. Placing
emotionally damaged “withdrawn” children in the same category as those with overt “acting out”
behavioural needs can lead to confusion and mismanagement. It is suggested therefore that additional
categories of need be considered.

Provision for diVerent types and levels of SEN, including emotional, behavioural and social diYculties (EBSD)

24. This “provision” is left to individual schools.

25. Quantities of provision should be specified; eg how much support does a child get at School Action
one hour per week in a group of four with a TA or one hour per week 1:1 with TA. There is no specific
provision for those with emotional needs who may well require more 1:1 work to defuse situations so may
require a TA to be “on call” all day. .

26. Dyslexia or Specific Learning DiYculty is a specifically diYcult syndrome for parents to get
recognised, and if recognised, get provision for, and yet specific programmes of learning for this group can
raise standards in a short time and enable these children to achieve.

27. The lack of understanding of conduct disorders, behavioural and emotional needs is quite
unbelievable.Many children are labelled as “naughty”, “badly brought up”, “defiant” by teaching staVwho
lump all “bad” behaviour together and fail to separate the “disabled” and “disadvantaged” from those who
are just plain “bored”. A headteacher colleague mentioned recently if we have enjoyment we will attain
excellence. So just giving detention does not alleviate the problem of emotional instability. Neither is
anything a “quick fix” it takes time and money and one size definitely does not “fit all”.

28. It would seem that provision for EBSD in Secondary schools is less obvious than in primary settings.
Many pupils are “excluded” because they cannot conform to the social norms set by the society. This may
be due to the fact that despite intervention for individuals the actual structure of the schools themselves is
“too big” for some pupils. Pupils have often moved from a school of less than 200 to a school of over 200
in each year group. The feeling of being lost in the crowd is oftenmentioned by individual pupils as a primary
cause of truancy; “no—one cares if I”m there or not!!”
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The legislative framework for SEN provision and the eVects of the Disability Act 2001, which extended the
Disability Discrimination Act to education

29. The full implications of the change are still to become clear. Recent high court decisions are allowing
greater understanding but the actual improvements for the young people in our care are not yet apparent.
More guidance needs to be produced to enable parents and educational professionals to gain a clearer
understanding of the nuances of the changes as they apply to education.

30. Many parents are unaware of this Act and therefore not aware of their children’s rights not to be
discriminated against by schools. Parents need information and support .

31. Having been involved recently in work with two families with “exclusion” issues where both children
had obvious special educational needs but had still been excluded, our only recourse was to appeal to the
Tribunal (Disability Section), and that decision is not something taken lightly, but then having to fight to
prove that the Special Educational Needs was also a disability. Despite the reissuing of “Circular 10/99: The
Secretary of State’s Guidance on pupil behaviour and attendance”, guidance in the Disability Code of
Practice and SENDA2001 regarding exclusionmany childrenwith SENare still being excluded either “fixed
term or permanently” and should be being oVered alternatives within the system but are being “failed”.

We are willing to supply additional oral evidence if required.

This statement was prepared by Mrs Eirwen Grenfell-Essam, Chair of Network 81.

My day job is as SENCO/Inclusion Manager in a Junior school where over 70% of pupils are placed on
the SEN Register.

We would also like to ask two questions of the committee:

Why are parents of children with SEN not empowered in the decisions which are made regarding their sons/
daughters education?

and from this

How can more be done to educate/support parents?

October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Kids First

The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

Kids First is a group of over 100 parents or carers of children with disabilities and/or special needs in the
London Borough of Merton. It was formed in January 2004 and acts as a platform for the monitoring and
improving of local services, whilst oVering opportunities for personal contact and exchange of information
to individuals who often feel isolated by their experience and in need of support from those who can
empathise with their situation.

Education, and special educational needs in particular, has accounted for a substantial amount of debate
and lobbying in the first year and a half of Kids First’s existence.Members have engaged in discussions with
oYcers and councillors from the London Borough of Merton with a view to ameliorating provision and the
lives of these children and their families, but there has been friction.

Consultations have been limited in their scope and reach, with obstacles placed in the way of true
dialogue. For instance, consultation on the LEA’s draft SEN Policy was only notified to a small minority
of SEN parents in the borough over the summer holidays 2004. Kids First, upon the chance hearing of these
proposals, lobbied successfully for wider community participation. However, despite meetings with
councillors and oYcers, the draft policy looked set to be passed by Council, especially as Ofsted in its
September 2004 inspection had advised the LEA to hurry up and implement it. It was only when IPSEA
(Independent Panel for Special Education Advice) challenged the SEN policy on its unlawful content that
the policy was amended satisfactorily. Even so, parents continue to be deeply concerned about the LEA’s
ambitions to significantly reduce the number of statements issued when parental confidence is low and early
interventions and specialist provision are not yet suYciently robust.

A SEN Policy Implementation Group was set up by the London Borough ofMerton. Initially, Kids First
was not invited to participate and had to request involvement in the five meetings. In an eVort to ensure that
parents’ views were taken into consideration it was necessary to point to the DfES guidelines on improving
transparency and accountability to parents, but there is yet room for improvement.

In the London Borough of Merton, there is a history of overspending on special educational needs and
therefore those who work within the authority or schools may have diVerent priorities. Currently the
London Borough of Merton is determined to drive down the costs of SEN transport. We appreciate that
this is a large expense but believe that this is in part due to the paucity of good provision across and within
the borough.
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Merton’s current Inclusion and Learning ContinuumReview is headlined as a review of all the borough’s
special schools and bases, but some parents at Merton’s special schools and bases have not been kept
informed of this review and its progress. Indeed, the findings of the review have a fait accompli air about
them, rather than resulting from genuine review of specialist SEN provision in the borough by all parties.

TheOfsted inspection report of September 2004 highlighted some of the problemswith the administration
and handling of special educational needs in Merton, especially over budgeting. Kids First would welcome
even more stringent monitoring of services so that parents realise a reduction in stress and workload, with
less reliance on securing appropriate provision through the legal services or SENDIST.

Generally speaking, there is a desire by parents to be given a greater voice in decisions surrounding their
children’s education. For this to happen in Merton, Kids First is seeking to build bridges with the LEA,
schools and councillors. We also believe the Parent Partnership Service should operate independently from
the LEA.

Kids First welcomes the London Borough of Merton’s recently renewed working relationship with
Contact-a-Familywith its regular newsletter and part-timeworker who is able to signpost parents and carers
to appropriate services or contacts. It is hoped that this service will be expanded to oVer even greater
assistance to families of children with disabilities and/or special needs in the borough. We are also lobbying
Merton for better information to be made available to families through its schools, literature and website
so that there is less ignorance of parent’s rights and barriers are brought down for the good of our children.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by Wiltshire Dyslexia Association (WDA)

The WDA is a registered charity formed 21 years ago. The association assists parents of children with
Special Educational Needs for all types of diYculties and degree of diYculty. This support is provided on
a purely voluntary basis by parents who themselves have engaged with the system.

Overview

Since the Warnock Report there has been a significant change in Special Educational Needs. The results
today for the child with SEN are very mixed.

The legal framework and subsequent versions of the Code of Practice have resulted, across the country,
in a more uniform definition of Special Educational Needs and the diVerent categories of diYculties. Many
more children are rightly recognised to have SEN.

While the Code of Practice leaves too much latitude or scope for individual interpretation, the quality
principles are sound.

The Issues:

— The whole system is resource led and not needs led.

— The whole system has developed mechanisms and a prevention culture that results in the system
failing to deliver against the Code of Practice and frequently the legal framework.

— While more children are recognised to have SEN, and today many benefit whereas previously they
would not have done so, the whole system is still systematically failing a very large number of SEN
children. It is an environment of conflict between parents and the professionals with whom they
engage when seeking to get the necessary help for their child. It is extremely diYcult for the small
minority of informed, articulate and determined parents to secure appropriate and eVective
provision for their SEN child. This is not an acceptable position! For the majority of children the
system is failing them.

1. Provision for SEN pupils in “mainstream” schools: availability of resources and expertise; diVerent models
of provision

What is going wrong:

— Provision varies greatly between authorities. There is not equality of opportunity for children.
Broadly this reflects the variance in resources made available to authorities. This is compounded
overtime because those authorities with lower resources are less able to fund changes and improve
availability of skilled resources. Thus the diVerence between areas increases. This postal code
variation is by central government design as it is the result of the systems funding policies.
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— The Code of Practice promotes the quality principle of an incremental approach to provision.
Frequently and increasingly, this is capped by a resource led policy where the provision available
is a one fit all. Often this is set at a mild or moderate level with no facilities available when the
provision has proven to be ineVective.

— There are inadequate skilled resources available at all levels to meet the demand.

— Too often the system relies upon resources that have limited skills.

— Expectations set by professionals in schools and the authorities are set at an exceptionally low level
based upon the outcomes of ineVective, inappropriate or inadequate resources

— The system systematically fails to respect the individual needs of the child. Setting criteria based
upon averages is a policy that is specifically failing to function on an individual basis which by
design is disregarding the individual pupils abilities and potential.

— Many mainstream schools cannot provide adequate or purposeful education for children with a
mild level of diYculty, although others can.

— There is huge variation of the ability ofmainstream schools to provide adequately for childrenwith
a moderate level of diYculty.

— Rarely does the mainstream environment prove to be suitable for those children with the greatest
level of need.

— IneVective provision results in a far too high incident level of children with emotional and
behaviour diYculty. There is the obvious cohort who are disruptive but there is another hidden
cohort of damaged children who suVer high levels of anxiety and depression. The combined cohort
is a national scandal.

2. Provision for SEN pupils in Special Schools

— This response is made on the basis considering the cohort of children with the greatest degree of
diYculty. Typically for these children the mainstream schools rarely provide adequately at all.

— Generally, the provision is far more tailored to the specific needs of the child.

— The availability of skilled resource is far higher in this type of learning environment.

— The adult to child ratio is far higher.

— The provision generally is significantly more eVective and purposeful to the individual child’s
needs.

— Generally this educational environment results in the child being more prepared for adult life than
could be achieved within the mainstream.

— Generally the system requires the child to continually fail through the trend of children receiving
inadequate and ineVective provision over a large number of years in mainstream. This results in
the need for a special school not just for educational purposes but increasingly to recover from the
results of the long term stressful setting of the mainstream class and school environment.

3. Raising standards of achievement for SEN pupils

— The National curriculum is an 11-year busy agenda for every child. Arguably an SEN child will
require more time but that is not how the system works. Early identification and eVective
intervention is key to raising standards.

— The whole process by design currently takes so long that the SEN child generally is hugely
disadvantaged as they do not have the opportunity for 11 years of eVective education.

Thus this requires:

— Significant increase in the resources delivered to the SEN services.

— Significant increase in the skills for SEN delivery at all levels from the classroom, SENCO’s
specialist teachers, Educational Physiologists.

— Achild still at P scales in year-twomust be entitled to a teacher assistant funded from central funds.
This will save significant costs to the system and the child than the current practice of waiting for
the child to fail within local authority guidelines in year-six.

— SENCO’s should be a teacher with a specialist qualification.

— During teacher training all teachers should receive several modules of training on the identification
of special education needs and the delivery of teaching to children with SEN. A target of 30% of
teacher training should be for SEN, reflecting the percentage of children with SEN.

— Teachers should receive regular in service update training for SEN.

— Significant increase in the availability of speech and language provision.

— Significant increase in the availability of Occupational Therapy.
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— Establish a regime for setting expectations based upon the child rather than shameful expectations
resulting from grossly ineVective and inadequate provision.

— Establish national standards to determine appropriate expectations for children based upon
appropriate provision that benefits the child rather than the resource led inadequate provisions.
This is a very complex area but essential!

— Require professionals to clearly specify the prescription of provision for a child. Make it a breach
of law for an authority or organisation to prevent professionals undertaking their duty of care to
the child. This should be for education and health professionals.

— Closely and purposefully monitor every education authority on an annual basis for systematic
contempt of the law, and take action.

— Respond purposely to parents when they raise issues, establish an independent body to gather
information from parents for all authorities on an annual basis.

— Parent Partnership services are sound principle but they are extremely variable and most are
operated by the authority themselves and therefore an extension of it. As such their purpose is
constrained. Other authorities have contracts that limit the scope and independence of a PPS.

— Establish the funding of Parent Partnership Services to be from a central agency and wholly
independent of the authority within which they operate.

— Schools and authorities should have targets for Value added specifically for SEN children.

— Schools should not be able to refuse admittance to Excluded Children. Generally the system does
not look at the root causes for the child who is excluded.

— All children adopted post abuse must be automatically entitled to “CatchPoint Counselling”. This
would circumvent many subsequent issues requiring significant later intervention.

4. The system of statements of need for SEN pupils (“the statementing process”)

— The framework is fine, the delivery by authorities is systematically abusing the framework.

— It is proven time and time again to be resource led and not needs led.

— Statements are generally written for both needs and provision based upon resources and not the
needs of the child.

— Professionals are inhibited from undertaking their duty of care and frequently prevented from
specifying the provision necessary for the child.

— Statements systematically fall far short of the legal requirement.

— Authorities pay lip service to taking responsibility for the child, in fact it is as if they do not
understand their duty.

— Authorities do not specify the provision and therefore fail to undertake their duty to make
arrangements at a school suitable for the child. They systematically determine a school based on
resources and fail to specify the necessary provisions leaving the school to determine the
provisions, as best they can. Significant numbers of children are systematically damaged.

— Annual Reviews rarely monitor eVectively if the child is progressing at a rate that is appropriate
and purposeful for the individual child. The expectations are scandalously low. A high proportion
of children make grossly inadequate progress and continue to do so through a systematic regime
of monitoring that does not undertake the qualitative purpose. The resources applied to these
procedures are costly but not eVective.

— Each child with SEN should have a named person at their school who is responsible for that child’s
outcomes.

— Far toomany cases result in a tribunal. Of those parents that go to tribunal a far higher proportion
fall by the way disillusioned and overwhelmed by the whole experience of engaging with the
education system. Maybe a ratio of 1–100 is realistic. It reflects an under-resourced SEN
environment.

— Generally through the whole system there is a lack of accountability.

— Because of all the above systematic failings statements generally fail to be of appropriate value to
the already disadvantaged child.

5. The role of parents in decisions about their children’s education

— Yes, an interesting concept rarely happening in practice.

— There is a significant diVerence between the formalities of requesting a parent views and having
due regard for them.

— The system is resource constrained. As a result the facilities available at the point of delivery are
inadequate to meet the needs.
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— Parents generally recognise that their SEN child is having diYculties, but are unhappy with the
situation of their child not receiving eVective provision due to the frequently quoted reason of
“lack of resources”.

— Parent Partnership services may in some case enable a parent to articulate more clearly and
purposefully their concerns and wishes. Where a parents expectations are diVerent from a school
or authority then this exacerbates an all ready diYcult situation.

— The experience of parents engaging with the system is very variable between schools. In some
schools the experience is routinely good. But formany others it is routinely poor. The issues are the
ability of teachers to converse with parents in an empathetic way in a resource constrained system.
Clearly if there was not a pressure on the system for resources then parents would be able to engage
more eVectively with schools and more often parents would have a positive input.

— With respect to Local Education Authorities—it is not at all obvious that there exists a culture for
parents to have a role in decision making, unless it so happens to coincide with the decisions of the
authority. Yes, formally the authority request the views from parents but there is little evidence to
show that the authority actually takes active regard.

6. How special needs are defined

— This is clear in the legal framework.

— The Code of Practice from 1993–94 was far clearly defined and therefore of value to the child than
its current counterpart.Most individuals involvedwith supporting parents believed at the time and
continue to believe that the current Code of Practice is a devalued framework for providing and
protecting the needs of the child. It supports and encourages the resource led environment.

— The criteria set out by authorities is one of extremely low expectations.

— It should be national based upon the interest of the individual child.

— The argument that an authority may have local factors is not an acceptable argument. There may
be some very localised situations but these should be exceptions rather than the norm.

— The basis of a child being five years behind their chronological age before additional resources are
engaged is disgraceful—simply shameful. The law is clear—each child is an individual. The
delivery of the system should be to the spirit and letter of the law.

7. Provision for diVerent types and levels of SEN, including emotional, behavioural and social diYculties
(EBSD)

— Extremely variable between areas and sometimes between schools within the same authority.

— There is a general trend towards a one size provision fits all—where the one size is based on
exceptionally low expectations and barely suitable for mild levels of diYculty.

— For children with disruptive EBD some schools are beginning to have withdrawal facilities and
sometimes a teacher with skills in anger management.

— There appears little development to address the causes rather the outcomes.

— ASD spectrum—Asperger and Autism is very poorly provided for in mainstream settings.

— SPLD—dyslexia is poorly catered for in mainstream with scant understanding of the ways of
supporting a child within a classroom. Frequently this includes schools with an SPLD unit where
they have yet to understand the needs within themajority of the school timetable of a conventional
class. In some areas the policy is resulting in a demonstrable lowering of the standards of provision.

— Speech and Language is good in a very few areas but in most areas the provision is grossly
inadequate. Frequently delivered by somebody who is unqualified and received just minimal
guidance. Frequently, the monitoring is non-existent and reports are rarely written in a way that
informs the parent of the impact to their child.

— Occupational Therapy—is the same as Speech and Language.

Strategies for Visual Impairment and Speech to Text

— Visual Impairment: recent research examining children aged seven–11 in two primary schools has
found that 50% of children reported improvements in the perception of text when using colour
overlays. It is known as “Meares.Irlen Syndrome” or visual stress. (www.essex.ac.uk/psychology/
overlays/reading). It is also been called visual dyslexia, Scoptic Sensitivity Syndrome and Asfedia.
Other research suggests that 20% of the population can improve their reading significantly by the
use of colour. A percentage of these will be dyslexic. The circumvention is simple and very low cost.
The cost to benefit the likely 20% of children is minimal (if any) by the use of colour paper instead
of white. Alternatively colour overlays are at a cost of less than £1 per sheet.
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— Text to speech: computer suites should make reasonable adjustments for those pupils that need
text to be presented in an auditable form. Given that the Code of Practice requires providers to be
pre-emptive then it is reasonable to expect each computer suite of 30 to have at least one work
station with text to speech facilities. Obviously a computer facility specifically for SEN can be
expected to have such capability on every workstation.

Strategies for Reading Development

— There is abundant research on the phonetic approaches to learning to read and need to be deployed
in the system at an early age to be eVective for all children

— The better the strategy in the early years results in fewer children requiring intervention or remedial
support in later years. This is a benefit to the children as well as enabling the resources to be focused
upon the lower number of children with delayed development.

8. The legislative framework for SEN provision and the eVects of the Disability Act 2001, which extended the
Disability Discrimination Act to education

— Generally the legislative framework is of a good standard and positioned to act in the interests of
the child.

— Overwhelmingly the law is systematically ignored throughout the education environment.

— At every point the system introduces various mechanisms to inhibit the legal framework from
being delivered.

— The managers are accountable for budgets and not the actual child that they make decisions for.

— Accountability is principally non-existent.

— The legislative framework requires a commensurate level of resource to enable a quality delivery
of SEN that one can expect for the fourth economy in the world.

— The legal framework is not eVectively enforced.

— The system exploits the vagueness of the Code of Practice, the lack of knowledge of parents, the
lack of abilities in some parents and most of all the lack of accountability.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by SPINN

1. The committee seeks evidence about SEN in mainstream schools. I write in my capacity as the founder
chair and trustee of a voluntary organisation (Newham Parents’ Support Network, now SPINN) which we
set up in 1984 for parents of children with special needs in the local area. This was the original from which
the DfES derived its model for parent partnership, now statutory for all local authorities.

2. Newham adopted an inclusion policy in 1986, with a long-term aim of full inclusion and an immediate
series of small practical steps which developed over the years. As a result, almost all its disabled children
now attend mainstream classes in mainstream schools, using resources and expertise transferred over from
special schools. This really does include the most severe degrees of disability, covering all categories
(physical disability, sensory disability, autism, severe learning disability, profound andmultiple disabilities).
We have responded to various government consultations pointing to this concrete example as evidence that
the inclusion of every type and severity of disability is already being practised somewhere, but we find that
the terms of debate never seem to catch up with this fact.

3. At first, our Network spent a lot of time supporting parents who were anxious about special school
closures. Now that the schools have closed, however, we encounter almost no anxiety from parents about
their children being in mainstream, even about children with the most profound disabilities of all. In our
caseload we sometimes come across a lack of welcome or appropriate support in this or that mainstream
school. From our point of view the system is thus evidently not some sort of utopia, since it is we who deal
with the fall-out. However, solutions in such cases are almost always found, if not in that school then in
another mainstream school, and so disabled and non-disabled children are still able to share each other’s
lives.

4. Ofsted gave Newham an extremely rare Grade 1 for its SEN provision. We take this to mean that
disabled children have not suVered as a result of full inclusion. Newham has been one of a small handful of
authorities where A*–C grades have risen every single year since the inception of league tables, and is now
close to the national average despite being at or near the bottom by indices of social deprivation; its five
A*–G grades are close to the top of the national averages.We take this tomean that the presence of disabled
children in mainstream has not been to the detriment of others.
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5. We as parents, plus staV from the schools, get invited to speak around the country by parents wanting
mainstream for their children, who cannot even begin to think how they might get it in their area. In
Newham, on the other hand, a family with a school-age child is always referred by the local authority to a
mainstream school in the first instance, however severe the degree of disability involved. This contrast is
striking. The work of your committee was partly prompted by current anxiety about special school closures.
However,DfES statistics themselves show that the number of children in separate special schools in England
has barely decreased in the last 20 years. It is just that in an era of choice, some parents are anxious because
they cannot always choose the particular special school they want. But the de facto position is that they will
always be able to get a special school of some sort.

6. This is not the case for the parent or pupil who wants mainstream. Two High Court cases have ruled
in favour of local authorities (North Tyneside, 1997 and Lancashire, 1998) which refused to name a
mainstream school on the child’s statement. This suggests that local authorities are legally entitled to enforce
the segregation of a disabled child from its peers. There is a potential conflict here with the Disability
Discrimination Act.

Suggested Steps

There seems to be general agreement that current policy and legislation are amess, and that it is necessary
to cut through the contradictions. We suggest the following:

1. Change the law so that a child with any disability is able to attend a mainstream school if the pupil or
the family so wish, and remove the power of local authorities to prevent this. This will help rectify the
inequity between those who want a special school place and those want a mainstream one. It will also avoid
potential conflict between education policy and disability discrimination law.

2. Continue as before, in policy statements, to refer to inclusion as a long-term aim, but remove
contradictory caveats about some children’s disabilities requiring them to be excluded, eg “Of course, there
will always be some children who will need special school”. Actual evidence from the local authority areas
which have advanced furthest towards inclusion shows this not to be true. Practice in these areas is thus
ahead of policy as it is currently worded, and should be used as a model.

3. Having an aim that is unambiguous, as above, does not necessarily mean wholesale structural changes
overnight. However, it does mean that smaller-scale changes will be achievable and eVective because they
are compatible with that clear aim. For example, the Government could focus attention on inclusion in
Early Years.

4. Make sure that education policy aims are compatible with adult disability policy aims. This applies
particularly to learning disability. The Government’s policy document Valuing People aims at enabling
these people to fulfil their lives in the mainstream community. Segregating them at the age of three is not
going to lead to this.

January 2006

Witnesses: Mrs Eirwen Grenfell-Essam,Network 81,Ms Paula Jewes,Kids First Group,Mr Hugh Payton,
Wiltshire Dyslexia Association, andMr Chris Goodey, SPINN, gave evidence,

Q146 Chairman: May I welcome our witnesses to eye) would like to start. Would you be able to tell us
a bit about your organisation and your concerns.Wethis session. You will know that this is a major

inquiry into special education. It is a pleasure to understand that everything is not tickety-boo, as
they say, in this sector.have had so many pieces of written evidence given to

the Committee and also to have many people who Ms Jewes: No. Kids First represent about 100
are active in and know the sector very well to give parents in Merton. We are a project in Merton
oral evidence. Thank you, again, this morning for Mencap and we are funded by the Children’s Fund
coming to join us. We are hoping to learn a great in Merton. We would not say that all children are
deal from this session. I know that all of you not educated successfully but too many of our
represent parents’ organisations which have a very special needs children are severely let down by the
important role in the sector. In a session where we system as implemented in our borough—and in fact

we do not believe our borough is any diVerent fromhave four witnesses, and a double session because
there is so much pressure to get as much oral most of the other boroughs in the UK. We have a

large number of concerns but one of the mainevidence aswe can, I am conscious thatwe have to be
pretty firm on reasonably short questions from our concerns is the statementing process which is

thoroughly undermined by our local authority andteam and reasonably short answers from your team.
There is a temptation for everybody to give an others. We believe that all children with special

needs should have a right to have their needsanswer to every question but we would not get many
questions answered that way, so I will ask you by assessed by a professional who is an expert in the

field and who is independent of budgetaryname to answer on a particular issue. Youwill not be
called on every answer, but we should get a balance. constraints. We also believe that, for many reasons,

special needs children have to have their rightsPerhaps Paula Jewes (as I happen to be catching her
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legally enforced. One is because schools themselves jungle. If, as opposed to being done by the local
authorities, statementing was brought into schoolshave other pressures, as you know, for targets of

academic excellence and also for meeting national and was done by experts that were available at
schools—which there should be—then thecurriculum standards, but not least because special

needs families are not the best advocates, for lots of procedure would be extremely straightforward and
should be extended to all pupils with special needs.reasons, including the fact that, as you know, a lot

of special needs families are themselves from special That would guarantee that teachers had the
expertise and SENCOs had the expertise to carry outeducational needs parents but are also socially

disadvantaged. You may not have understood up to these assessments without extreme bureaucracy and
cost. I think extending the system would reduce thenow that there are a lot of families who do not

understand their own children’s needs but there are complexity and the bureaucracy.
Chairman: Could we bring Eirwen in.also a lot of parents who are in denial about their

children’s needs: there is still a lot of stigma in society
about statementing, disability registers, and having Q148 Helen Jones: I was going to ask Eirwen,
a child with special needs. A lot of families are not because she is shaking her head, and she may have
the best advocates for their own children and much picked up on something I wanted to pick up on. Is it
more so than in what one might call the typical possible within a school to have expertise on the
population. If we do not have this legal right to our whole range of special needs? What you are asking
children being educated, their needs will be eroded. for seems tome to require a range of expertise within
This is the only way to make sure that schools are one school which it is not possible to have in one
forced to have the right expertise and the correct school.
provision to educate these children, instead of just Mrs Grenfell-Essam: I work in a school: I am a
managing them. We also believe that the current SENCO in a school. No, it is not possible to have all
policies of undermining statementing to spread cost the expertise. I have some expertise—I have been
give a very, very poor long-termoutcome for society. doing it for 11 years—but, no, not across the whole
We think there is incredible evidence to show that by range. But schools themselves choose not to pick up
educating our children properly we will reduce children with special educational needs and move
crime, exclusions from school and mental health them forward for assessment. I have had dealings
cases, and increase the number of tax-paying with several parents recently where the schools have
independent adults—whichwould give an enormous themselves refused to admit this child has a need at
benefit to society as a whole. We are hoping that the all, even though they are putting in extra hours for
Committee will have the courage to accept that not this child.
all is well and we need to tackle the issue.

Q149 Mrs Dorries: What are the reasons for that?
What would you do to improve that?Q147 Helen Jones: I was very interested in what you
Ms Jewes: I am presuming it is the head teacher, whohave just said. The evidence we have received so far
does not want special needs children in their schoolclearly indicates that parents are often trying to
or the stigma that is attached to that. I do not thinknegotiate their way through some sort of jungle to
there is personally, but some heads do believe that,try to get provision for their children. We know that
and they move children on who are unsuitable forall is not well. It was also interesting to hear you say
their criteria.that parents do not always understand their

children’s needs. Although quite often they do; you
Q150 Helen Jones: What about those parents whocannot rely on that. How would you change the
have children with a whole complex range of needs,system to get the best education for children with
not just educational needs but health needs as well?special needs, but also resolve this dilemma of it
Talking to some of the parents in my area, they findbeing so complicated and where there are constant
diYculty in getting one point of contact which canclashes between what the local authority wants and
lead them to all the diVerent services that they needwhat the parents want, between what the
to access. Do you have any experience of that? Doprofessionals recommend and what the parents
you have any suggestions to put to the Committeethink is appropriate? How would you simplify it to
which would help resolve that dilemma?make it easier for everyone and to provide the best
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Under Every Child Mattersoutcomes?
there is supposed to be now one point of contact forMsJewes: In the end it boils down to expertise on the
all the agencies. It does not seem to be working inmyground. First of all, the so-called jungle and
area—or across the country, as I see it.bureaucracy, I have to tell you, is created by the local

authorities. I do not believe that parents really see it
as a jungle; the jungle occurs when the local Q151 Helen Jones: I do not think it is working in
authorities refuse assessments or do not meet the mine.
targets for responding; when local authorities Mrs Grenfell-Essam:Health do their own thing, the
produce lies, eVectively, to avoid meeting their legal medical profession do their own thing, Child and
rights; when the local authorities require you to take Family Consultation Services/Child Guidance do
them to tribunal to delay implementing costly their own thing, and they all talk amongst
statements. It is the local authorities—and to some themselves but not to education necessarily. We
extent the DfES supports them in this—which make often see the child every day, all day; they see them

for half an hour once a month maybe.the system that is fairly straightforward into a
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Ms Jewes: There are initiatives in lots of areas to try would have to be not human not to feel those
to tackle it. One we have heard about in Surrey is pressures from your employer. It may be
called something like Team Around the Child, where subconscious.
the case worker is entitled to call all the expertise Mrs Grenfell-Essam: I know of guidance that has
together in one roomabout the child. But that is only been given to educational psychologists that they
a pilot, and it is only for early years. It is only for must not diagnose people. They have been given
severely complex children. In our area it was agreed targets for it—such as no more than 10 in one year.
that we would have a specialist health visitor for Helen Jones: Could you perhaps pass that to the
special needs who would have a similar role—but all Committee? It would be very interesting to look at
these things are constrained by budget and are never that.
rolled out and are never consistently applied—even
though there is a moratorium on employing new

Q155 Mr Marsden: I would like, if I may, to put thishealth visitors in our area per se now, so we cannot
series of questions toChris andHugh, again drawinghave that expert special needs health visitor at the
on your own personal experiences of the sector andmoment. There is a lot of talk, but at the moment it
via your groups. I would like to explore some ofis still quite diverse, I think.
these questions which have already been raised
around statementing and the obstacles that parentsQ152 Helen Jones:Howdo you resolve this dilemma
subsequently have. In my capacity as a constituencywhich quite often occurs, to which I referred earlier,
MP, when parents come to see me about a problemwhere what the parent thinks is the appropriate
with special educational needs, statementing isprovision for their child and what the professionals
almost the first thing that comes to mind, but one ofthink is the appropriate provision are not the same.
the things I have observed—and I would beThe parents may be right or wrong, but there is still
interested in your comments on this—is thata dilemma there that has to be resolved, and it needs
statementing does not always help. Is statementingto be resolved simply and eVectively, it seems to us.
a gesture for all concerned that: once you have yourDo you have any suggestions for dealing with those
statement, that is it, you know where you are going?kinds of situation?
Or is it a recipe which then enables the school, theMs Jewes:What do you mean by professional? Do
parents and the child to navigate the system and getyou mean a local authority oYcer or doctor?
the sort of bespoke help that they need?
Mr Goodey: I find it quite diYcult to respond to thatQ153 Helen Jones: I mean teachers. I mean health
question, because, as you can see from myworkers.
memorandum, I am coming from somewhereMs Jewes: A lot of the problem arises from
slightly diVerent. I am coming from a boroughbudgetary constraints. Although it is diYcult to
which has closed its special schools. Virtually allbelieve, it is true that educational psychologists,
special needs education goes on in mainstreamemployed, for example, by local authorities, will
schools. I will answer your question directly, but Iunder-diagnose and under-recommend because they
have some things to say about the human rightsknow there are pressures on them from their
aspect of inclusion, which we support and are totallyemployers to do so. At the moment, the only
in favour of. To answer your question directly aboutindependent people who have a view on their

children’s needs are the parents; the others are not statementing, we find that in a borough where there
really independent. If we had more, what I would is a more or less fully inclusive system, schools are
call, independent experts around . . . For example, if funded to be fully inclusive schools. There is then no
SENCOswere full-time special needs employees and battle between the mainstream budget and a
experts, and not part-time teachers or part-time separate special school budget over where the
assistants or bureaucrats, they might, if it was part resources are going to go. For us, statements are less
of their targets, part of their job description to important. We do get parents who insist on
further the needs of the special needs children in statements—and we support them, that is our job—
their schools, be able to operate as an independent but from our perspective in our particular local
person, but at the moment there is no independent authority there is no real advantage to the child of a
expert. As parents we have to go and find doctors, statement.
who appear to be the only ones who will oVer a
medical diagnosis. Everybody else who is employed

Q156 Mr Marsden: That assumes, of course, thatby the local authority appears not to be independent.
you and your colleagues—and I simply do not know
the situation in your borough, so I am not making aQ154 Helen Jones: What evidence can you give the
particular comment on your borough but you haveCommittee of what you said of educational
mentioned that there is the funding there for fullpsychologists deliberately under-diagnosing and
inclusion—are satisfied that that the money, even ifunder-recommending (if we could put it in
it is not in a formal way but in some informal way,shorthand terms)?
is ring-fenced to provide the sorts of facilities acrossMs Jewes: It is not that they do it in a kind of illegal
the various schools. Paula Jewes has already talkedfashion; it is just that the pressures are on them
about pressures within the system, and whether theybecause they know of the incredible lengths to which
are pressures on special schools or whether they arethe local authorities will go to reduce statementing

and reduce the level of statutory assistance. You pressures across a system that is entirely inclusive,
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are there not necessarily financial pressures that bear Q159 Mr Marsden: And expensive.
Mr Payton: I would imagine it would be andown on provision for children with special
expensive process, yes, indeed. Is it eVective? For theeducational needs?
majority of parents who go to tribunal, I think theMr Goodey: These pressures are not evident at the
records show that it is successful: based upon the factlevel of local authority organisation. They are
that the majority come out with a decision that is insometimes evident within schools. In other words,
their favour, therefore that process is eVective in aschools having received a budget to be an inclusive
majority of cases. Is it the best way of doing it? Ischool, hypothetically, could buy a grand piano
would go back to the fact that we should haveinstead of supplying support to a particular child. In
openness in terms of diagnostic information andfact, in our local authority area the whole culture has
sorting it out at a base level.changed. Because there are children with very severe

and complex disabilities, as well as children with less
Q160 Mr Marsden: That is very valuable and itsevere disabilities in mainstream schools, there is a
raises two other areas that I would like to exploreculture in which, on the whole, that does not
briefly with Eirwen, if I may. Paula Jewes hashappen—and, when it does happen, of course, we
already referred to the situation of educationalnegotiate it, we fight it, et cetera, et cetera.
psychologists employed by the local authority, and,
if you like, their inevitable Party pre-position. My
experience, and I think the experience of otherQ157 Mr Marsden: Hugh, could I ask you for your
colleagues, is that when people come to us wantingperspective.
their own independent diagnosis, or, indeed,Mr Payton: Your question was: Is getting a
wanting the process to go further, it is not just astatement a panacea to special educational needs for
question of resources applied by local authorities orthose in greatest diYculty. The answer, from my
anything else, it is a question of a severe shortage ofpoint of view, is that it should be but unfortunately
child psychologists in the area. Is that yourit is often not the case. I would put it into two experience?profiles. If a child through the statement is going to Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Yes—and obviously it is costs.

a specialist facility (very often an independent These are people who have limited funding
specialist facility) then very often that statement is themselves. £400 for a psychologist is extremely
very worthwhile. Unfortunately, for children with dear—How can they meet that cost when they are
the greatest level of diYculty, if that does not happen living on benefits?—so their child does not get
and at the right time, then the statement is not really assessed.
worth a great deal. I think that is the crux of the
matter. The underlying bit of that is “providing the Q161 Mr Marsden: Given that most parents who
right facilities for a child at the right time”. The wish to proceed to tribunal contest what the local
statement may be a mechanism for that or it may authority is saying and are going to need the
not, but if you do not get that at the end of the day evidence of an independent psychologist, do you
then the statement is not worth the paper it is think the system as it stands at the moment—and if
written on. you do not, then please say so—inevitably privileges

those parents not just who are articulate and have
very strong views about what their child needs but

Q158 Mr Marsden:What about the situation where also have the finances to back it up.
there is a conflict—as Paula Jewes has commented Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Very, very heavily biased that
on already—between local authorities and parents way.
as to the need or the value or extensiveness of the
statement? Ultimately that conflict has to be Q162 Mr Marsden: I have a final question—and
resolved. It is either resolved informally or it is anyone from the panel can pick this one up: Are
resolved formally by some form of tribunal. Do there things that might be done either via
parents get enough assistance in those early stages, government or via the voluntary sector to strengthen
before they might decide, “I’m fed up with the local the support that is given to parents in those early
authority; I am going to try to take this to a stages, in terms of advice and in terms of access to
tribunal”? advice that would be helpful in taking them through
Mr Payton: Could I take that on two levels? I agree that process?
with people that the openness of the nature of the MrPayton: I think your question is hinting at parent
diagnostic information provided by professionals is partnership schemes. Personally I think they are
wanting. Often the appropriate direction is not given very important. Unfortunately, however, I think
for the child’s needs and a provision. That is the they are generally ineVective because of their tight

link with the authorities. I really do feel that theystarting point. That causes conflict within the
should be budgeted completely independently ofstructure and parents are therefore looking for
authorities, such that they are truly independent.alternative information from which to find the

information to support their child. The second point
is: Is a tribunal mechanism a suitable way of Q163 Mr Marsden: Chris, I do not want to put
proceeding? It is a heavy-handed way, it is a words into your mouth, and I know you have said
bureaucratic way, and it is extremely stressful on that these issues to do with special educational needs

and statementing and tribunals have not been aparents.
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major issue in Newham because of the situation, but Q169 Mrs Dorries: If a parent wants special school
provision and wants to exercise their right as isthere must be times, even within Newham, where

even within an inclusive system parents feel they upheld in the law, they have to send their children
away to a special school out of the area because therewould like to have access to another perspective,

another piece of advice about how their child is is no provision available within the area.
working in that inclusive system. Do they have that? Mr Goodey: Yes.
Mr Goodey: We are part of the parent partnership
scheme inNewham. If a placement breaks down and

Q170 Mrs Dorries: In answer to a question froma parent decides they want special school provision,
Gordon you were talking about statementingthen we help them through that process. That is not
children, and I found that quite interesting becausea problem—if I get the drift of your question right.
you implied that the number of statemented children
was low in Newham. Is that right?

Q164 Mr Marsden: You do not feel that your Mr Goodey: Relatively low, yes.
inevitable close association and relationship with the
local authority through the system compromises the
advice that you give? Q171 Mrs Dorries: Does Newham have a higher
Mr Goodey: Some of our staV are paid by the local proportion than other areas of families from lower
authority but not all, so we have a mixture of staV socio-economic groupings, would you say?
who are dependent on local authority funding and Mr Goodey: Yes, absolutely.
others who are not. But, if I could just pick up on a
point that you suggested about parents who are not

Q172 Mrs Dorries: And does it have many parentshappy with a mainstream placement of any kind, it
who have English as a second language?does happen but it is quite unusual. Our concern is
Mr Goodey: Yes.that genuine choice is not available in some other

parts of the country—people do not actively choose
segregation or separation. The fact is that local Q173 Mrs Dorries: If you look at, say, Richmond,
authorities do not advertise or even provide which has the highest number of statemented
mainstream provision in many cases. The courts so children and appeals to SENDA tribunals, which
far have supported local authorities in this, the High also has an aZuent population and parents who are
Court has supported local authorities in this, so able to take their child’s case to a tribunal, would
when parents have wanted mainstream provision you not say that one of the reasons why there is a low
and local authorities have insisted on separate number of statemented children and the reason why
special provision, a High Court judge has upheld Newham has been able to close all its special schools
this, even though we have the Disability is because the highest proportion of parents come
Discrimination Act. from lower socio-economic groups, with English as

a second language, who are unable to articulate the
Q165 Mrs Dorries: Chris, you said all the special fact that they do not want their special schools to
schools are closed in Newham. Is that right? close, or, even worse, are unable to access a SENDA
Mr Goodey: Yes. tribunal?

Mr Goodey: All I can say is that, in our experience,
Q166 Mrs Dorries: How does that fit with the 1976 when parents are given a genuine choice, when there
Education Act and the 2001 SENDAAct which say is inclusive provision available, and when there is a
that a parent has a right to choice? If there are no culture of inclusion among teaching staV in the
special schools, how does the parent exercise that borough, parents do not want something else. If the
right? placement is working, why would they want
Mr Goodey: I am not speaking for the authority something separate?
because, of course, when I am in Newham we are
often in conflict with the authority over this or that

Q174 Mrs Dorries: I do not want to waste myissue. My concern is really what is going on in the
question time answering that, but I can tell you thatrest of the country. InNewham, certainly, if a parent
it is because 27% of children with autism areinsists—and sometimes they have to go to tribunal
excluded from school at any one time when they areand we help them, but they do not always—then
in mainstream. That is one answer to that. Could Ithey would get a placement in a special school in an
go on to your submission. You have said that youadjacent borough.
encounter almost no anxiety from parents about
their children being in mainstream. I find that aQ167 Mrs Dorries: How many children from
really diYcult statement to accept, particularlyNewham are educated outside of Newham in
knowing what we know about children on the highspecial schools?
autistic continuum.Are you including those childrenMr Goodey: I cannot give you a precise figure, but it
in that statement?is not above the national average. I suspect it is
Mr Goodey: Yes, I am. The National Autisticbelow.
Society has a good opinion of Newham’s provision.

Q168 Mrs Dorries: But you do not know that.
Mr Goodey: I do not know for sure, but figures are Q175 Mrs Dorries:Hugh, you have been through the

system, have you not?available.
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Mr Payton: Yes, I have. SENCOs being professionals would be a great first
starting point for that. On tribunals, could I say that
the issue of tribunals being eVective or not is a littleQ176 Mrs Dorries:Would you say the SENDA Act
bit of a red herring, because many tribunal cases2001 has made the lot of children with special
should not be heard. The reason that localeducational needs better or worse? How has it
authorities take the same cases over and over again,impacted?
very similar cases over and over again, to tribunal orMr Payton: That is quite a diYcult one. I would
to tribunal door is in order to delay the commitmentsuggest it has probably made it more diYcult.
of the final statement and that is when their costsLooking at the types of situations of helping parents
start rolling out of their budget. Actually it is athrough the system, I think it is more diYcult now
scandal that most cases even get to tribunal in thethan it was, say, five years ago. There is no science in
first place. Local authorities know that they will bethat; it is just a gut feeling. I would say it is more
giving in.diYcult now than it used to be.

Q177 Mrs Dorries: Can you clarify how it has made Q179 Chairman: Eirwen, would you like to answer
it more diYcult. Is it more diYcult to statement? It the question?
is more diYcult to access tribunals? Mrs Grenfell-Essam:Most SEN children are taught
Mr Payton: I think it is more that the thresholds of by the LSA, who is paid something like £4.50 an
special educational needs have become lower, and hour, maybe for five hours a day. The child’s
therefore it has become a more challenging primary teaching focus is through that person. They
environment. I think it is more that that is the case, are normally not qualified in any way, other than
if that makes sense. having been a parent themselves or just interested in

children. Should that really be what we are
providing for our most needy children, theirQ178 Mrs Dorries: Okay. I am not sure if I should
educational needs, their health needs?ask this, but I will be rebuked if not. David Cameron

has commissioned a Special Needs Commission.
You say that your vision is that special educational Q180 Mrs Dorries: Going back to the tribunal
needs should be properly resourced. The interim situation again and the choice for parents, we have
findings of this Special Needs Commission have heard evidence in this Committee that it costs
found something similar, that the whole of special between, I think, £2,000 to £10,000 to take a child to
needs provisions should be taken outside the system the tribunal. Chris, I suppose this question is again
and stand alone and be resourced and managed for you in Newham. Is it not a barrier to parents in
separately. Would you agree with the interim Newham? I have just thought that it goes one step
findings in that statement? Eirwen, could you just further, does it not, in that parents in Newham do
elaborate on what you mean by properly resourced? not have the special schools to send their children to?
Ms Jewes:That is a big question. Properly resourced If they wanted to access the system and access their
means that there should be experts who have been choice as in law to send their children to a special
trained in the special needs that the children have in school, they would have to go to a tribunal
the schools, placed in the schools to look after them possibly—and that would cost between £2,000 and
and to educate them.At themoment there aremany, £10,000, andNewham parents do not have that. Are
especially on the autistic spectrum, in classes where Newham in fact not just denying parents any choice
teachers and helpers and LSAs and SENCOs have in their children’s special needs?
no understanding of autism or what the child might Mr Goodey: I think there might be an element of
be thinking and why they behave as they do. If the truth in the idea that parents who want separate
system were properly resourced, there would be special school provision have been hard done-by
people in schools and speech therapists and over the last few years because there has been a
occupational therapists visiting schools regularly rationalisation of special schools. There are less of
who understood what these children need and why them, and so they might have to send their children
they are failing in the classrooms. The problem we further away. On the other hand, parents who want
have been talking about sits on vested interests. I do mainstream know that in the last resort the court can
not blame teachers, but teachers do not want to have legally enforce the separation of their child, which
the pressures that they have with their other 29 we see as discriminatory. Replying to your question
children in a classroom and then to have two others about the tribunal, the number of cases going to
whom they do not understand. They do not know tribunal from Newham is no greater than in any
what they are thinking, they do not really knowwhat other borough, and they are usually concerned not
they are supposed to do with them, and they know at the levels of provision, which is where you would
that they could potentially be more disruptive than possibly require paying an independent educational
the other children—partly because they will not be psychologist or something like that, but the issue of
provided for properly. Teachers, not surprisingly, one mainstream school as against another which
just do not want these children there. There has to be does not require—
a resource which allows these children to be
educated and the other children in the class also to
be educated. I think specialists in special educational Q181 Chairman: What we are not getting from this

is what other people think of a borough where thereneeds being more prevalent in schools would be the
major resource that would be needed. I think is no special school provision. We know, for
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example, that Scotland is getting rid of statementing. one secondary school which take a substantial
number of those children so that the expertise can beWe know that in one particular borough there are no
concentrated. The same is true of deaf children.special schools.

Ms Jewes: It fills me with horror.
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: We have a helpline and we Q184 Helen Jones: I am just trying to clarify. Even

though you have former teachers in special schoolsreceive lots of calls from Newham, from the parents
in mainstream schools, there must still be a numberwho are trying to find out: What can we do? Who
of teachers having to deal with children with a wholecan we ask? Where can we go to?
range of diYculties—it may be severe physical
diYculties in their classes. How are they trained to

Q182 Chairman: You would not like to see a deal with that?
situation where there were no special schools? Mr Goodey: There are various forms of in-service
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Definitely not. training in the borough. It is a culture change, as I
Ms Jewes: I can give you a number of case studies, have said before. Teachers arriving from previous
and send them into you, if you wish, of children, jobs outside the borough are sometimes surprised,
especially on the autistic spectrum, who are very but, generally speaking, a culture has been in place
anxious—it is part of their condition to be anxious, over the last 15 years where it is expected that you
and, once they are anxious, to retain the anxiety at a will have the whole spectrum of humanity in the
level that the anxiety started at is part of their classroom.
condition. There are so many cases of autistic
spectrum pupils who start in mainstream, or even in Q185 Chairman: I want to go on to provision now,
units attached to mainstream, who cannot cope and but, Chris, you said in your earlier answers to
become depressed, suicidal, anorexic, who are Nadine and others that you think Newham is
necessarily going to fail from the day they go into the average in terms of the number of children who are
mainstream school because of the nature of their applying for and getting a statement.
condition, because they need protection. Mr Goodey: Yes.
Mr Payton: I would say it is an ideology that is
seriously flawed. It is as simple as that. All special Q186 Chairman: In another question you have
educational needs have a spectrum of needs. As my answered, you have suggested that, because of the
compatriot has said, there are children who will not social characteristics of your borough, there will be
fit in a busy mainstream environment, so it is a higher level of children with special educational
seriously flawed. needs than in a more aZuent borough like
Mr Goodey: Personally, I am not against choice in Richmond. Is that right?
principle, but the fact is that the legal situation is that Mr Goodey: No.
parents who want special school have a choice that Helen Jones: Chairman, it is actually lower. The
can be fulfilled; parents who want an inclusive number of children requiring statements inNewham
placement, can be denied it. is lower than in Richmond.

Q187 Chairman: We would like to get the details ofQ183 Helen Jones: Could I ask Chris, bearing in
howmany there are, but what is not coming throughmindwhat has been said, howdoesNewham train its
fromwhat people have been saying is, in a particularteachers to cope with the vast range of special needs borough, if they do not have special schools, are theythey must encounter? It is extremely diYcult, as we being parasitic? Is the system coping, or, in the

have heard, to deal with children who have autistic London context, are they just living parasitically and
spectrum, who have a whole range of behavioural are they going to special schools in surrounding
disorders in a classroomwhen you have a lot of other boroughs or some distance across London? Is that
children. It takes highly skilled teaching. What happening?
training has been put in for the teachers in your Mr Goodey: I have already partly answered that
borough to deal with all this? question. Unfortunately, I cannot give you the
Mr Goodey: There is a historical aspect to this exact figures.
question, which is that, when the special schools
were closed, the specialist staVwere transferred from Q188 Chairman: What do you think? Are lots of
those schools into mainstream, so that created a parents opting for special schools outside the
culture where it was expected that there would be borough?
specialist expertise in mainstream schools. That has Mr Goodey: No. Absolutely not.
continued. This is not always a question of the child Ms Jewes: What I would like to know about their
going to its local school. There are certain borough is: Are all the special needs children being
mainstream schools which are specially resourced successfully diagnosed and are they being educated
for children with severe autism: they do not exist in or are they being contained? The statistics are
a separate unit in the school but they do spend some diYcult, because there are so many special needs
time being withdrawn from mainstream classes, but children who, if you just leave it, for example, to
they spend quite a lot of time in mainstream classes local authorities to do, would not be diagnosed with
as well, and they are on the roll of a mainstream special needs, who will go apparently successfully
school. It is not necessarily the child’s local school through primary andwhen they get to secondarywill

fail or become excluded or become depressed and sobecause there are, I think, two primary schools and
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on. I doubt whether we can get those figures for a Ms Jewes: In our borough it is only just being
implemented now. I doubt whether it will bespecific borough at this stage, but that is what I

would like to do. successful because the Government advice was that
you should do an audit of need first, meet that needChairman: We will come back to some of these

issues, but, Stephen, you have been very patient. with your extra resources first, build up parental
confidence, and then the delegated funding may
work andmay result, as an end result, in less requestsQ189 Stephen Williams: Yes. I want to ask some
for statements because the children’s needs weremore questions about provision and choice. Some of
being met. Our authority, like many, has justthe issues have been touched on already, so maybe
interpreted this as a green light to remove statementswewill be going over familiar ground. First of all, we
first and delegate the funding, not giving reallymuchhave a range of authorities here. We have heard
consideration to whether the needs will be met. Itquite a bit about Newham but we also have the
makes them happy because their budgets are nowcompletely diVerent borough of Merton, and
predictable. They have passed oV all the parentalWiltshire and Essex are quite diVerent counties as
complaints basically to the schools. So the jury is outwell. Do you think there is consistency as between
but I very much doubt whether this will work.the authorities as to the provision for special needs
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: There is no ring-fencing ofor are there wide variations in between diVerent
funding in any shape or form. In my particularLEAs, depending on where you are in diVerent parts
school, we have over 60% on the SEN register andof the country?
there is no ring-fencing of that money whatsoeverMrs Grenfell-Essam:We work nationally, and, yes,
from county. It could be spent on watering thethere is a wide provision. Some countries, a bit like
garden or building a new tarmac playground. ThereNewham, do not do any statementing at all, like
is nothing to say where it has to go and there isNottingham.
nobody who comes to check. Ofsted do not check;
nobody checks.

Q190 Stephen Williams:How common is that? How
typical is the Newham “no special schools at all”

Q195 Stephen Williams: The fact that there is noexperience? How many LEAs would follow that?
ring-fencing of the funding that is delegated, youMrs Grenfell-Essam: I think there are five in the
have evidence that that means schools are choosingcountry.
to spend the money on other things.
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Yes.

Q191 Stephen Williams: A small minority really. Ms Jewes: There is nobody in school whose job
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Very small who have done depends on making this work. There are people
away with them completely. Essex are lowering with part-time responsibilities. There is nobody,
theirs as quickly as they can into none but have including the head, whose job it is to make the
decided at the end, “Well, perhaps we ought to have children’s outcomes better.
some.” But they have substantially reduced them.
Specialist provision—for people like the deaf, the Q196 Chairman: Are you talking about all the
hearing impaired and the visually impaired—is schools in Essex?
becoming less and less and less for specific needs, Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Across the country.
autism being one of them.

Q197 Chairman:What is the basis of your evidence?
Q192 Stephen Williams: I think Paula, in answer to Mrs Grenfell-Essam: All schools I have dealt with—
an earlier question, also alluded to the fact that and I have dealt with quite a few across the country.
heads might not be keen to admit that a child has There is no ring-fencing of funding and the head can
special educational needs, so is there also a danger spend it anyway he likes.
within an LEA that, despite what their policy might
be, there is variation between diVerent schools Q198 Chairman: This is very important to this
within the LEA? Committee. Are you saying that there are no good
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Yes. examples of local authorities doing this job

excellently that you would like everyone to share
Q193 Stephen Williams:Which is down to the whim with and to emulate?
of the governing body or the heads. Mrs Grenfell-Essam: I would have to say there are
Mrs Grenfell-Essam:Widely. very few who get very close to being excellent. There
Mr Goodey: There is only one answer to that, and are somewho try very hard tomake the provision for
that is yes. every child the best they can, but, because it is

delegated down—
Q194 Stephen Williams: That is quite a significant
point, I think. On the question of funding, the Q199 Chairman: There is poor performance right

across the board. There are no exemplars?Department promoted delegated funding to schools
for SEN. They think that promotes early Mr Payton: I would counter that a bit, because I

think it is a bit too hard. There are some schools thatintervention to detect SEN needs without the need
later on to go to a formal statement. Do you think do far, far better than the majority of schools with

the same resources. I would suggest that is not sodelegated funding has actually been successful in
that aspiration? much to do with budget management, but that is to
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do with the skills and the motivations within the results is that it is their job to look after and educate
special needs children. They do not have anotherschools that are doing better. It is very much to do

with having a leader in special educational needs job: that is their job. That is the common thread.
within a school. There are improvements that could
be achieved with the same amount of money, by Q205 Stephen Williams: Could we move on to
improvement of knowledge and understanding admission. The Committee is just coming to the end
within skills within schools. I think there is clear of looking at the White Paper and diversity in
evidence that they could do a lot more with what is schools is clearly an issue there: the Government has
already available, but there is not enough funding an aspiration for more diversity. Do you think this
and resources available at that time. increase in the types of school is going to increase
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: There is no audit of any sort of the choices available to parents with special
SEN amounts. educational needs?
Mr Payton: That is true as well. Schools can use the Ms Jewes: Could I highlight and put a big flag on
money however they wish, and there are examples of parents again. It is fine to say parents have choice
where they use it in the wrong way. but special educational needs parents are not as

good advocates for their children.Many do not have
parents, many are looked after. Many parents are inQ200 Stephen Williams: On the question of audit,
denial, many parents would not really even supportthere is some evidence. In the Ofsted report of
the best service for their own children because of the2004. They found some instances of schools
special educational need that their children has.doing what was just described. Presumably, if a

recommendation of this Committee’s final report
Q206 Chairman: Are we not shifting around here?was that this funding should be ring-fenced, that is
Some of you, not all of you, are saying that we tendsomething across the piece that you would all think
to get more evidence of special educational needs inwas a sound recommendation.
a more aZuent borough like Richmond becauseMrs Grenfell-Essam: Yes.
parents are more articulate. There I thought youMr Payton: Indeed.
were describing pretty articulate parents, who know
what they want, who are determined go get a

Q201 Stephen Williams: You are all nodding. statement for their child. All these parents are not
Mr Payton: Yes. unable to—
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: A SENCO can be just a class Ms Jewes:No, but it is amazing how often you see a
teacher who has half an hour a week to do that role. large number of parents who are willing to pull their
Ms Jewes: If the SENCO was to have the sort of children into an independent school, rather than
expertise in the school and could disseminate good have them stigmatised with a statement, or there are
practice, that would be an incredible improvement. parents who have them diagnosed with milder

things, rather than have an autistic stamp on their
head. I have seen a lot of children fail as a result ofQ202 Stephen Williams: So it is not just ring-fencing
parents refusing to acknowledge their children’s realthe money.
problems or what really will aVect them. There is theMs Jewes: No.
other end of the spectrum that we know about as
well, of there being a lot of socially disadvantaged

Q203 Stephen Williams:Obviously everybody wants families with special needs, so those children do not
more money, but it is making sure that the SENCO have a voice either, generally. I just want the
who is responsible for this early intervention work Committee to be very cautious of going down this
has suYcient resources in time. road of: If the parent can decide, everything gets
Ms Jewes: Yes, somebody who has the job to do resolved.
that. Mrs Grenfell-Essam:We have parents in Essex who
Mrs Grenfell-Essam:One of the recommendations is aremaking choices for secondary school and they do
that the SENCO is senior management. That can not know how to fill the form in, let alone make the
only happen in some schools. In some schools they choice. If they have to have a choice between lots of
are not, and there is no funding specifically saying schools in the area and they themselves have
that SENCO must be senior management, must problems filling the form in, let alone making the
have management points or . . . . choice, are they really having a choice or will they be

the ones who get the leftovers?
Q204 Stephen Williams: I think that point was made
by earlier witnesses as well at this inquiry, that the Q207 Stephen Williams: Aside from the White

Paper, the Government had a programme anywaySENCO is often a junior member of staV.
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Yes. with expanding academies, particularly in cities. In

my city we have had evidence that academies mayMs Jewes: Or part-time.
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Yes, somebody who comes in not have a good reputation on admitting children

who are SEN. Is that an experience that you havetwo days a week.
Ms Jewes: We have some excellent head teachers witnessed?

Mr Payton: Can I make a diVerent point,and excellent heads of units in our schools who
produce fantastic results, and the common factor representing a rural county? Many towns only have

one school and that one choice must be a very, veryamongst these individuals who produce excellent
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good school which caters for the majority of things, Ms Jewes: Yes, but have the legal right of the child
to have their needs met still protected.but where it is not able to cater for then you require

additional facilities elsewhere. Having a choice in a Mrs Grenfell-Essam: The problem with localising is
would my authority give one child a statement andcity is one thing but having a choice in a town with

one school is no choice, and therefore it has to be the authority down the roadwould not, so when that
child moves house they start all over again and maygood.
not get a provision. We were meant to have, under
the 1981 Education Act, an across-the-board systemQ208 Stephen Williams: Indeed, if my colleague,
that actually is not—every authority does its ownTim Farron, who represents a large rural
thing.constituency in England, were here he would be

making that point rather better than I.
Mr Goodey: I am sure that is the case but that is a de Q213 JeV Ennis: So you are happier with the current
facto lack of choice. Could I just reiterate that statementing process?
parents who want mainstream lack choice de jure? Mrs Grenfell-Essam: I would like to slim it down a

lot from what it is now.
Q209 Stephen Williams: No one actually picked up
on academies. Is there any national evidence on Q214 Chairman: You would like to retain it?
academies? Mrs Grenfell-Essam: I would like to retain
Mrs Grenfell-Essam: We have not heard anything something similar to it, where there is a legal
about them, really. I do not think they have been in provision that has to be met.
situ long enough for us to— Mr Payton: The statement process is very heavy-
Chairman: That is what we like: when people handed. Something is needed—whether you call it a
honestly say, “We do not know”. statement or something else—to protect the interests

of most children in need. The process is very
bureaucratic and heavy-handed, and that is theQ210 JeV Ennis:On the parent’s rights issue, do you
fundamental problem. A lighter weight system,believe that local authorities uphold a parent’s right
whether you call it a statement or whatever, isto seek a special school place or does it vary?
necessary.Ms Jewes: No, the local authorities—I think all of
Ms Jewes: The fundamental thing is that the child isthem—pursue a blanket inclusion policy.
properly assessed at the beginning and then quickly
the resources they need are allocated and protected.Q211 JeV Ennis: We have already said that we
It is very simple and, actually, the statementingthought it was a good idea that we should ring-fence
process does that, it is just made long-windedspecial educational needs funding. The Chairman
because of the conflict built into it. That is thetouched on the point earlier in the session that many
fundamental thing: they need their needs assessedof our neighbouring countries—Wales, Scotland
straightaway, properly, and then met, properly, andand Ireland—are moving away from the formal
ring-fenced.statementing process, and we seem to be digging our

heels in, as it were, in wanting to retain it. Do you
Q215 JeV Ennis: The current tribunal system comesthink we now ought to be moving on and
in for a lot of criticism, rightly so, from parents,abandoning the statementing process, given all the
being too legalistic and cumbersome, and you havecaveats you have put down in your earlier evidence?
got the issue of not qualifying for Legal Aid, and allMs Jewes: I believe we should change the
that sort of thing. Would it not be better and wouldstatementing process to be brought into schools so
it not cause less friction between parents and LAs ifthat it is quicker and less of a going to an outside
we had more of an arbitration-type service orauthority with a big, expensive procedure. I also
conciliation-type service to agree the problemsbelieve that some of the assessments could be done
rather than a formal tribunal system?by expert SENCOs combined with visiting speech
MrPayton:That exists today. I imagine there wouldtherapists, occupational therapists and other
be mixed receptions to the eVectiveness of thoseexperts, without having always to resort to
conciliation services. My experience has been thateducational psychologists. Also if GPs were more
you go through another layer to continueexpert in special needs they would be able to help. A
disagreement—and there seems little purpose.very quick, eYcient bread-and-butter process of
Ms Jewes:Beside the fact that we are forced throughassessing with a ring-fenced provision following is a
the extra layers because that is the way theform of statement but is not as formal as we have
authorities delay committing the budgets to thenow, and, really, every child should have that right
statement.when they have a special need in school. That would

be, to me, the way forward and our group agree; it is
not that we want the current statementing, where Q216 Chairman: How do you get through this
you have to fight and you have to go to tribunal, to problem that any constituencyMPhas picked up on,
be extended, we think it should be a bread-and- that is that you get parents that are passionate in
butter procedure, day-to-day within a school, with their view of what is right for their child but you get
expert resources. the heads and the teachers who might have a

diVerent view on that. Who makes that decision?
Must it always be the parents that are right? Who isQ212 JeV Ennis: So, eVectively, we need to slim-line

and localise the system? the best arbitrator here?
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Ms Jewes: If the professionals were acting properly thousands of pounds go into writing a statement
which has already been written. So why can it notthen there would not be as much disagreement. The

parents only have their strong opinions because they just go with the child?
have been advised by other professionals Parents of,
for example, an autistic child, do not overnight Q219 Mr Marsden: So you would agree with my
become an expert in provision for autistic children; suggestion?
it takes years and years to understand your own Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Absolutely.
autistic child’s needs. So parents rely on information
they read, information from the doctors that they see Q220 Mrs Dorries: You have spoken a lot about the
that they find to be most professional, and they only jungle and the diYculty that the system is quite
become passionate because they have a reason to be simple, it is just when it comes to the LA. Do you
passionate about what they believe is needed. What think that is because the LA is both the
they encounter is a barrier to their child’s needs commissioner and the provider—it commissions
being met from day one under the current system, what is available in the statement and then provides
the way the local authorities implement the it—so there is that conflict of interest? The
statementing law. It is not just a question of the conciliation service that JeV has spoken about is
parents unreasonably wanting one thing and the Parent Partnership (I think it is called), and the first
others saying this is what is right. line management of Parent Partnership is the LA

also. So you have got the LA which commissions
and provides and runs the Parent Partnership also,Q217 JeV Ennis: My authority still has special
so there is no autonomy. Do you think that is whereschools, in both Barnsley andDoncaster, both doing
the conflict—a great job. In many respects, I think the linkages
Ms Jewes: There is a conflict in the Parentthat currently exist betweenmainstream schools and
Partnership independence. We find our Parentspecial schools need to be developed a lot more, for
Partnership is not always independent. It is diYcultobvious reasons. How high a priority do you think
for the Parent Partnership because hewill sometimesit is, that where we do retain special schools that are
make recommendations on which we can say: “Thatdoing a good job, it is not just about educating the
was not in the best interests of the child; he is notchildren within their own particular four walls, it is
independent”, but perhaps it was with all good graceabout getting out into the wider school community
that he did that.and building bridges?

Mr Payton: I can answer your question from
experience. Some years ago I sought in my rural Q221 Mrs Dorries: Are you saying that the Parent
county to achieve a close relationship between Partnerships that you are aware of make
independent specialist schools and the mainstream recommendations? Under their code of practice they
schools in their areas. The independent schools were are specifically—
all for that but none of themainstream schools or the Ms Jewes: They do advise parents on specific issues
education authority were. It is an interesting thing. regarding statementing. So, for example, I know our
It was a negative experience but I tried very hard. Parent Partnership oYcer advised a parent not to
Mrs Grenfell-Essam:We have tried to liaise with our ask for quantification in part three of his statement,
local special school, and it is time constraints. Our for speech therapy I think it was, and that was
children in mainstream have to meet the National basically illegal. He would probably say that there
Curriculum guidelines for two hours of this, three was a reason for it, but the problem with us knowing
hours of this and four hours of this.When is the time that he is reporting to the head of special needs
to do something else? We have tried having lessons means parents are suspicious of him and we tend to
with their children coming to our school and our leave him outside the door sometimes of the
children going to their school and having more links meetings with the local authority because we feel he
with the staV, but it is time constraints as well as may not represent our best interests. It is a conflict
resourcing. and there is not much more I can say about Parent

Partnership.

Q218 Mr Marsden: I have a quick question, aimed
Q222 Mrs Dorries: Do you know how much hasat Eirwen and your previous comments about what
been spent on that Partnership?happens to their statement when children move.
Ms Jewes: I do not know. It is one individual full-There seems to be a general consensus that people
time in Merton, so whatever his salary is and hiswould like to see the statementing process changed
costs.in some shape or form but can I just ask would you

be in favour of a statementing process, however it is
changed or revised, which actually travelled with the Q223 Mrs Dorries: In my constituency we have

three, who work well. I think they actually exercisechild if that childmoves, admitting that theremay be
diVerent mechanisms between local authorities for the code of practice very well; they do not make

recommendations whatsoever, but I cannot see thatjudging on that statement? Could that not be policed
in some way through a sort of arbitration process? kind of integrity being carried across the country.

Ms Jewes: It varies and I think it is just one of thoseMrs Grenfell-Essam: It would be very good. It does
not at the moment. Every statement is rewritten. inbuilt potential problems that if he was

independent, and we knew he was independent, itWhen a child moves county or moves LA the
statement is rewritten; there is reassessment and would sort that out.
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11 January 2006 Mrs Eirwen Grenfell-Essam, Ms Paula Jewes, Mr Hugh Payton and Mr Chris Goodey

Q224 Mrs Dorries: Would you like to see the LAs Q226 Chairman: We are coming to the end of this
session. We want to remain in communication withnot being their commissioner and the provider?

Ms Jewes: The thing about statementing is there is you, so do not think this is the only time you will be
able to communicate with us, but I will run acrossthat conflict too, but what LAs see is their two% of

statemented children costing them, sometimes, up to from Chris through to Eirwen: what one thing do
you think we need to hear from you that we have65% of their SEN budgets (it varies); they see a child

on School Action getting £200 a year’s worth of not heard?
Mr Goodey: Something you have not heard yet? Theprovision and in the next seat a statemented child

with, perhaps, slightly more needs but not that Government White Paper on adults with learning
disabilities, Valuing People, aims to give adults withdiVerent, getting £8,000 worth, potentially, or

more—with residential and overseas statements it learning disabilities a full life in the community. It is
an extremely radical measure and I just wonder whatcan cost £60,000, £70,000 or £80,000 on a single

statement. The local authority also knows that the we are doing—I realise I am in an isolated position
out of this group of four—segregating children atlaw could entail them to have unlimited costs; if

enough people demanded their rights and got to the age of three if we want adults to be full members
of the community.tribunal, got a statement, and there were a few more

autistic children diagnosed in the borough, their
costs could shoot through the roof. So there is, in Q227 Chairman: Thank you for that, Chris. Hugh

Payton?theory a limitless cost of statements; they see an
inequity in the way theremight be a learning support Mr Payton: I would say two factors, which I think

are critical. One is transform the level of skill withinassistant “Velcro-ed”, as they call it, to one child in
a classroom and not allowed to support others in the mainstream schools sector for special

educational needs, and I do mean transform it. Ineed, and there are lots of reasons why they resist the
statementing process apart from being the think that will make the biggest impact you could

possibly do. The second aspect is look at thecommissioner versus the adjudicator, and so on. I
think their worries and their perceptions are thresholds that are set for special educational needs

across the country—setting such low policy levelsmisguided. Parents do not want money, they want
provision and if that provision is an expert provision that it is not beneficial to children. So two messages

from me.and is shared, that is better than having a learning
support assistant, who does not know what they are
doing, Velcro-ed to your child. So the whole thing is Q228 Chairman: Thank you for that, Hugh. Paula

Jewes?misguided and there are lots of reasons why there is
this inbuilt conflict. Ms Jewes: The two messages from me are that

children with special educational needs rights toStephen Williams: I do not think we picked this up
earlier. In the Department’s written submission to education will be lost and eroded if there is not a

continuing form of legal protection in the form of athis inquiry they said that their policy was to
preserve a parent’s right to seek a special school document like a statement or a provision document

that is legally protected. The second thing I wouldplace—not the right to have a special school place.
Do you think parents widely appreciate that they like to say is that the potential eVects of getting this

policy right are of enormous benefit to society but,have a right to shop around but they do not
necessarily have a right to find what they are also, the costs of getting it wrong, which we see

today, are disastrous and life threatening.looking for?
Mrs Dorries: They do have a right in law, do they
not? Q229 Chairman: Eirwen?

Mrs Grenfell-Essam: Tony Blair was talking about
his inclusion project for actually chucking out theQ225 Stephen Williams: That is not what their

evidence says. dregs of society back into education, but the actual
fact is lots of children are being excluded fromMrs Grenfell-Essam: The right to seek; as long as

they give them the right to seek. Most authorities school because schools cannot educate them. I
would like the answer to that question. Why canwould actually say: “These are the schools I will

provide you with. This is your local school”. They they not?
Chairman:Thank you verymuch for this session.Wemay provide a list of all the specialist schools in the

area but they will actually give a lot of clauses, such have learnt a lot. As you think about this after this
meeting, if you think of things you should have saidas “subject to budgetary constraints”. They will

argue that: “The mainstream school is cheaper for to the Committee or would like to reinforce those
views, do e-mail us or communicate with us in anyus”—theywill not actually tell you that; theywill say

“It is the best provision”. way you like. Thank you very much.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Kids First Group

1. The committee expressed surprise that no-one had spoken against inclusion.

I do believe that inclusion should be rolled back, it has gone too far:

— A class should have one basic curriculum albeit with some children needing extra help to keep up
or catch up. Would you be able to teach many diVerent lesson plans simultaneously?

— As you know, inclusion doesn’t work as well for emotionally vulnerable, language sensitive and
hyper or hypo-sensory childen such as ASD, some ADHD, obsessive compulsive, PDD-NOS,
DAMP and others.

— How would you develop a child’s self esteem when they can see that they are always going to be
the poorest performer in your class?

— Many SEN children have; strong interests and obsessions, special skills (computing, good
memory), spiky abilities (1st percentile in some things, 99th in others); need constant sensory input
to focus (wobbling, chewing, squeezing); diVerent thought processes and reactions. Could you as
amainstream teacher make full use of these to impart information as opposed to coping with these
characteristics?

— Expertise develops amongst full time specialists—special schools and units will generate expertise:
less special schools and units, less genuine expertise.

— Some SEN conditions necessarily result in emotional and behavioural challenges (although most
arise from poor management). In mainstream schools this not conducive to the teaching of
other children.

— Much of the time an SEN child spends in mainstream is actually spent segregated in a corner, in
another room for special teaching or “in their own world”. Is this the ideal of inclusion?

— The argument that children should face the same people and challenges in school as they will face
in grown up life is clearly misguided.

— Special school does not mean segregation, it should mean specialisation.

— Team and field sports excludemany SEN children either through inability to take turns and follow
rules or through physical, sensory and motor diYculties. DiVerentiating this curriculum is one of
the most pressing matters.

Strong links between mainstream and special schools, ideally supported by physical proximity, would
better protect the mental health of SEN children.

2. The committee expressed interest in real life case studies and examples.

Case 1

My own daughter, Maddy, was assessed at age 4 with severe expressive communication delay (unclear
and very little speech) and PDD-NOS (on the autistic spectrum). She was extremely fragile and emotionally
vulnerable.

Her occupational therapy report (privately commissioned) stated that “running tests were not performed
in case of physical injury”. She wore glasses for squint and astigmatism and was on the 10th percentile for
height and weight. She required help toileting, dressing and eating.

The LEA’s educational psychologist’s report showed a very spiky profile but, despite this being known
to be poor practice, they averaged her scores out to a “normal” intelligence score (perhaps to facilitate a
mainstream solution). The LEA did not carry out a speech therapy assessment. Merton LA recommended
the speech and language hub in a primary school 45 minutes away from our home plus about two hours of
non-specialised LSA support per day.

This school was busy, cluttered noisy and cramped. Children were physically bumping into us in the
playground and corridors. The speech language hub was empty during our visit. The head teacher could not
guarantee any specific level of speech therapy—it would be “as resources allowed” and in a group. (The
school sometimes did not have access to a speech and language therapist).

No occupational therapy or physical therapy was available at this school (despite many speech aVected
children also having motor skills issues).

My child would have been traumatised from day one. She could not have survived break and lunch times
or PE lessons (in any case she couldn’t change clothes or shoes independently). She would have cried and
resisted going to school (as she had done at her temporary placement in a moderate learning diYculties
school).

I employed a lawyer. Merton withdrew and oVered to fund a place at the independent special speech and
language school in Wimbledon. Finally, after agreeing to drop legal action, I forced them to specify an
amount of speech therapy and OT in the statement.
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She didn’t speak at school for about a year (selective mutism is a common psychiatric disorder resulting
from stress) and as she couldn’t write, her new school had diYculty assessing her real needs. Eventually,
through intensive adult support, therapy and a protected environment, her skills and confidence have
developed. She is now eight, swims, goes to riding for the disabled and dances enthusiastically in school
concerts. She is learning to write, has a reading age above her chronological age and is only one to two years
behind in maths. With continuing support we now know she could become an independent, working adult.
What future wouldMerton have provided for her if she came from a diVerent socio-economic background?

I have full documentation to support the above if necessary.

Case 2

A boy was diagnosed with Aspergers at the end of primary school. He went to the secondary school in
Merton which has an autistic unit. In the unit and with support he became settled and happy. However, the
unit does NOT give children access to the full GCSE curriculum; they have to attend themainstream classes.
He is a bright boy with specific talents in maths, science and computing. A number of attempts have been
made to placeMark in mainstream classrooms with LSAs. Each time they have failed—for example, he was
upset by a teacher saying “everyone gets detention if the noise level doesn’t go down”. He feels a sense of
unfairness to quiet children like himself very personally and becomes distressed. He has been allocated three
diVerent LSAs in one year, one had no induction and had to be trained by the mother. Mark’s psychology
report specifically mentions change of personnel causing great anxiety.

When his classes upset him, he becomes anorexic, depressed, suicidal and distressed at going to school.
Each time, his mother and teacher bring him slowly back to the unit where he settles again. Finally, after
hismother saw his secondary education disappearing in this way, she askedMerton to reopen the statement.
They refused to consider a change of provision and were willing to go to SENDIST. The argument lasted
nearly two years at which time Mark was nearly 16 and due to leave having missed out many years of
education. He will now attend a special 6th form college in Kingston but his mother will have to fight with
Merton for transport.

Merton cannot handle such cases because their special schools and units are for moderate or severe
learning diYculties, not for intellectually capable children.

We have full documentation for this case.

We can provide documentation to support endless cases of children being poorly served because of budget
considerations in all spheres of special needs if you have an interest.

SEN is de facto defined by the system as “academically failing”. Is this correct?

3. The committee expressed an interest in teacher training.

Please bear in mind the statistics:

Seven million people in the UK of working age are estimated to be disabled with 49% economically
inactive (compared with 15% inactive amongst non-disabled). Disabled people have the highest inactivity
rate of any disadvantaged group. Autistic people have an employment rate of 6% and 12% for Aspergers
whilst more than 50% of this group are of normal intelligence.
Source: OYce for National Statistics and National Autistic Society

18.5% of school children are estimated to have special educational needs (I believe this an underestimate).
60% are inmainstream schools but with some LEAs reaching 75%! inclusion. Therefore, you would expect
that initial teacher training would have a significant, compulsory module for special needs—perhaps as
much as 20% of the curriculum but at least 10 to 15%.
Source: DFES

4. The committee were interested in whether statements resolve educational issues for students.

I believe the answer is no because of the way statements are written and enforced. Statemented children
are nine times more likely to be excluded from school than others.

— See inclusion above, the setting itself often prevents learning.

— The provision of expertise solves the problems, not the allocation of money. Most statements
allocate resource, not expertise, such as LSAs who are not directed or trained. This is by far the
biggest wastage in the system.

— Sometimes LSAs are prevented from being eVective by negative attitudes of teachers. (I have
examples). SENCOs have amainly bureaucratic function and often do not progress the attainment
of these pupils even with specifically allocated resources in a statement.

— Head teachers resist taking SENpupils irrespective of whether they have a statement. Twoprimary
school head teachers acceptedmynormal daughter but resistedmy SENdaughter saying they were
full and they had no budget to really meet SEN needs. If SEN pupils were excluded from SAT
statistics and league tables, head teachers would perhaps be more positive. Separate tables
(p-scales, value-added) for SEN pupils could be published alongside to help parents of SEN
children to choose a school.
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— Good education cannot be achieved by writing that it must be so in a legal document. Positive
culture, real expertise, targets and rewards must be in place as well. (Legal protectionmust be there
as well because this is a disadvantaged and non-vocal social group and pure prejudice still exists).

January 2006

Further supplementary submitted by Kids First Group

I attach a number of items which back-up our oral evidence to the Committee on 11 January.

1. We attach an excerpt from Merton’s draft 2005 SEN Policy. Banding illustrates that the LEA thinks
of statements in terms of “pots of money” not individual, expert provision. The banding approach is illegal
as is the idea of an upper limit (£12,000) of support. This section was removed after Kids First, supported
by IPSEA, threatened Merton councillors with legal action.

2. This SEN Policy is the basis for devolved funding to schools in Merton. Parent consultation was
originally limited to 10% of parents of statemented children and 5% of parents of School Action/School
Action Plus parents. As usual in Merton, the consultation was launched during the summer holidays in the
hope that everyone hostile to the policy would be away. Kids First eventually forced the LEA to extend the
consultation.

3. There is a strong consensus among parents in Kids First and parents in neighbouring boroughs that
SATs and other league tables should exclude SEN children thereby removing this source of hostility to SEN
children byHead Teachers (possibly one table including and one excluding SEN to avoid total segregation).
These academic measures are in any case not relevant to those on a diVerentiated curriculum. Parallel
published data specific to SEN children may give Head Teachers an incentive to actively promote good
practise and improve SEN provision.

4. We attach an internal memo written by the Head of SEN with authority over the Educational
Psychology team in Merton regarding protocol for tribunals. This shows a distinctly hostile stance which
sums up the culture that parents endure during the whole statementing process, not just Tribunal cases.

5. We attach details of an autistic boy assessed by aMerton educational psychologist who recommended
a school which she knew little about. It was wholly unsuitable to his needs. The parents considered that the
educational psychologist under-assessed his level of need so that LEA’s standard provision could be made
to fit. An independent Consultant Paediatrician and Ed Psych recommended a home-based programme and
one to one support. The cost was the same as the out of borough provision proposed. Eventually tribunal
found in favour of the parents but at a cost to the family of £18,000.

6. We draw your attention to a Merton case involving a child whom the parents believed needed
residential care. This case was taken to tribunal and the High Court with Merton finally giving in because
it was discovered that their oYcers had manipulated some key evidence. Merton paid costs of over £40,000
to the lawyers on both sides!

7. Ofsted inspected our borough in 2004. The inspection did not seek the views of parents and relied
mainly on self-evaluation by the LEA. We alerted Ofsted to Merton’s suggested banding approach and yet
they continued to say in their report that the SEN Policy fell within statutory guidance. Their final report
was generally positive towards the LEA althoughmost parents would not have agreed with this. Even those
whose children are successfully schooled here cannot attribute this to a positive LEA policy but more to the
dedication and professionalism of specific teaching professionals.We believe that Ofsted generally identifies
success as a high level of mainstream inclusion and does little to find gaps in actual provision.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by Special Education Consortium

The Special Educational Consortium (SEC) is convened under the auspices of the Council for Disabled
Children to protect and promote the interests of children and young people with special educational needs
and disabilities. SEC provides a policy forum on issues aVecting children and young people with special
educational needs and disabilities. SEC is a broad consortium consisting mainly of voluntary organisations
but including professional associations and local government organisations as well. SEC defines its policies
by identifying areas of consensus that exist among the wide range of groups represented within it.

SEC welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Select Committee to inform their inquiry into
special educational needs and disability. SEC would welcome the opportunity to clarify any aspect of this
submission and to supplement written evidence with oral evidence.
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SEC presents its evidence in the following sections:

1. Provision for SEN pupils in “mainstream” schools.

2. Raising standards of achievement for SEN pupils:

— Training; and

— Access to specialist support in a delegated system.

3. Improving transparency and accountability:

— at the LEA level; and

— at the school level.

4. The system of statements of need for SEN pupils.

5. The legislative framework for SEN provision and the eVects of the Disability Act 2001, which extended
the Disability Discrimination Act to education.

6. SEN and disability in every policy.

1. Provision for SEN Pupils in “Mainstream” Schools

1.1 SEC recognises that the Select Committee is taking evidence in the wake of a series of high profile
debates over this summer. These debates have generated more heat than light, more polarisation of views
than consensus.

1.2 SEC recognises that the majority of parents of disabled children or children with special educational
needs want their child to be educated in their local mainstream school with their brothers and sisters and
other children who live locally. Until recently there were significant limitations on parents’ entitlement to a
mainstream place for their child.With the implementation of the SEN andDisability Act in September 2002
parents secured an increased right to a mainstream place. SEC supports the current position that enables
parents to express a preference for a mainstream school and to have a reasonable expectation that their
preference will be met.

1.3 Inclusion is not about placing disabled children and children with special educational needs in
mainstream schools, ignoring diVerence and “treating all pupils the same”. It is about making appropriate
provision to meet each pupil’s needs and reasonable adjustments to enable each pupil to access the whole
life of the school. The provision and the adjustments may be diVerent for each pupil. This is the essence of
inclusion.

1.4 SEC celebrates the fact that many disabled children and children with special educational needs are
now educated with their peers in mainstream schools. Schools that are working hard to include all children
attest to the benefits for all children of working in the way that they do.

1.5 Some parents seek a special school place for their child, some as a matter of principle, but many of
these parents do so because of poor experiences of mainstream, including:

— a lack of ready welcome for their child;

— a lack of understanding of their child’s impairment and their child’s educational needs;

— diYculty in securing the necessary expertise in schools;

— diYculty in securing appropriate provision within the school; or

— diYculty in securing the appropriate support from elsewhere.

1.6 Perhaps because of some of these diYculties, progress on inclusion has been slow.Ofsted1 reports that
there has been little change in the overall numbers of pupils included into mainstream schools over the last
four to five years. Whilst a number of special schools have closed, there has been no overall reduction in the
proportion of the school population placed outside mainstream schools. In this context it is hard to give
credence to the voices claiming that inclusion has gone too far.

1.7 SEC recognises the genuine challenges in developing appropriate mainstream provision. SEC has
welcomed the significant government commitments to improving opportunities for disabled children and
children with special educational needs, as set out in the 10-year strategy,Removing barriers to achievement.2

SEC believes that there will be significant benefits arising from the implementation of the Strategy and that
these will be important in developing the capacity of mainstream schools to provide for disabled pupils and
pupils with special educational needs. Particularly important to this are:

— the proposals on training for staV, both initial training and continuing professional development;

— the increased emphasis on outcomes for disabled children and children with special educational
needs; and

— a focus on ensuring a range of appropriate forms of support for pupils and for their teachers.

1 Ofsted (2004) Special Educational Needs and Disability: Towards inclusive schools.
2 DfES (2004) Removing barriers to achievement: The Government’s strategy for SEN.
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1.8 SEC is concerned about the quality of provision made for disabled children and children with special
educational needs, whether it is made in mainstream or special schools. There are some excellent special
schools, but they are not all small, well-ordered communities, havens from bullying and better able to
engender a sense of belonging than mainstream schools. A recent paper by Baroness Warnock3 proposes
that special schools are the appropriate place for a much greater number of pupils than are currently placed
in them. SEC does not support this view.

1.9 SEC’s position can be summarised as follows:

SEC supports the inclusion of disabled children and children with special educational needs into
mainstream schools and settings.

1.10 SEC believes that inclusion only happens where:

— adjustments are made to enable disabled children and young people to access the whole life of the
school or setting; and

— special educational provision is made to meet the needs of children and young people with special
educational needs.

1.11 SEC recognises that parents will make what they see as the best choice for their child and some will
continue to chose special schools, especially when mainstream provision fails to address their child’s needs.

1.12 Progress on inclusion depends on the development of:

— the capacity of schools and settings to make adjustments; and

— the capacity of schools, settings and LEAs to make the appropriate provision available in
mainstream settings.

2. Raising Standards of Achievement for Pupils with SEN

2.1 SEC has concerns about the continuing evidence of the underachievement and the under-expectation
of disabled pupils and pupils with special educational needs in the school system. Ofsted identifies the
diYculty in their recent report:

“Expectations of achievement are often neither well enough defined, nor pitched high enough.
Progress in learning remains slower than it should be for a significant number of pupils.”

Ofsted (2004)
Special educational needs and disability: towards inclusive schools

2.2 SEC’s concerns are highlighted at a time of improving outcomes and positive international
comparisons more generally. The Five Year Strategy for Children and Learners indicates that:

“Behind these headlines is a fundamental weakness in equality of opportunity.”
DfES (2004)

Five Year Strategy for Children and Learners

2.3 A report from the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit highlights the links between poor educational
outcomes and subsequent life chances for disabled young people:

There are particular concerns around labour market inactivity amongst disabled young people.
Disabled young people are considerably more likely than non-disabled people to be not in
education, employment or training (NEET), particularly from age 19 whenmanywill first transfer
out of special school . . .

Education is a key driver of opportunity. High levels of education lead to higher employment and
income levels and also to better social networks and improved life satisfaction. Low levels of
education are associated with the opposite—increasing the probability that disabled people will
experience poverty and social exclusion...

Disabled people often do not achieve the qualifications that they could at school owing to a range
of factors—including negative experiences of schooling, low expectations from teachers, special
schools lacking an academic orientation, and a lack of education provision during hospital and
other absences.

Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit (2005)
Improving the life chances of disabled people

2.4 High levels of exclusions are both a cause of and the result of poor outcomes for disabled pupils and
pupils with SEN. In their study, Special educational needs: a mainstream issue,4 the Audit Commission
found that the vast majority of permanent exclusions in the 22 LEAs surveyed related to pupils with SEN:
87% of exclusions in primary schools and 60% of exclusions in secondary related to pupils with SEN.

3 Baroness Warnock (2005) paper on inclusion for the Philosophy of Education Society of Great Britain, Special Educational
Needs: a new look.

4 Audit Commission (2002) Special educational needs: a mainstream issue.
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2.5 In 2004 the Advisory Centre for Education (ACE) found that about three-quarters of their exclusions
calls related to pupils with special educational needs. Pupils with ADHD, autistic behaviour and mental
health problemsmade up a significant proportion of these pupils. Between a third and a half of ACE’s SEN/
exclusions calls blamed lack of support or inadequate support as the reason for the exclusion and in nearly
a sixth of these calls it appeared that the school had not made any “reasonable adjustments” and that this
was a factor in the exclusion.

2.6 In a recent OYce for National Statistics report5, 27% of children with autism in the sample had been
excluded and the vast majority of these on more than one occasion. Exclusions also start young:

“My son was permanently excluded from nursery and from two schools by time he was seven years
old. He has now been out of school for 15 months.”

Parent of an autistic pupil, ringing helpline organisation

2.7 It is quite inappropriate that there is such over-reliance on the disciplinary route for disabled pupils
and pupils with SEN, particularly when there is evidence of lack of support and of a failure to make
reasonable adjustments which may amount to disability discrimination. There is a clear need to put in place
appropriate provision and make reasonable adjustments. This depends on all the appropriate training and
support being in place.

Training

2.8 Training is needed across diVerent roles and at diVerent levels in the service: curriculum managers,
teachers in initial training, subject specialists in institutes of higher education, newly qualified teachers in
their induction year, so that all teachers understand their duties towards disabled pupils and pupils with
SEN.

2.9 SECwelcomes the work commissioned by the Training andDevelopment Agency for Schools (TDA)
which is now getting under way at the Institute for Education, London University. SEC understands that
this work will lead to new programmes in initial teacher training that should ensure that teachers start their
career with a better understanding of SEN and disability. However, SEC understands that this work will
only aVect the three and four-year initial teacher training courses, and not the one-year Postgraduate
Certificate in Education (PGCE). SEC considers it is essential that all trainee teachers have access to initial
training on SEN and disability. Post-experience training can then build on this.

Access to Specialist Support in a Delegated System

2.10 The provision of support services can significantly enhance the capacity of schools to respond to a
range of needs. Ofsted identifies the important contribution of support services:

“Support and outreach services promoted inclusion and improved the life chances of many
vulnerable pupils.”

Ofsted (2005) Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and outreach services

2.11 The report by the Audit Commission,6 in 2002, identified concerns about a “shortfall of specialist
support” and Ofsted identified delegation as undermining the LEA’s ability to target support for pupils
with SEN:

“The delegation of funding for support services had a negative eVect on the provision for some pupils
with SEN. It diminished the capacity of many LEAs to monitor the progress of pupils with SEN and
reduced the range and quantity of specialist staV available to provide advice and support.”

Ofsted (2005) Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and outreach services

2.12 SEC argues strongly in favour of the proposal, in Removing Barriers to Achievement, to draw up
generic minimum standards for SEN support services, to ensure that this crucial source of advice and
support is not further eroded. At the same time it is important that there is clarity about delegated funds:
what is delegated, what for and how it is being used.

3. Improving Transparency and Accountability

3.1 An important element in improving outcomes for disabled pupils and pupils with SEN is that schools
are held to account for their progress. It is particularly important that the new frameworks for school
improvement, that rely on schools working with a school improvement partner, make full use of the data
on pupil progress to inform supported self-review in this area.

3.2 Regulations7 require local authorities to publish information about how theymeet the needs of pupils
with SEN. In particular local authorities are required to set out, in their policies, the respective
responsibilities of schools and themselves in respect of the use of delegated and centrally retained funds.

5 OYce of National Statistics (2005) Mental Health of children and young people in Great Britain. London: Palgrave
Macmillan.

6 Audit Commission (2002) Special educational needs: a mainstream issue.
7 The Special Educational Needs (Provision of Information by Local Education Authorities) (England) Regulations 2001.
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Clarity about this aspect of local authority policy has a strategic importance: it should make clear what
parents can expect schools to provide and what they can expect the LEA to provide. This can also be a tool
for showing schools what approaches they can be expected to have provided for pupils with diVerent types
of need. Schools and parents can see what it is that the school can be expected to have provided before
considering approaching the local authority for additional resources.

3.3 The LEA is required to publish its policy on its website. Not all LEAs comply with this requirement,
but, following a survey by the Advisory Centre of Education, and revised guidance to Ofsted inspectors,
more LEAs are now publishing their policies on their websites. It is important that there is continuing
pressure to make this information available to parents and to schools.

3.4. Equally important is the information that schools are required to make available to parents. Schools
are required to make available their SEN policies and their accessibility plans, and are required to report
on these annually. However, parents regularly report to member organisations the unwillingness of schools
to give them this information. In a small-scale unpublished survey of 20 parents by Centre 404 and the
National Autistic Society, parents identified real diYculties in getting hold of information from schools on
admissions, exclusions, and policies on SEN, accessibility and bullying:

“I had to fight for every piece of information above from school, LEA and in the end I had to go to
independent bodies or charities to receive information. I never did receive school policies . . .”

“I was given a copy of the bullying policy but very begrudgingly!”

“[We should be given] all policies regarding the handling of disabled pupils—these should be given
automatically without you having to ask.”

3.5 The significance of these diYculties is that it undermines parents’ confidence that the school will be
able to meet their child’s needs and it puts them at a disadvantage in accessing schools. DiYculty in getting
hold of information can fuel demand for a statement, simply because parents may not knowwhat the school
should be making available.

4. The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils

4.1 SEC dislikes the confrontation surrounding statements. However, parents do not start out wanting
or needing a statement for their child. Statutory assessments and statements are necessary to secure the
appropriate provision to meet the needs of the child. As statements provide access to additional resources
there will always be a need to use some form of assessment in order to determine entitlement to those
resources, and indeed such assessment systems existed well before the publication of the Warnock report
and the passage of the 1981 Act. While access to additional resources is always important in meeting special
educational needs, some of the confrontation around statements arises from a lack of clarity about the
respective responsibilities of schools and local authorities.

4.2 It is the allocation of resources through statements that has enabled disabled pupils and pupils with
SEN to be included into mainstream schools and to access support and resources there.

5. TheLegislativeFramework for SENProvision and theEffects of theDisabilityAct 2001,Which
Extended the Disability Discrimination Act to Education

5.1 The DDA duties are less well known than the SEN framework, both to schools and to parents. The
DDA duties have been in force for a shorter time and they require a diVerent way of thinking: rather than
focusing on the needs of the child, the duties in the DDA require us to consider the changes we can make
in the environment to better enable a disabled pupil to access provision and to participate fully in the life
of the school.

5.2 Organisations in membership of SEC occasionally report parents’ positive experiences of visiting
schools and finding a ready welcome, but they also report the negative messages parents receive, some of
which may amount to discrimination:

“Try the school down the road. It has a much better SEN department.”

“[School X] has more experience of children with SEN.”

“I cant imagine anyone anywhere having anything good to say about your son”

“We can’t take your child unless he stops having fits” (of a child with epilepsy)

5.3 Only a small number of claims of discrimination has been brought to the SEN and Disability
Tribunal. Between September 2002 and January 2005, 188 claims were made. Commenting, in 2003, on the
slow rate of claims to the SENDIST, Trevor Aldridge, the outgoing President of the Tribunal commented:

“Of the total of 3,610 cases registered by the Tribunal during the year only 78 were claims for
disability discrimination, just over 2% of the total workload. It seems likely that this small number
results from ignorance of the role which the Tribunal can now play, rather than a near-absence of
discrimination.”

SENDIST Annual Report 2002–03
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5.4 Schools have also been slow to respond to the requirement to publish an accessibility plan:
“Over half the schools visited had no disability access plans and, of those that did exist, the majority
focused on accommodation.”

Ofsted (2004)
Special educational needs and disability: towards inclusive schools

5.5 It is a matter of urgency that schools develop a greater awareness of the DDA duties and operate in
the light of these duties. The new duties in the DDA 2005 place schools under a more active requirement to
promote equality of opportunity between disabled and non-disabled pupils.

6. SEN and Disability in Every Policy

6.1 SEC has welcomed the Government’s SEN Strategy, Removing Barriers to Achievement, and would
argue that the Strategy needs to be given a higher profile across the DfES and in other Government policies.
There are instances of the SEN and disability dimensions being omitted from other initiatives through an
oversight, as with the original publication of theNational Literacy Strategy and,more recently, the guidance
on Speaking and Listening. Disabled children and children with SEN are also absent from the Five Year
Strategy for Children and Learners DfES (2004), where the strong emphasis on equal opportunities and
outcomes might have argued that they should have a key focus.

6.2 There are other instances where SENand disability perspectives run counter to the prevailing culture,
for example:

— the abolition of the annual report of the governing body to parents. For parents of disabled
children and children with SEN, this removed an important point of access to information in a
document that was widely circulated and no one had to ask for. The proposed school profile does
not contain the SEN and disability information that was in the annual report. It is proposed that
the SEN and disability information, which is required annually, should be reported in the
prospectus;

— when proposals on school transport were published in autumn 2004, they took little account of
disabled children and children with SEN;

— Academies: there has been a small number of diYculties reported bymembers of SEC in relation to
admissions and exclusions from academies. SECmembers aremonitoring evidence from helplines.
There is also a matter of principle. SEC is concerned that children with a statement of SEN have
a lesser right of access than their peers and a lesser right of access to an Academy than to a
maintained school. There is concern that this may amount to discrimination.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by Focus Learning Trust

Introduction

1. This document is submitted to the Education and Skills Committee fromFocus Learning Trust in view
of oVering the benefits of experiences in developing a suitable SEN programme in 37 UK schools to remedy
the backlog ofmany undiscovered or unrecognised SEN conditions, some of which have been inherited from
the lack of suitable provisions in state primary schools.

This Submission

2. In this submission, a pupil is considered to have special educational needs if one or more of his
education attainments fall significantly below that of his peers, or some of his educational attainments are
considerably below what you would expect from his other achievements—for example, a child with very
high reasoning ability but only average reading skills.

3. Able, gifted and talented pupils also have special educational requirements, but this submission deals
only with learning diYculties.

4. It is not the purpose of this submission to plead for extra funds, but rather to suggest practical ways
in which available funds could be used more eVectively.

Causes of SEN

5. There seem to be at least three main sources of SEN:

— Medical, such as deafness or Downs.

— Lifestyle, such as diet or social pressure.

— Specific learning diYculties.
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Specific Learning Difficulties

6. As a result of years of work by pioneers such as Beve Hornsby of the Hornsby Institute, it is now
generally accepted that a pupil can be healthy and intelligent, and yet genuinely have a specific diYculty with
reading or spelling, etc.

7. Unfortunately, few have then asked the vital question—WHY?

8. Instead, a lot of eVort has been expended, trying to group SpLD pupils into a few global categories
such as dyslexia and ADHD.

9. Limitations of this approach are shown by the existence of more than a dozen oYcial definitions of
dyslexia in the UK alone.

10. As a result, diagnostic tests tend to be so complicated that only experienced professionals can
administer them, while many teachers are not allowed to. This makes it diYcult for schools to conduct even
a preliminary assessment of a pupil.

Reasons for SpLD

11. It has now become clear that there are specific physiological conditions underlying SpLD, such as:

— retained birth reflexes;

— retained birth stresses, especially in the skull;

— auditory processing diYculties;

— poor eye muscle control; and

— impairment from ailments such as ear infections.

12. The incidence, intensity and combination of these conditions varies from child to child, that is why
it is so diYcult to put SpLD into global classifications, and also, sadly explains why some professionals insist
there is no treatment to alleviate SpLD.

Variety of Symptoms

13. Just by way of illustration, consider some of the possible causes, medical, lifestyle and physiological,
that could lie behind a case of chronic inattentiveness:

— An undetected medical condition such as diabetes.

— An allergic reaction to fizzy drinks such as colas.

— Utter boredom with an able pupil whose lessons do not stretch him properly.

— Social stress.

— Auditory processing delay.

— DiYculty hearing against background noise.

— Retained moulding compression of the skull.

— Weak or stressed ocular muscles, disturbing eye co-ordination and focusing.

— Poor balance/eye motor control co-ordination.

— Retained birth reflexes. For example, with spinal Galant reflex, the lower back is very sensitive,
making it very hard to sit still.

14. Each underlying symptom needs its own particular treatment. This can easily be overlooked when
working with one global diagnosis.

Therapies for SpLD

15. What is encouraging is that proven therapies (as distinct from enhanced teaching systems) are
available to treat many of these conditions. Some examples follow.

Paediatric Cranial Osteopathy

16. A diYcult birth can leave a baby with retained moulding and distortion of the skull, leading to
restricted brain function, hyperactivity, and learning diYculties in later years.

17. It is increasingly common practise here, and on the Continent, for maternity units to recommend
treatment, specially to reduce the likelihood of SpLD in later years.
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ARROW

18. The ARROW self-voice dictation system was originally developed for special educational needs
children. It was found they responded and learned far better from their own voices than any others.

ARROW is now used with pupils of all ages and abilities not only in the UK but elsewhere in Europe,
the West Indies and the Middle East. It is particularly useful for those with specific hearing diYculties.

19. ARROW has discovered that students with literacy problems cannot listen with background noise
and has introduced specialised listening programmes within its national literacy strategy material.

20. Evidence from hundreds of SEN pupils shows it is reasonable to expect nearly 12 months progress
in reading and in spelling after less than 10 hours work. The key to its success being the use of the self-voice
linked to carefully graded CDROMprogrammes. The Parliamentary e-Diary acknowledges that ARROW
is a leader in its field which delivers a high standard of service aiming to produce excellence in education.

Retained Primary Reflexes

21. Pioneering work by the Institute of Neuro-Physiological Psychology in Chester showed that children
with SpLD are apt to have retained birth reflexes.

22. These automatic reflexes are essential for a baby’s survival in the early months. However, if they are
still present in later years, they can interfere with the higher brain functions involved in learning.

23. Further work at the INPP showed that retained reflexes could be suppressed by special patterning
exercises, with a corresponding reduction in SpLD. This can be seen in the results of a double blind trial
conducted by Queens University, Belfast, published in The Lancet.

Auditory Therapy

24. Auditory therapy re-tunes the inner ear by a programme of selected acoustic frequencies. This can
improve hearing and balance, and also the functioning of those parts of the brain linked to the auditory
system.

25. There are several eVective systems available. The Listening Program from America, supplied in this
country by Learning Solutions in Bradford, is one of the easiest to use. It helps with auditory problems,
retained reflexes, balance, movement, social interaction, and some autistic spectrum disorders.

TeachingMethods

26. Some old-fashioned teaching practices appear to have a beneficial therapeutic eVect on SpLD.
Examples include:

— chanting in class—multiplication tables, etc;

— class singing—folk songs etc; and

— physical exercises involving left/right co-ordination.

27. In addition there is often a big improvement in educational outcome, when a pupil realises that he
does have a genuine problem, and his teachers are sympathetic with him.

Assessment of SEN

28. At present, many cases of SEN go undetected all through primary school, and even secondary school.
There are at least two reasons for this.

29. Firstly, social pressures have led to a lot more behavioural problems, which must be a teacher’s first
priority. Well-behaved SEN pupils are all too easily overlooked.

30. Secondly, because the assessments procedure is so complicated, requiring the input of professionals
who are in relatively short supply, teachers cannot always be sure if a pupil has SEN or not.

31. Hull University recognised this problem, and have developed a SEN assessment package, Lucid.
Using laptops, with scores calibrated against the results of thousands of tests, Lucid allows laymen to
conduct accurate tests for SEN.

32. Lucid is cheap and easy to operate, giving reliable results. It is increasingly used by education
professionals themselves.

SEN Legislation

33. The intention of SEN legislation is good, and if widely practised, would be beneficial to SEN pupils.

34. Unfortunately there are several major drawbacks. Firstly, the system lacks:

— eVective enforcement procedures;
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— reporting systems to show how well an LEA is carrying out its SEN responsibilities; and

— an easy way for parents to know if they are given the help envisaged by SEN legislation.

35. Secondly, there is no mechanism in place for ensuring that available funds go to the pupils who need
them. For instance, a Local Education Authority may allocate all its SEN provision direct to each school.
If then a school has an exceptional SEN case requiring costly support, the school may not have enough SEN
funds, and the LEA has none left to help the school.

36. Alternatively, an LEAmay attempt to ration the number of SEN Statements, to keep within budget.

37. The end result is that trying to obtain SEN “statement funding” places a heavy time and cost burden
on schools, with no certainty of securing SEN funds, however deserving the case.

38. The system almost forces LEAs, schools and parents to adopt an adversarial stance. Although suitable
for a criminal court, it seems quite inappropriate for deciding how best to help an SEN child.

Possible Improvements

39. All schools, particularly primaries, could be given the means of conducting their own preliminary
SEN assessments, using Lucid or similar.

40. They could be encouraged to identify SEN as young as possible. The earlier help can be brought to
bear, the better it is for the child, its parents, its teachers, and not least, the Exchequer.

41. To reduce the adversarial element of SEN, would it be better to put responsibility for full SEN
assessment to a body operating at arm’s length from both schools and LEAs?

42. This body, working closely with teachers and parents, could be responsible for:

— full SEN assessments;

— recommending special teaching;

— recommending proven therapies;

— issuing statements of Special Needs; and

— reviewing and reporting on the results of its recommendations.

43. Any school pupil could be referred to this body, provided there has been a preliminary SEN
assessment, and there is simple evidence to show why a full assessment is needed.

44. This service, could be free at the point of use, and a recommendation from the independent body
could be a trigger for the release of the necessary SEN funding from an LEA to the school in question.

45. There seems to be a case for better co-ordination of research into the best ways of treating SEN,
including making use of properly validated SEN therapies.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by the National Association of Independent Schools
and Non-Maintained Special Schools (NASS)

1. Introduction

This document forms NASS’s written evidence to the Parliamentary Select Committee on Education and
Skills Inquiry into Special Educational Needs. NASS is an umbrella organisation, representing all 72 Non-
Maintained Special Schools and 50 Independent Schools catering wholly or mainly for children with SEN,
most of which have approved status through the Department for Education and Skills.

NASS schools provide education, social care and health care for children with the most complex, severe
and low-incidence special educational needs. As a result of these needs and the subsequent vulnerability of
these children and young people, the cost of individual placements can be high. This frequently results in
assumptions that our schools are “too expensive”. In this evidence, NASS will seek to set out the value of
theNon-Maintained and Independent Special School (NMISS) sector in cost and expertise terms. There are
also responses to the specific areas to be addressed by the Select Committee.

Given the needs of the children and young people that NMISS cater for and the inaccuracies that exist
in the understanding many public sector bodies have of our sector, NASS would particularly welcome the
opportunity to give oral evidence to the Committee.
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2. NMISS—A Vital Element in the Continuum of SEN Provision

In 2003, the DfES Special Schools Working Group Report highlighted the essential role special schools
play in meeting the needs of children with SEN.Within special school provision, NMISS play a particularly
specialist role. Whilst many Local Authority-maintained special schools cater for children with a broad
range of SEN, eachNMISS tends to specialise in only one or two types of SEN. This gives schools experience
that most mainstream and maintained special schools will not have and allows for the development of very
specialist skills and expertise.

In recent years, Government policy has led to an increasing number of children with SEN being educated
in mainstream provision. For many children, this has been appropriate and successful. However, for
children with very complex or severe SEN, there is a risk that attending a mainstream school does not
represent real inclusion. Manymainstream school staV do not have the experience of working with children
with high levels of need or the associated skills that come from such experience. For some children with
complex or severe SEN, attending a NMISS has been the first time that they have had a sense of belonging
and of being fully involved in the whole educational experience from teaching and learning to peer group
relationships. NASS strongly believes that inclusion must be about more than where a child received
education and that special schools can, and do, provide excellent inclusive educational experiences.

The trend towards inclusion has led to a correlated trend towards NMISS catering for children with the
most complex and severe SEN. Medical advances have meant that children who may not have previously
survived, are now living into adolescence and beyond.Many children will have highly specialised health and
social care needs, which smaller Local Authorities struggle to meet. The specialist nature of NMISS makes
them an essential element in the provision of services for such children.

Where possible, it is appropriate that children should not have to leave their home and families to receive
the education, social care and health care that they need. It is appropriate that Local Authorities should be
reviewing and developing their own provision and considering regional provision. NASS argues that
NMISS are ideally placed to be part of that regional picture of provision. Whilst school places form the
core business of NMISS and allow for the development of expertise and innovative practice, there are many
opportunities for that expertise to be shared with children and young people, parents and Local Authority-
based professionals. As the evidence will detail at a later stage, many schools are already engaged in
innovative partnership work.

3. Cost and Value forMoney

Although the cost of comprehensive, high quality provision is not cheap, NASS strongly argues against
accusations that our schools are “too expensive”. A review ofOfsted andEstyn inspections ofNASS schools
(available on the NASS website at www.nasschools.org.uk) reveals that of the 119 schools surveyed, 100%
achieved “sound” or better judgements for value for money, 75%were “good” or better and 27%were “very
good” or “excellent”. These findings are better than many maintained special schools.

To date, there has been no comprehensive research that conclusively demonstrates that NASS schools are
more expensive when comparing like with like and taking into account the full range of education, care and
health services that NASS schools are able to deliver on site. Despite this, there is mounting pressure on
Local Authorities from central government not to make “out of authority” placements and a reduction in
the funding available to authorities to make such placements. This threatens the choice of parents and
children to opt for specialist educational provision and leaves many to have to fight for their wishes to be
heard through the SEN and Disability Tribunal. Whilst NASS supports the mainstream education of
children with SEN, with the proper support, we are very concerned about “inclusion” being promoted as a
cost-cutting exercise.

NASS argues for some level of central government funding of places in NMISS to remove these financial
pressures from Local Authorities. This would ensure that vital specialist provision is not lost through the
closure of schools where parental demand for places outstrips supply but the number of placements made
by authorities is falling year on year.

4. High Quality Provision

For two years running, Mary Hare School in Berkshire and RNIB New College in Worcester (both
NMSS) have topped the DfES Value Added tables, achieving educational outcomes for children with
hearing and visual impairments far in excess of what might be expected. However, because they are small
schools, these figures are not widely published.

The sector has struggled against unwarranted accusations that provision in NMISS is of poor quality. In
the review of Ofsted and Estyn inspection reports detailed above, we found that there is nothing to suggest
that the quality of education and of leadership and management in NMSS and Approved Independent
Special Schools (AISS) are weaker than in maintained special schools. Indeed, the percentage of NMSS and
AISS where leadership and management are sound or better is 99% compared with HMCI’s figures for all
special schools in 2002–03 of 89%. In the same report HMCI stated: “pupils’ achievement in approved
independent schools is similar to that in LEA-maintained special schools” (Standards and Quality 2002–03.
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The Annual Report of HMCI, p 53). This was reiterated in a letter to the NASS Chief Executive by David
Bell, dated 5/02/04: “I hope you will . . . take comfort from the fact that my Annual Report 2002–03,
published on 4 February 2004, draws attention to the good quality of provision in approved independent
schools.”

The safety of children with SEN, particularly those living away from home, is paramount. Children and
young people are often particularly vulnerable as a result of communication or emotional needs. The
emotional health needs of children with SEN are often poorly understood or neglected. Schools like
Westwood in Kent are addressing this by employing a full-time school counsellor, who liaises with the local
CAMHS team. This work makes a major contribution to ensuring that children in school are safe. Despite
criticism of some residential special schools in the recent Safeguarding Children report, there are numerous
examples of excellent practice in Child Protection in NASS schools. Chailey Heritage School in East Sussex
is nationally recognised for its good practice guidance on intimate care for disabled children and is
represented on its local Joint Child Protection Forum. Peterhouse School in Southport recently shared their
expertise in working with children with Autistic Spectrum Disorders at a national conference, “Protecting
Those Who Cannot Tell” and Pegasus School in Derbyshire was the first school to be awarded a maximum
five star audit by the British Safety Council.

5. Innovative Practice

NMISS are perfectly placed to develop innovative practice in teaching and learning and “hidden
curriculum” activities for children and young people with low-incidence SEN. The Loddon School has
introduced the PLLUSS programme—Personalised Learning for Life Using Supportive Strategies—which
oVers tailor-made education for each child, drawing on preferences for activity, location and staV. This
supports children previously excluded or rejected from previous schools to access education fully. Sunfield
School near Stourbridge has used its research centre to develop innovative practice with children with
Autistic Spectrum Disorders ranging from classroom activity to the building design and decoration of their
new residential unit.

Mary Hare School, New College Worcester and Royal West of England School for the Deaf, are all
pathfinders in theDfES’s new programmeof Specialist Special Schools, helping to ensure that their expertise
can benefit a wider range of children and staV.

6. Working in Partnership

Although there are some tensions between NMISS and Local Authorities surrounding funding, there are
also many examples of strong partnerships. The development of the 11 SEN Regional Partnerships has
created opportunities for NMISS to work closely with authorities in their area. TheOld School inNuneaton
now works intensively with therapeutic, social and medical services in each student’s locality to ensure that
gains made at school can be sustained and built upon when they leave. In Exeter, the Royal School for the
Deaf provides professional management of Torbay’s Hearing Impairment Service and advises on ICT for
pupils with SEN, reaching a far greater number of children than those attending the school. St Vincent’s
School in Liverpool provides a similar Visual Impairment service for one of its Local Authorities.

Relationships between NMISS and local mainstream schools are often particularly strong.Many schools
have arrangements in place to share teaching and learning and recreational facilities and in many cases this
means that children with SEN are learning alongside their peers, whilst still receiving the benefits of
specialised educational support. There are also benefits for staV with many schools oVering opportunities
for mainstream staV to spend time in NMISS or making specialist training courses available.

Summary

NMISS are an essential element of the continuum of provision for children and young people with SEN,
particularly those with severe and complex disabilities. Funding constraints and an unwillingness to
acknowledge the real cost of fully meeting the educational, social care and health needs of these children
and young people creates tensions between Local Authorities and schools and parents. These tensions are
often expressed as objections to NMISS in cost, value for money and quality terms, which are not borne
out by available evidence.

NASS’s Response to Specific Areas Identified by the Inquiry

(a) Provision for SEN pupils in “mainstream” schools: availability of resources and expertise; diVerent models
of provision

The majority of children with SEN are educated in mainstream schools. For many children this is
appropriate and primary schools in particular are often able to meet children’s needs eVectively. The
experience of children and young people with SEN in secondary schools is often less successful. DiYculties
which may have been contained within a small primary school can become manifest in larger secondary
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schools, where staV are likely to have less detailed knowledge of individual children and young people. For
children with particular types of SEN, particularly Social, Emotional and Behavioural DiYculties (BESD)
and Autistic Spectrum Disorders, this lack of containment can lead to the breakdown of the educational
placement.

The mode age for placement in NMISS is 15. Frequently placements are made at a point of crisis, where
mainstream school placements have broken down and Local Authorities have exhausted their own
resources. These types of arrangement are far from ideal for the young people involved and do not provide
a good starting point for NMISS in working eVectively with them.NASSwelcomes the focus in Every Child
Matters and Removing Barriers to Achievement on early intervention. From the perspective of NMISS, the
opportunity to provide specialist input to children at an early stage increases the possibility of that child or
young person returning to mainstream schooling at some point in their education.

As noted in our earlier evidence, a number of NMISS provide or manage Local Authority support
services. This is an excellent use of their expertise andNASS would seek further developments of this nature
within the Change for Children programme. The exchange of staV and training mentioned earlier would
also contribute to developing expertise inmainstream school staV. The Special SchoolsWorkingReport and
current Audit into Low-Incidence SEN have both mentioned the possible development of “Regional
Centres of Expertise”. NMISS should be an integral part of these, whether in terms of providing a bricks
and mortar base and/or being viewed as a significant source of the expertise.

(b) Provision for SEN pupils in Special Schools

Special schools must continue to be recognised as a vital part of the continuum of provision for children
with SEN. Inclusion is not simply about where a child is educated but about how they are educated.As noted
earlier, children in NASS schools report positive educational experiences and a sense of belonging and of
having their needs understood and met. It is inaccurate to assume that a special school placement cannot,
by definition, oVer an inclusive educational experience. The use of dual placements and closer links between
special and mainstream schools have reduced the “either/or” distinction and reduce the potential for
isolation.

The funding of placements in NMISS would benefit from review. Until the late 1990s despite successful
fundraising activities for particular projects funding for the sector was primarily pupil placement based.
Although individual schools were able to bid annually for some aspects of capital funding this source of
funding was very limited. A few schools were sometimes able to receive specific grants to support a portion
of specialist staV training costs through arrangements with their local education authorities but again this
was both limited and inconsistent across the country.

Through the work of NASS a number of direct funding streams to the sector have been established in
recent years. These have included several year-on-year allocations (eg Standards Fund, School Standards
Grant, Devolved Capital Funding), various funds to support specific arrangements (eg Threshold Funding
to UPS1, some aspects of leadership training) and some indirect grants to fund particular initiatives (eg ICT
training, Laptops for Teachers, PLASC). The amount of Capital Grant available for bids from the sector
has also increased.

These new funding arrangements have been welcome but there remain inconsistencies and anomalies eg
payment for progression to UPS2, Pension contribution arrangements. The restriction of these funds to
NMSS while AISS continue to provide very similar services also remains a concern. Only through the fees
charged for placements can AISS fund the same initiatives for the benefit of their pupils.

Funding arrangements based almost entirely on annual placement costs for pupils with statements have
significant disadvantages for NMISS which constantly strive to keep placement costs to a minimum in
accordance with their charitable objects and operating principles:

— schools are extremely vulnerable to short-term changes in placement patterns and significantly
reduced numbers in a particular year or two-year period can threaten and sometimes irreversibly
undermine the viability of some NMISS jeopardising their viability or future existence at a point
in time when, due to health or demographic trends, demand will rise again and their services will
again be required;

— where schools make provision for pupils from several LEAs viability is dependent on total intake
and one or two LEAs changing their placement arrangements can have an adverse impact on
provision for pupils from other LEAs placed in the school;

— uncertainty about pupil numbers and intake can undermine the stability of employment of
established expert staV and encourage them to seek careers elsewhere;

— maintaining high quality provision and curriculum breadth can be seriously challenged where
highly specialised staV are lost to less specialist but more secure employment;

— working within a narrow income and expenditure margin leaves few opportunities for long-term
planning and very little funding for new initiatives and developments (eg outreach work);

— existing funding arrangements allow for very little more than amaintenance of the status quo; and
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— inconsistencies in funding streams for NMSS and AISS put the latter at a significant disadvantage
when it comes to determining fee levels.

LSC funding of placements at specialist colleges has for some time now been based on an annually pre-
determined fee matrix system. Through this identified individual student needs and agreed levels of support
and provision automatically allocate the level of fee to be paid for the placement of each student.
Application of this type of model to NMISS or a new model of core funding for the sector warrants further
investigation.

(c) Raising standards of achievement for SEN pupils

Despite the introduction of PLASC and P Scale benchmarking there is still no solid research that makes
comparisons between pupils with SEN in diVerent forms of education provision. Looking beyond
educational achievement, there are very limited mechanisms for evaluating how well children with SEN are
meeting the five outcomes set out in the Children Act 2004. There is a real need for large scale longitudinal
research studies to track children and young people through education and beyond to provide evidence on
the impact diVerent education experiences have on life chances. Such evidence is essential for making valid
comparisons between diVerent types of education provision, including those of cost-eVectiveness, and both
purchasers and providers are hampered by its lack.

(d) The system of statements of need for SEN pupils (“the statementing process”)

There are valid concerns about the length of time the statementing process takes and the amount of
resources tied up in the process. NASS supports a review of the process but is cautious about simply ending
statementing in the absence of a wider review of parental wishes and access to specialist support. For many
parents, the statement becomes the only vehicle bywhich they can assert their wish for a specialist placement
in a NMISS. This situation becomes more frequent with increasing pressures on Local Authority funding
of “out of authority placements” andmany of these cases result in a tribunal. NASS would seek reassurance
that any change to the statementing process would not result in children and young people who require
specialist support being denied access to a place in a NMISS.

(e) The role of parents in decisions about their children’s education

The right of parents to choose a mainstream or special school education is often a struggle in practice. As
detailed above, the wish of parents for a NMISS placement for their child is not always acknowledged by
Local Authorities. Parents are often not made aware that such placements exist or are forced to go through
the lengthy and stressful tribunal process to secure a place. SomeNMISS find themselves placed in a diYcult
position whereby oVering support to parents through the tribunal process puts them in direct conflict with
the Local Authority who does not wish to place the child there. This does nothing to enhance relationships
between NMISS and Local Authorities and is detrimental to future partnership working. However, there
is very little support for parents in this position, who often feel that the NMISS are the first people to listen
to and attend to their needs. Some NMISS have responded to this by developing family support services,
notably Sunfield, who have run a number of successful events for families, including fathers’ and siblings’
days.

(f) How special educational needs are defined

The four bands set out in the SEN Code of Practice do not adequately categorise the range of needs that
children might have. This becomes a particular issue when funding is attached to this banding and when
there are a range of professionals working with a child or young person. Professionals from education,
health and social care backgrounds tend to define needs diVerently and this is likely to be problematic as we
move towards Children’s Trusts and pooled budgets.

(g) Provision for diVerent types and levels of SEN, including emotional, behavioural and social diYculties
(EBSD)

Given that NASS schools cater for the full range of SEN, a full exploration of each type, in each region
of the country, would be too lengthy for this submission. However, we would be able and pleased to provide
oral evidence about the position relating to each specialism. As a brief introduction to the subject we would
oVer the following observations:

Sensory Impairment—althoughmany children with visual or hearing impairments have good experiences
in mainstream schools there are still many who benefit from special school provision or support. Many
authorities have reduced or cut their central support services at the same time that NMISS catering for
sensory impairment have noted falling pupil numbers. Our experience that this is not related to falling
demand from children and families but an increased reluctance from placing authorities to use this
provision.
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Behavioural, Emotional and Social DiYculties—as noted earlier, the pattern of referral to NMISS is of
referral at age 15, only when other placements have broken down irreparably. This is a particular case where
earlier intervention is greatly needed.

Autistic SpectrumDisorders—the number of children and young people with ASDwho are out of school
is a serious concern. Estimates are likely to be the tip of an iceberg with other children—especially those in
mainstream—on part time programmes (half day) or not allowed to stay for lunch. There is an argument
that this is the result of including children with Autism and AS in mainstream settings without adequate
skilled support and without the school making suYcient adaptations to the way it operates. Parents in
particular report a lack of specialist education places and the diYculty in securing such a place for their child.

(h) The legislative framework for SEN provision and the eVects of the Disability Act 2001, which extended the
Disability Discrimination Act to education

NASS would note potential tensions between SEN legislation and the new Children Act 2004 and
subsequent Change for Children programme. Change for Children has a holistic focus on children and
young people that has the potential to make real changes for Children with SEN. Given that the focus is on
all children, it oVers a real opportunity to do away with the sometimes artificial distinction between those
children and young people with SEN and those without. This could be adversely aVected by a continued
reliance on the SENCode of Practice. At the same time, balances need to be in place to ensure that budgetary
pressures do not lead to a reduced service for children and young people with additional needs and their
families.

The extension of the Disability Act 2001 to education has been appropriate but has focused largely on
schools, both mainstream and special, making material changes to buildings. This does not fully address the
real process of inclusion in terms of educational experience as well as location.

January 2006

Witnesses: Mr Brian Lamb, Chair, Special Education Needs Consortium; Mr John Hayward, Focus
Learning Trust, andMs Claire Dorer, NASS, gave evidence.

Q230 Chairman: Can I welcome Brian Lamb, from My involvement may just help you a little bit. Four
of our children needed statements. The experiencethe SEN Consortium, John Hayward from Focus

Learning and Claire Dorer fromNASS. Thank you, was a nightmare that I would not wish on anyone.
So we have had a little practical experience and, as aagain, for coming here and welcome to the

Committee. I notice all of you have been sitting there result, I have kept in touch with special needs ever
since and got drafted on to the Focus SEN team.listening to the first session so you are all primed to

the sorts of questions wemight be asking. You are in One or two things we found—
a rather diVerent position because you are provider
representatives. Let us get started by asking you for Q232 Chairman: Can we hold that for the
just a thumbnail sketch of your organisation. Shall I questioning? I just wanted a thumbnail sketch.
start with Claire Dorer, as she is sitting in the centre? Brian Lamb?
Ms Dorer: NASS actually stands for the National Mr Lamb: Good morning. The Special Education
Association of Independent Schools and Non- Consortium is convened under the Council for
Maintained Special Schools. We represent about Disabled children and we are a very broad coalition
120 schools: all of the 73 non-maintained special that represents everybody from small parents’
schools and about 50 independent schools. They groups dealing with special education at the front
provide for children with, perhaps, the most severe line through many of the major disability
and complex forms of SEN in the country, much of organisations that do, indeed, provide specialist
the provision is residential and places in the schools services from special schools through to support,
tend to be funded by local authorities making through to some of the teacher unions. Our main
placements because they do not have that provision aim is to try and bring together everybody with an
within their own authority. interest in special needs to represent the interests of

disabled children within the education system and to
try, where possible, to seek consensus across theQ231 Chairman: I have seen the very excellent work
sector and represent, as far as possible, a co-of one of your members in Huddersfield. John
ordinated view which is often helpful to committeesHayward?
such as yourselves and, indeed, to government. WeMr Hayward: Thank you. We appreciate being
were very involved in both the SENDA legislation,asked to take part in the work you are doing and we
as one example of the kind of work we do.fully agree that the SEN procedures need

considerable review. We just hope that we can say
something to you that will help. Focus Learning Q233 Chairman: Thank you for that, all three of

you. You have heard the evidence we have just takenTrust is a support and liaison charity to help more
than 30 independent, small schools set up around the in the last hour, what is your view on the big

questions that were emerging? Can we start with thecountry. There are about 1,800 secondary school
children, and professional teachers at all of them. big question of: are statements useful? Are they not
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useful? There seemed to be an interesting division of growth after the Warnock report. So there is clearly
a need to have that kind of process. Whether theopinion on the whole role and status of the

statementing process. What is your view. current one is absolutely the right one is clearly open
to much more debate. I think the moves that haveMs Dorer: I think we feel that there are problems

with statements in terms of parents and children been made to try to simplify the bureaucracy, which
you have heard about already this morning, areactually getting them in the first place and then how

the provision coming out of them is actually absolutely right. For example, IP statements and the
fact that they are completely rewritten when a childorganised and, eventually, provided. At the same

time, I think we would have a lot of anxieties about transfers from one authority to another—why can
the statement not go with them?—I think I am rightthere being nothing there that would guarantee

provision for children with SEN. in saying it does for the first six months but what
happens after that? I think in all those areas we could
look very much at how you might simplify, but theQ234 Chairman: How are they doing it in Scotland
crucial element of identifying the needs of the childthen? Do you know?
and making sure there is appropriate provision forMs Dorer: It is very new, is it not? It was really only
the child, making sure the parent can trigger thatNovember that it was launched, so I think it is too
process and it is transparent, are all crucial. If we doearly to tell how that is working.
not have the current system, I suggest that any other
system we devise would have those similar elementsQ235 Chairman:You do not know the methodology
in it. The other element you have already talkedthere—what they aim to replace it with?
about this morning is how far that should remainMs Dorer: They are talking about additional needs
vested with the local authority or go into a morenow, are they not, rather than special educational
national body as the Cameron Commission lookedneeds. However, as I say, it is too early on for me to
at. I think the obvious advantage of the nationalbe able to say to you I know anything about what is
body is it takes it outside the immediate remit of thehappening.
education authority so you can perhaps worry less
about that purchaser/provider issue. I think one of

Q236 Chairman:Would you like to see us following the major problems is that if you move away from
that path, though, Claire? the estimation of local need, you are still going to be
Ms Dorer: For the schools that I represent I think using probably most of the same people in the same
that would be diYcult because children are only kind of areas, and if you say it is going to be
admitted because they have got a statement of absolutely on need without any reference to the
special educational needs. Some local authorities are ability to deliver, I do not think the sector would
very happy to place children in our schools, for have much problem with that but I think, as
others it is a real struggle and it is only the fact that legislators, you need to be aware you are probably
the statement is there that eventually is the lever that writing an open-ended cheque, and I do not know
allows that placement to happen. So we feel we any government that has been willing to do that yet.
would need something that means that children who
need that specialist provision would still have a right
to it. Q238 Chairman: Is this at the heart of the problem?

What was surprising about the first session was that
people said, on the one hand, the system was notQ237 Chairman: Brian, some people would suggest
very good; it was pretty awful and not delivering tothat it is not just that there are some specific
those students and parents who needed this kind ofproblems in special education; some of the evidence
specific help. Indeed, when I pressed the four of themwe have taken this morning might be construed as
on: “Are there any good examples of localsaying there is nothing verymuch good about special
authorities whom we could emulate?” they wereeducation in England today. Is that right?
almost quite reticent to give any at all. Is it as badMr Lamb: I think, in terms of statements, what we
as that?have to look at is that for a long time there has been
Mr Lamb: I think it is mixed, and I think what youconcern, and I think we have all been aware within
were getting was, obviously, the mixture of thethe sector of the various problems that parents face
people’s particular local authority examples. I thinkin relation to statements, but I would go back to the
we have within SENC come across examples oftheme that seems to have come through thismorning
where parents have been happy about the outcomesthat you need some means to assess the particular
with local authorities and I think the key elementsneeds of children’s learning. We have School Action
where that has been true—and SEC, obviously,and School Action Plus but when you have got to a
could write with some of those more positivestage where the child is not making progress once
examples—is where parents are involved in theyou have gone through that process within the
process from the beginning, where there is lessschool, what do you do? You need something that is
conflict then about the level of provision and wheregoing to be able to be triggered by parents where
parents can, to some extent, with the local authority,parents are going to be able to be involved in that
negotiate the provision and where there is a lot ofprocess, and if they do not like the outcomes of that
clarity about expectations and what can beprocess to be able to challenge that. That process we
provided. Where things go wrong is where you havecurrently call “statements” and, indeed, the whole
a conflict situation where there is a feeling that theissue of needing to follow that kind of process

predates even some of the Warnock work and the local authority are holding back and not delivering,
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and there is no actual negotiation between parents Mr Hayward: I cannot quite see the point of
inclusion as a blanket policy. It is a good thing to aimand local authorities. So I think there are good
for but there are some children for whom it is notexamples and there are also very bad examples. I
suitable. I will give you a very simplistic example: inthink we have to recognise there is that mixture.
our own case we decided our children would be
better oV at mainstream schools—they are

Q239 Chairman: Is not the local authority always in registered blind.Wewent to the local primary school
the rather unenviable position of being the wherewe already had a girl, we got onwell with them
gatekeeper for resources and everyone knows that and said: “Would you take our other children?”
there are not suYcient resources, so local authority They said “Oh”. They had obviously got loads of
is always going to be unpopular because it is telling problems and we could see that if we forced our
people, whatever the need out there, there is only a children in there they would do worse. We went to a
limited resource that has to be shared in some way, neighbouring school where some of their cousins
and people have to be prioritised. There is not an went and they said: “We would love to have them”,
open-ended amount of resource. and we got on fine. So even in a simple thing like
Mr Lamb: I think you are right there is always going that, inclusion only works if it is workable for all the
to be an inevitable level of conflict because there is parties concerned, including the school. I am sorry if
never, probably, going to be enough resources in the that is contrary to current thinking.
system for everything that we in the special needs
movement would actually like to see. Having said

Q242 Mr Marsden: No, that is extremely helpful. Itthat, I think the more transparency there is and the
is an actual experience. Claire, what is your view?more flexibility there is about the way those
Ms Dorer: I think our concerns are that too oftenresources are used and the more that parents are
inclusion is just about where a child is educatedactually involved in the process of deciding those,
rather than how they are educated, and the idea thatthen the more chance there is of at least getting some
by nature a mainstream school place must beequilibrium in the system where, I am sure, you will
inclusive and a special school placemust be exclusivenot have parents saying: “That is great, I have got when, in fact, we believe very strongly that specialeverything I need formy child”, but perhaps: “I have schools can provide very good inclusive experiencesa good enough service for my child”. I think that is by working more closely with mainstream schoolswhat we can provide some examples of as well, but and thinking about equipping children and young

that involves a lot of work from the authority, the people with independent life skills so that when they
parents and the school all working together to leave school their adult chances are actually greater.
deliver that. Typically, I think, where conflict most So we do not see inclusion as being a bad thing
occurs is where you have got the situation that was which, coming from a special schools association,
illustrated in the earlier evidence, where there is might sound surprising, but we would like to think
potentially a very large bill for a special school more about how it is actually defined and think
placement that a local authority, for one reason or about what that means in terms of education
another, thinks it either cannot aVord, or it is not the practice, rather than simply location.
right placement, and there is often a dispute about
both of those. It is often in those cases where you get

Q243 Mr Marsden: Brian, you have the unenviablethe more bitter legal disputes and where it goes to a
task of chairing a consortium and any consortiumtribunal and you get into the kind of situations we
obviously has a spectrum of views. Can you try andhave been looking at.
step out of the spectrum of views and give us not a
consensus response but a very specific response, in
practical terms, in terms of what inclusion means,Q240 Mr Marsden: Just going back, again, to the
for parents, to be beneficial?first session, one of the things that I took away from
MrLamb: In terms of the practical response to whatthat session, and indeed, again, it reinforced things
does inclusion mean for the parents to be beneficial,that come to my constituency surgery, is the sense of
what is very interesting is when we were on thethe gap and the frustration that many parents feel
special schools working group, and research thatbetween the jargon and the rhetoric (if I can put it
SEC has also done amongst its members (researchthat way) that litters this system and what we
with parents—and you can see the report that Dractually experience on the ground. I think that is
Philippa Russell did in the back of the Specialnowhere truer than in the area of inclusion. I suspect
Schools Report and also SEC can provide ourI would find it diYcult to find someone who was
research)most parents, when askedwould they wantagainst inclusion but you might want to say
an inclusive setting (which broadly means asomething, but the more interesting question, I
mainstream setting, but I will come back to that, andthink, is: what does inclusion mean in practical
Claire’s point on that) they are very much in favourterms for the parents of children with special
of that. In terms of whether the placement iseducational needs, or for the children themselves? I
mainstream or special, often parents will thenwonder if, John, you might like to kick oV.
choose a special setting, or fight hard through theMr Hayward:My views are a bit heretical, I think.
statementing process to get a specialist school
setting, at the point at which mainstream setting is

Q241 Mr Marsden: A bit of heresy never did any perceived to have failed for their child—and we can
debate what that looks like. Therefore, the benefit ofharm, so fire away!
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inclusion for most parents is that most are in favour has children who are visually impaired towards
of inclusive education until the point where it fails. being educated in mainstream, and someone who
To come to the second point I would like to make, may have a child with Asperger’s?
and it follows on from Claire’s, we are bedevilled by Mr Lamb: I think that is diYcult to answer. You are
this whole debate aboutwhat inclusion reallymeans. right in that there is a shift in the school population,
I think there are two senses that might be helpful. that with much better support for some of the
The first is the sense that Claire has referred to, that, physical access needs and needs of children with
within whatever setting a child is in, the needs of the sensory disabilities they are more easily being
child are met, whether it is mainstream or special accommodated within the mainstream system.
school, and are met in a way that allows that child What you are seeing within the special school system
to function in society and within their school to the more are issues around behaviour and profound
fullest of their capacity and get the education that disability. I think most of the research, and I think
meets their needs. There is a second sense I would NASS has some interesting research on this, shows
like to introduce, which is that I do not think there that what is more important is the access to specialist
is the cliV-face that people often assume between provision, whether that comes within a mainstream
mainstream over here and special school over there, setting or a special school setting. That is what
and a wasteland between. If you look at the way the makes the crucial diVerence for their experience of
system is actually developing (and I think is going to how satisfied they are with what is provided, rather
develop much more), the whole idea of mainstream than, particularly, the location of the provision.
as “one particular school over there” is falling apart,
because what you have is specialist support services,

Q246 Mr Marsden: Can I bring Claire in on thatyou have co-location of specialist support within
then and askwhether you share the perception Brianmainstream schools—and I believe that is partly
has of that shift of the population in non-what Newham has got, for example—and you have
mainstream, independent special schools? Thatchildren moving between those diVerent kinds of
carries the implication, I suspect, of increasing costssupport.More andmore, with federated schools and
because of increasing complexities and diYculties,with clustering of schools and clustering of
and that then raises the question of how we justifyresources, thatwhole distinction between, somehow,
the cost of non-mainstream, independent specialmainstreambeing about bricks andmortar over here
schools.and special schools being something that sits in the

countryside over there is breaking down. Therefore, MsDorer:Certainly we have seen a changing school
the range of what we call inclusion is becoming population and our schools are now catering for
vastly more complex. children with far more complex forms of SEN than

previously. I think, picking up on something Brian
said, I would guard against the view that because aQ244 Mr Marsden: I accept that but, as we have
child has a particular type of SEN it makes it easierheard in the previous session, and as I think Hugh
or more diYcult for them to be included inmade the point, the ability to have that flexibility of
mainstream schooling. Certainly there are childrenchildren from special schools attending some classes
with sensory impairment who would havein mainstream, and there being some linkage, is very
considerable additional learning needs, and there ismuch dependent on geographical proximity which is
a danger that local authorities might see a child whomuch easier to address in an urban rather than a
has a sensory impairment as being suitable forrural setting. Is it not?
mainstream, without thinking through all of theMr Lamb: I agree it is, and if you look at the current
issues that might be involved for that child, aboutstructure and location of where we have special
additional learning needs. In terms of cost, toschools which we want to use much more as
provide high-quality education and care for childrenspecialist support and resource to mainstream
with very complex needs is not cheap. So there areschools, to the extent that they are often located in
issues about increasing costs; there are issues aboutcountry locations anyway, that does not help. What
making school premises suitable. A number of ouryou are often seeing—and I think this partly explains
schools would have set up for a particular group ofthe figures around special school closures—is you
students and that has changed very much over thecan get some special school closures in areas where
last 10 to 20 years.schools are not particularly well-placed but you get

new ones opening where they often are in areas
where they can be co-located with other schools. Q247 Mr Marsden: Is the funding system that is

currently in place hindering or helping the ability of
special schools to interact, if I can put it that way,Q245 Mr Marsden: You referred to the problems of
with mainstream provision provided by LAs?defining inclusion and attitudes, is there a marked
Would a solution to that—because we have hearddiVerence that you can see from your own
various witnesses talk about the financial pressuresexperience between the attitudes of parents with—
on local authorities—be, as it were, a reserve pot ofhow can I put it—disabilities that are more easily
central government funding which could be usedand traditionally recognised or the ones that are
either to increase that flexible access or, indeed, toinevitably more complex, particularly the ones
fund some of the places at independent, specialacross the autism spectrum? Is there a diVerence

between, to be blunt, the attitude of someone who schools?
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Ms Dorer: I think I can break my response into two in that because they have to look after the pupils
they have got, to do more outreach. I am rather sadlevels. In terms of funding specifically for

independent and non-maintained special schools to to hear that that is not working very well.
be working with mainstream schools, there is very
little funding that could be used specifically for that

Q251 Mr Marsden: So these are issues we couldpurpose, and that makes it very diYcult for our
usefully explore with Ministers and oYcials in ourschools, because if you are going to work intensively
later evidence session?with a mainstream school, or a child in mainstream
Mr Lamb: Absolutely.schooling, you have to actually release that member

of staV, and there is a cost attached to that. There is
some funding attached to the new specialist Q252 Mrs Dorries:My question is to Claire. Claire,
programme for schools with an SEN specialism.My I have been to see two schools in the independent
understanding from the pilot schools is that the sector who cater for children with special
outreach component to that is not really adequate at educational needs; one was Kingham Hill, the
present. In terms of the wider picture, our schools Greens Unit (actually, my daughter attended that
are reliant on pupil placements for their general unit), and I could not see anything that was being
funding, and we are seeing that numbers in our done in the independent sector in the two schools—
schools are falling, not necessarily because there is one that I have experience of and one that I visited—
reduced need for our schools but there is an in the way that they cater for children with special
increased reluctance to place, and that has an overall educational needs, including autistic children, that
eVect on the schools and their ability to provide not could not be done in mainstream. I do not believe
just for the children in the school but wider work, that mainstream is right for huge groups of children
such as outreach with mainstream schools. with SEN, particularly autistic children. However, if

what was done in the independent sector in some of
the schools was transferred into the state sector—Q248 Mr Marsden: Are those two issues, which I
and I cannot see any reason why it cannot be—thenhave just raised and which you have just responded
we could have an inclusion agenda. Why do youto—the ability to fund the interaction and the actual
think that the state system cannot adopt some of thefunding—given the SEN pronouncements by the
policies and the practices, more importantly, thatGovernment, are those situations that oYcials in
are put in place by the independent sector?DfES have sought your advice or your comments
Ms Dorer: I think, sometimes, it is a matter of theon?
specialism and, particularly working with childrenMs Dorer: We do enjoy a good relationship with
with very complex forms of SEN, there is somethingthe DfES.
about being in a school where your day-in, day-out
experiences as a teacher or a member of staV isQ249 Mr Marsden: That was not what I asked.
working and developing your practice with thatMs Dorer:We have discussed the topic and we have
particular pupil group that allows you not just to domade our view clear: we think there need to be
good practice for a certain time but actually togreater levers to encourage work between special
develop and innovate. I think it is something aboutschools and mainstream schools. However, there is
that that makes our schools special. I think if younot funding attached to that at present and that is
translated that into those children in mainstreamsomething we would like to see investigated.
settings, whether you would have that degree of
specialism, whether you would be able to maintain

Q250 Mr Marsden:Brian, in your experience of your that and, particularly, whether you would be able to
discussions with the Department, are the develop that over time, would be my concern. I do
Department reluctant to move down the route that not think it is as simple as saying you can transfer the
I am suggesting? expertise from one sector to another and have the
Mr Lamb: It has certainly been diYcult, because of same outcome.
the way the funding is split between mainstream and
special school provision, to fund cross-working
between the specialist sector and the mainstream Q253 Mrs Dorries: No, but some of the practices

could be transferred. Not the activities but the waysector. Indeed, that was one of the issues the Ofsted
report raisedwhen they looked at special schools. So they handle—I am thinking of the Greens Unit, in

particular, which actually makes the children in thatit was very supportive of the idea of trying to find
more ways to fund more interaction between special unit feel very special indeed, not that they

have a disadvantage. Those kinds of practices couldmainstream and specialist schools to start unlocking
some of the support that is in the specialism into be transferred to the state system. Do you think the

teachers in the independent sector—and I wish I hadmainstream, because what is very clear from all the
evidence is that inclusion stands more chance of explored this more when I was there—who deal with

the specialisms tend to have better qualificationsworking the more schools and teachers have access
to specialist support, and themore we canmake that than those in the state sector? Is that because—

because the funding levels are the same—the headavailable the more chance there is for the inclusion
policy to work. I would agree with Claire’s reflection teacher sources and gives more revenue to that

particular area, i.e. looks for teachers who are betterthat the specialist element of SEN specialism, the
great hope around that was that it would allow qualified, rather than spreading it into other areas of

the school like they do in the state sector?special schools, that cannot obviously invest money
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Ms Dorer: That is quite a lot of questions! a mainstream class, they are having to deal with a
whole number of diVerent needs within that
classroom. If you are looking at a teacher in a veryQ254 Mrs Dorries: I am sorry.
specialist school that is, say, for the vision-impairedMs Dorer: In terms of level of qualification, I think
or the deaf, and that is what they have actually gotthere would be a fair amount of variation across the
within their classroom, they have a very particularsector. People who have a particular interest in
specialism—and so it is comparing someone with aworking in a particular field would naturally
very particular specialismwith someone thatwill notgravitate towards a school where that practice can
have those specialisms. It is not possible to say thatbe really developed. At the same time, there is a
one over here is good and one over there is not soshortage of such people and a lot of our schools find
good; what we need is a system in which you canit very diYcult to recruit very experienced staV, so a
escalate the level of specialism to meet the needs oflot of that development of practice is done as part of
the child, and that is the crucial point. You cannotcontinuing professional development within our
invest that in every mainstream school teacher, ifschools, and then some teachers might choose to
that is what is underlying your question; that istake that expertise into mainstream.
precisely why, within Breaking Barriers, you haveMrs Dorries: I suppose what I am trying to query is
that escalation between mainstream with somethat we have heard evidence about the fact that the
knowledge of dealing with SEN issues through tofunding which follows a child does not stay with a
very specialist support for those children that needchild, and only a portion or a fraction of that
it.funding may stay with the child as it is spread into

other areas of the school. However, in the
independent sector it is Velcro-ed to the child and Q257 Chairman: John, you have a very good

reputation in your schools for delivery in specialstays with the child. That is the point I was trying
to make. education. Is it because you are able to seek out

particularly well-qualified staV? Why do you have
this reputation?Q255 Chairman: What is your reaction to that,
Mr Hayward: Our policy is to take everyone, butBrian?
there are still some children we cannot take. We doMr Lamb: I think, in a way, it illustrates one of the
treat each child individually andwe try and get to thereasons we would like to see more funding to make
root of the problem, which means that we alleviatesure that that specialism can indeed be transferred
special needs rather than just grind on with them.into mainstream and, again, why there is not
Even so, we cannot take everyone that we would likenecessarily this cliV-face between mainstream and
to. Another thing that has not been mentioned is ifspecial, not least because in a lot of special schools
the child has a condition that is totally disruptive tothat I am very aware of there will often bemovement
the learning of the other children. It is a good ideal,of staV from the special schools to specialist support
but it has to tempered by the actual needs of theservices within the LA. In fact, the specialist support
persons involved.services will often do exactly the kind of role you are
Mr Chaytor: The current renewal of interest in thetalking about, which is transferring some of
SEN debate was largely triggered by the article byinnovations from within the special school sector
Mary Warnock some months ago, and in thatand some of the very specialist support. Indeed,
article, as I recall, she made a distinction betweensome special schools actually train particular
physical inclusion and emotional inclusion. Do youspecialisms as well. That is where I would like to see
think that is a valid distinction? If there are childrenmuch more inter-relationship between the
who are physically included but emotionallymainstream and the special sector, to make sure
excluded, what conclusions do you draw from that?some of that could happen. The other part of the

answer to your question is I think it could; I think
there is no doubt if mainstream had the resources to Q258 Chairman: Who wants to take that? You are

nodding, Claire.do so. Indeed, there often are resource units within
mainstream that will provide the same kind of Ms Dorer: I absolutely agree that there is a real

diVerence between physical inclusion and emotionalsupport within mainstream settings as you can get in
special schools as well. inclusion. One of the most striking things, for me in

my job, is hearing young people who are in our
school saying: “This is the first time I have felt like IQ256 Chairman: What about the question about is
belong somewhere; that I am part of a school; that Ithe quality of teaching and teachers in the
am learning”. If that is not the experience that aindependent sector better than in the state sector?
young person is getting in a mainstream school youLongley School, in my constituency, has just had a
have to ask is that real inclusion? We agree veryvery good Ofsted, I visited it and I was very
strongly it has got to be more than just where thatimpressed by the quality of dedication of the staV.
child is being educated, and inclusion has got to beThat is in the local authority sector. Can we get to
about that sense of belonging.the bottom of this? What is your view?

Mr Lamb: I think there is a danger of comparing
apples with pears. We should celebrate that the Q259 Mr Chaytor: So the conclusion you are

drawing from Professor Warnock’s distinction isschools that are doing well in developing inclusion
have very good standards and a very good school that more children should be taken out of

mainstream and put into special schools?ethos. The issue is that if you compare the teacher of
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Ms Dorer: For some children who are currently in What are the main issues, Brian? What would you
put as your two or three priorities here? We aremainstream places but are not experiencing

inclusion in terms of access to education and taking this inquiry very seriously; we have not done,
under my Chairmanship, an inquiry into specialemotional inclusion that might well be the

conclusion. I think what it also says is that inclusion education. What would we be missing if we did not
tackle head on? What are the three big issues forfor children in mainstream schools as a policy needs

to go some way further to make inclusion beyond you?
just location. Mr Lamb: The first would be the availability of

specialist support services. The local management of
schools and delegation of budgets has been aroundQ260 Mr Chaytor: Is it either/or? Earlier, Brian
since 1998 but has been gathering pace, and one oftalked about co-location, and you have talked about
the major problems we see in terms of the ability tostrengthening links between special schools and
make inclusion a success is teachers’ access tomainstream. What are the intermediate options?
specialist support. We have evidence across a wholeMs Dorer: There is a continuum, I think, as Brian
number of disability groups that specialist supportsays, ranging from children who are entirely in
services are under pressure or being cut back, partlymainstream placements, at one end, to children who
in relation to the behaviour issue, that a lot of localare exclusively in a special school placement at the
authority support services, as they have beenother. In between, as Brian said, it may well be that
contracted out, and that schools have to buy in theyou have a special school and a mainstream school
services, what schools will buy back in are behaviouron the same site and children will spend sessions in
management programmes and behaviourboth schools; it could be childrenwho are in a special
management specialisms because that is one of theschool for part of a week and also registered with a
major other issues they face in the classroom. Whatmainstream school for the other part of the week.
is being squeezed around all that is specialistThere is a whole range. It could be about support
support; everything from language through sensoryservices going in, or the children coming out for
disability, through autism—all the specialismsspecific sessions. It is a broad continuum. We would
around that—we all have evidence that they arelike to see a whole range of activities that removes
being squeezed. That is a major barrier then tothe debate for saying that it is either mainstream or
improving mainstream provision because youit is a special school.
cannot, as was being said earlier, expect mainstream
teachers to be experts in all areas of disability and allQ261 Mr Chaytor: Can you quote some really good areas of diVerentiating the curriculum andexamples of schools that you represent that have this supporting children that they will need. As a childintermediate relationship with mainstream schools moves towards School Action and School Actionbut are not co-located? I am interested in children Plus, maybe with a statement within the school, wewho are registered in mainstream but spend half the need to make sure, when those statements specifyweek or a core part of the week in a special school. specialist support, that that specialist support isWhere are the best examples for us to look at? available. The more we have had local managementMs Dorer: There are a number. Recently I visited a and delegation of budgets, especially for low-school called Mulberry Bush in Oxfordshire which incidence groups where a school may not havecaters for children with severe emotional diYculties, anybody, or only one or two children, with aand it is a primary school. As the children reach the particular disability in that school at any one time,age at which they are likely to be moving to the evidence is that the schoolswill not contract backsecondary school they spend part of the week at the in for that specialist support, so it is actuallylocal primary school and, also, then going on to the disappearing at specialist level, where it is not nowlocal secondary school to get a sense of what it is within the purview of the LA any more. That wouldgoing to be like, to think about what sorts of things be one area. The second area would be teacherthey will be learning and where they will be learning training, and to make sure that there is much betterThat is particularly helpful in making that transition teacher training from initial teacher training, wherefrom primary to secondary, less stressful for the there have now been some improvements, but it ischild and less stressful for the school that is receiving still a relatively low amount of input, through to thethe child. There are numerous examples of that sort whole role of then SENCOs and the position ofof practice. I have seen other schools where, because SENCOs within the school. I was horrified to hearmaybe one of our schools has got particularly good the evidence earlier because if you look at the codesports facilities or particularly good science
of practice there it recommends that SENCOs are afacilities, children from the local mainstream school
member of the senior management team. So,will come in and use those facilities for a session a
therefore, the whole role and support for the role ofweek or several sessions. It is those sorts of activities
SENCOs would perhaps be my third big pitch, withthat, at the moment, are happening largely due to
teacher training and specialist support services.goodwill between the two sets of schools that we

would like to see strengthened and funding being
made available for that sort of activity. Q263 Chairman: Have you a shopping list, Claire?

Ms Dorer: I would endorse Brian’s shopping list. I
think, for our sector, although there are some veryQ262 Chairman: Can we push you a little bit more
good working relationships between localon what you think the barriers are to improving

special education delivery to parents and families? authorities and our schools there are still caseswhere
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because most local authorities’ dealings with our Q266 Mr Chaytor: Can I ask one other thing on a
completely diVerent point. This picks up on aschools have been where they have had to stump up

what they would feel is a large amount of money to comment from the previous set of witnesses, in fact it
was the final comment from Chris Goodey, not aboutplace a child there, there is still a certain amount of

tension and hostility between local authorities and SEN in schools, but about what happens to young
people with SEN once they leave school and theirindependent, non-maintained schools, which makes

it diYcult to have a foundation for working more integration into adult life and the provision of further
training opportunities. How high in your prioritiesclosely together and for the expertise that is in our

sector to be shared with mainstream schools, like does that issue figure, ie the post-16 or post-19
question? Is this something we should be giving moremost of our schools would want to be doing very

actively. So attitudes and historical disputes, really, attention to rather than simply focusing on what
happens in schools?do get in the way of the sectors working together.
Ms Dorer: I think it is hugely important, particularly
for our sector, if you are thinking about what are the

Q264 Chairman: John, have you got a shopping list for outcomes for children who have attended an
me? What would you like to see changed in the whole independent or non-maintained special school. If you
area of special education provision? are thinking about all of the input, the specialist service
Mr Hayward: The whole provision of special a child has received up until the age of 16 or 19, and
education, to my ignorant view, is totally swamped you then look at what happens at transition into adult
with bureaucratic processes and departmental, or services and if there is a void for that young person to
whatever, infighting, and the needs of the child are move into, which unfortunately there often is, is all
right at the bottom of the pile. I expect this is a very that good work undone, so transitions are a big
simplistic example. If your child had a broken leg and concern for us. We have had a lot of research which
you took it to casualty, you would expect it to be tells us all of the things that should be happening at
attended to, you would not expect a ten-month wait, a transition. I do not think it is a case of people not
tribunal, another row and a few other things, you knowingwhat needs to happen, but it is not happening
would want it fixed. Special needs children have in various places and it is certainly not happening at
disabilities that need fixing, help, whatever it is. the level at which it needs to. I think there are still a lot
Somehow, I could not tell you how to do it, the whole of problems in what happens after education.
bureaucracy has got to be cut through so that the
interests of the child and, of course, the parents

Q267 JeV Ennis:Briefly, to return to the issue of betterbecause they have to cope with the child, are helped.
training methods and getting the staV prepared. LastChairman:Are there anymore questions frommyside?
year I think The Times carried out the inclusion study
which involved several hundred teachers. I think 40-
odd% of the teachers had either had no training, oneQ265 Mr Chaytor: Can I pick up the last point there.
days’ training or two days’ training in the whole ofMy observation and experience frommy constituency
their initial teacher training period. Obviously we needwork is that there is still a significant number of
to beef up the initial teacher training period, but alsochildren whose special needs are, I do not say ignored
in terms of CPD. Going back to what you said earlier,but not accurately identified until several years into
Claire, in terms of the level of resistance that youtheir school career. I am interested in the whole
sometimes find with local authorities because of thequestion of assessment. It is picking up John’s point,
placement costs in independent specialist schools inwhy is it so diYcult to assess certain well understood
particular, do we need to have more linkages in termsconditions at an earlier age? Is there not a simpler
of training opportunity from a CPD, not just betweenprocess we should go through for assessment?
mainstream schools and independent specialistMr Lamb: I would totally agree. I think one of the
schools, but also between independent specialistareas the sectorwouldmost like to seemoreworkdone
schools and local authority maintained specialiston—I could easily add it to my shopping list of three,
schools, to try and break down this lack of training,as you would imagine—which was in the government
shall we say?document Removing Barriers, is early assessment. We
Ms Dorer: There are some examples of good practice.have been very involved in the Early Support
There are certainly some local authorities who doProgramme which was looking at how you can bring
invite our schools to their training and come on ourtogether education, health and social services in the
schools’ training. A number of the SEN regionalvery early years and get a very early assessment of the
partnerships are making big strides in developingchild’s needs, very early intervention. All the evidence
training brokerage services, which are looking at whois that the earlier the intervention is themore successful
has got the expertise across all sectors andmaking surewe are going to be able to meet the child’s needs and
that everyone can access that, so there is some goodthe more co-ordinated way that is met, the better the
practice. As with all things SEN it seems,outcomes are going to be for the child. For less, we
unfortunately, there is still a lot of geographicalwould be getting into the whole bureaucratic process
variation.of trying to assess later. To that extent I absolutely

agree with what is behind your question, that themore
we have early assessment, early intervention and early Q268 JeV Ennis:Dowe need to have a certain amount
provision, the more we are going to improve of SEN training contained within the ITT part of the
educational outcomes for disabled children within teacher’s development as well as that being topped up

by CPD or should it be one or the other?the system.
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MsDorer:Brian referred earlier to the Special Schools Mr Lamb: I am not particularly familiar with that
assessmentmethod. I thinkone of the complications is,Working Group, which I was also amember of, and it
depending on which disability group you are lookingwas one of the group’s concerns that there should be
at, there are going to be specific elements to thatmore time in initial teacher training forSEN issues.We
framework. For example, for hearing impairmenthit a brick wall with that one, but certainly it was
there is a very specific one and for autism there issomething that as a group we wanted to see happen
another specific one. One of the things the Earlyand we still want to see happen.
Support Programme is doing is developing commonMrLamb: I think the situation has improved and there
standards around some of those assessmentis going to be a more specific amount of training from
programmes. I agree with you in principle that therenext year, but it still would not be enough from our
ought to be at least a number of commonpoint of view. In that sense, the more initial training
frameworks—that is what we are working towards—and then training within the job we would see as
which will allow much more simple assessment in theabsolutely essential.
early years.

Q271 Chairman: You are not familiar with thisQ269 Mr Marsden: It is just a quick supplementary,
particular Lucid programme?Brian, to your response to David Chaytor’s question
Mr Lamb:No, not personally.when you said you thought that early assessment

would be particularly helpful. I want to ask you
Q272 Chairman: Claire, are you?whether you feel that historically the problems of
Ms Dorer:No, I am not familiar with that.accurate early assessment have been compounded by a

lack of links at local authority level between Q273 Chairman: John, are you?
assessments done in the education and social service Mr Hayward: Yes, we are.
areas and what improvements, if any, you are
expecting to see in this fromEvery ChildMatters in the Q274 Chairman:Do you use it?
establishment of children’s trusts. Mr Hayward: Yes, we do. We found two major
Mr Lamb: I would absolutely agree with that. There problems. Firstly, a lot of children seem to go right
have simply been mountains of evidence over the last through school without their particular specific
20 years that one of the major problems for disabled learning diYculties ever being detected. We have
children, either within education or in terms of their married people coming to us and saying: “I have

realised I had a problem and no one found it”. Thegeneral development, has been the total lack of co-
second problem we found—again, I am sorry, this isordinated assessment in the early years and the
heresy—was we could not find anyone who couldcomplicated arrangements which exist between
provide for us with a decent working definition whateducation, health and social services. Our hope and
dyslexia is and what attention deficit disorder is. Thereaim is that through the work which has been done by
are thatmanydefinitions thatwe gaveup counting.Nothe Early Support Programme, which has been
two experts ever seem to agree and we thought we hadlooking at joint standards for assessment across
had it. Then we came across the Lucid laptop SENdiVerent ranges of disability, joint working between
assessment package,which can be administered by anyauthorities, the whole notion of a key worker as a
school, almost any person, because the kids knowhowcentral point of reference for those families, the aim
to work it, and it gives you a very good pointer as tothroughEvery ChildMatters and government strategy
whether you have got learning diYculties. We do notto roll that out within children’s centres, should
use it as an absolute determinant, but we screen thesubstantially address this issue.Having said that, there children out and if they show up badly on that

have to be concerns with any programme,when it goes assessment, then we take the whole thing further. It is
from ring-fenced funding into generalist funding, that very cheap, very eVective and even we can work it.
there truly is the assessment and focus on that. I would Chairman: John, that is a very good choice of words.
be concerned that if there is not some central resource Mr Marsden: Perhaps the Select Committee should be
within the Department to monitor, how that is going given that.
to work on the ground once the Early Support
Programme is finished and has been rolled out. In Q275 Chairman:Like the new hearing test that we can
principle, I think we have the right strategy to address all now have through the Royal National Institute for

theDeaf.We can all phone up and get it, so it is a goodit, it is how it is going to work as we start to roll it out.
commercial for the RNID’s hearing test. I do not
know the number. Brian, do you know the number?

Q270 Chairman: Early assessment: why do people not Mr Lamb: Yes, 0845 600 5555.
use a simple and, I understand, relatively cheap Chairman: I think all my team need that because they
method like the one developed by the University of do not always hear me when I say, “It is your last
Hull, Lucid? Are there lots of those kind of assessment question”, but that was the last question. Thank you
materials or is Lucid just one of them that most people very much for your attendance, we have got a lot out

of it. Keep in touch with us.use or could use?
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Focus Learning Trust

1. In the oral evidence session on 11 January, you asked witnesses to keep in touch, hence this note, which
also supplements our written submission of 3 October 2005.

2. On 11 January, the Committee expressed interest in Lucid computer SEN screening tests, developed
at Hull University. Unfortunately, there was no time to discuss the crucial question:

— how could Lucid results be used?

3. Focus uses them:

— to help teachers prepare IEPs; and

— as one step in trying to identify the underlying causes of a learning diYculty.

4. The next step is to observe the pupil carry out some simple physical exercises.

5. We also ask the pupil’s mother to complete the questionnaire shown in Appendix 1. (Contents largely
courtesy of INPP, Chester).

6. Surprising though it may seem, every question has a bearing on learning diYculties. SpLD can often
be traced to problems during pregnancy, the birth process itself and infancy.

7. Focus may recommend referral to:

— a doctor, if there is any suggestion of an undetected medical condition;

— a cranial osteopath;

— a behavioural optometrist;

— a practitioner in exercises for retained birth reflexes and bilateral integration; and

— a food allergy clinic.

8. Focus may suggest:

— taking a dietary supplement such as EyeQ;

— ARROW therapy; or

— auditory therapy via The Listening Program (TLP).

9. We find there is often an appreciable alleviation of SEN, for relatively little cost. Not all educationalists
are acquainted with SEN therapies, although teachers are usually quite impressed with the results. Some
examples are shown in Appendix 2.

10. These therapies complement, rather than replace the work of SENCOs and teachers. A word of
caution—not every therapy works as advertised, so great care must be taken when selecting them.

Suggestion

11. The Committee may feel that these therapies are worth further consideration. If so, Focus would be
glad to attend an informal meeting with Members to explain more fully the way we work, and discuss how
SEN therapies might be used more widely.

March 2006
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Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Mr Douglas Carswell JeV Ennis
Mr David Chaytor Stephen Williams
Mrs Nadine Dorries Mr Rob Wilson

Memorandum submitted by the Disability Rights Commission

Executive Summary

The Disability Rights Commission (DRC) was created by the Disability Rights Commission Act
(DRCA) 1999.

The DRC is uniquely placed to comment on the provisions of the DDA as the statutory body responsible
for the legislation and we would encourage the Committee to invite DRC to give evidence when considering
its provisions.

— The DRC has set itself a vision of; “A society where all disabled persons can participate fully as
equal citizens”.

— TheDRC believes that any discussion on the education of disabled children should begin from the
point of how our schools can improve the quality of experience and the outcomes achieved by
disabled young people.

— Central to achieving this goal will be the successful implementation of the Disability Equality
Duty, as set out in the Disability Discrimination Act 2005, which has introduced a duty on all
public authorities to promote equality for disabled people.

— It is necessary to address the shortfalls and problems in mainstream provision to improve the
quality of experience and outcomes for disabled young people. It is not suYcient to accept low
quality outcomes from mainstream schools as the basis for supporting special schools.

— Successful delivery of the SEN process should be measured by the eVect it has on the participation
and progress of children with SEN and disabled children. This is more than appraising whether
the system is “meeting needs”, it is about promoting full participation and supporting children to
reach their potential.

— There are a number of concerns about the quality of education provision in special schools. The
DRC believes that inclusive schooling is key to tackling the roots of discrimination in society.

— The DRC supports the presumption contained within SENDA that a mainstream placement
should remain the preference for all children unless it is against the parents or child’s wishes or the
eVective education of other children.

1. Background

1.1 TheDisability Rights Commission (DRC)was created by theDisability Rights Commission Act (DRCA)
1999. Section II of the DRC Act imposes the following duties on the Commission:

— to work towards the elimination of discrimination against disabled persons;

— to promote the equalisation of opportunities for disabled persons;

— to take such steps as is considered appropriate with a view to encouraging good practice in the
treatment of disabled persons; and

— to keep under review the workings of the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) 1995.

The DRC has set itself the vision:

“A society where all disabled persons can participate fully as equal citizens.”

As part of our strategy to achieve this vision, the DRC has two core expectations for education. By 2014
we want to see:

Objective 1: Increased educational attainment amongst disabled people aged 16–24: a narrower in
between disabled and non-disabled people.

Objective 2: Disabled people’s full participation in school and college life and across the curriculum.
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2. The Extent and Nature of the Exclusion of Disabled People from Education—Key Facts

— 21% of disabled people aged 16–24 have no qualifications whatsoever, compared to 9% of
non-disabled people of the same age—an 11% gap (Labour Force Survey, Autumn 2004)

— Disabled young people are 40% as likely to go into higher education aged 18 as non-disabled
18-year-olds. (National Audit OYce,Widening Access to Higher Education, January 2002)

— The Labour Force Survey in 2000–01 found one in 20 disabled people were at a college of further
or higher education or university, compared to one in 10 of the rest of the population. Although
the number of disabled pupils participating in higher education has since increased year on year—
the gap has continued to widen as participation by non-disabled people has grown much more
rapidly over the same period. (HESA 2004.)

— Disabled 16-year-olds are twice as likely to be out of work, education or training as their non-
disabled peers (15% compared to 7%) (DfES, Youth Cohort Study: The Activities and Experiences
of 16-Year-Olds: England and Wales 2004.)

— 55%of families with a disabled child are living at or on themargins of poverty (Gordon and Parker
2000). 29% of people with a disabled child in the household live in poverty, compared with 21%
of households with no disabled children. (Households below average income DWP 2003.)

— Over a third (38%) of children questioned in a DRC survey said they’d been bullied, with one in
20 saying they’d been bullied by teachers (NOP, Young Disabled People: a survey of the views and
experiences of young disabled people in Great Britain DRC, 2002.)

— 74% of disabled young people interviewed in a survey said they did not feel they were “active
citizens” in their local communities and felt theGovernment had a limited awareness of their needs
and rarely listened to their views (PMSU, Improving the life Chances of Disabled People, 2005.)

— Data for 2001–02 showed that children with SEN were 13 times more likely to be permanently
excluded than those without SEN. (Removing Barriers to Achievement, DfES 2004.)

2.1.1 The DRC funded and won a case in 2003 on behalf of Lee Buniak, a six-year-old boy, who was
excluded from school activities including assembly, singing, computers, numeracy and literacy work and the
school play and school photograph. Despite the school being given funding for a full time learning support
assistant (LSA), for most of the time he attended the school it failed to appoint a suitable full time support
worker. The Tribunal upheld that the school had discriminated against Lee by treating him “less
favourably” because of his disability and that the school failed to adopt a practice of recruiting or retaining
support staV for Lee.

2.1.2 PPC v DS and CAS and SENDIST was an appeal to the High Court against a SENDIST DDA
decision. The case involved a 17-year-old boy attending an independent school, who had be reprimanded
by the school for issues relating to his behaviour. Two educational psychologists assessed the boy and they
wrote to the school confirming the diagnosis of Asperger’s Syndrome, stating that a more detailed report
would follow. After receiving the letter, the headteacher contacted the boy’s parents and asked them to
remove him from the school. The judgement of the court confirmed that schools cannot justify excluding
disabled pupils if there were reasonable adjustments that they could have made but did not make.

3. TheLegislativeFramework for SENProvision and theEffects of theDisabilityAct 2001,Which
Extended the Disability Discrimination Act to Education

3.1 Background

3.1.1 The DRC is uniquely placed to comment on the provisions of the DDA as the statutory body
responsible for the legislation and we would encourage the Committee to invite the DRC to give evidence
when considering its provisions.

3.1.2 From Exclusion to Inclusion: Final Report of the Disability Rights Task Force suggested that the
provisions of the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) should extend to education. The report suggested
that “The right to inclusion is not suYcient in itself. Disabled people must have the right to pursue their
education without unfair discrimination.”

3.1.3 It was intended that the existing provisions of the SEN Framework would continue to provide the
basis for assistance for disabled children in accessing the curriculum. In addition, though, the Task Force
recommended that the legislation should:

— Strengthen the rights of parents of children with statements of SEN to a mainstream placement,
unless they want a special school and a mainstream school would not meet the needs of the child
or the wishes of either the parent or child.

— Place providers of school education under a statutory duty not to discriminate unfairly against a
disabled pupil, for a reason relating to his or her disability, in the provision of education.
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— Place providers of school education under a statutory duty to review their policies, practices and
procedures and make reasonable adjustments to any that discriminate against disabled pupils for
a reason relating to their disability.

— Place providers of school education under a statutory duty to take reasonable steps to provide
education using an alternative method, so that the disabled person is no longer at a substantial
disadvantage, where a physical feature places an individual disabled pupil at a substantial
disadvantage in comparison with pupils who are not disabled.

— Place providers of school education under a statutory duty to plan to increase accessibility for
disabled children to schools. This duty should cover both adjustments for physical access,
including those for children with sensory impairments, and for access to the curriculum.

— Extend the jurisdiction of the SEN Tribunal to hear cases brought in relation to the new rights.

— Secure comprehensive and enforceable rights for disabled people in further, higher and LEA-
secured adult education and include access to services provisions of voluntary organisations
providing education, social, cultural and recreational activities and facilities for physical education
and training.

3.1.4 The rights conferred by education legislation for pupils to have their special educational needs
identified andmet, and in England andWales, the right to appeal to the Special EducationalNeeds Tribunal,
were maintained.

3.1.5 These recommendations became legislation under The Special Educational Needs and Disability
Act 2001 (SENDA), which amended legislation in Part 4 of the Education Act 1996 (EA) for children with
SEN and Part 4 of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (DDA) to introduce rights for disabled people
in education. In summary, the disability discrimination legislation sets out:

In England, Scotland and Wales:

— a duty not to treat disabled pupils less favourably, without justification, for a reason which relates
to their disability;

— a duty to make reasonable adjustments so that disabled pupils are not put at a substantial
disadvantage compared to pupils who are not disabled (but there is no duty to remove or alter
physical features or provide auxiliary aids and services);

In England and Wales only:

— a duty to plan strategically and make progress in increasing accessibility to schools’ premises and
to the curriculum, and in improving the ways in which written information provided to pupils who
are not disabled is provided to disabled pupils.

3.1.6 From September 2002, it has been unlawful for schools to discriminate against a child for a reason
related to their disability in:

— Admissions.

— Education and associated services, such as: school trips, the curriculum, teaching and learning,
school sports and the serving of school meals.

— Exclusions.

3.2 Definitions

3.2.1 A number of DDA cases taken to the High Court have featured the diVerence between the
definitions of disability and SEN. The diVerence in definitions of Special Educational Needs and Disability,
and the diVerent legislative frameworks in which they operate, have caused some diYculties. The DfES
emphasised the role of the DDA in their SEN Strategy Removing Barriers to Achievement, however, in
schools the emphasis remains firmly on SEN.

3.2.2 Not all disabled pupils and students have “learning diYculties” or “SEN”. Similarly, pupils and
students deemed to have learning diYculties or SEN are not all disabled. The DDA has a specific definition
of disability, which can be much broader than the definition of “learning diYculty” within the SEN
Framework. Yet policy, regulatory and funding frameworks frequently address the two areas
interchangeably because the “groups” overlap. Understandable though this might be, it is important to
recognise that the underpinning theory, direction of legislation, and actions required of providers to comply
are significantly diVerent.

3.3 Coverage of the diVerent legislation

3.3.1 The intention of SENDA was for Part 4 of the DDA to sit alongside the SEN Framework and the
Planning Duty for schools and local education authorities as a “jigsaw” of provision. The disability duties
for schools under Part 4 of the DDA extend to “education and associated services” and hence schools have
broader responsibility for ensuring access and opportunity for disabled pupils across the whole life of the
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school. Unlike the DDA provisions in relation to employment and service provision, there is no duty in the
pre-16 education provisions for schools to provide auxiliary aids or services or to alter physical features
(these being the elements, which are intended to be covered by the SENFramework and the planning duty).

3.3.2 However, some evidence suggests that the two systems have not been working alongside each other
eVectively and there are those whose needs are falling between the gap between the DDA duties and the
provisions of the SEN Framework. A fundamental problem is the diVerence between the thinking behind
the two systems, with the SENFramework emphasising “meeting needs” and theDDAemphasisingmaking
reasonable adjustments.

3.3.3 Disabled children who experience discrimination in school only have rights of redress under the
DDA where the school treats them less favourably or fails to make an adjustment to policies, practices or
procedures that as a consequence place them at a substantial disadvantage. Should a disabled child require
auxiliary aids or services, they would need to access SEN provision. Similarly, duties to increase access to
the curriculum, adjustments to physical features and accessible information have been developed separately
with LEAs under the accessibility planning duties. Although these plans were expected to be in place by
April 2003, the Ofsted report Special educational needs and disability: towards inclusive schools found that
over half of the schools they surveyed did not have access plans in place. Only four out of 10 schools surveyed
in the same report had satisfactory planning for improved access to buildings and few had planned access
to the curriculum.

3.3.4 Parents and schools can be confused as to which law applies in which circumstances. The DRC
Helpline is having to signpost many callers to other sources of advice and support as their enquiries concern
the SEN Framework, rather than the provisions of the DDA. In the area of mediation, the DRC’s
conciliation service can only handle DDA related issues, with LEAmediation services handling SEN cases.
It is also diYcult to ascertain either from certain SENDISTdecisions or some of those reaching appeal where
the line is drawn between what is and what is not an auxiliary aid or service (see for example McCauley
Catholic High School & CC, PC & SENDIST CO/4281/2003).

3.4 Awareness

3.4.1 Although the various strands of legislation are all aimed at promoting inclusive practice, the
relatively recent development of the DDAmeans that awareness of the DDA duties in schools is low.Many
schools and other education providers indicate that they need assistance in fully addressing disability as an
equalities issue across all aspects of their provision. Schools have welcomed the possibility of training on
both the DDA and disability equality generally. In response to this, the DfES and have been working with
the DRC and a number of other agencies to develop a resource for schools on making reasonable
adjustments and accessibility planning.

3.5 DiYculties with enforcement—The SENDIST

3.5.1 The Special Educational Needs Tribunal was set up by the Education Act 1993 and was extended
to cover both SEN and disability duties appeals by SENDA. It considers parents’ appeals against the
decisions of Local Education Authorities (LEAs) about a child’s special educational needs, where the
parents cannot reach agreement with the LEA. However, SENDIST is limited to hearing cases that relate
to educational provision.

3.5.2 Between September 2002 and November 2004, the SENDIST had 175 claims brought in relation
the DDA. These claims have concerned matters such as refusals to administer medication; exclusions of
pupils with emotional and behavioural diYculties (EBD), attention deficit / hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
and similar conditions; failures to properly implement identified provision in a statement of SEN; and
refusals to allow disabled pupils to go on school trips.1

3.5.3 There have been concerns relating to the level of awareness of the SENDIST (and Independent
Admissions and Exclusions Appeals Panels) of Part 4 and the established case law in relation to other
provisions of the DDA.

3.5.4 The DRC has diYculty in tracking the case law developments from SENDIST because we do not
automatically receive copies of the decisions made, unlike the employment tribunal where there is such a
duty. This leaves the DRC dependent upon parents informing us about their individual cases, and leaves us
with an incomplete picture of how the system is working and where the case law is evolving. The DRC feel
that is would be highly beneficial to have better sharing of knowledge between SENDIST and theDRC (with
appropriate safeguards made to ensure the protection of sensitive information).

3.5.5 Furthermore, there is an issue around the responsibility to follow up SEN recommendations.
SENDISTs do not have the power to award compensation for breach of the DDA. However, they do have
the power to make recommendations as to the schools conduct and to order, for example, an apology. This
is a very potent power, but at present, there is no single agency responsible for enforcement or follow up

1 Douglas Silas and David Wolfe Four years in the life of the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001.
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of the recommendations made, such as Ofsted. It is therefore diYcult to assess whether the decisions are
implemented, although we do know anecdotally that SENDIST finds it diYcult to enforce their own
decisions or oVer advice to parents when a responsible body continues to behave in a discriminatorymanner.

3.6 DiYculties with enforcement—Independent Appeal Panels and Admissions Panels

3.6.1 Cases concerning breach of the DDA relating to permanent exclusion frommaintained schools are
heard by Independent Appeal Panels. It is very diYcult to obtain information about how these cases are
being dealt with and DRC are concerned that those hearing such cases are not qualified lawyers (SENDIST
is chaired by a qualified lawyer). The DRC has similar concerns relating to Admissions Panels.

3.7 Children in Care

3.7.1 There is also a particular issue relating to disabled children in care. The conflict inherent in this
system, is where children are in the care of the local authority, the social services department would need
to appeal against the LA if the statement was not in place or not eVective—essentially appealing against
themselves.

3.7.2 There is growing interest in independent advocacy for young people in care, and all local authorities
are expected to have Children’s Rights OYcers. There have also been some encouraging developments in
citizen advocacy for young people. When advocacy works eVectively, it can avoid or at least ameliorate the
potential conflict of interest between one part of the local authority when it is in dispute with another.
However, the merging of education and social care under a common Director of Children’s Services, the
conflict has the potential to be greater rather than lesser in the immediate future.

3.8 Opportunities to review the legislation

3.8.1 The DRC are currently looking at these issues in the context of a single equality act.

4. Moving to an Outcome Focussed System of Provision

4.1.1 All disabled children and young people, and their parents and supporters should expect high quality
of education provision that maximises opportunity and achievement. Any debate concerning the education
of disabled children, therefore, must extend beyond simply the relative merits of placing children in
“mainstream” or “special” schools and instead begin from the point of how our schools can eVectively meet
the quality of experience and outcomes that disabled children and young people deserve.

4.1.2 The DRC believes that schools have three critical roles in achieving our aims:

— Schools play a fundamental part in defining individuals’ life chances through providing children
and young people with the opportunity for self-development, reaching their individual potential
and successful transition to independent adult life as eVective and contributory citizens.

— Schools play a vital role in transmitting society’s values to children and young people, both
through the education they provide and through their own values and ethos.

— Schools oVer a place and a reason for interaction and engagement between diVerent children and
act as hubs of the local communities, and are therefore uniquely placed to help over time to
challenge and overcome prejudicial and discriminatory in society.

4.1.3 Reaching these aims is determined by two keymeasures: the quality of experience and the outcomes
achieved.

4.1.4 If schools are to fulfil the role as a “hub of the community” (which incorporates co-location of
services as proposed in the NSF, proposals for Children’s Centres and extended schools), then they must
develop inclusively.

4.1.5 These principles should form part of an overall vision of learning for life. The five objectives of
Every Child Matters imply a continuum of educational opportunity from early years provision through to
further and higher education. However, conflicting policy priorities can mean that disabled young people
are marginalised. For example, recent proposed changes in the funding of further and adult education pose
major threats to a range of courses often attended by people with learning disabilities by implying a need
to prioritise the attainment of 16–19 year olds. Access to adult education can be a powerful lever for change
and optimism and lead to positive outcomes and a greater potential for sustainable employment as opposed
to reliance on day service or economic inactivity.
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5. Disability Equality Duty

5.1.1 The Disability Discrimination Act 2005 has introduced a duty on all public authorities to promote
equality for disabled people. This has a substantial potential to answer many of the problems of inequality
that disabled people experience in education, such as lower levels of participation and achievement, bullying,
child poverty, social attitudes and expectations. It is therefore vitally important that it is eVectively
introduced in a way that works for teachers, to tackle some of the inherent barriers within the education
system.

5.1.2 The structure of the Duty moves away from an individualistic approach to enforcing rights to a
planned approach to removing barriers for disabled people. The Disability Equality Duty will work
alongside the provisions of the DDA, and add a new focus on tackling the institutionalised causes of
discrimination and identifying the barriers to achievement before they arise.

5.1.3 In carrying out their functions, public authorities must have due regard to the need to:

— eliminate unlawful discrimination;

— promote equal opportunities;

— eliminate disability related harassment;

— promote positive attitudes towards disabled persons; and

— encourage participation by disabled persons in public life.

5.1.4 To translate this into action, there is a specific duty, which sets out what public authorities should
do to plan, deliver and evaluate action to eliminate discrimination and promote equality, and to report on
the activity that they undertake. Listed bodies will have to produce a Disability Equality Scheme (DES) to
set out what action they will take.

5.1.5 As part of their DES, schools will have to assess the impact of policies and practices that directly
or indirectly aVect disabled children and young people. Where potential unlawful discrimination is
identified, the school will need to show the steps that they plan to take to remove the causes of this potential
discrimination. For example, after assessing the impact of their admission and exclusion procedures, a
school finds that, potentially unlawfully, disabled pupils are more likely not to be admitted or more likely
to be excluded from school. The school will have to analyse the causes of this situation and set out the steps
they plan to take to ensure that unlawful discrimination is avoided.

5.1.6 Schools should also seek to involve disabled people in the development of their plans. For example,
a school could invite disabled pupils to discuss the barriers that they experience in teaching and assessment
as part of the development of a curriculumand achievement strategy. Similarly, their experiences could form
part of a school’s revision of its anti-bullying policy.

5.1.7 The factors that the DED seeks to promote will require eVective measurement and inspection.

6. Provision for SEN Pupils in “mainstream” Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

6.1 Provision for disabled pupils in mainstream schools

6.1.1 The percentage of pupils with statements of SEN placed in maintained mainstream schools
(nursery, primary, secondary) was 60%, which is similar to the previous year. The proportion of pupils
placed in independent schools has increased slightly from 3.1% in 2004 to 3.3% in 2005. (DfES National
Statistics June 2005)

6.1.2 The inclusion framework continues to have little impact on the proportion of pupils with SEN in
mainstream schools or on the range of needs for which mainstream schools cater. (Ofsted 2004)

6.1.3 The literature review by Miller et al (2005) for the DRC on accessible curricula, qualifications and
assessment found that the continuing focus on SEN rather than disability2 was a factor in how schools
approached teaching and learning for disabled children and how government designs its strategies. The
authors found that: “Although the term Special Educational Needs was originally intended as a move away
from an over reliance onwithin-child factors there is still a tendency inmany schools to see problems lodging
within the child rather thanwith the provision” (this is often referred to as the “medical model” of disability).

6.1.4 In his review of the literature on disability discrimination across the 0–19 age range commissioned
by the DRC, Gray (2002)3 noted that in failing to tackle the systemic causes of less favourable treatment,
schools are unintentionally discriminating. Gray’s findings showed that although there are some reported
incidents of extreme prejudice and discrimination towards young disabled people in educational
establishments (from both adults and other pupils), most discrimination is subtler and sometimes
unintended. In many cases, Gray found that the cause of discrimination was the lack of action taken by
schools to make reasonable adjustments or the low expectations of school staV of disabled children.

2 See section 8 of this submission for details on the diVerence between SEN and disability.
3 Gray, P (2002) Disability Discrimination in Education: a review of the literature on discrimination across the 0–19 age range.
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6.2 Resources and expertise

6.2.1 The availability of expertise in mainstream school varies widely. The 2004 Ofsted report Special
educational needs and disability: towards inclusive schools indicates that whilst a few schools are doing very
well in realising inclusion, and awareness is growing, a significant proportion of schools are not doing
enough to move towards this goal. The report showed that over half the schools were unaware of the
reasonable adjustments duty from Part 4 of the DDA. This also extended to other elements of SENDA.

6.2.2 The “medical model” also pervades culturally amongst school staV, for example, research by
Pearson (2005),4 into trainee teacher attitudes towards disability has shown that a majority of trainees focus
on a “medical model” of disability and within child-factors. In some cases, Pearson found that trainee
teachers used exclusionary and oVensive language. The DRC have recently launched a project to introduce
disability equality training into initial teacher education to try to tackle some of these issues.

6.3 The role of associated service delivery

6.3.1 DRC research has found that role of the LEA is very significant in ensuring that schools meet their
duties under the DDA. The Ofsted report Special educational needs and disability: towards inclusive schools
found that eight out of 10 schools said their LEA and specialist support services were helpful, but that LEAs
often only use funding to support the specific requirements of children with a statement. This means that
eVorts to improve longer-termmeasures for increasing accessibility are restricted. Of those surveyed for the
report, only seven out of 10 LEAs provided at least satisfactory value for money and most did not evaluate
the eVectiveness of the outcomes of their funding.

6.3.2 In the context of provision for disabled children, significant concerns have been raised by the recent
Ofsted report Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and outreach services (2005). The report stated, “The
outreach services visited for this survey tended to depend in part on the expertise available at the time rather
than on a strategic review of the needs in any one area and how these needs might be met. This lack of
strategic planning was common and services available in any one area varied considerably. DiVerent groups
of pupils with similar needs received diVerent levels of support depending on where they lived which was
unacceptable.”

6.3.3 There are potential benefits and disadvantages of government plans to increase the delegation of
funding to schools. Access to specialist support in a delegated system can be challenging—and may
particularly aVect children with low incidence disabilities. Ofsted’s report Inclusion: the impact of LEA
support and outreach services found that “Support and outreach services promoted inclusion and improved
the life chances of many vulnerable people.” The report also stated, “The delegation of funding for support
services had a negative eVect on the provision for some pupils with SEN. It diminished the capacity of many
LEAs to monitor the progress of pupils with SEN and reduced the range and quantity of specialist staV
available to provide advice and support.”

6.3.4 The role of social services is also relevant in the eVectiveness of “mainstream” provision for disabled
pupils. The PrimeMinister’s Strategy Unit report Improving Life Chances of Disabled people (2005) found
that “One of the most significant barriers to enabling people to be full citizens is the culture of care and
dependency within health and social care structures. Associated with this “culture of care” is a failure to see
expenditure on independent living as a form of social and economic investment. Instead of meeting disabled
people’s additional requirements to enable them to improve their life chances, resources are used in ways
that maintain and create dependency.”

6.4 DiVerent models of provision

6.4.1 The DRC support eVorts to explore how resources can be re-deployed and eVectively delivered in
a way that promotes a better quality experience and outcomes for disabled children and that avoids the
negative impact of removing some disabled children from their community.

6.4.2 The DRC believe that many of the challenges faced by mainstream schools and by teachers in
eVectively including disabled children across the curriculum and school life are a consequence of a legacy
of disabled children being deliberately separated from their friends and classmates and educated outside of
the mainstream education system. This has meant that our education system has developed without
consideration to their inclusion.

6.4.3 “RemovingBarriers toAchievement” focussed on a number of potential areas for action to improve
the capacity of mainstream schools including:

— Proposals on staV training, both with regard to initial training and continuing professional
development.

— An increased emphasis on outcomes for disabled children and children with SEN.

— The need to develop a range of appropriate forms of support for pupils and for their teachers.

4 Pearson, C (2005) “SEN—a politically correct phrase to replace terms such as disabled? A study of the views of students entering
a secondary PGCE course” Support for Learning Vol 20 Number 1.
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— Seeing SEN and inclusion as integral to the School Development Plan.

6.4.4 Useful tools for achieving these aims are being developed, such as the (recently revised) Index for
Inclusion as well as theDfES resources on accessibility planning andmaking reasonable adjustments, which
are currently being developed. Another key theme within “Removing Barriers” is that of clusters or
communities of schools and breaking down barriers through new partnerships.

7. Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

7.1 Background

7.1.1 The above evidence shows why there are specific concerns about the current eVectiveness of
mainstream schools in working towards the full inclusion of disabled pupils. As a result, disabled children
can have a poor quality of experience where the mainstream school is not performing well enough. On this
basis, it would be premature andwasteful to abandon high quality resources where they exist in some special
schools, and in doing so deny access to such resources. In addition, to the credit of some special schools,
recent Ofsted annual reports have noted a gradual improvement in the quality of curriculum delivery and
teaching in special schools, though particular problems persist with setting challenging targets for
achievement.

7.1.2 However, there are equally a number of concerns about education provision in special schools and
the eVect this has. The DRC wants to see schools improve the quality of experience and outcomes for
disabled children and young people. To do this, certain shortfalls and problems in mainstream provision
need to be addressed. It is not suYcient to accept low quality outcomes frommainstream schools as the basis
for supporting special schools.

7.1.3 A recent longitudinal research by the Institute of Employment Studies has shown that children at
special schools are less likely to have achieved GCSEs or GNVQs than disabled children in mainstream
schools. The Audit Commission (2002) also reported that only 4% of SEN children in England in
mainstream schools were not entered for any GCSE or GNVQ examination, whilst the equivalent figure for
special schools was 61%.

7.1.4 Not all pupils in special schools will be able to gain formal qualifications. However, they can still
progress in their education and require equal weight to be given to their achievements, using P Scales and
similar measurements that can reflect progress and record it eVectively. This is particularly important in
respect of the shift in population acknowledged in both the PMSU Report and in the National Service
Framework and the importance of person centred planning.

7.1.5 The Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit report, Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People pointed
out that “There are particular concerns around labour market inactivity amongst disabled young people.
Disabled young people are considerably more likely than non-disabled people to be not in education,
employment or training (NEET), particularly from age 19 when many will first transfer out of special
school.” As noted above, disabled young people are already twice as likely to be in the NEET group aged
16 as non-disabled young people of the same age are.

7.1.6 Overarching statistics often fail to consider the specific context, and as with mainstream schools,
there is a wide variety of quality. The Ofsted report Special educational needs and disability: towards inclusive
schools noted that since 2001 there has been a 10% increase in the number of pupils placed at independent
special schools by LEAs5. At the same time, inspection reports have noted concern about the quality of
teaching in independent special schools, which are unsatisfactory in nearly one third of these schools, and
notes significant weaknesses in the curriculum in over one third.6

7.2 Human rights and “good relations”

7.2.1 The Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit report, Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People noted
that, “Many families with disabled children would like to access mainstream services—including early
education, play and childcare—with adequate support where needed. This not only benefits many disabled
children, enabling them to take part in activities in the same way as their non-disabled peers, but non-
disabled children also benefit from growing up in a diverse and inclusive environment.”.

7.2.2 Recent research by the charity Stonewall concerning the nature and causes of prejudice against
marginalised groups, including disabled people, confirmed the “contact theory” developed by Professor
Miles Hewstone and others in finding that: “overall…personal contact and familiarity with diVerence are

5 There are 6,224 pupils are boarders at maintained and non-maintained special schools and a further 2,766 board at approved
independent special schools. Removing Barriers to achievementDfES (2004). Over the last five years the proportion of pupils
with statements place in special schools (both maintained and non-maintained) has increased by almost one percentage point
(DfES National Statistics June 2005).

6 Ofsted Annual report 2001–02—Special Schools http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/publications/index.cfm?fuseaction
%pubs.summary&id%3151
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keys which unlock the shackles of prejudice. The research found that places of work and learning were the
best environments through which to generate relationships which helped overcome prejudice and
discrimination.”7

7.2.3 The international statement on the future of “special” education, the Salamanca Statement, set out
the international aspirations for “good relations”:

“Inclusive schooling is the most eVective means for building solidarity between children with
special needs and their peers. Assignment of children to special schools—or special classes or
sections within a school on a permanent basis—should be the exception, to be recommended only
in those infrequent cases where it is clearly demonstrated that education in regular classrooms is
incapable of meeting a child’s educational or social needs or when it is required for the welfare of
the child or that of other children.” (UN 1994)

7.2.4 In her recent pamphlet, Special Educational Needs: a new look, Mary Warnock has argued that
placement in a “mainstream” school might infringe a child’s right to personal development, and so could
be held in breach of their human rights. However, the European Court has made it clear that article 8 of
the Convention on Human Rights includes “the right to personal development and the right to establish
relationships with other human beings and the outside world”. As such, it could be said that placement in
a school which separates a child from “the outside world” is an infringement of article 8.

7.2.5 One of the many examples of where this is relevant is bullying. The prevalence of bullying and the
issue of class sizes have both been cited as justification for children being placed in special schools. However,
this not only fails to tackle the problem of bullying per se within a school, it also responds in an excessively
risk averse way. Non-disabled children experience bullying and can find large class sizes diYcult to thrive
in, but we do not advocate their removal from mainstream schools.

7.2.6 It is also important to remember that specific groups view separate schools as a more eVective route
to inclusion, and as a means of maintaining cultural and linguistic identity, such as within the Deaf
community.

7.2.7 There are a number of ways in which schools can seek to promote “good relations”. The DRC
launched a Citizenship and Disability resource pack in 2003, to actively engage students in thinking about
their role in creating an equal society for disabled people. The pack consisted of lesson plans, alongsideTalk,
the DRC’s award winning short film, designed to provide a resource for teachers to champion disability
equality in school. 5,000 copies of the Citizenship Pack are in schools throughout England and Scotland.

7.2.8 School Councils can also have a strong role in increasing accountability given to pupils in the
development and management of their schools. Some School Councils are particularly eVective in the
support they give to disabled pupils and the steps they have taken to improve access and inclusion. As such,
they could play an important role in helping schools meet their duties under DDA 2005 and contribute to
the development of Disability Equality Schemes.

7.2.9 The DRC view is that solutions to the challenges faced, are not to be found in the continued
segregation of disabled children and childrenwith SEN, but through inclusion and real school improvement.

8. Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

8.1 Background

8.1.1 There has beenmajor progress in providing disabled children and young people withmore equitable
educational opportunities and a steady improvement in educational outcomes, which show a faster annual
increase in achievement of GCSE grades A–C and equivalent over the last six years by disabled people than
non-disabled people. Similarly, education has played a central role in transforming the wider life chances
of disabled people. The DRC want an education system where high expectations of all disabled pupils
facilitate a rise in levels of attainment across the sector.

8.1.2 The DRC supports theGovernment’s strategy “Removing Barriers to Achievement” and the Every
Child Matters: change for children programme, which sets out to improve outcomes for all children and to
narrow the gap in outcomes. The DRC encourages the Government to implement in full and build upon
these strategies.

8.1.3 The Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit report, Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People noted
that, “The rhetoric ofmainstreaming needs to be followed up by specific action to include disabled children.”
There are already some good examples of where this is working. For example, introducing measures of
inclusion into the Ofsted inspection framework has begun to challenge the perverse incentives created by
exam league tables for schools to place the education of pupils with special educational needs at the
periphery of their core concerns.

7 Profiles into Prejudice, Stonewall (2004).
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8.1.4 Specific action will require a range of shortcomings in the existing system to be tackled in order to
ensure that standards are raised for disabled children. The DRCwould welcome further discussion with the
Committee on these actions. In addition to the successful implementation of existing legislation, the
Disability Equality Duty and the suggestions above, further areas for development are:

8.2 Accessible learning environments

8.2.1 There is currently a great deal of investment in schools, through Building Schools for the Future
and the development of “extended schools”. In addition, there is a lot of enthusiasm for breaking down the
barriers between schools to ensure that resources, expertise, provision and planning are eVectively shared,
such as “federations” or “families” of schools. All these developments have the potential to improve the
accessibility of schools for disabled children, whether in terms of sharing existing expertise or buildings, or
building new accessible and adaptable learning environments with a better provision of support. However,
they also bring with them a substantial risk if they do not consider disabled children in their development.

8.3 Curriculum

8.3.1 In their research for the DRC, Miller et al (2005) note that “disabled learners are required to
demonstrate how they can meet the assessment criteria of qualifications which have not been designed with
their needs and skills in mind”. QCA have highlighted the failure to tackle the issue in its research on
inclusion (2004), which noted with concern that “despite eVorts to ‘mainstream’ there was a perception that
SEN had fallen oV the agenda in all mainstream high-profile initiatives”.

8.3.2 The current curriculum and assessment procedures often create barriers to disabled children and
young people. It is unlikely that minor changes to post hoc inclusion policies or access arrangements will be
able to achieve the scale of change required. There is a need to take a fresh look at the purpose of curriculum
content and delivery and themethod by which these are assessed and the qualifications system that supports
it, based on a common set of principles to promote equality, maintain academic standards, be adaptable
enough to make reasonable adjustments and “personalise” learning in a way that is practically deliverable.

9. The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (“the Statementing Process”)

9.1 The DRC’s remit on this topic

9.1.1 The remit of the DRCdoes not extend to the provisions of the SEN framework; however, it is worth
highlighting that theDRCare aware of concerns about the quality and consistency of the systemof statutory
assessment and statements across LEAs.

9.2 Principles

9.2.1 SEN framework is a vitally important source of securing the specific resources and support that
disabled children require. Successful delivery of this SEN process framework should be measured in terms
of the participation and progress of children with SEN and disabled children in achieving more equal
outcomes. This is more than just measuring whether the system is “meeting needs”, it is about promoting
full participation and supporting children to reach their potential. There is a need to make schools more
demonstrably accountable for all pupils’ progress and for parents to feel more confident that their child will
be supported appropriately without recourse to formal procedures.

9.2.2 There are concerns that the provision of support under the SEN Framework does not fit well with
the reasonable adjustments duty of the DDA. For example, the process of defining support through the
production of a statement of special educational needs does not take into account the duty to make
reasonable adjustments. Thismeans that there are not always suYcient eVorts to remove barriers to promote
equal participation before the assessment for support requirements.

9.2.3 It is important that the statementing process is developed in combination with greater awareness
about the duty to make the reasonable adjustments. By focusing on removing barriers to participation, this
approach could result in greater participation of disabled children and reduce the demands on the
statementing process.

9.3 Coverage

9.3.1 The structure of the statutory assessment process does not suYciently cover non-educational
provision (eg equipment or therapy) or provision that does not fall within the scope of the SEN framework,
but is required by a young person who may be disabled but who is not identified as having SEN. As a result,
residential or other special education is sought because of a lack of non-educational provision, which may
be more readily available in a specialist setting.
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9.3.2 Currently, families whose children who do not have SEN may be forced down the statutory
assessment route in order to get a single piece of equipment. This results in a time consuming and
unnecessary formal assessment procedure may actually cost more than the specific equipment or other
reasonable adjustment required by the child. The National Service Framework points to a system of
Community Equipment Services and the role of Children’s Trusts in providing this support, provided either
through joint commissioning and pooling of budgets or through the NHS directly rather than through
schools.

10. The Role of Parents in Decisions about their Children’s Education

10.1.1 The Special Educational Needs and Disability Act (SENDA) 2001 created new rights for disabled
children and their parents. It changed the inclusion duty by requiring Local Education Authorities to place
all children whose parents wanted it in a mainstream school, unless it was incompatible with eYcient
education for other children.

10.1.2 The DRC supports the presumption contained within SENDA that a mainstream placement
should remain the preference for all children unless it is against the parents or child’s wishes or the eVective
education of other children. The decision to place a child in a special school should always be made in
this context.

10.1.3 However, the DRC feel that the expression of preference of educational setting made by a parent
of a disabled child needs to be a meaningful one. Parents of disabled children experience understandable
anxieties in expressing a preference and often find the language of SEN and disability in education
bewildering8. Meaningful choice requires the provision of eVective advice, guidance and advocacy to ensure
that the most appropriate decision can be made and a choice from a wide range of schools.

11. How Special Educational Needs are Defined

11.1.1 The systemof identifying Special EducationalNeeds should be limited to the process of identifying
barriers learning and defining the provision of support required to enable equal access to learning. In
keeping with the intent of theDisability Equality Duty, the overarching paradigm should be one of equality.
In meeting the needs of disabled learners, schools should primarily focus on removing barriers and making
systemic changes to ensure equality of opportunity in education.

12. Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and
Social Difficulties (EBSD)

12.1.1 The “social model” of disability is based on an understanding that functional limitations arising
from disabled people’s impairments do not inevitably restrict their ability to participate fully in society.
Rather than the limitations of an impairment, it is often environmental factors (such as the structure of a
building, or an organisation’s practices) which unnecessarily lead to these social restrictions. Therefore, it is
as important to considerwhich aspects of an organisation or body’s activities create diYculties for a disabled
person, as it is to understand the particular nature of an individual’s disability. Disabled children are a
diverse group, whowill have vastly diVerent educational experiencesmostly in relation to the quality of their
educational experiences and the opportunities available to them.

12.1.2 Following the “social model” above, categories of impairment/condition should not be used to
presume what provision is most appropriate, and such practice may in fact be discriminatory. Each child
should have an equal right to an individual assessment of their needs developed in partnership with the child
and their parents to consider how the barriers in the learning environment can be removed.

October 2005

8 Lewis, A et al (June 2005) Experiences of disabled students and their families: Phase 1, DRC.

Witnesses: Mr Steve Haines, Policy Manager for Education and Employment,Ms Cathy Casserley, Senior
Legislative Advisor andMs Phillippa Russell,Commissioner, Disability Rights Commission, gave evidence.

Q276 Chairman: Can I welcome Steve Haines, disabled people and pupils with SEN, and the
relationship between those. Could I ask—to startPhillippa Russell and Cathy Casserley to our
with Phillippa: you knowwhat the terms of referenceproceedings. It is very good of you to come and give
of this inquiry are, what do you think we should beus your time. This is a very important inquiry to us
trying to get out of this session with you?and we are trying to learn as much as we can about

an area that this Committee has been away from for Ms Russell: I hope we can use this session, which the
far too long. I want to divide the questioning into Disabilities Rights Commission warmly welcomes,
three sections and I want to start with looking at to explore some of the issues around the interface

between the SEN framework and the disabilitydefinitions and legislation on the whole notion of
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discrimination legislation, in particular the part of the group, but the definition of disability
extends to long-term health conditions, it extends toimplications of the forthcoming disability equality

duty. I thought it might be useful to say a very few autism and it extends to the whole breadth, really, of
special educational needs. However, specialintroductory words about the Disability Rights

Commission and our role, because we clearly have a educational needs defines itself even further than
disability. Just two cases to illustrate the diVerence:very specific role and duties. The DRC, just to

introduce ourselves, was created by the Disability a child who used a wheelchair in a fully accessible
school would not necessarily be defined as havingRights Commission Act of 1999, and Section 2 of

that Act sets out the following duties for the special educational needs. On the other hand, a child
perhaps with emotional and behavioural diYcultiesCommission—just to define our key roles. Firstly,

and most importantly, to work towards the who did not meet the definition of disability under
the DDA would have special educational needs andelimination of discrimination against disabled

people and, secondly, to promote the equalisation of not necessarily be considered disabled. There is also
a diVerent approach in the two definitions as well.opportunities for disabled people. I think we are all

aware that currently disabled people, including Obviously, one—special educational needs—refers
specifically to the education environment whereas, Ichildren and young people, frequently miss out on

the life chances which are available to their non- think, disabled children and, perhaps, the social
model definition which we tend to use, which is notdisabled peers. Thirdly, to take such steps as are

considered appropriate with a view to encouraging necessarily reflected in the DDA, is one that
identifies the environment as having disablinggood practice in the treatment of disabled people. So

we are very much about working with disabled factors within it that can be removed. So there is a
diVerence in the approach: one, special educationalpeople, with services structures, in order tomaximise

participation and equality of opportunity. Fourthly, needs, is to put in the equipment and support which
will perhaps help children over barriers, and thewe have a statutory duty to keep under review the

workings of the Disability Discrimination Act 195 definition of disabled, which is about removing
those barriers. Those two things need to be seen inand, also, to produce statutory codes of practice on

request from government. Clearly, this Select co-existence when we look at the breadth of how we
are going to approach supporting disabled childrenCommittee’s brief is of particular interest to us

because nothing probably enhances the life chances in school.
of disabled people more than access to and support
in appropriate education. So we very much look Q279 Mrs Dorries: Do you think there are local
forward to the discussion. I do not know if you authorities who are blurring the boundaries then? It
would like me to introduce my colleagues? seems to me that they, also, are not making

definitions between the two.
MrHaines:One of the things that we know, and theQ277 Chairman: If you would.

Ms Russell: I think the best way is if I turn to each DDA is a relatively new legislation (it is worth
remembering the Act only came in in 2001) is thatof themand ask them just to say aword or two about

themselves. Perhaps I should have said about awareness across the board of what the definition of
disabled children means and how authorities andmyself, I am a Disability Rights Commissioner, I

was Director of the Council for Disabled Children, schools should be dealing with disabled children—
the whole concept of making reasonableI am now the Disability Policy Advisor to the

National Children’s Bureau, and I am the parent of adjustments—is something there is very little
awareness of. The Ofsted report of last year showeda disabled son.

Mr Haines: My name is Steve Haines. I am the a lot of that and showed that accessibility planning
had not really taken place in over half of the schools.Policy Manager for Education and Employment at

the Disability Rights Commission. So it just shows there is a low level of awareness.
Perhaps there is a distinction we need to makeMs Casserley:My name is Cathy Casserley. I am a

Senior Legislation Advisor at the Disability Rights between the actions that local authorities are taking
and, perhaps, those that they are not taking becauseCommission.
the awareness of the definition is quite low.

Q278 Mrs Dorries: Pro-inclusionists tend to be
mainly those who are fighting on behalf of disabled Q280 Mrs Dorries: Do you think the SENDA 2001

Act has made the situation worse for children withgroups. Do you think that there is a blurred
definition between children with special educational special educational needs, and the children with

EBD? Do you think it has made life, for thoseneeds, adults in terms of Asperger’s, other autism
and other disabled groups, and physically disabled children, worse or better?

Mr Haines: I think it has definitely made life better.children? It does seem to be that those who are
fighting on behalf of inclusion tend to be the parents One case that the DRC supported was a child who

had been reprimanded by their school, anand support groups of physically disabled children,
and the other children, the SEN children, seem to be independent school, on a number of occasions. The

educational psychologist was brought in and definedswept up along with that.
Mr Haines: There is a fundamentally diVerent the child as having autism. When the educational

psychologist wrote to the school and said: “Thisdefinition relating to disability and special
educational needs in the legislation. When you say child is autistic and you need to make the reasonable

adjustments that this child requires in order to stop“physically disabled” that is obviously very much
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this exclusion of the child from the school”, the groups of disabled people. However, I think that we
head teacher immediately excluded the child always need pressure groups, if you like, to challenge
permanently. the system and look to the future. I do not think that

the inclusion debate has been detrimental, with
regard to the campaigning you refer to, to theQ281 Mrs Dorries: You are citing one case but 27%
education of childrenwith special educational needs.of autistic children every day are excluded from
I think part of the challenge of inclusion is that weschool because of their autism, and one case is not
do realise the need for a properly trained workforce,enough to justify the statement that the SENDAAct
for building capacity in schools, for high-qualityis better.
support services and for a greater willingness toMrHaines:Therewas a specific casewhere theDDA
value the diverse abilities of children within thewas used to combat the discrimination that that
school system. I think we are on the road workingchild experienced in that school. I think, as we get a
towards inclusion, but the balance of individualgreater understanding of the legislation, as we have
needs with the broader interests of children in amore test cases, then that situation will improve.
particular group will always be challenging.

Q282 Mrs Dorries: The problem is that a lot of
parents cannot get to the point of testing because Q284 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask Cathy about the
they do not have the financial means. Do you think relationship between the DDA and the SEN
that there is a blurred boundary of definition framework? Do you think there is a complementary
between physically disabled children and those relationship or are there contradictions and
with SEN? anomalies between the two sets of legal approaches?
Ms Russell: I think there can be blurred boundaries, Ms Casserley: The intention, certainly when the
and if a child is appropriately assessed and his or her disability discrimination provisions were brought in,individual educational needs identified and met was that they would be complementary, and thatappropriately then it is not so much blurring as

was specifically why it was that the Disability Rightsrecognising what additional support that child
Taskforce recommended that education be coveredmight need. I think that there is great confusion,
by the Disability Discrimination Act because it wasoften, in the public about who is disabled, and who
not originally, and the Taskforce recommended thatis not, which is not always helpful, but a key
auxiliary aids and services and physical featuresobjective of the Disability Rights Commission is
should not be covered by the anti-discriminationthat we can move to a society where everybody—
provisions and that, instead, what they should focusdisabled people—can participate fully as active
on is blatant prejudice, for example when someonecitizens. I think that sometimes we can become
is excluded because of their disability, and, also, theobsessed with definitions rather than looking at the
way in which teaching is organised—so things thatneeds of individual children and, very importantly,
would not necessarily have resource implications. Iabout how we build the capacity of schools to
think there are twomain issues around that and howmanage diversity. You were asking the question
it is worked. Firstly, there is a lot of confusion aboutabout whether the SEN Disability Act had made a
definitions, and I think the blurring in particulardiVerence. I think it has made a real diVerence and
happens when people are trying to bring cases.Whatmany schools and other education services,
happens often is that schools or education(including early years services), are beginning to
authorities will say: “We do not accept that thisplan strategically and develop capacity, which is
person is disabled under the Act” because they areabsolutely crucial. We have a long way to go but it
actually thinking of the special educational needsseemed to me to be an important marker inasmuch
framework, rather than the DDA. I think that is oneas it formally recognised the needs of disabled
aspect in which it jars, somewhat. The second issuechildren in education and the need to plan
is that there do appear to be cases where pupils havestrategically.
particular needs which might not be classified asChairman: I do not wish to seem obsessive about this
educational needs. So, for example, a pupil has abut could witnesses and my team speak through
medical need—they may need to have injections, forthe Chair.
example, in the day and may need assistance with
that—and that is not necessarily the sort of thingQ283 Mrs Dorries: A thousand apologies. It seems
that would be picked up in relation to the specialto me that a large number of physically disabled
educational needs system. Certainly there mightsupport groups have campaigned very eVectively on
be scope for doing that but the approach to thebehalf of physically disabled children but,
way in which educational provision is providedunfortunately, they have taken the legislation and
is quite patchy geographically. The Disabilitythe whole issue of inclusion way past the level where
Discrimination Act, strictly speaking, should not beit supports children with special educational needs
picking that up because it is excluded, but the issueand is having a detrimental eVect on those children.
is then who does pick that up? So we do think thereWe can quote you lots of figures and statistics to
might be gaps and this is an area that we are lookingback that up. Do you not agree that is the case?
at, at the moment, particularly in light of theMs Russell: I think that is a very challenging
forthcoming Single Equality Act, and one of thequestion. I think there is no doubt that there are
things we are looking at is whether or not the DDAdiVerent views about the possibility of inclusion now

for all children amongst diVerent organisations or actually is fit for purpose in that sense. We do think
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there are some issues there about what it is that is pieces together of a disability rights legal
framework. There is no equivalent to the DDA butexcluded and whether or not the two working

together are meeting all the needs of disabled pupils. there are some human rights legal possibilities within
the context of their provision. I think this challenge
lies in, say, putting together the SEN or educationQ285 Mr Chaytor: Do you think the fact that they
piece of the jigsaw, the human rights or disabilityhave got diVerent theoretical backgrounds is part of
discrimination piece of the jigsaw but, also, as in thisthe problem? Would it be better if there was a
country, acknowledging that disabled children oftencommon philosophy which underpinned the
have needs in other areas. Therefore, you may belegislation?
endeavouring within the statutory assessmentMs Casserley: I think that there is a diYculty.
process to put together an assessment under theCertainly one of the reasons, I think, for low
framework for the assessment of children in need,awareness of the Disability Discrimination Act in
because there may be social care issues—youmay beschools is that they are coming from two diVerent
looking at the health needs of the children—and Iangles. One is about a needs-based approach, the
think it will be interesting to see whether the furtherother is about a rights-based, equality approach. I
roll-out of Every Child Matters and the workingthink there are many diVerent definitions, for
towards a common assessment framework can helpexample, of disability in a wide variety of contexts,
us bring these diVerent pieces together to give us anand when you are dealing with a system that is
integrated assessment system which leads to joinedmeeting particular needs which are resource
up working and avoids the current dislocation ofintensive you do not necessarily have the same
crucial provision, like support for medical needs,definition as you do for an anti-discrimination
which Cathy has already referred to, and which canprovision which is about tackling prejudice, and
thereby interfere with both the SEN needs of thethose sorts of barriers. So I do not necessarily think,
child and also, of course, appropriate provision forand this is something we have not reached a
including the child with a disability within the fullconclusion on and my colleagues may have
life of the school.something to say on this, we need a completely

common framework but what we do need is for the
two frameworks that exist to work properly together Q288 Chairman: Can I ask Phillippa, where do you
and meet all the needs of disabled pupils. look for the right expertise for this overview in terms

of the needs of a child with disability and special
educational needs? I am looking at the evidence onQ286 Mr Chaytor: In respect of the review that the
this and I am puzzled by what sort of superhumanCommission is doing at the moment about the
person it is that can pull all this together. It is quiteanomalies that have been highlighted, what is your
a diYcult area, is it not?thinking on that? Are there specific examples of
Ms Russell: It is a very diYcult area, which is why Iissues that could be handled better or where the
think there are often so many problems withrelationship between the two forms of legislation
statutory assessment and a statement. A statutorycould be better integrated?
assessment process genuinely intends, orMsCasserley:One of the things we are looking at, at
endeavours, to provide an accurate picture of thethe moment, in particular, are the gaps. So where,
child and any additional support needs that he or shefor example, the parent of a disabled child has not
has. However, I think part of the challenge isbeen able to get the assistance their child needs
actually drawing together all the information thatthrough the statementing process or through special
will exist about children. I would say, with myeducational needs provision, whether or not there
disabled son, that I probably now have 65 box fileswould be a case for extending the Disability
(he is now an adult) of assessments and reports, butDiscrimination Act provisions slightly to cover that
very often the information has not been presented inis an issue we are looking at at the moment, and
a way which was relevant to his educationalthose gaps, particularly around medical needs. That
progress. I think that is an on-going challenge for us.does seem to be a prime example of that. I think
I hope that the development ofChildren’s Trustswillthere are also issues in relation to independent
make it easier to get relevant information on theschools and the way in which provision is made in
integration of health, education and social care forthose.
many of these children, but I think at the moment
assessment can still often be too bureaucratic.Q287 Mr Chaytor: Finally, in terms of how other

countries handle this, are there particularly good
models from other countries that have managed to Q289 Chairman: You think the new arrangements

coming in might actually cut through that? What weget the system working better than we have that any
of you are aware of? constantly hear is that there are well-intentioned and

quite expert people out there but there is anMs Russell: I cannot answer in great detail but I am
currently doing a piece of work for the European enormous amount of bureaucracy in the process.

Ms Russell: Yes, and I think there are, perhaps,Union which is a comparative study of services for
disabled children in six member nations. I could some interesting models we might look at: for

example, particularly with younger disabledcertainly give you detailed information in future but
I cannot at the moment. However, I think that many children, the emergence of the key worker,

somebody who can help bring together all theof the challenges facing us are also facing them.
Perhaps the biggest challenge is putting the jigsaw relevant information on the child and actively
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engage the parent or child, as appropriate, and which good schools would be doing largely already
within their accessibility planning and otherhopefully thereby provide relevant information in

an education setting. If a child is to develop in planning duties. Secondly, it is a reasonable and
proportionate duty because the school will starteducation and flourish and become an active citizen,

which is our ambition, then the relevant professional from where it is; it will take advice and it will set,
hopefully, ambitious but definitely achievableadvice needs to be presented in a way which schools

and others can use. targets in a staged way. Fourthly, and most
importantly, we are not going to improve access and
inclusion unless we adopt a strategic approachQ290 Chairman: Do you think there is a danger—I
across schools rather than always focusing on theknow from when I was much more active in the
individual child and whether he can be slotted intodisability area as a Shadow Minister—in the view
the jigsaw picture. So I think it will actually be a dutythat a lot of teachers have, certainly, in the child
which will help schools and I believe that if that dutypopulation, which is a stereotype of what a person
is delivered well it will not only benefit disabledwith disability looks like? I certainly know, in those
pupils and those who are working with them, it willdays, long before your legislation and your personal
actually benefit the whole community because oneorganisation existed, that people always thought of
will be working towards a more inclusive school andpeople in wheelchairs rather than a range of
getting the active participation of all concerned.disabilities. What percentage of people now are
Might I look, with your permission, Chairman, towheelchair users? I remember a statistic from
Cathy?sometime ago, but what is it now, roughly?
Ms Casserley: I would really just echo whatMs Russell: I am not sure what the current statistic
Phillippa said. There is the duty itself contained inis with regard to children and young people but I
theAct which is obviously about promoting equalitythink it is very small. Many disabled children will
of opportunity, and, clearly, that is what schoolshave a mobility problem but, of course (and this is
should be doing anyway so it should fit into whatwhere I think you make a very valid point about
they are doing. The duty to produce the disabilitystereotypical views of disabled children, young
equality scheme, very clearly, is tied up with thepeople—people—and about what they can or
planning duties and, as Phillippa said, those schoolscannot do), there is huge diversity ability as well as
which are already taking those responsibilitiesdisability. This is where I hoped, and still hope, that
seriously should have relatively little diYculty inthe SEN Disability Act will make a diVerence
producing a scheme and in making sure they set outbecause the accessibility planning duties, of course,
what their actions are. Finally, the way in which therequire attention not only to the physical
requirements of the disability equality scheme haveenvironment, which, once right, is right for at least
been set out means that they are quite flexible; theyone generation, but, also, access to the curriculum,
are not actually that prescriptive. You have to lookand to information. Stereotypes, particularly
at what steps you are going to take to promotearound risk, can cause enormous problems.
equality of opportunity, you have to set out whatDisabled children are all too often excluded from a
steps you are going to take to gather evidence, forrange of activities in the life of schools and other
example, on the educational opportunities ofservices because of presumptions about risk rather
disabled children, and that is something obviouslythan a careful assessment of their abilities and what
which schools would want to be doing anyway, butthey need to actively participate. We are a very risk-
it does not prescribe exactly the way in which theyaverse society, so this is part of a bigger problem.
have to do that. Certainly we think that theChairman: We have looked at that very closely in a
responsibilities of schools and what they have to doreport on out-of-school education and the
already was taken into account when these dutiesimportance of disabled children being able to have
were actually framed.access to that. Thank you very much for that. Let us

move on.
Q292 Stephen Williams: If I can stick with Cathy,
Chairman, as she is a barrister and has a textbookQ291 Stephen Williams: I want to ask some
with her as well! LAs had to have accessibility plansquestions about the legal duties placed on schools
in place by April 2003 but when Ofsted had a look atand LEAs, firstly by the Disability Discrimination
this towards the end of 2004 they found fewer thanAct, which places a duty on all public authorities to
half the schools had such plans in place.Why is therepromote accessibility for equality for disabled
not more pressure on schools to fulfil their legalpeople. It has a disability equality duty within that
duties?Act. Perhaps I could start with Commissioner Mrs
Ms Casserley: I will say something and then I willRussell. Do you think that is a realistic proposal for
probably turn to my colleague, Steve, also, toschools, in particular?
comment on this because I know he has had a lot ofMs Russell: I think it is absolutely realistic. I know
involvement. I think one of the issues generallythere were some initial concerns and I would, with
about the Disability Discrimination Act provisionsyour permission, like to turn to my colleague Cathy
is that there is a low awareness of them and a lowafter I have responded. There was some initial
awareness of what they require and what schoolsconcern that this would be a burdensome duty but I
have to do under them. There is also no real way ofdo not see it in any way as burdensome. Firstly, the
enforcing that planning duty. Again, one of thedisability equality duty and the requirement to

develop disability equality schemes is something advantages of the disability equality duty is that it
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ties in with the accessibility plans, it covers a lot of Q297 Chairman: Can we push you on that? As I
understand it from the legislation, and indeed thethe same ground but there is actually a process for
proposals in the White Paper, local government willchallenging a school in those circumstances if it does
not lose their existing remit over specialnot actually fulfil its duties. So, again, I think the
educational needs.disability equality duty should make a significant
Mr Haines: That is something that we will have todiVerence.
see how it pans out in practice.

Q293 Stephen Williams: Did you say there was no Q298 Chairman:There is nothing in theWhite Paper
way of enforcing this duty? that takes away the present local government role in
Ms Casserley: Certainly not by an individual, no. special educational needs. That is a fact; it is not

what we should expect, surely? There is no plan to
change that relationship.
MrHaines: I think what concernsme is being shownQ294 Stephen Williams: Is that because the
with academies at the moment and how thatlegislation is flawed, or—
distance, by having the funding agreement by theMs Casserley: The actual process behind the
Secretary of State, seems to perhaps undermine theaccessibility plans, if they are properly carried
legislation and how it would work in practice. Wethrough, is a very good way of ensuring accessibility.
have certainly seen it, in the admission of children toThe problem, I think, with it is that there has not
academies where they are named in the statement,been any enforcement of it. Obviously, that is not
starting to cause some problems.just an issue for individuals taking cases but that is
Chairman: We are going to come to academies in aalso an issue for inspectorates in how they deal with
moment. As we understand it, trust schools will havethat and the recommendations they make on the
the same powers as foundation schools, which areback of that. So certainly, I think, the way in which
several hundred, as you know. They have the samethey are enforced or are not enforced has been a
responsibilities. We are going to come to academiesproblem.
in a moment, so hold back on academies.

Q299 Stephen Williams:While we are on awareness,Q295 Stephen Williams: So to encourage
and I will stick with Mr Haines, do you think theenforcement, are you saying, someone would need
Department itself is viewing this problem withto go through the courts to set some legal precedent?
enough urgency and has given enough advice downMs Casserley: There is not a mechanism, other than
to the LAs in then asking them to pass it on totaking a judicial view, for enforcing that aspect of
schools?the duty, and it was never intended to be enforced by
Mr Haines: The roll-out of Removing Barriers toany individual; it was merely intended as a duty
Achievement is something that is going ahead andweupon the school which it should comply with in
fully support that. The accessibility planningrespect of what it does.
guidance that I just mentioned goes alongsideMrHaines: I would echo very much what Cathy has reasonable adjustment guidance as well, and we are

just said there. The other aspect to do with this, I very much welcoming those going into schools. The
think, is again about awareness within schools. We Teacher Development Agency is certainly bringing
have been working with the DfES to produce in extra training for initial teacher training around
accessibility planning guidance and hopefully that working with children with special educational
will show schools and LAs the best way to approach needs. We would like to see a bit more disability
these duties. That is another important aspect of it— equality training in there as well, but that that
the inter-relationship with LAs. I think we are continues is a very positive step. On your point
concerned about the increasing autonomy of schools about whether there should bemore onus on schools
to lose that linkwith the LAs and how they canwork to put these duties in place, I think that will really
together to make schools accessible over time. The show with the support for the disability equality
other issue here is, obviously, to do with building duty which will be central to cohering together a lot
schools for the future and making sure that that new of these duties and giving schools an action plan for
stock of schools is built accessibly in a way that does how they can address a lot of these problems
include disabled children. together. So that is where the importance should lie.

Q300 Stephen Williams: If I can go back to some of
Q296 Stephen Williams: You said you were worried the legal duties and, perhaps, Mrs Russell or Ms
about LAs and schools having a weaker link which Casserley will want to pick this up, is the
might undermine— requirement on schools to remove the causes of
MrHaines: I think there is a concern about how that potential discrimination perhaps a step too far for
link might aVect more strategic planning of how schools, and how will they define what potential
schools and LAs work together to improve discrimination is?
inclusion. Ms Russell: I think there will need to be, obviously,
Stephen Williams: Chairman, it might be an clarification about what areas of potential
interesting point for our other investigation on at discrimination might be relevant to a particular

school situation, but I think a core duty within thethe moment.
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accessibility planning arrangements is anticipating needs, and that these are the very systems that
should support this, whereas they seem to havewhat those barriers, what the areas of potential

discrimination, might be and we are not only missed the opportunity to focus there and, instead,
almost watered down that duty in relation to thoselooking at physical access—important as it is—we

need to look at the whole life of the school. The children.
Government’s Extended Schools Programme and
the forthcoming promises and delivery of Youth Q303 Mrs Dorries: So your statement that the focus
Matters are absolutely crucial to disabled young of academies is on special educational needs—the
people because they really do extend opportunities fact they have that—is that your opinion or is that
for participating in sport, drama, and homework based on some kind of evidence?
clubs—the life of the school. Of course, those new Mr Haines: I know that this will be focused on later
services are not covered by the SEN framework, so by some of the witnesses who have a legal
schools, for example, will need to consider how they understanding of the situation, but what seems to be
will actively include and promote equality of coming through what I am hearing through various
opportunity for disabled pupils. However, we are networks that we are in contact with is that there is
talking about accessibility planning duties and we that lack of onus on children with special
will be talking about disability equality schemes educational needs. I would have to find more
which, as Cathy said, are anticipatory, are flexible evidence for you on that.
and reasonable. I hope that schools really will work
with all relevant partners. There is some very Q304 Chairman: Would Cathy Casserley like to
encouragingwork out now about the use of inclusive come in on that? The word “legal” was mentioned,
school councils in mainstream and special schools so I thought perhaps you wanted to say something.
engaging disabled pupils in actually identifying what Ms Casserley: The word “legal” was mentioned but
they see as potential barriers, where they see lack of my legal experience does not stretch to academies.
opportunity. So I think we are on a learning curve Chairman: You are the sort of witness we like, those
and, as Steve said, the DfES, the Disability Rights who say they do not have an answer!
Commission and the Council for Disabled Children
have been working on the accessibility planning and

Q305 Mr Chaytor:Can I ask a follow-up question toreasonable adjustment projects, and I think nothing
Steve about that? In your experience, can you makeactually encourages success like good, working
any generalisations about the way in which diVerentexamples of schools which have embraced the
categories of school respond to the needs of childrenaccessibility planning duties, the equality of
with SEN?opportunity duty and find that it benefits all pupils.
MrHaines: It is a verymixed picture out there, and I
think the Ofsted report from last year really showed

Q301 Chairman: Can I apologise to you, Steve that. What is important is not necessarily the
Haines? I realised I have a question at the back ofmy category of school but the approach of the school,
mind which I have for the next set of witnesses on and the schools that are best at inclusion are ones
academies. Do you want to articulate a little more that have a very inclusive ethos, and who consider
your concerns about academies in relation to special the outcomes and achievements of all children,
educational needs as opposed to disability? whether disabled children or non-disabled children,
MrHaines: I think, really, the focus on academies is as of paramount importance. So it is really the
on tackling the outcomes for certain children who approach that is important rather than the
face disadvantage. That children with special categories.
educational needs are at the centre of the focus of Chairman: Let us move on to an outcome focussed
academies, I feel, is really important. What we system of provision, and JeV Ennis is going to lead
should be looking at is not just meeting needs but, on this.
rather, looking at the kind of structures we have to
see how they can promote equality of outcome. My Q306 JeV Ennis:Thank you, Chairman. I would like
concerns are really focused on where funding to ask the witnesses, first of all, how can we better
agreements mean that academies are not as achieve an education system with high expectations
responsible to that legislation as perhaps they might for all disabled pupils?
be. I am sure your witnesses later will be able to give Ms Russell: I, personally, and I know many others,
you more detail on that. have warmly welcomed an outcome focussed

approach to education and, indeed, to all children’s
services. I would define that approach as ensuringQ302 Mrs Dorries: I wonder if you can just clarify

that point again. We have heard evidence in this that all pupils gain not only the necessary academic
qualifications (or maximise the academicCommittee that, in fact, academies have no

obligation to take children with special educational opportunities if they are not able to get academic
qualifications) but, also, gain life skills which willneeds and there is no statutory duty for them to be

named in a statement. In that case, how can the focus enable them to have a fulfilled adult life. Within
Every Child Matters we have the five key outcomesof academies be on children with special educational

needs if they have no obligation? for all children, and the Prime Minister’s Strategy
Unit report on improving the life chances of disabledMr Haines: I think that is exactly my concern, yes.

The focus really should be on promoting equality of people very clearly set out concerns about the
numbers of young disabled people who comeopportunity for children with special educational
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through the system and do not necessarily have the campus basis, is doing some very exciting work with
young people who are in mainstream schools andskills and abilities that will enable them to go into the

world of work. I think an outcome focussed enabling the staV there to develop the specific skills
to ensure that they actually do well. Every Childapproach is a holistic approach; it is ensuring that all

pupils are engaged to the maximum level of their Matters is a challenging agenda but we must be
absolutely sure that young disabled have brightability within the life of the school. However, if I

might just refer to my own son’s personal futures, and futures, and I know because the
transition information network is supported by theexperience, his ability, notwithstanding significant

disabilities, to have his own home and be part of the Council for Disabled Children that young disabled
people with whom we consult are particularlylocal community depended not only on having

access to a good education in the traditional sense of anxious about what comes next, and many with
good school experiences, be itmainstreamor special,the word (he has severe learning diYculties) but in

the acquisition of good communication skills and are worried they might not get the support and
training in order to be ambitious, to make choicesthe understanding of personal safety, the ability to

work in a team with others, and the ability to travel about their life after school and to actually go on and
achieve. One challenge here, of course, is that manyto a limited extent independently. I think we do need

to make sure that we include disabled young people young disabled people have missed significant
amounts of schooling because of hospital treatmentin all the initiatives which are around at themoment.

If I might quote a couple of statistics which give us etc, and we do need to be absolutely sure that the
lifelong learning journey is open to them and thata warning about the importance of this, last year, the

2004 DfES Youth Cohort noted that disabled 16- their education and training opportunities are not
cut short prematurely.year olds are twice as likely as their non-disabled

peers to be in neither education or training or in
employment, and that really is not satisfactory. Nor Q308 JeV Ennis:We have focussed, to some extent,
is it satisfactory at the moment that 21% of disabled on the Every Child Matters agenda that the
people 16–24 have no qualifications compared to 9% Government is working to. The other major SEN
of non-disabled people. In this context I would like document, of course, within mainstream schools is
to make a strong plea for the recommendation that Removing Barriers to Achievement. Are these two
disability is not a disqualifier for success in adult life, strategies fully complementary with each other or is
and I am including within my definition of disability there anything missing between the two strategies?
people with learning disabilities, be it mental health MsRussell: I think the strategies are complementary
problems or a range of impairments which might and I think they are right. IfEveryChildMatters and
seem very challenging. Nonetheless, these are people Removing Barriers to Achievement can be delivered
with talents andwe need to be absolutely certain that in the spirit in which they were developed, and that
we are looking at those long-term outcomes, and has to be over a period of time, they will work well.
access to further education training and higher However, I think we need to be vigilant at every
education is important. It is the Every Child Matters stage to make absolutely certain that disabled
agenda, and I hope it will apply equally to disabled children and young people are fully included at every
children and young people. stage and within every initiative. There is no doubt

that if Removing Barriers to Achievement is to
succeed then we need the multi-agency approach,Q307 JeV Ennis: Just a follow-up to what Phillippa
the collocation of services and the better joining uphas just said, obviously within the mainstream
of health and social care, etc, in order to supportschool settings etc, or within special schools, the
progress in education. It is a challenging agenda butyoung people with disabilities are protected from the
I think we are on the right path.outside world to some extent. When they reach

adulthood—and it is following on the point you
were making about the doubling of the number of Q309 JeV Ennis: What sort of timeframe do you
young adults with disability who are not in training think we are on in terms of delivering that joined up
or employment, or whatever—will the Every Child approach, shall we say, that you would be satisfied
Matters agenda really impact on this, what I call, with as a Commissioner for the DRC?
transition phase from the protective environment of Ms Russell: I would like to ask my colleagues, and I
the school into the adult world? suppose all of us would like to say “tomorrow” but
Ms Russell: I hope that it will. There are big saying “tomorrow” would be unrealistic. I am well
challenges around transition. I think the transition aware, having been around in this field for a number
arrangements 14–19 are probably one of the most of years, that progress has to be sustainable; that we
important, but also probably the most variable have to be absolutely clear that all partners
forms of provision that young disabled people, or understand their responsibilities but, also, know
indeed any young people, go through. In some areas, that they can act inmore creative and dynamic ways.
the Audit Commission has noted, we have a Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People, the
postcode lottery; Connexions is working well and Prime Minister’s 2005 Strategy Unit Report, hoped
there are a number of initiatives. There are some that the ambition set out in that report would be
interesting partnerships around between special and achieved by 2025; I hope that we could achieve
mainstream schools. For example, Beaumont Hill earlier. I think one of our challenges will be
Technology College, which is a generic special maintaining the momentum. For example,

achieving real inclusion across the education systemschool up in Darlington and which operates on a
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is a process and we have to learn from experience. So it right? That is the big question. Are we getting it
right? We started oV with the big question, so let usmymain concern is that any new programme has the

timeframe and the support within that timeframe for come back to it. If we are not getting it quite right
what new initiatives do we need?delivering and evaluating progress, recognising that

new challenges will come along the way. One point I Ms Russell: Just giving a personal point of view, if I
would want to make is that the pattern of childhood may, firstly, I think, as we said earlier, we are looking
disability is changing; we are seeing more young at a jigsaw of provision, in particular the SEN
people with very complex disabilities. The National Framework and the disability duties, but there are
Service Framework is important in oVering direction other assessment processes and services that may
as to howwemight address those needs, but we need need to fit into that picture. I think we need to
to be absolutely sure that they are not excluded and improve the sharpness and the relevance of our
that they do get education and support appropriate assessment processes so that we understand which
to their needs. frameworkwe are usingwhen. Secondly, I think that

greater awareness of the accessibility planning duties
and the forthcoming Disability Equality Duty willQ310 Chairman: There is a view that the way to
make, hopefully, the inter-relatedness of the tworeally energise the system, if you want to take any
much clearer to schools. Thirdly, I think that weparticular category of student and get something
have a real issue in a more complex educationdone about their situation in giving them the fullest
system, and I would include the Early Yearseducational provision you can, is to make it
provision there as well because we have, of course,particularly rewarding for schools to take them; in
major developments now in terms of childrenother words, a premium following a particular
centres, the Childcare Bill plus, of course,student. What do you think of the view? Is there
Government promises on Early Years educationenough of a premium? If a child with special
where proper inclusion and accessibility will beeducational needs or a child with a disability goes
crucial. I think we need to take a strategic view andinto a school, is there a suYcient premium to make
a regular review of how the system is actuallythat child, in a sense, attractive to the school, both to
working. If we use the strategy set out in Removingaccept in the first instance but, also, to provide a full
Barriers to Achievement we do have a means bylevel of facility?
which we can measure progress, but I think theMsRussell: I think you are making a very important
Disability Rights Commission has an important rolepoint. I think that there has been an encouraging
here as well, to assist the Government indevelopment over the last few years in celebrations
understanding how the disability duties interrelateof schools and pupils that are doing well, but we
with other duties in protecting and promoting theneed to do more. I am aware that many mainstream
overall human rights of disabled pupils.schools are worried about the league tables, they are

worried about how they demonstrate success and
celebrate progress—and all children do make Q313 Chairman: The theme today in all our
progress in a good school. I would like the reward, discussions and our questioning has been about
the recognition of achievement, to be much more inclusion. We started this inquiry partly because we
widespread. I know that good schools’ value of have been away from special education for too long
progress in their pupils may not necessarily be in but also because of the very famous speech and
achieving formal academic accreditation, although I pamphlet by Baroness Warnock. What do you
hasten to say that the Disability Rights Commission believe in terms of this view that Baroness Warnock
is worried that many disabled pupils who could put to us when she gave evidence, that perhaps we
achieve, for a variety of reasons, do not get the have gone too far on the inclusion side; that a good
examination results one would have expected, but I provision of special schools is very important and
think the premium, as you call it, or the celebration very appropriate for a lot of student; that perhaps
is very, very important. I certainly hope that we will some people are pushed into mainstream because of
see more rewards, if you like, incentives, to schools the inclusion doctrine rather than getting really the
to think accessibility and inclusion. right kind of education theywant in a special school?

Ms Russell: I do not think the inclusion agenda has
Q311 Chairman: Do Steve Haines or Cathy gone too far. I think a lot of people would say it has
Casserley want to come in on that? not gone far enough, inasmuch as we are still
Mr Haines: I would echo very much what Phillippa learning how we can include all disabled pupils
said. I would also add that, perhaps, rather than an eVectively in mainstream provision. Whilst we are
extra premium that has to be added, the mainstream on that learning curve, special schools or specialist
policy should encourage schools to give the best to provisionwill obviously have a place, but I think one
disabled children and children with SEN that attend can already see some encouraging evidence of co-
that school. location and strong partnerships between special
Ms Casserley: I do not have anything to add; I and mainstream provision. We have to build
would just echo what Phillippa and Steve have said. capacity in the workforce. Parents pick special

schools because they do not in general have
confidence that the mainstream schools will deliverQ312 Chairman:Can I then just shift the discussion,
the specialist additional support their children need.for a moment, because I realise what a valuable
We are working towards, I hope, an inclusive andgroup of witnesses we have with us. In terms of this

balance between SEN and disability, are we getting accessible society and that must include education,
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but I personally would not want to backtrack on Ms Casserley: I think I have the same view as Steve,
that she identified a number of issues, but the keyinclusion; rather I would say that we need to learn,
thing is to make sure that disabled pupils have theboth from the UK experience and from
same opportunities as other pupils. That is not beinginternational experience, how we can include more
done at the moment and it needs to be.children to recognise that good inclusive schools are

actually good for everybody. If you include a
disabled pupil well, then other pupils will benefit. Q317 Chairman: Coming from certainly the two of
Thirdly, some children do have very complex needs you—and I am coming back to PhillippaRussell in a
and special provision will be absolutely crucial to moment—there is a rather negative attitude—or “as
their educational process and progress. I think we the last resort”—to special schools. That is what I
are also looking at some interesting challenges for am getting. Is that right? Surely in some situations a

special school would be the right environment tospecial schools. Some special schools already are
bring on all the talents and make someone fit for alargely operating on an outreach basis to build
greater role in society.competence and confidence in mainstream. It is a
Ms Casserley: As Steve said in the Salamancalearning curve, but I personally would be very
statement—unhappy if we turned the clock back. I think we are

actually learning as we go towards the achievement
of high quality education with maximum inclusion Q318 Chairman: He was being a bit reluctant to
for all pupils. I would just turn to my colleagues answer.
briefly and ask whether they would like to Ms Casserley: Certainly there are exceptional
complement what I have said. circumstances where special educational needs or a

special school may be the most appropriate forum,Mr Haines: Again, I would agree with all of that. I
but my view is that a lot of the education that goesthink we do need to focus on the ongoing
on in special schools goes on there because theimprovements of the school system as a whole.
provision is not beingmade inmainstream and oftenPromoting separate schooling should only really be
parents feel that the way they will get the most fordone, following the Salamanca statement of theUN,
their child is actually to have the resources focusedin those exceptional cases where it is necessary and
and to have that child educated in a diVerent school.an appropriate environment and setting for that
That often points to a failure of the mainstreamchild to be able to develop. On the whole, the eVorts
system, rather than it being much better in astill need to continue towards giving schools the
special school.skills and the framework with which they can

promote inclusion.
Q319 Chairman: It is a totally diVerent argument
that some children thrive with a particular set of

Q314 Chairman: What is your take on Baroness special needs in a smaller environment. “Small is
Warnock’s position? beautiful” EF Schumacher called it. Is there not an
Mr Haines: I do not think I could comment directly argument that sometimes that big environment of
on Baroness Warnock’s position. 1,000, or perhaps a 2,000 school environment,

however good the inclusion, is not the right
environment for a particular student?

Q315 Chairman: Why could you not comment Ms Casserley: My view is probably that that is in
directly? It is right in the centre of your life and work exceptional circumstances. I would imagine the vast
experience, is it not? majority of children would thrive much better, in
Mr Haines: I think Warnock identified some of the general, in a smaller environment. But, in broad
concerns that are out there, especially amongst terms, I would say that is the exception rather than
parents of disabled children. But we do need to the rule. I have to say I am expressing a personal
ensure that the reality for the disabled child is that opinion now, so I should probably hand over to my
they are given the opportunity to interact with non- colleagues.
disabled peers. It has a very long-term benefit andwe
need to promote the independent living in the future Q320 Chairman: Phillippa, this is the most oVensive
of that child as they become an adult. I think some of the three of you have been. I do not want to make it
the statistics that Phillippa quoted earlier regarding oVensive, but I am putting the question to you. You
those not in employment, education or training at 16 seem reticent to criticise or even to come back and
are also echoed at 19, where there is not suYcient tell me what you think about Warnock and you are
transition coming from special schools, and we see a bit reticent to say what you really believe about

special schools. Am I right, or am I being unfair?that blip that is reflected in the Prime Minister’s
Ms Russell: I hope I was not being reticent, becauseImproving the Life Chances of DisabledPeople report
I recognise Baroness Warnock’s genuine concernswhich shows a great increase at 19, where children
and we know that there is variable practice withinare leaving special schools. We need to consider the
mainstream and indeed within some special schools.disabled adult of the future as well as the disabled
But I would want to reiterate my point that we arechild of today.
on a learning curve.We do at least believe that every
disabled child is educable—and my son is old

Q316 Chairman: Cathy Casserley, what is your view enough for me to have seen him rejected as
uneducable before we got the 1970 Education ofon the Warnock review?
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Handicapped Children Act. We are on a learning made was very important: we must ensure that
disabled pupils have the real opportunity to interactcurve, inasmuch as some children do have very

complex disabilities and special educational needs with and be part of the wider society of children and
any young people in their area. Inclusion is notand at the moment special schools may be the place

where they will indeed get the support and education merely attending a mainstream school and sitting in
a corner; it is about being part of the life of thatthat they need, but, because we are learning aswe go,

not only will mainstream schools hopefully develop school. Equally, a special school should endeavour
to the best of its eVorts to be inclusive. Some peoplemore capacity—and I am looking to the future—but

special schools themselves will develop diVerent would say a special school never can be inclusive, but
a special school can work towards enabling a pupilroles, where they perhaps become specialist support

teams or outreach service—and one sees much more to acquire the skills and support which will enable
him or her to go back into mainstream. It can enablecollaboration between the two. We know at the

moment that some children are in special schools partnerships with mainstream services. The real
emphasis has to be on that long-term vision ofbecause mainstream has sadly failed them, and we

have to address that fact. citizenship, and therefore it is inclusion in
everything, in all the life of the school. I think we do
have quite a long journey to go, but I think we areQ321 Chairman: But it is okay if a local authority
moving along it—maybe not fast enough, but it is ahas no special schools at all.
pilgrim’s progress.Ms Russell: If a local authority were able genuinely

to meet the needs of all disabled pupils and pupils
with SEN without special schools, that would be Q324 Mr Wilson:No-one would argue that changes
fine, but I think at the moment one might well find would need to be made if we are going to reach an
they were using special schools in other authorities. ideal of full inclusion in schools, but the question is
My personal view—and it is not a criticism of a view should those changes be made? Should we be
that anybody else holds—is that, at the moment, working towards those changes, or should we be
certainly, many parents are picking special schools investing more in special schools? That is the
because they are worried about the capacity and argument that is taking place now. I am trying to get
quality of mainstream tomeet their children’s needs. your view on that movement and how quickly it
But I see ourselves as working towards a more should be made.
inclusive education system, with co-location in Ms Russell: I do not think one can ever promote
specially resourced units, for example, with greater positive change in a human service by running down
capacity in mainstream. I see in eVect a challenge one sector whilst one endeavours to build up the
ahead for both mainstream and special schools to other—by which I mean that if there are pupils in
produce a better education system which maximises special schools now and in the future we have to be
all pupils’ abilities. absolutely sure those schools are properly

resourced, that the staV are properly trained and
recruited, and itmustmean some investment. I thinkQ322 Mr Wilson: In an ideal world, if mainstream
in many public services there are transitionschools were properly resourced, there would be no
arrangements. I am thinking of the closure of theneed for special schools. You are en route to saying
long-stay hospitals which incarcerated manythat inclusion has not gone far enough.
children with learning disabilities until the 1980s. ItMs Russell: In one sense, inclusion will maybe never
would not have been possible to get those childrengo far enough, because there will always be new
out unless there had been a parallel investment in thechallenges and new groups of children, not
community-based, children-based services of thenecessarily disabled children, about whose
time, which prior to the ChildrenAct 1989 had neverexceptional needs one needs to think very carefully.
thought about including disabled children. That, II think we have a lot of work to do on the
think, is one of our challenges in promoting positiveinclusion agenda.
change, and also exploring, because some of the
children in special schools have very complex needs,Q323 Mr Wilson:But your ideal is that over a period
how we meet those needs. Even within a specialof time there should be no need within local
school there are some children we have heard aboutauthority areas for special schools per se, as long as
who are not in school at all because their needs aremainstream schools are properly resourced for
judged too complex even for a specialist service forspecial needs students.
disabled children.MsRussell: If we were to achieve that vision—which

I hope that one day we might—then there would
have to be very significant changes in the way in Q325 Mrs Dorries: I would like to clarify one point

you made. Do you absolutely not accept that therewhich we organise education services. But, even if
there were no special schools, we would still need are groups of children, such as those on a high

autistic continuum that you have mentioned, thosespecial services and specialist services. Some
children will always need that provision, and some with Asperger’s, who absolutely would not be able

to survive within amainstream school, even with thechildren may sometimes need provision or for part
of their education in a separate place. I thinkwe have specialist provision. Even with their funding

Velcro’d to them, as we have heard recently, so thatto explore further how we deliver the best possible
education for children with severe autistic spectrum they had direct funding, even in those circumstances,

just the type of building, the changing faces of thedisorders, for example, but I think the point Steve
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main children in the classroom, the noise, all those being educated outside of Newham. They do not
show on the statistics, but there is still a need and thekinds of things, makes it impossible for them to
children go elsewhere.survive within that environment and to be educated
Ms Russell: Your point about Newham, which Iin that environment. Do you not accept at all that
know very well, complements my earlier point thatthere are children who need to be in SEN provision
at the moment there is no doubt that some childrenspecial schools?
are being placed in special schools veryMs Russell: There will be some children who need
appropriately and we have to explore whether in thespecialist provision. When I talked about a pilgrim’s
future more of those children could be inprogress I meant that we have a journey ahead of us
mainstream. It is very important that we have toand we must learn along the way about how best to
build a greater synergy between the specialisteducate children with the most complex needs. I
expertise and themainstream, because I do not thinkthink that at least for the foreseeable future some
we always know at the moment whether we canspecialist provision is going to be essential. The point
really include all children eVectively and achieve theI wanted to underline, however, is that specialist and
life outcomes that we want. It is a matter of workingmainstream need to and are beginning to workmore
towards inclusion—which we must do—but it alsoclosely together, that more autistic spectrum
goes back to my final point about valuing specialistdisordered children are now being included in
expertise and specialist provision, and buildingmainstream with the support of specialist unit
bridges—which brings us back almost to thesupport in schools.
jigsaw—between specialist and mainstream to
maximise opportunities, and having a real look at

Q326 Mrs Dorries:We had evidence fromNewham, and constantly re-evaluating along the way what is
who have a low number of statemented children. working in the best interests of children and pupils.
Most of the children with SEN needs are educated in Chairman: I am afraid we are out of time. It has been
mainstream, but they do have a large number of an absolutely fantastically good session for us,
children who are being educated outside of Newham Phillippa Russell, Cathy Casserley and Steve
in other boroughs. It is not a case that it is not Haines. We have learned a lot. Forgive us if we
necessary or that it works; it is just: “Push the pushed you a little at the end. That is our job. Thank
problem away from our borders and send them you very much for coming. I hope you will keep in
elsewhere”. That is a borough that has gone further touch with the Committee. If, on the way back to
on the pilgrim’s progress than you are suggesting: your day jobs, you think of something you should
they have gone right the way down the road. That is have said to the Committee and you wish you had,

do be in communication with us. Thank you.a borough of total inclusion but the children are

Memorandum submitted by the Independent Panel for Special Education Advice (IPSEA)

Introduction

This submission is made by the Independent Panel for Special Education Advice, a registered charity
which provides advice and support for parents of children with Special Educational Needs (SEN).

1. IPSEA’s Approach

IPSEA’s general approach to the education of children with special educational needs is close to that set
out in Chapter 1 of the 1978 Report of the Committee of Enquiry into the Education of Handicapped
Children and Young People (“The Warnock Report”)(1). Notwithstanding the dated terminology, the
following quotes exemplify IPSEA’s understanding of the purpose and the importance of special
educational provision. They also, in our opinion, describe the conceptual basis of the current law on special
education.

1.1 “We hold that education has certain long-term goals . . . first, to enlarge a child’s knowledge,
experience and imaginative understanding, and thus his/her awareness of moral values and capacity for
enjoyment; and secondly, to enable him to enter the world after formal education is over as an active
participant in society and a responsible contributor to it, capable of achieving as much independence as
possible. The educational needs of every child are determined in relation to these goals. We are fully aware
that for some children the first of these goals can only be achieved by minute, though for them highly
significant, steps, while the second may never be achieved. But this does not entail that for these children the
goals are diVerent. The purpose of education for all children is the same; the goals are the same . . . (1.4) . . .

1.2 “. . . There is in our society a vast range of diVerently disabled people, many of whomwould not have
survived infancy in other periods of history. In the case of the most profoundly disabled one is bound to
face the questions: Why educate such children at all? Are they not uneducable? How can one justify such
eVort and such expense for so small a result? Such questions must be faced and must be answered. Our
answer is that education, as we conceive it, is a good, and a human good, to which all human beings are
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entitled. There exists, therefore, a clear obligation to educate the most severely disabled for no other reason
than that they are human. No civilised society can be content just to look after these children; it must all the
time seek ways of helping them, however slowly, towards the educational goals we have identified . . . (1.7).

1.3 “Moreover, there are some children with disabilities who, through education along the common lines
we advocate, may be able to lead a life very little poorer in quality than that of the non-handicapped child,
whereas without this kind of education they might face a life of dependence or even institutionalisation.
Education in such cases makes the diVerence between a proper and enjoyable life and something less than
we believe life should be. From the point of view of the other members of the family, too, the process of
drawing a severely handicapped child into the education system may, through its very normality, help to
maintain the eVectiveness and cohesion of the family unit” (1.8).

2. IPSEA’s Role

IPSEA was established in 1983, to coincide with the implementation of the Education Act 1981, under
which, for the first time, parents of children with special educational needs were given the right to challenge
the decisions of Local Education Authorities (LEAs) on the special educational provision (including the
type of school) required to meet their children’s needs. IPSEA currently assists 3000 parents and carers of
children with SEN every year, including over 25% of those making applications to the Special Education
and Disability Tribunal. We therefore have a great deal of historical evidence from actual cases as to what
is happening to individual children with SEN throughout England and Wales.

2.1 The need for an organisation such as IPSEA was predicted in The Warnock Report:

“. . . it has long been a function of voluntary organisations to bring pressure to bear on national and local
government in twoways: first by seeking to ensure that authorities are fulfilling their existing responsibilities
for those with disabilities and secondly by identifying the need for new forms of provision and mobilising
public opinion to demand them. For example, as more children with disabilities and significant diYculties
are educated in ordinary schools voluntary organisations may need to be increasingly vigilant to see that
adequate special arrangements are made for them . . . We would expect voluntary organisations to exert
pressure on behalf of individuals who cannot easily undertake the task of seeing that statutory duties are
carried out . . .” (17.17/17.18)

3. The Statutory Framework: Assessments and Statements

The actual system

The Education Act 1981 established LAs’ basic duties towards children with SEN and these have
remained unchanged despite subsequent amendments to the law (in 1993 and 2001). These duties are:

(i) to assess children who have, or probably have, special educational needs which cannot be met by
their school;

(ii) when assessment confirms that a child’s special educational needs cannot be met by their school, to
issue a “Statement of Special Educational Needs” which describes those needs and “specifies” the
special educational provision necessary to meet them.

(iii) to “arrange” the special educational provision specified in a Statement.

As with links in a chain, when implemented properly these duties connect and deliver to a child with SEN
a legal entitlement to receive the provision which their needs call for.

3.1 The process of assessment and ‘statementing’ of children with special educational needs has been
attacked as being over bureaucratic: “the process for assessing pupils and issuing statements is lengthy and
expensive” (Excellence for all children, DfES 1997) “statutory assessment is a costly, bureaucratic and
unresponsive process” (Audit Commission 2002) “far too much of the expenditure on special needs was taken
up with the bureaucracy of assessments” (Special educational needs: a new look, Mary Warnock 2005).
IPSEA receives many calls from parents who have been dissuaded from seeking statutory assessment by
being told by LEA staV that it is wasteful, bureaucratic and that it achieves nothing for children. We would
make two points in response to such criticisms.

3.1.1 First, statutory assessment and the issuing of Statements is a procedure which calculates then
allocates the additional financial resources (from the public purse) needed by an individual child with SEN.
For the sake of accountability, this can only be done by a procedure which involves some bureaucracy.

3.1.2 Second, the process of assessment and the production of a Statement is already asminimal as can be
envisaged without being ineVective. None of its critics have yet suggested an alternative, quicker or reduced
process. We ask the Committee to consider which of these stages or elements they think could safely be
removed from the overall process:

(i) a request for assessment in writing to the LA by either a parent or a headteacher;

(ii) a reply in writing by the LA;
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(iii) if assessment is agreed, the start of a 10 week period of collecting professional reports on a child’s
needs and the provision required to meet them from an educationalist (usually the child’s teacher),
an educational psychologist, amedical oYcer, a representative of the Social ServicesDepartment and
the child’s parent. (In practice, teachers and psychologists often already have a good knowledge of the
child and a considerable body of evidence which can usually be submitted to the assessment team in its
original format. Where a child has no medical condition, the Medical OYcer’s advice simply records
this fact. Where a child is not known to the SSD, their advice simply notes that fact);

(iv) the LEA sends parents a copy of the Statement in a proposed form;

(v) parents have a right to send in written representations or to ask for ameeting to discuss the Statement;

(vi) having considered parents’ comments, the LA finalises the Statement.

3.2 The reality is that over the 22 years of “assessment and statementing” the critics have been the service
providers (and those arguing their cause). Parents of children with special educational needs and the
organisations which support them have never considered the assessment and statementing procedure to be
overly bureaucratic. On the contrary, assessment and statementing is recognised by parents as a valuable
protection for children with special educational needs when the needs cannot be met by their school. A
clearly written statement, which quantifies the provision a child should receive, is enforceable and for that
reason is generally honoured by an LA. Under 5% of the parents contacting IPSEA for support complain
of statemented provision not being arranged and it is generally an easy situation for them to put right: legal
assistance in the child’s name allows a parent to make a credible threat of Judicial Review which invariably
results in an LA taking immediate action to correct the position (ie fulfil their duty to “arrange” the special
educational provision on the statement). In 22 years of the legislation no case has reached the High Court
as a result of an LA resisting a challenge to put in place the provision specified on a child’s statement. Further
more, as we will argue in paragraph 8.5 below, a well-written statement is an absolute requirement if
inclusion is to be successful. Vaguely written statements are a deterrent to parents expressing a preference
for a place in a mainstream school.

3.3 IPSEA casework has consistently shown than Parents are made to feel they are being greedy, over-
anxious or unreasonable for requesting assessment for their child, and both LAs and the Department for
Education have been guilty of implying that the issuing of statements is a purely parent driven phenomenon,
owing nothing to the actual needs of individual children in our schools. Yet parents cannot demand
assessment of their child or demand a statement of special educational needs. The legal duty to conduct a
statutory assessment only arises when an LA considers that a child has or probably has special educational
needs which cannot bemet by the resources available to their own school. An LAwill only issue a Statement
if an assessment confirms that a child’s needs cannot bemet by their school alone. Although refusal to assess
and refusal to issue a statement can be appealed against by parents, tribunals do not order assessments or
statements unless—again—there is convincing evidence that the child has needs which are not being met by
their school. If a tribunal were to make an order in the absence of convincing evidence (eg just because a
parent was over-anxious about their child’s needs) the LA could and would appeal against the order to the
High Court, which in turn would look at the legal issues raised by the tribunal’s judgement (not the level of
parental anxiety).

3.4 IPSEA would also draw the committee’s attention to two court judgements which provide key
underlying principles to be applied in assessment and statementing, namely:

— what constitutes educational need and provision as opposed to non-educational need and
provision; and

— the amount of discretion which the law allows LAs in deciding how much they should spend on
meeting children’s special educational needs.

3.5 In London Borough of Bromley and Special Educational Needs Tribunal and Others, QBD and CA
(1999) ELR 260 considered what is “educational” as opposed to “non-educational” needs and provision.
At the time of the judgment the child, S, was 12-years-old. He had quadriplegic cerebral palsy and impaired
vision. He was unable to walk, sit up or stand and was totally reliant on adults for all his mobility needs
apart from headmovements. He was unable to wash, dress, toilet or feed himself. He was able to understand
only a small number of words in contexts which were familiar to him and was considered to be functioning
overall below the level of a one-year-old. The Tribunal had ordered that S’s needs for occupational therapy,
physiotherapy and speech therapy were educational needs and that the provision to meet them, therefore,
was special educational provision for S. The LA appealed against the Tribunal decision to the High Court.

3.6 The judgment took as its starting point the definition of ‘education’ in the Shorter Oxford English
Dictionary, which is: “the process of nourishing or rearing; the process of bringing-up; the systematic
instruction, schooling or training given to the young . . . in preparation for the work of life.” The court
considered evidence from an educational psychologist, which had been placed before the Tribunal, “. . . that
the purpose of education for S was to maximise his control over his own environment and that education for S
involved a series of over-learning the basic functions of his day: eating, drinking, toileting, dressing, etc and co-
operating about them.” The LA had argued before the Tribunal that S’s needs as described above were not
educational and that the provision to meet them could not be educational provision and this argument was
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the basis of their appeal to the High Court. The importance of the case for the LA was that they would have
a strict legal duty to ‘arrange’ the special educational provision in S’s Statement, but would not have the
same duty as regards the non-educational provision. The parents argued that education for S would not be
to teach himModern Languages or Physics but “to teach him so that he may be prepared for the very limited
work of his life”.

3.7 Dismissing the LA’s appeal, the High Court ruled: “If, as is undoubtedly clear, S needs to learn eating
and drinking skills then, as it seems to me, to assist him in learning those skills will be an educational provision
for him.” The High Court’s interpretation of the law in this case provides firm legal underpinning for the
principles set out in the Warnock Report and quoted above in paragraph 1.1.

3.8 R v East Sussex County Council ex parte T (1998) ELR 251 considered what the term “suitable
education” meant in relation to an LEA’s duty in law to provide for a child, T, who ME and was not able
to attend school. The case reached the House of Lords and the ruling eventually was that to be “suitable”
educational provision must be suitable to a child’s age, ability and aptitude and to any special educational
needs he or shemay have. The ruling laid down clear guidelines on the diVerence between andLA’s statutory
duties and discretionary duties:

“There is nothing in the Act to suggest that resource considerations are relevant to the question of
what is ‘suitable education.’ On their face those words connote a standard to be determined purely by
educational considerations . . . There is nothing to indicate that the resources available are
relevant . . . The argument is not one of insuYcient resources to discharge the duty but of a preference
for using the money for other purposes. To permit a local authority to avoid performing a statutory
duty on the grounds that it prefers to spend the money in other ways is to downgrade a statutory duty
to a discretionary power . . . Parliament has chosen to impose a statutory duty as opposed to a power,
requiring the local authority to do certain things. In my judgement the courts should be slow to
downgrade such duties into what are, in eVect, mere discretions over which the court would have very
little real control. If Parliament wishes to reduce public expenditure on meeting the needs of sick
children then it is up Parliament so to provide. It is not for the courts to adjust the order of priorities
as between statutory duties and statutory discretions.”

3.9 The Select Committee will receive many submissions from service providers arguing that the law
makes an unreasonable demand on their resources, which is why we wanted to bring this judgement to your
notice. The legal duties which LAs have towards children with special educational needs are statutory duties,
not discretionary duties.We hope that the Committee will report on the extent to which LAs themselves are
seeking to downgrade their statutory duties towards children with SEN to discretionary duties (see section 4
below) and that theCommitteewill recommend that theGovernment should take firmaction to prevent this.

3.10 Even if the financial arguments used to justify denying children their legal rights to appropriate
special educational provision are taken on their own merits (disregarding the law), they do not work if any
proper view is taken of all the potential costs to society. Meeting children’s special needs adequately though
their education increases the chances of them leading independent lives as full members of society when they
become adults. By extension, it decreases the likelihood of the need for costly social support systems during
adult life. It can also reduce other social costs: eg the majority of young men in our prisons have learning
diYculties which have not been adequately addressed by the education system.

The System as Portrayed by the “SecondWarnock Report”

3.11 Mary Warnock’s 2005 attack on statements needs to be commented on because she is accorded the
status of special educational needs guru by politicians and the media, and this risks her recent contribution
to the debate being accorded a significance which it does not merit.

3.11.1 Despite the respect still generally accorded to the original “Warnock Report”, on the evidence of
her 2005 pamphlet Mary Warnock would seem, now, to know little of how the special educational needs
system operates eg.

— the pamphlet asserts that 20% of children have Statements of Special Educational Needs, when
actual figure is between 2% to 3%. The context of the error makes it clear that it is the author’s,
not the typesetter’s: “. . . our original guess of howmany children would receive statements was wildly
oV the mark. We thought the figure would be around 2%. The actual figure was around 20%”.

— the pamphlet asserts that parents are dissatisfied with the Special Educational Needs Tribunal and
oVers as an explanation “Local Authority oYcials who could hardly be regarded as disinterested,
chaired the tribunals (Special Educational Needs Tribunals).” From the evidence of IPSEA
casework, this is wrong. In the main, parents are satisfied with the operation of the Tribunal. The
whole purpose was for it to be independent, and, in fact, Chairs are qualified solicitors (not LA
oYcials), and are appointed by the Lord Chancellor.

— the pamphlet asserts “every school now (has) to appoint someone as a Special Educational Needs
Coordinator (or SENCO), whose responsibility (is) to ensure that all the procedures of assessment
and statementing (are) properly followed.” This is wrong. Statutory assessment and the drawing
up of Statements is the responsibility of the LA, not of school staV or SENCOs.
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— the pamphlet asserts that “Since 2002, heads and governors have been liable to criminal charge if
they exclude a disruptive child from a mainstream school against the wishes of the parent.” This is
not true.

This degree of factual error alone would suggest that Mary Warnock’s opinions on the operation of the
special educational needs system should be treated with some wariness.

3.11.2 A further reason to guard against uncritical acceptance of the views put forward in the 2005
pamphlet is that, in the pamphlet, Mary Warnock claims falsely that her Committee ‘invented’ statements.
This risks the unwary reader concluding that: “If Mary Warnock is coming out against statements, when
they were her idea in the first place, there must something seriously wrong with them!”

The 2005 pamphlet claims:

“We (the 1978 ‘Warnock’ Committee) invented the statement of special educational need. This was to be
a document issued by the local authority, after expert assessment of a child’s abilities and disabilities, which
would list the extra support that he would need in order to make progress, the provision of which would be
a statutory duty laid on the local authority.”

In fact, the 1978 Report does not contain the term “Statement”. Nor did it recommend that LAs would
have a statutory duty to provide the help described in it.What “TheWarnockReport” recommended should
happen, following assessment, was:

“We consider that the process of multi-professional assessment of a child’s needs . . . should be concluded
by the completion of Form SE4 . . . The detailed profile of the child’s needs and the recommendation (our
emphasis) for the provision of special help entered on this form will . . . provide the basis for a judgement
by the local education authority as to whether the child should be recorded as requiring special educational
provision (4.66).

The process of recording a child as requiring special educational provision will entail entering in a file at
the local education authority’s oYces the completed Form SE4 with a profile of the child’s needs and with
a recommendation (our emphasis) for the provision of special help, as well as a separate note on how that
recommendation is being met in practice together with the name of a person designated by the multi-
professional team to provide a point of contact for the parents. These documents will form the record of the
child. (4.70).

“The recording of children as in need of special educational provision will enable their parents to satisfy
themselves that the children are receiving a suitable education. The profile of their child in Form SE4, as
well as the documentation filed by the authority alongside Form SE4 recording how the child’s needs are
beingmet, will aVord the parents a basis onwhich tomake representation to the authority and subsequently,
if necessary, to the Secretary of State if they consider that their child’s needs have been incorrectly assessed,
or that the recommendation (our emphasis) for meeting them is inadequate, or that the authority is failing
to make suitable provision.” (4.73).

What the 1978 Warnock Report proposed was a new use for an already existing form (Form SE4), that
being to trigger the “recording” of children as in need of special education provision. The Report neither
recommend nor described by another name a document with the legal function of the Statement ie a contract
which would make it mandatory on an LEA to arrange the provision specified in it. The Report referred to
parents being able to use their general right to make representations to the Secretary of State if unhappy
about an aspect of their child’s education, but this is a very diVerent (and a much weaker) right than the
right to seek Judicial Review if your child is not getting the provision specified in his or her statement.

In fact the Statement, and its binding nature, was the creation of the drafters of the 1981 Education Act.
It was not so much as hinted at, let alone “invented”, by the Warnock Committee.

We would re-iterate the following regarding the actual assessment and statementing process:

(i) For the sake of accountability, a proper process is necessary which will inevitably involve an
appropriate amount of bureaucracy;

(ii) The current process is already as minimal as it can be if it is to be eVective;

(iii) The citizens using this process, the parents or carers of children with SEN, find it a vital protection
for their children;

(iv) This vital protection is all the more necessary if increased inclusion of children with SEN in
mainstream schools is going to succeed.

4. LA Law Breaking

In 3, above, we likened the legal duties which create a child’s entitlement to special educational provision
to links in a chain. However, as with a chain, it only needs one link to be broken for the legal entitlement
to be destroyed. LAs learned this quickly and are now very practiced at refusing to assess children on
spurious grounds and refusing to say in Statements exactly how much help a child should receive.
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4.1 It has been long known that verymany LEAs have sought to ignore the law on special education since
its inception over two decades ago.As a leader inTheTimes Educational Supplement put it, the law on special
education has been “more assiduously circumvented and breached than honoured by many Authorities.”(3)

4.2 The first Select Committee to consider the implementation of the 1981 Education Act (4) heard
evidence from the National Association of Headteachers that 80% of special school heads believed
statements were “being prepared directly in keeping with what was available rather than in terms of the specific
needs of the particular child.”

Researchers from the University of London told the Select Committee that they had found that
‘professionals may tailor their advice to coincide with what they know is available’ rather than what they
believe is necessary to meet a child’s needs.

The Select Committee’s report to theGovernment (15December 1987) concluded: “. . . the lack of specific
resources has restricted implementation of the 1981 Act.”One of the Committee’s recommendations was that
“the Act should be more eVectively monitored and resultant guidance given. This should be carried out by the
Department . . .” (4)

4.3 The Government’s response the Select Committee’s report was to issue fresh statutory guidance on
the Education Act 1981. It contained the following, strongly worded, advice to LEAs:

“The LEA is legally bound to provide whatever is specified in Section III, which should specify in
detail the special educational provision that they consider appropriate for the special educational
needs identified in Section II. It is important that this information should be easily understood by
all those involved in a child’s education, including the parents, so that they know exactly what is
required. Statements that fail to specify in detail what provision the particular child requires are
of little use to parents and to the professionals who are to act upon them.” (5)

But LEAs ignored this guidance and continued writing vague Statements.

4.4 In 1991, Jack Ashley MP tabled an Early Day Motion on IPSEA’s behalf which drew attention to
what IPSEA described in its briefing paper as “LEA Law Breakers”. This included the following:

“Many LEAs write statements in such vague terms that parents are given little indication of the
kind or amount of provision to be made for their child . . . One statement issued by a South-East
Authority deferred any decision by recording that “the nature of (the) support will be decided as a
result of discussion between the Head teacher, the Educational Psychologist and the parents.” A
South West Authority avoided being specific about the amount of help a child with a statement
would receive by using the phrase “up to 5 hours”. A North West Authority issued a statement
which simply oVered “some help from an adult.” (6)

The EDM”called upon the Government to ensure that all Local Education Authorities fulfil their legal duties
under the 1981 Act” It was signed by 250 MPs from all political parties.

4.5 The EDMwas quickly followed by an Audit Commission/HMI Inquiry, which reported in 1992 that
in one in six LEAs the 1981 Education Act had never been implemented or had collapsed within a few years
of implementation. Also, in only one of the twelve LEAs surveyed were statements being written in
accordance with the duty in law to “specify” the special educational provision required by a child. TheAudit
Commission’s analysis of the cause was frank: “. . . there is an incentive for LEAs not to specify what is to be
provided because they thereby avoid a long-term financial commitment.” (7)

4.6 In 1992, in its response to the Audit Commission report, the Government announced their intention
to amend the law on special education and to create a Tribunal, which would hear and decide upon disputes
between parents and LEAs arising from situations which included LEAs refusing to assess children and
issuing Statements which failed to specify the provision which children were entitled to.

4.7 IPSEA proposed an amendment to the law which would have created a mandatory duty on an LEA
to “specify the type and quantify the amount” of special educational provision in Part 3 of a child’s Statement,
but this was resisted. Instead, the Government decided to address the issue of “quantification” in a Code of
Practice, introduced for the first time to accompany the 1993 Act. Thus, the following guidance was given
to LEAs on how the legal duty to “specify” special educational provision should be interpreted: “The
provision set out in this sub-section should normally be specific, detailed and quantified (in terms, for example,
of hours of ancillary or specialist teaching support) although there will be cases where some flexibility should
be retained in order to meet the changing special educational needs of the child concerned.” (8)

4.8 But LEAs ignored this guidance and continued to refuse to quantify provision in Statements, just as
they had ignored the guidance in Circular 22/89. Many of the appeals made to the newly established Special
Educational Needs Tribunal represented attempts by parents to find out what exactly the Statement entitled
their child to by way of provision, rather than disputes about the kind or actual amount of provision on
oVer. These were unnecessary appeals, made necessary by LEAs’ failure to fulfil their duties in law to write
Statements which make it clear how much help a child should receive.

4.9 In 1996, a Select Committee of the House of Commons undertook a further enquiry into the
operation of the new Code of Practice and the Tribunal. Paul Vevers, who carried out the research for the
Audit Commission, told the Committee: “The majority of statements (our emphasis) are so vague that it
would not be possible to tell whether what should be delivered, is being delivered.” (9).
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5. Central Government Collusion

Up until the mid-1990s, central government had reacted positively to the evidence from the two Select
Committees and the Audit Commission Inquiry which showed that the law on special education was not
working as Parliament had intended, even though the action taken—issuing guidance—had proved
ineVective. But in the mid-1990s, central government seemed to change its stance on the issue of LEA law
breaking.

5.1 In 1995, 59 separate LEAs, the Society of Education OYcers and the Department for Education and
Employment came together to form “The SEN Initiative”. ACity accountancy firm (Coopers and Lybrand)
was commissioned to undertake a survey of LEA practices with regard to financing special educational
provision and to make recommendations. Their report, published in 1997, also called “The SEN Initiative”
(10), presented an account of LEAs’ powers and duties which was totally at odds with the law’s requirement
that children be assessed as individuals and that statements be issued when a child’s needs can not be met by
the provision available to them from their school’s resources. Instead of the individual needs-led approach
prescribed in law, the ‘SEN Initiative’ recommended:

“The LEA can and should make its own decision on the definition of SEN which suits its own
particular circumstances. It should also decide the level of SEN it considers should be protected by a
statement—and therefore additional resources . . . Once the LEA has determined which cohort—and
the size of the cohort—of pupils with SEN it considers to need extra resources, it can then decide what
extra resources to devote to this group. (Realistically, it will have an eye on this when determining
the size and nature of the cohort . . . each LEA should identify broad categories of SEN—probably
using those in the Code of Practice (and) for each category decide the percentage of pupils it wishes
to target for extra resources—say 1%, 2% or 3% . . .

So it would be possible to consider each child currently with a statement at the annual review and to
remove the statement in cases where the child would not, under the new criteria, receive a
statement . . .

There is a wide disparity in what individual LEAs spend on children with apparently similar needs.
This means that an LEA can decide where to position itself on a spectrum in relation to expenditure
on these pupils.”

Long time observers of the SEN scene were not overly surprised by the Society of Education OYcers’
involvement in the “Initiative”. It was, however, a disturbing development that the Department for
Education had contributed £10,000 to the costs of the “Initiative”; and still more disturbing, that the
Department had been represented on the steering committee which had approved the final draft of the
report, including the above recommendations.

5.2 Looking back, the “SEN Initiative”, begun in the last years of the Conservative administration, was
very much a tipping point after which governments stopped trying to curb LEA law breaking (albeit too
meekly) and instead started colluding with the law breaking.

5.3 The “SEN Initiative” was published in 1997, as New Labour took power. IPSEA wrote to the
incoming New Labour Secretary of State, asking for an assurance that his Department would play no
further role in the “Initiative” and that it would not receive further government funding.We received neither
acknowledgement nor reply.

5.4 New Labour came to power with immediate plans for special education, its Green Paper “Excellence
for all children” being issued within the year (11). Clearly aimed at promoting increased inclusion, it also
(inexplicably, in IPSEA’s view) linked this goal with a series of unsubstantiated, negative assertions about
the assessment and statementing procedure, including: “the process for assessing pupils and issuing statements
is lengthy and expensive . . . resources that could be used to give practical support to pupils are being diverted
into procedures . . . resources allocated to those with statements are diverted away from themajority of children
with SEN but without statements . . . statements can act as barriers to full inclusion of pupils with SEN”.

Some of these assertions echoed those of the SEN Initiative. Although the Green Paper made clear that
the Government were not proposing to alter the law on assessments and statements in the short term, it
reported: “In the longer term we will consider whether statements in their present form are the best way of
carrying out the functions . . .” IPSEA’s impression has been that LEAs interpreted The Green Paper as the
declaration of an “open season” on assessments and statements and that LEA disregard for the law has
spread alarmingly since 1997, fuelled in part by subsequent actions of the Government which signalled their
lack of commitment to the legal framework.

5.5 In July 2000, the draft of a newCode of Practice was released for consultation. It omitted the guidance
from the first Code that normally provision should be quantified in terms of numbers of hours or lessons a
week unless the changing needs of the child required there to be “flexibility”. The omission was noted by
most of the organisations in the voluntary sector with a concern for children with special educational needs,
and by many professional associations, and it was condemned universally.

Later in the year, the debate on the Code in the House of Commons showed that MPs were very well
aware of the significance of the “quantification” issue and very unhappy with the omission of clear guidance
from the new Code. Two days later the Code was due to be debated by the Lords and there were three
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motions tabled calling for the Government to take it back and amend the guidance on quantification.
Unexpectedly, it was announced that the Code was withdrawn and would be presented to Parliament in the
autumn of 2000, with the original guidance on quantification reinstated.

There was no further consultation, but the revised version of the Code, unveiled in October and approved
by both Houses, repeated almost word for word the guidance from the 1994 Code of Practice:

“Provision should normally by quantified (eg in terms of hours of provision, staYng
arrangements) although there will be cases where some flexibility should be retained in order to
meet the changing special educational needs of the child concerned.” (12)

This version of the Code, togetherwith the new law and regulations, came into eVect from1 January 2002.

5.6 As if to pre-empt the eVect of its defeat over the statutory guidance on “quantification” in the new
Code, the DfES launched a new document giving non-statutory guidance on, among other things, how to
write statements: the “SENTool-kit” (13). Chapter 7 of the Tool-kit went far beyond the Code (and existing
case law) in suggesting to LEAs situations in which they might be justified in refusing to quantify special
educational provision in statements:

“LEAs are required to be specific about provision. Provision should normally be quantified, for
example in terms of hours and frequency of support, but there are times where some flexibility
needs to be retained either to meet the changing needs of the child or to allow for appropriate and
alternative responses from within the school to reflect particular class or school arrangements. (our
emphasis).

This was so general as to undermine completely both the requirement in law that provision must be
specified and the guidance in the Code and that normally it should be quantified.

In addition, the Tool-kit suggested that quantification may not be required when children are placed in
special schools:

“LEAs will always need to specify provision but they will need to consider whether there are times when it
would be inappropriate to provide further detail or quantify provision when a child is placed in a special
school . . .” (our emphasis).

If provision for children in special schools is not quantified in their Statement, it is left up to the staV of
the school to decide what a child will receive (which is at odds with case law); but, also, it means that the
provision can be reduced without the child or the parent having recourse to appeal to the Tribunal. Special
schools are as vulnerable to the eVects of expenditure cuts as are mainstream schools and, particularly with
regard to therapies being provided, the need for the guarantee which a quantified statement provides is every
bit as crucial for children in special schools as it is for those in mainstream schools.

The Tool-kit also suggested that schools could take over the LEA’s role as “determiner” of needs and
provision and that this could serve as a reason why a Statement might fail to quantify provision:

“Schools and LEAswill need tomake decisions about the interventions and provision appropriate
to each pupil on an individual basis. This can sometimes only be done by a careful assessment of
the pupil’s diYculties in the school and classroom context. It may therefore sometimes be
inappropriate to quantify in advance the action that might be taken in terms of how much
individual tuition a pupil might need, or how many hours of in-class support may be necessary, or
what size of teaching group may be most appropriate.” (Emphasis in Toolkit)

This was not only at odds with case-law, but directly challenged the function of the statutory assessment,
which is to do precisely what the Toolkit was now proposing should only be done after assessment and the
issuing of a Statement.

5.7 IPSEA sought Judicial Review of the Secretary of State’s actions in publishing the guidance in the
‘SEN Tool-kit’. The High Court deemed there was no illegality on the part of the Secretary of State on the
basis that the Tool-kit was non-statutory and did not remove or over-rule the statutory guidance in the
Code.However, LEAswere advised by theCourt not rely on theTool-kit as a defence if theywere challenged
for producing vague statements and the Secretary of State was invited to consider rewording the Tool-kit
(14). This invitation was ignored. The Tool-Kit remains in circulation in its original form, signalling again
the Department’s low esteem for the law on special education (and the High Court’s interpretation of it).

5.8 There were other changes to the guidance in the Code of Practice (and to the regulations) which the
Department attempted to make, and in one case made, when the new Code was introduced. These aVected
the legal entitlement of children whose SEN arose from medical conditions, the duty of educational
psychologists to consult other psychologists who have knowledge of a child, and the right for parents to
know what type of school the professionals who had assessed their child believe believed would best meet
their needs.
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5.8.1 Under s312(2)(b) Education Act 1996, children with medical needs which do not in themselves give
rise to learning diYculties but which prevent or hinder them “from making use of educational facilities of a
kind generally provided . . .” are entitled to be considered for statutory assessment. The original (1994) Code
provided clear guidance to LEAs on the duty to assess children for SEN when they have medical
conditions, by:

(a) giving examples of some of the commonest medical conditions which give rise to SEN:
“congenital heart disease, epilepsy, asthma, cystic fibrosis, haemophilia, sickle cell anaemia,
diabetes, renal failure, eczema, rheumatoid disorders, leukaemia and childhood cancers” and

(b) advising LEAs “where there is clear recorded evidence that the child’s medical condition
significantly impeded or disrupts his or her access to the curriculum, ability to take part in
particular classroom activities or participation in aspects of school life . . . the LEA should very
carefully consider the case for statutory assessment of the child’s special educational needs.” (15)

The revised Code when laid before Parliament in 2001 omitted the examples, omitted the guidance on
when a medical need might give rise to a special educational need and omitted any reference to LEAs’ legal
duties with regards to assessing children with medical needs.

In IPSEA’s view this posed a clear risk that LEAs would believe that the law with regard to children with
medical needs had been changed (which it had not) and that this in turn would prejudice the educational
rights of these children. We wrote to all MPs in advance of the Commons debate on the Code. IPSEA’s
Patron, Baroness Darcy de Knayth, wrote directly on IPSEA’s behalf to the Minister. As a result, the
decision to reinstate clear guidance on children with medical needs in the Code was quickly, and quietly,
made. But why had it been removed in the first place? Crudely, to reduce the number of Statements which
an LEA would have to issue and maintain? No explanation was ever given.

5.8.2 The Education (SEN) Regulations 1994 placed a duty on educational psychologists, at the time of
statutory assessment, to ‘consult’ other psychologists with knowledge of the child concerned, and this
requirement was paraphrased in the 1994 Code of Practice. Although the duty was reproduced unchanged
in the 2001 Regulations, the new Code of Practice contained no reference to it.

The omission was potentially disadvantageous for parents who had obtained a second professional
opinion from an independent psychologist on their child’s needs, for there was a clear danger that LEA
psychologists relying entirely on the Code for their knowledge of the law would assume that this
consultation was no longer required.

IPSEA would have challenged the omission, but did not detect it, and the change to the Code went
through, although the duty in law remained unchanged.

Two years later the Association of Educational Psychologists circulated amongst its membership a paper
entitled “Guidance to Educational Psychologists in Preparing Statutory Advice to the LEA.” This advised
educational psychologists: “. . . there is no longer an obligation to consult with any other psychologist who
might be involved with a view to summarising the psychological advice.” This wrong advice, based on the
change to the Code, was questioned by some members of the Association, causing the AEP’s Secretary to
seek clarification from the DfES.

The clarification needed was for the AEP to be told that there had been no change to the regulations on
psychological advice since 1983 (ie for some 21 years) and that the duty placed on educational psychologists
when producing psychological advice for the purpose of statutory assessment was, if they had reason to
believe that another psychologist had “relevant information relating to or knowledge of the child” to “consult”
that other psychologist.

Instead of explaining that the duty to “consult” remained in force by eVect of the regulations, the DfES
oYcial’s advice stated that “although there was no longer an obligation to summarise other psychological
advice, it remained good practice for educational psychologists to seek this information.” On the basis of
having received this rather obscure advice (which confuses “summarising” with “consulting”), the AEP
stood by its original advice to members: “there is no longer an obligation to consult with any other
psychologist.” To IPSEA’s knowledge, this legally incorrect advice to AEP members remains on record.
(A copy of the document which substantiates this point is available, on request)

5.8.3 Under the 1994 SENRegulations, all professionals giving advice for the purpose of assessment were
allowed to refer to the type of school they felt was appropriate for the child. With no prior discussion or
debate, the Government changed the SEN regulations in order to prohibit professionals from referring to
the type of school they believed would best meet a child’s needs in their statutory advice.

When IPSEA noticed this change, the new regulations had already been approved by Parliament and we
assumed that it was a printer’s error. But a DfES oYcial confirmed on the telephone that the change was
not inadvertent, that it had “the Minister’s approval” and that it was aimed at making the new section 316
(on inclusion) ‘work smoothly.’ In other words, in order to promote inclusion, the Government had
legislated to prevent parents from knowing the views of the professionals who had assessed their child on
the type of school which would best meet their needs. And they had done this without consulting or
informing anyone, inside or outside of Parliament.
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A letter from our Patron, Baroness Darcy de Knayth, to the Minister, Cathy Ashton, persuaded the
Government to make an immediate amendment to the newly approved regulations, removing the gag on
professionals before it had been generally noticed. (A copy of the documents which substantiate this point is
available, on request.)

6. The Second Audit Commission Report

In June 2002 the Audit Commission (AC) published its second report on special education provision,
titled “Statutory assessments and statements of special educational need: in need of review?” (16) This was
a very diVerent report to that of 1992. Like the first report, it identified widespread LEA law breaking. But
unlike the first report, it blamed the law itself for the problems caused by the LEAs who were flouting it.
For example:

6.1 On page 16 of the report, “one family’s experience” purports to reveal the weakness in the assessment
process by setting out the chronology for a boy named Mark:

“— at 3 he had little language and throws temper tantrums

— at 4 his class teacher said he was clumsy

— at 6 he was falling behind with his reading and writing

— at 7 he was assessed and found to have dyspraxia

— at 8, eventually, Mark received the provision his needs called for”

Yet, far from showing that statutory assessment was ineVective for Mark, the chronology shows that
assessment was not invoked soon enough. When it was, it led to Mark’s needs being met within a year. The
chronology may be evidence of the LEA’s failure to identifyMark’s needs (a legal duty from a child’s birth);
it may show that the parentwas not informed of her right in law to request assessment when problems began;
it may show the failure of professionals to advise the parent of this right. But the assessment, as such, was
eVective and speedy, once initiated. The law on assessment needs to be obeyed for children like Mark, not
changed.

6.2 On page 18 of the report, a case is described of a parent saying: “I found it diYcult to start the process.
I had to phone, I had to beg . . .” Yet the law gives parents the right to request assessment of their child’s
needs, following which an LEA has a strict legal duty to respond within a 6 week deadline. The law is not
in need of “review” here. It is in need of enforcement.

6.3 Another parent is reported on page 18 as saying: “Professionals’ advice is based on funding not the
needs of the child.”Yet the law clearly sets out the content of professionals’ reports and insists that they cover
the needs of the child and the provision required tomeet those needs. It is simply not lawful for professionals
to distort their opinion on a child’s needs in order to save their employer (the LEA) money. Again, the law
is not in need of “review” here. It is in need of enforcement.

6.4 On page 24, the report says researchers found situations where there were “delays in provision (such
that support was not forthcoming for many months . . .)” Yet LEAs have a duty in law to arrange the
provision specified in a statement from the date of its issue. The law is not in need of “review” here. It is in
need of enforcement.

6.5 Also on page 24, the report says researchers found situations in which there were “shortfalls in
provision (support was provided, but to a lesser extent than set out in the statement).” Yet LEAs have a strict
duty in law to arrange all the special educational provision specified in a statement. Again, the law is not in
need of “review” here. It is in need of enforcement.

6.6 The Audit Commission urged the Government to review the statutory framework, but the problems
described in the report arose not from the detail of the law (which in fact is what provides children with the
legal entitlement to have their needs met) but from LEAs’ disregarding the law.

7. “Removing the Barriers to Inclusion”—Government Policy Continues the Attack on
Assessment and Statements

The Government rejected the Audit Commission’s call for a review of the legal framework, but made no
comment on the extent of LEA law breaking which the AC report had uncovered. Later in the same year
(2004), the government published further policy proposal’s for SEN, under the title Removing the barriers
to inclusion. (17) Removing the Barriers contained many cross-references to the AC report in the form of
negative comments on the assessment and statementing processes eg. “They (the AC) also found that
statutory assessment was a ‘costly and bureaucratic process’ which could divert specialist staV from working
in schools.” It was later revealed by the Times Educational Supplement (18) that Removing Barriers, the
government’s policy statement, was in fact written by the same person who wrote the Audit Commission
report—obviously, by invitation. So, despite having rejected the AC Report’s call for a review of the law,
the Government was happy for its hostility towards assessments and Statements now to be promulgated as
Government policy.
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8. Education of Children with SEN inMainstream Schools

Has the inclusion of children with special educational needs in mainstream schools really been a disaster,
as claimed by Mary Warnock? For the reasons set out in 3.4, above, it is necessary to examine carefully,
again, what is being claimed for the 1978 ‘Warnock Report’ in Mary Warnock’s 2005 pamphlet.(19) Mary
Warnock describes integration/inclusion as: “. . . possibly themost disastrous legacy of the 1978Report . . .”,
as if theWarnock Report gave birth to the concept of inclusion and was responsible for it being written into
education law. Neither is true.

8.1 In 1928 the Wood Committee stressed the unity of educational provision, special and non-special.
During the debate on the 1944 Education Act, the Parliamentary Secretary Chuter Ede said: “May I say
that I do not want to insert in the Bill any words which make it appear that the normal way to deal with a
child who suVers from any of these disabilities is to be put into a special school where he will be segregated.”
In line with this, s33(2) of the 1944 Education Act provided for the majority of disabled children to be
educated in ordinary schools and the subsequent Department guidance contained detailed suggestions as
to how this might be achieved. In 1970, the Chronically Sick and Disabled persons Act ( a private members
bill) required LEAs as far as was practicable to provide for the education of deaf-blind, autistic and acutely
dyslexic children in maintained or assisted schools. The Education Act 1976, in Section 10, required LEAs
to arrange for special education of all handicapped pupils to be given in county and voluntary schools,
except where this was impractical, incompatible with eYcient instruction in the schools or involved
unreasonable public expenditure. Section 10 was to come into force on a date selected by the Secretary of
State and in January 1997 the Secretary of State announced that before deciding upon a date she would
consult widely, and await the outcome of the Warnock Committee’s enquiry. At the same time she made
it clear that the new legislation was not introducing a new principle, but rather giving new impetus to an
old one.

8.2 When published, TheWarnock Report made no new or original recommendations with regard to the
law on integration/inclusion. It merely recommended that “before Section 10 (of the Education Act 1976)
comes into force the Secretary of State for Education and Science should issue comprehensive guidance to local
education authorities on the framing of their future arrangements for special educational provision.” (7.59)

8.3 The Education Act 1981 included the qualified duty to integrate children with special educational
needs in ordinary schools for the first time in implemented legislation and took over from s10 of the
Education Act 1976. The 1981 Act added the duty on LEAs to take parents’ views into account and added
a duty on school governors to use their best endeavours to ensure that children with special educational
needs engage in the activities of the school together with childrenwho do not have special educational needs.
But the basic “integration” duty in the Education Act 1981 simply re-stated s10 of the Education Act 1976
and owed nothing to The Warnock Report.

8.4 Around 20%of pupils are considered as having special educational needs at some point in their school
life and the large majority of these are educated in mainstream schools, as has been the case for many
decades. No one (including MaryWarnock) argues that all children with special education needs should be
in special schools; nor even that the majority of them should be. It is therefore unfortunate that Mary
Warnock’s intemperate dismissal of inclusion ignores the large measure of common ground which exists
amongst parents, professionals and government on the issue of inclusion. She refers to the very real
problems facing some disabled children, who are bullied inmainstream schools, but is it really an acceptable
adult response to suggest that the solution lies in removing the victims of the bullying to special schools?
Mary Warnock also refers to the ideal of the ‘small school’ and it is true that some parents of children with
special needs (and some professionals) feel strongly that school size is a crucial factor in determiningwhether
a child’s inclusion is possible, or likely to be beneficial to the child. This is an important issue, butWarnock’s
seeming determination to grab the headlines and politicise the attack on inclusion has ensured that the detail
(bullying, school size) has simply not been discussed.

8.5 IPSEA’s experience is that a well-written statement, quantifying the support a child is entitled to
receive and thereby guaranteeing that support, is an absolute requirement if inclusion is to be successful.
Vaguely written statements are a deterrent to parents expressing a preference for a place in a mainstream
school. They do not know what support their child will receive; still worse, there is no guarantee that their
child will receive any support.

8.6 It is an irony that theGovernment should have launched an attack on the statementing system in 1997
at the same time as launching its attempt to promote inclusion. It is extraordinary that, some eight years
later, the Government is still unable to grasp the contradictory and self-defeating nature of these policies,
despite the growing backlash against inclusion which it has itself provoked.

9. The Role of the Department for Education and Skills

As part of its casework IPSEA is asked by parents to consider and advise on the generic policies and
practices employed by LEAs in the discharge of their duties under education law. As will be clear from this
submission, we have detected a consistent and persistent quantity of breaches of the law by LEAs, in
particular:

— policies containing unlawful criteria for the statutory assessment of special educational needs.
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— blanket policies of not “specifying” provision for special educational needs in Statements of
Special Educational Needs.

When unlawful policies have been brought to our attention we have made complaints to the Secretary of
State for Education under ss496-497 of the Education Act 1996.

9.1 We have been disappointed by the inadequate response that we have received from the Secretary of
State’s Department (the DfES) to complaints about LEAs, in particular, with regard to:

— the time taken to resolve complaints;

— the methodology used by the DfES in its complaints handling; and

— the suYciency of the outcome of complaints, specifically the failure of the DfES to make any
binding direction on LEAs to reform their practice.

9.1.1 Complaints take far too long to be investigated. The complaints we make to the DfES should be
familiar and straightforward to its staV, normally involving allegations of either blanket policies denying
statutory assessment of special educational needs; or, failure to meet the statutory duty to specify provision
in Statements. The response we would expect would be for the Department to:

(a) examine the documents complained about;

(b) talk to the LEA involved and require evidence from them;

(c) examine the evidence and discuss it, when appropriate, with the LEA and/or the complainant; and

(d) make a decision and direct the LEA to take action when required.

However, in our experience this process can take up to a year, resulting in very serious denial of
entitlement under the law to large numbers of children and their families.

9.1.2 The DfES’s method of investigation is inadequate. In a recent complaint the Department did not
appear to have obtained basic documentary corroboration of the assertions they have received from the
relevant LEAs when investigating our complaint. They simply relied on the LEA’s word.

With regard to outcomes, our complaint is that the Secretary of State never uses his or her power to issue
an Order. Instead, the outcome of formal complaints tends to be a letter assuring us (as complainant) that
the LEA has been spoken to, now accepts the error of its ways, and has promised not to err like this in the
future. But given LEAs known track record in treating both the Secretary of State’s guidance and the law
itself with disdain, seriously, how reassured can we, and the parents we support, be?

The Secretary of State’s failure to take strong action to control LEAs risks making LEAs even more
disdainful of the law. We believe that if the Secretary of State made formal directions and enforced them,
the operation of SEN provision would improve and the number of SENDIST cases would reduce, with a
consequent reduction of the enormous personal costs to SEN children and their families in battling with this
poorly policed special needs system.

9.2 IPSEA has recently sent the Parliamentary Ombudsman a bundle of examples of complaints which
we consider have been dealt with inadequately by the DfES. We would be happy to provide copies of the
bundle for the Committee, if this would assist the inquiry.

10. The Role of Parents

Guidance in the Code of Practice aYrms: “Partnership with parents plays a key role in promoting a culture
of co-operation between parents, schools, LEAs and others . . . All parents of children with special educational
needs should be treated as partners.” (paragraphs 2.1/2.2) However, the Code also makes clear that the role
envisaged for parents in this “partnership” is to act as “informant”: “Parents hold key information . . . They
have unique strengths, knowledge and experience to contribute to the shared view of a child’s needs and the best
ways of supporting them.” There is no acknowledgement in the Code that parents are obliged to police their
LEA, in order to ensure that their child receives the provision which their needs call for, nor that most
parents will need considerable support to be able to fulfil this role.

10.1 The law on special educational needs does not in itself make heavy demands on parents; it is LEAs
breaking the law—and the lack of an eVective enforcement mechanism or agency—which places the greatest
burden on parents. And, it is a burden which less able and/or less confident parents simply cannot cope with.
The consequence is that children with SEN whose parents are less able and/or less confident end up being
the least likely of all the children with SEN to receive the provision they need.

10.2 Children in the care of their LEA are particularly vulnerable under the present arrangements, having
no “parent” figure to act as “informant” on their needs and, critically, no-one to act as watchdog on the
LEA. In practice, the social worker assigned to a child assumes the parental role of policing the LEA and
ensuring that the child receives the provision they are legally entitled to. The fact that social workers are
employed by the Authority which is making the decisions means it is impractical to expect them to be able
to assume this role in any meaningful way. And, in practice, they don’t.

There is a pressing need for legislation to address the position of children in care who have special
educational needs.
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11. The Operation of The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 as Amended By SENDA 2001

When Conservative Minister for the Disabled, Nicholas Scott, introduced the DDA1995 to Parliament
he explained the absence of measures covering discrimination in education by claiming that special
education law was so eVective that disabled children needed no further protection and no additional legal
rights. This was despite the fact that by the mid-nineties it was widely known that there were serious
problems with regard to the enforceability of the law on SEN.

11.1 The issue was re-examined four years later by theDisability Rights Task Force (DRTF), established
by New Labour, who recommended an extension to the DDA to cover education (20). But, yet again, on
the quite wrong assumption that special education law provided all the protection disabled children needed,
the DRTF advised that there was no need to include the denial of education aids and services as a ground
of discrimination. As a result, the most worrying, damaging and persistent form which disability
discrimination takes in the school system—the denial of the special educational provision required by a child
in order for them make progress commensurate with their ability—was expressly excluded from the DDA.

11.2 IPSEA urges the Select Committee to examine closely the “fit” between SEN law and disability
discrimination law, in particularwith a view to recommending legislative change to ensure that a child’s right
to special educational provision is reinforced by the DDA, rather than ignored by it, as it is at present.

11.3 It would be desirable for a Tribunal hearing a claim of disability discrimination to be able to issue
an order compelling an LEA to ‘make-up’ for the absence of statemented provision where the details of a
parent’s claim reveals that there has been a failure on the Part of the LEA to fulfil its legal duty to “arrange”
the special educational provision specified in a statement. This would be a useful supplement to the current
available remedy, the threat of Judicial Review of the LEA, which although eVective in terms of future
provision does not compensate for a lack of statemented provision in the past.

11.3 There is a lacuna in the legislation with regard to children with Emotional and Behavioural
DiYculties (EBD) who, in IPSEA’s experience, form the largest group within those children excluded from
school in situations where the special education provision they need has not been put in place. Because EBD
is not covered by the definition of disability in the DDA 1995, parents are not able to bring claims to the
Tribunal, although children whose behaviour problems arise from specific conditions (eg autism) are
protected by the DDA by virtue of their condition being defined in law as a disability.

We therefore ask the Select Committee to recommend an amendment to the DDA 1995 to include a child
with a statement of special educational needs under the definition of “disability” contained in that Act.

12. Transforming the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal

IPSEA welcomed the recognition by The Leggatt Report that “tribunals are well placed to pick up
systemic problems in decision-making which are confusing, through administrative systems which muddle
or miss key facts, to a flawed decision-making process which leads to misconceptions of the law.” (21) We
also welcomed Leggatt’s aspirations “. . . to make sure that a new system enables primary decision-makers
to learn the lessons of adverse decisions.”

12.1 The Government is going ahead with fundamental changes to the Tribunal Service and we ask the
Select Committee to give some thought to how a transformed service could better protect children with
special educational needs, in particular those children whose parents are less likely for whatever reason to
bring an appeal on behalf of their child.

Useful changes could include, for example:

— Where an LEA’s Statement of Case (the stage before the hearing) reveals unlawful decision-
making the Tribunal could be given the power to require the LEA to retake the decision, this time
in accordance with the law, and in the event of an LEA refusing, the parent’s appeal could be
automatically upheld.

— Where unlawful decision-making comes to light in the course of a hearing, costs could
automatically be awarded against the LEA.

— If, following either of the above situations another parent lodges an appeal against the same LEA
and the paperwork reveals a repetition of the unlawful decision-making, the parents’ appeal could
be automatically upheld.

These are punitive measures, but necessarily ones, in IPSEA’s view. At present we have the situation
where SENDIST can only make an order with respect to the individual case before them, leaving the LEA
free to continue with unlawful decision-making, disadvantaging in particular those children whose parents
are less likely and/or less able to appeal.

12.2 IPSEA has welcomed the proposal to create an upper tier of tribunals which will consider appeals
on the grounds of legal error and be able to establish case law.We believe that this would be quicker, cheaper
and more parent-friendly a process than the current system which involves appeals to the High Court.
However, because of the legalistic nature of appeals to an upper-tier, the majority of parents will continue
to be disadvantaged unless legal assistance is made available to support them with appeals to a new ‘upper
tier’. We ask the Select Committee to consider making this recommendation to the Government.
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12.3 Around 60% of children excluded from schools have SEN. In most cases, they are excluded as a
result of provision to meet their needs not being made. The current appeal arrangement—to local
Independent Appeal Panels—is totally inadequate. We therefore ask the Select Committee to consider the
unsatisfactory nature of the current arrangements for parents who wish to appeal against their child’s
permanent exclusion from school. Parents run a double gauntlet of Governors’ meeting and Independent
Appeal panel, neither of which is truly independent. We believe that the new Tribunal Service should have
a remit which includes hearing appeals against all school exclusions.

13. Conclusion: An Improved Future Role for Central Government

Although the law on special education places the primary duties on local government, there is an
important role for central government in enforcing the law (via the Secretary of States powers under sections
468 and 469) and also in signallingGovernment’s respect for individual children’s legal entitlement to special
educational provision.

History shows that prior to 1997 Government attempts to bolster the law (for example by issuing
statutory guidance, setting legal deadlines for assessments and by creating the Special Educational Needs
Tribunal) although necessary, were insuYcient to persuade LEAs to obey the law.

13.1. Since 1997, the situation has worsened in that the Department itself now signals a disregard for the
legal framework which is alarming for parents of children with special educational needs, and which should
be alarming, also, for any citizen with a concern for parliamentary democracy.

13.2 This is not the place to speculate on the Government’s motives in 1997. Perhaps an attempt to
balance the views of the disability movement, who were pressing for total inclusion, with the views of LEAs,
whowere pressing for a reduction in the restrictions which special educational needs law placed on how they
could ‘spend their own’ money, is what formed government policy. There was very much a ‘road to
Damascus’ conversion at the end of the 1990s, with LEAs who had the worst record of opposing inclusion
doing an about turn. SEN OYcers woke to find they’d been re-titled “Inclusion OYcers”. In some LEAs,
even the oYcers who deal with school exclusions are now called “Inclusion OYcers”.

It is hard to resist the suspicion that the conversion was brought about by a covert oVer from the
government to LEAs along the lines of: ‘help us with our goal of inclusion and we’ll get the law oV your
back as best we can, because

— First, there was the attempt to remove the duty to “quantify” provision in statements which, at a
stroke, removes the duty to “arrange” the provision as quantified. When this failed through the
revised Code a further attempt was made via the SEN Toolkit.

— Second, there was the attempt to weaken LEAs’ duties with regard to assessing children whose
SEN arise from medical conditions.

— Third, there was the attempt to withhold professionals’ views on the type of placement which
would best meet a child’s needs from their parents—which would clearly damage the chances of
parents appealing against LEA placement decisions.

— Fourth, there was the (successful) attempt to mislead psychologists via the Association of
Education Psychologists on the legal duty to consult other psychologists who know a child.

All these moves would be welcome to LEAs. All would be damaging to children and their parents. They
would be likely to increase the numbers of children included in mainstream schools, but at the price of an
increased risk that children’s needs would not be met, their provision not protected.

For children with SEN and their parents, these have been particularly diYcult years. For their sakes we
ask the Select Committee to send the following clear messages to the Government:

(i) Respect the law and put aside all covert attempts to manipulate the legal framework in ways
which favour the service providers over the children they are meant to be serving;

(ii) Enforce the law, and if the Secretary of State is not prepared to use her or his powers
vigorously, then empower the new Tribunal service to do so;

(iii) Pursue inclusion only by enhancing and guaranteeing adequate provision in mainstream schools
through reinforcing, not weakening, the assessment and statementing procedure, and by not
by seeking to limit parents’ access to professionals’ opinions on their children’s needs. Create
a system in which parents will choose inclusion because there is a legal guarantee (via the
Statement) that their child’s needs will be met in the mainstream and because, with this
guarantee, they can trust that this is where their child’s needs will best be met.
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Memorandum submitted by the Children’s Legal Centre

1. Introduction

1.1 The Children’s Legal Centre is the leading provider of education law advice in England and Wales.
The Centre’s Education Law and Advocacy Unit provides free legal advice and representation to children
and parents with concerns relating to schools and local education authorities (LEAs). The Unit has been
awarded a Specialist Quality Mark by the Legal Services Commission, together with a national contract to
oVer free legal advice and assistance from Community Legal Service Direct. The Unit also holds a contract
specifically to provide support in the Eastern Region. Issues surrounding special educational needs (SEN)
form a huge proportion of the Unit’s work. Since July 2005, the Centre’s national education law advice line
has received almost 2,000 calls, around one-third of which concerned SEN.

1.2 Types of cases

1.2.1 The SEN cases dealt with through the Centre’s Education Law and Advocacy Unit cover a broad
spectrum of issues, including:

— Refusal to statutory assess or reassess;

— Refusal to issue a Statement of SEN;

— Failure to adequately describe the nature of a child’s SEN in Part II of a Statement;

— Failure to specify suYcient support for a child’s SEN in Part III of a Statement;
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— Failure to provide the support specified in Part III of a Statement;

— Refusal to name parents’ preferred school in Part IV of a Statement, or refusal to change a named
placement;

— Provision of free home-to-school transport;

— Failure to adhere to statutory timescales in the statementing process;

— Failure to implement the decision of the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal; and

— Exclusions arising from failure to meet a child’s SEN.

Two examples of recent cases undertaken by the Children’s Legal Centre are attached as Appendix 1.

2. Provision for SEN Pupils inMainstream Schools

2.1 It is the view of the Children’s Legal Centre that inclusion can often lead to exclusion: exclusion is
not only expulsion from school, but also social isolation. For those children with SEN who are placed in
mainstream school, it is often strikingly evident to them that they are “diVerent” to those children without
SEN. This can also lead to bullying, particularly where a child is regularly supported by a Learning Support
Assistant.

2.2 Although the Centre believes that as far as possible children with SEN should be educated in a
mainstream setting, it is often the case that parents and children themselves feel more comfortable in the
environment of a special school where other children have similar diYculties and teachers are fully equipped
to meet their needs.

2.3 For children with certain types of SEN, such as those on the autistic spectrum, the structure of a
mainstream school is unsuitable. For these children, the size, particularly of amainstream secondary school,
can be extremely diYcult for them to cope with, and this is often exacerbated by the numbers of pupils and
the need to move between classrooms and sometimes buildings.

2.4 The Centre often assists parents in obtaining a place at a special school where their child is not coping
in amainstream environment. Often, we have found that the lives of these children, and indeed their parents,
once placed in a special school have been totally transformed. Parents often talk of dramatic improvements
in behaviour at home, of seeing their child happy when they arrive and leave school and of their child
wanting the school holidays to end.

3. The Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal (SENDIST)

3.1 Funding

3.1.1 The Tribunal was intended to be a reasonably informal arena in which parents would feel at ease,
and would feel confident about representing themselves. In the Children’s Legal Centre’s experience, this is
no longer the case. LEAs are increasingly instructing barristers to represent them at Tribunal and this puts
parents at a major disadvantage. It is very expensive for an LEA to conduct a statutory assessment or place
a child at a special school, particularly if that school is residential and/or independent, so LEAs will try all
means of defending their decision. There is a major anomaly in the system, as public funding is not available
for parents to be represented at the SENDIST, yet LEAs regularly use public funds to brief counsel.

3.1.2 The Children’s Legal Centre currently provides representation to parents at the SENDIST through
charitable funding received through the BBC Children in Need Appeal Funding, but this funding is being
withdrawn next year (as we have received a grant for the maximum number of years possible through this
fund). It is sometimes imperative that parents receive representation, as parents of children with SEN often
have SEN themselves. In addition, the challenge of arguing their case against an LEA which is legally
represented is a daunting prospect.

3.2 Free home-to-school transport

3.2.1 The provision of free home-to-school transport is becoming an increasingly problematic area.
LEAs are now adopting a specific approach to dealing with this issue. If parents express a preference for a
school, LEAs will often agree to the parents’ preference, but will avoid having to provide free home-to-
school transport by stating that the LEA believes there is a nearer suitable school for the child. Parents are
then faced with a dilemma: do they agree to transport their child to school or send their child to a school
which they do not feel is suitable? The problem is that the SENDIST has no jurisdiction to deal with the
issue of transport. Thus, the only option for parents if they want to challenge the LEA’s decision is to ask
the LEA to name its preferred school in Part IV and then appeal to the SENDIST on the named placement.
If the SENDIST orders that the parents’ preferred school be named in Part IV, the LEAwill have to provide
free school transport. However, there is, of course, always the risk that the SENDIST will disagree with the
parents’ preferred placement and there is the problem of where the child is educated in the meantime—if
the LEA’s preferred school is named in Part IV, the childmust attend pending the decision of the SENDIST.
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3.3 Children’s views

3.3.1 Although the child’s views will often be sought during the process of statutory assessment, children
have no automatic right to be heard at the SENDIST. In practice, if a child does attend the hearing, the
Tribunal panel will often seek the child’s views, but few children do attend, as parents are aware that the
SENDIST is not an arena in which children are likely to feel at ease. In addition, parents are often reluctant
to bring their child if the nature of his or her SEN is behavioural diYculties in case he or she is disruptive
during the hearing.

3.4 Looked after children

3.4.1 A statutory assessment can be requested by any of the following:

— the child’s parent;

— the school;

— the health provider; and

— the social services department.

3.4.2 There are obvious diYculties for children “looked after” by the local authority. If the social services
department requests a statutory assessment, as the child’s corporate parent, and the local education
authority refuses to conduct an assessment, that is the end of the matter, unless a foster parent chooses to
appeal, as one department of the local authority cannot appeal against another. This situation may become
even more problematic as many local authorities are combining education and social services departments
under the banner of “children’s services”.

4. Disability Discrimination

4.1 The provisions of the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001 extended the principle of
disability discrimination to schools. The SENDIST is now able to deal with claims of disability
discrimination, but only in specific circumstances.

4.2 Regardless of the type of school concerned, the SENDIST always hears claims of discrimination in
relation to education and associated services—this includes exclusion from school trips and such like.
However, in relation to discrimination in the context of admissions and permanent exclusions, the forum
for making a claim for discrimination is dependent upon the type of school concerned:

Independent and non LEA LEA maintained schools
maintained schools

Admissions SENDIST Admission Appeals Panels
Permanent exclusions SENDIST Independent Appeal Panels

4.3 The eVect of this is that while children from independent and non-maintained schools (ie a significant
minority) will receive a hearing from a body with extensive experience and specialist knowledge of special
educational needs, those in maintained schools will be heard by a panel experienced only in exclusions or
admissions.

October 2005

APPENDIX 1: CASE EXAMPLES

Daniel

Daniel is 13-years-old. He has a Statement of SEN for his behavioural diYculties, but he has no firm
diagnosis of the cause of his diYculties and his Statement is extremely vague in Part II. Daniel was
permanently excluded from his mainstream secondary school in June 2005 for rude and abusive behaviour.
We represented Daniel before the Governors’ Discipline Committee and were successful in getting the
exclusion overturned. We were able to show that the school had failed to adequately support Daniel’s SEN.
We also sought a statutory reassessment ofDaniel’s SEN. The reassessment was refused by the LEA, despite
the fact that Daniel remains at extremely high risk of permanent exclusion and has not been assessed by an
educational psychologist since he was 7-years-old. Daniel’s diYculties relate to his behaviour and speech
and language delay. We are appealing against this refusal to the SENDIST. We shall represent Daniel
pro bono.
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Robert

Robert is 16-years-old. He has a Statement of SEN for complex motor learning diYculties. Since 2000,
Robert has attended a special school. The LEA agreed to name the special school on the condition that
Robert’s parents were responsible for his home-to-school transport. Robert’s parents agreed to this as they
believed they had no choice. Until June 2005, Robert was travelling to school as a concessionary ride in
another pupil’s taxi. This pupil has now left the school, but Robert is pursuing post-16 education there. The
LEA has refused to fund Robert’s transport. We are currently trying to challenge this refusal and, if
necessary, we will seek a judicial review of the LEA’s decision.

Memorandum submitted by The Advisory Centre for Education

ACE’s Background

The Advisory Centre for Education (ACE) is an independent national charity which provides advice and/
or information to over 60,000 parents/carers a year who are experiencing problems with their children’s
education. We give advice on education law and how parents/carers can act as advocates for their children.
Two of our advice lines are dedicated to exclusions. We refer to other agencies, eg Step-by-Step advice
workers (see below), where parents/carers need more support.

Minority ethnic parents are well represented in users of the advice line (11% African Caribbean in 2003).

We train and support adviceworkers in local organisations thatworkwith disadvantaged,minority ethnic
and refugee parents/carers through the Education Step-by-Step programme. We keep their details on a
database that enables ACE advisers to refer parents/carers to them. There are 160 Education Step-by-Step
advisers in London, and 200 across England. In 2003–04 we trained 90 new advisers and gave 373 on-going
support. Our surveys show that on average each adviser helps 300 families a year.

ACE trains LEA oYcers, parent partnership oYcers, professionals and staV of voluntary organisations
in special educational needs (SEN), as well as other aspects of the state educational system. ACE has a
reputation for the width and depth of its knowledge of law and guidance as well as its ability to apply this
to the day-to-day problems faced by parents.

The examples from advice line calls used in this document are nearly all from the last three months’ advice
work, as we wanted to sample very current concerns.

Recommendations

1. Support and outreach services need to be maintained as LEA/LA provision, and expanded to include
consistent support for emotional and behavioural needs.

2. LEAs and schools need to adopt better monitoring and accountability of resource use for delegated
funding, so that the use of resource for individuals and the outcomes of that use can be tracked. We see the
continuation of Individual Education Plans as essential to this.

3. Statutory assessment and Statements should be retained and expanded to include all the child’s needs
in line with the Every Child Matters programme. Parents’ rights to initiate, contribute to and challenge
processes and decisions should be retained.

4. Reductions in statutory assessments should cease: childrenwho need extra support should receive their
entitlement. LEAs’ administration of the legal framework needs to be policed to remove unlawful barriers
to assessment. Assessment reports should give honest and detailed advice as to the provision needed. The
contents of Statements should be scrutinised by Ofsted during LEA inspection to ensure their adherence to
legal requirements.

5. Parents of children with SEN/disabilities, especially those who are themselves disadvantaged, deserve
more and better support and advocacy, freely available and independent of both central and local
government.

6. Reliable estimates of the number of disabled children who need additional aids and services to access
education should be obtained in order to inform policy.We do not believe these are available at themoment,
and without them claims that Statements can be reduced or SEN expenditure capped or redistributed are
unfounded.

7. Children with SEN/disabilities whose behaviour is related to their SEN/disability should be removed
from the exclusion process. At the very least it should be mandatory that a multi-agency review of needs,
provision and reasonable adjustments is held before exclusion is used.

8. In view of themismatch between SEN and disability estimates, schools’ exemption from the obligation
to provide aids and services should be reconsidered.

9. If children whose behaviour arises from their SEN/disability remain within the exclusion process, their
appeals against exclusion should go to the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal.
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Concerns

1. ACE does not wish to add to the debate around special versus mainstream schools: it advises parents
on both choices.We are concerned, however, with the evidence of a decreasing ability ofmainstream schools
to cope with children’s diYculties, not least in the resulting demand from parents for our advice and
information.

2. ACE’s view is that where schools are properly supported by central and local government policies,
support services, funding and proper training for staV, inclusion works and benefits the whole community.
The evidence of our exclusion advice lines tells us that the opposite is happening in some schools. Around
three-quarters of our callers on those lines have children with special educational needs, and one in six raise
issues which call for advice on disability discrimination.

3. ACE strongly disagrees that the problem for parents is bureaucracy. In this area, the word
“bureaucracy” is frequently used by providers as an excuse to reduce information, accountability and legal
duties owed to parents.

4. The parents ACE speaks to every day on our advice lines may be worn downwith trying to get support
for their child and do complain of bureaucracy. But they are not complaining that their child is being
assessed or that the help is being written on a Statement or that they are asked to meetings to review an IEP.
When you dig below the surface you discover that parents’ complaints are largely about failures of the
system rather than the system itself: backlogs in assessments, hold-ups in getting provision, diYculties with
school placements, and Statements which are so unclear about the help which is to be provided that they
are not worth the paper they are written on, let alone the expense of the assessment that preceded them.
These failures may actually be unlawful (see, for example, the non-provision of therapies for children whose
Statements specified them documented in the 2002 Audit Commission report on special needs).9 An
advantage of the current statutory system is that parents can exert pressure via the system of complaints and
appeals which leads to better outcomes for the child.

5. In ACE’s view the system itself, with its guiding principle of matching help to needs, could not be more
compelling. The problem is that local authorities are having to square the circle between the law, conflicting
national policies, their own local policies and funding. The law says that a child’s education is so important
that extra help to give children with SEN/disabilities the same learning opportunities as other children must
not be rationed, delayed or subject to blanket refusals to provide. But where resources are not available to
match this legal duty, local authorities respond with policies which impose a form of rationing.

6. Many parents of children with SEN/disabilities, whatever their backgrounds, become extremely well-
informed and active in their children’s education. It makes sense to build on the positive aspects of the SEN
framework to increase that informed active participation, which must lead to far better outcomes for
their children.

7. For parents, the system oVers, in both law and guidance, a truly participative role in the education of
their child, an acknowledgement that the parents of a child with SEN/disabilities are the experts on their
child, and that their involvement is vital in ensuring the educational progress of that child. Their role is also
that of watchdog over their child’s right to support. To reduce this role by changing or reducing Statements
because of concern over parents’ struggles with the system would be to adopt an out-dated welfarist view
that parents need protection more than they need equal, active and informed participation in the decisions
over their child’s education. As parents are acting for the child in many of these decisions, a reduction in
their rights to participate in and challenge decisions would be deleterious to the child’s rights.

8. Since 2001, the statementing system has also become a part of the delivery of one of the positive
requirements of disability discrimination legislation in schools, as it is what should provide disabled children
with the aids and services they need to access education. It is therefore essential that it is maintained and
improved.

Campaigns for children’s rights to educational support

9. In recent years, ACE has joined with many other organisations which oVer direct support to parents
in campaigning to retain parents’ rights in the statementing system’s statute law, regulation and guidance.
There have been major campaigns over the 1997 Green Paper on SEN which suggested rationing of
Statements, and over draft Regulations and guidance on writing Statements in 2000–01. Both apparently
resulted in success for the campaigners with reassuring words from the Government: Estelle Morris, then
Minister for Schools, oVered a pledge at the launch of the SEN Action Programme on 5 November 1998
that although the Government wanted the proportion of Statements to fall “over time”, this would be done
by strengthening school-based support. Baroness Ashton promised in introducing the Special Educational
Needs and Disability Bill:

The whole of this Bill is about the best interests of the child and meeting them. It is about making
special educational needs provision better. It is about improving the tribunal system. It is about
ensuring that more resources are available in our schools for children with disabilities or special
educational needs.10

9 Audit Commission (2002) Special Educational Needs: a mainstream issue, p 32.
10 House of Lords Hansard, 1 March 2001, Column 1295.
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10. ACE is therefore looking for better provision and more resources for these children, and for those to
be guaranteed where children need them to access education on a par with their peers.

Provision for SEN Pupils in “Mainstream” Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

11. In spite of the Ministers’ desire to reassure parents, ACE receives many calls where support on the
“school-based” stages of School Action and School Action Plus is not clear to parents, including cases where
the children have plainly been struggling for a long time and our advice is to seek assessment for a Statement
as quickly as possible. We want to be able to say to parents that all maintained mainstream schools have
support available, either in-house or via their LEA, eg for a child’s behavioural diYculties so as to prevent
exclusion. But this is not the case. Even within one LEA, and within one category of schools in one LEA,
schools can vary markedly in their attitude to and willingness to provide support themselves or to purchase
it from outside.

Have special needs and inclusion fallen oV the agenda?

12. Overall, maintained mainstream schools do not seem to be increasing their capacity to support
children with SEN—in fact, they seem to be reducing it. Ofsted’s October 2004 report11 found:

— no increase in the proportion or range of needs of pupils with special needs attending mainstream,
and that “progress towards inclusion in mainstream schools has slowed”;

— only a minority of the mainstream schools it surveyed were oVering children with diYculties high
quality support, and few evaluated the eVectiveness of their support;

— even the more committed schools did not think they could cope with children with high levels of
need;

— a 10% increase in the number of pupils placed in independent special schools and a 25% increase
in the numbers of pupils in pupil referral units between 2001 and 2003,12 indicating less ability to
meet needs in state schools, whether ordinary or special;

— although the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001 (SENDA) requires schools to
draw up disability access plans covering curriculum as well as buildings, “over half of the schools
had no disability access plans and, of those that did exist, the majority focused only on
accommodation”.

13. Problems of mainstream support are also prevalent in early years. Ofsted says about education and
care providers, “we also found, too commonly, that inconsistency and lack of joined-up support created
unnecessary barriers to the inclusion of children with special needs”.13 Further, Ofsted indicates policy
conflicts:

The government’s agenda, together with a plethora of initiatives around inclusion of children with
special needs, has moved on since the national standards were written. Even those who receive a
judgement of good against National Standard 10 may experience diYculty in keeping pace and
promoting the best possible outcomes for children with special educational needs.14

14. The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority’s 2004 annual report on inclusion included the
observations that:

— there was a perception that SENhad fallen oV the agenda in all mainstream high-profile initiatives;

— all respondents expressed strong views that performance tables militated against the inclusion of
pupils with SEN in many popular schools.

Resources: variation and insecurity

15. In the National Union of Teachers’ survey of special educational needs co-ordinators (SENCOs)15 in
March 2004, “a common theme in all the responses was that pupils with SEN at the first two stages of
assessment [ie without Statements] received insuYcient support”. SENCOs debating their funding online
recently have revealed remarkable diVerences in the resources available for non-statemented pupils (note
that School Action Plus is the highest level of resourcing for non-statemented SEN, and has replaced
Statements in many authorities).

11 Ofsted (2004) Special Educational Needs and Disability: towards inclusive schools.
12 Note that this finding is wrong: the increase in the population of PRUs is 55%, based on actual numbers of 9,300 in 2001 and
14,470 in 2004 (DfES, 2005, Special Educational Needs in England, January 2005, SFR 24/2005, Table 1a).

13 Ofsted (2005)Removing barriers: a “can-do” attitude: a report on developing good practice for children with special needs in early
years childcare and education in the private and voluntary sectors.

14 National Standard 10 sets out minimum requirements as to what providers must do to support children with special needs.
Ofsted (2005)Removing barriers: a “can-do” attitude: a report on developing good practice for children with special needs in early
years childcare and education in the private and voluntary sectors, p 3.

15 The special educational needs co-ordinator is the key SEN teacher/manager in the school.
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16. SENCO A says that in her LEA, children on School Action Plus get two hours with a teaching
assistant, or half an hour with an SEN teacher per week, or a combination of these times. The SEN audit
is supposed to pay for this. Children on School Action do not get a particular amount of time.

17. SENCOB is shocked by this luxury and replies that her school “certainly couldn’t aVord this!” It has
31 children on School Action Plus and 60 on School Action plus 14 with Statements. To match SENCOA’s
level of resourcing, they would need to allocate 60 hours of teaching assistant time for School Action Plus
plus 80 hours for statemented children. She says her “statements” always get their support but children on
School Action Plus sometimes do not. They may get 10 minutes a week one-to-one.

18. NFER research16 done for the DfES also reported insecurity and lack of accountability of resourcing
for the school-based stages:

In one of the secondary schools, the resourcing issues related to the fact that the funding for pupils
at School Action and School Action Plus was not ring-fenced. The SENCO explained that the
school SEN department would not receive themoney: “it disappears into the school, into the ether”.
This SENCO had tried to resolve the issue with both the headteacher and the finance department,
but without progress. This was estimated to be funding equivalent to five additional classroom
assistants . . .

Resourcing SEN was certainly an issue for some of the case-study schools, and it could have
implications for the admission of pupils with identified special needs. It was clearly an area where
some schools would appreciate some more guidance.

Delegated funding and support for children

19. In 2005, Ofsted reported on the state of outreach and support services which (before so much SEN
funding was delegated to schools) were provided to schools by LEAs.17

20. The TES summed up the report thus:

Support for vulnerable pupils in mainstream schools has been damaged by the Government’s
determination to take money from local education authorities and give it direct to schools, Ofsted
said this week.

Special needs pupils have been denied specialist help because schools used the money for other
purposes, according to a highly critical report by inspectors.

21. The report said:

Where the fundswere delegated, schools had the option to buy services or to use themoney in other
ways. Positively, this increased the flexibility for schools; negatively, it disadvantaged groups of
pupils with complex special educational needs who did not have access to specialist support
because funds had been used for other purposes. In addition, delegation of funding to schools
reduced the LEA’s capacity to provide targeted support for school improvement where the
standards achieved by pupils with SEN were too low.

22. There are, of course, many other purposes and incentives to use funds for those purposes.

23. Current policy is to encourage authorities to delegate nearly all the funds for special educational needs
to schools. This is despite the recognition in Removing Barriers to Achievement, the Government’s strategy
for SEN (2004) that the majority of local authorities have yet to develop adequate arrangements for
monitoring outcomes for pupils with SEN, especially in relation to delegated funding. The aim, according
to the strategy, is to encourage early identification and inclusion; but again from ACE’s experience on the
advice lines we know that the opposite is often the case.

24. The national model of provision for SEN and disability should not allow wild variation from school
to school and from LEA-to-LEA. Diversity of standards of provision and autonomy of schools is not
currently providing for individual pupils’ diverse needs, and far from inspiring parents with confidence, has
lead to increasing battles for appropriate support.

25. We therefore recommend that support and outreach services need to be maintained as LEA/LA
provision, and expanded to include consistent support for emotional and behavioural needs.

26. LEAs and schools need to adopt better monitoring and accountability of resource use for delegated
funding, so that the use of resource for individuals and outcomes can be tracked. We see the continuation
of Individual Education Plans as essential to this.

16 Wilkin, A, Archer, T, Ridley, K, Fletcher-Campbell, F andKinder, K (2005)Admissions and Exclusions of Pupils with Special
Educational Needs, NFER, DfES Research Report RR608.

17 Ofsted (2005) Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and outreach services.
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The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (“the Statementing Process”)

27. ACE finds the extension of delegated funding arrangements to children with significant and complex
needs very worrying. Schools often struggle to identify diYculties and their causes and it is known thatmany
young people have behaviour problems which stem from undiagnosed special educational needs.

28. To make matters worse, many local authorities are coupling delegation with a policy of no more
Statements except for special school placements, leaving schools to decide whether to buy in expertise.
Again, we refer to the Government’s principle that reductions in Statements were only to be made when
children’s needs were securely met by schools.

29. This is plainly not the case, but the issue of new Statements has fallen from 36,200 pa in 1998 to 26,000
in 2004.18 It is fair to conjecture that that means that last year, more than 10 thousand children who
previously would have received Statements were left without them and are relying on the uncertain
capacities of schools to identify and deliver the help they need.

30. The downward pressure on Statements is against the professional judgements of many teachers,
especially SENCOs. One SENCO said, on hearing of the Select Committee’s inquiry by accident from an
LEA oYcer:

If only LEAs are contributing [to the Committee’s investigation], this is worrying. Like most
LEAs, mine is doing its utmost to follow the Government line regarding the reduction of
statements even though this policy directly contravenes the Code of Practice.

On this issue alone I want input from teachers. I know my LEA’s view is at total variance with
my own.

Statutory assessment under attack

31. When reductions in statementing were discussed with the campaigning organisations in 1997–98 and
again in 2000–01, it seemed that assessments of need would still occur.Many children need themulti-agency
scrutiny of what is causing the diYculty that is holding them back, and sometimes it is not until this occurs
that the real problem is identified: for instance, what was perceived by teachers to be a literacy diYculty to
be addressed with extra phonics is discovered to be an auditory processing disorder, which needed visual
strategies. The child must have felt he was being shouted at in a completely unknowable language rather
than being helped.

32. Indeed, this statutory requirement for a thoroughmulti-agency assessment (with the full involvement
of the parent) might be regarded as an exemplary model, oVering a guarantee of provision for vulnerable
children that could easily be expanded to include non-educational needs and provision in keeping with the
Every Child Matters programme.

33. Appeals against statementing decisions go the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal.
The Tribunal’s annual reports show that appeals against refusals to assess have risen from 30%of all appeals
in 1997–98 to over 40% in 2002–03.

34. However, it is only a minority of parents who appeal against decisions, and the Independent Panel
for Special Education Advice believes that local authorities are routinely refusing to assess and are largely
getting away with it.

35. Many parents who ring us tell us that SENCOs are quoting local criteria for assessment (that children
have to be a certain number of years or stages behind compared with their chronological age, for instance) to
explain why their needy children, plainly not progressing, cannot access assessment. One adviser for another
national charity recently wrote:

I understand that XLEAwill only use the term “dyslexic” for a pupil whose reading AND spelling
AND writing are all five years below chronological age. And will only statement if there is also
ADHD, Asperger’s etc.

So a girl aged 12 with Reading Age/Spelling eight years and writing seven years (and ability of a
17 year old on a private EP assessment) is not deemed “dyslexic”.

36. Such blanket rules may well be unlawful, but are trusted by teachers and LEA oYcers who are
shocked when they are overturned by the Tribunal. We are sure that the Independent Panel for Special
Education Advice will oVer the Committee its experience here.

37. As we have said above, we believe these rules are the results of pressure to ration Statements, and
take little account of actual need. This is borne out by what parents tell us of what schools and LEA oYcers
tell them.

38. One recent call to our advice line concerned an eight-year-old child whose school stated that he
needed 1:1 adult support to prevent incidents which had lead to frequent exclusions, the most recent one
lasting two weeks. She told us that her authority was arguing (in writing to the Tribunal) that assessment

18 DfES (2005) Special Educational Needs in England, January 2005, SFR 24/2005, p 2.
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of her son would set an “inappropriate precedent” and would be an “inappropriate use of public funds”,
both unlawfully irrelevant considerations in a decision on assessment. The child had long-standing problems
and was diagnosed and being treated for ADHD and ODD by the NHS. His mother said:

It seems so unjust on him. With the right support he’s a lovely lad. So-called professionals should
listen to parents and teachers—my child has been having these problems since nursery. The
education system doesn’t want to help you. But the Government wouldn’t have all these problem
teenagers if the help was there in primary schools.

Vague and unenforceable Statements

39. Another common problem that parents meet with Statements is LEAs’ non-compliance with the law
on specification of provision in drafting Statements. The law says that Statements must normally describe
the kind, amount and frequency of the help to be provided. In spite of this requirement, vague words such
as “access to a literacy programme” or “opportunities for small group work” or “up to one hour a week”
seem to be so common as to be the de facto norm. This spells trouble for any parent trying to insist on the
support owed to their child.

40. The Local GovernmentOmbudsman reports frequently on SEN complaints. In a ruling inNovember
2004, the Ombudsman found that SuVolk County Council had a long-standing practice of not quantifying
hours of special educational provision in Statements.We know fromour advicework that this is not unusual
in LEAs. More needs to be done to protect vulnerable children from this evasion of what Parliament has
repeatedly confirmed as the intention of the statute, regulations and statutory guidance on how provision
should be set out in Statements.

41. A parent of a three-year-old child with Down’s syndrome with recognised speech delay said
(September 2005):

A’s proposed Statement has just arrived. In part 3 the reference to speech and language goes as
follows: “A requires opportunities to follow a structured speech and language programme planned
in conjunction with advice from a speech and language therapist.”

Well now that I’ve scraped myself oV the ceiling I could say that I require opportunities to go to
the cinema more than once a year—doesn’t always happen though.

42. A is just starting in nursery, at a crucial age for developing speech and communication abilities, and
with them relationships with her peers and teachers. But her ability to access the speech therapy she needs
will depend on her mother’s action on her behalf, not on the LEA’s fulfillment of its duty to identify need
and provide for it when children have significant and/or complex diYculties (see ‘Therapies’ below).

43. We believe thatOfsted needs as a rule to inspect the content of Statements for this crucial adherence to
statutory obligations. All too frequently, inspection reports merely observe whether LEAs write Statements
within the legal time limits rather than judging whether they do this vital job of specifying and guaranteeing
the help the child needs. Timeliness is not what matters—rather, it is whether the Statement does the job the
law intends.

44. Here, accurate and detailed advice from professionals as to provision is essential, but many suspect
that teachers and educational psychologists are “leant on” to keep their advice vague so that Statements do
not commit the LEA to an inescapable obligation to that child. A’s mother will probably need to spend a
considerable amount to obtain reliable professional advice on her child, as the advice the LEA has obtained
is not specific enough on provision. Another parent who knows the educational psychologists in her LEA
said:

The EP [educational psychologist] told us that she was not allowed to write 1:1 tuition with a
specialist teacher and was really stretching a point to record that that is what we wanted on the
final report.

I called the EP section for my daughter’s school area to ask if my request for 1:1 tuition with a
specialist teacher with AMBDA (to diVerentiate it from non-teaching qualifications such as a
Masters in SEN) was unreasonable. I did not want to ask for something unreasonable or
something my daughter wasn’t entitled to. The question was shouted across the room and the
distant reply was along the lines of “Of course it is suitable what the hell are the LEA playing at?”

Parents’ rights in the process

45. Parents challenge decisions within the process at the moment, as they have statutory rights to request
assessment, to appeal against a refusal to assess, to contribute their own views and evidence to the
assessment, to appeal against a refusal to produce a Statement following assessment, to be properly
consulted during the drafting of the Statement, and to appeal against the final version, on the grounds of
its description of needs and provision and/or the school named by the authority. All appeals since the
implementation of the 1993 Education Act have gone to an independent national expert tribunal, and any
parent who has experienced appeals before and after this Act will tell you what a diVerence this has made
to obtaining proper support for their child.
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Therapies

46. Therapies (for example, speech therapy) are frequently contested, and for good reason, as the Audit
Commission found health and social services were not provided for children whose Statements specified
them:

Children with statements often do not get the support they are meant to from health and social
services.

We . . . recommend that Government ensures that health and social services be held to account for
their part in meeting children’s SEN. This may require a change to primary legislation: under the
1996 Education Act, health and social services are only required to provide support to children
with statements in so far as their overall resources and priorities allow . . . Unless children with
SEN feature more prominently in the targets set for these services, it seems unlikely that this
situation will improve.19

47. What the Audit Commission could have pointed out, but did not, is that the law makes clear that if
therapies specified in the Statement are not provided by other agents, the duty to arrange the provision falls
back on to the LEA. The 41 out of 49 LEAs who said that children with Statements were not getting the
help they needed even though their Statements specified that help were admitting to being in breach of the
duty owed to those children.

Blame maladministration, not the system

48. We reiterate that problems with Statements arise from maladministration of the system rather than
the system itself, which we believe was ahead of its time in demanding multi-agency views of the child,
involving parents in deciding what the child’s diYculties are and how and where to support them, in taking
children’s views into account, and in time-limiting the process in the interests of the child. The
maladministration arises not from incompetence, but from deliberate evasion of legal duties to individual
children because of resource constraints.

49. This view is supported by the many Local Government Ombudsman’s rulings against LEAs’
administration of the system.Within the category of education, after admissions, SEN gives rise to the most
complaints and investigation reports, and most of those are about Statements. Given that only 3% of
children nationally receive Statements, this is an alarming figure.

50. We recommend that statutory assessment and Statements should be retained and expanded to include
all the child’s needs in line with the Every Child Matters programme. Parents’ rights to initiate, contribute
to and challenge processes and decisions should be retained.

51. Reductions in statutory assessments should cease: children who need extra support should receive
their entitlement. LEAs’ administration of the legal framework needs to be policed to remove unlawful
barriers to assessment. Assessment reports from employees of the LEA should give honest and detailed
advice as to the provision needed. The contents of Statements should be scrutinised by Ofsted during LEA
inspection to ensure their adherence to legal requirements.

The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

52. Parents therefore often need to exert their rights, and we have many calls for advice where we can
oVer not merely information but steps parents can take which help them to be eVective in working with
schools and LEAs.20 It is diYcult to see how parents will be able to claim as of right a similar active role in
the Common Assessment Framework currently being piloted, and easy to envisage a return to the pre-1993
Act system where professionals know best and the child is all too readily fitted into the resources perceived
to be available.

53. In ACE’s view children have amuch greater chance of doing well at school if their parents are actively
involved. We believe this because we can see that where parents’ rights are less detailed or clear cut, parents
are either passive, expecting the education service to deal with any problems, or they become frustrated at
their lack of a say about crucial aspects of their children’s education.

54. We are concerned that some parents have diYculties because of:

— poor or misleading information including lack of clarity about their rights and where
responsibilities lie;

— diYculty in accessing information;

— lack of good quality advice, support and advocacy.

19 Audit Commission (2002) Special Educational Needs: a mainstream issue, p 32.
20 ACE publishes the comprehensive and authoritative Special Education Handbook, and also short accessible booklets on
getting extra help from schools and early years providers, asking for an assessment, getting the Statement right, and
annual reviews.
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Information and advice

55. ACE believes that provision of information can be improved by better policing of the system. Our
campaign for legal compliance with information regulations (The SEN (Provision of Information by LEAs)
(England) Regulations 2001) resulted in Ofsted agreeing to highlight the requirement to provide SEN
information on LEA websites in its inspections of authorities. Recently we checked six LEAs which have
been inspected this year and found that all were complying with the law. Previously few of these LEAs had
met the legal requirements introduced in 2001. At least one of the six had had no website at all covering
SEN issues.

56. The information is important to parents because it should tell them who is responsible for their
children’s extra help; what kind of provision they can expect and the procedures for accessing further
support.

57. There still remain diYculties in accessing information. For example, websites are often poorly
designed and not parent-friendly. Understanding the information on websites often implies knowledge of
education jargon, tenacity in exploring diVerent links on a site and ownership of expensive up to date
equipment to download huge files.

“Bureaucracy” versus information for parents

58. The pressure on SEN resources and the general dismissal of documentation as “bureaucratic” are
threatening the Individual Education Plan (IEP). If IEPs are notmaintained and sharedwith staVwho teach
the child and with parents, are prepared for groups rather than individuals, and not kept up-to-date and
reviewed frequently, then they become worthless both as support for the child and in tracking resource use
and outcomes.

59. ACE is concerned that the campaign against bureaucracy appears to have targeted special
educational needs information which parents need to have21 We believe that the system is not bureaucratic
unless you regard professional assessments as bureaucratic, listing (on paper) provision to match needs as
bureaucratic, or progress checks with parents as bureaucratic.

60. In ACE’s view, the campaign against bureaucracy is a threat to accountability and parental
involvement, particularly the sustained attack on IEPs. IEPs are meant to track strategies put in place to
help the child, based on that child’s diYculties, and assess how successful they are. If strategies fail, then the
IEP records adaptations or new strategies. If those fail, then provision should be escalated (eg from School
Action to School Action Plus and from School Action Plus to statementing).

61. With fewer Statements, these documents are the main evidence of a child’s progress or lack of it, and
since many LEAs demand written records of a child’s lack of progress before agreeing to assess parents can
be caught in a situation where they know their child is not making progress, but they have no paper evidence
because there is no IEP and therefore the LEA refuses to assess.

62. Even the Audit Commission in its SEN Policy Focus Paper of 2002 recognised the value of IEPs and
saw them as a safeguard for children who would have had Statements but might no longer if its
recommendations were to be adopted. It recommended that:

If fewer statements are issued as a result of increased delegation, schools should continue to use
IEPs and regular reviews for all children with SEN and to plan carefully for key transitions; and
LEAs should put in place systems to monitor the progress made by children who would previously
have had a statement.22

63. The IEP is valuable for parents because it involves them in planning for the child’s support and in
monitoring that support. In addition, for those children with Statements, there are legal requirements about
target setting and checks on the child’s progress within the National Curriculum and in relation to the
objectives set out in the Statement. There has to be a mechanism for making these short-term checks and
the IEP would seem to be the most sensible one.

64. Parents are able to seewhether their child ismaking progress, whether the extra help their child should
get is indeed being provided, and can make informed decisions about whether to request changes to the
child’s provision.

65. TheAnnual Report 2004–05 of the Implementation Review Unit fails to say why alternative planning
arrangements it promotes are less bureaucratic. It also fails to mention how parents will be involved. In

21 DfES Implementation Review Unit (2005) Annual Report 2004–05
(http://publications.teachernet.gov.uk/eOrderingDownload/1593-2005CDO-EN.pdf) and Cabinet OYce/DfES (2005)
Special Educational Needs—Bureaucracy Project
(http://www.cabinetoYce.gov.uk/regulation/documents/pst/pdf/sen.pdf)

22 Audit Commission (2002) Statutory Assessment and Statements of SEN: in need of review? p 68.
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ACE’s view the description of alternative approaches suggest much greater bureaucracy and hints of the
professional knowing best. In contrast most parents can easily understand the process of drawing up and
reviewing an IEP and where they fit into the process. It is unclear where parents would be involved in
“provision mapping” which seems to focus on the provider and the support rather than the learner and his
or her needs.

66. The attack on IEPs is also at odds withmuch other government guidance including the statutory SEN
Code of Practice and the Key Stage 3 National Strategy Maximising Progress: ensuring the attainment of
pupils with SEN.

Support and advocacy

67. Certain groups of parents have diYculty accessing information, for example, those who have English
as an additional language; those who are not in settled housing (eg mothers sheltering from domestic
violence and Traveller families), foster parents unaware of the SEN framework, and parents who have
special needs and/or disabilities.

68. Children with SEN are more likely to have parents belonging to these groups.

69. These parents need a range of alternative service including telephone advice, face-to-face advice and
advocacy. ACE supports some families via its telephone advice service, and while many parents are able to
use information and advice to go on and take eVective action for their children, other parents need more or
diVerent support. ACE’s Education Step-by-Step programme aims to provide greater face-to-face support
via groups such as women’s refuges, law centres, and community organisations who come into contact with
the groups of parents listed above. Training in basic education advice is provided along with a
comprehensive educationmanual kept up-to-date by ACE staV. Funding for this programme has been hard
to achieve, however, and it is currently operating under capacity.

70. Parent partnership oYcers (employed by LEAs) are supposed to be the frontline service providing
support to parents, and are the only advice service that many disadvantaged parents access. However, it has
to be pointed out that at best this is “impartial” support, with PPOs aiming to be even handed rather than
champions for parents. Many admit that their LEA funding prevents them undertaking certain types of
work such as representing parents at exclusion hearings or at the SEN and Disability Tribunal (SENDIST).

71. In an ACE survey of 20 LEAs covering diVerent sized authorities in both rural and urban areas, we
found that only a quarter were able to carry out limited representation of this type (four supporting parents
at SENDIST but only one representing parents at independent appeal panel hearings dealing with
exclusion).

72. A representative of the National Parent Partnership Network has told us that less than half of LEAs
have “independent parental supporters” and at least half of parent partnership oYcers have been told by
their LEAs that they are not allowed to support parents at SENDIST.

73. The service is also patchy and inadequately staVed in some areas: our survey discovered that some
LEAs provide as few as one part-timer which, even in a small authority, cannot be adequate.

74. As stated above, some parents face immense barriers in supporting their children and acting as
advocates for them. Access to SENDIST is clearly unequal with free legal representation not being available
and little support otherwise available. IPSEA’s free tribunal support and representation service, to which
we refer many of our callers, is overstretched.

75. There is an inequality of access/take up among ethnic groups as shown by SENDIST ethnic
monitoring of who appeals. Lack of Statements in community languages is also striking, not to mention
SEN policies and translating support at reviews.

76. The charity PACE which supports parents of children with autistic spectrum disorders pointed out
in their Tribunal Report 2003 that only 4%of parents received legal aid for pre-hearing advice and appealing
to Tribunal was something that only a minority of parents could take on. “Appealing to the Tribunal is an
undertaking which consumes major emotional, financial and time resources”, they point out. They call for
legal aid support to be extended to support more parents.

77. If parents succeed at the tribunal, they can still face problems which demand support and advocacy.
PACE suggests the setting up of an independent monitoring body to monitor the implementation of
Tribunal decisions, quoting a parent saying:

A year later we are still fighting with our LEA to provide the provision the Tribunal decided.

78. ACE believes that parents of children with SEN/disabilities deserve more and better support and
advocacy, freely available and independent of both central and local government.
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How Special Educational Needs are Defined

Numbers

79. The Audit Commission noted in 2002 that “despite the significant number of children with SEN, little
is known about the overall pattern of their needs”.23 They also noted increases in need:

Our national survey of LEAs indicates, over the last five years:

— significant increases in the number of children with autistic spectrum disorders (perceived
by four-fifths of respondents), with speech and communication diYculties (two-thirds of
respondents), and with profound and multiple learning diYculties (one-third of
respondents); and

— significant decreases in few categories of need, except moderate learning diYculties (one-
quarter of respondents) and specific learning diYculties (one-fifth of respondents).24

80. However, there has been a recent radical re-estimate of the numbers of children regarded as disabled
(a category which must necessarily overlap with those regarded as having SEN, especially if they require
additional aids and services to access education). The PrimeMinister’s StrategyUnit reported this year that:

Since 1975, the fastest growth in numbers [of disabled people] has been for children—from 476,000
disabled children under the age of 16 in 1975, to 772,000 in 2002. This represents an increase of
62%. Possible explanations include increasing prevalence of impairment among children, children
with complex conditions surviving longer, increased diagnosis, increased reporting and/or overall
increases in the population. . . .25

81. The growth is also attributable to a change in the statistics used:

The 2001 General Household Survey (GHS), carried out by the OYce for National Statistics
(ONS), estimated there were 789,000 children under the age of 16 with an “estimated longstanding
illness, disability or infirmity that limits their activity”.

Analysis of DWP survey data (the 2002 Families and Children Study) by researchers at the
University of Lancaster used a broader definition of disability. The results suggested that a
staggering 10% of all children are disabled. This equates to just under 1.2 million children under
the age of 17 in Britain.

Before these estimates were issued, policymakers and charities commonly used a figure of 320,000
disabled children (up to age 16). This comes from a 1984 survey by the OYce of Population
Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) which was reanalysed in 2000. Despite the availability of annually
updatedGHSdata, policy-makers continued to use this out-of-date underestimate, which suggests
a lack of serious political commitment to the issue.26

82. These figures must call into question any policy to reduce expenditure and legal entitlement to
disabled children in schools, and may be another explanation for the persistence of enormous tensions in
the system.

Better estimates are needed for policy formulation

83. The lower and less accurate figure of 320,000 is interestingly close to the number of children with
Statements that was quoted as alarmingly high in the 1997 Green Paper on SEN:

[In 1993] it was envisaged that the needs of the great majority of children with SEN should be met
eVectively under its school-based stages, and that only in a minority of cases, perhaps the 2% of
children envisaged by the Warnock Report in 1978, would the LEA need to carry out a statutory
assessment of SEN and make a statement. But there has been a steep increase in recent years, so
that 233,000 pupils (almost 3%) now have statements.27

84. ACE recommends that reliable estimates of the number of disabled children who need additional aids
and services to access education are obtained in order to inform policy.We do not believe these are available
at the moment, and without them claims that Statements can be reduced or SEN expenditure capped or
redistributed are unfounded.

23 Audit Commission (2002) Special Educational Needs—a mainstream issue, p 5.
24 Audit Commission (2002) p 7.
25 Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit (2005) Improving the life chances of disabled people, p 34.
26 New Philanthropy Capital (2005) Ordinary Lives. Disabled children and their families, pp 7–8.
27 DfEE (1997) Excellence for All Children, Green Paper, p 35.
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Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and Social
Difficulties (EBSD)

85. In this section we are concentrating on diYculties that result in exclusions from school.

86. Two-thirds of permanent exclusions are of children with special needs, oYcially classed as needing
extra support. ACE registers SEN as being involved in three-quarters of the calls to its exclusion advice lines.
It is suspected that more children have unacknowledged special needs, a view borne out by research that
found that 10 out of 11 pupils in a primary PRU had undiagnosed communication diYculties.28 It would
obviously have been preferable to oVer assessment and appropriate support to primary-aged children rather
than excluding them to an environment where they were only diagnosed because of a therapist’s personal
research interest.

87. One example from our advice line in the last week of September 2005 is not untypical of exclusion of
children with SEN because of unmet need/lack of support. The mother of a five-year-old boy rang us. Her
LEA had refused her son statutory assessment in February despite severe developmental delay which had
caused him to be held back a year in nursery. In his first few weeks in primary school, the school is only able
to oVer him support (shared) in the morning, so at lunchtimes and afternoons he is unsupported, becomes
isolated, confused and frustrated, and (according to the school) is “naughty and aggressive” and lashes out.
He is in danger of permanent exclusion. If statutory assessment starts now, it may not bring resources in
time to prevent the exclusion.

88. The 2004 annual statistical digest on schools revealed that while permanent exclusions of pupils
without special needs had gone down by 579, permanent exclusions of children with special needs had risen
by 334, a jump in one year of 6%. Nearly two-thirds of the pupils in pupil referral units (PRUs) have special
needs—ejected from mainstream schools but not placed in special schools.29

89. The NFER research already referred to indicates some of the problems of whether EBSD are seen as
learning diYculties/disabilities and of teachers’ confusion between a supportive versus a punitive regime:

In the secondary schools, [teachers] identified both learning diYculties and behavioural diYculties
as common needs. In some cases, the pupils with learning diYculties were also thought to have
behavioural diYculties whereas in other cases, the interviewees felt that these were diVerent
cohorts of pupils. One school felt that many of the pupils identified with learning diYculties would
then develop behavioural diYculties because their learning needs were unmet, whereas others
argued that behavioural diYculties alone did not constitute a special educational need as such (it
should be noted that this represents interviewees’ perceptions—regardless of DfES guidelines).30

90. One school revealed extremely punitive attitudes:

In one case-study school, an interviewee’s comment supported the view expressed in the authority
(which was a “high-excluding” one), that fixed-term exclusions were at a high level because of a
lack of tolerance of persistent poor behaviour: “[The school] has improved quite a lot and a lot of
that is due to exclusion—we have rooted out quite a lot of the undesirable kids”.

This focus on removing undesirable behaviour was underlined in the comment from another
interviewee in the same school, who reported “pushing” a year 7 pupil with ongoing behavioural
problems until a confrontation occurred and the pupil was eventually permanently excluded.

As far as I’m concerned if a kid is misbehaving in class then they should be removed . . . I always make
a point of challenging those pupils, and it’s either black or white, they either conform to what I want
or it results in a very serious incident where I challenge them to the point where they swear at me or
do something. . . . I challenge them to the point that neither of us will back down.

Head of year, secondary school31

91. Here the teachers’ motives are a desire for “school improvement”, which has overridden teachers’
more usual commitment to helping and retaining pupils.

92. The following is from our July 2005 calls:

A six-year-old with a Statement for ADHD was subjected to an escalating regime of exclusions
from one, to two to four to eight to 16 days and so on. His mum called us when he was at eight
days—he’d just returned to school after being very anxious that he would fail again, and was sent
home at lunch time.

93. Amore appropriate response would have been to use the SEN framework, especially in reviewing the
strategies and support used for him, with external help as required.

94. Currently, however, schools can ignore the strong advice in the exclusions guidance not to exclude
children with special needs except as an absolute last resort. Parents are rarely able to overturn exclusion
decisions even in such cases as the above.

28 Heneker, S (2005) British Journal for Special Education vol 32(2), pp 86–91.
29 DfES, 2005, Special Educational Needs in England, January 2005, SFR 24/2005, Tables 1a and 1b.
30 Wilkin, A, Archer, T, Ridley, K, Fletcher-Campbell, F andKinder, K (2005)Admissions and Exclusions of Pupils with Special
Educational Needs, NFER, DfES Research Report RR608, p 41.

31 Wilkin et al. (2005), p 50.
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95. ACE recommends therefore that children with SEN/disabilities whose behaviour is related to their
SEN/disability should be removed from the exclusion process. At the very least it should be mandatory that
a multi-agency review of needs, provision and reasonable adjustments is held before exclusion is used.

The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of the Disability Act 2001, which
Extended the Disability Discrimination Act to Education

96. Section 28C of theDisabilityDiscriminationAct 1995 (DDA) as amended by the Special Educational
Needs andDisability Act 2001 (SENDA) requires responsible bodies to refrain from placing disabled pupils
at a substantial disadvantage compared to non-disabled pupils, but also exempts schools (but not early years
providers which are not schools) from having to provide “aids and services” (s28C, subsection (2)(b)), unlike
FE and HE institutions which were so required by the Act. The reason for this (as is clear in Government
statements about the Bill and from Hansard) is that such aids and services are meant to be provided by the
pre-existing special needs law and guidance, especially through the statementing system. There are problems
in the way these two elements of law work together, especially as

— not all pupils disabled within the meaning of the DDA will have special needs and not all pupils
with special needs will be regarded as falling within the legal definition of disability (althoughmost
of them will);

— the prevailing climate against statementingmeans that disabled childrenwill frequently not be able
to insist on aids and services to access education in schools.

97. In view of the mismatch between SEN and disability estimates, schools’ exemption from the
obligation to provide aids and services should be reconsidered.

98. The DDA 1995 as amended sets out two main duties, which apply to all providers of services to
disabled children. These are:

— a duty not to treat a disabled child “less favourably” than other non-disabled children for a reason
relating to his or her disability, and

— a duty to make “reasonable adjustments” to accommodate disabled children, so that they are not
placed at a disadvantage for a reason relating to their disability.

Lack of awareness and use

99. The second of these duties (which levels the playing field for disabled children) is frequently
misunderstood by schools, who believe that if they treat them the same as non-disabled children, all will be
well. This misunderstanding comes up again and again on both our general advice and our exclusion lines,
and together with the problemwith definition of disability, implies that governors and staV still need training
even four years after this much-heralded legislation.

100. Schools commonly are not aware of the legal definition of disability and often ask for a clinical
diagnosis or label as “proof”, especially where children have cognitive impairments, even though case law
has established that, eg, moderate learning diYculties without a medical diagnosis can be a disability within
the meaning of the Act.

101. The DDA 2005 further amends the DDA 1995. For the childcare and education sectors, the DDA
2005 places a duty on all public sector authorities to promote disability equality, to be implemented in
late 2006.

102. In spite of the re-estimated and huge number of children considered to be disabled, and the many
problems that arise for disabled people in day-to-day life outside school, the current DDA seems not to be
used by parents to any great extent. Parents perceive (with good reason) that they may face the breakdown
of good relations with schools if they raise it, even where their disabled child has faced an outrageous
exclusion from a school play, or a teacher (or teachers) will not accept that they need to approach the child
diVerently to other children to ensure they can, for instance, understand instructions and therefore comply
with classroom expectations.

103. There has been a very low number of discrimination claims to the Special Educational Needs and
Disability Tribunal (SENDIST) (at a peak of 81 in 2003–04), and a low success rate for the claims that were
made. SENDIST’s first President, Trevor Aldridge, was concerned that these results were probably not a
true representation of life as it is lived in schools, that disability discrimination was indeed happening, but
that parents and schools were ignorant of how to identify it and what to do about it. He suggested that
governors described what it is and how to remedy it in their annual report to parents.32 Perhaps that is
unrealistic considering how often advice workers hear of school policies and practices that have obviously
not been reviewed in the light of SENDA.

32 Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal (2003) Annual Report 2002–03, p 3.
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104. Even if more parents understood it, for many the process is too complex, the rewards are too little,
and the threat of a total breach with the school their child attends is too great. Experts on this area point
out that all successful cases have been taken against schools from which parents have already removed
their children.

105. While cases remain so rare, there is little hope of this new legal remedy acting as an incentive to
cultural change and the establishment of good practice. AndDavidWolfe, a leading education barrister who
has argued some of the current leading cases in this area, thinks there is huge resistance to change:

My experience is that, despite clear Government guidance and the decision of the Court of Appeal
in H-v-Hounslow, many schools, LEAs and even SENDIST chairs have still not realised that the
law now says that, where a parent wants their child included in mainstream, mainstream cannot
be refused on the grounds that it is “not suitable” for the child—it must be made suitable. And
there is clearly a long way to go before the full implications of the Disability Discrimination Act
permeate into schools.

Disability discrimination and permanent exclusion

106. The most drastic result of discrimination in education must be permanent exclusion, and for this
parents do not appeal to SENDIST but to local non-expert appeal panels. ACE recently raised with the
DfES threemajor problems specific to disability discrimination and exclusion appeal panels (see Appendix),
the chief of which is the lack of remedy if claims are upheld. We asked how many disability discrimination
claims were made in cases of permanent exclusion. It appears that the Department does not know. We still
hope that this Government which is determined to make their inclusion strategy work will establish that
where schools are taking the most penal action they can against pupils, and where so many of the pupils
being excluded have special needs, there is an eVective remedy for disability discrimination.

107. In 2003, the Council on Tribunals reported to Parliament on the problems with hearings by local
non-expert panels of appeals against permanent exclusion of children with SEN, and recommended that
these appeals should be heard by SENDIST.33 The Government responded that they would not do this,
giving these reasons (our comments in italics):

— the low number of pupils with Statements who are excluded (in spite of a child with a Statement
of SEN being nine times more likely to be excluded, and current figures showing that two-thirds of
exclusions are of children with SEN);

— longer journeys, higher travel costs for parents and longer delays in determining the outcome (the
DfES did not consult parents’ organisations before reaching this conclusion; in our viewmany parents
would prefer waiting for an expert and fair hearing to a quick and convenient but unfair one.
SENDIST in any case pays parents’ travel);

— “it could also transmit the misleading message that all bad behaviour was the result of some
condition beyond the child’s control” (but to ignore the rights of pupils who have such conditions
seems to be in itself discriminatory).

108. Disabled children likely to fall into this trap are those with learning diYculties which are not
supported properly (this has included children with cognitive impairment caused by Down’s syndrome),
those with social and communication diYculties such as autism, and those with mental health needs.

109. TheCouncil on Tribunals did not include disability discrimination issues and the need for evenmore
expertise in that area than is required for SEN, but relied on their own observations of panels at work with
children with SEN. They did not believe that this system was fair on such pupils. We believe that there is
even more of an imperative to change it now that such panels have to hear disability discrimination claims.

110. ACE recommends that if children whose behaviour arises from their SEN/disability remain within
the exclusion process, their appeals against exclusion go to the Special Educational Needs and Disability
Tribunal.

Appendix: Disability Discrimination and Permanent Exclusion Appeals

This document sets out three questions which have arisen from ACE’s work which we believe indicate
current gaps in the law on appeals against disability discrimination which leads to permanent exclusion.

A. Where a child who is disabled is permanently excluded, where parents do take a potential disability
discrimination claim against the LEA?

B. Where do parents of pupils who have been permanently excluded frommaintained nursery schools or
pupil referral units (PRUs) take a disability discrimination claim?

C. What remedies are available for permanent exclusion resulting from disability discrimination?

In these situations, parents acting for children who have suVered permanent exclusion as a result of
discrimination may be unable to:

33 Council on Tribunals (2003) School Admission and Exclusion Appeal Panels: special report, Recommendation 2, p 27.
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— appeal;

— have a fair hearing;

— obtain a remedy (this aVects all appeals against permanent exclusion arising from disability
discrimination).

We suggest possible solutions.

We also set out the sources of law and guidance.

Question A: Claim Against LEA

Where a child who is disabled is permanently excluded, and the parent asserts that the LEA (in addition
to or as an alternative to the child’s school) have discriminated against the child by failing to take reasonable
steps to avoid less favourable treatment/substantial disadvantage, where does the parent take the claim
against the LEA?

Problem with current law/guidance

1. It is questionable whether the Independent Appeal Panel (IAP) has power to hear the complaint
against the LEA. There is nothing saying so in the law, the guidance or the ISCG/DfES exclusions training.
In both the Code of Practice for Schools on Part 4 of the Disability Discrimination Act (paras 9.21 to 9.27)
and the exclusions guidance, Improving Behaviour and Attendance (para. 47), there appears to be an
assumption that claims of disability discrimination will be brought against schools alone. This will not
always be the case.

2. Further, the IAP is constituted and trained by the local authority (LA), so that where an IAP hears a
DDA claim against the LEA, the LA is in eVect hearing a case against its own education department, an
apparent breach of Article 6 (right to a fair trial) of the European Convention on Human Rights (as
incorporated into English law by the Human Rights Act 1998) and common law natural justice rules. In
non-DDA appeals, IAPs are considered to be borderline impartial given the LEA’s role in proceedings and
the heavy weighting in favour of schools.34 The Court of Appeal in P, S and T v London Borough of Brent
and others gave advice on how the LEA could stay within this role so as to ensure independence and
impartiality. We argue that it is plain that a local authority becoming a party to an appeal would overstep
the role’s boundary.

3. Authorities have commented on IAP members’ lack of training and therefore of knowledge of the
basics of a fair hearing.35 They have even less knowledge of special educational needs and the DDA 1995
(as amended by the SEN and Disability Discrimination Act 2001).

Question B: Maintained Nursery Schools and PRUs

Where do parents of pupils at maintained nursery schools or pupil referral units (PRUs) take a claim that
a permanent exclusion amounts to discrimination on the grounds of disability?

Problem with current law/guidance

PRUs have a very high proportion of pupils with special educational needs (67% in January 2004),36 and
therefore probably have many who are disabled within the meaning of the Disability Discrimination Act.
For both PRUs and maintained nursery schools, the LEA is the “responsible body” under the Act, and
therefore will be hearing an appeal against itself. Improving Behaviour and Attendance states that maintained
nursery schools and PRUs are covered by its guidance, unlike some other schools such as sixth form colleges
which have separate exclusion procedures and where claims of disability discrimination would go to
SENDIST.

The problem of lack of impartiality in the hearing of a claim clearly arises here.

34 Council on Tribunals (2003) Special Report on School Admission and Exclusion Appeal Panels, para. 3.5.
35 Council on Tribunals (2003) Special Report on School Admission and Exclusion Appeal Panels, Part 4.
36 DfES (2004) Statistics of Education: Schools in England 2004 Edition, V05/2004, Tables 32A and 32B.
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Question C: Lack of Remedy for Discrimination in Any Case

If the child had received a fixed period exclusion, the parent could take a claim of disability discrimination
against the school and the LEA to the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal (SENDIST) and
receive proper remedies (such as staV retraining or implementation of the SEN statement). But in the much
more serious case of permanent exclusion, the only remedy the IAP has available is reinstatement, and the
discrimination may then be repeated. The independent appeal panel, then, oVers no remedy for a case of
disability discrimination leading to permanent exclusion.

Where should parents go in this situation?

Problems with current law/guidance

1. The law, guidance and training do not enable IAPs to oVer a remedywhere parentsmake aDDAclaim.
It is not even clear whether, if disability discrimination is found, the IAP should order reinstatement.

2. If parents seek judicial review of the IAP’s decision where disability discrimination was alleged but the
claim failed, all the court can do is quash the decision and refer it back to the IAP.

Background

In 2002–03 it was estimated that 0.45% of all SEN pupils were excluded from school compared with only
0.05% of the school population with no SEN37—nine times the likelihood. Two-thirds of permanent
exclusions are of pupils with SEN. Figures released by the DfES in September 2004 show that despite a fall
in the overall number of children being permanently excluded from school (by 250), the number of children
with special educational needs being permanently excluded has risen (by 314).38

The recent Ofsted report39 on mainstream schools’ capacity to include children with special needs made
clear how patchy schools’ response to the new disability discrimination duties was, and this confirms our
impression from advice line work that many schools are resorting to exclusion rather than taking the
“reasonable steps” that would prevent the exclusion of a child with special needs/disabilities, and that many
LEAs do not institute reviews of need for more support until too late.

Possible Solutions

Three, in descending order of ACE’s preference. Please note that there are under 1,000 appeals a year to
IAPs over permanent exclusions, and of these the number that involve disability discrimination is
probably tiny.

1. All exclusion appeals to go to SENDIST

Advantages:

unified system for exclusion and disability discrimination appeals;
impartial, independent;
knowledgeable;
trusted by parents;
structure already exists.

Disadvantages:

change may be opposed by heads, teacher unions;
will take longer;
not local.

2. All exclusions appeals involving disability discrimination to go to SENDIST

All advantages and disadvantages as (1) above, plus two additional disadvantages:

(a) these exclusion appeals would take far longer to resolve than those that do not involve
disability discrimination;

(b) parents who do not have a disability discrimination claim may feel disadvantaged as their
hearings may be seen as a second class service.

37 DfES (2004) Statistical First Release: permanent exclusions from schools and exclusion appeals, England 2002–03 (provisional),
SFR 16/2004.

38 DfES (2004) Statistics of Education: Schools in England 2004 Edition, V05/2004.
39 Ofsted (2004) Special Educational Needs and Disability: towards inclusive schools.
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3. Change constitution of IAPs

make them part of national appeals service to remove LEA bias;
require legally qualified chair;
require rigorous training in SEN and discrimination legislation;
balance membership.

Advantages and disadvantages as in (1) above.

Sources of Law and Guidance

Statute

Section 52 Education Act 2002

Part 4 Disability Discrimination Act 1995 as amended by the Special Educational Needs and Disability
Act 2001.

Regulations

England

— SI 2002/3178 (The Education (Pupil Exclusions and Appeals) (Maintained Schools) (England)
Regulations 2002); and

— SI 2002/3179 (The Education (Pupil Exclusions and Appeals) (Pupil Referral Units) (England)
Regulations 2002) (as amended).

Wales

— SI 2003/3227 (W.308) (The Education (Pupil Exclusions and Appeals) (Maintained Schools)
(Wales) Regulations 2003); and

— SI 2003/3246 (W.321) (The Education (Pupil Exclusions and Appeals) (Pupil Referral Units)
(Wales) Regulations 2003) (as amended).

Guidance

Improving Behaviour andAttendance: Guidance on Exclusion fromSchools and Pupil Referral Units (DfES/
0345/2004).

Code of Practice for Schools on the Disability Discrimination Act Part 4.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by The Law Society

The Law Society is the professional body for solicitors in England and Wales. The Society regulates and
represents the solicitors’ profession and has a public interest role in working for reform of the law.

We welcome the opportunity to submit evidence to the Education and Skills Committee’s inquiry into
the provision of education for children with special educational needs (SEN) and the legal system that
supports this provision. We believe that the legal system must continue to support the right of parents to
choose inclusion in mainstream education for their child but we also recognise that special schools currently
have an important role to play within the overall spectrum of provision for children with SEN.

Provision for SEN Pupils in “Mainstream” Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

We believe that the current legal framework provides an appropriate balance between ensuring that
children with SEN can be included in mainstream schools, while also facilitating parental choice and where
appropriate the placement of a child in a special school. The Education Act 1996 enables a parent, as part
of the statementing process, to express a preference for a state school and for that preference to be acceded
to unless: the school is unsuitable, having regard to the child’s age, ability, aptitude or special educational
needs; or this would be incompatible with the provision of eYcient education for other children or the
eYcient use of resources.40 There is also a parallel duty which requires that the local education authority
(LEA) secures a place for a child with a statement of SEN in a mainstream school, where the child’s parent
requests this, providing that this would not be incompatible with the provision of eYcient education for
other children.41 This provides parents with a strong legal right to mainstream education. We believe that

40 Schedule 27.
41 Education Act 1996 Section 316 (as amended by the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001).
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inclusion in mainstream education not only benefits many disabled children, providing a right to enjoy the
same equality of opportunity as their non-disabled peers, but non-disabled children also benefit from being
educated in a diverse and inclusive environment, which will lead to a reduction in oppressive attitudes
towards disabled people. It is, however, important to emphasise that the law does not provide that a child
with SEN must be educated in a mainstream school and recognises that some children have severe and
complex needs that require more specialist provision than is currently available inmostmainstream schools.
We believe that this is an important legal balance that must be maintained, at least until the same levels of
good practice and provision that exists in special schools is also available in mainstream schools.

We are however concerned that many disabled children are eVectively excluded frommainstream schools
because of the failure to implement fully the provisions of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (DDA
1995). Schools are required under the DDA 1995 to prepare and publish plans to increase access to
education for disabled pupils, and they must cover access to premises, the curriculum and providing written
information in alternative formats.42However, research conducted byOfsted found that over half of schools
had no disability access plans and, of those that did exist, the majority focused only on accommodation and
in too many cases the plans “were merely paper exercises to fulfil a statutory responsibility rather than
demonstrating a clear commitment to improving access.”43 Under Part 4 of the DDA 1995 schools are also
required tomake reasonable adjustments to ensure that pupils are not discriminated against because of their
disability: however the research found that over half of schools were unaware of this duty.44 We believe it
is crucial that schools fully comply with the requirements of the DDA 1995 in order to ensure that wherever
possible the barriers to learning that many disabled children encounter in mainstream education are
removed. This will become increasingly important after December 2006 when the provisions in the
Disability Discrimination Act 2005 are implemented, which will place a new anticipatory duty on public
bodies to have due regard to the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination, eliminate unlawful harassment
and promote equality of opportunity for disabled people. The new duty will place greater responsibility on
schools and LEAs to proactively eliminate discriminatory practices, policies and procedures, rather than
providing restitution when a disabled pupil has been discriminated against.

Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

We are concerned that children with SEN are significantly over-represented in national statistics for poor
attendance and exclusion. Pupils with statements of SEN are almost four times more likely to be excluded
from school than the rest of the school population and pupils with SEN (both with and without statements)
are more likely to be excluded than pupils with no SEN.45 We recognise that some schools are fully
committed to including children who have SEN and have developed eVective strategies to support their
inclusion. For example through the Excellence in Cities programme some schools have appointed learning
mentors to support individual pupils with challenging behaviour, including those with SEN, and poor
attendance, in working towards targets in individual education plans. We believe that examples of good
practice which ensure support for individual children with challenging behaviour short of excluding them
and providing for children with SEN in admission arrangements should be shared with other schools
through practice guidance. We also believe that good practice and greater awareness of disabilities could be
included in initial teacher training and the standards for qualified Teacher Status.

The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (“the Statementing Process”)

Within the current framework of practice we strongly support the statementing process and believe that
the provision of a statement of SEN is vitally important for ensuring that LEAs provide appropriate support
for children with SEN. Unlike children without statements, this gives the child a direct and personal right
to receive the provision set out in the statement, rather than the LEA having a ‘target duty’ to provide.46
Special educational provision must be specific and quantified and most importantly, the duty to arrange
special educational provision set out in the statement is not subject to resource considerations, except that
provision must be delivered in an eYcient way. Our view is that this is an important legal right which is
specifically targeted and helps to ameliorate disadvantage which arises from SEN.

As part of the statementing process, we believe that the right of appeal to the Special Educational Needs
and Disability Tribunal (SENDIST) is a crucial and impartial tool in resolving disagreements between
parents and LEAs, and one which is much valued by parents. Some appeals, particularly those concerning
disagreements as to the type of educational provision that a disabled child requires, may reflect a genuine
disagreement between parents on the one hand and LEAs on the other; while other appeals may be brought
because the LEAhas failed to carry out their legal responsibilities towards the disabled child.We believe that
appeals to SENDIST therefore represent a key aspect of the matrix of arrangements for disabled children. It

42 Section 28D Disability Discrimination Act 1995.
43 Special educational needs and disability: towards inclusive schools (2004) Ofsted: para 103.
44 Ibid, para 104.
45 44 in every 10,000 pupils with statements of SEN and 46 in every 10,000 pupils with SENwithout statements are permanently
excluded from school. This compares with 6 in every 10,000 pupils with no SEN (Permanent and fixed period exclusions for
schools and appeals in England 2003–04—DfES).

46 see R v ILEA ex parte Ali [1990] COD 317.
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is important to recognise that in some cases when parents disagree with the decision of the LEA, for example
over whether their child needs the support and protection of a statement, then a legal challenge may be the
only course of action available.

The Law Society also supports the use of mediation to ensure that practical educational solutions,
acceptable to all parties, are reached as quickly as possible so that there is minimum disruption to a child’s
education and to ensure that in time the number of appeals going to Tribunal will be reduced.47 We are
however concerned that the time limits for lodging a Tribunal claim, currently two months, means that the
adversarial route often has to be pursued as well as mediation, even if it is eventually abandoned. We are
also concerned that some parents are given access to the disagreement resolution service only when they
have lodged an appeal with the Tribunal, by which time parents are unlikely to feel inclined to negotiate
with the LEA. Furthermore, mediation ismost eVective when both parties have a genuine desire to negotiate
and we are concerned that some LEAs operate policies which add rigidities to their decision making, for
example setting a maximum amount of support that will be provided for children with SEN.

We believe that legal action should only be pursued as a last resort and that the most eVective ways of
ensuring this, and making the process less bureaucratic, would be for LEAs to comply with their legal
responsibilities, for example: by producing statements within the statutory time-limits; specifying the
provision in a suYcient amount of detail; and by providing whatever provision is set out in the statement.
We would also welcome a greater commitment to long term strategic planning by schools and LEAs to
anticipate the needs of pupils with SEN in their area and ensure that they can participate in mainstream
education. The legal definition of SEN includes the fact of a learning diYculty, which is an objective test,
but it also includes whether or not educational facilities within an area are available to meet the needs of
the child with SEN, which is ultimately subjective.48 It is therefore likely that as schools increasingly make
provision to meet the needs of children with SEN, then the numbers of statements will correspondingly fall.

We also believe that the eVectiveness of the statementing process would be increased by charging a central
agency, such as Ofsted or the Audit Commission, with the task of monitoring the provision of education
for children with SEN and ensuring that LEAs fulfill their legal duties. This would help to ensure a more
consistent approach by LEAs across the country when providing support for children with SEN. It would
also mean that legal action would no longer be the only available option for parents seeking to bring LEAs
to account.

We are concerned about the operation of the complaints system regarding assessment and statementing
at both LEA level and the Department for Education and Skills. We believe that there is a significant level
of unlawful practice by LEAs (ie beyond the proper exercise of their discretion) in the preparation of both
generic SEN policies and in the assessment and statementing of individual children. The handling of
complaints by LEAs often does not appear to result in appropriate remedial action and there is very limited
apparent direction of LEAs to take that action by the Secretary of State through exercise of her powers
under the Education Act 1996. We therefore believe that more eVective and preventative policing of LEA
performance is required. The above mentioned regime of supervision by Ofsted or the Audit commission
could meet this requirement.

The Role of Parents in Decisions About their Children’s Education

The Law Society is concerned that children with SEN in the care of local authorities, who have no
biological parent to share responsibility for their care, are unable to gain access to SENDIST. The law
requires that only a ‘parent’ may bring an appeal or complaint to the Tribunal, which is widely defined in
section 576 of the Education Act 1996 to include anyone who has care of a child but critically does not
include the child him/herself nor anyone with an interest in the child but who does not have care of the
child—such as an advocate or relative. This means that for a child who is in the care of a local authority
where there is no individual person who has parental responsibility who is taking an active role in their life,
the only ‘parent’ who might bring an appeal or complaint to the Tribunal is the local authority—the same
body which has made the decision in the first place.We believe it is almost impossible, and virtually unheard
of, for a social worker to take such an independent, robust stand against their employer.49 According to
Department for Education and Skills and Department of Health figures, a disproportionately high number
of children with SEN are recorded as being looked after by local authorities.50 Accordingly children who
are already marginalised and disadvantaged through being in care and disabled, do not have access to any
independent scrutiny body able to check whether the education provision they receive is appropriate or,
indeed, lawful. We are concerned that this represents a significant lacuna in the statutory framework.

47 The Special Educational Needs Code of Practice sets out the minimum standards required in delivering an eVective
disagreement resolution service.

48 Section 312 Education Act 1996.
49 The Independent Panel for Special Educational Advice estimates that in the last 10 years it is only come across 10 appeals to
SENDIST concerning children in care, and many of these are likely to have been initiated by foster parents.

50 As of March 2002, there were 59,700 children who were recorded as being looked after by local authorities. Of these 33,800
were children of school age who had been looked after for a period of at least 12 months and of these 26% had statements of
special educational needs.
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We recognise that parents often face significant diYculties when seeking to challenge the decision of an
LEA about their child’s education, due to the inequality of arms in the legal process. The Education Act
1996 allows for parents to be represented at the SENDIST, but makes no provision for the funding of that
right. Free legal assistance is available for people on low incomes for preparatory work, including
formulation ofwritten grounds and representations for SENDISThearings, froma solicitor contractedwith
the Legal Services Commission; however public funding is not available for legal representation at the
Tribunal. The gap in legal representation is currently filled by voluntary organizations, such as the
Independent Panel for Special Educational Advice, and lawyers working on a pro bono basis. This
inequality is particularly marked when challenges need to be made in the High Court concerning the
provision of education by way of judicial review. In contrast, the LEA has access to expert legal advice and
representation and can easily access experts who can attend hearings on their behalf. A further extension of
this disparity may occur with the introduction of the proposed ‘Second Tier’ Special Educational Needs and
Disability Tribunal which is proposed in the new unified Tribunal service being established by the
Department for Constitutional AVairs in 2006. We believe that this inequality of arms means that children
are less likely to receive the support they need and encourages parental distrust in the system.

The Code of Practice on SEN acknowledges that parents have unique strengths, knowledge and
experience to contribute to the shared view of a child’s needs and the best way of supporting them. It requires
all LEAs to make arrangements for parent-partnership services which must be publicised and must meet
certain minimum standards.51 The obligations include the provision of information on the decision-making
process and the provision of a disagreement resolution service where parents’ views diVer from those of the
education professional. We support these initiates and believe that parent-partnership services can help
parents to navigate the education system. We are however concerned that the parent-partnership service is
funded by the LEA, which raises a potential conflict of interest.

How Special Educational Needs are Defined

We believe that the legal definition of SEN is an eVective means of ensuring that children with SEN are
properly identified and supported. Part 4 of the Education Act 1996 defines special educational needs as a
learning diYculty that calls for special educational provision to be made. Special educational provision is
defined as provision that is additional to or diVerent from that made available for children of the same age
inmainstream schools in the area.52 The LawSociety believes that these definitions are suYciently broad and
flexible to enable decision makers to take into account the individual needs and circumstances of children as
well as the provision that is already available locally. As previously noted, this definition of SEN includes
both an objective and subjective element, which recognizes that not all children with a disability will have
special educational needs. This ensures that the pupil’s individual needs should be the starting point for
decisions on special educational provision rather than using an inflexible categorisation of disability.

We believe that the existing statutory framework provides an eVective mechanism for ensuring that
children with SEN are identified at an early stage. Each Local Education Authorities (LEA) is under a
statutory duty to undertake an assessment if it considers that a child has, or probably has, SEN requiring
the LEA tomake special educational provisionwhich any, or all, of the child’s learning diYculties calls for.53

If the LEA complies with this duty, and undertakes a full and comprehensive assessment in accordance with
legal requirements, children with SEN will be identified at an early stage.54 This system is supported by the
Code of Practice which establishes pre assessment responses to children with learning diYculties, such as
early years action/school action or early years action plus/school action plus; if properly resourced, these
responses should also ensure the early identification of children with SEN and the provision of appropriate
support.55

We believe that some confusion in the law has arisen from having a separate definition of disability in the
DDA 1995 and a definition of special educational needs in Part 4 of the Education Act 1996. This means
that where a pupil is deemed to be disabled, in the sense that they require a statement of special educational
needs, they are not necessary covered by the DDA 1995; even though in practice the vast majority of those
with special educational needs will also fall within the definition under the DDA 1995. We believe that the
law should be amended to provide that all children with a statement of SEN are automatically defined as
disabled for the purposes of the DDA 1995. This would provide greater clarity and reduce the complexity
of many Part 4 DDA 1995 cases.

51 paras 2.18 and 2.21.
52 Section 312.
53 Education At 1996 section 323 (1).
54 the detailed assessment procedures are set out in the Education Act 1996 and the 2001 regulations Education (Special
Educational Needs) (England) (Consolidation) Regulations 2001.

55 Special Educational Needs Code of Practice DfES 581/2001.
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Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and Social
Difficulties (EBSD)

We recognise thatmuch conflict can arise between parents andLEAs about the best educational provision
for individual children with autism. For example there are a range of views on the best way to treat children
with autism and a range of therapeutic interventions available, including: the TEACCH approach
(Treatment and Education of Autistic and related handicapped children), the SPELL framework, the NAS
EarlyBird Programme, Lovaas based on intensive behavioural therapy, applied behaviour analysis (ABA)
and the Son-Rise Program. Many of these interventions are conflicting, which results in the diYculty of
parents requesting a particular form of therapy which the LEA will not or cannot fund. We believe that
autism presents particular and growing challenges for schools and LEAs, as increasing numbers of children
are diagnosed with conditions on the autistic spectrum, presenting with a wide range and complexity of
needs.56

The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of the Disability Act 2001, which
Extended the Disability Discrimination Act to Education

We are concerned that where children with SEN, both with and without statements, are excluded, the
Independent Appeal Panel is not the appropriate forum for deciding such cases. As previously noted,
childrenwith SENare significantly over-represented in national statistics for poor attendance and exclusion.
We therefore support the recommendation of the Council on Tribunals that exclusion and admission
appeals should be heard by the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal because of the link
between exclusions and special educational needs.57

Conclusion

We believe that the legal system must continue to support the right of parents to choose inclusion in
mainstream education for their child but we also recognise that special schools currently have an important
role to play within the overall spectrum of provision for children with SEN. Continued eVorts are called for
to ensure that more mainstream schools are able to admit and support pupils with a range of diVerent needs.

We believe that the current legislative framework and judicial system is an eVective mechanism for
enabling children with SEN and disability to participate fully in mainstream education. The only major
changes that we regard as necessary are the rationalisation of the definitions of SEN and disability and
extending the remit of the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal to exclusion and
admissions appeals.

October 2005

56 In a recent survey by the National Autistic Society, primary school teachers reported a prevalence rate of 1 in 86 pupils
in school.

57 School Admission and Exclusion Appeal Panel: Special Report (2003) Council on Tribunals.

Witnesses: Mr John Wright, Chief Executive, Independent Panel for Special Education Advice,
Ms Julia Thomas, Solicitor, Children’s Legal Centre,Ms Chris Gravell, Policy OYcer, Advisory Centre for
Education, andMr David Ruebain, Solicitor, Law Society, gave evidence.

Q327 Chairman: Could I welcome our next set of charge of the statementing process and then the
provision of whatever the statement suggests. Wewitnesses, please, JohnWright, Julia Thomas,David
know in the background that Scotland seems to beRuebain and Chris Gravell. Thank you very much
going (as so often) in a diVerent direction on this.for spending the time with us. We want to talk
Howfit for purpose now is the statementing process?particularly about some issues that have cropped up
Mr Ruebain: Thank you, Chairman. My name istime and time again in this inquiry. Would you like
David Ruebain. I am Chair of the Law Society’stomake an opening statement, or do you want to get
Mental Health and Disability Committee and I amstraight into questions?
a solicitor in private practice. I have a specialistMs Thomas: Straight into questions.
department in education and disability law, so this is
really my area of work and it has been for 16 years.

Q328 Chairman: Teasing away at this statement Incidentally, although it was a very long time ago, I
process, which is at the very heart of our did attend both special schools and mainstream
considerations, on the one hand we have a process schools myself when I was a child. I am a big fan of
for statementing. We know that once you are statements. I am a big fan of the current statutory
statemented there is a statutory duty to provide what regime, for a number of reasons. First of all,
the statement suggests. We also know there is a unusually, it provides for disabled children—who I

often choose to call “marginalised groups” because,complication that the local authority both is in
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in this context, when we are thinking about disabled the parents who ring us, even those from middle-
class backgrounds, are saying, “Well, we were notchildren or children with special educational needs,

really the purpose of the law is to reflect the fact that aware up until now that we could ask for a statutory
assessment.” Sometimes the children in question arefor whatever reason they are being marginalised. So

it is not so much about the nature of their 12, 13, 14 years old and they have gone all the way
through the system without the parent knowing thatimpairments, their medical or quasi-medical

conditions—although that is relevant, of course— there was that opportunity for them.
but it is about how to overcome what would
otherwise be an experience of exclusion. The Q331 Chairman: John Wright, what is the average
statutory framework governing assessments and wait for a statement, even if one goes for a
statements is unusual, in that, if it is properly carried statement? The common complaint one hears,
out, it aVords such children a direct right to receive certainly as a constituencyMember of Parliament, is
the provision that they require. If it is properly done, that it is a very long process.
that can be a transformative experience. It can, in MrWright: It ought not to be because the process is
eVect, guarantee the children that they will be given dead-lined in law. I work for a charity called the
what they need in order to do everything that Independent Panel for Special Education Advice.
everybody always agrees is an essential part of We are a parent-led charity. We advise about 4,500
education: allow them to thrive, make the most of parents of children with special educational needs a
their school careers, become active citizens and so year. We target information about our advice
on. For those reasons, in summary form, I think that services to low income families: generally about 50%
we should act very carefully before we decide that we of our parents are from households with annual
want to get rid of that system. incomes of below £25,000 a year. We try to break

this problem you identified, in terms of a complex
procedure being more accessible to middle-classQ329 Chairman:David, you did verywell in terms of
families, but it is true that this is diYcult for allintroducing yourself as well as answering the
parents. The diYculty arises, in our experience, notquestion. Perhaps all of you could do that. Julia
from problems with the legal framework or theThomas, is it fit for purpose?
assessment system or the statements; the problemMs Thomas: I am a solicitor specialising in
arises from local authorities disregarding their dutieseducation law at the Children’s Legal Centre, which
in law. This is the main problem area—and oftenis a national charity dealing with children’s rights. I
that is by stated policy.have been working in this field for four years now. I

also have a child with a disability who is on the
Q332 Chairman: Chris Gravell, is that not at theautistic spectrum, so I have some experience
heart of the problem? There is a sense in which therepersonally as well of education within a mainstream
is no bog standard child: every child has specialschool for a child with a disability. I think I would
educational needs at one level; every parent knowsagree with David that the system, if it works
their childmuch better than anyone else, on average;correctly, is a good system. My concern is that in
but there is a tendency to have this local authorityvery many areas the system is not working very well
view that every local authority could be bankruptedat themoment. I think there are a number of reasons
if all the statementing took place and all the fullfor that. I think parents receive insuYcient
implications of the resource had to be delivered. Isinformation about the system, and, sadly,
this not a recipe for bankruptcy for most localsometimes they receive incorrect information about
authorities, if they were to take it to its logicalthe system. They may, for example, if they speak to
conclusion?special needs within the school, be told, “Oh, there’s
Ms Gravell: I am the policy oYcer for the Advisoryno way that your child will get a statement, there is
Centre for Education, which is an independentno point in you asking for a statement” or they may
national charity advising parents throughoutnot be told that they have the opportunity to request
England and Wales, mainly through telephonea statutory assessment. There are very many parents
advice lines but also via our website and via booksout there who could have asked for a statutory
we publish.assessment but have never received the information

to enable them to do so, and a lot of childrenwho are
missing out as a result. I think that is one problem. Q333 Chairman: Were you originally set up by the

famous educationalist Brian Jackson?
Ms Gravell: That is right.Q330 Chairman: Is that the reason, when you look

at who receives a statement, that it is very often the
Q334 Chairman:Who came from Huddersfield.more middle-class professional families, who are
Ms Gravell: That is right.able to get through the hoops.

Ms Thomas: I think that is quite right. One of the
things we are trying to address within my particular Q335 Chairman: I just felt I had to get that plug in.

Ms Gravell: Yes, he had a huge concern about theorganisation is how we can get access to parents
from other groups, because at the moment we are success of working-class children in the education

system, which is relevant nowadays. The argumentdependent upon parents telephoning us for our
advice and we need to be able to reach into groups that this is going to open the floodgates may be true,

but I do not think there is enough evidence out therewhere they would not normally choose to do that.
That is quite a challenge for us. Certainly many of of how many children do actually deserve
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statementing as opposed to being judged to be statement, in reality, if they fail to do so, it is
extremely diYcult to do anything about it. To mywithin arbitrary targets or thresholds by local

authorities. I do not think local authorities mind, one of the big problems is that the special
needs tribunal does not have any jurisdiction inthemselves know what would happen if they freely

advertised what could potentially benefit the relation to enforcing statement provision—which I
do find diYcult to understand, given that they have achildren they are looking after. There is an

advantage about statements—which I want to similar jurisdiction on their disability side. The other
problem is that if you are going to enforce astress, because we are an organisation for parents.

The legislative framework was miles ahead when it statement, you have to look at judicial review. There
is no way you will succeed in a judicial review if thewas passed, by giving parents standing for children,

acting for their children, the right to initiate, the statement is not very specific about the provision. It
is very unusual for the statement to be so specific thatright to participate in the process and the right to

challenge the outcome and go to an independent it is enforceable. I think it is a very good point that
local authorities—not just Essex—do tend to maketribunal if they disagreed with the decisions. There

are problems with looking, for instance, at those statements deliberately as vague as possible
and much of my time is made up with parents andalternative frameworks, if they do not carry out

those functions for parents. We really need strong LEAs negotiating to try to get those statements into
proper order. I would say it is not a questionrights for parents acting on behalf of their children

and to get the entitlement their children need. Could necessarily of changing the statementing process;
but I think it may be necessary to tighten up the localI comment on the point that it is a system formiddle-

class parents? authorities’ duties in terms of how they express their
support in the statement, particularly in part 3, and
also looking into how theremight be an enforcementQ336 Chairman: Yes.
mechanism should they fail to put that support inMs Gravell: Obviously any complicated system is
place.going to advantage people who keep documentation

and are literate. But there are ways that the
Q338 Chairman: Do you agree with that, DavidGovernment deals with that in other areas, where
Ruebain?they try to make systems accessible to parents. I
Mr Ruebain: I think Mr Carswell’s point, if Ithink that is a problem for the system and for
understood him correctly, was to replace the existinggovernment. It is not a reason to say this system is a
systemwith one where we allocated a sum of money.discriminatory one. There are ways for dealing with

discrimination.
Chairman: It is our job to articulate what we have Q339 Mr Carswell: Ultimately, if that is the way we
picked up in previous evidence, but I take your need to go in order to make sure that the children get
point. Does anyone else want to go in on that first their entitlement specified.
round? Douglas, you have your first question in the MrRuebain: I would not agreewith that, if Imay say
Committee. so. The problem at the moment is not with what the

law says—because the law does require a higher
degree of particularity in the statement. TheQ337 Mr Carswell: Picking up, Julia, on some of the
problem is that many local authorities do notpoints you have made, would you have any
comply with the law. Were we to change the law tosympathy with the view that the statementing
say that local authorities would have to allocate anprocess as it stands is fundamentally flawed, in that
amount of money rather than to particulariseit allows the so-called experts, the LEAexperts, to be
provision, then that would weaken rights fortoo vague and non-specific about the provision for
children, because it might be that that money maythe child. Inmy experience, for example, EssexLocal
happen to purchase the support that they need, but,Education Authority has tended to drag its heels,
equally, it may not. The only way that you canwriggling out of the provision and the legal
guarantee that a child who needs additional diVerententitlement. They are experts; it is their full-time job.
provision will get it, is to set out what that additionalNot only does this discriminate against vulnerable
and diVerent provision is. That is precisely what thefamilies who perhaps lack the access to information
law requirement is at the moment. My own view isand the ability to take on the experts, but do you
that the law as it stands at the moment does not needhave sympathy with the view that we perhaps need
a radical overhaul. If I were to press for anyto replace this current systemwith a farmore specific
particular change, it would be to press for greatermeans of assessing people’s needs, possibly even
policing arrangements of local authorities.quantifying the financial entitlement to which that

child is entitled?
Ms Thomas: I think it is a very important point that Q340 Chairman: John Wright, you have indicated

that you want to come back on a point.you are making. Certainly we see huge numbers of
statements, and many of them which have been Mr Wright: On this point, when SENDA 2001 was

going through Parliament, we made representationsaccepted by parents are extremely vague. As was
raised by your previous set of witnesses, there is a to the Secretary of State and the DfES for an

amendment which would slightly expand theproblem in this whole area of enforceability. I think
it is particularly true in relation to statements, existing duty in law to specify the special education

provision required; to expand it so that the law readbecause, although there is a legal duty on the
authority to provide what is set out in part 3 of the “to specify the kind and quantitative amount of
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special education provision required”. In eVect, this Mr Wright: Northern Ireland has not.
would have taken something that is clearly in the
Code of Practice—of which local authorities are Q344 JeV Ennis: Northern Ireland is part of the
aware but disregard—and put it into the primary English legislature.
legislation. The Government did not favour that— MrWright:No, it is not. It is a separate law but it is
in fact, at that point they did not favour having it in very, very similar. It is based on statements.
the Code of Practice, so there were great problems
caused by that. But what made me nervous about Q345 JeV Ennis: Okay.
your questionwas that you started oV by saying, “So MrRuebain: I have to say I do not know exactly why
is this law ineVective or do we need to change this Scotland decided.
law”? Desperately we must hang on to this law. This
law guarantees an entitlement to children. Try to Q346 JeV Ennis: Wales are going down that route
change the law overall and you will be lobbied as well.
mercilessly by those people who want to remove the Mr Ruebain: The law that we are talking about
entitlement and they will do it under a variety of today covers Wales as well.
charades but get something less bureaucratic, get JeV Ennis: I understand Wales are looking to move
something quicker. The enemy here, in terms of the away from it as well.
enemy of children’s rights, want to remove the Chairman: Let us not have a discussion about this.
entitlement—and that absolutely has to be hung The onewe knowabout is Scotland. Let us stickwith
onto. The answer then is not to overhaul the law but Scotland.
to look at this precise problem and amend the law to
cover it; that is, to strengthen the law. Q347 JeV Ennis: And Ireland, Chairman.

Mr Ruebain: I do not know why they have done it,
but my guess is this—and I suppose it is a half-

Q341 Chairman: Going slightly oV at a tangent, if I educated guess. One of the first things I said is that
may, you said that some LEAs do not comply with special educational needs law is unusual in the way
the law. Does Essex comply with the law in your it provides for marginalised groups. If you look at
opinion? parallel legislation, for example, community care
Mr Wright: Not always. law, services for disabled adults and others who need
MsThomas: I am in Essex, and Iwould say: no,most additional diVerent provision, a key aspect of that
of the time not. legal framework is that whether or not a person has

a need depends in part on the resources available to
the local authority. Conceptually, it is a somewhatQ342 Mr Carswell: I have only been anMP for eight bizarre idea. It seems tome you either have a need or

months, but I am inclined to agree. you do not have a need. But certainly in community
Mr Wright: It is also our experience from our care law you can have a need if the local authority
casework. can aVord it, but, suddenly, if they cannot aVord it,
Ms Gravell: I would like to add that there is a you no longer have that need. The position is
policing mechanism available now which should be diVerent in special educational needs law. I recognise
used. When Ofsted inspects local education that that makes it more onerous on public bodies
authorities, it looks at their statutory duties with because it means, unusually, they have to find the
regard to SEN. It has a regular section within the money for a marginalised person if they decide they
LEA inspection reports devoted to that. Rarely do need it. It is diVerent from health law; it is diVerent
they identify content of statements and this very from community care law; it is almost unique in
important duty as something which they inspect. special educational needs law. My guess is that
They usually talk about adherence to time limits. If maybe public authorities simply do not like that. It
an LEA like Essex adheres to time limits but means that they have to guarantee provision,
produces a rubbish statement, they are said by whereas they do not have to in other sectors, and
Ofsted possibly to be meeting their statutory maybe the pressure has been brought to bear on
obligations, whereas actually they have evaded the Government or on the Scottish legislature to say,

“Can’t we relax this a little bit? Can’t we havemost important one they have to an individual child.
slightly more flexibility?” My own view, for theI think we could urge Ofsted and other inspection
reasons you have heard, and those of my colleaguesagencies to look at that duty more carefully for
here as well, it seems to me, are against that. But Icontent as well as process.
suspect that that is the reason: because of eVective
lobbying.

Q343 JeV Ennis: I would like to ask our witnesses,
given that the rest of the UK legislatures, including Q348 JeV Ennis:Going back to Baroness Warnock,
Ireland, are moving away from the statementing she said in her report last year, “Far too much of the
process, why should we persevere? Why are they expenditure on special needs was taken up with the
moving away from it and we are wanting to stick bureaucracy of assessments.”
with it? Mr Ruebain: I do not want to hog this but I do want
Mr Ruebain: I know that Scotland has changed its to say something about BaronessWarnock, if I may,
framework. I do not know that Northern Ireland because I listened very carefully to the last set of

witnesses. My great concern about what Baronesshas.
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Warnock wrote in the paper that she published in multi-agency, full-team look at the child, the school
April last year, and also because I have read some of does not necessarily ever get a chance of properly
the transcripts of her evidence to youwhen she spoke addressing the child’s needs, because they have not
to you, is not that she takes a view with which I identified what the diYculties are properly and they
happen to disagree—because of course she is entitled have not identified how to address those diYculties.
to that view: she is far more experienced and
important than I am in this work—but that she
premises her opinions on a series of factual positions Q352 Chairman: On a point of order, John, unless
which are plainly wrong. My concern is that she has the lady who gave you that slip of paper is with you
premised a lot of what she has said and the as an advisor, it is not allowed for members of the
information she has given you is premised on public to pass information. I would remindmembers
information which is simply not true. I am sure it is of the public that that is not acceptable. I am sorry.
inadvertent, but it is wrong. Please do not let us have that again.

Mr Wright: On this issue of bureaucracy and the
Q349 Chairman:Which information? assessment process being over-bureaucratic, the
MrRuebain: For example, in her paper she says that point we have tried to make in our written
20% of children in schools have statements, to submission is that it is simply diYcult to see how
support her view that it is a wholly bureaucratic assessment could be more stripped down than it
situation. That is not true. It is 2%. Somehow she has already is. What would you dispense with? The
multiplied the figure by 10. She also said, I think to professional’s assessment of children, the local
illustrate her point that schools are under great and authorities reading the reports and summarising
unwarranted pressure to meet the needs of disabled them in a statement or pressing the button that
children, that if the head teacher were to exclude a prints the statement out of the computer and then
disabled child, he or she would face criminal the stage where parents are allowed to meet and talk
sanctions. There are no criminal sanctions. Criminal about it? This seems to everyone who works in this
law has no part to play in this area of law. I do not field to be pretty minimalistic really. Where is the fat
want to occupy all your time—I have a long list here that you would dispense with in terms of
which Mr Wright and I will put in a paper which we individual children?
will publish shortly, hopefully—but my concern,
although she is obviously entitled to her opinion, is
that a lot of what she says is premised on no research Q353 Chairman: You are emphatically all of thator simply it is wrong. I do not know how else to put

view, are you?it, but it is just wrong.
Ms Thomas:Could I make an additional point? I do
think that money is wasted but I think money is

Q350 Chairman: You will give us the information wasted very often because local authorities make
you have not given us orally today. foolish decisions about cases that come into the
Mr Ruebain: I am happy to send it to you, yes. process. If I could give you an example of such a

case: I have to spend awhole day tomorrow involved
Q351 JeV Ennis: So you would dispute, David, the in an appeal to the tribunal where it is accepted by
fact. There is not toomuchmoney being spent on the the local authority that the parents’ preferred choice
bureaucracy of the assessment process rather than of school is suitable for the child and is no more
on the provision. expensive than the school they have named in the
MsGravell: I was part of a campaign umbrella group statement, but, nevertheless, they are insisting upon
during the 2001–02 campaign over the Code of contesting the appeal.We are going to spend awhole
Practice. During that time, the organisationwrote to day, at considerable cost to the public purse—and,
the DfES and asked for a figure for how much was might I say, to the charitable purse that is paying for
spent on the bureaucracy of statementing (that is, me—in order to resolve an issue which could have
the administration rather than the valuable bits been resolved quite simply through a meeting. Thatwhich actually address the needs of the child). We certainly is a waste of money, but it is not as a resultgot a response that in their estimate it was 4% of the

of the bureaucracy of the statementing process, it istotal SEN budget. I do not think that is a lot.
about how local authorities are reaching decisions toStatementing usually happens only rarely in a child’s
fight cases.life—it can sometimes be only once—and it is like a

capital investment. You are making one big eVort to
identify that child’s diYculties and the provisions to

Q354 Stephen Williams: A witness made the pointmeet those diYculties. After that, you have some
last week in an evidence session about therenewal processes of reviews, possibly amending the
bureaucracy of statementing that if a child has astatement, but you do not necessarily go through
statement given by one local authority, let us saythat full thing again. The chief expense in
Bristol, but then they move to Gloucestershire, theystatementing is on getting the experts to have a look
have to go through the process all over again.at the child. I think one of the problems that we have
Ms Thomas: That is not true.identified in the current situation is the drop in the
Mr Wright: That is not true.statutory assessment bit of the process. It is all very
Chairman: They are all shaking their heads at that,well to say we will get rid of statements because they

are bureaucratic, but if you do not have that big, Stephen.
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Q355 Stephen Williams: That is why I was asking, assessment is a bipolar decision; it is not just based
because I do remember a witness saying that last on the needs. Whether a child needed a statement or
week and it surprised me. I thought that was an not would depend on the resources, the expertise
interesting point and Iwanted to hear your opinions, that happened to be in that ordinary school. So it is
but you are all saying that is not the case. quite fair and possible for two children with exactly
MrRuebain:The short answer is that it could be that the same needs to be receiving exactly the same
the new authority would decide to do a provision but one of them without a statement and
reassessment, but they do not have to. The the other one with a statement. There is nothing
regulations provide for them to step into the shoes of inconsistent about that.
the old authority, so they take responsibility for it.
They can look at it and decide that it is perfectly

Q360 Mr Wilson:Doyou not think a system that hasadequate and they will just carry on maintaining it.
such vast diVerences in outcomes for children withThey do not have to do anything. They do not have
the same problem—to start the ball rolling again.
Mr Wright: It should not.

Q356 Stephen Williams:Might it have been the case
that the child with the statement turns up in a new Q361 Mr Wilson: Exactly, it should not.
authority and the new authority is eVectively not Mr Wright: This system should not—
wanting to put the resources behind the statement
and therefore they go through the process again?
Mr Ruebain: Possibly, Q362 Chairman: Through the chair, please.
Ms Thomas: It may be so. Mr Wright: I am sorry.

Q357 Stephen Williams: Perhaps we could check the
Q363 Chairman: It is very diYcult, because our teamtranscript again to see what came across.
stretches right down the table and you are very closeMr Ruebain: In relation to that, could I say that
and it gets to a personal conversation. We have tothere is a problem in relation to looked-after
make sure that does not happen. You have a rest forchildren who have moved from one authority to
a moment, John, and let me call David Ruebain.another, because very often that does not get
You have made an attack on the facts of whatsupported.
Warnock said, so would you like to come in.
Mr Ruebain: She was obviously referring to aQ358 Mr Chaytor: You are obviously in support of
particular situation with which she was familiar andstatementing, regardless of certain reservations
I am not, but, if the current statutory framework isabout the limitations of the local authorities’
properly applied, it is designed, quite properly, toimplementation. But what is the alternative? Those
deliver the provision a particular child may needwho argue against statementing, as a point of
having regard to his or her local circumstances. Let’sprinciple, what are they saying should replace it?
say if you took two children with Down syndrome,MrWright: I have not heard an alternative. I believe
by way of example, and one of them happened to bewhen Baroness Warnock was asked this at the
in a particular local school which was heavilyCommittee she said she did not have any ideas
resourced with certain levels of support and thebecause she was not an expert. I have not heard an
other child was in a diVerent school in a diVerentalternative to statementing as a way of guaranteeing
area which had a diVerent matrix of arrangements.that children receive the provision that their needs

call for, in the same way as I have not heard an It is quite correct that they should have diVerent
alternative scheme for assessment that is less statements; it is quite correct that in fact one of the
detailed or less bureaucratic. This is a question you might even not need a statement if it so happens that
must put to the critics of the current legal all of his or her needs could be delivered through the
framework: “What is your alternative?” local resources. There is nothing improper about

having two children with the same disabilities but
one has a diVerent statement from another, becauseQ359 Mr Wilson: I have just dug out the notes of the

session we had with Baroness Warnock and one of of the quite correct position that they are designed to
the things she was saying about the statementing address the gap between their needs and provision.
process is that she felt it was totally inequitable. She Could I pick up one other point that was raised as
compared the example of two children, one of whom well?
went through the statementing process and ended up
in a school and one of whom did not even get to the

Q364 Chairman: Yes.statementing process because the local authority
MrRuebain: I know the US has a similar frameworkwithheld financial resource or whatever. So two
to ours. Their legislation is called IDEA—and Ichildren with the same special needs ended up in
forget what the acronym is for—which is aimedtotally diVerent circumstances.
overarchingly to consider each particular child’sMr Wright: The law provides for—and it is one of
needs and draw up a plan for them. I would notthe values of it—an assessment of an individual
pretend to be an expert on the international positionchild’s special educational needs and the extent to
but I understand that there are other parallelwhich those needs can be met from the provision

available to them in their ordinary school. An arrangements which do what we do.
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Q365 Mr Wilson: I think we are coming to a we can actually learn from that good practice and
look at what is going wrong in the authorities thatconsensus that the current system is not working,

but your answer seems to be that if you enforce the are turning up over and over again on advice lines.
It is not just amatter of seeking newmeasures. Thererules properly which are already there the system

will work. are things that people have the potential to do
now—like Ofsted coming in, looking at individualMs Thomas: If there is a means of enforcing them—

an eVective means of enforcing them. schools, looking at authorities and so on—to make
sure that the current system is working better.
Chairman:We would be grateful, as a Committee, ifQ366 Mr Wilson: Do any of you have an answer to
you could give any steer on which authorities arethat particular question that you have posed? What
better and which are worse, because we are planningare the eVective means of enforcing the current
visits. It does not have to be on the record, but if youlegislation that already exists?
could tell us where to look we would be grateful.Mr Ruebain:We have all made suggestions on this.

You could compile a list. The Secretary of State has
enforcement powers. The Secretary of State is too Q368 Mr Wilson: I would like to pose to whoever
reluctant, in our view, to use these crisply, publicly, wants to answer it, the same question I posed to
in a way that sends a message to all local authorities. BaronessWarnock back in October. I think it is £70-
The Secretary of State would deal in a secretive way £90 million that we are currently spending on the
with one complaint relating to one child, usually statementing process, do you think we are getting
persuade that LEA to amend its ways behind the good value for money from that process?
scenes, so no-one hears about this, but nevertheless Mr Ruebain: I find it impossible think in these sorts
there is an enforcement power there. We have of macro terms: What is the right number of million
argued for a number of years that the special or hundreds of millions of pounds to spend on it? If
educational needs tribunal should be able to address you look at the NHS, I do not know what the figure
more than just an individual child’s problem; for is on the provision of human resources, for example,
example, when a parent appeals and as part of the but presumably it is tens of millions of pounds, so
documentation there is evidence that an authority is the question is: Is it a good use ofmoney?On the face
pursuing an unlawful policy never to quantify of it, if you say, “Giveme £10million,” I would have
provision in statements. This happens. This comes a whale of a time, but it would be completely
before tribunals. At the moment all they can do is ludicrous for me to say that is the wrong amount of
make an order that corrects that one child’s money. I do know, however, that in her paper there
statement, leaving the authority absolutely free to is no evidence to suggest that it is an over-
continue with the policy. We argue that the tribunal bureaucratic arrangement. Unfortunately, Baroness
should have broader powers, in order to be able to Warnock makes a series of assertions about the
make an order that would correct behaviour across eVectiveness of provision on no evidence at all. It
the board within an authority when an individual does not say on the basis uponwhich she has decidedcase gives them the evidence that was needed. These that £70-£90 million is too much. I do not say thatare two areas. Other people will have other ideas. there is not room for making things more eYcient—But enforcement is not a technical problem; it is a I am sure there are—but I have noway of sayingwhylack of political will.

that figure is way too much and what is the way thatMr Wilson:That answers the question I was going to
we are going to deliver targeted provision forask: Why do you think the Secretary of State is so
marginalised children without having a level ofreluctant to enforce these powers? You think it is a
bureaucracy, as you would for any kind of publiclack of political will—or do you think there are
arrangement.financial reasons?

Q369 Chairman: John, you are looking excitedQ367 Chairman:Does anybody else want to come in
about that question, do you want to come in on it?on this?
Mr Wright: The question seems to leap a stage,Ms Gravell: I would like to go back to your original
in a way. We have a legal framework whichquestion, when you said that the whole system is not
was consciously designed and adopted acrossworking, and also to refer to the total inequity that
party. I think Margaret Thatcher set up theBaronessWarnock was talking about. I do not think
Warnock Committee; James Callaghan’s Labourwe can say that. We can certainly point to the fact
Government drafted the Bill; then Margaretthat on our advice lines SEN is disproportionately a
Thatcher as Prime Minister enacted the Bill as thehuge topic, but then it is something that really
1981 Act. If you look through all of the debates,bothers parents of children who are having
there was never an argument, never a whisper ofdiYculties. We can also point to the fact that a
disagreement with the fundamental principle behindminority of disciplines in SEN, challengable
this law, that children with learning disabilitiesdecisions made by local education authorities, are
should receive/must receive/will by law receive thechallenged and taken to the tribunal. I think we all
provision that their needs call for. That is aknow of authorities which never turn up on advice
principled statement, it is a correct statement, but oflines or as big causes of problems for parents. I think
course it is a democratic society and, if someoneyou can look at good practice. There is good practice
wants to change the law in order to remove that rightin individual schools and individual authorities, so it

is not the case that we have a total breakdown, and from disabled children, that right to the educational
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provision that their needs call for, then this is the Q371 Chairman: Our experts are all right?
right place for that sort of law to be changed. But Ms Thomas: If you deal with the county educational
that is essentially at the bottom of this. There is no psycologist, for example, their problem is they have
way this could be cheaper than meeting the needs of huge numbers of children for whom they are
children who do not have learning disabilities or responsible and very limited time. They are not
special educational needs; it is simply something going to have huge amounts of time to spend with
which our society has been committed to and on any individual child. Inmy experience in Essex,most
which there has been cross-party commitment since of the time the educational psychologist might spend
the late seventies. I see no argument or evidence that 15 to 20minutes with a child if they are visiting at the
we can dispense with this particular protective legal request of the school, if they are doing an assessment
right for children—this safety net, as it were. There for a statutory assessment theymight spend an hour.
is no evidence at all that it would be safe to dispense You would compare that with a private educational
with this on the basis that there is suYcient goodwill psychologist who we might instruct on occasion,
and ability existing amongst LEAs in schools now to who might spend a whole day with the child. The
meet children’s needs without the legal framework. quality of advice that is going to come through the
In a sense, there is not. county educational psycologist inevitably, however
Ms Gravell: What does that figure cover? I do not good they are, is going to be limited.
think it is the process of statementing. In 2004,
26,000 children received new statements.What is the
average cost of that?Notmore than £6,000 per child. Q372 Mr Wilson:What schools do resent is that the
You were quoted a figure by the DfES, were you statementing process takes an awful long time, sixnot? If not, it is available from theDfES, I know. But seven months, and the schools have to invest athat does not add up. I think again we are getting

substantial amount of budget in that which they doconfused about what is the bureaucracy we are
not get refunded—yes, they do—from localtalking about that is costing us, rather than the
authorities. This has been a common theme with aprovision for the child which has to be made
number of schools that I have visited.anyway, which will have to be made under an ideal
Ms Thomas: I do not disagree that that may be true,system in the utopia we are moving towards.
but I think there are equally large numbers of
schools who would like pupils to be statemented.
The local authorities are not statementing them and
the schools have to find, from their own resources,
huge amounts of additional money to support those

Q370 Chairman: Very few of you have said what children within school because the local authority
some of us picked up on visits to schools in our own will not do a statutory assessment.
constituencies to talk about this issue: sometimes Mr Wright: That is the cost. The cost is that the
heads and teachers say very often it is the teachers school will do its best, of course, to meet the child’s
who have a better knowledge of the educational needs in a situation where they are not resourced to
needs of a pupil and some of them resent the fact that because of the time the LEA may take for doing thethe statementing process brings in these experts from

assessment. The assessment process should notoutside. Is there something about the quality of the
absolutely be a drain on the schools’ resources,experts who are brought in, the educational
because all they are asked to do is to submit anpsychologists or whoever they are? Is that an area
educational report. In any case, that will normallyyou have looked at? It does seem to be patchy, again
draw together information already available on file.depending onwhich local authority you are in.What
I would go so far as to say in most cases this shouldis the quality of the people who do the assessment
be cost neutral.and what is the uniformity or the checks that that is

a satisfactory process? How good is that stage? And,
of course, with Rob’s question, how expensive is it?

Q373 Mr Carswell: We talked about some of theWould anyone like to come in on that?
flaws in the current statementing process and theMs Thomas: In addition to my professional role, I
current system. Do you think some of theseam also a governor in a foundation secondary
weaknesses fall particularly heavily on those withschool, so I have quite a lot of contact with how the
more moderate special needs because by nature onschool operates in terms of SEN. I have talked to our
the spectrum it allows more wiggle room for theSENCO regularly about the schools’ attitude to
LEAs to evade what would otherwise be theirSEN. I have to say, it has not been my experience
statutory obligations? Do you think it is particularlythat teachers resent the statutory assessment
with those with more moderate special needs thatprocess. I find that many SENCOs I talk to are very
some of the failings in the current system apply?happy when the statutory assessment process starts.
Ms Thomas: I would say with the more moderateMany of them have been saying to the authority for
special needs they largely do not get into thea long time that they want one and, in fact, they
statementing process anyway because schools willwelcome the experts coming in and theywelcome the
try to deal with them with school action or schoolinput they receive from those experts in assisting
action plus and may well say to any parent whothem to meet the needs of the child. I cannot say it
queries it, “I do not think you are going to get ahas been my experience that there is that resentment

by and large. statement”.
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Q374 Mr Carswell: It fails them completely. MrWright: I do not have information to handwhich
I can read out now, I can certainly provide it. On ourMs Thomas: I would say many, many children with
website we list and document those authorities thatmoderate diYculties do not get into the statementing
we make formal complaints against to the Secretaryprocess at all. Certainly, if you take the case of high
of State for threats of judicial review. They arefunctioning autism, which is my personal experience
authorities which are—I would slightly reword it,with my child, that was not picked up or supported
but they are roughly what you describe there—through the statementing process.
pretending that they do not have a statutory duty.
They are misinforming parents about the nature of

Q375 Chairman: I think we may have to have you their duties in law.
back again because we are running out of time.
MsGravell:We have got a special concern about the Q377 Mrs Dorries: There must be one or two you
children who do not get statemented, the children can name now oV the record.
who are on the school base stages, because of the MrWright:Obviously we database our casework, so
reduction in statementing in a lot of authorities and if I just mention two names. This is slightly strange,
the increased delegation of funding to schools. You perhaps. Over the last seven years we have had more
need to have a really robust system for these pupils calls from parents with diYculties in Essex than any
so their progress is properly monitored and their other local authority. This is what I always find
needs are identified properly. I think we gave an interesting, the second in the list is Hertfordshire
example of a child who was assumed to have a but, also, over these seven years we have had twice
literacy diYculty which was being addressed as many calls from parents in Essex than
through phonics. He was discovered, when his Hertfordshire, so Essex is way out in the front and
parent got a private assessment, to have an auditory has been for a long time.
processing diYculty. He could not understand the
phonics, it was like being shouted at in a foreign Q378 Chairman: Something is happening in Essex.
language and he needed an entirely visual route. Mr Wright: You are going to ask me why.
That is a problem. If the multi-agency assessment,
which is part of the statements, is going up and away Q379 Mrs Dorries:Has not somebody from Essex in
from a lot of these children, and you get more a key position just gone to theDfES to be the special
children who would have had that look at them in needs adviser?
the previous funding regime, you need an Ms Thomas: That is quite possible, yes.
identification of need and a proper identification of Chairman: You are asking the wrong people.
strategies to meet those needs and thereafter you
have to have proper tracking of whether those Q380 Mrs Dorries:You do agree that is an issue. Do
strategies are working. Ofsted pointed out in its 2004 you think the SENDAAct 2001 has made life worse
Report that schools are not very good at doing that or better for children with Special Educational
nor are local education authorities where statements Needs?
are concerned. One of the problems is the anti- MsGravell:There were two completely separate bits
bureaucracy campaign is targeted at what is called in that Act, were there not, there was the bit which
individual education plans which are the things that opened up the possibility of disability discrimination
are meant to monitor the pupils on the school base claims for children in schools, and that is an absolute
stages. You are supposed to have your targets and gain which has been needed for a lot of years. There
your strategies in place and then at timely intervals is no way anyone can say that has not made life
you look at how far you have gone. If you have not better. With regard to SENDA in terms of the SEN

law, it was a lot of small changes to bits of themet those strategies, or you have met them and you
legislation. Yes, I think all of those were positiveneed somemore, you have a review and you put new
changes. However, the diYculty in your question isones in place or you vary the amount of support and
if this is a law on a piece of paper, is it beinggo up a level. If you do not have that kind of tracked
enforced? Is it a good Act in terms of improving theprocess, you have lost the ability to respond properly
situation?to that child’s diYculties.
Mr Ruebain: Broadly I agree. I wonder if there is
something specific you have in mind, Mrs Dorries,

Q376 Mrs Dorries:Tomove on to a slightly diVerent but I think SENDA was a great triumph for
subject, John, you are from IPSEA. In terms of disabled children.
authorities, they have a statutory obligation to
statement children and yet many authorities act as Q381 Mrs Dorries: My second question is about
though it is a discretionary right, and they quite SEN tribunals and the cost and disparity between
often withhold the information from parents that it access to SEN tribunals. Because authorities are not
is a statutory obligation. That is obviously evidenced honouring their statutory obligation to statement
by the number of SEN tribunals we have. Do you, many parents have to go to the point of a tribunal,
from your organisation, have any particular which is at a huge expense. Do you have any
examples of any authorities which particularly abuse particular experience of parents who have had to go
this, who are known or infamous for not letting to huge expense? Also, is it the case that when
parents know that they have that right in law and are parents do get there and they do fight their case, they

are almost always successful?treating it as though it is discretionary?
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Ms Thomas: No. I think the tribunal needs to be answer your question about how is it going to work
looked at. We have made a point in our submission because I am not sure yet that the scheme has been
about looked after children.We have a huge concern designed by the DfES.
about looked after children because at the moment Ms Gravell: As far as I understand it, there are now
the only people who can make an appeal to the three consultancies involved in the dispute
tribunal on behalf of a looked after child are the resolution test planned. It is meant to resolve an
social workers who are employed by the same objection by an academy principal to the local
authority that the appeal is beingmade against. This authority naming the school for a child with a
is a huge problem. Ironically, because of the Every statement for SEN. It is not planned to meet
Child Matters agenda, local authorities are now problems that parents and children meet in perhaps
merging their social services and education a hostile reaction when they first go to talk to an
functions into one department. In fact, that is now academy about their child going there, which could
going to get worse because it is not even one be enough to put a parent oV. We have had a case on
department against another department, but it is the our advice line of that happening. It is planned to do
same department. These looked after children are some mediation between the academy and the LEA.
being left and I have a concrete example of this. I Where ordinarily the parent has rights to talk
have a child and a statutory reassessment was directly to the local education authority, to go into
requested by a social worker on my advice. I then dispute resolution with the local education authorityhad to put in a complaint to the local government if necessary and thereafter the LEA may direct aombudsman against the authority in question. She

school to take the child if the school is a maintainedthen was told not to have anymore contact with me.
school, we cannot see what the parent and the childWhen the county where he was living refused to do
are doing while this conversation between thethe assessment, she did not appeal and she did not
academy and the LEA is going on and then if that iseven tell me that they had refused. Consequently, he
not resolved, with the escalating dispute resolutioncompletely lost his right of appeal and had no access
up to the Secretary of State if necessary, how far theto the tribunal. That is a very serious issue. It must
parents for the child’s rights are protected in thatbe addressed because themost vulnerable children—
process. Can I make a point about autonomousand there are very many looked after children with
schools’ admissions as well? You referred to trustspecial needs—are losing that right completely, so
schools being just like foundation schools. If I gothat is major.
back to our concern about non-statemented children
who are sometimes the children who lose out on the

Q382 Mr Chaytor: Can one of our witnesses clarify admissions process because statemented children, to
the distinction between the processes that apply to some extent, are protected by the statement and their
academies, in terms of the naming of schools with parents’ rights. In the Which? research on
statements, and those that apply to all of the admissions, they showed that SEN is only rarely
schools? listed as a criterion in over-subscription criteria for
Mr Ruebain: It is a live issue at the moment, and I admissions. For community schools it is 48%, which
think we are still waiting for further clarification I think is pretty poor, that is with the current Code
from the DfES about how this is all meant to work. of Practice in place. For voluntary aided and
As I understand it, academies will be non- foundation schools combined it is only 15%. The
maintained schools, so they are technically more autonomous the schools are, the less they tendindependent, albeit funded centrally by the to give preference to vulnerable children.Government. If they are treated then as independent
schools, they do not come directly within Schedule
27 of the 1996 Act, which are the arrangements

Q383 Mr Chaytor: Does it follow that rather thanwhereby parents can express a preference and the
establish the newSENdisputes resolution procedureLEA must then consult with the school and name
within the DfES—that school, unless certain conditions arise. It is
Ms Gravell: For the academies?outwith all of that.What we do not know is how that

is all going to be resolved. Is it the case, on the one
hand, that academies will not have to take children

Q384 Mr Chaytor:Yes, it would be simpler, cheaper,with statements unless they happen to agree? Can
less time-consuming, more eYcient and in thethey be ordered to by the tribunal? What I
interest of parents and children with SEN to putunderstand to be the case is that the DfES are
academies on the same footing as all other schools?proposing to set up a section within them to deal
Ms Gravell: Yes.with applications by parents of children with

statements for their children to go to academies so
that the DfES will deal with those specific questions.

Q385 Chairman:You are also saying there should beHow that will fit with a tribunal procedure, which is
much closer attention to that in the code ofdesigned to deal with these questions, I do not know.
admissions?It does seem to me to be potentially a huge mess. I
Ms Gravell: Yes. I think for all publicly fundedwould hope that whatever is determined in the end
schools we should have preference for vulnerablewould allow at least the tribunal to make orders to
children of all kinds, otherwise schools will want toname academies because that would be wholly

consistent with their existing powers. I cannot refuse. It is not in their interest to do so.
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Q386 Mr Chaytor: Can I ask one specific legal point the changes to the law which happened with our
sister organisation. There are some very damagingto David on this. Given the issue is that academies
changes to the law which have happened there. Itare legally defined as independent schools, non-
only came in in November, but our organisation inmaintained schools, even though they are
Scotland is monitoring the eVects of this law. Imaintained, what amendment to the law would be
would like to urge caution before there is an over-required to cut through that anomaly?
easy acceptance, “Scotland can do withoutMr Ruebain: There are various references to the
statements sowhy canwe not?”. In the end, it is whatobligations of maintained schools: powers of
the children in Scotland can do without in terms oftribunals, for example, and independent appeal
provision that is the question and we do not yetpanels in respect of them. I suppose the most
know how this is working. I would like to send youstraightforward amendment to the law would be to
some details specifically on the rights that wereadd whatever is the technical legal term, presumably
stripped out of the law in Scotland on Specialmaintained schools and academies, because that
Educational Needs in its passage from A to B.would still exclude truly independent schools from
Chairman: Interestingly enough, I have to apologisethe provisions but would bring in those schools
to the witnesses today, this is one of the fewwhich are state funded even though not maintained.
occasions when the Chairman has been unable to get
our side to get through the programme entirely.

Q387 Mr Chaytor: An amendment involving two There are some questions I wanted to ask you that
words would cut through the whole of this? we did not get to. One of them was when we were
Mr Ruebain: It seems to me that would work. talking about Special Educational Needs, the
Ms Gravell: You should include CTCs as well. statementing process. The Conservative Party’s
Mr Ruebain: Many of them are going to become Commission has just come out with some
academies. suggestions about alternatives and we did not get
Mr Wright: I did not get an opportunity to say time to get to that second part and to pull that out.
anything about Scotland when someone mentioned When you go away, if there are things that you
that as an example of an alternative way forward. I thought we should have asked you and did not ask,
am happy to send you some information through the please be in communication with us. Our only
post.1 We worked in Scotland for a lot of years and interest is to make this as good a report as we can.
we have a sister organisation there.Wewent through We very much value your evidence today. Thank

you very much.
1 Ev 183

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Independent Panel for Special Education Advice

Introduction

1. This paper responds to the Committee’s request on 18 January 2006 for further information regarding
the follow two topics:

— Our experience of how Academies are operating regarding Special Educational Needs (SEN)

— changes planned and/or implemented in special educational needs legislation across the countries
of the UK, in particular Scotland.

A. How Academies are Operating Regarding Special Educational Needs

The Legal Status of Academies and control over them

2. An Academy is treated like a fully independent school in law.58 This is particularly relevant when an
LEA asks an Academy to admit a statemented child (see below).

3. Consequently the main legal control over what an Academy does is through the “model funding
agreement” (contract) that DfES has with each individual academy. These contracts should include terms
obliging the Academy to abide by the education law principles which govern maintained schools as regards
critical functions such as use of the national curriculum and SEN. However the contracts are individually
negotiated between eachAcademy and the Secretary of State. To date there have apparently been significant
variations in terms between each individual contract.

4. As things stand, therefore, unless the Secretary of State obtains appropriate contractual terms, there
can be no legal force brought to bear on Academies to comply with the education law principles which
govern maintained schools. Even if appropriate terms are obtained, the mechanism for the DfES to control
academies is purely through contractual law rather than public law.

58 Except that it comes within the definition of a “mainstream” school when LEAs are performing their duty to place children
with statements in a mainstream school subject to the exceptions listed in Sections 316/316A of the Education Act 1996.
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A reduction in Parental Choice regarding children with Statements of Special Educational Need (SEN)

5. Parental choice regarding statemented children under paragraphs 3 and 8 of Schedule 27 of the
Education Act 1996 does not apply to academies because they are independent schools. At the proposed
Statement stage, the parent can “make representations” for the Academy to be named in the final Statement
under Section 9 of the 1996 Act (as they would if they wanted any other independent school) and the LEA
must consider the parent’s representations by having “regard to the general principle that pupils are to
educated in accordance with the wishes of their parents, so far as that is compatible with the provision of
eYcient instruction and training and the avoidance of unreasonable public expenditure”. Apparently DfES
is currently arranging the costs of Academies to make their cost equivalent to maintained schools so that
no objection on grounds of unreasonable public expenditure should be raised. However the Section 9 choice
is amuch less powerful one in law than the Schedule 27 choices. Consequently parents of themost vulnerable
and needy children in the system have much less choice in real terms because of the Academies’ status as
independent schools.

Other Critical Legal DiVerences

6. The LEA is legally responsible for arranging the special educational provision in a Statement, but it
cannot put in place and enforce arrangements to ensure that an Academy makes that provision. The LEA
therefore has no mechanism of control to fulfill this critical duty to deliver to SEN children other than to
request that the Secretary of State exercises her powers under the Funding Agreement.

7. No complaint about an Academy’s performance for SEN children can be made to the LEA or the
Secretary of State, who lacks her usual general and reserve powers (to direct a maintained school under the
Education Act 1996) when dealing with Academies.

8. None of the statutory protections in relation to exclusion (over 60% of excluded children have SEN)
apply to Academies. Specifically not all Academies allow for a right of appeal against a permanent exclusion
to an independent appeal panel.

How Academies can and do operate in practice regarding admissions

9. It follows from the above that Academies can operate admission and other policies completely at their
own discretion subject to:

(a) any specific contractual agreement with the Secretary of State;

(b) disability discrimination legislation; and

(c) the very limited legislative controls over independent schools found the registration of independent
schools regime (of no real practical use in this context).

10. The amount of independence that Academies can and do claim regarding admissions has been
demonstrated dramatically in a recent case that IPSEA has conducted in December 2005 for a parent
wishing to send her child to an Academy. After our intervention and that of solicitors the child has now
obtained a place at the Academy and, for understandable reasons, her parent does not wish to be named in
this submission. We shall therefore refer to this child as Child A and the Academy as Academy B.

11. By way of background, for maintained schools, a ruling of the Special Educational Needs and
Disability Tribunal (SENDIST) regarding admission is binding. This is not the case regarding academies.
The Tribunal can still howevermake a ruling naming anAcademy in Part 4 of a Statement which can then be
enforced by the Secretary of State through her contract with the Academy involved provided the necessary
contractual terms exist.

12. In order to avoid any public perception that Academies are any “diVerent” to maintained schools as
regards a parent’s choice for their SEN child, we understand that the Secretary of State has historically given
out the message to Academies that she will oblige the Academy to take a statemented child if SENDIST
names an Academy in Part 4 of that child’s statement. Simultaneously DfES have directed SENDIST that
it is not necessary for an Academy to agree to accept a child before SENDIST registers a parent’s appeal to
name that Academy in Part 4 of their child’s statement (unlike other types of independent school). Until
recently, therefore, parents were given the reasonable expectation that they could appeal to SENDIST
asking for an Academy to be named with complete confidence that if they were successful a place would be
forthcoming for their child.

13. Academy B however had diVerent ideas. When SENDIST ordered placement of Child B at Academy
A in November 2005, the relevant LEA complied and amended the Statement accordingly. However
Academy B refused to take Child B and asked the Secretary of State to use the dispute resolution process
that has been set up by DfES to under Academy funding agreements to deal with disagreements between
LEAs and Academies about placements in Academies. That process is run by KPMG accountants, who to
our knowledge have no proven expertise in SEN matters to match that of the specialist panel members
chosen by the Lord Chancellor to sit on SENDIST.
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14. After a great deal of deliberation due to apparent “ambiguities” in the contract with the Academy,
The Secretary of State agreed to allowKPMGeVectively to re-run the SENDISTprocess in a private process
in which Child A’s parent had no say or participation except a list of what papers had been sent to KPMG.
Specifically her parent did not have the right to see or respond to the papers sent by the Academy to KPMG
ormake their own submissions toKPMG. In our view this process (which we understand applies to all cases
of this sort) is an extremely serious breach of established principles of procedural fairness which should be
subject to judicial review.

15. Child A’s parent then instructed solicitors to threaten judicial review of this process. Without
explanation the owners of Academy B (as opposed to the Headteacher) then wrote to solicitors stating a
place would be available to Child B. It is unclear whether the dispute resolution process was concluded.
Child B is now attending Academy B but has been left very distressed by this process and the perception
that she “is not good enough for them”.

16. The DfES professed themselves astonished by the behaviour of Academy B and indicated that they
will provide revised “guidance” to Academies in the future. In our submission it was astonishingly nave of
the DfES not to anticipate that an Academy could and would behave like this. The guidance has not been
forthcoming to our knowledge.

17. In our view, this demonstrates that Academies, with their individually negotiated contracts with the
Secretary of State, will not be maintained schools in the form expected by parents and children at their point
of use in the state system. In particular, the Academy model, if adopted for Trust Schools, will allow:

(a) a complete free-for-all in admissions which will impact severely on choice and access for SEN
children;

(b) no eVective control by LEAs over the practice of these independent schools as regards SEN or
other critical functions.

Recommendation regarding Academies

18. Academies to be obliged to accept the existing maintained school sector obligations regarding special
educational needs as standard, non-negotiable terms of their contracts with the Secretary of State, this to
include abiding by SENDIST decisions.

B. Misperceptions of Changes Planned/Implemented in Special Educational Needs Legislation
Across the Countries of the UK

Change in England, Wales and N Ireland

19. It was stated at the Select Committee that the law on special education was being changed in Wales
and Northern Ireland, with the implication that the assessment process and Statements were being
jettisoned. No such change is underway in Northern Ireland andWales is subject to the same law on special
education as England: the Education Act 1996 as amended by SENDA 2001.

20. Of course, theremay be discussions taking place amongst those whowould argue the need for change,
stimulated by the legislative change in Scotland. But there is currently no process of legislative change
underway either in England, Wales or Northern Ireland.

Scotland

21. There is a misperception that the Education (Additional Support for Learning) Scotland Act 2004
has abolished assessments and Records of Need (the equivalent of Statements) and that this will lead to a
reduction in bureaucracy.

Assessment

22. The duty to assess a child’s needs is retained in s8 Education (Additional Support for Learning)
(Scotland) Act 2004 and has not been removed from the legislation. What has been removed, however, is
the duty to undertake a multi-professional assessment. Under the new Act, LAs in Scotland will be able to
chose which professionals to involve in assessment. Hitherto, as in E,W and NI currently, all assessments
involved educational, medical, psychological and social service reports.

23. It is argued that this change will reduce bureaucracy and cost by enabling LAs to dispense with
obtaining reports from professionals when these are likely to be unnecessary: e.g. a medical report when the
child has no known medical condition. However, this was never a major burden on professionals or LAs.
The standard practice of, say, a Medical OYcer or Social Worker when asked for information on a child
with whom they had no contact with has always been to respond with a standard letter stating “This child
is not know to the SSD’ or “This child has no known medical conditions”.
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24. This change is likely to save very little in the way of bureaucracy and cost—but at what cost to
children?Under the new arrangements, LAswill be able to choose not to obtain opinions fromprofessionals
in disciplines which are likely to recommend provision which will be expensive for the LA to deliver in
practice: eg reports from speech and languages therapists.

25. In response to this particular criticism, the drafters of the new law can point to the new rights they
have given parents to request reports from particular professional perspectives and the new right to appeal
when an LA refuses a request for a particular professesional report. But this new right, and the new tier of
appeals it will generate, will create much more bureaucracy, additional administration and cost than the
automatic multi-professional reporting approach it has replaced.

Records/Statements

26. The original Statement in Scotland, called the Record of Needs, has been replaced with a new
document, the Coordinated Support Plan (CSP). The duty to document (ie write down) a description of a
child’s needs and the provision required to meet them has not therefore been removed from law.

27. With regard to the content of CSPs, the Education (Additional Support for Learning) Scotland) Act
2004 requires that:

“A co-ordinated support plan prepared under subsection (1) must contain—

(a) a statement of the education authority’s conclusions as to—

(i) the factor or factors from which the additional support needs of the child or young
person arise,

(ii) the educational objectives sought to be achieved taking account of that factor or
those factors,

(iii) the educational objectives sought to be achieved taking account of that factor or
those factors,

(iv) the additional support required by the child or young person to achieve those
objectives, and

(v) the persons by whom the support should be provided,

(b) a nomination of a school to be attended by the child or young person,

(c) the name and other appropriate contact details of—

(i) the oYcer of the authority responsible for the discharge of the authority’s duty
under subsection (5) (d) of section 11, or

(ii) if the authority arrange under subsection (6) of that section for that duty to be
discharged by another person, that other person, and

(d) the name and other appropriate contact details of an oYcer of the authority from
whom—

(i) in the case of a plan prepared for a child, the child’s parent,

(ii) in the case of a plan prepared for a young person, the young person or, where the
authority are satisfied that the young person lacks capacity to seek advice or
information, the young person’s parent”

(s9 (2)) Education (Additional Support for Learning) Scotland) Act 2004.

28. This requirement with regard to the content of CSPs is essentially the same as it was for Records of
Need under the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 and is also essentially the same as the content required for
Statements under the Education Act 1996 in England and Wales. The best illustration of this similarity is a
comparison of the ‘pro-forma’ for CSP provided for Scottish Authorities in the new Scottish Code of
Practice and the ‘pro-forma’ provided for Authorities for Statements in England and Wales in the 2001
Regulations (see attachments).

29. In short, the name of the relevant document has been changed in Scotland, but not the duty to provide
a ‘key’ document or its required content. It is a misperception to describe this as Scotland ‘ditching’ the
Statements/Records or removing the administrative or bureaucratic load in producing the document.

Entitlement

30. There has been a significant change for children and their parents, however, and one which is being
given much less publicity: it is the removal of LAs’ unqualified duty to make the provision required to meet
children’s needs.

31. The new law in Scotland has introduced for the first time a qualification to this duty to provide for
children with disabilities/learning diYculties:
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“Duties of education authority in relation to children and young persons for whom they are
responsible:

(1) Every education authority must—

(a) in relation to each child and young person having additional support needs for whose
school education the authority are responsible, make adequate and eYcient provision for
such additional support as is required by that child or young person, and

(b) make appropriate arrangements for keeping under consideration—

(i) the additional support needs of, and

(ii) the adequacy of the additional support provided for, each such child and young
person.

(2) Subsection (1) (a) does not require an education authority to do anything which—

(a) they do not otherwise have power to do, or(b) would result in unreasonable public
expenditure being incurred.”

S4(2)(b) Education (Additional Support for Learning) Scotland) Act 2004. (Our emphasis)
The Code of Practice accompanying the new law in Scotland (‘Supporting children’s learning”)
notes:

‘The Act does not define unreasonable public expenditure. Decisions regarding what can be
considered adequate and eYcient provision, and unreasonable public expenditure, can
only be judged in the light of each child’s or young person’s circumstances.’
(paragraph 63)

32. Inevitably, the Scottish Courts are going to have to provide interpretations of the meanings of
‘adequate’ and ‘eYcient’, which is not a good start to a new legal regime.

33. The new, qualified duty contrasts sharply with Scottish Authorities’ duties in the past and with the
current duty on LEAs in England and Wales ‘to arrange that the special education provision specified in
the Statement is made for the child.’ This crystal clear formulation has not required the High Court’s
interpretation, despite being on the statute book for over 20 years.

34. Apologists for the new law seek to draw attention away from this real and dangerous diminution of
entitlement for children with SEN by pointing out that a much larger group of children will now be given
the right to Additional Learning Support, including gifted children, travellers’ children, children for whom
English is a second language, children who are carers, etc. However in our view it is a misperception to see
this as an extension of children’s rights to educational provision. Although the group with legally definable
additional support requirements has been expanded, the legal right to additional provision for each
individual child has been radically weakened. In short, in Scotland now will have more children with the
right to less provision, and in some cases it will be to no provision.

35. Perhaps the most striking misperception is that the overall scheme will be cheaper. It will involve a
cohort of children which will increase from approx 35,000 a year to 100,000 a year (estimate of ISEA,
IPSEA’s sister organisation in Scotland)). This will inevitably lead to a massive increase in bureaucracy and
administrative costs, given the additional number of CSPs (as opposed to Records of Needs) produced, the
likely increase in the numbers of appeals against refusal to assess, and the new appeals against LAs decisions
which regard to who is approached for reports as part of assessment.

36. The new law came into eVect on 14 November 2005 (less than three months ago). IPSEA would
welcome its eVects if it genuinely increased the overall amount of ‘tailored’ educational provision for more
children who have additional learning needs (including children with disabilities/learning diYculties). But
we doubt that this was either the intention, or that it will be the result, of the new law.

Recommendation regarding the new Scottish model

37. At this point we believe that it would be folly of the most dangerous kind for the Select Committee
to recommend to the government that ‘Scotland’s way’ provides a viable alternative to the current legal
framework in England and Wales. It is certainly too early to even contemplate such a recommendation.
Thanks to the financial support of Comic Relief, ISEA (IPSEA’s sister organisation in Scotland) will be
monitoring the eVects of the new law and it may well be that, in due course, the Select Committee should
invite one ISEA’s staV to give evidence on the eVects of the new law. It is also worth noting that the Scottish
Executive have in any event committed themselves to reviewing the operations of the Act and the Code
in 2007.

February 2006
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Wednesday 1 February 2006

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods JeV Ennis
Mr David Chaytor Helen Jones
Mrs Nadine Dorries Mr Rob Wilson

Memorandum submitted by Newcastle City Council

I write on behalf of the Special Education Needs Scrutiny Group from Newcastle City Council, in order
to contribute to the Education and Skills Select Committee Special Educational needs inquiry.

The group were established to undertake a time limited scrutiny study, following a recommendation from
the Lifelong Leaning panel around Value for Money issues of Special Educational Needs (now called
Children and Young People).

The group consists of five elected members and two external representatives.

The key task of the group is to examine value for money issues of provision for pupils with high and
complex special educational needs including residential care.

The key questions to be addressed are:

— Are we receiving value for money in light of the pressures the provision places on the
Authority’s budget?

— What options does the Authority have to relieve those pressures?

— What action can be taken by the Authority and its partners in the short, medium and long term?

The group is in the process of evidence gathering and will be presenting their findings to the Council
Executive in February 2006.

On the basis of the evidence gathered so far, representatives from the group have met and would like to
submit the following points to the SEN inquiry.

— Parental choice should be valued and welcomed. Parental influence is fundamental to ensure that
the needs of the child are met.

— The group has been very impressed by the dedication skill and determination of parents in ensuring
the best for their children.

— Where there is a choice parents will exercise their right to choose.

— The statementing system should be retained as they define needs and entitlement which then helps
parents in exercising their right to choose.

— LEA SEN provision needs to be suYcient to fulfil the requirements of the statements. This is not
always possible and is a real cause of concern.

— Where the Authority does not meet the needs laid down in the statements parents are choosing the
private sector in order to have their needs met.

— There are increasing numbers of pupils with special needs. There needs to be a system in place to
relieve these growing cost pressures.

— Severe complex cases are costing the Authority on average £120k per pupil (the 12 most expensive
case cost the Local Authority £2 million per year).

— Changes need to be made in the way in which SEN is funded. There needs to be some recognition
by central government on the budget pressures facing Local Authorities caused by SEN packages.

— As budgets are needs led there should be a flexible central DfES fund, which Local Authorities can
access in response to demand.

— If the establishment of this central fund is not yet feasible, there needs to be central guidelines on
spending levels with recommendations for good practice.
The present tripartite funding system (PCT/Social Services/LEA) does not work.
(See next point)

— The government guidelines on spending levels could recommend an equal three way split between
Health, Social Services and Education.

— Therapy provision is a critical issue. Lack of therapy provision in schools is a key factor in parents
choosing the private sector. The recruitment of suitably qualified therapists is also an issue.
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— Greater collaboration is required between neighbouring authorities in order to achieve eVective
economies of scale.

— Early intervention and identification is a key issue. Newcastle is attempting to diagnose early and
has been successful.

— Emphasis on raising standards should not be diVerent for SEN. The role of Ofsted in the
monitoring process is particularly welcomed. Children should be reintegrated wherever possible
but the appropriate support mechanisms need to be firmly in place.

— There is a real need to retain Special Schools and reintegration would not be appropriate for a
range of needs eg for severely autistic pupils.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Newcastle upon Tyne LEA—SEN Division

Elected members from Newcastle City Council will also be making a separate response to the inquiry.

I would like to bring to your attention, representing my colleagues, the following concerns we have about
SEN provision nationally and also where we think the greatest progress has been made.

Concerns

1. The level of health provision, particularly therapists, in our special schools and specialist provision

The DfES are clear in their guidance about the level of teaching staV required in specialist settings.
However there is no guidance about the level of health/therapy provision which should be available. This
means the level of provision is left to the decisions of PCTs and Health Trusts where the priorities, with
restricted budgets, will always be on the demands of the acute rather than long term ongoing therapy
provision for children and young people with SEN. Without any clear national guidance the levels of
therapy provision in our specialist provision are currently inadequate with the added inequality across the
region of significant variations between local PCTs and health trusts. LEAs have had to move to make up
the shortfall in health provision and across the region are now funding additional therapy posts in specialist
provision—we’ve just recently allocated £150,000 to new therapy posts in Newcastle. However this LEA,
like other LEAs in the region, now has very restricted budgets which are focused on providing central
services and it is diYcult to know whether we will be able to continue to fund therapy posts on long term
sustainable basis.

Health practitioners particularly at consultant and GP level are often only too ready to use the
“prescription” rather than the strategic approach to ensuring their children and young people receive the
right levels of therapy provision to support their education. Our local non LEA maintained special schools
(NMSS) have a very high compliment of therapists. It costs roughly twice as much, at the very lowest level
of charge, to send a pupil to a non-maintained rather than an LEA special school—much of this is associated
with much higher levels of therapy and support staV provision. In our experience health practitioners will
support children going toNMSS so they can receive a high level of therapy provision rather than be prepared
to use their professional standing to address shortfalls in LEA maintained provision.

The last five SEN Tribunal decisions that have gone against our LEA have been decided on the relative
levels of therapy in LEA/non maintained schools rather than any issues to do with quality of provision. In
terms of Every Child Matters outcomes this is a serious issue. We are talking about SEN Tribunals making
decisions based only on the outcomes of “Being Healthy” and “Staying Safe” and not even considering
whether as a result of placement pupils will “Enjoy and Achieve”, “Make a Positive Contribution” or
“Achieve EconomicWell-being.” In other words decisions are being made on quality of care rather than on
educational outcomes and provision.

2. Non-Maintained Special Schools and SEN Tribunals

This is a huge issue for LEAs. There is now a whole industry of lawyers and legal processes arising from
the SEN Tribunal. I’m sure this is now a very long way from the original intentions of an SEN Tribunal
process to protect parents. I’m not sure whether it supports parent choice. In our experience the SEN
Tribunal is used mainly by parents who are very determined, against all professional advice, not to send
their children to LEA maintained provision. Unfortunately recent tribunals have been decided on therapy
provision rather than appropriate educational provision. The SENTribunal creates an antagonistic process
of putting parents against LEA. Solicitors are involved on both sides and increasingly barristers.

Non-maintained special schools (NMSS)—those independent of the LEA—should be part of the LEA’s
continuum of provision. In reality it is very diYcult to get the commitment of LEAs to fund regional
provision for low incidence SEN in specialist fields such as autism. NMSS therefore can play a central role
regionally in providing the highly specialist provision needed in key areas of low incidence SEN.We entirely
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support NMSS who work in this way. A good example is our local NMSS for autism—Thornhill Park in
Sunderland—which provides for children and young people with very severe autism from across the
country. Two pupils from our LEA special school have recently gone to Thornhill Park because they now
require the very specialist seven day/week residential which the school provides and which we could not
provide in the LEA. We have good links with Thornhill Park and these involve training, staV visits and
networking/consultation on key developments. However we have another NMSS—PercyHedley—who has
very clearly widened its remit from its nationally recognised work on cerebral palsy to a much wider role
which brings it directly into competition with LEA maintained schools. There appears to be no regulation
of NMSS or consideration about whether they fulfil an essential role of specialist regional provision or are
competitors to LEA provision. In the latter there are serious questions about their role. We strongly believe
in the wide range of opportunities a strong LEA community of schools can provide for children with very
significant disabilities. There are very strong links between our special/mainstream schools to ensure
children with major complex learning disabilities are fully part of the Newcastle community with all its
associated services. We do not support segregated and separate out of authority provision except when we
know that pupils need the very specialist services we cannot provide.

The current way of funding NMSS is also unsustainable. Our City Council, like our neighbours, carries
significant debt for pupils who attendNMSS. Like our neighbours thesemajor overspends are not balanced,
thank goodness, against the funding for pupils who attend LEA schools. However I’m not sure, as budgets
restrict, how that can continue. It is interesting to note that in Scotland some of the costs of specialist NMSS
are borne centrally to promote the highly specialist regional/national services they provide. If NMSS were
properly funded and planned they would be an essential part of the LEA continuum of provision and we
would not be deciding appropriate placements through tribunals.

It is worth note that NMSS are also separated in the new Ofsted inspection framework. They are being
inspected centrally by CEA and not by the regional inspection providers. This adds to concerns over the
separateness of NMSS from regional SEN planning and delivery.

3. The Learning Skills Council

There is growing disparity between the way the LSC funds post-16 provision in schools and in the FE
Sector. LEAs are funded for the SEN provision in their schools at post-16 on the amount they spent in
2001–02. This has only increased annually with inflation so the actual numbers of young people funded by
the LSC have not increased at all since 2001–02. However, with the positive impact of inclusion, the number
of young people with SEN in our post-16 provision has risen steadily. This particularly includes young
people in our mainstream schools with sensory impairment, physical diYculties and autism. We strongly
welcome this although it means LEAs are having to pick up the increasing shortfall in funding which is
adding to the overall shortfalls and overspends in SEN budgets. One small local LEA has estimated that it
is now having to provide £600,000 annually to support post-16 pupils in school provision where the
responsibility is clearly the LSCs. Reviews of SEN funding have been promised annually since 2002 but have
not materialised. The major national shortfall in funding is probably now unaVordable and is perhaps why
any resolution is being put oV. The current situation does lead to post-16 SEN learners being treated quite
diVerently in school and FE provision. This is unfair and unacceptable. In a recent example in our LEA a
severely deaf pupil had a choice between VI form provision in his local school or the FE College. The FE
college approach was that the LSC would provide whatever was needed as “learner support.” There were
no questions asked about the list of support requested by the parents and the pupil and the LSC admitted
no checks were put in place. The LEA however has to use the criteria of “reasonable” provision with all
SEN decisions being made by a multi-agency panel. This resulted in a decision to oVer a much lower level
of interpreter support. Interestingly both parents work in the media and have themselves moved
“reasonably” from a natural position of demanding that the same level of support is available in both
institutions to understanding the constraints involved in LEA schools.

We currently want to expand our post-16 ESBD special school provision knowing that, without it, young
people often fail again at the next stage of their progression. However with post-16 being the responsibility
of the LSC we cannot establish or fund this provision.

4. Parents

We are very interested in the whole area of parent participation/consultation. We are very aware of the
often disproportionate external influence of parent pressure groups who come together because of particular
issues and who do not represent the wider parent community. We are also aware that there are often key
diVerences and disagreements about provision among groups of parents particularly in the specialist areas of
autism and ADHD.We strongly support strengthening the current process of proper parent representation
through governing bodies—parent governors elected to represent the views of parents. Our special school
for autism has recently gone through a period of major metamorphosis from special measures to a “good
school” to a brand new building through PFI scheduled for completion in September 2007. Parents have
been driving this change. The Chair of Governors is a parent as are the majority of key governors involved
in change. The PFI process has supported visits to other new special schools across the country to look at
design and visits to autism specific schools to look at diVerent approaches and the learning environment.
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The parents strongly promote an eclectic approach to autism using elements of particular approaches such
as TEACCHwhile promoting personal development and progression. At the same timewe also have a small
parent pressure group strongly apposed to the LEA’s autism provision. This has received far more publicity
and political influence on the “inadequacy” of Newcastle provision than the parents driving change within
the system. It has also led to some very significant tensions and intimidation between parents particularly
when one group is labelling the provision the other group send their children to as “inadequate.”

Perhaps we need tomake sure that parent governors aremore representative of children and young people
across a school, for example looking for a parent governor to specifically represent the parents of pupils with
SEN. Equally, parent governors may needmore support and training in representing parents views and how
they bring issues to the attention of the governing body. However we do have a system in parent governors
which is essentially democratic and has the capacity to represent parents views.

Progress

1. Inclusion

We carried out an inclusive reorganisation of our specialist SEN provision which became operational in
September 1999. This created additionally resourced provision in mainstream for children with physical
diYculties and communication diYculties. This was in addition to the existing provision for sensory
impaired and largely built on its success. We want to highlight just how successful this has been. It has
provided a very wide range of opportunities for children with significant SEN particularly to support their
academic achievement and personal development. Very quickly after the reorganisation some of the pupils
with physical diYculties were achieving high standards in their mainstream settings—achievements which
would not have been possible, or even accessible, in their previous special school. The inclusion of children
with significant SEN has also had a significant impact on the ethos of mainstream schools and their focus
on inclusion. Our primary school which has the specialist provision for physical diYculties was identified
in its recent Ofsted as being an “outstanding school” with an outstanding inclusion ethos (Kingston Park
Primary).

2. Multi-agency

The SEN Standards Fund (now part of the School EVectiveness Grant) has enabled us to establish multi-
agency teams in specific areas of SEN.We havemulti-agency teams in speech and language and dyspraxia as
well as awell-establishedYoungChildren Team. Themodel of practitioners working together fromdiVerent
professional background to support particularly very young children is a very powerful one. The Young
Children Team have multi-agency involvement from speech and language therapists, community
paediatrics, social services, nursery nurses and qualified specialist teachers. On the ground these diVerent
professionals work very eVectively together in supporting very young children with significant SEN. This is
perhaps a contrast to the diYculties at a strategic level where managers from diVerent agencies are having
to reconcile limited budgets.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Buckinghamshire County Council

Provision for SEN Pupils in “Mainstream” Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

Buckinghamshire maintains a range of provision and support services to provide for children with SEN
in mainstream schools. Across the county, we have 27 “departments” attached to mainstream schools,
where pupils with statements of special educational needs can access an enhanced level of provision,
supported by staVwith expertise in the designated area of need. We also have a Specialist Teaching Service,
consisting of peripatetic teachers who support schools and individual pupils, using a range of strategies
including training for school staV.

The majority of this support, however, is provided for children with statements of special educational
needs, as priority must be given to statutory entitlement. This impacts of the ability of the local authority
to promote early intervention and continues to support a reliance on statements as the onlymethod bywhich
schools can access additional support and funding.

SENCOswithinmainstreams have access to liaison groups on a termly basis, access to a termly newsletter
and a wide range of CPD programmes, developed by analysing skills and needs within the authority, in
addition to the national agenda.An annual SEN conference is held to update, launch and debate SEN issues.

The LA encourages SEN teachers to become Advanced Skills Teachers and these are well represented in
our authority. In addition to this there are a number of SENCOs who are currently “seconded” for a short
period from school ie one day per week, to support and promote initiatives within other schools—Wave 3
being an example of this.
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Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

Buckinghamshire has 13 special schools across the county catering for a wide range of needs and covering
the three–19 age range. We are currently in the process of re-provisioning our special schools, having
implemented an independent review of provision. We are building a new primary special needs school in
Aylesbury, which will cater for pupils with a range of needs and will provide facilities for multi-professional
input and support.

We find that the current designations of our special schools do not reflect the increasingly complex needs
of the pupils for whom they provide support, and can prove a barrier to the admission of pupils who then
have to be educated in expensive, external placements.

Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

In Buckinghamshire, we are proud of the achievements of our pupils and seek to ensure that pupils with
special educational needs achieve their personal best. Pupils without statements in our mainstream schools
achieve well. We have promoted additional means of measuring achievement, especially for those pupils
whose progress cannot be measured against national curriculum levels.

The introduction and use of P levels will be another additional mechanism to monitor the progress of
schools and cohorts across the LA. In addition to this a significant amount of time has been dedicated to
ensuring that SENCOs and in the future SEN Governors are aware of how to analyse data and “ask the
questions” of the provision. The LA is committed to the “Leading on Inclusion” agenda and has promoted
the eVective use of provision mapping in schools.

Data is used to target standards fund monies, to ensure that the relevant schools have access to support,
consultancy, training and funds to support specific interventions. Concern over the demise of centrally held
standards for SEN purposes, combined with the lack of ring fencing monies is a real concern. It has been
shown over the last two years, that those interventions that have been promoted, using the standardsmoney,
have had impact on standards locally. Without this, there will be a significant challenge to engage schools,
as seeing this as a priority from within a limited budget.

The LA uses and analyses FFT data; value added data and the end of Key Stage data to ensure that
schools are supported and challenged regarding SEN. This includes discussion within the annual dialogue
with schools by the current link advisers. Concern once again in the future, when SIPs are fully introduced
into the primary sector, and only limited time is available, to discuss such important and relevant issues.

There is a significant rise in SEN/EAL issues and addressing the needs of this element of our population.
Little national research is available in this area, and expertise is diYcult to find. This would be a useful
national piece of work.

There is little input at Teacher Training, to address the significant issues relating to the teaching of pupils
with SEN, once again this is an area ripe for national development. A number of schools in
Buckinghamshire oVer support to TTA programmes, including our special schools. Alongside this, our
NQT programme, enhances the opportunities for new teachers to the profession.

However, too much emphasis is placed on inputs (provision, therapy, support) for those pupils with
statements as part of the statementing and review process and insuYcient on pupil outcomes. Raising
standards for all pupils with SEN needs greater focus for those pupils with statements.

The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (“the Statementing Process”)

The statementing process is unnecessarily bureaucratic and expensive. It is time-consuming and can
become contentious and stressful for all involved. It can prevent children from accessing support at an early
stage and mitigates against early intervention and prevention.

The statementing process requires a child to fail before they receive additional support from therapy
colleagues on site at school, by which time many of them have fallen too far behind their peers to catch up.
This reduces the potential for children to make suYcient progress to enable the statement to be removed.
Additionally, since the parents and schools have had to work so hard to demonstrate the need for additional
support, they are often unwilling to consider reducing those services, even if the child starts to make good
progress.

While it is crucial that children have access to whatever provision is required to meet their needs, a less
bureaucratic system would enable more resources to be channelled into support rather than process.

The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

Parents have a crucial role to play in the education of their children and working in partnership with
parents is critical to achieving successful outcomes for children. However, the statementing process can
become a source of anger and frustration which can impede partnership working.

The Tribunal process, initially established as ameans of appeal for parents in disagreement with the Local
Authority, has become a quasi-legal process where aZuent parents engage barristers to “fight” their case,
irrespective of the educational rationale.
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How Special Educational Needs are Defined

Although the Code of Practice defines special educational needs as a learning diYculty, there remains
confusion as to the extent to which giftedness should be regarded as an educational need. This requires
clarity.

Clarity also needs to be given to the extent to which “education” should be required to meet the social
needs of children through the provision of residential schooling.

A definitive understanding of the nature and scope of “complex” needs is required, together with a
recognition of the impact that areas of increasing need, such as Autistic Spectrum Disorders, can have on
the ability of the local authority to make appropriate provision.

The code still talks of IEPs and yet within Removing Barriers to Achievement the emphasis is on reducing
bureaucracy, an example being the introduction of provision maps.

The code does not state that a SENCO needs to be a qualified teacher, although the standards suggest
such. This is a serious omission, which under the current proposed changes in management structures in
schools, has started to lead to a number of TAs becoming SENCOs, the concern ultimately is that this could
impact on standards.

In light of the two points above, it maybe timely to issue amendments to the code or add further
clarification and advice.

Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and Social
Difficulties (EBSD)

In Buckinghamshire we are in the process of reviewing all of our SEN provision, with a view to
establishing a hierarchy of provision within each area of the county. This will consist of mainstream
provision, resources provision attached to mainstream schools and special schools (with a broadened remit
to oVer outreach support to mainstream schools and intensive, time-limited support to appropriate pupils.

In Buckinghamshire, we believe that educational inclusion applies across the continuum of provision and
that, for some children, inclusivity is to be found within the special school environment. A challenge is to
value the expertise found in each area of SEN and to ensure appropriate funding. The role of Pupil Referral
Units and Learning Support Units must also be clarified within the continuum of provision.

Alternative provisions for pupils with BESD are continually developing, but nationally good practice in
this field is not shared widely enough. Opportunities to discuss, implement change and accredit the
alternative programmes for themost disturbed or disaVected pupils would be a forum fromwhich all schools
could benefit. Whilst the flexibility of the 14–19 curriculum is in its early stages of development, this would
also be an opportunity for national research in this area.

The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of the Disability Act 2001, which
Extended the Disability Discrimination Act to Education

The extension of the Disability Discrimination Act has not been fully funded for schools and has created
concern and confusion. Despite training oVered, schools are not clear about their responsibilities and the
implications for individual pupils and for them of the DDA.

Witnesses: Mr Mark Rogers,Assistant Director, Children and Young People’s Directorate, Stockport City
Council, Mr Tim Warin, Senior School Improvement Advisor, SEN, and Coordinator of SEN Services,
Newcastle City Council and Ms Janet Sparrow, Acting Head of Special Education Services,
Buckinghamshire County Council, gave evidence.

Q388 Chairman: Good morning. Could I say good Ms Sparrow: I have a short opening statement.
morning to Janet Sparrow, Mark Rogers and Tim
Warin? Thank you very much for spending the time Q390 Chairman: Janet Sparrow, you go ahead with
to come before the Committee. We are just getting your opening statement.
to that stage where the Committee might consider Ms Sparrow: Thank you. Buckinghamshire County
itself quite dangerous because it has a little Council is a high achieving authority with a
knowledge, but I would not worry about that. But commitment to raising the attainment of all
we are really getting into this inquiry. Would you children and young people in all schools and early
like to say anything to start oV? We have your bios year settings. This commitment is articulated in the
and we do not really need them again, but if there corporate plan, the education inclusion and special
is anything you want to say to get us started you educational needs strategies, both of which were
can, otherwise we will go straight into questions. adopted by our county council in 2004. We believe
What is your wish on this? that children and young people should be educated
Mr Rogers: I will wait to answer questions. in, or as close as possible to, their local community.

We have commissioned a review of our specialist
provision, which not only includes special schoolsQ389 Chairman: You would like to opt for

questions. Janet Sparrow? but additional resourced provision and we are in
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the process of developing models which meet the delegation to schools and fewer resources held
centrally by the local authority. We are concernedidentified needs of our children and young people,
that the value of a statement is judged on its inputsand which provide a hierarchy of provision across
and not by its outcomes. For vulnerable childrenthe whole special educational needs continuum. We
and young people, particularly those with specialvalue our special schools and their contribution to
educational needs, the role of the local authority inthis continuum and continue to support their role
terms of challenge, support and accountabilityin developing both inreach and outreach
must not be diminished. I believe that these issuesopportunities. Buckinghamshire fully supports the
need to be addressed and resolved.original premise on which statements were

developed, that is ensuring entitlement to education
for children and young people with special Q391 Chairman: Thank you. Tim Warin, what is
educational needs. However, the process has your wish?
become far too bureaucratic and expensive, Mr Warin: Very brief and then questions are fine.
diverting resources away from meeting the needs of It is great to be here and for me it would be really
children and young people. In times of budget important that the debate is around education and
constraints the process also restricts the authority’s it is around achievement and around the progress
ability to focus resources on early intervention and of children with very complex needs, and a lot of
prevention, thus ensuring continuation of the the debate at the moment is about provision—it is
demand for statements. Statements themselves not about outcomes. It is not pushing forward
have become something of a shopping list with too progress and achievement and all the things that
much emphasis on the input and too little on education can bring, and I think at its very best the
outcome. The requirement to specify provision, for education of children with very complex needs has
which the authority has the statutory duty, made tremendous progress in the last few years in
prevents a more flexible use of resources which may promoting equality and opportunity. Often the
better meet individual need. The emphasis on input debate is not about that; it is about provision of
tends to create demand for a diVerent support therapists, some of the things that are here. To
regardless of impact or outcome. This is move from that to talking about real education for
particularly true of the therapies. In the case of children with very complex needs would be
support from a learning support assistant tremendous progress strategically.
additional hours on a statement can be
counterproductive in that they may foster longer- Q392 Chairman: Let us start on the questions. Toterm dependence on adult support, preventing a start oV with a question that we are all thinkingchild from gaining independent learning skills or about, and that is that we have had people givedeveloping peer group relationships. In evidence to this Committee already, from local
Buckinghamshire we work hard to develop good authorities that do not have any special schools,
relationships with parents. We value their insight and we know that a lot of this debate is centred
and believe that partnership working can only around whether special school provision and the
benefit the child. However, the statementing ability of a parent to choose a special school as
process can strain that relationship and lead to opposed to inclusion in a mainstream school. I see
conflict. When parents feel that they have to fight from your backgrounds that you have all worked
in order to gain a statement they are anxious to on both sides of that fence. What do you think
secure all that they can for their child, and are then about this issue? Do we need more special schools?
unwilling to accept a reduction in provision as their Is the government running down special schools
child progresses, and this is understandable. We against the wishes of parents? Where are you in
have developed a good working relationship with that debate? Start with Mark Rogers.
colleagues in Health but are concerned that Mr Rogers: The starting point actually has to be
while health professionals can assess and the analysis of need in any local area, so there is
make recommendations the duty for those no absolute answer to, “Do you need special
recommendations and the provision resulting rests schools or do you not need them?” What you have
with education, and where therapists, for example, to look at is the range of needs that children and
are in short supply the local authority must then young people have in your area and then make
use private therapists to provide that statutory some considered decisions about how those needs
provision, creating inequality, inconsistency and a are going to be met. I would imagine in almost
potential lack of quality assurance. To conclude, every case, in my view, that that continuum of
Buckinghamshire is committed to raising provision you then end up with will have special
achievement for all our pupils. We want to work schools as part of it, but as part of a continuum,
with our schools, our parents, our children and absolutely, and very much integrated into that
young people so that all may benefit and progress. continuum. It is a qualified yes, you do need special
We are working hard to ensure that we can develop schools, but I think the question needs to be
our provision to meet the needs of all our children. reframed. People like myself need to be asked,
However, we are concerned about the divisiveness “Have you undertaken the form of local analysis
and inequality of statements. We are concerned that actually would inform some commissioning of
about the escalating costs of the statementing provision of schools, including special schools?”
process. The statutory process needs to reflect And if you have undertaken that analysis then I

think you can justify what forms of provision youchanges in funding, with more significant
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subsequently make. I really do believe that it has to Ms Sparrow: We do have some, yes.
come in that way and not a more arbitrary question
about special schools—yes or no?

Q398 Chairman: How many?
Ms Sparrow: The numbers are fairly small in terms

Q393 Chairman: Tim? of pupils with statements; it is probably around
Mr Warin: Yes, I think you need special schools; about 20 currently in our grammar schools.
I think you need very good special schools, and I
think those special schools must be part of a

Q399 Chairman: In how many schools?community of schools and they need to be aligned
with mainstream, so that they are part of the Ms Sparrow: Across a number of grammar schools;
community. Certainly one thing we have been able 13, I believe we have at the moment. I am sorry I
to do in Newcastle with PFI is to move a special do not have all the figures on the grammar schools.
school for autism into an education village, so it is
an intrinsic part of a community of schools. So I

Q400 Chairman: Is there reluctance in grammarthink special schools are important, but they
schools to take Special Educational Needsshould not be isolated, they have to be linked to
children?mainstream education. I think where children are
Ms Sparrow: The selection process does not rulecognitively able—they should be able to access
out children with special needs going into grammarmainstream schools and all the opportunities they
schools if they have the cognitive ability to accessprovide—our experience is that that works really
the curriculum. Therefore, we do have childrenwell. So children with sensory impairments,
with statements for sensory and physical diYcultieschildren with physical diYculties who are
in our grammar schools; we have children on thecognitively able are doing well in mainstream
autistic spectrum in our grammar schools; and weschools and are benefiting from the wider range of
have some children with emotional, behaviouralopportunities. I think I wrote in my submission
and social diYculties in our grammar schools. Butthat we reorganised our specialist provision in 1999
the selection process is on cognitive ability, not onand children who were in special school provision
Special Educational Needs.with physical diYculties, who are now in

mainstream, are doing well because they are able
to access a much wider range of opportunities. I Q401 Chairman: We will come back to that. Some
think where children are cognitively able in special of my colleagues will want to ask diVerent
schools you are never going to get the range of questions because we want to look both at
expertise and specialism, and that is why where academies and grammar schools in terms of that
they are cognitively able I think mainstream, and entry. Janet, you want to come back on the broaderwhere they have very complex needs they need to picture of whether special schools should be stillbe aligned to mainstream but within a specialist available, and I take it that they are still availablesetting so that they can access a range of in Buckinghamshire?opportunities.

Ms Sparrow: Yes, and, as I said in my opening
statement, we do value our special schools and the

Q394 Chairman: Should a child with special role that they play in the continuum of provision,
educational needs be able to go to any school? but our current work in terms of re-provisioning
Mr Warin: That is a very wide question; “any our specialist provision does involve looking at the
school” meaning? role of the special schools and ensuring that that

role is expanded and developed so that they can
be more of a support to other schools in theirQ395 Chairman: If a child has any special
local communities, so providing outreach supporteducational needs are there schools that they
to mainstream schools; and indeed, whereshould not be in? Should there be a bar on special
appropriate, providing short-term interventions foreducational needs children in certain types of
pupils who perhaps need some more intensiveschool?
support for a short time in order to enable them toMr Warin: I would not like to answer that. It
be more successful in mainstream.depends entirely on the needs. You look at the

needs of every individual child.

Q402 Chairman: So over time do you have less or
Q396 Chairman: In the new academies should there more special schools—over the last five or 10 years?
be a bar on children with special educational needs Have you closed any?
ending up in an academy? Ms Sparrow: We closed one special school two
Mr Rogers: Absolutely not years ago. That was because the numbers in that
Mr Warin: No, absolutely not. school were very much declining; it was not a

school that was particularly popular with parents.
However, our numbers in special schools, althoughQ397 Chairman: What about you, Janet Sparrow,
they have gone down slightly, have not declinedin Buckingham? You have grammar schools and
overall, and indeed we are in the final stages ofthe 11-Plus. Do you have many Special
building a new primary special school, which willEducational Needs students in your grammar

schools? cover a range of Special Educational Needs.
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Q403 Chairman: Do you send any of these children Q407 Chairman: Mark Rogers?
Mr Rogers: We have not closed any in Stockportwith Special Educational Needs out of your

authority area? in recent times but there has been a longer-term
strategy of developing what we would callMs Sparrow: Yes.
specialised provision, which I think you would call
either resourced or unit or one of those particular

Q404 Chairman: In what situation? In what words. What is interesting is that there has been
circumstances? quite a growth in our specialised provision over the
Ms Sparrow: Unfortunately we do find that we last 10 years but it has not seen a reduction in the
cannot always meet all of the needs of certain numbers of children and young people going into
individual children within our local area and this is our special schools, but we are seeing a diVerent
one of the driving forces, if you like, behind our profile of need in all of our types of special school.
review of specialist provision. Our specialist So, although it is not an oYcial term, what was our
provision and our special schools in particular primary school for children with moderate learning
developed many years ago and have designations diYculties is actually a complex needs school now
that do not necessarily meet the more complex to reflect the fact that the general development
needs of children in the 21st century. So we do delay profile that children used to have is now
have, for example, children on the autistic spectrum complicated by a range of other factors—medical,
who go out of county because we do not, at this perhaps autistic continuum, whatever. So the
current time, have a range of provision that can profile of children in our special schools is diVerent.
meet the full continuum of the autistic spectrum. The numbers are not particularly diVerent over the
We also have some pupils with extremely last 10 years and we have seen more and more
challenging behaviour and—let us put it like this— specialised provision made within mainstream
currently special schools for emotional and settings, so it is quite interesting that the picture is
behavioural diYculties are not suYciently geared static. One of the things about Stockport which,
up to meeting the very challenging needs of some unfortunately, for me, in terms of performance
of the pupils. measures, bucks the trend the wrong way, is we

have had a rising number of statements issued year
on year over the last three years as well, so we areQ405 Chairman: Is that a similar situation in your
seeing a greater pressure from schools and parentsarea, Tim Warin?
for the places that we have both in special and inMr Warin: Yes. I think it is interesting that every
specialised schools. And we do not have plans tolocal authority will have slightly diVerent needs
close any either, but we do have plans, to use thatplaced out of authority. We are pretty strong on
dreaded word, to re-engineer, particularly in theemotional and behavioural diYculties. I think one
secondary MLD sector because what has happenedof the things I highlighted in my submissions was
in the primary school is it has taken a much morethat we have a non-maintained special school so we
complex profile over the last five years and thehave some children going out of authority through
secondary school needs to adapt and changetribunals—not a lot—where a lot of it is around
commensurately, and we are embarking on thathealth provision, as I indicated, but it is around a
process; but we are not closing it.particular need where there is often a very high
Chairman: Thank you for those initial responses.level of health provision. So we have some children
Can we now look in more detail at the statutoryout of authority because of tribunals. We have had
duties of the provision?children out of authority with autism, particularly

very severe autism that requires residential
provision. We work very eVectively with our local Q408 Mr Chaytor: Can I ask each of our witnesses
non-maintained school. if they are confident that their own local authorities

carry out their statutory duties in respect of
assessment of SEN children without fear of beingQ406 Chairman: Have you closed any special
compromised in respect of the statutory duty toschools?
provide for the needs of those children?Mr Warin: We reorganised about five or six years
Mr Rogers: Would you like me to start?ago and we have four special schools and we have

additionally resourced provision in mainstream
schools. So we did close some special schools. I Q409 Chairman: Indeed.

Mr Rogers: I think my overspending wouldwould say we rationalised the special school
provision. Five or six years ago we opened the new demonstrate that we do fulfil our statutory duties

pretty well and the consequence of that is aprovision with capacity in the special schools and
we actually anticipated numbers to go down—it demand-led system causes enormous pressures on

a finite amount of resource. I was expecting thismay be a similar story. Numbers have stayed very,
very similar, slightly rising—refugee and asylum question and have thought about a particular issue

that concerns me. As we move—and we are anseekers is a reason, children who are born very
young, premature babies, now with very, very authority that is late to move—to a high level of

delegation of resource to schools for high incidencecomplex needs coming through the system, and
autism. So those three areas have actually meant needs, as that occurs we may well enter a diVerent

phase of behaviour around statements because Ithe population is staying very, very similar. We
have no intention to close any more. have some anecdotal—I would not call it
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evidence—knowledge that the more delegation clear what you expect to be done in terms of those
interventions. So that would be my view, andthere is directly into schools for meeting

statemented need the less specificity you might start certainly from a Stockport position I would say
that we are quite strong on meeting the statutoryto find as both the school and the local authority

take a diVerent position over what should go in requirement, but from time to time the tribunal will
basically . . . How indiscreet shall I be? I am not athat part of the statement.
great advocate of the tribunal so every now and
then they will make an entirely non-referenced

Q410 Mr Chaytor: Is that altogether a bad thing? judgment about what you should do that has no
Mr Rogers: If you look at the code of practice and context to it and no usefulness to it beyond the fact
particularly the toolkit guidance on what you that it settles a case there and then.
should be specifically writing into the statement, I
have always had an aversion to quantification in

Q411 Mr Chaytor: It sounds as though you wouldterms of hours and minutes; I am much more
disagree with that sort of judgment from theinterested in describing what interventions children
tribunal.should be receiving and then leaving some
Mr Rogers: I do not think it is helpful to be ablediscretion for the school itself actually to deliver
to make decisions out of context especially as theythose interventions in the best way for that school.
also have no financial responsibility for theI do not feel that I have been proscribed or
decisions that they make.circumscribed too much around the actual writing

of statements, it is just that every now and then the
tribunal will clearly have a go at you and make you

Q412 Chairman: Janet Sparrow, do you want towrite in terms of numbers. I think we are also
answer David’s question?fortunate that we have had a system that although
Ms Sparrow: I think historically we have foundwe do have banding of support for young people
that we have been quite specific on our statementsin our secondary schools—mainstream secondary
and because over a period of time there has beenstatements work according to a banding system—
an expectation from our parent body that thatwe have not just relied on saying, “It is band C,
specificity will continue then we find ourselvesget on with it,” we still make sure that within the
challenged quite regularly when we try not to be asstatement itself we actually describe the range of
specific on statements. What we have tried to dointerventions that we are seeking. But I would also
over the last few years is to work very closely withsay that my experience is partly based on my
our parents and with professionals to actually comeprevious authority, where, bluntly, we got a bit of
up with diVerent wording on statements which willa kicking some years ago now through inspection
meet the requirements of specificity, but which willfor not actually being as specific as we ought to be,
allow some degree of flexibility in order to, as I saideven in terms of describing interventions rather
earlier, better meet a child’s needs. So whereas wethan quantities of provision. So I have learned, I
have some historical statements with one hour asuppose over the years really, that it is not
week of this and one hour a week of that on thesomething you should play around with anyway, it
statement—and of course once that is on there it isis in everyone’s interests to be as clear as possible
very diYcult to move away from that becausein a statement. My view would be that we should
people see that then as a reduction in provision—be clear about what interventions it is that schools
with our new statements what we are trying to doshould be applying that will make a diVerence to
is to introduce a measure of flexibility and, insteadoutcomes and simply saying, “You need two hours
of looking at provision in terms of per week,of this and four hours of that and some of it on a
looking at provision in terms of, for example, perWednesday morning and the rest on a Friday
term. So that if it is then thought that what mayafternoon”, which does not seem to make any sense
have been one hour a week is better as 10 hours ato me. I have seen Ian Coates’ letter, as we all have,
term so that as a child moves into a new situationfrom last year, that told us would we check out all
they could have more support initially and then lessour systems and make sure we were not breaking
later on, the less specific wording on the statementthe law, and particularly the High Court ruling that
can actually allow that flexibility and thereforeIPSEA managed to get over the DfES some while
allow us to meet the needs of the child.ago. So I am sure there are pressures elsewhere but

I would say not in Stockport; and I would also say
not in Stockport right now because we have not Q413 Mr Chaytor: Can I ask you, do your earlier
gone as far down the line as we are going to with comments in your opening statement about the
delegation and we will have to resist any temptation bureaucratic nature of the statementing process
to be less clear, less specific when we have actually still apply to the newer style statement in
delivered the resource directly into schools’ Buckinghamshire, or was that purely a legacy of
budgets. I think we will because I believe we have being in an earlier period where you were more
actually got quite a well-established system. We specific?
have some oYcers with considerable experience and Ms Sparrow: No, the bureaucratic process is still
knowledge, some of it learnt from being kicked but there with us. It is incredibly labour intensive. I
a lot of it learnt from doing the job well, who will would like to think that there are ways even within
tell us that even when schools have the money the the current legislation that we could in fact limit

the amount of the bureaucracy involved, but I stillresponsibility of the local authority is to be really
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do feel that we have too many people working on considered a blanket approach to children with
sensory impairments, because we have a sensorythe process rather than on making the provision for

the children. service that we have invested in very heavily that
is able to do some very proactive early intervention
work—and I mean the kind of very earlyQ414 Chairman: Tim Warin?
intervention work from birth—that really allows usMr Warin: I think we meet statutory requirements;
to say that the interventions that are required forI think we have a fairly fair, equitable transparent
our children with sensory needs in the borough canprocess and decisions on very complex needs are
be met without recourse to any statutory form ofmade by a multi-agency inclusion panel, which may
assessment, let alone statementing, because thewell be similar, and we have good support from
service is actually doing the kind of ongoingHealth on that. What that panel looks at is very
assessment for learning stuV with all those childrendetailed assessments; it is bureaucracy and detail. I
anyway, and I would love to take a blanketthink you have to be careful with bureaucracy. You
approach and say to that service, “Please do notneed very detailed information for that panel to act
ever make a referral for statutory assessment”—weand make decisions—it is a multi-agency panel and
would still have to accept a parental request forvery detailed assessments are coming in from a
one—“because you just do not need to.” But Irange of agencies for children with complex needs.
know two things really. Experience will tell me thatThat takes time but you need that detail and
there will be people in the service itself who areprofessionalism in there, I think. Our statements
concerned that the lack of formality and the lackhave been rising a bit as well. It is very interesting.
of requirement that a statutory assessment bringsAs you know, there is a big government initiative
would alarm them because as a bureaucrat I mightat the moment about reducing reliance on
at some point pull the money back. The secondstatement and we have DfES SEN advisers coming
thing also, I suppose, is we know all the time thatto talk to LEAs about that. We are certainly
the parents, because of this system we have—andmoving to the idea of supplementary funding
I will only say this “insane system” once today—without the need for a statement, and we are going
drives them towards seeking the Holy Grail of ato instigate that in April. There is a lot of training
statement because it is the only form of insuranceinvolved, a lot of work with parents, a lot of work
that they feel, many of them, they can have aroundwith Health because a lot of people believe in
pinning a local authority and/or a school down togetting a statement and once you have a statement
doing what they think should be done or whatit is there and it is there to protect you. With
actually should be done. So I think we have to besupplementary funding we would want to move
more sophisticated about the view of blanketvery much to the idea of provision maps, that
approaches. Clearly in law, if you follow the codeschools are talking about what a child with very
properly—and I could have a semantic argumentcomplex needs—this is in mainstream—actually
with you about the code of course because, just likeneeds and what it is going to cost, and that that
the admissions code of practice, it is on a statutorywould need to be reviewed perhaps every two or
basis but only needs to be given regard—three years, so it is not there forever. But we have
Mr Chaytor: Can I just move on to that quicklya lot of work to do with the diVerent agencies
and explore this tension between the discretionaryinvolved to make sure that we are all talking from
nature of the code and the statutory duty? Doesthe same hymn sheet on that particular one. So it
this cause real problems or by and large can youis not going to be a revolution it is going to be an
manage this contradiction?evolution because for children who already have

statements obviously we are not going to change
that. Q417 Chairman: Janet?

Ms Sparrow: I think by and large we manage it.
Q415 Mr Chaytor: Newcastle, Buckinghamshire
and Stockport could not be accused, therefore, of Q418 Mr Chaytor: Are there specific examples you
operating blanket policies, of never quantifying could give us where it is a real problem, either in
educational provision for particular groups of your authority or well-documented examples
children? elsewhere?
Mr Warin: No. Mr Rogers: I do not want to do all the talking, but

I can give you very a very specific example of why
the code bothers me, because it gives localQ416 Mr Chaytor: Do you think that is a fair

criticism of some of the local authorities, or not? I discretion to 150 or whatever local authorities to
set their criteria for statutory assessment andam looking at the expressions on your faces now.

Mr Rogers: I think it probably is and that blanket everything else. On one level you think, great, local
discretion, splendid, but on another level thatapproach is applied in diVerent ways. Sometimes

there is a blanket approach to not assessing a flexibility in the code is hugely challenging because
we all have borders and you often get into veryparticular type of need, for example, or there is a

blanket approach, as you said, to what then diYcult situations around children who attend
from other local authorities or your own childrensubsequently ends up in a statement if one is

written. Again, I think both of those things would who are across the border. So one issue with the
code—and I am not actually going to argue that italways need to be set in context because I would

be tempted in Stockport to have what might be should be put on a firmer statutory footing,
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although there might be particular strands in it that Q420 Chairman: A bog standard student.
Mr Rogers: I was trying to resist such a phrase. Soyou would want to regulate more clearly—is that
I am concerned and I think that there is an inbuiltit is problematic, that it is legislated for to have a
inequality in having something like an SEN andcode, that you just have to have regard to it and
disability tribunal, aside from the decisions that ithave a damn good argument if you go against it.
then takes, of course.So my specific example would be that, we have 150

systems around the English upper tier authorities
for assessing children. Q421 Chairman: I hasten to say that there is no
Mr Warin: I agree with that point and certainly such thing as a bog standard student—an
with reducing reliance on statements. One average student.
authority cannot act in isolation from a Mr Rogers: Absolutely.
neighbouring authority—Newcastle is very much
part of Tyne & Wear authorities, and we have

Q422 JeV Ennis: One of our witnesses said that wecommon borders, we have children moving across
need to try to find the Holy Grail to do with Specialborders and one system needs to be applied
Educational Needs. Would the Holy Grail not beregionally—you cannot have supplementary having an assessment process independent of local

funding in one LA and a family move to the next authorities and getting the SEN budget funding
LA with a diVerent system. That is just not going straight from central government rather than local
to work. So that is a very good point. authorities, and then that removes that barrier?
Chairman: JeV Ennis. Mr Warin: Why central? Why do you go central?

I would certainly go regional. I think you have
diVerent needs in very diVerent areas and I think

Q419 JeV Ennis: Can I begin by asking Mark a we have quite enough central as it is at the moment.
supplementary to one of his earlier answers in
terms of you seem to be fairly critical of the current

Q423 JeV Ennis: Janet?tribunal process, Mark, and I am wondering if you
Ms Sparrow: I was just going to say that I thinkhave any ideas how we can improve that?
you also need a system that can respond to contextMr Rogers: I think possibly when you invited me
as well as individual need because our contexts varyfor your navigation session I said something about
enormously and some schools are absolutelythe fact that in an ideal world I would deconstruct excellent at meeting fairly complex needs withinthe whole of the SEN machinery anyway because, their own resources and other schools may struggle.

bizarrely I think either every child or no child Schools themselves may have diVerent thresholds
should have a statement because, to use the buzz for intervention based upon the children who they
word “personalisation”, the agenda is actually see from their local community. So I think you
about meeting the needs of all children and young would have to be very careful that the system was
people. If you need any form of appeals system— able to respond to context as well as individual
and you do, I actually think that you do need that need.
and it needs to be independent of local
government—it should be an appeals system that

Q424 JeV Ennis: Do you have any thoughts ondeals with all those children whose needs somebody
that, Mark?perceives are not being met, and to have a specific
Mr Rogers: Yes, I have. I would not centralise orsystem around Special Educational Needs and
regionalize your assessment system. Before I leavedisability, as we do, does not seem fair to me, to
I will give you the budget, though, and you canbe quite honest, not least because I think probably
centralise that. Much more seriously and hopefullyit is doing a number of unhelpful things which were
sensibly I would—and I do not know about mynot intended. One is it is actually concentrating a colleagues—appreciate a greater degree ofparticular group of issues that get dealt with, ie central—and I must get the word right here—

SEN and disability ones, whereas we actually know direction, and we have used the words “provision
that on the disability front, for example, there maps” already. So probably in much the way we
might be a whole range of children out there who have a national curriculum which sets out the skills,
would not consider using the tribunal because they knowledge and understanding that we expect
see the title SEN and disability tribunal and do not young people to gain at particular stages in their
take the opportunity to access it. I think the second lives, why should we not set out then for some local
one is—and it is a matter of equity for me, and determination our expectations of the range of
usually I get kicked at this point by somebody— strategies and interventions, staYng arrangements,
why should we actually have a better system for a et cetera, et cetera that schools should have in place
particular group of young people to have their to meet the needs of children with additional needs,
concerns heard and dealt with than for the majority including SEN? You can tell that I do not like the
of children? I am not saying that we should dumb diverse system we have of 150 English authorities
down, I am saying that we should raise the bar for doing their own thing within a framework but too
everyone if we are going to do it because you can loose a framework. So if you want some central
get heard if you have special needs, you can get intervention here that is what I would ask for and
children’s rights if you are a looked after child, but would be very pleased to receive something that

then allowed us a bit of standardisation.what if you are just, you know . . .
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Q425 JeV Ennis: I am looking at the good work going on, and linking with one of the
previous questions one of the successful LPSA 2Buckinghamshire County Council submission,

SEN45, so I guess my next question is mainly bids that we submitted this time was for a joint
project between health and special education, todirected towards Janet. It is to do with the

extension of the DDA, the Disability actually provide speech and language therapy
support in mainstream schools as early interventionDiscrimination Act, and it points out that it is

creating concern and confusion, Janet, in your and prevention, and hopefully reduce the reliance
on statements later on. So we have people workingsubmission, saying, “Despite training oVered,

schools are not clear about their responsibilities on the ground very successfully, I think. Now with
the Children’s Trust coming along it is going to giveand the implications for individual pupils and for

them of the DDA.” What do we need to get rid of a strategic lead to that and ownership by the Chief
Executive. So I think that is very positive.this confusion and concern around the DDA?

Ms Sparrow: I think in Buckinghamshire we are
working very hard with our schools to ensure that Q429 JeV Ennis: EVectively in terms of looking to
they do know what their responsibilities are in radically change the current structure of the SEN
terms of DDA. We have, for example, done a lot process it is a question of watching this space and
of work around access plannings for our schools, seeing what impact the Children’s Trust will have
but I still feel that there is a lack of clarity around on the situation before we ought to look at
where the responsibility ultimately rests, ie with the radically overhauling the system.
school or with the local authority. I guess Mr Rogers: The Children’s Trust is about the
somebody to actually say, “This is the line.” delivery angle for me, and to get the added impetus

to integration of services, for example, eradicating
Q426 JeV Ennis: Does that confusion exist in some of the overlap, filling in the gaps, streamlining
Stockport and Newcastle as well with the DDA? some of the management, all of that has to be to
Mr Rogers: With that and other areas of the benefit of children and families. I would like to
responsibility really. I think we always struggle make one other observation, which I know this
with some of the artificial delineation between what Committee has already made. I argued earlier
the local authority is responsible for and what before the current Children Act came in that we
schools are. This is the latest, perhaps. should have schools on the face of that Bill, and I

would argue again that if the Education Bill that is
apparently under preparation is under preparation,Q427 JeV Ennis: Tim, do you have any view?
again that would be a really important measureMr Warin: I think we are clearer about schools’
because there is some concern that without both theresponsibility and about making sure that they are
stick and the carrot schools might not necessarilyaware of the responsibility and have that degree
see the need to cooperate as quickly and asof training.
energetically as they need to because they are not
on the face of the Children Act.Q428 JeV Ennis: How will the development of
Chairman: Let us move on to the statementingChildren’s Trusts impact on the operation of SEN
process and Rob Wilson is going to lead thein their LEAs, or will it?
questioning.Mr Warin: It should. SEN is very much around

bringing agencies together. I have been talking
about a multi-agency inclusion and we have been Q430 Mr Wilson: Thank you, Chairman. I might

cover some of the stuV that has already been gonetalking about assessments we make and
assessments from diVerent agencies. At the heart of through, but I think it is worthwhile maybe

repeating some of it. We have taken a lot ofsome of the diVerences in the tribunals are the
diVerences between health and education and I evidence already on this Committee about the

statementing process and it has also been widelyhave highlighted that that is a very important part
of the tribunal process; it is often to do with health criticised, for example by the Audit Commission as,

“a costly, bureaucratic and unresponsive process”.needs and not to do with education needs, and
actually bringing professionals together is But on the other side there has been the

Independent Panel for Special Education Advice,extremely important. I have mentioned statements
and health practitioners will often go for a which actually says that none of its critics have yet

suggested an alternative, quicker or reducedstatement because it is prescription—you know you
have it and that is it. So the Children’s Trust, the process. What I would like to get at with the three

of you is which side of the fence do you fall on withChildren’s Services is a tremendous opportunity to
bring people together, particularly when children those statements?

Mr Warin: I come back to what I said earlier. Youare very young.
Ms Sparrow: I was going to agree with that. We do cannot lose the expertise and professionalism of the

assessments; that is very important. So thenow have a shadow Children’s Trust in
Buckinghamshire that is up and running and I psychologist’s assessment, the health practitioner’s

assessment are an absolutely key part of this.think it is going to be incredibly helpful to have the
support for that strategically from the Chief Whether it needs to be done statutorily or whether

you can do it in the way we are proposing, throughExecutives across the local authority, across the
districts and the Health Trusts. I think on the supplementary funding, what you cannot do is lose

that detail and professionalism in the quality ofground, as it were, there is already a lot of very
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assessments. One of the delays, of course, is Q433 Mr Wilson: IPSEA.
Mr Warin: And I can see both points of viewactually getting it in from diVerent agencies. You
because you cannot lose the thoroughness of themay be aware that they talk about statements with
assessment but you can lose a lot of theexceptions and statements without exceptions
bureaucracy involved in the terminology. So it isbecause often it is diYcult to get in detailed
somewhere in the middle.assessments, particularly from health practitioners,

on time. That is another issue. So you cannot lose
that particular quality. I think you can lose a lot Q434 Mr Wilson: They have gone through a new

way of doing this in Scotland. Have you had a lookof the bureaucracy and the terminology around the
at that?statements but not the quality of assessment.
Mr Warin: No.Ms Sparrow: I would agree with that. The

thoroughness of the assessment process is
something that I think we need to retain. We need Q435 Mr Wilson: Do you have any views on what

has been happening in Scotland?to make sure that we are identifying clearly the
Mr Warin: No.needs of the children because if we do not do that

we cannot meet the needs. I think where my
concerns about the statementing process would Q436 Chairman: You are nearly in Scotland, Tim

Warin! Do you have no views at all?come would be after that. Indeed the timeframes
MrWarin: Yes, I am very interested. I do not knowthat are set, while they may seem very long to
about it.parents in fact can be quite short in terms of
Mr Rogers: They are taking more of a profilinggaining really good, thorough assessments from
approach, are they not? I think it is a form ofcolleagues in other agencies. So we need to perhaps
provision mapping, in my view. If I might directlylook at how the process could be streamlined but
address that Audit Commission/IPSEA dichotomy?without losing that thoroughness.

Mr Rogers: You already know the tones of my
Q437 Chairman: Yes.view. I think there are three elements to the
Mr Rogers: IPSEA have been asking what thealternative. The first we have mentioned already,
alternative is, so I have suggested one actually. Soprovision mapping. I think that that is the way
I do not agree with IPSEA.forward; we should have absolute clarity about the

diVerent sorts of strategies that schools and others
Q438 Chairman: IPSEA is, for the record?should be able to use with diVerent children. So
Mr Rogers: The Independent Panel for Specialthat is where I would start; that would be my
Education Advice, most commonly met in tribunalsalternative to the statement. Secondly, I think a
in my experience. They wanted to see what themuch strengthened school self-evaluation
alternative is and I have suggested that we couldframework where inclusion and the subset of it is
actually explore an alternative through thatmuch more clearly, robustly and energetically
combination of provision mapping, strengthenedaddressed and supported through the inspection
monitoring, support and challenge andarrangements that we have, both national and
independent appeals. In terms of the Auditlocal, I would like to strengthen the local
Commission, they merely articulated, twice in oneauthority’s ability to support challenge schools
year I seem to recall, the view of many of us in localaround inclusion. I think the third part is the
authorities, which is basically the system does notindependent appeals system. There should always
work. So I am with the Audit Commission, yes, thebe the opportunity for parents or children
system does not work so let us change it, and Ithemselves to say, “This still is not right for me.” would then say to IPSEA and other similar

So I would go for that kind of three-part model and organisations, “And here are some proposals we
absolutely I would de-legislate the 1981 Act, if I should seriously consider putting into place”,
could. because I think that they could be made to work,

and not least because I think they dovetail with the
wider agenda around personalisation about being

Q431 Mr Wilson: So the answer to my question is clear what every child’s entitlement is when they go
neither of those two? to school.
Mr Warin: Both of those points of view you have
expressed are in a very narrow— Q439 Mr Wilson: I would like to turn briefly to the
Mr Wilson: I have not expressed any point of view, burden of the statementing process actually in
I have just told you what they have said; I have not schools because a number of schools have
expressed a view. approached me to say that it costs them quite a bit
Chairman: Excuse me, through the Chair, both of of money as part of the statementing process, and
you, both question and answer. it takes an awful long time and obviously resources

and teachers and so forth in the schools. How are
you dealing with that within your Local Education

Q432 Mr Wilson: Sorry, Chair. Do you want to Authorities?
respond? Mr Warin: I guess we are lucky in Newcastle
Mr Warin: You gave two points of view, one from because it is a fairly compact geographical area that

we have very, very strong networks of peoplethe Audit Commission and the other one from—
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working in schools and that is a huge advantage. Q442 Mr Wilson:You take centre stage,Mr Rogers,
because you have been before us before and you saidSo we are doing a lot of work with the SENCOs

of our schools on things like provisions so that they that you believed that the SEN provision is based on
a fundamentally flawed system. What is yourare actually relating the provision that they intend

to put in place to the needs. So the kind of evidence for that view?
assessments they are doing are not for a process, Mr Rogers: Empirical, working within the system,
they are actually about what is going to be put in Chairman. First of all, the fact that it takes a
place in the schools. So they are linking assessment minimumof 18weeks, if you go through the process,
to provision in schools and making it more useful. which seems ludicrous. Secondly, that the amount of
Everything we do we trial with our schools and contention, the occasional resort to litigation and
work with our schools, so it is not a kind of remote tribunal activity again evidences a level of
process, and it is a two-way process. dissatisfaction that I do not think we should have

built into a system of any kind. Thirdly, the lack of
relationship between a demand-led system and localQ440 Mr Wilson: So, through the Chair, you
authority resources again means that decisions arerecognise that there is a problem in terms of the
always challenging and sometimes, I would sayresources it takes within schools to deal with a
bluntly, compromised. So I think those things alonestatementing process?
provide me with day to day working evidence of aMrWarin: I have to be careful here because it comes
system that creaks at best and I will not say what itback to my answer before about you cannot lose the
does when it is not working well at all.detail of the assessment. If someone needs

supplementary funding, they need something more
than the school can provide, then you do need that Q443 Mr Wilson: Chairman, we have got two other
detailed assessment. I do not think you can lose that, people here today who work in the same area so let
but it needs to be a process that is muchmore aligned us hear them. Would you agree with that
to something useful in schools, which is the assessment?
provision map. Ms Sparrow: Can I answer some of the previous

things as well, but, yes, I do agree with most of that.
One thing that we are trying to do, and are workingQ441 Mr Wilson: Through you again, Chairman. Is
on in Buckinghamshire, is to look at the annualthis notion of inclusion causing more assessments
review process, which, again, can create enormouswithin schools and therefore again more of a burden
additional work for schools. We have been workingon schools to deal with it?
with the DfES over the last few months to pilot aMr Warin: No, I would not say so.
reduced bureaucracy around the annual reviewMr Rogers: I think the issue around inclusion is
process. The aim of that is to try and make theoften distilled back down to SEN for schools and
system easier for schools to manage. We will haveparticularly within SEN either autistic spectrum
the results of that pilot shortly, and if it is deemed bydisorder and/or behaviour. So around the
schools to be easier to manage, then we will makebureaucracy issue, yes, schools clearly suVer from
that part of our county processes. We are looking tobureaucracy; local authorities suVer from
help schools in terms of reducing their workload.bureaucracy; so do our health departments. Anyone
When it comes to what is the bureaucracy, certainlywho is part of this process of trying to provide the
the whole issue around appendices, when a requestinformation and advice for a formal assessment will
for a statutory assessment first comes into thesay it is bureaucratic. We have attempted to bend
authority it is normally accompanied by a lot ofbut not break the rules around school advice. So, for
evidence. If that request is agreed, then we have toexample, if at the onset of the assessment process, as
contact all of the people who submitted thethey are supposed to do, the school submits an initial
information, plus other professionals who may havecase it is then in strict procedural terms they then end
been involved in order to send in new reports whichup being asked for statutory advice aswell, and it has
become the appendices for the statement. Again, asin the past, being purist about it, been seen as two
Mark was saying, what we are trying to do is wherediVerent stages to the process, and we have tried to
we have a submission that contains an up to datetelescope that a little and make sure that actually the
thorough report, for example from the school, weschool only provides the information we need from
would not now seek additional appendices for that.them once. I have been chastised for that, I have to
The process of having to request those appendices,say, but we have attempted to overcome some of the
get them in, track them, then as part of the writingbureaucratic elements of schools by streamlining the
of the statement and producing the proposedprocess. But technically you could make it a really
statement, all of those have to then be photocopiedprotracted and bureaucratic process above and
and sent out to all of the people who contributed tobeyond the way it is now. But, yes, the short answer
the statement, it amounts to a huge amount ofto your question is I am sure schools are teed oVwith
paperwork, a lot of photocopying and a lot ofit, it takes up too much of their time.
duplication. Moving on, when we get to the pointChairman: We have heard that Janet Sparrow went
where the parents wish to indicate a preference for aon at quite some length about bureaucracy, but a lot
school, even if the local authority is happy to goof parents think you are the bureaucracy; you are the
along with that preference, we would still need to gopeople who make this appeal an inordinate time.
through the application process to that school and toWhen you come back toRob on this, tell us who you

blame for the bureaucracy. those governors if we felt there was a school that was
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nearer to the pupil’s home that was as appropriate. therefore the rolls fell, so the school was closed but
the number of children are still there with specialAgain, it is duplicating a lot of the work and the

eVort for both schools and the local authority needs but are being sent outside a county?
Ms Sparrow: Again, I think it comes down to thebecause every time a school receives an application

it comes with a statement and with the appendices. designation. This was a school for children with
moderate learning diYculties. We are finding thatThey have to look at that and they have to consider

if they can make the provision that is on the more of those children are now successfully
educated inmainstream schools. The childrenwhomstatement and meet the child’s needs.
we are sending out of county tend to be those with
more severe autism or more severe and challenging

Q444 Mr Wilson: They are all very good points. I behaviour.
know Nadine is anxious to come in on some of this
stuV. I asked Mr Rogers the question and you sort

Q448 Mrs Dorries: Tim, you spoke about theof said you agree with much of what he said. What
number of children that go out of county from yourdo you not agree with?
area and you said they were children who had beenMsSparrow: I suppose we are doing a lot of work on
to a tribunal.provisionmapping in Buckinghamshire and I do feel
Mr Warin: Not all of them, some of them.it has benefits and could be the way forward. I think,

as far as our schools are concerned, they still want to
see how it will work for them in the longer term. I Q449 Mrs Dorries: Given that—we have had
guess my question is around how we can ensure that evidence at this Committee—we know the cost of a
provision mapping does not become almost the tribunal, we know that it costs between £2,000 and
same in terms of workload that an IEP would, for £10,000, and that if you go to tribunal it is because
example. That is my concern. you are probably white, middle class, well educated

yourself and have the funding to pay for it. Tim, are
you saying in your statement that the people in

Q445 Mrs Dorries: I have a number of questions, but Newcastle who can aVord to go to tribunal are the
I would like to pick up on something that both Janet ones who get the provision they need because they
and Tim have said first. Janet, in your opening are the people who have the tribunal and then get
statement you said that you have closed down a sent out of county to receive it?
special school and you send children out of county. Mr Warin: No, I am not saying that. All the recent
Why did you not keep the special school open and tribunals have all been around health needs, and I
let the children be educated near to home rather than think that is a very diVerent debate from education.
sending them oV? That is a major educational debate about what
Ms Sparrow: I think that is a very good question. children with very complex needs really need
Unfortunately, I personally cannot answer that educationally and about their achievements. All the
because I was not in post at the time that was closed. recent tribunal decisions have been about health.
However, I do feel that the decision was taken The most recent one we have had was about respite
because that particular school was designated as a care in the holidays for a child who needed toileting.
school for pupils with moderate learning diYculties,
a falling roll, and a school that was not easily

Q450 Mrs Dorries: That does not really count inadaptable to meet a broader range of needs.
terms of SEN provision. Are there a number of
children with SEN going to tribunal in Newcastle?

Q446 Mrs Dorries: The school was not adaptable to What sort of numbers are they at?
meet a broader range of needs but many of those Mr Warin: They are quite small at the moment. We
children, I assume, are now in mainstream school. have a specialist school for autism which is going
How can a mainstream school be adaptable but a from strength to strength. That was in special
special school cannot? measures, I have to say, three or four years ago and
Ms Sparrow: In fact, I do not think any of those at that time clearly we had parents looking to a
children went to mainstream schools. As I have said, better education but that has changed.
the school roll was falling and the school remained
open to enable the older pupils—it was a secondary Q451 Mrs Dorries:The number of people referred to
school—to finish their education. The younger tribunal, or seeking a tribunal, in Newcastle is low?
pupils were transferred, where appropriate, to Mr Warin: Now, yes.
another special school.

Q452 Mrs Dorries: In Newcastle, in terms of the
Q447 Mrs Dorries: Was the school roll falling socio-economic grouping of parents, and you talked
because fewer children were being statemented and about refugees, people who have got parents where
referred to the school and had that happened over a English is their second language, could it be because
block of time prior to that? If the children are now of the make-up of Newcastle in terms of its
being sent out of county, I am sure there will still be demographics and its socio-economic grouping that
new children since the school being closed down many of the parents of children with special needs
being sent out of county. I suppose what I am trying themselves have Special Educational Needs and
to say is was there a reluctance on the LEA to have neither the financial resources nor the ability to

go as far as tribunal?statement children and refer them to school,
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Mr Warin: No, I do not think so. another family who might be happy with us, by the
way, and have a diVerent kind of arrangement of
provision as a result. It has not got in its remit theQ453 Mrs Dorries: How would you know that?
need to acknowledge equity, parity and context forMr Warin: Newcastle has a great mixture—and we
me, and that is the fundamental challenge I have tohave a north-eastern MP here—it goes right across
the tribunal.the socio-economic grouping.

Dr Blackman-Woods: A former councillor for
Newcastle. Q455 Mrs Dorries:Mark, I take that point, but if the

family that has gone to tribunal was happy with theMrs Dorries: I will move on to Mark swiftly then!
Dr Blackman-Woods: It might be wise! provision they were being provided with they would

never have gone to tribunal in the first place and
incurred those costs.Q454 Mrs Dorries:You said before that you wanted
Mr Rogers: There are a lot of diVerent appeals thatto move the barriers, you would like to lift the
parents make. I know you are not making thebarriers. You felt it was wrong that any childrenwith
mistake that it is always about provision. ParentsSEN got to have this special provision and you
appeal to tribunal if we refuse to assess, for example,would like to see it more inclusive for all children.
or if we refuse to issue a statement and sometimesYou said normally at that point you would get a
they appeal about the contents of the statement.kicking, I think the kicking is going to come now
There is a range of diVerent issues that are raised atbecause, again, the same points about tribunal. You
tribunal; it is not always that parents are challengingmade the comment that only certain people go to
the provision. They might be challenging the facttribunals, and you talked also about the financial
that we said they do not meet the eligibility criteriaresponsibility, and you criticised tribunals slightly.
for a statutory assessment.Correct me if I am wrong, but the point of tribunals

is that you get the full health and educational
assessments made independently by independent Q456 Mrs Dorries:Quite rightly so, I would say too,

Mark. In 2005, there was an increase of 10% in theassessors. The point of a tribunal is that it is outside
of the LEA and completely independent and, number of pupils truanting and to deal with that

problem the Government have spent around £1therefore, somebody objectively makes the
assessment. You made the comment that they make billion. You spoke about the Audit Commission

Report a while ago. Two thirds of permanentit without the financial responsibility but, of course,
they do not have to do that because they are not the exclusions are children with SEN. Mark, you talk

about provision mapping and funding yourself andLEA. Are you saying then that the LEAs are making
their judgments and their assessments by their funding seems to be an issue. Do you think,

therefore, that the £1 billion spent on truanting andoverriding concern being their financial
responsibility which is going to be imposed on the the lack of its success shows that there are better

ways that funding could be spentwithin education toauthority and not the needs of the child?
MrRogers:No, but I am saying that at all times you deal with the needs of Special Educational Needs as

opposed to the whole group which you spokehave somewhere in yourmind, and it is usually in the
middle to the front end of it, the financial resource about before?

Mr Rogers: I suppose, generally, yes. I would like toyou have available. No, I am not saying the decision-
making is predicated on the available resource, I am see much greater investment both at the initial

training stages as well as then continuing throughnot saying that. What I am saying about tribunal,
which is where I find its current remit problematic, people’s careers around all of these issues. I feel that

we short change both teachers and support staV, atis it is a secondary issue for me that they can make
decisions without financial responsibility, but that the initial stage that they qualify and then during

their careers, by not providing them with suYcientbugs me and irritates me, so you have allowed me to
say that in public and get if oV my chest. The thing quantity and quality of professional development

which allows them to better understand and,that primarily bugs me about them is that their
decisions are without reference and without context. therefore, better address the needs of almost all of

these children. Because I said earlier there should beWhen they hear the case they hear it ipsatively. I do
not even think they work particularly on the a continuum of provision I understand that some

people do get to specialise, and quite often if you doprinciple of precedent. They take each case on its
merits, which is good, but then they take each case specialise there is probably access to some better

quality and range of training. When I think of theindividually, which is not so good, so that you get
diVerent kinds of decisions in tribunals, in my view, generality of teachers, I am very concerned. We still

only have five statutory days for professionalfor children whose circumstances may not be hugely
diVerent. Those decisions are not made with development in the year, that is a legacy of years ago.

We are clear that all the strategies that schools arereference to what is done for the generality of other
children in your local area. I take your point fully asked to address and deliver will probably take up

that time and twice again, and yet fundamental to allabout who gets to tribunal, and we might have more
challenge if there was a more accessible, more of this is the personalisation agenda, meeting the

needs of children, and where are we with providingproactive approach perhaps for some parents and
some families around this, but I find it very hard to regular top quality accredited training for all staV to

help meet that wide variety of need in the classroom.reconcile a tribunal’s decision when often it can be
so diVerent froma decisionwe hadmade locallywith It does not surpriseme about truancy at all, it shocks
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me but does not surprise me that it has gone up. It Ms Sparrow:We do work very closely now with the
South Central SENRegional Partnership so that wedoes not surprise me because I know the figures

about the representation of SEN children and young have a feel across a range of authorities at levels of
provision and we are looking to work on some jointpeople in those figures, just as they are the same kind

of figures for excluded children. StaV have not provisioning. I do feel that certainly in some areas
there is what you might call a postcode lottery,necessarily all got all the expertise they need. I think

we are neglecting that area at our cost. When we and I do believe, it is purely anecdotal, we do have
cases of parents and families who move tohave truancy sweeps—others what I would call

reactive strategies, so they are probably not Buckinghamshire because they feel they will be able
to access a greater range of provision or additionalstrategies, they are tactics—coming down, they are

welcome on one level but they are only dealing with provision.
the symptoms and not the cause, are they not? They
are not enabling those people who work day-to-day Q459 Chairman:Why? Is that because the provision
with children to keep them included in the system, everywhere around you is pretty awful then?
whatever bit of the system it is. Ms Sparrow: No, I would not say that at all.

Q460 Chairman: What is so special aboutQ457 Dr Blackman-Woods: Mark, I think earlier
Buckinghamshire? I have got no prejudice againstyou were arguing for a more strategic role for local
Buckinghamshire at all, but if they are moving intoauthorities in terms of planning provision. You will
Buckinghamshire for your services what makes thatknow that in 2004 Ofsted found that there was a lack
so attractive?of strategic planning across local authorities, the
Ms Sparrow: I think there is a recognition that ourservices available varied widely and also diVerent
children with Special Educational Needs achievegroups of pupils with similar needs received diVerent
well as part of the achievement of all pupils inlevels of support depending on where they lived and
Buckinghamshire, and that they achieve wellthey thought this was unacceptable. Can you tell us because we do put a huge amount of resource intowhy you think there is an unacceptable variation in supporting children with Special Educationalprovision in SEN or whether you think there is an Needs.unacceptable level of provision in some local

authorities and, in particular, that the variation is
Q461 Chairman: You are being nice and polite, areunacceptable? Does postcode lottery exist for SEN
you not? You are saying, “We do it properly and thepupils?
surrounding authorities cannot”MrWarin: I do not think there is a postcode lottery.
Ms Sparrow:No, we are not saying that because weCertainly from my point of view, I mentioned Tyne
are working with other local authorities now in aand Wear earlier on and we share very common
regional partnership.borders, we do work quite closely with our partner

local authorities and I think that is important. We
Q462 Chairman: You are joining Betcheman,look at where we can develop provision between us.
thinking “poor old Slough”. I know Betcheman saidFor example, North Tyneside have some good
nasty things about Slough and raining bombs on it.provision for less cognitively able children with
Ms Sparrow: I would never say nasty things aboutphysical diYculties and we use that provision.
Slough because I taught there for many years.Similarly, they will use some of our sensory impaired

provision. We do work together to make sure it is
Q463 Chairman: People are moving from Slough tonot a postcode lottery. I do take your point though,
Buckinghamshire to get a better deal, are they not?LEAs are at very diVerent stages of development and
Ms Sparrow: I am very pleased to say that, in fact,the kinds of schools and provision they have are
we have quite a lot of cross-border co-operation and,diVerent. Re-organisations and restructuring are
indeed, some of our pupils from Buckinghamshirehuge events, I am glad we did ours five or six years
do attend schools in Slough simply because of theago, because they have to be very flexible to
rather strange boundaries that we have between us.changing needs, particularly with the kind of autism

complex diYculties. I would hope we are not a
Q464 Dr Blackman-Woods: That was an interestingpostcode lottery and that we do work with partners
diversion. Mark, would you like to answer the sameon a regional provision.
question?MsSparrow:To pick up on one of your points about
Mr Rogers: I will give you a view as to why I thinkstrategic development or lack of it. I think that could
some local authorities’ strategic planning is poor:possibly have been said about Buckinghamshire a
training and expertise amongst oYcers. I am notcouple of years ago, which is one reason why we are
sure there is any programme which existed in thelooking at our provision across the county and have
past or exists now to ensure that you are preparingundertaken a review of our strategies and policies. I
people for these sorts of roles, my colleagues to myhope that one of the outcomes of that will be to
left aside, of course. In fact, I think also it is aboutensure that there is certainly no postcode lottery
the relative priority that a local authority gives towithin Buckinghamshire.
this agenda. I have had the fortune to work in two
where it has had very high priority, but I think it is

Q458 Dr Blackman-Woods:That is not my question. not always an agenda that is high on the list and
therefore not attended to. I would say around poorIt is not within an authority, it is across authorities.
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planning that I think there is a range of issues there Q467 Dr Blackman-Woods: I suspect one of the
areas where there is some diVerence is about thethat are quite straightforward on one level. Postcode

lottery, yes, of course there is. You have teased that collaboration between mainstream and special
schools, and we still seem to think that goodout a little bit, Chairman, in terms of

Buckinghamshire and its surrounding authorities. collaboration is the exception and not the rule. Can
you tell us why you think collaboration is so hard toSimilarly in Stockport, we are attractive to our

neighbours and it is very simple. We spend more achieve, if indeed it is?
money, it seems, per head and allocate more support MrWarin: It seems really important and it is also to
there for the statemented child than some, not all, of dowith the way theDfESworks, that special schools
our neighbours do. Having worked in one of the are treated in the same way as mainstream schools.
neighbours previously I can say that levels of They have the same kind of entitlement, they take
support can be significantly greater in Stockport, so part in the same initiatives and they have access to
we import. There is a postcode. I do not like the those. A really good thing recently has been the
phrase lottery but I understand exactly what you are opening up of the specialist schools status for special
saying, you get a diVerent entitlement in diVerent schools. When Excellence in Cities first came out, it
local authority areas. excluded special schools. These things are ridiculous

because you need special schools and mainstream
schools working together and taking part in the

Q465 Dr Blackman-Woods: Should local authorities same initiatives.We have just done some really good
work together better to try and improve the work in one of our special schools in introducing all
consistency and share best practice? Is that possible interactive whiteboards et cetera because that is
and do mechanisms exist to facilitate that? exactly what ought to be happening. They ought to
MrWarin:We have the SEN regional partnerships, have the same equality of opportunity, they should
just to mention those, and those are a DfES be sitting around the same table when initiatives
initiative. I do not think they have teeth, but they are come up and those should be applying to special
a goodway of bringing people together. I think there schools. We do have very strong links between our
is a need to plan provision regionally. They have special and mainstream schools, it will not work
been good in developing practice regionally. I was otherwise. You have either got to do that through
on the phone this morning to the head of one of our location or through structures like specialist schools,
big non-maintained special schools. If we could get a but you need to have that, it is absolutely essential,
regional planning provision which involved the non- otherwise the special school gets left behind, it
maintained special schools and use their expertise becomes very isolated and when you go in there it is
regionally for low incidence provision, it would also around care, it is not around education.
reduce a lot of the conflict around non-maintained
special schools. We do not seem to have that
mechanism for planning regional provision. We Q468 Dr Blackman-Woods: I have heard what you

said, Tim, but do you think local authorities needhave got a lot around practice, bringing people
together, but not the kind of structural strategic more powers to bring schools together in clusters or

are they able to do that at the moment?stuV.
Mr Rogers: I would absolutely agree about the MrWarin: I think there is a lot of direction that they

should be doing that, the specialist schools. It isimportance (a) of the partnerships and (b) them
retaining a focus on developing regional and sub- more the structural things that are now being set up,

thankfully, by the specialist schools that requireregional provision, particularly around low
incidence need. That is a really good piece of work partner schools, so I think that should be

encouraged. Also inspection, Ofsted are lookingthat they should carry on having the mandate for. I
suppose the other issue around planning comes back very much now at what their links are when they

inspect special schools and that is to be welcomed asto this thing about provisionmapping forme. I think
youwould get some consistency if there was a tighter well. If all those are strengthened then you would

expect a special school to be part of a widerset of expectations on local authorities and their
schools. community of schools, not an isolated institution. If

that is through inspection and through DfES, that is
good enough and I think that is what we need.

Q466 Dr Blackman-Woods: In fact, I want to ask
you whether sharing good practice was the way
forward or whether you needed more central Q469 Dr Blackman-Woods: I would be interested in

hearing from all of you about whether you thinkguidance or both?
bringing schools together in clusters is a positiveMr Rogers: I think good practice sharing is
way forward.absolutely essential. One of the key challenges to it

is simply the time, is it not? It comes back to the issue MrWarin: Yes, hugely because it is driving practice
forward. That would be fantastic if you could haveabout training and professional development, at

whatever level that requires time. There are a discussion in tribunal about education and about
what is really good outstanding teaching andenormous benefits, are there not, to be learnt

between institutions and between organisations. We provision for children with autism. I think that
would be really good and that is happening moredo not always have the time for that to happen

properly. and more through bringing schools together.
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Ms Sparrow: Certainly, as part of the re- out from the three of you how you regard that non-
maintained sector. It seems as though you want toprovisioning in Buckinghamshire we are looking at
put it into some sort of system or structure, Tim, amdeveloping local communities of schools which will
I right in that?include schools which can oVer provision across the
Mr Warin: The non-maintained sector is the sector.whole continuum. In other words, special schools
It is not maintained by LEAs but LEAs clearly fundwill be part of those local clusters, as indeed will
it because their pupils are placed there.mainstream schools with additional resource

provision. If I can add something about the interface
between mainstream and special schools, one of the Q473 Chairman: Of course. What are they, usuallyproblems we have had is around funding. The way independent trusts and charities?that special schools have historically been funded in Mr Warin: Yes.Buckinghamshire has not enabled them to outreach
into the community and to form strong formal links
with mainstream schools. We are currently Q474 Chairman: It is a vital role, is it not? I have one
undertaking a piece of work to revise the formula in my own area that deals with very severe special
funding for our special schools, but very clearly and health needs which the local authority would
within that will be an element to enable them to not want to take the burden of.
provide outreach work to mainstream schools. Mr Warin: That is the role I would strongly push,
When I say “outreach to mainstream”, we view it as that regional specialist role. I think it is where non-
a two-way process, mainstream teachers coming maintained special schools are in competition with
into special schools and vice versa and the same for LEAs that that is diYcult, and that should not be the

case. If there was the kind of regional organisationchildren where appropriate. I think our funding
that we are talking about then it would recognisemodels have not allowed that to happen in the past.
their expertise in the very complex area of special
needs rather than them feeling they need to compete

Q470 Chairman: In Buckinghamshire that means all in order to keep their places up.
the schools, does it? Does it mean grammar schools
as well?

Q475 Mr Chaytor: Can I pursue this point. Can youMs Sparrow:Where appropriate, yes.
say a little bit more about the working of these SEN
regional partnership which you have referred to?

Q471 Chairman:Weunderstand there is only a small What happens in reality?
number but they are part of the programme? Mr Warin: I think they are all very diVerent in
Ms Sparrow: They are very much part of the character.
programme and involved in the policy of
development.

Q476 Mr Chaytor: Does every part of the countryMr Rogers: I would agree with clusters and
have an SEN regional partnership?collaboration. I do not know whether you would
Mr Warin: Yes.want to give more powers to the local authority to

make schools work that way. I think it should be
written into the requirements on schools to operate Q477 Mr Chaytor: How long have they been
collaboratively in maybe a slightly stronger way. I established?
would also say something really important that, yes, Mr Warin: About five or six years now.
learning from one another seems to be one of the Mr Rogers: In 1999 the first ones emerged.
most eVective ways of raising standards, it does seem
to work, but there is another important ingredient,

Q478 Mr Chaytor: The practical eVect of that iswhich a cluster alone will not address for you, and
what?that is the leadership of schools in the first place. We
MrWarin: I would say it is bringing people togetherneed to be really clear that a cluster will only ever be
to share practice rather than having that kind ofas strong as the quality of leadership in its
structural organisational role. They are very good inconstituent headteachers. Clearly they can learn
developing practice. They have each got their ownfrom one another through cluster activity, but
particular areas that they work on—ours hassimilarly they need to be learning, as they do now,
worked very heavily on developing inclusion—sothrough the National College and other
sharing practice and sharing ideas rather than amechanisms. I think that is crucial. We are told time
structural approach.and again, are we not, by Ofsted and other more

erudite bodies that leadership is what matters more
than anything else. If you have got quality leadership Q479 Mr Chaytor: In terms of rationalising
then you will have quality clusters but I do not think provision across the region, it does not have those
it works the other way round. powers?

Mr Warin: No, certainly, it does not have those
powers.

Q472 Chairman: Those responses were very
interesting. Before I move to Helen, can I pick Tim
Warin up on one thing. You mentioned in passing Q480 Chairman:Do the non-maintained people turn

up and participate in these regional structures?the non-maintained sector, and I would like to find
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MrWarin:Yes, they do.What they probably do not local authorities and then the maintained and non-
have access to is the kind of range of networks that a maintained provision which sits within those local
local authority will have in that kind of mainstream authorities. They have made some progress, I
special development. They will not have that kind of suppose, on what you might call the benchmarking
access, but they do turn up and participate. side of things, the workwhich Janet was referring to.

In terms of establishing how many children we have
got out there, what sorts of placements they are inQ481 Mr Chaytor:One of the features of the last few
and what the diVerent costs associated with thoseyears, over the period of time in which these SEN
placements are, a number of the regions, in parallelregional partnerships have been established, is this
but not together necessarily, are now workinghuge increase in the costs of sending children out of
towards either trying to manage fees collaborativelytheir district to the non-maintained schools. From
through their partnerships, definitely trying toan outsider’s point of view there will be a logic in
manage quality assurance issues because that hasbeefing up the regional partnerships as a means of
been one of our greatest concerns—not only do wereducing those dramatically increasing costs to
send a lot of money out of the borough, we are notindividual local authorities, will there not?
always sure of the outcomes of that money—and,Mr Warin: Yes, I think so.
crucially trying to improve the contractual
arrangements. I certainly work in an areawhere a lot

Q482 Mr Chaytor:What is restraining them? of time and energy is being invested in ensuring that
Mr Warin: They do not have any statutory powers we have contracts that are used across the Greater
at all. Manchester region which are then used with all

those providers that we purchase places from.
Q483 Mr Chaytor:What is restraining the individual Again, that is part of standardisation and quality
local authorities who are part of the partnership control. The next stage we have to move to—and
from getting their act together and moving forward I do not know if the partnerships are the right
on this? place because they are voluntary groupings—is
Ms Sparrow: The South Central Regional that regional commissioning and sub-regional
Partnership established an organisation a couple of commissioning approach with the voluntary,
years ago to look at the provision and the fees of independent and non-maintained sectors as partners
schools in the independent non-maintained sector. in that commissioning process. Historically if you
We have begun a programme which is starting its asked me the question five years ago “What do you
third year now looking at all of the independent non- think of the non-maintained and independent
maintained schools which are used by the partner sector”, I would have said, “It is amajor drain onmy
local authorities. We are assessing them in terms of resources”, and been probably quite negative about
quality of provision, both educational and care, and them. Since they have come more and more into
also working together to ensure that each year the play, willingly, and we have also been more and
level of fee increase is agreed based upon teachers’ more willing to bring them into collaborative
pay rise usually. That has been very successful over arrangements, say around training, the more I think
the last two years in reducing the levels of fee we understandwe both need each other. The greatest
increase. Last year it was down to about 5% from a move that will move it forward might be around
high of anywhere between 16% to 30% in previous children’s trusts and their commissioning
years. This year the level is being set at 2.95% andwe arrangements, in fact, and whether we get to do
already have a number of our non-maintained some joint commissioning between trusts for this
special schools signing up to that. low incidence high consequence provision that we

need. That is where I think the impetus will come
Q484 Mr Chaytor: The increase in the out of district from.
costs which have occurred over the last few years is
not just above the inflation fee increases of the non-

Q485 Helen Jones: We have had parents telling usmaintained schools, is it? It is the general drift away
that it is not accurate to say that parents of childrenfrom local authority special schools into non-
with special needs have a choice because allmaintained special schools, or not?
mainstream schools do not have the right provision.Mr Rogers: It will be diVerent in each local area, I
Is that true in your view? Secondly, is that what wehave to say. My experience in Stockport is that we
should be aiming at? Should we be aiming at choicehave not seen a net growth in our external
in every school or, bearing inmind the training needsplacement, we have seen that growth in the
and so on, should we be aiming at concentrating onexpenditure associated with them. There are other
specialisms for dealing with a child with a certainareas that have definitely seen significant growth in
kind of need in particular schools?What is your viewnumbers as well as costs and just one or two areas—
on that, Tim?which I think has prompted some of the
MrWarin: That question very much depends on theGovernment’s leaning on us last year—that have
complexity of need, does is not? At a low level ofsignificantly reduced and one or two cases where one
need you want to encourage choice because youor two local authorities had none. If I picked up your
want all schools to be able to accommodate childrenissue rightly about the regional SEN partnerships
with special needs. It is just in the very complexhere, this has been within their brief to see whether

they can create better collaboration both between special needs you have to—
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Q486 Helen Jones: I am sorry, the teachers who have Q488 Helen Jones: I understand what you are saying
and I agree with you about inclusion, but if we arethe expertise in dealing with, shall we say, autistic

spectrum disorders, with children who have hearing going to make inclusion a fact rather than an
aspiration, can we come back to what you saiddiYculties, children who are blind, whatever, you

can make the whole list, is it realistic, bearing in earlier about the training needs that are required to
do that. I can think of discussing with my own localmind the training needed, that you can get the right

support for children with all those kinds of special authority provision for children with Asperger’s.
They said, “Well, we can lay on training, but weneeds in one school or should schools be developing

specialisms in the way they do with subjects and say, can’t make schools send their SENCOS to it”. That
is absolutely true, is it not? How do you solve those“We are going to specialise in dealing with children

with autistic spectrum disorders and wewill train for problems both in initial teacher training,
particularly during the first year of teaching which Ithat” or whatever?
think is crucial, and going on from that afterwards?Mr Warin: I will come back to the same answer, I
What systemwould youwant to put in place tomakethink it is complexity of needs. At a lower level of
sure that becomes a reality? Teachers can deal withneeds teachers do have those skills. As the needs
this wide spectrum of need but a lot of the evidencebecome increasingly complex then you need to
currently in some cases is they are struggling to dospecialise your resource. We have a specialist
that.mainstream resource for children with autism and

we also have a special school for children with Ms Sparrow: I am not sure that a system in place is
necessarily what we need, although what we do needautism.Wewill have children with autism at one end

of the spectrum in mainstream supported, we will is the ability for schools to participate and teachers
and other staV in schools to participate in training.have children with autism who are more complex,

who will be in resource of specialised provision in AsMark was saying earlier, schools have five days a
year for INSET.one mainstream school and then we have very

complex children with high needs who are in our
special school for autism.

Q487 Helen Jones: Mark, do you have a view on
Q489 Helen Jones: Eight days at some schools.that? I can see you writing things down.
Ms Sparrow: Anything in addition to that has to beMr Rogers: I am trying to organise my thoughts
taken out of the teaching time. Therefore the cost foragain. Yes, as you probably expect, I do have a view.
a school to send a teacher on a course, for example,No, I do not think we should promote specialisms
not only includes the cost of that course but alsoaround SEN in either special schools or mainstream
backfilling for that teacher. There is a cost elementschools. I will tell you why firstly in special schools
here that I think needs to be addressed perhapsmorebecause it might have the tendency, unhelpfully, to
holistically and organisation-wide rather thanreduce the scope of their admissions in the future by
school-by-school. I do feel again that the wayconfining their expertise and specialism too much;
forward is certainly, as I said earlier, throughsecondly, in mainstream—I go back to where I come
developing cluster arrangements through sharing offrom all the time with these questions—it is about
expertise within local areas. Perhaps this goes to theinclusion. Therefore, you do need to be able to cater
previous question, but what we are trying to do infor most needs most of the time in mainstream
Buckinghamshire is to remove those specialistschools. There is a wide spectrum of those needs and
barriers from our special schools in terms of the newwe need to be equipping staV to meet them.What we
primary school that will be opening in less than ashould be doing, as my colleagues have said earlier,
year now which covers a range of needs. It is gettingis bringing the special and the mainstream sectors
away from not only labelling schools but labellingtogether into these collaborations. We should be
children, and trying to ensure that we are able toensuring that the more specialised forms of
cover that range of needs and using that facility as aprovision have the means for reaching out, so that it
centre of expertise and excellence to reach out intois not just those that can come together physically in
the local community. It is going to take time though.a geographical collaboration but also special schools
Mr Warin: You do need specialism and one thingshould be able to impact on all the schools across the
recently that Ofsted has talked about is theborough through having suYcient outreach capacity

to do so. To answer your first question, there will be importance of LEAs retaining specialist support,
that they can provide support. It is more than justsome children some of the time who cannot attend a

mainstream school, that is absolutely the case, and training; training can often be very generic, you can
have a big training event with lots of staV, but whatthey will need a specialised form of provision. I

would not want to see mainstream schools develop is often needed, because of the individual children, is
specialist support. For example, one of our speciala specialism in behaviour; first of all, I suspect they

will be inordinately reluctant to do so, and what they schools which provides quite a lot of specialist
support in mainstream where they think they have awill all specialise in will be the trendy stuV that

everybody likes and middle class parents want, very complex child, then we have someone who will
come in and observe in a lesson another practitioner.bluntly, but equally that argument applies to the

special schools. I think it is back to the collaboration That is diVerent from training, that is very practical
support. You do need that range of specialism toquestion of sharing expertise across sectors, not

expecting every sector to do everything. support mainstream schools.
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Q490 Helen Jones: If we are all agreed that in have one school in a local authority with diVerent
admission arrangements. That is my own personalmainstream schools we should have an inclusive

policy, that is what we seem to be, we all accept that point of view because all of our schools work
together on hard-to-place children and on Specialthere are some children who will always need

provision in a special school, should that not also Educational Needs. To have one major player in a
relatively small LEA that will not be part of thatapply across the range of schools? For instance,

Janet, you talked about the grammar schools in process, I just cannot see that. We are assured that
this new academy will be part of our community ofBuckinghamshire, this educational nirvana that is

Buckinghamshire.What percentage of your children schools.
overall are in grammar schools, andwhat percentage
of your children who have special needs but do not Q494 Helen Jones: If we move to a system of schools
have a cognitive impairment are in grammar which were independent, for want of a better word,
schools? and each acting as its own admissions authority, do
Ms Sparrow: I have not got those figures. you believe that would make life easier or more

diYcult in finding places for children with special
needs?Q491 Helen Jones: Do you not think that is

something you ought to know, whether or not your MrWarin: For me, it would make life very diYcult.
When we talk about special needs, perhaps onesystem is working fairly? Do you not think your

authority ought to know that? group we really have not talked about is children
with behavioural diYculties, they do not have theMs Sparrow: First of all, I believe the authority does

know it and we do have those figures. I would not same prominence.
consider it essential information for me in terms of
ensuring that our children with Special Educational Q495 Helen Jones: Yes, not the same social cachet.
Needs are having their needs met. Mr Warin: They are probably the most

disadvantaged of any group of children with Special
Educational Needs. The LSC says 40% fail whenQ492 Helen Jones: If children with special needs

should have the same right to attend any sort of they go into post-16 and we do not really talk about
that. That group is going to be very hard to placeschool right across the spectrum, surely it is an issue

if you have a selective system that you need to look with that kind of independent admission
arrangements. The high-profile special needs bringat whether or not that selective system is

inadvertently or otherwise discriminating against enormous benefits to mainstream schools. I have to
say, where you have sensory-impaired children inthose children? You would only know that if you

had the figures, would you not? You would need to mainstream schools, the whole ethos of the school is
tremendous often as a result of that inclusion, bothlook at the percentages in grammar schools and the

percentages of your children with special needs but for mainstream pupils and children with special
needs, but it is the hard-to-place children that Iwith no cognitive impairment who are also getting

through to grammar schools. would be very worried about, particularly in inner
city schools.MrRogers:Yes, but I think we also need other data,

Chairman. For example, we know from the Sutton
Trust’s ongoing findings, and one or two other Q496 Helen Jones: I would agree with that. It is true
places besides, that the most successful community from my experience in teaching that children with
schools, particularly community high schools, have special needs are often great at being good to other
an unrepresentative distribution of children with children in the school. One last thing before we wrap
special needs and oVering free school meals. up, we have talked a lot about tribunals. There will

always need to be a means for resolving disputes
because we do not have finite resources, no one does,Q493 Helen Jones: The Committee has drawn

attention to that. Just before I move on, I wonder if each of us as parents wants to get whatever we can
get for our child. What is your view then about howJanet could supply the Committee with that

information, if she does have it, because that would these disputes should be resolved? We all accept the
tribunal process is cumbersome; it is probably toobe very interesting to look at. Can I ask you all about

academies. The current situation is that a parent can legalistic, it works in favour of those who can aVord
to pay for a barrister to represent them and so on,make representations to an academy if they have a

child with a special need who wants to go there, but but we have got to have a system. In your view, what
should the system of resolving disputes be?because of the diVerent admission arrangements

that academies have, academies are under no Mr Rogers: Can I express yet another view on the
matter. I think if we took the opportunity that theobligation to accept that child. Do you believe that

that ought to be changed? Child Care Bill gives us to boost our Children’s
Information Service to include an inclusiveMrWarin:We have a proposal in Newcastle and we

are assured by the sponsor and everyone involved advocacy and disagreement resolution function
would be a major start. We have a Disagreementwith it that it would play very much a part of the

Newcastle community of schools, so it will take part Resolution Service already for Special Educational
Needs, but we do not have it more broadly and Iin the hard-to-place protocols and the admission of

children with Special Educational Needs. I cannot think, certainly from my experience in local
authority at least, we too often go from zero to 60.see any way that it would be fair and equitable for

that not to be the case. I cannot see how you can In other words, one minute we are trying to do it on
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the phone and things seem sorted, the next minute disagreement is being formalised, they will certainly
step back from tribunal, for example. I think wewe are oV the scale with it. I would like to see
need to be really careful about those services that arethe introduction of a generic advocacy and
advocating and trying to mediate and negotiatedisagreement resolution service that had within it
from those that then go on to try to arbitrate andthe specialisms that you need for particular areas of
arrive at a decision. I think you compromise thedisagreements. The Disagreement Resolution
Parent Partnership service in the eyes of the parents,Service for special needs is compulsory at the
particularly, if you put it in the position where it maymoment. I would just broaden its scope and allow it
find itself having to take sides in a non-helpful way.to deal with the range of issues that parents and
I do not want to get rid of Parent Partnerships, Ichildren bring when they are in disagreement with
would put them in the Children’s Informationthe local authority or a school about their provision.
Service as well.That is the way I would address it and, similarly in

terms of escalating upwards, if you cannot deal with
Q498 Chairman: Is there anything you would like toit through those routes then, yes, you are going to
say to the Committee and have not had a chance to?need some kind of independent system. I do not see
We have had a pretty extensive question andwhy we cannot build on some of the ones we have
answer session.got. I do not have a particular problem with our
Mr Warin: The EBD is the disaVected, theindependent appeals system, for example; I do not
vulnerable, the truant, that group of children whohave a problemaround our exclusion appeals system
really are the least attended to when you talk abouteither. I think that there are ways and means of
Special Educational Needs. They are the group no-putting in place universal systems for all children
one really wants to get to grips with and the onesand families and not the specialised ones and have
losing out in the whole system. It is not the high-the specialisms within it.
profile cases or the tribunals, it is the vulnerable
children and children with emotional behavioural

Q497 Mrs Dorries: Do you not think Parent diYculties who are the ones who truant, who are
Partnerships have stepped in and stopped it from excluded—no-one has ever been excluded from any
going to from zero to 60? Are they not working? Are of our special schools, we never expect anyone to
they doing a good job? be—but it is the ones who are excluded from
MrRogers:Parent Partnerships are doing a fantastic mainstream and the ones with behavioural
job. My understanding is the majority of them are diYculties. It is that group who is very diVerent.
there to give information, advice and support to Chairman: Thank you very much for your

attendance. We have enjoyed it and learned a lot.parents, but when it gets to the point that a

Supplementary evidence submitted by Buckinghamshire County Council

NUMBERS OF PUPILS ON ROLL AND STATEMENTS AT BUCKINGHAMSHIRE UPPER
AND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS

School Type Number of statements Number of pupils on roll Jan 05 Statements as % on roll

Upper 515 19,970 2.6
Grammar 34 14,849 0.2
Total 549 34,819 1.6

BREAKDOWN OF SEN PRIMARY NEED

ASD BESD HI MLD PD SLCN SPLD VI Total

Upper 40 59 11 102 41 149 108 5 515
Grammar 6 5 4 0 6 8 1 4 34
Total 46 64 15 102 47 157 109 9 549

February 2006
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Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods JeV Ennis
Mr Douglas Carswell Helen Jones
Mr David Chaytor Mr Gordon Marsden
Mrs Nadine Dorries

Memorandum submitted by Visual Impairment Training Group (VITG)

FOLLOWING CONSULTATION WITH VIEW, VIA AND VISION 20:20

This written submission is sent on behalf of VITG. VITG represents all mandatory training providers and
other stakeholders across the UK. A mandatory qualification is required by any teacher working with
groups of visually impaired children and is also recommended for other teachers who have an especial remit
for the education of visually impaired children. This would include those teachers working as members of
Support Services.

It is also advised for teachers providing specialist assessment advice as a contribution to Statutory
Assessment to inform the decision making process in the production of a Statement of Special
Educational Need.

Each year, on average, 50 teachers gain the mandatory qualification. This is a tiny number of teachers
and reflects the low incidence of visual impairment amongst children and young people but it also illustrates
the vulnerability of staV development in this area of work. However, it is recognized that the role of the
specialist has been instrumental in fostering the inclusion of children with special needs (Ofsted, 2005). The
vast majority of visually impaired pupils without additional disabilities are now educated and making good
educational progress within mainstream schools. Many teachers with mandatory qualifications also work
supporting visually impaired pupils with additional and multiple disabilities who currently are to be found
in special school provision.

Despite the importance of this aspect of staV development and the role of the specialist VITG would like
to point to the following threats to the supply of appropriately qualified staV:

— Funding for provision and training delegated to individual schools without due regard to themore
strategic approach previously adopted by centrally funded Services.

— The possible loss of specialist roles under the creation of integrated Children’s Services and the rise
of generic services.

— Decision making removed, by additional layers of management, from teachers with insight and
expertise into the identification of the impact of visual impairment on learning.

— The age profile of specialist teachers remains high (average age 40!).

— The possible loss of management points under the new leadership salary structure acting as a dis-
incentive for new entrants to this field.

Some of the ReasonsWhy Specialist Teachers are Important

— They have high expectations of educational achievement for this particular group of pupils, which
includes an awareness of appropriate interventions and the ability to carry them out to ensure each
pupil achieves their potential.

— They are able to: raise awareness within schools of pupil need relating to visual impairment,
analyze the skills and expertise within a school, challenge schools to maximize the skills available
and identify additional to, and diVerent from, interventions which school cannot reasonably be
expected to provide but which are necessary to ensure pupil entitlement.

— Although vision is fundamentally important in learning and development many children with
visual needs do not have access to even basic visual aids or encouragement to use their vision. This
is especially true when pupils have severe learning disabilities. Visual Impairment Support Services
are an important link for schools and parents.

— Blind children and those with severe visual impairment need help to acquire skills necessary to
promoting learning (to learn) through non-sighted means and the use of assistive technology. The
visual impairment specialist is there to ensure Braille and other alternative communication skills
are properly taught and the child receives other specialist input such as access to mobility and
independence training (and personal and social development).
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— Because of the low incidence of visual impairment parents of blind or partially sighted children
can feel especially isolated. The visual impairment specialist works with the family and the child
from the early years onwards.

— Mainstream schools are often reluctant to accept Blind pupils because staV feel concerned about
meeting the child’s needs. Specialists in visual impairment train staV and provide support to the
school and mainstream teachers and encourage inclusion.

What is Required

— Provision of a stable funding stream to ensure an adequate supply of specialist teachers and a range
of development opportunities in the field of visual impairment.

— Recognition of the importance of centrally initiated forward planning at Local Authority level to
maintain an overview of recruitment and retention. This would address and anticipate any
shortfall in staYng.

— A career and salary structure which recognizes the importance of the role of the Visual Impairment
Support Service and encourages younger teachers to enter this area of teaching.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Professor Brahm Norwich, School of Education, University of Exeter

FUTURE SCHOOLING THAT INCLUDES CHILDRENWITH SEN/DISABILITY

Introduction

This submission arises from the recent work of the SEN Policy Options group which has been in existence
as a network of people interested in policy and practice issues in this field—senior teachers, advisors, local
Government oYcers, oYcers of national agencies, academics, researchers and voluntary organisation
oYcers. The group (see current membership in appendix) has organised policy seminars for over 13 years
and published 16 policy papers. It was initially funded by the ESRC and the Cadbury Foundation andmore
recently by NASEN.

There are two papers attached to these summaries, which were presented at a policy seminar held on 22
September 2005 at the Institute of Education, London University. The papers represent two approaches to
envisaging how future schooling might provide for children and young people with SEN/disabilities. The
methodologies for envisaging futures are diVerent in the papers, but can be seen as complementing each
other. Points arising from these papers are summarised below as they relate to the issues under consideration
by the inquiry.

Future Schooling: A Scenario Approach

Brahm Norwich, School of Education and Lifelong Learning, University of Exeter, and Ingrid Lunt,
Department of Educational Studies, University of Oxford.

These ideas are based on the outcomes of a workshop held about a year ago which considered future
scenarios (see paper for details of participants, design of scenarios and methodology used in constructing
them). Further work on the workshop outcomes was undertaken to formulate specific SEN implications.
Three social scenarios for possible futures from 2020 were formulated as:

1. Inclusive citizenship—strong state role, focus on common good and culture.

2. Extended choice and diversity—market style system, non-state providers, minimal state role.

3. Regulated choice/diversity—limits to diversification; state moderates user and provider
competition.

(see full paper for more details about scenarios)

This submission considers the inquiry issues from the perspective of the three future scenarios. It is
presented in the hope that considering multiple possible futures promotes flexible and adaptable strategic
thinking.
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1. Provision for SEN pupils in mainstream schools: availability of resources and expertise, diVerent models
of provision

Inclusive citizenship Extended choice and diversity Regulated choice/diversity

Every child belongs to a mixed There is a wide diversity of Diverse forms of internal
ability base group—these internal forms of ability organisation are encouraged if
children learn together for at grouping and learning support consistent with the curriculum
least half timetable—some depending on orientation and orientation and aims of the
ability and cross age grouping kind of learning centre. Forms specific schools, and with the
used for rest of time. This of grouping reflect the national core emphasis on self-
requirement is justified in curriculum orientation and aims determined learning and social
terms of citizenship goals, as of the schools/learning centres. goals. Ability and other kinds
are the use of co-teaching, Diversity of forms are justified of groupings are encouraged,
collaborative learning and peer in terms of what is required to provided they do not engender
tutoring approaches. There is support learning set out in excessive divisions between
within “classes” both mixed individual learning plans. diverse children. Mixed ability
and cross ability groups are Children with similar kinds and groupings are required for at
used equally. Withdrawal of degrees of disabilities are found least 20% of formal learning
individuals and groups with in quite distinct kinds of settings times. Withdrawal of children
disabilities is practised, but (even within the same school/ with disabilities for learning
mainly before and after formal learning centre), as parents and support from mixed ability
timetable periods. The facilities children have major say in groupings is practised, so long
and staYng to operate placement and forms of as it is in keeping with
“extended schools” play a key provision. learners’ preferences.
role in maintaining additional
provision required for those
with disabilities.

2. Provision for diVerent types and levels of SEN: provision for SEN pupils in special schools

Inclusive citizenship Extended choice and diversity Regulated choice/diversity

All schools are inclusive of all School or learning centre Diversity of provision for
children in the neighbourhood, specialisation is a key aspect of children with disabilities gives
providing the common school organisation. Given role a limited legitimacy to separate
national curriculum geared to of parental preferences, there special schools/centres. Special
individual needs. There are no has been an increase of learning schools and special classes for
special schools, though about centres specialising in disability, children with disability have to
1% with profound and justified in terms of curriculum meet national legislated
multiple disabilities are mainly focus and philosophical conditions for children to have
in self-contained groups in a orientation. Full diversity minimum degree of learning
variety of separate settings on operates: special schools/centres and social participation with
short, medium- and long-term have legitimate place, specialised non-disabled. The interchange
bases, but they have as much settings co-located with general sometimes involves teachers
learning and social schools/learning centres, and and children from the non-
participation as possible with “inclusive” schools/centres which disabled settings participating
less significant disabled and welcome all children with in settings designed for
non-disabled students. There disabilities and provide as much children with disabilities.
are special centres for children social and learning participation
with significant health in general settings as possible.
conditions and children in
need of social care where
education services are
provided.
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3. Raising standards of achievement for SEN pupils

Inclusive citizenship Extended choice and diversity Regulated choice/diversity

The full range of national Raising standards is defined in Standards are defined in
outcomes is defined so that specific and diverse ways to programme specific terms, as
progress for all, including reflect the diVerent kinds and well as a limited national core
those with profound and levels of learning outcomes set of learning outcomes.
multiple disabilities can be involved in the range of These national outcomes are
monitored. DiVerentiated curricula. There is no standard monitored selectively by
“national targets” are set for national assessment framework sample national testing.
diVerent groups that take or tests, but well developed Assessing learning progress in
account of social and assessment systems for diverse the diverse programmes is
individual circumstances. These needs, abilities and interests, required to take account of the
situated targets make simple including children with national assessment framework
school performance profound and multiple and principles, such as taking
comparisons diYcult. However, disabilities (informed by account of learner diVerences,
schools that do not reach these national assessment framework including those with
targets consistently over several in the form of guidance). disabilities.
years are required to review
and replan provision to meet
these standards. Additional
resources and advice are
available to support these
schools.

4. How SEN is defined

Inclusive citizenship Extended choice and diversity Regulated choice/diversity

There has been a significant There is no national A national classification
reduction in identification of classification of SEN/disability. framework is used which is
those having educationally Some believe there has been an based on multiple dimensions
recognised disabilities from expansion of the proportion of of educationally relevant
16% in 2005 to about 5–6% in children identified professionally functional impairments,
2020. SEN concept has been as having disability, through learning activity limitations
abandoned and replaced by a parental pressures. With no and learning participation
tighter definition of national classification there are restrictions. This was designed
educational disability defined few relevant statistics. Increased on the basis of the WHO ICF
in national terms. Children recognition of new areas of scheme which was developed
who were identified as MLD disorder: eg Non-Verbal in late 1990s/early 2000s.
and SEBD have merged into Learning Disabilities (NVLD), Standardisation of
the spectrum of children with Disorders of Attention, Motor identification and monitoring
diVering abilities and and Perceptual functioning procedures based on ICF
attainments. A minority of (DAMP). Identification is scheme is used to contain
children, previously described conducted mainly by non-State parental pressures for increased
in these terms now identified in agencies that serve learning identification and to inform
new educational disability centres and institutions (under curriculum and pedagogic
dimensions, with specific national framework). planning.
national operational
definitions.
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5. Legislative framework: system of Statements of need for SEN pupils

Inclusive citizenship Extended choice and diversity Regulated choice/diversity

All have entitlement to a All learners have rights to Individual learning needs are
defined range of participate in forming individual derived from continuous
“individualised” learning learning plans. Minimal negotiations in terms of state
experiences from an agreed set additional resources are prescribed agendas and with
of institutions. Learners are available through vouchers to family and learner
consulted about their parents, which is set by participation. There is general
individual learning experiences. legislation. Providers of special and flexible national
Additional allocations for all education services are held to commitment to entitlements.
areas of disadvantage account through user Learners are able to negotiate
(including disability) are preferences and decisions; there about their individual learning
required by legislation. is no specific legal basis for plans with parents/teachers.
Additional allocations are redress, other than “duty of The general legislative
made from central agency, care”. framework supports additional
with a regional structure, resources for disadvantage,
directly to schools and groups including disability. Direct
of schools/learning centres (in education providers (eg
formal partnerships). Schools/ maintained and non-State
learning centres are legally schools/centres) are legally
responsible for formulating responsible for individual
and reviewing individual learning plans for all children,
learning plans for all children but with specific additional
(not just for disability) and requirements about the content
ensuring maximum possible and planning procedures for
achievement of goals. All children with disabilities. The
parents can access Tribunals to Local Government role in
contest adequacy of supporting the resolution of
educational provision after disagreements between direct
non-legal disagreement providers and parents is part
resolution procedures have of its delegated responsibility
been used. from regional agencies.

APPENDIX

POLICY OPTIONS STEERING GROUP MEMBERSHIP

Keith Bovair, Head teacher (NASEN representative); Professor Alan Dyson, School of Education,
University of Manchester; Peter Gray, SEN Policy Adviser; Dr Seamus Hegarty, Director of the National
Foundation for Educational Research; Claire Lazarus, DfES; Professor GeoV Lindsay, Warwick
University; Professor Ingrid Lunt, University of Oxford; John Moore, Senior Inspector, Kent LEA;
Professor Brahm Norwich, School of Education, Exeter University; Linda Redford, NCH Action for
Children, Education OYcer; Penny Richardson, Nottinghamshire LEA; Philippa Russell, Adviser DfES;
Sonia Sharp, Rotherham LEA; Philippa Stobbs CDC; Eileen Visser, Ofsted; Professor Klaus Wedell,
Institute of Education, London University.

October 2005

Paper by Alan Dyson, Mel Ainscow and Peter Farrell, Professors of Education,
University of Manchester

TOWARDS A MORE INCLUSIVE EDUCATION SYSTEM: A RESPONSE FOR
LORD ADONIS ON NEXT PRACTICE IN SPECIAL NEEDS EDUCATION

Recent national policy moves have enjoyed some success in encouraging local authorities and schools to
move in a more inclusive direction. However, something of an impasse has been reached at present, not least
because the current legislative and regulatory framework for special needs education dates from a time long
before more recent—and still ongoing—moves to increase the autonomy of schools vis à vis local
authorities. Moreover, special schools have been relatively neglected within these policy initiatives in a way
that has left many within that sector feeling isolated and de-valued.
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We believe that the time is ripe for a national lead to be given in the development of a new SEN
framework. Amongst other things, this should show how the expertise and resources within special schools
can be re-directed in ways that will add support to the overall changes that are occurring in the mainstream.
Such amovewould, we believe, open up new opportunities for special school staV to continue their historical
task of providing support for the most vulnerable learners in the education system.

Talk of a “third way” approach has been helpful in stimulating debate about these matters in the field.
On the other hand, there is a danger that if this approach leads to ambiguous messages it will prevent the
clarity of thinking that could help provide a firm lever for change.

With this in mind, in this paper we oVer an analysis of the barriers that are preventing progress and make
some suggestions as to what needs to be done to move thinking and practice forward.

Vision

The elements of a system which is more inclusive of pupils identified as having SEN and, indeed, others
who are vulnerable to marginalisation, exclusion and underachievement, are largely in place. These include
structural features (such as the integrated services of Every Child Matters, and mechanisms for the flexible
funding SEN provision in mainstream schools), as well as multiple examples of successful inclusive practice
at school and LEA level. In this sense, things have changed significantly for the better since 1997, not least
as a result of the impact of national monitoring systems which have been eVective in drawing attention to
way the system had previously failed significant groups of pupils. The problem is that these elements have
not yet been brought together to generate system-wide change.

One barrier which could be removed fairly easily is the lack of a clear vision from central government, with
resultant uncertainties at local and school level. After an initial commitment to the principles of inclusion
articulated in very general terms, successive governments have in practice supported the sort of mixed
economy which would have been familiar in the 1980s and have validated structures which have their roots
in the Warnock report.

What would be useful at this point is a re-commitment to inclusion, accompanied by a clear statement of
what an inclusive system might actually look like that could then be used to guide policy development and
inform monitoring procedures.

We suggest that any recommitment should have the following features:

— An emphasis on the positive benefits of inclusion for parents and children, rather than on inclusion
as an ideological principle to be accepted as an article of faith. Specifically, it might be useful to
emphasise the distinction between needs, rights and opportunities. All children have needs (eg for
appropriate teaching), but they also have the right to participate fully in a common social
institution (a local mainstream school) that oVers a range of opportunities for them. The current
system too often forces parents to choose between ensuring that their child’s needs aremet—which
often implies special school placement—and ensuring that they have the same rights and
opportunities as other children—which implies mainstream school placement. The aim therefore
should be to create a system where these choices become unnecessary.

— An emphasis on inclusion as being about the development of mainstream schools, rather than the
reorganisation of special schooling. The aim over time has to be to increase the capacity of all
mainstream schools so that, like the best now, they can meet the needs of all children, whilst
oVering them similar rights and opportunities. This of course has implications for a changed role
of special schools in the medium term and the disappearance of special schools entirely in the long
term.However, it is vital to note that the disappearance of the bricks andmortar of special schools
does not imply the disappearance of the skills, attitudes, values and resources which those
buildings currently contain.

— An emphasis on issues in the education of children with “special educational needs” as part of a
wider set of issues to do with the education of all children who experience diYculties in school and,
ultimately, of all children.

Structures

A further major barrier to inclusion is the split of responsibilities between local authorities and schools
in this field. Currently, local authorities have the responsibility to provide for children with SEN but have
no direct capacity to provide. Schools have the capacity to provide but have much less clear duties to
provide. This is a recipe for conflict and uneven provision. This is illustrated by the fact that it is the local
authorities, not the schools, who are legally accountable for making sure that pupils’ needs are met. Hence,
when there is a dispute, parents take legal action against the LA and not the school.

It might now be sensible to think about shifting the responsibility for provision to the level of the school.
This would not mean that every school would have to be able to oVer a place in the building to any child
with SENwho wished to apply. It would mean that schools would have to be party to a set of arrangements
(almost certainly involving other schools and often facilitated by the local authority) which would enable
them to find a place for any child. Arrangements of this kind already exist (albeit without a formal shift of
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responsibility). They aremuchmore in keepingwith the notion of autonomous schools educating a balanced
(“banded”) intake, working in networks with other schools and relating to a local authority acting as an
advocate for parents.

The implications of this shift are that government would be able to articulate clear expectations of what
counts as appropriate provision in the context of inclusion. We anticipate that these expectations would be
placed on groups of schools coming together for this purpose and that they might include:

— Specified quality standards for provision.

— Specified minimum criteria for making provision for some children other than wholly in
mainstream settings.

— Specified minimum mainstream experiences (in terms of quality and extent) to be available to
all children.

These standards would need to become part of local and national monitoring and accountability
procedures. In addition, under these arrangements, the schools, not the local authorities would be legally
accountable for meeting the SEN of their children.

Resources

Any shift in responsibility would need to be accompanied by a shift in funding arrangements. Specifically,
funding would have to be delegated to groups of schools. The use of statementing to release funding from
LAs to schools would become largely redundant (though detailed individual assessment would not in some
cases, and any placement other than wholly in mainstream provision would require the making of a case).

Some interesting examples exist of this type of arrangement and these would be worthy of investigation.
For example, in one LA school partnerships have been created, each of which involves one special school.
Significant resources have been transferred to the partnerships and the teams of headteachers now share
responsibility for the participation and achievement of all learners in the district. This context creates new
possibilities for using the expertise within the special school to benefit a larger number of pupils. It also
creates a context within which opportunities for special school pupils to participate in mainstream activities
can occur as amatter of routine. In theory, the various co-located special schools that are being built around
the country should facilitate similar merging of responsibilities and sharing of resources.

A related barrier, not simply to inclusion but to any rational planning within the system, is that parents
of children with SEN have very diVerent rights from those of parents of other children. To some extent they
have a veto over local policy. It would be necessary to move to a situation where parents could choose
(within the constraints which apply to all parents) to send their child to any school and where the school
would then be obliged to provide or make arrangements for provision for that child. The adequacy of
provision would be guaranteed through national monitoring procedures, as with all other children.
However, the local authority, freed of the role of funding provision, would also be available to act as the
parents’ “friend” in cases where parents and school were in dispute.

Moving Forward

Our own research provides some reason to be optimistic that changes are occurring, albeit in a largely ad
hoc way. Over the last three years members of our team have worked with a group of well-regarded special
schools (all attached to the Specialist Schools Trust), as they have explored ways of developing new roles
in relation to the development of inclusive education in their districts. What was striking about the schools
involved was their apparent capacity to take on and manage multiple innovations. It was also encouraging
to see the sense of commitment amongst staV to the idea of developing new roles.

It seemed clear that all of this had emanated from the leadership provided by the headteachers and their
senior teams. Through their energy and enthusiasm they seemed to have been successful in developing
cultures of creativity and risk-taking. Of course, sometimes the new ideas that were under consideration did
not find favour amongst some of the key stakeholders. For example, some staV in partner mainstream
schools expressed anxiety about their ability to deal with children with more severe disabilities and
diYculties. Similarly, some staV in the special schools were anxious about their ability to cope within
mainstream contexts. As a result, the process of negotiating agreements required persistent yet sensitive
leadership, and, inevitably, some compromises had to be made in order to achieve a degree of consensus on
the overall rationale for the developments.

Across all the schools there was another striking aspect of leadership that needs to be noted. That is to
say, a feature of the leadership practice that exists seems to be a capacity to understand local contexts in
order to locate opportunities and resources for moving thinking and practice forward, and an ability to
determine and address possible barriers to progress. The success that has been achieved is not somuch about
importing solutions from elsewhere; rather, it involves people within the local context inventing relevant and
feasible strategies that fit existing circumstances.
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These experiences point to the important role of special school heads as leaders of change. Herein lies
another set of barriers that will need to be addressed if significant progress is to be achieved. Recently we
carried out a systematic review of the research literature regarding management and leadership in special
schools for NCSL. We found that there is, in fact, very little specialised literature available. We concluded,
therefore, that this is an important aspect of educational leadership and management that has received
insuYcient theoretical and empirical attention. When we consider the uncertainties and challenges that face
the field, this is clearly a matter of concern.

Conclusion

In summary, we believe that special schools have played an important role in helping to move the
education system in amore inclusive direction. In addition there is evidence that, when some of the excellent
practices in special schools are transferred to mainstream settings, that pupils with high levels of SEN can
benefit. Hence the expertise in special schools can contribute to the strengthening of the capacity of the entire
education system to respond to other groups who remain vulnerable within existing arrangements.

We argue that there is now a need for a clear national policy statement that will encourage further
experimentation of the sort that is going on in some parts of the country and that would signal the ultimate
closure of all special schools. Such a statement needs to be accompanied by changes in national systems of
monitoring, incentives for groups of schools to work in partnership, new funding arrangements and
guidelines regarding the rights of parents.

We are greatly encouraged by the growing number of examples where mainstream school have
successfully included children with a range of severe learning diYculties and challenging behaviours. These
arrangements include the development of resourced based provision and co- location of special and
mainstream schools. They are all characterised by arrangements whereby all the teachers can work together
as a team and where all pupils feel valued and part of the community of the school. In these settings pupils
with major learning and behaviour diYculties can receive the expert teaching that they require and yet, at
the same time, they can benefit from the opportunities that being part of a mainstream school can bring.

To support these developments local authorities should actively consider how they can cater for the needs
of pupils currently in residential schools who, due to problems in their families, need to live away fromhome.
We would argue that, where possible, such pupils should attend schools in their local communities where
high quality residential provision should be made available. We think it is unfortunate and totally against
the spirit of inclusion that so many residential special schools are so far from the communities where the
pupils normally live.

Those in leadership roles in special schools will have a key role to play in providing the impetus for such
developments at the local level. They will therefore need support in learning how to promote organisational
cultures that encourage experimentation and collective problem-solving withinmainstream settings in order
to respond to the challenge of pupil diversity. It may well be that they are also the most important gift that
the special education community can oVer to the movement towards more inclusive forms of education.

February 2006

Witnesses: Professor Alan Dyson, University of Manchester, Professor Julie Dockrell, Institute of
Education, University of London, and Professor Brahm Norwich, University of Exeter, gave evidence.

Q499 Chairman: Can I welcome Professor Alan of time and so, one could argue, what is new? What
has happened is that there has been this view thatDyson, Professor Brahm Norwich and Professor

Julie Dockrell to our proceedings and thank them inclusion should be promoted, but how far has that
gone? Are we making too much fuss about thefor taking time oV at what must be the peak period

of term time at the moment.We are very grateful for problems that Baroness Warnock seemed to find
out? The other side is there have been real problemsyour attendance. As I was saying outside, barely a
in this whole inclusion and exclusion agenda andmonth on and we will know so much about special
there are other problems that have nothing to doeducational needs that we will be quite dangerous in
with exclusion and inclusion; they are about theour questioning, but we are getting there. We have
quality of education for a whole swathe of studentsheard a lot of evidence and we are getting to know
in our schools. How important is Warnock in yourthe territory reasonably well. First of all, what we are
view, Professor Dyson?getting from the evidence we have had so far is that

everything seems to flow from Warnock. We know Professor Dyson: In some senses very important
because theWarnockReport set the foundations forthat is not true but one of the reasons we are looking

at this is because Baroness Warnock seems to have the system that we still have and that in itself is an
issue because, if you look at the education system inchanged her mind around inclusion. We have had a

lot of witnesses here who think that it is high time we the 1970s when the Warnock Committee was sitting
and in the 1980s when the 1981 act waslooked at this whole area again. The evidence in one

sense is that the number of students in special implemented, it was a very diVerent education
system from the one that we have now. You haveschools remained fairly constant over a long period
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this mismatch of very rapid change in the identification of the sub-areas to make global
statements. My point would be that one needs tomainstream education system and this foundation of

a Warnock-inspired framework that really has not look at it in the longer timeframe.
changed very much at all. It has been tweaked a
little, but substantially it is the same framework that Q502 Chairman: Professor Dockrell, what should
we still have and we get some mismatches from that. we be about in this country in terms of special
Inclusion is one issue. It is also important to education? Should we be tearing up what we have
recognise that that is by no means the only issue in done in the past and starting a much more radical
special needs education and very often it is seen as policy, or should we be trimming, shaping and
though it is the only issue and it simply is not. If you modifying? When the Department spoke to us they
take something like the relative responsibilities of were much more of the latter view rather than the
schools and local education authorities as they were former view, but we have had other witnesses who
for special needs education, and the control of have said that the whole framework is not any good;
education in 1978 was quite diVerent from that we have got to look at the Scottish example, look at
which we have now, it is not surprising if the system all children with special needs and having a
is creaking at the joints a little. particular category of children with special needs is

counterproductive. What is your view?
Professor Dockrell:What is important is to evaluateQ500 Chairman: If you look at the figures, there is,

more or less, the same number of children in special what the successes have been of the changes over the
last 10 or 15 years in terms of special education andschools and still a pretty constant 60% of

statemented children are in mainstream schools. also to identify where there have been problems,
continue to be problems or where new problems areThat is not a diVerence, is it?

Professor Dyson: It is not a diVerence in terms of the likely to arise so that one can be strategic about the
changes and not tear up what has been done in theraw figures. Probably the nature of the populations

have changed in that what is often seen as a mass past but to look at what has worked and see how
those can be systematically developed and planned.influx of children with special educational needs into

mainstream schools is actually a movement or a If you wanted me to identify what might have been
some of the positive outcomes I would highlight theretention of children with certain sorts of diYculties

at the same time as children with other sorts of exchange between mainstream and special schools
and the exchange of information and skills in bothdiYculties. The case that is always quoted is so-

called “behaviour” diYculties, a moving out of directions. I can point to a special school that I work
with quite closely who, until five years ago, did notstandard mainstream provision into a whole range

of non-standard provision. have any of their young people in secondary sitting
GCSEs but with links with mainstream provision
now have about half of them doing GCSE exams atQ501 Chairman: Professor Norwich, do you agree
16, but equally some mainstream schools benefitingwith that?
from the expertise in special schools in supportingProfessor Norwich: I do, but I would question your
their lower attainers in terms of diVerentiating theirassumption that the number of children over the
curriculum. There is an exchange and that isyears who are retained or placed in special schools
something one could build on.has changed. The Ofsted Report in 2004 had a table

which showed a flat level of about 1.3%, but if you
look at it over the period from 1983, which was the Q503 Chairman: Would you agree that we do not

need a radical change, Professor Norwich?point at which the 1981 act came into operation,
there has been quite a sizeable decline in the total Professor Norwich: How radical is radical? I feel

there is a need for change. The question of whetherpopulation of special schools. That was greatest in
the 1980s and flattened out somewhat in the 1990s. radical means we need another committee like some

people have recommended is some ways not thatThe assumption now is that since 2000 it has been
fairly flat. If one is looking at it in terms of the earlier important. There is a need for some radical change,

yes. One of the things I feel quite strongly about isreport and what we have been through over the last
two decades or so, there is something sizeable and, if the need for greater specific information and

evidence about what is going on. We have madeyou make comparisons with other countries—
Holland, for example, which has had a very strong progress over the last few years towards that. The

example that always comes to my mind is the 2003special school tradition much more so than this
country, has developed policies to try and place classification of special needs and thewhole way that

was introduced and some contention around howchildren in regular schools—what they found is that
the proportions in special schools have not gone those categories were constructed and how they are

used and what they mean. There is a need for a lotdown. If one takes a slightly longer view back to the
1978 Report and the principles underlying the 1981 more systematic evidence and I would say that is a

radical move. That is not necessarily radical in theact, there have been some changes. I agree with
Professor Dyson’s point that it is a question of what way that Mary Warnock would say we need

something radical, we need another committee. Inareas of special needs and things change within that.
There is a problem with monitoring because the that sense there are a number of fairly radical things

that are needed in the system. Whether one needfigures have only been global. Even now that we
have more sub-area categories there are issues change the framework at its core is another issue and

one could say more about that, but of the issues thataround that and about the consistency of the
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I consider to be most radical and having the widest educational needs provision which needs to be
addressed in terms of the flexibility in which itramification I feel that is really quite an important

issue. meets individual children’s needs. A focus on the
individual would be my basic premise.
Professor Dyson: When you ask questions like isQ504 Chairman: You mentioned the information,
the current system fit for purpose it begs anotherpresumably the data. If that is not being collected,
question which is what exactly is the purpose of thewho should be collecting it?
current system, because I am blowed if I know. ItProfessor Norwich: It is across the system. One of
is not a trivial question; it is what are we trying tothe points that came through the questions was, for
achieve through special needs education? A conceptexample, how does the standards agenda interface
like “need”, which we have lived with from beforewith special needs education? For the standards
Warnock, is very useful in some ways but itagenda in whatever form it moves forward to
obscures what it is we are trying to do becauseinclude all children with special needs you need to
needs are self-evident. We think that somehow wehave good assessment data. We have had the
can look at children and will automatically knowdevelopment of the P scales and other systems that
what it is that they then need. One of the problemshave been developed. Personally I feel there is a lot
right throughout special needs policy throughmore work needed in that area. There is more work
many governments has been a lack of clarity ofneeded in how that monitoring information about
what precisely we are trying to achieve. To give yououtcomes, about value added, is to be used and
two examples: you might say that the dominantused in league tables or not and how it is going to
purpose of special needs education is to raise thebe incorporated in school developing planning or
attainments of children identified as having speciallocal education authority planning and so on. The
educational needs to as high a level as possible. Iftraditions that we have are very much where the
you say that then you can construct a system whichgeneral system is marched forward and then we ask
will help you to do that. You might say no, I amquestions about special needs education and then
a fairly purist inclusionist and I think that notionsvarious things are done to try and link it up. The
like presence and participation and rights are whatperennial issue is whether things designed within
should be driving special needs education. Thatthe general system are broad enough and flexible
would lead you in a very diVerent direction, butenough to interchange with the needs that are
unless and until we actually engage with those morewithin what people call the special sector. I see that
fundamental questions of what we are trying toas a big issue. Setting up a committee that has got
achieve, it is very diYcult to say whether the systemspecial needs as its remit does not necessarily deal
does or does not work.with that. Where I think radical changes are needed

is a more pervasive way. It is a longer-term issue,
not just something that is done on a particular Q506 Chairman: Do other countries have a better

sense of what they are trying to achieve with theircycle.
system than we do?
Professor Dyson: Probably not, but they have aQ505 Chairman:My gut reaction when I first heard
diVerent sense. You go to some countries and thereof the call for yet another committee of inquiry was
would be much more of a rights-based approachthat we would be very happy to do an inquiry
to special needs education. There would be certainourselves and often a select committee inquiry is of
entitlements that all children would have. We tendmore value in my view than having the great and
to have avoided that sort of approach. You go tothe good setting up a quasi-Royal Commission on
other countries where the separation of a categorythese things because we can work faster and come
of special needs from a whole range of otherup with some sensible recommendations in a much
diYculties that children might encounter, both inshorter time. Professor Dockrell, how do you feel
schooling and indeed in their overall developmentabout children with special educational needs in
in social issues, would be taken together. Therethis country? Are they getting a reasonably fair
would not be an attempt to separate these thingsdeal? We nearly succeeded in getting to Spain and
out. You go to other countries again where whatHolland to look at their systems last week but in
we call special needs would be much more to dothe end Parliamentary business prevented us going.
with disability and identified disability. It would beWe were trying to look at good practice elsewhere.
more medicalised than it is in this country. It is veryIs our system not fit for purpose and their system
dangerous to go to other countries and say whatmore fit for purpose?
are they doing right that we are doing wrong, orProfessor Dockrell: Two things: one is that I would
vice versa, because they are probably trying to dolike to support what Professor Norwich said earlier
diVerent things on a very diVerent conceptual basis.about the issue of evidence and this links to the

notion of fit for purpose. One of the issues is to
establish an evidence base; that is an evidence base Q507 Chairman: We spend our life when we do

inquiries looking at good practice. We recentlynot only on kinds of categories or how we do the
planning, but also on what is eVective pedagogy for looked at prison education and we learnt a lot from

going to a couple of the Nordic countries.all kinds of children with special educational needs.
There are gaps in a number of countries. I am not Professor Dyson: I agree. I do not think it is a case

of nothing can be learned; it is that it is a veryan expert on a range of countries but I have visited
some. There are problems with the current special dangerous exercise if what we get into is importing
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one set of practices into this country into really a if you think there is an inevitable connection, as
things stand at present, between the concentrationvery diVerent legislative context, a diVerent context

of provision and a diVerent cultural context. of children with special educational needs and the
concentration of social and economic disadvantage
in terms of geography and parts of the country?Q508 Mr Carswell: When you talk about a more
Professor Dyson: The simple answer to that is yes.rights-based system is that to say that parents and
The reason for that is, and this predates Warnockcarers generally have greater entitlement compared
but since we have started with Warnock, whento the experts than they would under our system?
Warnock extended the concept of special educationProfessor Dyson: No, it would probably be the
to include a very large minority of children, mostchildren who would have the rights.
of whom were always going to be placed in
mainstream schools, those are not children whoQ509 Mr Carswell: Exercised by parents?
would identify themselves or be identified byProfessor Dyson: Maybe exercised by parents,
anybody else as having disabilities. They arewhich tends to be the way that we think of things
children who, for one reason or another, are nothere, but maybe exercised by the state on behalf of
doing terribly well in school. What we know aboutchildren. I will give you an example, and it is an
children who do not do terribly well in school isanecdotal example: I was recently in the Republic
that they disproportionately come from certainof Ireland doing some work on special needs
social ethnic and indeed gender groups. If you lookeducation there. We were talking about rights and
at the special needs population you come across aentitlements. The Republic of Ireland has a
really rather bizarre thing which is that if you areconstitution which guarantees the right to
young for your year group you are more likely toeducation of all children and that right was
be identified as having special educational needsguaranteed from whenever the constitution was in
than if you are old for your year group. That isforce (1936, I think) and we did not guarantee that
nothing to do with disability. We can imagine whyin this country until 1970 because we did not have
that happens but that seems to be the way thingsa constitution in quite that way. It is that sense of
go.rights where the state acts as the guardian of the

child’s rights.
Q512 Mr Marsden: Can I play devil’s advocate
with you on that and say, if we accept that broadQ510 Mrs Dorries: On the back of that, and I do
convergence, where does that leave us with childrennot need a response to it, but have we not done that
who, in other circumstances, would be regarded asunder the Education Act 1998 where does it not
gifted, but who nevertheless have specialstate that the rights of the child—I cannot
educational needs, and I am thinking particularlyremember the wording—but is it not stipulated in
perhaps of children with dyslexia, perhaps withthe Education Act that the educational needs of the
children who present at certain aspects of thechild should be met by the state? Have we not done
autism spectrum—Asperger’s comes to mind. Hasthat already?
that not slightly skewed that overall picture thatProfessor Dyson: Yes. I am not advocating this
you are presenting?approach; it is simply an illustration of how it is
Professor Dyson: There is not a one-to-onediVerent. We tend to carve out particular areas
correlation between social disadvantage, ethnicitywhere we think we need to make statements like
or gender and special educational needs. Thespecial needs education where we tend to couch the
problem we have is that we talk about specialwhole thing in terms of meeting needs. That is not
educational needs as though they are somethingquite the same as an entitlement to a particular sort
that are self-evident and as though we know whatof education; it is a kind of lesser step. That
they are. This is an administrative category and it ishappens to be the way that we have done it in this
a rather ragbag administrative category; it containscountry. If you go to a more rights-based country
children with all sorts of diVerent characteristics,then the whole foundation on which provision is
some of which you have listed, but many of thosebased will be diVerent from the foundation here.
children also experience a range of other
disadvantages which is why they do rather badly inQ511 Mr Marsden: I would like to explore with the
school, which is why, in the absence of any reallythree of you, if I may, the knotty relationship
very clear criteria as to who does or does not havebetween special education needs and social/
special educational needs, they get identified aseconomic factors. Professor Dyson, in the paper
having special needs.that we have had circulated that you published in

a book by David Mitchell last year you talk about
this and two particular things: you talk about the Q513 Mr Marsden: Can I bring Professor Norwich

and Professor Dockrell in here if they wish tofact that we have a variety of diVerent ways of
dealing with special educational needs children— comment and particularly if they wish to disagree

in any way shape or form with what you have said.you mention referral units resource-based in
schools—and that means there is a complex system In default of that could I ask one of the things in

terms of the general media comment insofar as itof social segregation which you refer to, and you
also say that “educational risk factors tend to has focused in the last 12 months on SEN on the

apparent extraordinary rise in presentation ofbecome concentrated in particular areas and in
particular schools”. Could I start oV by asking you children with autism, particularly with ADHD.
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Certainly from my own experience in my own Professor Dockrell: I will not talk about ADHD
because it is not an area that I am particularlyconstituency when parents have come to me with

children who they say have these particular things familiar with. While there is a correlation between
disadvantage and special educational needs, thatthere have been particular associations with

socioeconomic disadvantage. I wondered whether correlation varies according to albeit the diVerent
kinds of categories of need that one is looking at;in fact the apparent expansion in autism and

ADHD is related to a sort of ghettoisation in terms it is an interaction. You can take a child who has
additional learning needs because of a hearingof social and economic disadvantage. What

evidence is there of that? impairment who in one context will manage in that
kind of educational structure and another will not,Professor Norwich: Picking up Professor Dyson’s

point, with which I agree, special educational needs so there is an interaction, but it is not necessarily
the case that hearing problems or central neuralis not the same as what people would call

impairment or disability and that was clear in the hearing losses are associated with particular kinds
of disadvantage. You can do the same kind of thingframework. The framework we have inherited—

there might be some disagreement—my with language which is what I know best. You can
look at pre-school settings and see children whounderstanding of it was that it was always an

interactive one. Special needs arise out of an have had, for a variety of reasons, disadvantage
which impedes their progress in oral language, yetinteraction between environmental factors and

within child factors. To that extent if there are other children who will continue
irrespective of their socioeconomic background toenvironmental factors become more adverse we

would expect a rise in special educational needs. A experience significant challenges with language and
communications, so it is not quite thatlot of our trouble and why we go round in circles

is around the issue of where do we draw the line? straightforward.
In my view there is quite a big diVerence between
children for whom parents go and get a medical

Q516 Mr Marsden: Professor Dyson, what are thediagnostic category and those with, what the
practical implications of this in public policy terms?Americans call “mild educational disabilities”
I want to take you back to your comment in thewhich is quite a useful term, which is the overlap
paper where you talked about the variety ofand would be the majority of children who have
situations. You talked about PRUs and you talkedstatements. The rise in ADHD is a reflection of the
about the extent to which they may be being usedissues about children’s capabilities to attend and
as a subset for children with social inclusionfocus themselves in schools and at home, parental
diYculties. My own experience of PRUs in my owncapabilities of dealing with that and the rise, as
area, which I think do a very good job, butsome people would see it, of greater parental
nevertheless it is the case that they do seem to beassertiveness about wanting something to be done.
taking in more and more children who undoubtedlyA parent might come to a school and say my child
have behavioural diYculties, but who in otherhas been diagnosed through the medical circles and
categories in the past in a very vulgar term wouldthis child has Ritalin and that is how it is being
have been described as “bad lads” or “bad girls”dealt with. On the other hand, if you go back
or whatever. Is this what is happening? If so, is ithistorically about the proportions of children who
an appropriate way for PRUs to be used? Howdisplayed attentional diYculties, there are surveys
does that fit in with this whole context ofthat go back to the middle and early 20th Century
mainstream education?which shows that it is 15–30% of children in surveys
Professor Dyson: Professor Dockrell is absolutelythat were done. A national survey that I did in the
right, there are all sorts of variations and subtletieslate 1990s showed on a well-known measure that
in this that we have to be aware of, but I will speakalmost 20% of children were being identified by
in fairly broad terms and in broad terms that isparents of children as having problems in
what is happening. The issue is naming theconcentration.
problem. If you have some child or young person
who is proving diYcult to teach in a mainstream

Q514 Mr Marsden: You are saying that we have school what exactly is the problem and then what
always had this with us but we are just giving it a is it that would be the most appropriate thing to
trendy label. do about it? The special needs system as we know
Professor Norwich: Given a trendy label, maybe and love it says the problem is located within that
tolerance levels are diVerent, there are diVerent individual child and the things about the interactive
social circumstances. There are also diVerent definition of special educational needs is absolutely
diagnostic practices of medical practitioners. Some right—that is what the Warnock Report was
psychiatrists I have spoken to have said that they about—but we kind of forgot the half of it that was
have adopted a more liberal approach to the to do with the nature of provision and we have
diagnosis of a disorder of attention than they might concentrated on what is wrong with this child.
have ten or 20 years ago. That is in a sense Then you put in a whole series of measures for
importing the American criteria. All of that is part responding to that individual. If you cannot find
of the social factors. some way of putting that individual right then you

place them somewhere else, for instance in a PRU,
and while you are doing that you do not pay theQ515 Mr Marsden: Professor Dockrell, do you

want to add anything? same sort of attention to the factors that there may
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be in the classroom, in the school, and then with diVerent types of pedagogy, diVerent types of
school organisation and diVerent types of socialcertainly not in the wider social context that might

have produced those diYcult behaviours in the first intervention.
place. It is not surprising that it is much easier to
try and fix the individual child than it is to look at Q520 Mrs Dorries: Do you think that the current
the context. process of statementing excludes many families

from the lower socioeconomic groups from
accessing the statement process, given that we haveQ517 Mr Marsden: Are you saying that there are
been given information here about cost. Do youcircumstances in which children with behavioural
think they are actually excluded from the process?needs who are currently being put into a PRU
Professor Dyson: No, not totally excluded, but Iwould not have gone into a PRU if they had been
think the process is skewed. It can be veryat a school in an area of greater socioeconomic
straightforward and simple and it can oVer highadvantage?
levels of protection, not only to vulnerable childrenProfessor Dyson: No, I would not put it like that,
but to vulnerable families, so there is a baby andbut I would say there are some children who find
bathwater issue when we look at statementing.their ways into special provision such as PRUs
There is no doubt about it that it leads intofrom one school who would not find their way into
situations of conflict and in situations of conflictthat provision in another school that was
the better resourced, and I do not simply meandiVerently organised and diVerently managed.
financially-resourced, but the better resourced you
are in all senses the more likely you are to get

Q518 Mrs Dorries: My questions were written whatever it is that you want. Families therefore
down on the train this morning so I will just read that are less well-resourced in all sectors are less
them. I have a couple of questions to ask of likely to get the sort of provision that they might
Professor Dyson and a couple for Professor ideally want.
Dockrell. Professor Dyson: having read your
submissions to the Committee you have actually Q521 Mrs Dorries: Professor Dockrell, can you tell
answered one of my questions. The term me if emotional and psychological harm is caused
“inclusion” embraces both children with learning to children with SEN if they do not receive the
diYculties, physical diYculties and those with appropriate education or support within the
socially-disadvantaged backgrounds. Do you not mainstream classroom which is appropriate to their
think that we are overusing the terminology needs and do those children realise that they are
“inclusion” and that if we took those three failing? If they do, how does that manifest itself
categories of children and focused on those three both in the classroom and at home?
categories that we might see more movement in Professor Dockrell: That is a very complex question
terms of socially-disadvantaged children being and it assumes that you have got a homogenous
included? You are very much pro-inclusionist, are group of children with special educational needs
you not, that these children with these specific which we clearly do not. I would not make a
learning diYculties and physical diYculties would general answer to that. I will try and comment on
receive both the appropriate education and the the basis of some evidence we were collecting about
attention that they required rather than being put young people of 17 who we have been following up
into one pot which is being measured together? since they were in year two, particularly in
Professor Dyson: Certainly the notion of inclusion, mainstream schools, and talk about how they feel
if it has not outlived its usefulness, is beginning to about the situation. They have quite a lot of insight
outlive its usefulness just because it has been into what they felt was good for them at school and
stretched and pulled every which way so that it what supported them. The majority of these young
means really very little. When you say I am pro- people were in mainstream settings and the two
inclusionist, I have no idea whether I am or not most salient things they have identified as positive
unless you can tell me. and supporting them was their learning support

assistant in primary school and the special
concessions that had been arranged so that theyQ519 Mrs Dorries: I think you said you were a
were allowed to sit examinations and to give acrossmoment ago when you came in.
the information that they knew in a satisfactoryProfessor Dyson: I do not recall doing that. Given
way. It is probably fair to say for most of thesecertain definitions, yes, I am, and on other
young people their educational needs were not metdefinitions, no, I would not regard myself in that
in secondary school and they tend not to speakcamp. We have to be careful about categorising and
positively about secondary school.saying diVerent treatments for diVerent categories

because of the history that we have got in this field
where rigid categorisation does not work. I Q522 Mrs Dorries: They were positive about

primary but not about secondary. That iscertainly think there are large swathes of what we
currently call the special needs population where interesting.

Professor Norwich: I agree with what Professorthe framework that we have that focuses on
individuals, individual diYculties and individual Dockrell has said. Children have quite complex

views about that. For example, the slightly diVerentprovision is not the right framework and where we
should be looking at much broader strategies to do population work I have done shows that when
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asked how they feel about being a member of a is not a simple question to address. Many of the
special school community some of them are very children’s needs who come to Moor House have
positive about it, particularly if they have not been met in mainstream secondary schools.
experienced hardships or felt that their needs have This is not that they could not have been met in
not been met in a regular school—I am thinking some cases and this is the interaction that Professor
particularly of children with what we call moderate Dyson pointed out between the particular school,
learning diYculties—but on the other hand there that particular child and the context of support and
are some children, and partly it is an age and a in this case the fact that speech and language
gender issue where older boys are very sensitive to therapy is simply not provided in this country at
negotiating their identities outside the special secondary school.
school and feel that their identities are very
vulnerable so they will conceal where they go to

Q525 Mrs Dorries: Just two small questions: one,school, but yet they might, when they are in the
for the purpose of the Committee, you actuallyschool, feel very pleased and accepted. There is
need a letter from the Pope to get a child into Moorgreat complexity in the way children respond. I am
House School; it is almost impossible; I know thatsure there are many examples one can illustrate.
from eight months of trying for one particular child
in my constituency. The other point is that in termsQ523 Mrs Dorries: Professor Dockrell, you do
of statementing lots of parents have problemsindependent assessments for Moor House School,
because, and as we have had evidence from peopleis that right?
that has backed this up, a lot of the educationalProfessor Dockrell: No, I am a consultant
psychologists who are assisting the statementingpsychologist for Moor House School.
and reporting are actually employed by the LA and
the financial implications of the LA is very much

Q524 Mrs Dorries: I have some constituents’ on their shoulders. Do you think that the process
children, one of whom has recently gone to Moor of the EPs should be completely outside of the LA
House School with very good reports. You will in terms of the statementing process for children?
recognise where this question comes from now. Professor Dockrell: I know it can be a problem for
How concerned are you that many children in our educational psychologists and it can be a problem
education system who have underlying average in particular LEAs but that is anecdotal and I do
cognitive ability are being failed by inclusion and not have anything more than anecdote to go on
with the reduction of statements which we know that. Something that I find professionally helpful in
are taking place at the moment—I think they are my role at Moor House is to give advice. I am not
at a five-year low—I am thinking particularly of tied to anybody in particular; it is not something IAsperger’s children, some of whom are at Moor want for children to come there necessarily, but itHouse School, and those with language impairment

allows me to stand back and look at the situationor auditory processing disorders. The reason I am
in a slightly diVerent way. From a personal pointasking this is because we are aware that children
of view that has certain benefits, yes.there have high IQs and yet their academic
Mrs Dorries: Chairman, could we put Moor Houseachievement is scored below the tenth percentile.
down on the list?Under the criteria of statutory assessment set by the
Chairman: We can put Moor House down on theLEAs these children will not receive the statement
list.or the support that they need within the classroom.

Does this cause you any particular concern?
Professor Dockrell: I should say something about Q526 JeV Ennis: Looking at the current
Moor House School and the facilities it oVers relationship between the children who have been
because I think that puts it in context. Moor House identified with special educational needs and theSchool is a specialist residential, primarily formal statementing process, I was talking to asecondary school (although there are some Key

head teacher of a primary school recently in quite aStage 2 children there) for children who have
challenging school—40% of the children have beenspeech and language and communication
identified as having special needs, 48% on freediYculties. The resource that Moor House School
school meals—and she was trying to get over to mehas on site, which is not typical in mainstream
the diYculties that she faced and the challenges thatschool, is speech and language therapy and there
the staV faced in being addressed with a cohort ofis also some occupational therapy. The speech and
children like that. She drew a comparison with herlanguage therapists are working with teachers in
nephew who lived in another part of the country—the classrooms. Over the years it is fair to say that
quite a well-heeled part of the country—and hischildren with more complex needs have been
record of academic achievement was fairly averagecoming to Moor House School because those
but he had dyslexia and he had been statementedwhose needs are with specific speech and language
by his authority through his dyslexia. She more ordiYculties have been met to a certain extent in
less implied that there would not be a cat-in-hell’smainstream settings. The question about
chance of a child in her school being statementedattainment and IQ is not a simple one. There is no
because of dyslexia. Is there such a variation insimple correlation between IQ and attainment. You
what quantifies a child needing a statement ofcan change the levels of assessment you get

depending on the types of test that you use. That special educational needs and how important is the
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setting and the challenging situation that we have which the child operates, not just the product of a
test. Between you academics that is still quite ain mainstream schools in determining whether that

particular individual child’s needs are met? raging discussion, is it not?
Professor Norwich: Yes.Professor Norwich: There is variability and it is part

of how the system is constructed where what comes
from the centre is in fairly general terms which is Q529 Chairman: Do you all come down on
meant to be translated into particular policies and Professor Norwich’s side?
practices in local authorities. If you took the Professor Dyson: I always agree with Professor
definition of dyslexia within the 2003 classification, Norwich on principle. We are probably at a point
although it is supposed to be used for monitoring where we need more specificity in the system; that
purposes I have no doubt that it is also used for the thing is just so open-ended but it has now
other purposes too, maybe informally, but become such a fragmented and contested system
nonetheless there are diVering views. If you did a that leaving it open-ended probably is not the right
survey of local authorities as to how they interpret way to go. Where I might disagree with Professor
what constitutes this condition, this sub-area or Norwich, and I would need to talk to him in more
whatever, there will be a lot of diVerence and I have detail about this, is what it is that you make
some evidence for that in some areas. It seems to specific. If you specify a condition and you have
me that that is an issue that is partly to do with diagnostic criteria for the condition—I am not
specificity of the system. I am somebody who certain that is what Professor Norwich was
generally thinks that if one wants to be radical that saying—then you are still in this problem of
is an area we need to be radical about. We need locating the diYculty and therefore all of your
greater specificity. I know there are almost action in the child. You could be more specific
philosophical reasons some people have against about what counts as good quality provision? What
specificity but I think we need greater specificity counts as acceptable outcomes? We inch towards
and we need some flexibility within how that that sort of thing. You look at some of the things
specificity is dealt with. I would say that is a very in the code of practice, you look at some of the
big issue. The other factor is that Government things that Ofsted do and they are beginning to
policy is moving towards trying to reduce the inch towards that, but we certainly have not bitten
number of children with statements and whether a that particular bullet. I would want to explore that
local authority takes on the commitment to have a notion of specificity rather than the diagnostic
low statementing set of practices varies. Some notion.
authorities are more that way than others and you
can see from the figures that some authorities have Q530 Chairman: There is another wing, is there
reduced the proportion of statements and not? I have met in my own constituency with heads
persuaded parents to accept additional provision at and SENCOs. What they were saying is they get
school action plus, for example. Local government fed up. They are professionals, they know their
practice is really very important in this sense. There children, they are trained and they think they are
is a need for greater national coordination. Part of pretty good at identifying the problem in the
the issue is taking on the professionals in the sense broader context that the child faces and too often
that you can go to one educational psychologist people are trying to take that child oV to some
and they will operate with one definition of dyslexia expert to assess rather than to people that really
and you go to another educational psychologist work with the children and know them thoroughly
and they will operate with another concept of being given the more important role. Were they
dyslexia. It might well be that in that one LEA that talking out of the back of their heads or was that
is not resolved or it is not quite clear, or it might good Huddersfield commonsense?
be that they will set a central set of cut-oVs which Professor Norwich: Many people have held that
might be a fairly crude set of cut-oVs. The view over many years about how can an outside
importance of specificity in a sophisticated model professional come in and spend an hour and tell
of whatever the condition or the area of special you whereas somebody who has worked with a
needs has not really been resolved. That is an area child for years cannot. That is too black and white
where quite a lot of work could be done with in my view. The statutory assessment, if carried out
professional groups. Dyslexia is a case in point. to the letter of the code of practice, would collect a

whole lot of views together, there would be parental
views, ideally also the child or the young person’sQ527 Chairman: We have had people give evidence views, as well as psychologists and others and the

to us who say we have devised a test where if you local authority panel would integrate those into
give this to children we know what the problems something that made some sense.
are. There is specificity in one test.
Professor Norwich: Yes, the test will tell you.

Q531 Chairman: Professor Dockrell, you are one of
the experts.

Q528 Chairman: Then you can deal with it. Others Professor Dockrell: I do not disagree with what
say it is impossible to do that; that is the real Professor Norwich is saying at all. It is a parody
danger. What you have to do is to take all these to have a professional take a child away for an hour
things into consideration and, as Professor Dyson and think they have made some magical decision

that the other people cannot inform. One of theand yourself were saying, the social context in
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things that happens at Moor House is that an after vulnerable children or is it there to get hold
of as many of them as we can manage and shakeassessment is not seeing somebody for a test for

half-an-hour or 50 minutes; it is looking at a child’s them up and get them into the attainment game in
the same way as everybody else is? Because we haveability to function and learn within a particular

context. If you are doing that in mainstream school never quite made that clear we get lots of the mixed
messages that come out from policy.what sometimes a good professional can do is work

alongside a teacher or a SENCO to look at the
contexts which support and encourage learning and Q533 Helen Jones: Do the rest of our witnesses
perhaps help in the next step for that child. I would agree with that?
not favour taking the child away, testing them and Professor Norwich: I feel that it is a bit of a mixture
coming back with an answer. of both in the sense that special needs is a very wide
Chairman: We will move on to the next section spectrum and there are some children who have
which is SEN in the context of a post-welfare lifelong care needs. They might be a very small
approach to education. proportion of children and in that sense one could

make a reasonable argument for a welfarist
approach. The issue of whether you are looking atQ532 Helen Jones: Do you think that our views
outcomes that are to do with upskilling theabout what education is about have changed; that
economy is a very limited criterion and I think thiswe have moved from talking about education as a
Government’s policies illustrate the interest now indevelopment of the individual to talking about
emotional literacy, the interest in personalising, theoutcomes, about economic necessity and so on? If
interest in all sorts of self-review processes; I thinkyou think that is the case, has it aVected the way
there is a broadening of the concept. As Alan waswe deal with special needs? Is there, for example,
saying, things vary over time but even within themuch more emphasis on trying to put a label on a
period of the life of this Government we have seenchild in certain contexts when we would not have
quite a broadening of the concept. All of that willdone that before? I am particularly thinking of
influence the spectrum of what is appropriate forthings like the autistic spectrum disorders: ADHD,
diVerent areas and severities of special educationaldyslexia and so on. Has that aVected the way the
needs, so I think it is very diVerent. If you have asystem operates in your view? Is there any evidence
child who has a specific co-ordination problem orfor that?
a specific language or reading problem but whoProfessor Dyson: Our views of education change all
intellectually is considered to be well abovethe time. We can only understand what goes on in
average, in that sense you might say it really isspecial needs education, and indeed where we
about attainments and you are into these sorts ofmight take special needs education, in the context
issues and providing opportunities that in the pastof seeing what is going on in the mainstream
one would not get. There are still other childreneducation system. Too often those of us who have
who have care needs, children with quite seriousworked in special needs education have seen it as
health and medical care needs, children with quitea kind of detached world that we can just change
severe mental health needs and so on. I talkedin isolation and sometimes we thought it would
earlier about the importance of specificity. Theactually change mainstream education which it
other thing is to see how diverse the spectrum isnever does. It is important to look at the changes
and that therefore diVerent responses are needed inthat there have been and how we think about
that spectrum. I always feel that a lot of theeducation. There has been, in very broad terms, a
arguments about inclusion are really falsechange from a kind of welfarist notion of education
arguments because we are not arguing about thewhere the responsibility of the state is to do the best
same thing.that it can for each of its citizens and if some of

those citizens have particular diYculties and are
vulnerable then to put extra resources into those Q534 Helen Jones: How valuable then is the
citizens. Although the Warnock Report is quite statementing process in all of this? Does it simply
complex in its ideologies, some of what it was doing get in the way of meeting children’s needs? Is it
was very definitely located in that tradition. There using up far too much of our resources or do you
has also been a move that you could see starting believe there needs to be a process akin to that in
with the Black papers. It went on through order to make sure that children’s needs are
Callaghan’s Ruskin College speech, the Education properly met? Is it a help or a hindrance?
Reform Act and all the things that have happened Professor Dockrell: It depends on the complexity of
since 1997. I think they are in a fairly strong need—we can follow that up from Brahm’s
tradition of their own which says that we are not situation—and it depends on what other
into welfare as we used to understand it. We are mechanisms you have in place. If you take the
not into what Callaghan at one point called the broadest definition of one in five children having a
“flowering of the personality”. I do not see much need at some point in time, the majority of these
of that these days in educational discourse. children will be in mainstream schools. A
However, we are into equipping young people so statementing procedure for all of them is a
that they can take their place in a highly nonsense financially and timewise but you need
competitive labour market with very high levels of some mechanism to ensure that the child’s
skills. That then has implications for what we think educational, social and contextual development is

monitored in some way and that appropriatethe special needs system is doing. Is it there to look
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resources are provided. The reason some of the their needs, how could we move to ensure that that
children end up in places like Moor House is that applied to all children if we were to move away
that kind of procedure has not happened and many from the statementing procedure, at least in some
of them have gone through primary school without cases, and that it was not simply the preserve of
any additional support or resources because there those with the most articulate parents, the ones
has been no mechanism in place for them and the who were willing to take on the system? Bearing in
only way was a statement procedure. mind that we now have a diYculty with much of
Professor Norwich: My view about statementing is the responsibility for these things and that
that the problem is that there are several aspects to SENCOs have devolved to schools, how can you
it and some elements of it one might judge as being make sure there is equity within the system?
more favourable than others. The point that Julie Professor Dyson: In many ways we come at this
made earlier, that the emphasis is on individual from the wrong end of the beast. We have this
need, was always behind the original intention for mainstream system, and Brahm said this earlier,
a statement, that it would be a very intensive, multi- and then there are these few odd kids who do not
disciplinary assessment to try and get a much more fit in. “What sort of system do we need for them?”
detailed view about the child in context. There are “Oh, let us have statements. It has got a few
other elements of the statement which are that it is problems. Let us see about modifying the
also about individual planning, it is about statementing process”, and so on. I kind of turn the
personalisation and, of course, there are degrees of question round and say how do we guarantee
personalisation. In one sense the statement in its entitlement for the vast majority of children? What
best form and its best practice is a very intensified are the systems that we have in place? How
form of personalisation. I would have thought that adequate would they be for many at least, possibly
no-one would want to give up personalisation or all, of the children in the special needs system and
individualisation in some assessment of individual how would we set about extending those? We
need. The critical thing about statementing is the guarantee entitlement through systems and
legal apparatus, the statutory element, the contract, monitoring and inspection and accountability. We
the parents’ right to go to tribunal and maybe go do not guarantee entitlement by putting each childto court and so on, this contract that can in a sense through a legal process which results in abe pursued. I know that some of the people who

statement. I would be looking to say how do wehave given you evidence, David Ruebain, for
strengthen and extend those more universalexample, argue very strongly for that protection,
processes—and we may find there are limits toand I think Alan is perhaps indicating that as well.
them so that we have to retain something that looksI think the Government and local authorities are
pretty much like the statementing—rather thanstill trying to find a way round that by trying to
starting this by saying how do we modify thegive additional provision without the statutory
statementing process?assessment and I think as a principle that is a good

thing. If one could reduce the statutory element I
think that would reduce bureaucracy considerably, Q536 Chairman: So you would get rid of
but all of that depends on building up structure and statementing process, would you?
capacity in local authorities, in the schools, better Professor Dyson: I do not know. As I understand
training and so on. This is partly to do with where the way trends are moving, we have moved somethe specialist knowledge and knowhow reside and significant way towards reducing the proportion ofI think the SENCOs, or the learning co-ordinators,

statements, despite the occasional horror storieswhatever one wants to call them, the people who
which, of course, will impact on you and localare at the school level, are critical. Reducing the
authorities significantly, without necessarily thestatutory element is good but whether politically
roof falling in, but I guess the problem currently isone can put the cat back in the bag, so to speak,
that we rely too heavily for my liking on theI do not know, because in other EU countries
goodwill, the commitment and the capacity ofparents would not have the legal rights. They might
particular headteachers, special needs co-have them in some ways under the general legal
ordinators and schools. There really is not a verysystem but they would not have them under a
reliable system to make sure that provision isspecific educational system and I think that would
always good.be diYcult to do. What is happening with the low

statementing strategy that has been run through the
department and is part of the five-year strategy is Q537 Chairman: What about the rest of you?
probably in the right direction, but without the Professor Dockrell, do you think statementing gets
proper resources, without all the infrastructure, in the way or do you just want it watered down?
there will be a lot of casualties and I think there Professor Dockrell: No. I would agree with Alan:
will be a lot of resistance, and that is quite an there needs to be something that guaranteesimportant issue for you.

support and guarantees children access to the
specialist resources they might need at particular
points in education and unless there is somethingQ535 Helen Jones: That is very interesting and I do
that is structured, either through audits or qualitynot disagree with what you say but if we were to
assurance or some mechanism like that, then Itry to move back to a rights based system, a right

for children to receive education appropriate to think goodwill is not going to go far enough.
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Q538 Helen Jones: It does not guarantee access to have fewer bureaucratic systems of assurance and
more responsiveness to parents’ and children’sthe resources you need now, does it, because if it

did we would not have the diVerences that JeV was sense of need. I do not see that as an easy thing to
do because it involves quite a lot of systems changepointing up earlier and you agreed with, that we

receive a statement for a particular problem in one but I think that is the direction it should take.
area of the country but not another?
Professor Dockrell: Indeed, and children change. Q542 Chairman: You are saying that the
You have developmental changes so what your Government is moving in that direction anyway.
specific needs were when you were in year five are Professor Norwich: I think it is.
going to be quite diVerent when you are in year ten,
those kinds of statementing issues, but you do need Q543 Chairman: It was very remiss of me, Professor
a system that addresses that. Norwich, not to mention this when you first came
Helen Jones: We agree. We are trying to find out into the room because I wanted to express the
what it is. regret of all of us in this Committee about the

premature death of Ted Wragg, your colleague at
Q539 Chairman: Professor Norwich, do you want Exeter. We had great evidence and help from Ted
to come in quickly on that question of whether we Wragg in the past and I wanted to put it on record.
ought to get rid of the statementing process or not? Professor Norwich: Thank you.
Professor Norwich: I think the Scots have come up
with quite a neat move, which is not to get rid of Q544 Chairman: I am sure you knew him well, as
the statementing process but to redefine it in a more everyone else in the educational sector seemed to.
limited remit, a more limited area, and it is tied in Professor Norwich: Yes.
with whether children are getting additional
services outside education. Mary Warnock has Q545 Chairman: One thing I want to say to you,
suggested that it is tied to going to a special school. Professor Dyson, before we get oV this section is
When it was introduced, because the move was that you made it look as though it was something
towards more inclusion and more integration, the entirely new. Here was a Government or a series of
idea was that it was going to be child-focused and Governments that thought that they were
not relate to the institution you go to, and that you prioritising making students fit to do a job out
would predict the additional provision in the there in the marketplace. I have read a bit of
regular school. I think one does need some fallback Victorian history and certainly early 20th century
legal protection, but one really has to build up the history and it is redolent with these kids who come
systemic protections and one has to have layers of into school and yes, they have got to have reading,
protection that are in a sense integral to the normal writing and arithmetic because they are going to be
accountability systems for the general system. I good fodder for the factories. I am not a Marxist
think statementing is unique in children’s services but Marx and Engels’ The Condition of the Working
for having this legal protection. There are not that Class in 1844 is full of that too, is it not?
many countries that have it. America has it; in fact, Professor Dyson: I think the phrase is, what goes
I think it was imported from the United States around comes around.
originally, but there are other countries that do not. Chairman: Okay. I just wanted it on record that it
There are arguments for having it in the sense that is not a new phenomenon.
it gives you those protections, so I would not scrap
the statementing altogether. I think one has to look

Q546 Mr Chaytor: Just coming back to theat its elements and the diVerent functions of those
question of the changes in emphasis in the purposeelements and say what serves what purpose under
of the education system, what eVect do you thinkwhat sort of situation? I agree with Alan: we need
the greater dominance given to league tables hasa much better integrated system of assurance, I
had on the whole question of SEN?think is the term some people use, so that parents
Professor Dyson: I think the answer is mixed, butcan get assurance, and it does not always have to
largely disastrous. On the mix part of it I thinkcome through a statement. I think the eVect could
there has been an important change which has beenbe to reduce bureaucracy.
in many ways a positive change in that many
schools have begun to say, “Although we have

Q540 Mr Marsden: Are you saying then that you children who historically have not achieved very
are not against the concept of the statement but highly, we can no longer simply accept that as a
you do not want it to be the be-all and end-all of natural condition and we really ought to be looking
how a child is judged in terms of its special at what we do about that”. It seems to me that that
educational needs? Would that be a fair summary is positive and that that notion, whatever else
of what you are saying? happens, ought to be retained. I guess it is when
Professor Norwich: I would go further than that. I you get beyond that that it gets very negative, when
would say that it would be a fallback assurance. you talk about the narrowness with which,

certainly up until 2003, achievement was defined
with the notion of having target levels andQ541 Mr Marsden: So a minimum guarantee?

Professor Norwich: A minimum guarantee that benchmark levels and the traYc light system of the
green, amber and red and the focusing around theparents could access but it should not be the

normal system of getting assurances. We need to traYc light system, the undesirability of children
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who would make the school look bad in Professor Dyson: Whichever set you get in will tell
you something diVerent. It seems to me that thereperformance tables. All of those things have been

very negative. is a tension at the heart of policy. It seems to me
that there have been moves to make the leagueProfessor Norwich: I agree with that. I remember
tables less of a blunt instrument than they initiallyat the time of all this coming into operation that
were and in general terms I welcome that. Thethis was anticipated and has been borne out by the
moves, however, have been rather timid moves.evidence I have seen and the more experiential and
The direction is right, which is that if you take aanecdotal evidence of headteachers who can tell
measure of children’s attainment like SATs oryou that if they accepted this child what eVect it
GCSEs it only makes sense if you embed it in awould have on their grade point average scores and
really rich context of what is going on, who theso on. In a sense schools that are strong, that have
children are, what the trajectories of children aregood internal support systems and have
and so on. Then it can be useful as part of acommitments and so on can accommodate, and in
dialogue, but the tension is that if what you arethat sense will welcome, those children but I think
trying to do is give to the consumers of education,the welcome is always conditional. You can see it
who are in current policy interpreted as beingin the language. A teacher will say, “This child has
families looking to place their children in particulara severe learning diYculty”, but that is within their
schools, rather simple information on which toown system in terms of the local authority. In
judge schools then you are always going to havenational terms that is not a severe learning
to simplify what those league tables look like. It isdiYculty. I think there is a relativity about what
another one of those cases where you have to lookmainstream schools deal with. Many people still do
at the broader context. I would be looking at hownot know what the range is because many children
you have a system which takes into account wherewith profound multiple learning diYculties are not
we have got to in “choice” but also at how it makesin regular settings. They are few and far between.
it less a choice between this school and that schoolIn that sense I would agree with that. There are
and how it looks at moving towards moreschools, and some of Alan’s research and case
guarantees of provision across the board, lookingstudies illustrate them, that seemingly show good
at groups of schools and so on, but that is a bigvalue added and seem to be more welcoming. The
issue that gets well beyond special needs educationquestion is always what is the degree of welcoming,
but that is what has to be addressed to get at theas is the issue of what degree of inclusion we are
perverse consequences of league tables.talking about.

Q549 Mr Chaytor: Is it possible to construct value-Q547 Chairman: Professor Dockrell, do you want
added methodologies that will reflect adequatelyto come in on this?
achievement of all children with SEN withinProfessor Dockrell: In general I would agree and I
mainstream schools, or is this just not possible?think that comes in in terms of access to assessment
Professor Norwich: This is the issue of, are theand access to education and schooling and being
assessment methods adapted to the needs of theabsent on particular days that exams take place,
children who are being assessed for monitoringbut I suppose I would want to highlight one other
purposes? Are the levels in the P-level system forpositive side of this that I would not want to lose
those children who are performing at that levelsight of. In some ways, with the drive for greater
also? There are moves within the five-year strategyacademic achievement for schools at particular
to deal with some of these and so I think there ispoints and flexibility in Key Stage 4, that has
a recognition that this is an important area. Partopened doors for some young people with special
of the problem is the very nature of league tables.educational needs and in the past when they might
They are summaries. They do not give a richnot have been given access to some form of
contextual picture and, of course, there is a bigqualification at that point they now are.
diVerence between how parents evaluate a schoolMr Chaytor: Is there a particular way in which the
in terms of, “Is it suitable for my child?”, in theleague table system should be modified or
general system and league tables. I think that indeveloped to deal with the criticisms you have
some respects there is a need for a sort of informedidentified and make it less likely that headteachers
parental user perspective and trying in a sense towould be reluctant to accept pupils or eager to get
cultivate more sophisticated means of judging, “Isthem out of the way on certain days of the year?
this school a good school for my child?”, and, ifIs there a consensus about what needs to be done?
they are going to mix with children who haveWe have the value added schools in place now and
behaviour problems or autistic spectrum disorders,a new value added school will come in this next
“What impact is that going to have on us and myyear, I think. What else needs to be done in terms
child?”, are some of the anxieties that are aroundof the presentation of these performance tables
amongst some parents, I guess. I think they needproperly to recognise the achievements of children
to be allayed, they need to be dealt with, and thatwith SEN?
is not within the league table system. That is more
to do with how does one engender a more
enlightened parental perspective in the generalQ548 Chairman: Professor Dyson, have you got

anything to say about that or should we get in a system? I think league tables are a fairly small part
of it.diVerent set of professors?
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Q550 Mr Chaytor: Given the diYculties caused by supposedly can clearly apply to a distinct group of
children. I do not think that is true and I do notcompetition between schools and accountability

and educational information, is there still a value think anyone in the early 1980s believed that. It is
about what happens to categories when people doin its own right of inclusion or should it be argued

purely on the grounds that it helps to improve not understand the continuum of diversity.
attainment? If it were the case that it did not help
to improve attainment, and that is what some Q553 Mr Chaytor: But will the emphasis in the
headteachers seem to be implying by the way they recent White Paper on personalisation in the
deal with some of their SEN children, is there still curriculum start to challenge the idea of a fixed
an argument to be made that in its own right number of children with SEN?
inclusion is the right policy? Professor Norwich: I think so, yes.
Professor Dockrell: Are you making the premise Professor Dyson: It seems to me that the notion of
that inclusion has a negative impact on attainments special educational needs is a flogged horse and it
in schools generally? is about time it went, but only if there is some

clarity as to where we are going rather than down
that particular route so that somebody throwingQ551 Mr Chaytor: I am saying that, if it were the
things out without an alternative does not happen.case, or if it were the case that simply allocating a

child with a particular kind of SEN to a
mainstream school on the grounds that the general Q554 Dr Blackman-Woods: It is quite important to
drift is towards inclusion was not going to benefit raise that question though, is it not, and to raise it
that child in terms of their progress, ie, that their in a very unemotional way because often when we
progress was zero, is it still the case that inclusion get into these discussions it does become very
should be argued for its own sake and for the wider emotional very quickly about whether you need to
social benefit even though the specific attainment have a separate category. I wonder if you would
advantage was non-existent? like to make a comment on that before I go on and
Professor Dockrell: I suppose I take a broader view ask my questions. Is it possible for us to look at
of education than just attainment and so I would be personalised learning as the route to not having this
looking at a child’s or young person’s development category of special educational needs?
socially and personally as well as their educational Professor Norwich:My short answer to that is that
attainment and it is that wider package that I you can reduce the number of children identified as
would want to consider. having additional needs that are in some way

associated with disability; let me put it that way. I
prefer a term like “educational disability”. You canQ552 Mr Chaytor: Earlier in answer to one
reduce that quite considerably through that routequestion you referred to the fact that the
but only with all the assurances and the systemseducational psychologists cannot even agree on a
development and flexibilities that would bedefinition of dyslexia and it occurred to me that if
required. I think the political fact is that having setwe have problems over defining particular
up the system it is going to be diYcult with all theconditions perhaps the very concept of SEN itself
political pressures that come from parents andis now out of date, the idea of a certain group of
voluntary organisations and so on to withdraw thechildren being categorised in this way, or do we
protection that is so individualised as somethingneed a more all-embracing approach? Do we need
that has a slightly separate legal status, but I thinkto be looking at all children having particular
you can reduce it considerably. That would be mylearning needs, some of which will be more severe
view. I still think you need a concept of additionalthan others? Is SEN still a valid concept?
educational need and I think that is what the ScotsProfessor Norwich: I think that tension was
have done.inherent in the Warnock Report and in the

legislation that followed. There is an element of the
Warnock system which says exactly that: it is Q555 Dr Blackman-Woods: I want to return if I

may to the issue of the post-welfare educationindividual needs and there is a continuum and on
top of that a category system which is in a sense system. My experience of what has happened to

education, particularly SEN, over the last twojustified in terms of additional resource allocation.
In a sense that is a continuing tension around decades is that mainstream schools more and more

have had to look at the issue of special educationalidentification and I think in a sense one lives with
that and the first step is to be aware of it. I think needs. I really want to ask you what the evidence

is that we have put a category into special schoolsthat the move towards personalisation is an
example now of recognising some of the elements and said, “They are never going to work so we do

not want anything to do with them and educationof individualisation, individual planning, and
flexibilities. In that sense one can dispense with is not really about that”. I know I am paraphrasing

what you have said enormously, but I am reallysome of the coverage for which this umbrella term
was used. There is a view that from the word go quite concerned about that argument. I have been

a school governor for about 20 years and in the lastthe Warnock approach was not that categoric.
There was a very general category but really it was ten years particularly we have had to think about

how children with diYculties are going to beindividual need that counted. What has happened
over the years is that it has replaced “handicap” or accommodated in the school, how we were going

to meet their needs. The discussions that we had“disability” as being a general category that
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were about the whole quality of life. There was a very complex mixture. I think the reason we get
this complex mixture is that the messages that wenever a discussion in the governing body that I was

at that said to the SENCO, “Please do not bring have had from a range of Governments in terms of
policy have been extremely mixed, so people outthis child in because they are going to wreck our

league tables”. I just cannot imagine that we were there in the system are not absolutely sure what it
is that they are trying to achieve. Are they simplythat unusual. I am raising this because it is coming

back to David’s point: surely there are things to be about raising attainment? Are they about this
broader notion of achievement which has got allgained from the inclusion agenda that may be more
sorts of social wellbeing and function built into it?than just related to that specific child and its needs.
Are they implementing some sort of notion ofAlthough you think the child’s needs have to be
rights and entitlement? What is it precisely thatmet through the inclusion agenda there are
they are supposed to be doing? In policy terms weadditional things in terms of educating the wider
keep avoiding being clear on that because it ispopulation and increasing tolerance that it seems
easier not to be clear.to me are very important and that we are in danger

of losing if we go down the route of too many
specialist schools. I want your comments on that. Q557 Mr Carswell: I have a couple of questions on
Professor Norwich: I think the development of co- the post-welfarist approach to SEN education.
located special schools is a very interesting one, and Warnock has admitted that the policy of enforced
if you are going on any visits can I suggest that you inclusion is not in her view always right. Why has
go and visit some co-located specialist schools. it taken so long to come to this? Why was it not
There are some very interesting examples of the swept away ages ago? Why have we had this
physical proximity allowing things to happen that centrally imposed policy lasting for so long?
are very diYcult to do when you are dealing with Professor Norwich: I do not interpret that that is
special schools that are at a distance, and I think where we have come from and where we are. I
that creates great opportunities. There are varying think parents have always had a say. It is in the
views about that, I agree, and I am doing some legislation and the regulations. The examples she
work currently on teachers’ experiences of how that gave you and rights and pamphlets and so on are
works, but it is clear that the social education in individual cases where we do not know the context
having a wider group is valued, and I think that is at all and it might just be that the local authority
true from regular children’s perspectives in schools. has moved to such an extent with its inclusive
I think there are phase issues between primary and practice that it no longer oVers a maintained special
secondary, but I think that is what Julie was saying setting for particular children and therefore points
before. Most people would say that the grounds for the parents in that direction. I do not think that is
inclusion go well beyond narrow educational at the level of regulation and within the legislative
attainment. They are to do with social inclusion in framework. I think it is the way the local
the widest sense as a sort of political ideology and authorities have played that and I think budgetary
the importance of tolerance and so on. and resource factors come into it. I can think of a
Chairman: But was Roberta not really challenging specific example—I occasionally do advice for
something you said, Professor Dyson, that there is parents when they are in conflict—where exactly in
no room for this, everyone is out for the targets, that situation, around autistic spectrum disorder,
they do not want special educational needs the parent wanted to go to a very expensive
students? She is saying that her experience was that independent school and the local authority said,
that is not the real world; that is an academic view. “We have a special additionally resourced

secondary school which is quite adequate”. The
parent was not happy with it, for all sorts of

Q556 Dr Blackman-Woods: I was asking for reasons about social interaction in the playground
evidence of change on the ground. and whatever, and was trying to find professional
Professor Dyson: I think the evidence is very mixed. advice to go to a tribunal to secure a place in quite
I hope I did not say it in what I wrote in quite such an expensive special school. The fact that the
a black and white manner. First of all, there are parent could go to tribunal shows that the option
many children placed in special schools who do was there. It is just that with this particular local
very well and get as good an education there as they authority they had a very strong tradition of not
are going to get anywhere, I would say. There are having their own maintained special schools. That
many mainstream schools which work with would be how I would see that.
children with a range of diYculties, including quite
significant diYculties, and do so in a very
committed way and very well. However, what we Q558 Mr Carswell: Just putting that to one side, if

one wanted to be really radical, rather than settingalso know is that there are schools which are less
committed than that and that even in the up another commission à la Warnock surely the

point is to do away with having a centrallycommitted schools there is a tension between what
we might like to do in terms of educating children appointed group of experts imposing a blanket

policy nationally? Do you have any sympathy withwith diYculties and having to keep a weather eye
on who we have in the school and how that is the idea that we should be letting the balance

between inclusion versus non-inclusion be decidedaVecting our league table performance, so you get
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locally, perhaps in the context of each particular Professor Dyson: I would love to set my taxes aside.
child, and have parents and carers, not experts in
the pay of the LAs, choosing if a child should go to

Q561 Mr Carswell: I said it for specific reasons. Ifa local mainstream or inclusion school? You have
you were to set aside the question of how muchadmitted, Professor Dyson, that you are pro-
money was in the LA kitty as a way of carving upinclusionist. Professor Norwich, looking at your
what was in the LA kitty, do you think it wouldmemo here, you talk about the need to re-commit
be a feasible solution?to inclusion. Those are your views and they are
Professor Dyson: I would want to look at it in morewonderful but surely under any new system we
detail. I think there would be some diYcultiesneed to take into account the extent to which the
about children in the system with pots of moneyparents are pro-inclusionist and not, with great
attached to them negotiating their way around therespect, ministerial advisers. Do you have any
system, if I understand correctly what you aresympathy with that?
proposing. Provision in schools tends not to beProfessor Dyson: I keep saying: if I did say that I
made on an individual basis. It tends to be madewill always modify it by saying, “What do you
on the resourcing of the school as a whole andmean by inclusion and then I will tell you whether I
resourcing group provision so I think there wouldam pro-inclusion”. I do not recall having said that.
be some diYculties in that highly individualisedMaybe I did do. It seems to me there is a
system.fundamental dilemma here which is that if you say,

“Let us leave this up to the market to decide”, how
is the market going to be resourced because, if it Q562 Chairman: Professor Dockrell, do you want
turns out that diVerent parents want diVerent to come in on those questions?
things in the same area, is the state in one way or Professor Dockrell: No, I think not.
another going to fund a full range of provision or
is there going to be some sort of a private market

Q563 Chairman: What is interesting though is thatsystem that does this? It seems to me that that is
the question was being posed on whether things arethe only way that you could have a market solution
centrally determined rather than locally. As Ito this one. That is one problem that I see in that.
understand it, this is still an area that largely,The other one is that you get down to really quite
putting resources to one side, is determined locally,fundamental ideologies in this about whether the
is it not? This is what JeV’s point was, that it is veryinterests of the child can in each and every case be
local what happens to a child who is assessed todetermined by the views of the parent. We simply
have special educational needs. That is still thedo not do that for any other children in this
case, is it not?country. We do not say to parents, “Whether you
Professor Dyson: Yes. Something we have notfancy educating your child or not is entirely up to
touched on other than very briefly is the splityou”. The state says, “You must educate your
between who provides the resources and has thechild. You are in trouble if you do not”. There are
responsibility for ensuring the child is educated andvery diVerent ideological positions to be taken on
who receives the resources and makes thethis but it would be an unusual one to say that it
provision. We have to remember that the Warnockis entirely decided by parents.
system was set up when local authorities owned and
managed schools and that is no longer the state

Q559 Mr Carswell: If one were to decide, and not of play.
everyone is not in favour of it, to move to this Chairman: Roberta, would you like to come back?
rights based system, could you reform the I rather cut you oV earlier.
statementing process so that it would perhaps be
more specific? Section three could perhaps even

Q564 Dr Blackman-Woods: What I was trying tohave some form of financial entitlement and you
explore was the extent to which diVerent messagescould have some sort of legal framework possibly
coming from academics and professionals in theto allow judicial fiat to give people a legal right to
field were making things diYcult for policy-makers,request and receive their share of LEA funding for
and if you are going to go down a largely inclusionstatemented children. That would empower parents
agenda route then you have to shift resources, youand carers, possibly at the expense of the experts.
have to shift mindsets and it is very diYcult, onceDo you think that is a feasible idea?
you are down that road, then to pull back. SomeProfessor Dyson: It is the same issue, is it not,
of the evidence we have had seems to be suggestingwhich is that you can have statements formulated
that maybe we ought to be pulling back from theindependently of the resourcing body, currently the
overall inclusion agenda and once again looking atlocal authority, provided somebody somewhere
whether special needs schools are the mostmakes the resources available? I do not know
appropriate, particularly for a large number ofwhat would happen to taxation under those
special educational needs children. I think I havecircumstances.
had mixed messages from this Committee and that
is why we are taking evidence but I just wonder
where you are with that dilemma. We can get outQ560 Mr Carswell: Setting that aside though,

setting aside an amount of money in the LA kitty? of it, I know, by saying, “Oh, let us have schools
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co-located”, and that is probably the best way the chances of many young people finding
employment when they leave school at 16 or evenforward, but is it really, because you will still get

parents insisting one way or the other that they 19 are remote, so they are probably going to go on
to some sort of vocational training after that.want mainstream or they want special? I would

prefer that we did not have that distinction. Something which says that it is not the academic
curriculum as we had it from 1988 onwards but it isProfessor Norwich: That goes back to the point I

was making earlier about looking at what parents something which is a bit more locked into broader
personal development which then links on toneed when they evaluate a school and they consider

what their child’s needs are and what is on oVer. questions of employability I think makes sense, but
then that makes sense for every child in the system,We really need to get away from the notion of

special school versus regular school. There has been not just for those with special needs.
Professor Dockrell: I would like to make two pointssome criticism of the notion of continuing

provision which has been around for years, but it on that and they follow on from what you were
saying. It depends on the group of children withstill has some currency. I think the issue of what

are the stages and the continuum and where people special needs that you are talking about. I am
talking about a particular group now who haveare on that continuum is where there might be

diVerences. Certainly I think that a lot more work longstanding special needs throughout primary and
secondary school and whose move at 16 wascould go into supporting parents in an

understanding of some of the detail because I think predominantly on to some kind of further
education, often doing NVQ training of one kindsometimes parents and children themselves respond

in what would be seen as social terms, reputation or another, and had typically sat GCSEs because
that was what was on oVer, so it is a longer termterms: “What does it mean for my child to be

collected by a bus to go to this school rather than process, as it is for most other young people. The
second interesting issue about that is that thewalk down the road to go to that school?”. These

are some of the issues partly around the identity of children who were finding it hardest to adjust to the
FE situation were those children who were comingthe family and so on that are really quite

important. I think there is more that could be from special provision because it was a diVerent
kind of context and they were typical large FEdone there.
kinds of colleges.

Q565 Dr Blackman-Woods: Professor Dockrell, do
you want to come in? Q568 Mr Chaytor: Do you conclude from that that
Professor Dockrell: I wanted to make two points those within special provision are beyond training
about that. The first thing is that whilst some for employability?
special schools are very good they are not a Professor Dockrell: No, not at all.
panacea and it would be wrong to see them in that
way. The other thing to think about is in terms of

Q569 Mr Chaytor: What conclusions do you drawspecialist resources rather than special schools and
from that? From your experience is that justthese resources are not necessarily financial. They
another argument for greater inclusion?can be skills-based. The money is part of it but it
Professor Dockrell: It was an issue about, when youis only part.
think about what you are doing if you are building
up a special provision, you have to think of whereQ566 Mr Chaytor: Coming back to the issue of
young people are going to go post-16 and whatinclusion and attainment, what is the priority that
kinds of services need to be put in place to supportshould be given to employability, particularly in the
them. Academically there were no diVerenceslast two years of secondary school? Have we done
between the kids.enough on this? Should it be a stronger focus within

the education of children with SEN in the last two
years? Are there parallels to be drawn maybe with Q570 Chairman: Are you suggesting that employers
the way in which we deal with children with SEN in might be more resistant to taking on a child who
secondary schools and the new policy of incapacity has come through the special school route?
benefit for 25-year-olds? Professor Norwich: The figures on employment of
Professor Dyson: It depends how you define young adults with disabilities show there are
employability and putting an emphasis on that. diVerentials; I am not arguing with that. The

special school issue about the impact of special
schools really depends on whether the specialQ567 Mr Chaytor: You always answer your

questions, “It depends how you define it”. Are you school has planned and built in links. Some special
schools build in links when giving vocationalgoing to tell us what you would answer?

Professor Dyson: I do not think you should have employment opportunities, having part-time links
either with a local school or employment oranswers necessarily! I think that is an issue because

there is a history in this country of vocational whatever. The issues are that wherever you are on
the continuum there have to be very good flexibletraining in schools, much of it, I have to say, done

in special schools, some of it done by myself in links between all the various elements and I think
that has a clear bearing on the issue ofspecial schools, which had its merits but was also

rather unambitious and narrow and did not lead employability. The days of special schools being
isolated, detached, distant, countrified are gone.anywhere. We also have to be very careful in that
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Special schools have a more active place in linking and frankly the questions that we have asked. Is
there anything you want to tell us that we have notand connecting in with the system and in that sense
covered? We have asked a lot of questions. Youthere is a case for them.
probably think we are rather muddled about where
we are at the present moment, halfway through ourQ571 Mr Marsden: I just want to take you back to
inquiry. Are there any questions we have not askedthe discussion we had right at the beginning about
you that we should have asked you?the link between social and economic factors? We
Professor Dyson: Not in terms of questions, but Iare trying to look forward to policy and so I would
think there is a turning point, a decision point, thatlike to ask you this question. Do you think that if
we are at. One decision is to keep on doing what wewe had a sustained period of earlier (and I mean
have done for many years now, which is to muddlein age range) concentration and intervention on
through with the current system. The other one issocially disadvantaged children, such as, for
to take a long, hard look at it—and it will be a long,example, the Government is trying to do via Sure
hard look; there are no quick fixes in this area—Start and Every Child Matters, and that ultimately
and actually say maybe it is time to move in a veryif—and I accept it is a big “if”—that was successful
diVerent direction.over a five or ten year period, we would have a
Professor Norwich: I feel that the system needs toreduced number of children with special
build better capacity. That was what I was sayingeducational needs or indeed with statements?
earlier on. It needs to build better professionalProfessor Dyson: There are two parts to the answer.
capacity, better research-based capacity, moreOne is that special needs, as I said, is an
dispersal of knowledge and so on, and I see that asadministrative category and statementing is a kind
a long term issue. That to me is really the priority.of micro-political contest that goes on. Who
There are lots of issues and diYcult challenges andknows? You could end up with more because other
hard choices to be made all the way along the linecircumstances change. In terms of should there be
but I feel that one can see elements of progress,more children who do better in schools, the answer although I must say there is a bit of muddlingis yes, and therefore if you kept the benchmarks as through, I feel, in special needs which in some waysthey are now you probably would not need to is not good enough and I think that partly reflectsidentify as many. what I see as the separate status of special needs.Professor Dockrell: I would agree with that. Professor Dockrell: Someone earlier said that

Professor Norwich: I agree with that but it is a children’s needs were self-evident. I think I would
question of degree. People can hold up quite challenge that assumption and say that children
unrealistic hopes about the impact of early with special educational needs, however we define
intervention. It goes back to the point, what is the them, often have complex learning challenges that
purpose of special provision? Special provision is require a sophisticated and intelligent set-up to
not always in a sense to recover levels of attainment address them and I would not want us to go away
that would be seen as normal. That is really quite and think that it is self-evident what kind of
an important issue. It might in some cases; it might problems they might be.
not in others. That is an important element within Chairman: Thank you very much for your evidence
the spectrum of special needs that one needs to be today. If, on the way home, on the bus or in the
aware of. car or whatever way you are going, you think, “I

wish I had told that darn Committee something”,
Q572 Chairman: We have had a very good session. please email us, be in contact with us. We want to
We are very grateful that three distinguished make this inquiry and the report that we make out

of it as good as we possibly can.professors have been with us and answered fully

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Professor Brahm Norwich, School of Education,
University of Exeter

It was in response to the question about the future of Statementing and whether there was a need for
Statements. In the responses from all three of us we referred to the importance of protections and assurances
about special provision, but said that these assurance needed to be part of and grow out of the general system
of assurances/protections for all children. I talked about levels of assurance with some version of the
statutory system being a back-up available for parents. I alsomentioned someways in which the coverage of
Statements could be reduced&<8211; as in Scotland linking them only to those children also having support
outside schools, or linked only to those going to special/specialised schools. The other option, which I did
not mention, is to replace the current Statement protections with protections through an elaboration and
extension of theDisabilityDiscrimination legislation (SENDAandDisability Code of Practice for schools).
It is early days in the application of this new legislation, but it could be that parents could be aVorded
assurances to adequate assessment and individual educational planning through this statutory system. This
would have the benefits of tidying up the application of two distinct legislative systems applying to schools
for children with SEN/disabilities. This is an option I would urge the Committee to explore further. It might
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be that the SENDA and Disability Codes need further elaboration, but the eVect might be that assurance
for parents could be retained, while reducing bureaucracy and linking the assessment of educational needs
and individual education planning to the development of the personalising education for all children.

February 2006
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Wednesday 1 March 2006

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods Helen Jones
Mr David Chaytor Mr Gordon Marsden
Mrs Nadine Dorries Stephen Williams
JeV Ennis Mr Rob Wilson
Mr Douglas Carswell

Memorandum submitted by RNIB

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Introduction

RNIB is the UK’s leading charity oVering information, advice and guidance to over two million people
with sight problems, with a national Children’s Services team concerned with the interests of blind and
partially sighted children and young people, including those with additional needs. We are pleased to have
this opportunity to submit evidence to the Select Committee on Special Educational Needs and would
welcome the opportunity to supplement this information with oral evidence.

2. RNIB’s Policy Position on the Education of Blind and Partially Sighted Pupils

RNIB believes that every pupil with a visual impairment is entitled to high quality education with equal
access to appropriate specialist provision no matter where he/she lives within the UK.

3. Provision for SEN Pupils in Mainstream Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

Amajor concern for RNIB is the huge variation across the country in educational provision for blind and
partially sighted pupils. There is variation between LEAs in terms of type of educational placement available
and in standards of educational support provided.

The three key components that together promote the successful inclusion of pupils who are blind and
partially sighted are:

— A coherent system of funding that promotes the organisation of high quality central support
services. Of particular concern to RNIB is the drive towards greater delegation of SEN funds from
central LEA control direct to schools. RNIB considers that this arrangement is inappropriate for
low incidence SEN such as sensory impairments, which require a high degree of specialist teaching
support and resources and due to economies of scale function better under a centrally organised
and funded model.

— A national set of standards that are universally adopted by local authorities. Despite the
publication of nationalQuality Standards for Education Support Services for Children andYoung
People with Visual Impairment (DfES, 2002) there is no consistent standard of specialist support
across LEAs, which suggests that the standards are not being implemented.

— The readiness of mainstream schools to admit and take responsibility for blind and partially
sighted children, and the commitment of the LEA in promoting and supporting this.

4. Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

A key concern with respect to provision for blind and partially sighted pupils who are placed in special
schools other than those specifically for visually impaired children is that a considerable proportion of these
pupils do not receive adequate specialist educational support to meet their visual impairment needs. This
may be because:

— Their visual impairment has not been identified.

— The implications of their visual impairment has not been recognised because of the severity of their
learning, physical and/or medical diYculties.

— There is insuYcient expertise within special schools andVI services tomeet the needs of pupils with
visual impairment and additional complex diYculties.
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5. Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

— Any attempt to raise the standards of achievement of pupils with visual impairment must first
address the issues of quality standards in terms of educational provision, and to the design and
delivery of the curriculum.

— There are concerns that the examination system denies some visually impaired pupils the
opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and understanding properly.

6. The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (the Statementing Process)

— Statements continue to provide an essential framework for assessment and provision. Parents and
schools may see them as the only means to guaranteeing additional provision for the child.

— There is wide variation in the quality and clarity of statements and it is important to have a
document that clearly sets out a pupil’s needs and entitlements but at the same time is not overly
prescriptive.

7. The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

RNIBhas some evidence that, despite there being a range of statutory services designed to support parents
such as Parent Partnership andDispute Resolution Services, they are not fully utilised by parents of visually
impaired children.

8. How Special Educational Needs are Defined

— The published data on SEN is by primary need only. This approach underestimates the number
of pupils with visual impairment because it is estimated that at least half of the population has
additional disabilities and it is likely for many pupils that the visual impairment is registered as
their secondary disability.

— Subsuming low incidence disabilities such as visual impairment within the SEN label carries with
it the risk that policies may be driven by the needs of the majority.

9. Recommendations

— Delegation of SEN funding to schools should not apply to low incidence SEN such as visual
impairment. LEA VI services should be organised and funded centrally.

— The national quality standards for education support services for children and young people with
visual impairment should carry mandatory status.

— LEAs should play a proactive role in supporting mainstream schools to admit and take
responsibility for blind and partially sighted pupils.

— There should be a national career structure for teaching assistants.

— There should be a national training standard for teaching assistants with suYcient funding made
available.

— Every blind or partially sighted child should have a statutory entitlement to a mobility assessment
and training by a mobility oYcer qualified to work with children.

— There should be a range of training opportunities for teachers working in the maintained special
school sector and available funding to enable them tomeet the needs of pupils with complex needs
and/or learning diYculties.

— There should be a national strategy for the production of curriculum materials in accessible
formats.

— There should be a full review of access arrangements in the light of the extension of the DDA to
general qualifications to ensure convergence between Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4.

— Examination papers should be made available in a wider range of alternative formats to reflect the
range of need of pupils with visual impairments than is currently the case.

— There should be guidelines on the production of statements to ensure clarity and consistency.
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RNIB Submission to Education and Skills Select Committee on Special Educational Needs

1. Introduction

RNIB is the UK’s leading charity oVering information, advice and guidance to over two million people
with sight problems, with a national Children’s Services team concerned with the interests of blind and
partially sighted children and young people, including those with additional needs. RNIB is in a strong
position to maintain an overview of educational provision for visually impaired pupils around the country.
While we broadly welcome the government’s strategic approach to education we are conscious that, in order
for children and young people with visual impairment to have equal access to high quality educational
opportunities, there is still much to be done in order to address some significant weaknesses.We are pleased,
therefore, to have this opportunity to submit evidence to the Select Committee on Special Educational
Needs and would welcome the opportunity to supplement this information with oral evidence. If members
of the Select Committee would like to hear the views of blind or partially sighted pupils RNIB would be
happy to provide a CD recording of pupils’ accounts of their experiences of school.

The submission begins with background information, which is intended to inform members about the
population of children and young people with visual impairment and the context in which they are educated.
This is followed by RNIB’s policy position on the education of blind and partially sighted pupils. The
remainder of the submission is organised around the topic headings identified by the Select Committee.

2. Background

Visual impairment, which includes both blindness and partial sight, is a low incidence impairment. It is
estimated that there are around 17,500 children in England between the ages of five and 16 with a visual
impairment of suYcient severity to require specialist support. Approximately 50% of the children have a
single impairment, 20% have some additional need or needs and 30% have profound or complex needs with
associated learning diYculties. Out of all pupils with a visual impairment only around 4% use braille. 59%
of blind or partially sighted children are educated in mainstream schools. This number has remained static
for a number of years. Pupils attending mainstream schools may attend their local school with support
provided by the local authority specialist support service or a school that is specifically resourced for blind
and partially sighted pupils where specialist support forms part of the permanent school staYng. Just over
three in 10 visually impaired pupils attend maintained special schools for pupils with learning and/or
physical disabilities, while only one in 20 attend special schools for pupils who are blind or partially sighted
(Keil and Clunies-Ross, 2003). In the latter, most class or subject teachers will hold an additional
qualification in visual impairment. The number of schools that exist specifically for visually impaired
children has fallen significantly in recent years as increasing numbers are included in the mainstream. Those
that remain are educating pupils with increasingly complex needs.

A number of diVerent factors are involved in a blind or partially sighted pupil’s access to the curriculum.
These factors are influenced at a micro level by the characteristics of the individual pupil and at a macro
level by the organisational context within which educational support is delivered. Pupil characteristics
include type, severity and age of onset of the visual impairment, presence or absence of other disabilities
and/or learning diYculties, and the pupil’s own attitude towards their visual impairment and to their need
for additional support and how this is delivered. Organisational factors include the type of setting in which
the pupil is educated, and the size and structure, including method of funding, of the LEA VI service.

Depending upon the degree and nature of their visual impairment, a pupil may use non-sighted or sighted
methods, or a combination of both, to access the curriculum. Examples of non-sighted methods are braille,
audio-tape, and computer with speech software. Sighted methods include enlarged or modified print, low
vision devices such as magnifiers and computers with large screen monitor and/or enlarged text on screen.
Some environmental adaptations may also be necessary, for example increasing or decreasing the level of
illumination in the pupil’s work space. The class or subject teacher plays a crucial role in ensuring that the
range of strategies or approaches used enable the pupil with visual impairment to be fully included in the
class.

3. RNIB’s Policy Position on the Education of Blind and Partially Sighted Pupils

RNIB believes that every pupil with a visual impairment is entitled to high quality education with equal
access to appropriate specialist provision no matter where he/she lives within the UK. This requires that a
range of specialist resources and support arrangements are put in place which match the range and
distribution of educational needs amongst the whole population of visually impaired children, including
those with additional needs and/or disabilities. For most visually impaired children the appropriate
placement is a mainstream school with specialist support. The provision must be of suYcient standard to
enable the visually impaired child to access the full range of educational opportunities available to fully
sighted children, as well as providing for the particular needs arising from the visual impairment.While well
resourced and properly supported mainstream placements should be the usual form of provision, a special
school placement continues to be the most eVective way of meeting need for some children, in particular
those who have severe and complex disabilities in addition to visual impairment. Wherever children are
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being educated it is essential that schools as well as support services take full responsibility for ensuring that
that the child’s needs relating to visual impairment are properly addressed. Inclusion is as much about the
ethos and social life of schools as it is about access to the taught curriculum. It is essential, therefore, to
provide the range of educational and social opportunities that enable children to participate on an equal
basis with their peers in order to become fully included members of the community.

Fundamental to achieving these objectives is to fully involve parents and children in decisions about their
educational provision.

RNIB believes that the increased delegation of SEN funding to individual schools works against the
interests of children with a low incidence disability such as visual impairment. Delegation risks fragmenting
central VI services. RNIB supports the retention of centrally funded and managed visual impairment
advisory services. This model allows greater flexibility of staYng enabling specialist staV to be deployed
where they are most needed and ensures greater job security.

4. Provision for SEN Pupils in Mainstream Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

Amajor concern for RNIB is the huge variation across the country in educational provision for blind and
partially sighted pupils. There is variation between LEAs in terms of type of educational placement available
and in standards of educational support provided.

The three key components that together promote the successful inclusion of pupils who are blind and
partially sighted are:

— A coherent system of funding that promotes the organisation of high quality central support
services.

— A national set of standards that are universally adopted by local authorities.

— The readiness of mainstream schools to admit and take responsibility for blind and partially
sighted children, and the commitment of the LEA in promoting and supporting this.

4.1 A coherent system of SEN funding

Of particular concern to RNIB is the drive towards greater delegation of SEN funds from central LEA
control direct to schools. RNIB considers that this arrangement is inappropriate for low incidence SEN such
as sensory impairments, which require a high degree of specialist teaching support and resources and due
to economies of scale function better under a centrally organised and funded model. Delegation risks
fragmenting central VI service teams. A centrally funded system allows greater flexibility of staYng enabling
specialist staV to be deployed where they are most needed and ensures greater job security. (See Gray, 2001;
Keil and Clunies-Ross, 2002.)

The main concerns about the consequences of delegation are:

Schools lack the knowledge and expertise to judge what is needed in terms of specialist provision.

Under full delegation schools have the option of buying in support from the local VI service, or to go
elsewhere such as to the VI service in the neighbouring LEA. This leads to uncertainty, aVects VI service
planning and may lead to fragmentation of VI services because of lack of centrally held budget to pay staV
salaries. (Fletcher-Campbell and Cullen, 1999; Gray, 2001.)

If schools can choose whether or not to buy in educational support there is a risk that they may go for a
cheaper option and purchase less teaching or support time than specialist teachers feel is needed. Pupils
without the protection of a statement would be particularly at risk of having their support reduced in this
way. (Wakefield and Mackenzie, 2005; Wilkin, Archer, Ridley, Fletcher-Campbell and Kinder, 2005.)

Schools may ignore specialist advisory teacher advice about purchase of specialist equipment and go for
a cheaper (and less appropriate) option. (Wakefield and Mackenzie, 2005.)

Where budgets are fully or partially delegated, eg to additionally resourced mainstream schools for pupils
with visual impairment and/or special schools within an LEA, no single agency has an overview of the
number and characteristics of pupils with visual impairment in that LEA. (Keil and Clunies-Ross, 2003.)

Where budgets are fully or partially delegated there may be inadequate monitoring of provision of
educational support to pupils with visual impairment. (Fletcher-Campbell and Cullen, 1999; Gray, 2001;
Audit Commission, 2002; Teachernet, 2003.)

There will be no central source of funding to finance the training of new specialist teachers of pupils with
visual impairment. LEAs with delegated SEN (VI) budgets are likely to lack a strategic approach to
specialist teacher training and professional development. (Gray, 2001.)

The specialist teacher plays a central role in setting up and supporting the provision for blind and partially
sighted pupils (Keil, 2004b). There are concerns that as a result of the combined eVects of delegation of
central VI service budgets to schools, and the transfer of Standards Fund grants from LEA control to
schools, there will no longer be a central source of funding for training of new specialist teachers. Linked
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to this issue is the concern that LEAs with delegated SEN (VI) budgets will lack a strategic approach to
specialist teacher training. For example, instead of anticipating future needs as experienced teachers
approach retirement by arranging for advance training of replacement teachers, LEAs may respond only
when the need for a replacement actually arises. An RNIB survey of LEA VI services found that in 2002,
out of 367 specialist teachers employed by 79 LEAs in England, only 12% were under the age of 40. 45%
were aged 50 or over (Keil and Clunies-Ross, 2003).

There are concerns also about who will pay for professional development. This is important in view of
research findings that have identified an on-going need for training of specialist teachers in topics such as
teaching literacy and subjects such as mathematics through the medium of Braille (Keil, 2004a; Johnston,
2004).

Many of the concerns about delegation identified by RNIB have been highlighted by Ofsted in a recent
report:

“The delegation of funding for support services had a negative eVect on the provision for some pupils
with SEN. It diminished the capacity of many LEAs to monitor the progress of pupils with SEN
and reduced the range and quantity of specialist staV available to provide advice and support.”
(Ofsted, 2005)

4.2 National standards for visual impairment support services

Despite the publication of national Quality Standards for Education Support Services for Children and
Young People with Visual Impairment (DfES, 2002) there is no consistent standard of specialist support
across LEAs, which suggests that the standards are not being implemented. Some support services are well
organised, have a suYcient number of additionally qualified staVwith an appropriate range of skills to meet
the needs of all the pupils, and are committed to meeting the Quality Standards. However, there are also
services that, for a variety of reasons are failing to meet the Quality Standards and, as these only carry a
status of “strongly recommended”, and are not mandatory there is no compunction upon local authorities
to improve their educational provision for blind and partially sighted pupils.

4.3 The readiness of mainstream schools to admit and take responsibility for blind and partially sighted pupils,
and the commitment of the LEA in promoting and supporting this

One of the most important factors for parents and pupils in ensuring a positive experience of school is
having a class teacher who understands and is sensitive to the pupil’s visual impairment needs. More than
six in 10 parents of blind and partially sighted pupils said that more support from their child’s teacher would
improve their child’s life at school (Franklin et al, 2001). Despite SENDA, RNIB continues to hear of
schools that are unwelcoming towards blind and partially sighted pupils. Rather than taking ownership of
the pupils such schools regard them as the responsibility of the specialist support services. Clearly this
approach must be challenged, and while many LEAs are committed through their policies and practices to
promoting inclusive practice in all their mainstream schools, in others this does not appear to be a priority.

A well staVed and flexible central support service is able to support schools new to meeting the needs of
blind and partially sighted pupils, and thereby increase the capacity of schools to become more inclusive.
In some LEAs however, it would appear that rather than challenging practices that exclude pupils who are
blind and partially sighted and enabling schools to make appropriate provision, the policy is to place all or
most of their visually impaired pupils in additionally resourced schools. The reason often put forward for
this placement policy is that all the specialist resources and staYng are provided in one school and that pupils
with visual impairment have the opportunity to mix with others with a similar visual impairment. For many
pupils this is a satisfactory compromise and in principle RNIBhas no objection to the additionally resourced
model where this is oVered as one choice of placement. However, this policy is often resource led and in
several LEAs it is oVered as the only placement option. This is an issue of concern for parents who would
prefer their child to be educated in their local mainstream school and a significant number have contacted
RNIB for advice and support. Their reasons for challenging this position include one or all of the following:

— The school is located outside the local area, which denies the child opportunities to build up a
network of local friends. This can lead to social isolation.

— The pupil is unable to attend the same school as their siblings.

— The pupil faces a long journey to and from school and is therefore more reliant upon local
authority transport. As transport arrangements tend to be inflexible, such pupils are prevented
from participating in out of school activities.
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4.3.1 Pupils who use Braille

There are two issues relating to pupils whose primary literacy medium is Braille. These are: placement
opportunities, specialist teaching and support for this aspect of the curriculum.

— In some local authorities, pupils who use Braille attend their local mainstream school while in
others the policy is to place them in a mainstream resourced school or a special school for pupils
with visual impairment. Data from 97 LEAs showed that the majority of braillists (71%) were
being educated in the mainstream sector, although the proportion was higher for primary pupils
(83%) than for secondary aged pupils (60%). More secondary aged (35%) than primary aged (9%)
braillists were placed outside their LEAs. Overall a greater proportion of braillists (22%)was being
educated outside their LEA compared with the rest of the visually impaired population (6%) (Keil
and Clunies-Ross, 2002). Decisions about educational placement may be made on the basis of VI
service or local authority policy because the perceived challenge of fully meeting their needs in
mainstream is too great. This appears to be the case particularly at secondary transfer. In other
cases the decision is resource led for example, due to a shortage of suYciently trained and
experienced support staV.

— There is evidence that in many cases the responsibility for teaching literacy through Braille is given
to teaching assistants, although this should clearly be the role of a qualified teacher (Keil and
Clunies-Ross, 2002, 2004a; Johnston, 2004).

4.3.2 Curriculum materials in accessible formats

There is research evidence that blind and partially sighted pupils do not always receive their school text
books and other written materials in accessible formats at the same time as their sighted peers (Franklin et
al, 2001). This is due to a number of reasons. These include the lack of readily available books in large print
or Braille, insuYcient forward planning when any access issues should be identified and appropriate action
taken, too little or no preparation time to prepare the materials. and the lack of staV with the appropriate
knowledge and skills to prepare materials to a high standard. Research looking specifically at provision of
materials in Braille has found that reasons for delays include a shortage of “oV the shelf” text books in
Braille, production delays, the high cost of Braille texts, and a lack of co-ordinated information about
availability (Jennings, 1998, 1999; Hopkins, 2001a, 2001b; Keil and Clunies-Ross, 2002).

The impact on a pupil not receiving their materials at the same time as their fully sighted peers is
significant. The most frequent outcome is that adult support becomes necessary to compensate for the lack
of accessible materials, thereby lessening the pupil’s opportunities as an independent learner and creating a
barrier to interaction with peers.

Cobb (2002, 2003, 2004), writing about issues relating to accessibility of examination papers for blind and
partially sighted pupils has also raised concerns about the shortage of past test and examination papers in
accessible formats.

4.3.3 Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

ICT has an increasingly central role in supporting pupils’ learning both through e-learning and the
Internet as a major source of information. It is essential that the technology that is available to blind and
partially sighted pupils keeps pace with mainstream developments. In addition, it has to be readily available
to them in the same way as it is for their fully sighted peers eg homework clubs, school and public libraries.

4.3.4 Teaching assistants (TAs)

A substantial amount of support for pupils with visual impairment comes from staVwho are not teachers
but teaching assistants. Where practice is eVective the role and responsibilities of the TA are clearly defined
and understood by all involved, they receive appropriate training and support, there are opportunities for
flexible deployment and they work in partnership with teachers (Balshaw and Farrell, 2002). In addition,
where TAs are supporting childrenwho are blind and partially sighted, it is crucial that the TAs are included
in curriculum planning and are given time to prepare materials of a high quality. Input from a teacher of
the visually impaired in the specialist aspects of the role should be given on a regular basis. If the knowledge,
skills and experience that the TA builds up is to be retained and utilised a permanent contract is necessary
as is a flexible approach to deploying the TA where their skills are most needed.

RNIB provides specialist training for TAs working with blind and partially sighted pupils and holds a
national conference annually. Through our contact with TAs and specialist teachers across the country, a
number of key issues of concern relating to the role of the TA have been identified.

These are:

— The understanding of the role and the subsequent practice varies widely within and between
schools and LEAs.
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— Many pupils are supported by TAs who have received little or no training, in either the general or
specialist aspects of their role.

— Many TAs are expected to take responsibility for the learning of the pupil, which should be the
role of the class teacher.

— There is no national career structure for TAs and for many there is limited job security as they are
on temporary contracts.

— There is often no systematic review or evaluation of the input TAs provide.

4.3.5 Mobility education

For children and young people who are visually impaired, mobility and independence education is
essential to give them the knowledge, skills and confidence to organise themselves and get about safely.
Mobility and independence training supports blind and partially sighted children’s development from early
childhood, enabling them to be fully included at school, as well as in their home and social environments.
However, across the country provision ofmobility education is extremely patchy, with no one agency taking
the lead responsibility for providing or funding it. The outcome is that many pupils are denied their full
entitlement to mobility education. Of those who do receive mobility education, for many this is provided
by mobility oYcers whose own training was in rehabilitation for adults rather than mobility for children
(Franklin et al, 2001; Keil and Clunies-Ross, 2003; Pavey, Douglas, McCall, McLinden and Arter, 2002;
2003).

5. Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

Following a national survey of LEA VI services, RNIB estimates that around one in three pupils with a
visual impairment is being educated in maintained special schools for pupils with learning or physical
disabilities. There is evidence to suggest that most, if not all of these pupils have additional complex needs
including severe or profound and learning diYculties (Keil and Clunies-Ross, 2003; Keil, 2003).

However, RNIB believes that a far higher proportion of children with complex needs have a visual
impairment than those identified in its survey of VI Services (Keil and Clunies-Ross 2003). Evidence to
support this position comes from medical research that finds an increase in the numbers of children with a
visual impairment and additional, non-ophthalmic disabilities (Rahi and Cable, 2003; Flanagan, Jackson
and Hill, 2004). If only one in three visually impaired pupils with additional complex needs are known to
VI services is possible that there are children in special schools whose visual impairment needs are not being
met or may not have been identified.

The key concern with respect to provision for blind and partially sighted pupils who are placed in special
schools is that a considerable proportion of these pupils do not receive adequate specialist educational
support to meet their visual impairment needs. This may be because:

— Their visual impairment has not been identified.

— The implications of their visual impairment has not been recognised because of the severity of their
learning, physical and/or medical diYculties.

— There is insuYcient expertise within special schools andVI services tomeet the needs of pupils with
visual impairment and additional complex diYculties.

6. Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

It is not helpful to speak in terms simply of raising standards of achievement for SEN pupils because, as
research has shown (eg Polat et al, 2001; Dewson et al, 2004) this is not a homogenous group. There are
diVerent issues for the diVerent SEN and/or disability groups that are included within this label (Miller et
al, 2005).

For pupils with visual impairment the main issues are:

— Any attempt to raise the standards of achievement of pupils with visual impairment must first
address the issues of quality standards in terms of educational provision, and to the design and
delivery of the curriculum.

— There is a lack of information about the attainment of blind and partially sighted pupils. QCA,
DfES and the examination boards do not make this information publicly available.

— There are concerns that the examination system denies some visually impaired pupils the
opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and understanding properly. Specific concerns
are the diVerence in access arrangements for SATs up to Key Stage 3, and GCSE and other
examinations at Key Stage 4 and above. For example, SATs papers can be opened one day in
advance, allowing time to modify the papers to make themmore accessible. For GCSE papers the
maximum time allowed is one hour, which is an inadequate amount of time to make most papers
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more accessible. Modifications are often necessary in view of the fact that papers in large print are
produced in a limited number of print sizes, which limits the range of alternative formats available
for examinations. (See Cobb, 2002, 2003, 2004; Miller et al, 2005).

7. The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (the Statementing Process)

Statements continue to provide an essential framework for assessment and provision. Parents and schools
may see them as the only means to guaranteeing additional provision for the child. Although the process is
long, expensive and daunting for many parents until another system is put in place that ensures that
additional provision will be guaranteed statementing, or a framework of a similar nature, continues to be
necessary.

There is wide variation in the quality and clarity of statements and it is important to have a document
that clearly sets out a pupil’s needs and entitlements but at the same time is not overly prescriptive. This will
enable professionals to use their discretion in responding flexibly as the pupil’s needs change and the school
becomesmore confident and competent in taking ownership.Often there is insuYcient clarity on a statement
as to what constitutes support for the pupil. This can lead to diVering expectations on the part of parents
and schools and lead to unnecessary tensions. Statements should contain a clear definition of why additional
support is needed and how it will be delivered so that everyone involved with the child will share the same
understanding and be clear about the roles and responsibilities of the diVerent staV concerned. For blind
and partially sighted pupils it is essential that all support should promote opportunities for independent
learning and not create barriers to the pupil’s access to the teacher or to their interaction with their peers.
It is essential, therefore, to include planning and preparation time on the statement, thereby ensuring that
any additional support includes these activities.

8. The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

It is essential that the crucial role of parents is recognised and respected when decisions are being made
about their child’s education. Parents vary in the extent to which they want or are able to be involved in
their children’s education, but should always be given the opportunity to contribute fully. RNIB has some
evidence that, despite there being a range of statutory services designed to support parents such as Parent
Partnership and Dispute Resolution Services, they are not fully utilised by parents of visually impaired
children for the following reasons: parents are not always aware of the services; those that do access them
are not confident that they have the appropriate levels of knowledge of visual impairment and they are not
always seen as independent of the LEA (Bunting, 2003).

8.1 Involving parents who speak little or no English

RNIB has evidence that whereas some LEAs have clear procedures for arranging an interpreter service
for parents, in other LEAs professionals working with parents of young visually impaired children have had
to manage without the support of an interpreter (Keil, 2005).

8.2 Key worker

A study investigating the post-16 transition experiences of blind and partially sighted young people
in Wales found that the specialist teacher played a key role as link person between home and school
(Keil, 2004b).

9. How Special Educational Needs are Defined

9.1 Data collection

Information published by DfES on numbers of pupils with SEN is based on data collected through the
Pupil Level Annual Schools Census (PLASC). However, pupils are categorised by their “greatest” primary
and secondary needs only, and the published data on SEN is by primary need only (DfES, 2004). This
approach underestimates the number of pupils with visual impairment because, as previously indicated, it
is estimated that at least half of the population has additional disabilities and it is likely for many pupils that
the visual impairment is registered as their secondary disability.

9.2 Low incidence nature of visual impairment

Visual impairment is a low incidence disability that requires a considerable investment in terms of
resources and professional expertise. An underestimate in the oYcial statistics of the visually impaired pupil
population may therefore have important implications in terms of planning and organising educational
provision. An allied concern is that subsuming low incidence disabilities such as visual impairment within
the SEN label carries with it the risk that policies may be driven by the needs of the majority. According to
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the oYcial PLASC data, the majority SEN groups are pupils with moderate learning diYculties (MLD) and
emotional, behavioural and social diYculties (EBSD).One example of a policy that appears to be dominated
by the needs of the majority is the delegation of SEN budgets directly to schools. As discussed previously,
a centrally organised and funded model where economies of scale can be applied better serves low incidence
disability groups with high resource needs.

10. Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and
Social Difficulties (EBSD)

We question whether pupils with disabilities are best served by being classified under the general SEN
heading, which encompasses such a diverse group of children and young people. We suggest that it would
be better to follow the model recently adopted in Scotland, where a distinction is being made between pupils
with disabilities and those with other types of need such as EBSD.

11. The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of SENDA

We are not aware that SENDA has had any noticeable eVect on educational provision for children who
are visually impaired. We suggest that part of the problem is that the Act has linked disability to existing
SEN legislation and procedures, which continue to dominate through the statementing process and the SEN
Code of Practice. The SEN framework focuses on a deficit view of the child with the result that the disability
rights emphasis of SENDA has largely been disregarded.

As mentioned in the previous section, we suggest that England considers adopting the model recently
introduced in Scotland, where a new framework based on the concept of “additional support needs”
separates disability from educational need and is intended to represent a more inclusive approach to
children’s learning by shifting the emphasis from children’s weaknesses and problems. (See also, Miller,
Keil and Cobb, 2005.)
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Memorandum submitted by The Down’s Syndrome Association

Introduction

Down’s syndrome is the most common form of single learning disability. There are an estimated 16,000
school-age children with Down’s syndrome across the UK.

The Down’s Syndrome Association was founded in 1970 as a small parent-led organisation. It is now a
national charity with around 19,000 members and regional oYces in Northern Ireland and Wales.

As the DSA has grown, certain issues have come to the fore. The move towards inclusion—strongly
supported by the Association—has ensured that education issues have dominated our work in recent years.

Increasingly, we are concerned at the thousands of enquiries we receive every year highlighting specific
educational problems. The requests for help have developed a familiar ring as parents have reported
diYculties in getting appropriate Statements of Special Educational Needs, obtaining speech and language
therapy, or battling for a real choice between mainstream and special schools.

This submission reports on the results of a survey which was undertaken by the Association in March
2004. The aim of the survey was to obtain a realistic account of the perceptions of parents of children with
Down’s syndrome with regard to obtaining appropriate educational provision (including appropriate
school placements).

A questionnaire was sent to 5,000 parent members who were recorded as having at least one child with
Down’s syndrome between the ages of two and 19 in their family. Where more than one child was involved,
parents were asked to fill in more than one questionnaire.

A total of 1,500 replies were received and analysed, with the results published inMay 2004 under the title:
“Access to Education—a report on the barriers to education for children with Down’s syndrome.” Many
of the issues discussed fall under the headings chosen by the Committee in their invitation for submissions,
and we have summarised our findings according to these headings. However, full copies of the report can
be made available, if Committee members would find them useful.

1. Provision for SEN pupils in mainstream schools

1.1 67% of primary age children and 27% of secondary age children were in mainstream schools.

1.2 Most parents were happy with their child’s mainstream placement, with only 2.2% of parents with
children in mainstream schools reporting that they would like a move to special school.

1.3 56% of parents of children in mainstream schools said that they would like more support for their
child.

1.4 69% rated their child’s support staV as “excellent” or “very good” although many comments showed
concern about lack of training forteaching assistants.

1.5 36% of parents reported that there was no quantification of provision in their child’s Statement.

1.6 With regard to speech and language therapy provision, 62% of parents reported that speech and
language therapy was recorded under Part 6, rather than under Part 3, with the result that the there was no
duty on any public body actually to “arrange” the therapy.

1.7 72% of parents reported that their child’s speech and language therapy had not been quantified on
the Statement.

1.8 66% of parents felt that the speech and language therapy being provided for their child actually met
their needs.

1.9 DSA recommendations:

1.9.1 In the short term, the DSA believes that specialist information and training should be made
available to teachers and support assistants. In the long term, a nationally recognised qualification should
be made available for LSA’s with a dedicated unit on the specific learning profile of children with Down’s
syndrome.

1.9.2 The problem of shortage of speech and language therapists needs to be addressed, but in the
meantime the Government should make clear that LEAs must buy-in from the private sector when this is
necessary in order to “arrange” the special educational provision on a child’s Statement. It should be made
clear to LEAs that speech and language therapy for children with Down’s syndrome is in 99.9% of cases an
educational need, and should therefore almost always be included under Part 3 of a Statement. Also, it is a
stable need (ie not liable to unexpected or rapid change) and therefore should normally be quantified.
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2. Provision for pupils in special schools

31% of parents of children in special schools reported that they believed their child neededmore help than
they were getting.

2.1 Most parents were happy with these placements, with only 2% saying that they would like a change
to a mainstream school.

2.2 11.6% of parents preferring a move said they would prefer a unit within a mainstream school.

2.3 The diYculties with regard to speech and language therapy when children are in mainstream schools
are also experienced by parents whose children are in special schools.

3. Raising standards of achievement

3.1 Parents’ comments suggest that there is a general problem of low expectations for children with
Down’s syndrome eg:

“The attitude is complacent and the comment: ‘He is doing very well for a Down’s boy’ sums it up.’”

“My experience on the whole, with people, is that wherever we go people assume he is far less able
than he is.”

3.2 Increased training for Learning Support Assistants is relevant to the issue of raising standards
(see 1.3, above).

4. The system of Statements

4.1 The vast majority of children with Down’s syndrome eventually receive a Statement of Special
Educational Needs, but 33% of parents reported that they had experienced diYculties in getting a Statement
for their child.

4.2 43% of parents said their Statement was not written in an acceptable way when they received it at the
proposed stage.

4.3 The comment with regard to lack of specification under 1.6, above, is relevant to parents’ views on
Statements. Unfortunately, the significance of “quantification” may not become apparent until too late:

“When we received our Proposed Statement we were asked if it was acceptable to us. Never having
seen a Statement before we said yes. Now three years on we have a seven year old with severe speech
problems and no provision within his Statement for specific speech therapy.”

4.4 DSA recommendations:

4.4.1 It is unacceptable that so many parents have to struggle at proposed Statement stage to get a
Statement which makes clear howmuch help their child is entitled to. It is equally unacceptable that parents
have to threaten to, or in some cases actually have to, appeal to the Tribunal in order to get their child’s
provision quantified on their Statement. Parliament intended LEAs to be under a duty to produce
Statements which protected children’s special educational provision. Vaguely written Statements do not do
that. Action needs to be taken against LEAs that persistently fail to fulfil their duties towards children with
special educational needs and we ask that the Select Committee recommends that the Department for
Education and Skills considers this as a matter of urgency.

5. Disability Discrimination

5.1 Almost one third (32%) of parents reported that they had encountered discrimination or prejudice
from professionals within the education service. Some of the comments made were:

“I have encountered indiVerence and discrimination from the owner of the nursery. She didn’t want
my son to be in theChristmas nativity play and she had enough to dowithout having him there as well.”

“When I have spoken to Heads . . . I have had some horrible comments about Down’s syndrome, for
example: We have good grades here, that won’t continue if your daughter comes here.”

“My main issue has been prejudice, particularly looking at Primary Schools. One teacher . . . said
“Some of them can be quite violent, can’t they?” Another comment was “Most children with
Statements go elsewhere. We once had a child with a Statement and it just didn’t work.”

5.2 The amendment to the Disability Discrimination Act would seem to have had very little impact on
professionals working within schools. Very few parents bring claims of discrimination against schools,
opting instead to try to find a more positive and more caring school for their child. Unfortunately, this
response risks encouraging schools to be unkind to children with Down’s syndrome as a way of reducing
their work load.
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5.3 DSA recommendation

The Select Committee should recommend that the DfES commission research into parents’ perceptions
of the incidence of disability discrimination in schools, into the reasons why so few schools seem to be aware
of their duties under the Act, and into the reasons why so few parents are using their right to bring a claim
against a school when staV have discriminated against their child.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by the British Council of Disabled People

The British Council of Disabled People represents over 130 organisations with diVerent impairments
which includes those with learning diYculties and autism. Our membership includes People First and
DANDA in addition to organisations and campaigns such as the Alliance for Inclusive Education and 2020
Campaign to End Segregated Education by 20201. Many of the disabled people involved in such campaigns
are themselves special school survivors.

Position Statement

BCODP have passed a motion at its AGM which has become a policy to campaign for the ending of
segregated education for disabled children by 2020. BCODP wants to see the ending of all segregated
education and would welcome any robust legislation to make this happen.

Inclusive Education

Inclusive Education is an education system which welcomes all children regardless of type and severity
of impairment. The underpinning philosophy is that the education environment is shaped by its pupils who
attend the school rather via versus. The latter assumes that some disabled children will never benefit from
a supported mainstream school placement, as implied by the Education Act. The former assumes it is not
the child’s impairment(s) that is the barrier, but how their education is organised which underpins a legal
framework that supports parallel schooling for disabled and none disabled children in diVerent types of
schools.

Evidence

The Alliance for Inclusive Education2 and Disability Equality Into Education3 are submitting evidence
to illustrate how inclusive education canwork for disabled childrenwith diVerent impairments’. And further
Ofsted4 have produced reports stating that none of the children’s education has been adversely aVected by
disabled children’s inclusion.Additionally disabled young peoples opportunities and self-esteem is adversely
aVected by their attendance at a special school.5 BCODP will therefore be submitting evidence on how the
1996 Education Act together with Special Educational Needs and Disability Act prevents disabled children
from having a supported mainstream school. This submission compliments rather than substitutes the
evidence already provided by two BCODP member organisations.

Legal Framework

The 1981 Education Act was the first piece of legislation which gave disabled young people a “right” to
mainstream education, albeit not a legal one! It was not until 1996 EducationAct that disabled young people
and their parents were able to legally access a mainstream school placement if successful on appeal. And in
2001, the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act “strengthened” the rights of disabled children to
attend mainstream schools by providing an overall duty for LEA’s to consider parents preference for
mainstream provision and extending the Disability Discrimination Act provisions to provide for disability
discrimination within education settings.

1 2020 Campaign To End Segregated Education.
2 Alliance for Inclusive Submission.
3 Disability Equality Into Education Submission.
4 Inclusion and Pupil Achievement DfES RR578 2004.
5 Rustemier S, “The Case Against Segregation Into Special Schools—A Look At the Evidence.” 2003.
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How Does the LawWork in Practise?

BCODPmembers have over the years supported disabled young peoples struggles for inclusive education
through a number of ways, by providing advocacy including the representation at Special Educational
Needs Tribunals and thereafter assisting with High Court appeals like recent MH v London Borough of
Hounslow case6, through supporting high profile campaigns like Niki Crane to raise the issues of injustice
and responding to Government policies and consultations.

The Law Creates an Injustice by Allowing Local Authorities to Segregate Children

The SENDA was supposed to make the law governing children’s rights to mainstream education easily
understood and easier to use when necessary by pupils and their families. However, what has happened is
practise is that the law governing disabled children’s rights to mainstream education has become more
complicated and harder for young people and their families to understand and use. The law is complicated—
so much so that even Special Educational Needs Tribunals panels who are chaired by lawyers with a
minimum of seven years post qualifying experience have diYculties with understanding the law governing
inclusion!

The Law Provides a Two Tier System of Rights Between Disabled Children With and Without
Statements of SEN

SENDA has actually created a two tier system of rights between diVerent groups of disabled children.
Disabled children can not be sent to a special school if one is fortunate enough to access appropriate
provision within their own school resources. However, if themainstream school can not provide the support
needed within their own resources then the disabled child loses his/her legal right to a mainstream school
placement. This is because the LEA can consider and name a special school in a child’s statement of SEN.
This is discriminatory and unjust. There are parents who will not seek the additional support in fear of the
local authority and thereafter the tribunal ordering the child to attend a special school.

The Law Provides an Art Bury Method for Deciding Who Will or Will Not Benefit From
Receiving a SupportedMainstream School Placement

Section 316A and Schedule 27(3)

These main clauses and schedules deal with the law governing both the LEAs and SENDIST’s panels’
consideration of a mainstream school placement for a disabled child. Section 316 centres upon firstly
whether the child’s education would aVect the eYcient education of the other children and thereafter their
general duty to comply with a parent’s preference for mainstream education.

Efficient Education of Other Children

The s(316) Inclusive Education guidelines have been used to prevent the inclusion of disabled children,
particularly those with severe and profound learning diYculties into mainstream schools even though it’s
intention was to ensure that a child with severe EBD did not impinge upon the eYcient education of other
children. The problem is once a law permits segregation even for one child then a whole legal and appeals
procedure must be put in place which diverts resources from providing for children’s schooling into paying
legal costs. This results in all disabled children’s legal rights to mainstream schooling being undermined.

Section 316A and associated Inclusive Schooling guidance deals with the LEA’s overall duty to consider
parents preference for a mainstream school placement whilst schedule 27(3) focuses on the naming of a
particular school in the child’s SEN Statement. The “Inclusive Schooling” Guidance makes it clear that the
tribunal panel on appeal must satisfy themselves all reasonable steps have been taken to ensure that the
child’s education is compatible with the eYcient education of the other children before naming a special
school placement. Tribunal panels can consider whatever factors they wish and what weight should be given
to each of them when making an order to include a named mainstream school. Such weight given to such
factors like costs, practicality and disruptionwill vary between panels. Indeed, the suitability and costs under
schedule 27(3) are and have been considered by tribunal panels when considering any mainstream schools
under section (316). So therefore children are at the whim of the tribunal’s panels onwhat factors theywould
like to consider on the day! As a consequence, two diVerent tribunal panels with exactly the same evidence
and facts can arrive a diVerent decision on whether a child should be placed in a mainstream school simply
based on what weight they wish to give for each of the factor and whether reasonable steps can be taken.
Such a system is very arbitrary which allows disabled children to be segregated simply on the subjective

6 [2004].
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assessments carried out by three allegedly independent persons who in the main represent the professionals
that already believe that some children ought to be segregated simply on the grounds of the type or severity
of “impairment”7.

The LawCreates ExtremeDifficulties forDisabledChildrenWanting to Transfer From a Special
toMainstream Provision

Schedule 27(8) governs disabled children’s rights to change schools on a yearly basis. This provision
makes it almost impossible for disabled children to transfer from special to mainstream school provision
unless the LEA would agree to carry out a statutory assessment without too much fuss8. Disabled children
must go through the whole statutory assessment and statementing process which can include a further three
tribunal appeals9 over a 12 month period. This is a large disincentive for children and parents to make a
fresh appeal if after the tribunal or LEA have named a special school in the child’s statement or after giving
special schooling a go. This has arisen because s(316) the general duty to consider a parents preference for
amainstream school only applies when the LEA have issued a proposed statement of SEN and that the LEA
and tribunals can only consider changing the name rather than type of school under schedule 27(8).10

The Law is Ineffective for Ensuring the LEA Does Arrange Implementation of a Tribunal Order

Even after the tribunal have ordered a mainstream school placement with appropriate support, there are
no incentives for LEAs to comply with its implementation. The only redress children have is judicial review
which can be expensive and lengthy and where such judicial remedies are discretionary including the use of
injunctions. Such applications can take up to four months and even longer. This therefore leaves children
without any eVective and speedy remedy where LEAs have decided to drag their feet or frustrate the
implementation of a tribunal order11.

Disability Discrimination Act

The Disability Discrimination Act has had benefits for disabled children who require accessible buildings
and classrooms and where some adaptations is required in school policies to ensure disabled children are
not treated less favourably (White)12. And that the courts had made it clear that schools which deliberately
avoid arranging educational provision will also be considered as disability discrimination (Buniak).
However, the law governing disabled children’s access to mainstream education does not provide suYcient
legal safeguards despite the amended Disability Discrimination Act 1995’s to include education and the
DisabilityDiscriminationAct 2005which has emphasised LEAs and Schools duties only to not discriminate
but also to promote disability equality. This is because many children with SEN labels are not covered by
the Disability Discrimination Act. Such children are those who have EBD but without a “medical” mental
health diagnosis such asADAH.As a consequence, such children can not challenge disability discrimination
even if they are treated less favourably simply because of having a statement of SEN. BCODP know in some
instances that no mainstream school will accept a child with “Challenging behaviour” regardless what
provision the LEA is or willing to provide. Such discrimination can not presently be challenged under the
DDA unless the child has a “medically” recognisable mental health diagnosis.

BCODP do not think that parents should decide on which type of education their child should receive.
BCODP considers that all disabled children must be supported to attend a mainstream school. This is
because many parents base their decision on their inability to see that their children can be included in
mainstream, lack of experience of seeing disabled children positively included in mainstream schools and
the wider community and the fear of professionals.

Recommendations

— All disabled children have an absolute legal right to attend a mainstream school regardless who
arranges the provision that is required.

— All disabled children have a legal right to an assessment of need which underpins the social model
of disability.

— All disabled children have a legal right to be given the support they need to access mainstream
education including homework, extra curricular activities and school trips.

7 Brandon S, “The Invisible Wall—Niki’s Fight To Be Included”, Parents With Attitude, 1997.
8 IPSEA case work and recent campaign pledges.
9 Refusal to undertake a statutory assessment, refusal to issue statement and thereafter contents of the statement.
10 Slough BC v Mr and Mrs C 2004.
11 Levenes Law Firm has and still deals with judicial review cases involving non implementation of tribunal orders for
mainstream school provisions.

12 2002.
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— All disabled children are entitled to a quick legal remedy if local authorities continue to breach
their legal duty with arranging the provision and school placement to facilitate their inclusion.

— A legal framework for ensuring all local authorities will have the capacity by 2020 to support every
disabled child’s access to mainstream provision which includes the phasing out of special school
provision, or at least in the state sector.

— One legal framework for dealing with all disabled children which includes those labelled as
having SEN.

BCODP would like to provide oral evidence explaining how the law must be amended and replaced so
that all children have a right to attend their local mainstream school.

October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Disability Equality in Education

Disability Equality in Education welcome this opportunity to submit evidence and would welcome the
opportunity to follow this up with oral evidence.

1. What is Disability Equality in Education

Disability Equality in Education is the leading training and consultancy organiation in the UK for
Inclusion and disability equality.

Disability Equality in Education (DEE)since its inception as a charity in 1996 has been working
extensively with the public sector, primarily with Local EducationAuthorities and schools, developing their
capacity to meet new requirements under part 4 of the DDA Special Educational Needs and Disability Act.
DEE has delivered training on inclusion to 65,000 education professionals in schools all over the country
in 120 LEA’s. A DEE survey undertaken by Oxford Brookes University in 2001 found that in 91% of their
training events, trainers had been rated as good or excellent. Six months later, a telephone survey revealed
that 60% of the client organisations had changed their working practices as a result of the DEE training.
The average figure for 2004–05 overall training was rated at 95% good or excellent.

Disability Equality in Education is a Charitable Company Limited by guarantee, but despite the unique
and valuable work we do to build the capacity of mainstream schools all over the country we are currently
having to prepare to wind up as we do not have core grant anymore. Surely our work should be supported
by Government?

DEE has also worked towards empowering and educating disabled people about their rights, the social
model and self activity. DEE has run 27 training the trainer courses ranging from two to four days involving
430 disabled people. These took place in Glasgow, Carlisle, Newcastle, Leeds, Manchester, Halifax
Nottingham, Leicester, Loughborough, Birmingham, Bristol, London, Newham, Essex, Southampton and
CardiV on various dates.

Two of these courses were for young disabled people (30) and twowere tailored tomeet the needs of adults
with learning diYculties (35). In addition DEE has run courses for parents of disabled people and non-
disabled allies. This has led to a network of 160 trainers and consultants, many of whom have worked with
local authorities on managing change and key disability legislative changes. The network has held five
annual conferences attended by over 120 participants. In addition DEE have organised four anti-racism
courses for trainers and five advanced trainers courses involving 136 disabled people. This project was
funded by the Big Lottery from 2002 to 2005.

2. Introduction

Education is a fundamental element of ensuring disabled children and young people are included in
society, achieve their potential and flourish as human beings. The recent, and not so recent experience of
education for disabled people is of massive under-achievement and segregation, which leads to high non-
employment, poverty and lack of worthwhile social relationships.

The UK Disabled Peoples Movement is clear that inclusive education, which develops the capacity of
mainstream schools to meet the diverse needs of all learners, is the way to achieve this transformation to
give eVective education to disabled people. Involving disabled people in the identification and removal of
social, organisational, environmental and attitudinal barriers is the key to developing inclusive education
and ending segregation.

3. Provision for SEN Pupil’s in “Mainstream Schools”

Recent Government Statistics suggest that all but 14.9% of pupils with statements and those on the school
action plus stage of the code of practice are attending mainstream schools.
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Figure 1

PLASC DATA FOR ENGLAND 2004 BY TYPE OF SCHOOL AND IMPAIRMENT

All
Special Percent

PLASC Impairment Primary Secondary Schools Total of Total Rank

Specific Learning DiYculties 41,780 41,250 750 83,780 14.2% 3
Moderate Learning DiYculty 83,310 58,100 28,520 171,930 29.2% 1
Severe Learning DiYculty 7,340 3,070 21,620 32,020 5.4% 5
Profound and Multiple LD 1,150 260 6,380 7,780 1.3% 10
Behaviour, Emotional & Social DiYculties 52,560 61,930 12,390 126,890 21.5%
Speech, Language & Comm Needs 50,130 10,720 3,040 63,890 10.8% 4
Hearing Impairment 6,090 5,130 1,740 12,960 2.2% 9
Visual Impairment 3,510 2,650 1,000 7,170 1.2% 11
Multi-Sensory Impairment 510 180 170 860 0.014% 12
Physical Disability 11,790 7,540 5,330 24,660 4.1% 8
Autistic Spectrum Disorder 15,950 6,710 8,610 31,260 5.3% 6
Other DiYculty/Impairment 12,180 12,370 9,990 25,530 4.3% 7

286,300 209,910 89,550 588,730 100%

Source DfES SEN Statistical Bulletin. November 2004

3.1 Figure 1 suggests 6.2% of secondary and 6.7% of primary pupils are disabled in January 2004. This
indicates that only 15.2% of these disabled pupils attend state special schools. The largest groups of
impairment are Moderate Learning DiYculty (29%), followed by Behavioural, Emotional and Social
DiYculties (21%), Specific Learning DiYculties (14.%) Speech, Language and Communication Needs with
(10%), Severe Learning DiYculties (5.4%) and Autism with (5.3%). Although many disabled children have
more than one impairment respondents were asked to only record one. Sensory and physical impairments
which are usually thought of as the main groups of disabled people, together only represent 7.6% of the
total.

3.2 The 2005 figure has recently been released and the overall number of disabled pupils is up by 11,000
to 597,770 with only 14.9% attending special schools. The overall figure includes maintained and non-
maintained special schools but not hospital schools, independent schools or pupil referral units or children
in secure children’s homes. The figures for these groups add another 70,000 children, but this includes all
those with non-statemented special needs in independent schools and PRU’s as well as those with
statements. If all those pupils with non-statemented and statemented SEN are added together they equate
to 17.8% of the total school population.

3.3 The proportion of disabled pupils included varies greatly LEA by LEA and indeed school by school.
This demonstrates it is not to do with the type or degree of impairment, but policies of the Authority, the
school and its ethos.

3.4 Where do disabled children go to school? Examining where disabled pupils go to school (ie special
ormainstream) there is huge local variation, which depends both on geography andLEApolicy. (See Figure
2) Although, overall the figures show a 0.02% national decrease in segregation in special schools, PRU’s,
independent and hospital schools, they mask huge variations. Greenwich, Tower Hamlets, Manchester,
Lambeth and Islington all urban areas with a traditionally high level of segregation who have adopted a
conscious policy to developmore inclusive practice all showed reductions in segregation ranging from0.51%
to 0.20%.

3.5 EquallyWolverhampton, Milton Keynes, Southwark, StaVordshire and Hammersmith and Fulham
all increased segregation by between 0.26 and 0.18%. Segregation has historically been a product of urban
areas and municipal socialism. Rural areas such as Cumbria and North Yorkshire have found it more
impractical to move children around and have resourced mainstream schools. Newham and Barnsley,
Nottinghamshire andNottinghamCity have over the last 15 years adopted conscious inclusion policies and
this shows.

3.6 The postcode lottery of destinations of special versus mainstream schools for disabled young people
cannot be justified. Disabled pupils in Newham are 24 times less likely to be segregated than their
counterparts in South Tyneside. Given the diVerent outcomes of special versus mainstream education as
regards achievement and social relationships these figures seriously challenge government policy on
inclusion.

3.7 Nationally Ofsted (2004) has found little or no change in progress towards inclusion, despite
Government intentions. This contradicts popular perception that there has been a bigmove of children from
special schools tomainstream schools. Figure 3 on inclusion shows that there is almost as large a proportion
of children in segregated settings as there were six years ago. A rapid increase in the numbers in Pupil
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Referral Units (an increase of 25% 2001–03) has helped to maintain this. In addition disabled children from
state schools have increasingly been placed in independent schools supported by a LEA funding and
statement. This has gone up from 6,600 in 2001 to 7,930 in 2005.

Figure 2

PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS IN SEGREGATED SETTINGS, 2002 AND 2004 BY LEA TOP 10
INCLUDERS AND SEGREGATORS

Overall Overall
2002 2004 Change 2002 2004 change

England: 148 LEAs 0.84 0.82 "0.02
Top 10 includers 2004 Top 10 segregators
Newham 0.15 0.06 "0.09 South Tyneside 1.41 1.45 !0.05
Rutland 0.22 0.23 !0.01 Wirral 1.35 1.34 "0.01
Nottinghamshire 0.45 0.45 0.00 Halton 1.26 1.32 !0.06
Nottingham 0.47 0.47 0.00 Knowsley 1.43 1.32 "0.11
Cumbria 0.43 0.49 !0.06 Stoke-on-Trent 1.41 1.23 "0.18
Barnsley 0.43 0.50 !0.07 Birmingham 1.09 1.21 !0.12
East Riding Yorkshire 0.45 0.50 !0.05 Lewisham 1.19 1.21 !0.02
Havering 0.53 0.51 "0.02 Brighton & Hove 1.22 1.20 "0.02
Herefordshire 0.53 0.51 "0.02 Manchester 1.42 1.16 "0.26
Kensington & Chelsea 0.51 0.51 0.00 Middlesborough 1.20 1.16 "0.04

Rotherham 1.20 1.16 "0.04

Source: Rustemier, S, and Vaughan, M, (2005) Segregation Trends LEAs in England 2002–04 CSIE
Bristol 2005.

Figure 3

NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN ALL SPECIAL SCHOOLS (INCLUDING PUPIL REFERRAL
UNITS) AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE NUMBER IN MAINSTREAM SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND

1999–2005

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

1.4 1.38 1.37 1.37 1.39 1.38 1.39

Source: Ofsted October 2004. The 2004 and 2005 figures from DfES (2005) Statistics SFR 24/2005.

“A minority of mainstream schools met special needs very well and others are becoming better at
doing so.more schools than before see themselves as inclusive and are keen to be identified as such.
However, by no means do all schools regard themselves as having the experience, skills and
resources to make eVective provision.”—Ofsted (2004).

3.8 What appears to be happening is that a minority of schools, perhaps 10–15% have embraced the
inclusion agenda and are proud of their achievements. A much larger number of schools have accepted the
principle of inclusion, but don’t know how to implement it and have not really changed their attitudes and
practices. Aminority of schools are actively against inclusion and think it will lower standards (Ofsted 2004,
DfES RAP 2005).

4. Models of Provision—Inclusion and Integration?

4.1 Inclusion and integration are often used interchangeably with inclusion being more common
recently. However, there is now considerable consensus that integration or placement is not inclusion.
Integration is the placement or location of disabled pupils or students in mainstream or ordinary settings
where they largely need to fit in or adapt themselves to the mainstream setting. The disabled person needs
to overcome the barriers that exist. If the integrated placement does not work then they can always be placed
in a segregated special school or unit where the expertise is supposed to exist tomeet their special educational
needs. This way of thinking is based on the medical model of disability which draws on an oppressive
ideology of disabilism reinforced by stereotypes in popular culture such as comics, films, TV and literature.
The medical model views the issue of diVerence as negative and a problem rooted in the person and their
impairment. This needs to be rehabilitated and/or fixed.
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4.2 The Warnock Report outlined the idea of integration in 1978. Only the fullest form of “functional
integration” began to approach what is required for inclusion. However Warnock’s Report was based on
a medical model and individual approach as opposed to a right’s based approach.

“The first form of integration relates to the physical LOCATIONof special educational provision
where special units or classes are set up in ordinary schools. It may be the most tenuous form of
association. Even so it can bring worth-while gains [and can] oVer handicapped and non-
handicapped children the opportunity of familiarising themselves with the other.

The second form of integration which we have identified relates to its SOCIAL aspect, where
children attending a special class or unit eat, play and consort with other children, and possibly
share organised out-of-classroom activities with them.

The third and fullest form of integration is FUNCTIONAL integration. This is achieved where
the locational and social association of children with special needs with their fellows leads to joint
participation in educational programmes. Functional integration makes the greatest demands
upon an ordinary school, since it requires the most careful planning of class and individual
teaching programmes to ensure that all the children benefit, whether or not they have special
educational needs.”—(DFES 1978 p 100–101).

4.3 Special educational needs are “needs which are diVerent to or additional to those provided for in an
ordinary or mainstream school”( DfES 2001b). This is a variant of medical model thinking, which is largely
still based on measuring diVerences from normality and ameliorating or fixing the defects identified. If this
view is adopted then it follows that some disabled children can be integrated, but those with the more
significant or less commonly occurring impairments must be taught were the expertise about their
impairments exists in special schools or units. (Mason 2000)

4.4 Inclusion on the other hand is a right’s based approach to the education of disabled pupils and
students and others subject to exclusionary pressures. The right to attend and fully participate in the
educational and social life of the mainstream school or college is accepted. Inclusion is a dynamic and
ongoing process in which managers, staV, pupils or students, parents and the local community address and
remove barriers so all can achieve their potential and flourish socially and academically. This process of
restructuring and removing social, environmental, organisational and attitudinal barriers can apply to any
mainstream school or college that progressively make adjustments or accommodations to include disabled
pupils and students. (Rieser 2000)

4.5 Fundamental to this right’s based approach is the adoption of a “social model” of disability thinking.
The socialmodel was developed by theDisabled People’sMovement in theUK in response to the oppression
faced as disabled people. The discrimination and lack of rights disabled people face largely arise from society
rather than being the result of impairment-the loss of physical, sensory ormental function. The SocialModel
shows how disability is created by lack of access, lack of understanding, lack of awareness and oppressive
attitudes and behaviour to disabled people. The Social Model maintains that it is not our impairments that
need to be changed—it is barriers in society. Social Model thinkers say that the human rights of disabled
people are denied. The Social Model stresses the fact that if barriers are removed and we are given the
support we need to take part in society on an equal basis as a right, not a favour, then society will change
and disabled people will be truly empowered. (Oliver 1996)

4.6 Inclusive education aims to equip all people with the skills needed to build inclusive communities.
Alliance for Inclusive Education (1999).

“Inclusive education is based on the following principles:

1. A person’s worth is independent of their skills or abilities.

2. Every human being is able to feel and think.

3. Every human being has a right to communicate and be heard.

4. All human beings need each other.

5. Real education can only happen in the context of real relationships.

6. All people need support and friendship from their peers.

7. Progress for all learners is achieved by building on things people can do rather than what
they can’t.

8. Diversity brings strength to all living systems.

9. Collaboration is more progressive than competition.”.

5. What Characterises SuccessfulMainstream Provision?

5.1 Disability Equality in Education recently carried out the Reasonable Adjustment Project for the
DfES(2006). We visited over 40 schools across the country that wanted to share their inclusive practice and
have it filmed. This followed on from a previous DfES funded project in 2000 “Count Me In”, where 12
mainstream schools had been visited. During 2004 the Alliance for Inclusive Education(2004) also visited
20 schools—“Snapshots of Possibility”.
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5.2 None of the schools in these projects were diVerent in resources or general intake to the schools that
surrounded them but they had developed the capacity to include a wider diversity of pupils. They also all
reported that their attainment test results for all pupils had improved and exclusion decreased as they
developed their inclusive ethos and practice.

5.3 A number of key factors emerged as vital in developing this approach. These are enabling factors that
support the development of good inclusion. School leaders/managers need to ensure they and their staV
develop eVective anticipatory reasonable adjustments for disabled pupils. The following enabling factors
appear to be key to this process, both in practice and policy across the school.

— Vision and values based on an inclusive ethos-welcoming diversity.

— Having a “can do” attitude in making adjustments.

— Identifying barriers to learning and achievement and finding practical solutions.

— Developing strong collaborative relationships with pupils and parents.

— Empowering pupils to have a meaningful voice.

— Low exclusion rates linked to positive approaches to challenging behaviour.

— Strong leadership by senior management and governors.

— EVective staV training and development.

— Drawing on the expertise of outside agencies and working with special schools.

— Maximising opportunities for funding and using it flexibly.

— Meeting the impairment specific needs of pupils sensitively.

— Regularly undertaking critical reviews and evaluation which involve all staV, pupils, parents,
governors and outside agencies.

— Good communication between head, staV, staV, pupils, parents and outside agencies.

5.4 In recent years there has been a rapid growth of Teaching Assistants working under the direction of
the teacher. The class or subject teacher is responsible for the learning of all pupils in their class. When
planning and working well together the quality of learning and teaching dramatically improves not just for
disabled pupils but also their non-disabled peers. The Inclusion chapter in the National Curriculum (QCA
2000) gives statutory advice to all teachers on how to develop a more inclusive curriculum:

— setting suitable learning challenges;

— responding to pupils diverse needs; and

— overcoming potential barriers to learning and assessment for individuals and groups of pupils.

5.5 However, the Qualifications &CurriculumAuthority carried out a survey in 2003 and found very few
teachers aware of these principles. Furthermore, Ofsted found few schools making substantial adjustments
to the curriculum (Ofsted October 2004 p 13).

5.6 TheGovernment’s strategy for SENover the next 10 years puts improving the capacity ofmainstream
schools to includes a diversity of pupils at the heart of its approach (Removing Barriers to AchievementDfES
2004). However, there is still an issue of Government priorities—narrow interpretations of improving
standards and introducing PFI and City Academies, together with full delegation of budgets to schools—
all of which are in certain ways in conflict with the inclusion policy.

For example the loss of ring fenced Standards Grant for developing inclusive practice has meant that
many schools who need training in the theory and practice of inclusion and disability equality training are
not having this training. In far too many schools we find that the SENCO is seen as the one responsible
teacher when a whole school approach needs to be taken, led by the Headteacher and Senior Management
Team. There is significant evidence from the Reasonable Adjustment Project that points to the fact when
this whole school approach is taken, then an inclusion ethos develops and schools are able to accommodate
successfully a wider range of disabled pupils.

Schools and their leaders need incentives to prioritise the development of their inclusive capacity.

A key here is inclusion training for all initial teacher training, muchmore eVective beginner and in-service
professional development programme, as well as, recognition of inclusion as a political priority in
education policy.

6. Provision for SEN and Disabled Pupils in Special Schools

6.1 Despite much talk of special schools as centres of excellence and repositories of expertise. There is a
lack of evidence to back up such statements. Indeed the evidence from adults who attended such
establishments is largely negative. They are disabled children grown up and their views should be listened to.
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6.2 The views of disabled adults who attended special schools

6.2 “Along with our families, we have been victims of a whole way of thinking about disability that is
fundamentally mistaken. This thinking we call ‘The Medical Model of Disability’. It sees all our diYculties
as a direct result of our impairments. It turns us into ‘patients’ in need of treatment and cure, even when
cure is not possible. A whole separate system has been developed on this model, called Special Education.
We are diagnosed, labelled, and sent away or separated to have our ‘Special Educational Needs’ met. Our
ordinary needs, such as for love, friendship, security, play, and often education, do not get met, and this is
why we are so against this process.

Disabled people who are now adults still bear the scars from our early experiences of being forced to leave
our families, of being alone and afraid, of being abused by strangers, of being de-valued, underestimated
and bored. We remember being used as medical ‘Guinea Pigs’, of being the victims of bullying and racism
in our special schools, sometimes by the staV:

We recall being over protected and denied the opportunities to grow up and develop social skills. We
remember having very little meaningful education and leaving school completely unable to compete with
other people our own age, even to further our own education.

We all have painful memories of leaving school and all its false security with no confidence to interact with
the mainstream world. Many disabled people never manage to re-enter ordinary life, but are condemned
to live a parallel but separate life dominated by services and systems. This is especially true of residential
provision.

We are aware of the resulting ignorance and fear of disability that is inevitable when young disabled
people are excluded from the lives of non-disabled people—an ignorance which forces disabled people to
hide away, or be in the role of perpetual teacher, and which makes non-disabled people believe they need
special training before they can be with us.

With the changes in legislation, the transfer of SEN budgets to schools, and the growing body of examples
of successful inclusive education, we do not believe there is any good reason for special schools to continue
to exist. They exist only because of the reluctance of teachers to develop their skills, or the manipulation of
parents’ fears by professionals using the medical model of disability.

The argument that special schools still serve the needs of those children with the most severe or complex
impairments is the opposite of the truth. The children left in special schools are the most isolated, the most
vulnerable, and the most in need of inclusion.” (2020 Campaign)

The “2020 Campaign” is an organisation of disabled people and their organisations campaigning for the
ending of segregated education by the year 2020.

6.2.1 “The experience of being hidden away, with the assumption that I was worthless, still haunts me
with a terror I can’t describe. Nobody should be put through that. Yet there are hundreds forcibly excluded
from life everyday” (Maresa MacKeith)

6.2.2 “The focus was on our physical impairments, not on giving you skills for your adult life. There was
no ‘What is your career path?’—no focus, direction or outlook. School was a medical chemical bubble—
sterile.”—(Michelle Daley)

6.2.3 “School wasn’t about social skills and speech. It was about walking all the f**king time”. “Chailey
made me into a ‘supercrip’. I still have problems accepting support. Made me really insecure. Took a long
time to realise that I’m intelligent and have any self-worth. I still feel very scared. Couldn’t accept I am
beautiful or loveable. I always try too hard. I’ve always got to be the best.”—(Edwina McCarthy)

6.2.4 “I wouldn’t go to the loo at school because I was afraid of the dinner ladies who used to take us.
They took our knickers down in full view and then sat us on the loo and left us for about 20 minutes. The
whole of the dinner break went like that. I was very skinny and bony. Only weighed 3° stone. It was so
uncomfortable. There was no gentleness. No kindness. Very degrading. They ignored our impairments.”—
(Jane Campbell)

6.2.5 “The worst times were between the ages of six and 11—Five years of sheer hell. The ‘care’ staV team
treated us disgracefully. Children with more significant impairments were targeted most and were regularly
made fun of for the way they talked, walked or the way they looked. Many of the children who took longer
to walk back to the dormitory from school were punished by being sent straight to bed without supper.
Those of us who were more mobile were considered diYcult and trouble-makers because we were able to
speak up for ourselves.

“These young and inexperienced ‘care’ staV terrorised over us for almost four years. We all
experienced constant ridicule and torment from people who were supposedly employed to ‘care’
for us. I remember one young boy being dragged down two flights of stairs because he had wet the
bed. On another occasion I remember a group of three or four ‘care’ staV standing round a young
boy (who had a significant speech impairment), as he ate his food, laughing at him because
swallowing made him drool more. At the time we knew we were being treated badly, but we were
so terrified that we didn’t tell anybody. A friend and I tried to confide in a member of teaching
staV but the backlash for ‘telling tales’ was that we were sent to bed at 5 pm straight after supper
as a punishment.”—(Tara Flood)
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6.2.6 “I was forced to go to chapel. The Headmaster was a Reverend but I wasn’t a Christian. They made
me stand up and sing. I used to mouth something else. I thought ‘This is not my religion’ but they tried to
make me fit in.”—(Haq Ismail)

6.2.7 “After leaving school I had no social networks. I still feel aVected because I didn’t have the diverse
experiences of a normal teenage life.”—(Ali Kashmiri)

6.2.8 “Some of the brighter children who were more physically able than I was and did not have a speech
impairment left M School gradually there was a decline in the level of education as the school was left with
fewer children. There were fewer subjects and the work became a lot less challenging. This is when I noticed
that I was deteriorating mentally due to the lack of stimulation and it was extremely frightening.”—(Sapna
Ramnani)

6.2.9 “We will be the labels they have given us. When they look at us they see the label. They do not see
children who one day will be mothers or fathers, be bakers or carpenters, shop workers or oYce workers,
artists or mountaineers, poets or politicians. This means that people with learning diYculties will leave
school with no qualifications, unable to face any job interview, and with little or no idea of what they would
like to do. It is not surprising that people with learning diYculties end up unemployed or in work experience
or adult training centres for the rest of their lives”.

Special Schools—And Now We Are DiVerent, People First—Scotland.

6.3 Achievement in special schools

Bearing in mind that the majority of children in special schools( See Figure 1) have the same range of
impairments as disabled pupils attending mainstream schools eg:

— Moderate Learning DiYculty 32% special school population.

— Behavioural Emotional and Social DiYculty14% special school population.

— Autism Spectrum Disorder 11% special school population.

— Physical and sensory impairments and speech and language 23%.

Which leaves 31% with the label Severe and Profound and Multiple Learning DiYculty.

So what are the outcomes of special school education compared to mainstream schools?

Where is the best place to increase standards of achievement for disabled pupils?

The answer to this is clearly in the mainstream when the capacity exists.

6.4 Standards The evidence on standards is clear. A whole range of studies find few if any negative
impacts on the attainment and achievement of pupils without SEN. (See literature reviewDyson et al (2004)
and Hegarty 1993).

6.5 “Inclusion and Pupil Achievement (Dyson et al 2004, p 44), a research study commissioned by the
DfES, took the National Pupil Data base and found that in high including Local Education Authorities, as
measured by the low proportion of pupils sent to special schools, there was no negative relationship with
attainment scores compared to LEAs where a higher proportion of pupils were sent to special schools. This
applied across scores on all four Key Stage tests. This study did find a slight negative relationship between
inclusions and attainment, but this was far less significant than variation from socio-economic factors.
Schools with deprived populations often had high levels of inclusion. The between school variance was also
very high which would suggest there are high including schools where attainment is high and these have
much to teach other schools in developing their capacity.

6.6 Comparing outcomes from this study which drew on the National Pupil Database for 2002 with
scores for pupils in special schools it is clear any minor variation is outweighed by the significant diVerences
between special school and mainstream attainment in Year 11. See Figure 4.

Figure 4

KS4 NATIONAL AVERAGE POINT SCORE 2002 FOR DISABLED PUPILS

All Year 11 pupils 38.55
Those with SEN non-statemented in mainstream 21.85
Those with SEN and statemented pupils in mainstream 16.99
Year 11 pupils in all special schools 2.4

Source: DfES National Pupil Data Base 2002 and Dyson et al (2004)

64 is the maximum score for best 8 GNVQ/GCSE’s at Grade A.

6.7 Figure 5 shows similar findings in the KS4 GCSE/GNVQ annual Tables of the last few years. Prior
to 1995 no data was reported for special schools: perhaps because it was not expected that children attending
these schools could achieve in national tests.
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Figure 5

GCSE & GNVQ—ENGLAND: 15 YEAR OLDS—2003 AND 2004

1 A*-G !

Grade Entry Level
Year 5 A*-C 5 A*-G In 2004 No Passes

All 2004 53.4% 86.4% 95.8% 4.2%
2003 52.6% 88.6% 94.6% 5.4%

Special Schools* 2004 0.4% 4.8% 59%w 41%
2003 0.9% 5.4% 32% 68%

* Community & Foundation Special Schools, PRU’s and Hospital Schools.

w In 2004 the Government included entry level which is well below G level at GCSE in this category.

7.14 A further piece of evidence about the successful outcome of inclusion comes from the London
Borough of Newham. Since 1983 Newham has led the way on closing special schools and developing
inclusive practice in its mainstream schools. The year 2000 was the first cohort of disabled students who
previously would have attended special schools who had gone right through mainstream. Their attainment
results are very interesting compared to national figures. (Figure 6). A comparison of Figures 5 and 6 is an
indicator of the (low expectations and) poor results in the special schools. It shows that inclusion is better
for disabled and non-disabled pupils.

Figure 6

NEWHAM AND NATIONAL KS4 GCSE/GNVQ RESULTS

Number GCSE 5 GCSE 5 GCSE
1A*-G % A*-G A*-C

Newham Average 99% 93.2% 36.3%
England Average 94.4% 88.9% 49.2%
Newham Mainstream with Statements£ 101 88.3%(83) 60.6%(57) 4.25%(4)
Year 11 Projectw 22 0% 0% 0%
JFK& Becton Special Schools* 8 0% 0% 0%
Total 131

Source: DfEE Statistics Secondary performance Tables andWhat Next: Post 16 Opportunities for young
disabled people living in Newham, Newham Council November 2001.

w This was a project for pupils with Behavioural diYculties run at the FE College.

* JFK/Becton were the remaining special schools.

6.8 It is often argued that inclusion in Newham has been achieved by exporting many of the pupils with
the most severe and complex impairments to other Boroughs. The Borough has 14 resourced mainstream
schools and is planning one more. After this it will run this provision down as the capacity of staV to meet
diverse needs in all schools increases. In addition more parents of disabled children are wanting them to
attendmainstream schools. Figure 7 demonstrates that in 2004 only 117 pupils were in special schools out of
the Borough and 78 in the remaining special school. All other pupils were on the rolls ofmainstream schools.

Figure 7

NEWHAM PUPILS IN SPECIAL SCHOOLS: IN AND OUT OF BOROUGH SPECIAL
SCHOOLS 2004

Numbers of Pupils in:

Residential Schools 28
Day Schools 77
Independent or non maintained 12
Total in out borough Special Schools 117 0.023%
JFK/Becton in Newham 78
Total in Special School& Percentage 195 0.039%*
Total Pupils in Borough 49,815

Source: Newham Inclusive Education Strategy 2004–07.

* This figure is diVerent to the numbers in Figure 2 and suggests such figures can only identify trends.

6.9 Some would argue that it is unfair to judge special schools by mainstream standards after all they
provide havens for children who can develop their social skills and be free of bullying.
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In fact, the National Bullying Survey (Smith et al 1995) found just as much bullying in special schools as
in mainstream schools.

But children, and especially disabled children need to develop social skills and friendships at school
because they can be isolated in the community if relationships are not intentionally built.

Recent research carried out by the Bolton “Data for Inclusion Project” asked children in 500 primary and
secondary schools what made them happy or unhappy at school, and what makes a good or bad teacher:

An overwhelming majority, (62.8%) of the 2,527 children surveyed said that it was “friends” that made
them happy at school. There was specific mention of particular friendships but also friendly teachers and
other friendly pupils. Feeling safe, making other children happy and being trusted by others also added to
their happiness. Joe Whittaker, John Kenworthy and Colin Crabtree, Bolton Data for Inclusion Project

6.10 Increasing self-esteem and social interaction

Improved attainment is certainly not the only or main reason why eVective inclusion is better for disabled
and non-disabled pupils and students. Dyson et al (2004 p 44) found evidence from teachers and pupils in
their 16 case study schools that inclusion can have positive eVects on the wider achievements of all pupils
such as social skills and understanding. They also found that pupils with SEN make good progress
academically, socially and personally. But also indicators that it may lead to social isolation and low self
esteem. This is why the intentional building of relationships such as setting up circles of friends (See Newton
&Wilson, 2003). Work by Wilson and Newton in Nottinghamshire has clearly demonstrated that planned
interventions by adults can increase social inclusion, and reduce bullying and isolation of disabled pupils.

6.11 “Growing upUnequal” (Hirst & Baldwin, 1994) was a study based on a stratified sample of disabled
and non-disabled young people aged 13 to 22. This identified significant diVerences in life style between the
disabled and disabled young people (see Figure 8.) Interestingly non-disabled young people reported higher
self esteem than their disabled counterparts with those who attended special schools having the lowest self
esteem of all.

Figure 8

DIFFERENCES IN SELF LIFE STYLE AND SELF-ESTEEM OF DISABLED AND
NON-DISABLED YOUNG PEOPLE

A (disabled) B (non-disabled)
Results

% %

Living with parents 92.0 86.0
Gone on holiday with friends 25.0 52.0
Had a spare time job 22.0 32.0
Looked after siblings 34.0 57.0
Had own key 51.0 76.0
Paid work 35.0 67.0
Had a boy/girl friend 30.0 40.0
DiYculty making friends 35.0 20.0
Satisfactory. network with friends 57.0 74.0
Self esteem score 7.3 8.5
Disabled mainstream 7.5 —
Disabled special school 6.6 —
Internal locus of control 8.8 9.3

The Survey used two stratified random samples of young people aged 13–22.

A: 400 disabled people on OPCS category 1–10.

B: 726 non-disabled young people.

6.12 The Post-16 Transitions Study Wave 3 (Aston et al, 2005) is a study of 1,019, 19 year old disabled
young people. 343 had attended special schools and 676 had attendedmainstream schools. 62% of the whole
sample said they spent three to seven nights a week with friends. 15% said they did not spend any nights a
week with friends. For those who had attended special school not spending any nights a week with friends
went up to 36% and for those who attended mainstream it came down to 8% (p 4).

In transition arrangements and support given those who attended special school were least likely to be
satisfied with their formal support (p 71). When asked about future perceived independence ie living away
from home in two years time, those who attended mainstream schools were amongst the highest and those
who attended special schools amongst the lowest in terms of perceived future independence (p 90). This
group were also the least likely to be hopeful about the future.
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6.13 The self esteem and social relationships of disabled young people who attended special schools
appear to be poorest. Disabled young people who attended mainstream schools have higher self esteem and
more friendships and independent activity after leaving school. But non disabled young people have higher
self esteem and are more independent on average. It could be argued that closing this self-esteem and
friendship gap is one of the main aims of inclusive education.

7. The Statementing Process

7.1 The statementing process provides an imperfect fall back system of safeguarding resources and
provision for children identified with special educational needs. The shortcomings of the system were well
demonstrated in the Audit Commission Report (2002) Special Educational Needs a Mainstream Issue.
Many of the recommendations made have not been fully addressed.

7.2 With the Disability Discrimination Act (1995) and SENDA (2001) coming from a rights base the
shortcomings of the old Special Educational Needs system are thrown into sharp contrast . The provision
disabled pupils need should largely be provided in every school with the capacity being developed and
resourced.

7.3 If a disabled pupil needs support then this should be provided by teachers and teaching assistants
adequately trained to provide it and schools adequately resourced to make the provision. More commonly
occurring needs for pupils such as speech and language, dyslexia, moderate learning diYculties, behavioural
and emotional needs and autism can be funded through a formula to all schools. Lower incidence needs
should be provided for by an exceptional needs fund held back from delegated funding as pupils with these
needs do not occur in all schools and occur unevenly across mainstream schools.

7.4 This type of system was put forward in “The Distribution of Resources to Support Inclusion” (DfES
November 2001). Variants on this system have been in operation for a number of years in Norfolk, East
Sussex, Nottinghamshire, Nottingham City and Newham to name but a few. In Nottinghamshire a survey
of parental and teacher satisfaction was carried out in 1992 which showed over 90% satisfaction. Here funds
were delegated to families of schools-typically one secondary, six or seven primaries and one special school
and a committee of practitioners from each school would determine how many children at each school
needed what level of support. The advantage of this system was that those who knew the child and their
needs could tailor resources and provision to their needs without undergoing a lengthy assessment process
to be determined by a distant panel.

7.5 Central Support services for disabled pupils are and have been threatened by excessive delegation of
budgets has had many negative consequences for the development of the capacity of mainstream schools
and should be reversed. As Ofsted have said:

“Support and outreach services promoted inclusion and improved the life chances of many
vulnerable pupils.

“The delegation of funding for support serivces had a negative eVect on the provision for some
pupils with SEN. It diminished the capacity of many LEAs to monitor the progress of pupils with
SEN and reduced the range and quantity of specialist staV available to provide advice and
support.”—Ofsted (2005) Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and outreach services.

What is needed is to replace statements is:

(i) A national framework of resource levels which is nationally funded, but locally allocated to
schools on the basis of need.

(ii) There should be new Primary legislation to ensure that the school would have to provide for the
needs of all pupils under an extension of the Disability Discrimination Act.

(iii) Schools could be resourced for commonly occurring types and degrees of impairment.

(iv) Low incidence needs would be determined by a multi-disciplinary assessment panel, which would
visit the pupil at their school and determine the type of support they need, the training staVwould
need and the level of support and advice from LEA services. This would be carried out following
the Italian model in a day or two rather than the six to 18 months currently.

(v) The Local Authority would also provide inclusion monitoring oYcers who would regularly visit
schools to observe practice and how provision is being made, to give advice and to generalise the
good practice in the school.

(vi) at a regional level specialist support teams would be developed to give advice and support for high
tech support such as communication aids, support for blind, deaf and deaf blind pupils, those with
extremely challenging behaviour and significant learning diYculties.

(vii) All pupils should be on the roll of a local mainstream school with a phased run in time.

(viii)Special schools should be co-located with mainstream schools or their provision moved to
resource base provision within the mainstream.
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(ix) Special schools should be taken out of the funding formula, as part of the long term phasing out
of them, instead they should provide outreach support and specific timed and evaluated short and
medium term support to pupils who would remain on the roll of their mainstream school. For a
few pupils this might involve intensive 1:1 support and counselling away from the mainstream site.

8. The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

8.1 DEE has worked with many hundreds of parents of disabled children and we have learned that most,
if not all parents start out wanting inclusion, ie they want their child to be welcomed into the world and
given the respect and the resources they need and deserve. Unfortunately many families do not experience
this. The uneven nature of the development of inclusive services from one LEA to another—indeed one
school to another—means that many parents still experience hostility and rejection in their search for
inclusion. Some of these parents find a better mainstream, whilst others are drawn into the segregated
system. Here, they may find a sense of safety and security which was missing from previous placements. If
they have been suYciently seduced by the medical model they may feel that their child will be made “better”
in the special school because of the promise of more therapies and specialist input.

8.2 Our experience also is that the parents who walk down this road realise, too late, that it does not lead
to what they thought it would. Their young adults are completely isolated from their local communities, do
not have social skills, have a very poor level of education, and are channelled down a route of further
segregation, “discreet” courses in FE, or residential placements. In our view, this does not constitute
“choice” for parents, it constitutes parents being forced to find refuges for their children because there is no
real inclusion available to them.We also can see that this false choice denies their child certain basic rights—
friendship with non-disabled children, an equal opportunity to gain an education, and a sense of belonging
in the world and to develop their self esteem.

8.3 Most parents do not have choice with the professionals making the choices in most cases by selecting
admissions. Choice of various state educational settings is not a human right. The right to education
provided by the State is a human right. The Convention on the Rights of the Child 13(3) provides for the
liberty of parents and legal guardians “to choose schools” for their children, other than those established
by the public authorities. That is, parents do not have the right to choose a specific type of public educational
system for their children (this has been aYrmed by the European Court of HR)—they only have the right to
take their children out of the public education system and place them in a private system or home-schooling
environment—as long as that system or environment conforms to minimum educational standards laid
down by the State. Thus the right to educational choice in current international law refers only to the right
to remove a child from public education, not to choose within it.

8.4 Special Educational Needs’ law states that parents can express a preference, but it is usually the
education professional and the Local Authority who decide where a child disabled child will go to school.
As long as there is a dual system of special and mainstream schools, LEAs have invested money and staV’s
jobs depend on filling the school roll there will be pressure exerted to fill those rolls. Of the £3.4 billion spent
on special educational needs in England 60% is spent on maintaining the special school system (Audit
Commission 2002).

8.5 The financial and professional investment in the segregated system and the vested interests that arise
is the main reason for continuing dominance of special schools despite Government policy to:

“Promote inclusion within mainstream schools, where parents want it and appropriate support
can be provided, will remain the cornerstone of our strategy”.

8.6 A second reason is that the development of the inclusive capacity of the mainstream is not a priority.

8.7 Thirdly, work on bullying and relationships is not seen a priority in most schools. This leads to some
parents of disabled children in mainstream schools seeking alternatives and they become “Refugees” from
the mainstream.

8.8 Prior to education professional being involvedwith disabled childrenmanymedical professionals will
have expressed views to parents about their child needing special education in a special school. The
SENDIST Tribunal system allows parents to challenge the placement of their children by the LEA. The
Annual Report for the Tribunal (SENDIST 2004) identifies 617 Tribunals where placement was the issue
last year and a further 635 which were withdrawn or conceded. It needs to be remembered that placement
in a mainstream school or an alternative mainstream school may have been the issue.

8.9 This is clearly contrary to claims by David Cameron MP that:

“5,000 parents a year are now having to fight to take their children out of mainstream school and
put them in special schools”—(Cameron September 2005).

The Tribunal appeals also need to be seen in the context of there being 250,000 children with statements
of special educational need and 60% of them being in mainstream schools. Presumably the vast majority of
parents are satisfied with the placement of their disabled children. The Tribunals are also used to get LEA
paid placements at non-maintained special schools such as the Scope schools and the increasing numbers
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of parents who are seeking a place in independent schools by this route. Parents for Inclusion (2004) have
developed training for parents based on the thinking of disabled people to help them empower their disabled
children and many have changed their minds about wanting a special school place for their child.

8.10 There is evidence from work DEE carried out with black and ethnic minority parents of disabled
children in the London Boroughs of Brent and Ealing that a large majority had not been made aware of the
rights or been made aware of mainstream as an option for their children (Birdy, 2005). As most parents
generally went to school, at times or in places, where inclusion was not an option they do not think their
child’s needs can be accommodated in inclusive mainstream settings.

8.11 The poor outcome of segregated education compared to our experience of inclusive education has
proved to us beyond doubt that the only choice a parent or child should have is between diVerent
mainstream schools. We are convinced that this will not happen until there is an end date set by the
Government to the existence of Special Schools because unwilling mainstream schools have no motivation
to change whilst they can “encourage” their challenging pupils to leave and go elsewhere. We also do not
believe there will be a real commitment to put the necessary resources and training into teachers and school
leaders whilst an expensive parallel education system is being maintained.

9. How Special Educational Needs are Defined

9.1 As has been said there are since SENDA (2001) two ways of characterising disabled pupils and/or
pupils with special educational needs which lead in diVerent directions and lead to the pupil being viewed
in diVerent ways. This not only leads to confusion, but two diVerent ways of thinking. See Figure 9.

Figure 9

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL

NEEDS

DISABLEDS.E.N. & DISABLED

MILD DYSLEXIA
Emotional & Behavioural
Difficulties (undiagnosed)

Mild Dyspraxia 

minor Speech
impairment

Mild Learning
Difficulties

Asthma
Diabetes

Cancer recovery

Mental Health issues

Disfigurement
Fating Disorder

(diagnosed)
Lack of limbs

Sickle Cell Amnemia

Short Stature

Gross Obesity

Mobility Impairment (long term)

Learning Difficulties
Hearing Impairment

Visual Impairment
Incontinence

Significant Dyslexia
Epilepsy Non-verbal

A.D.H.D. diagnosis
Autism

Blind

Deaf

Possible overlap of SEN and DDA
disability defination for children and 

young people

Disability Rights/Special Educational Needs: Conflicting Paradigms

9.2 Special Educational Needs provides additional support or resources once it is established the child
cannot function normally. They are seen as in deficit. This labeling very often leads to—integration or
segregation in special schools. Disability rights approach based on anti-discrimination legislation for
disabled children anticipates and identifies barriers and demands the restructuring of the policies, practices
and ethos of the school so all pupils/students can be included to maximise their potential and educational
and social achievements.

9.3 The experience of the last three years suggests these approaches are not compatible as was the idea
in the legislation.
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Wenow need tomove to a full rights based anti-discrimination approach. This wouldmean that all pupils
with diVerences in functioning due to an underlying impairment or because of the social situation would be
entitled to have eVective provision, as of right in the mainstream school.

10.1 Provision for diVerent types and levels of SEN including EBSD.

DEE do not see meeting the needs of pupils with EBSD diVerently as other pupils who are diVerent or
disabled. Inclusive schools have never had an approach as characterized by their detractors of “One size
fits all”

10.2 Integration is about one size fitting all, but inclusion is not. Inclusion is about restructuring to
remove the barriers within the school so that all pupils can achieve and flourish. This therefore does not
mean all pupils doing the same activity at the same time or in the same way. For example, a pupil in Year
9 Science with significant learning diYculties can be working in a group doing a experiment as the time
keeper, as this is on her IEP target. Another approach would be for the teacher to identify the essential
knowledge or understanding they want all the pupils achieve and present it in a way that they all can by
having a range of activities to suit the learning styles and aptitudes of the diVerent students in the group.

10.3 There is considerable evidence to suggest that peer tutoring and support can work in inclusive
settings to the benefit of all students: they are getting diVerent things out of the work.

10.4 How a group is to be organised can be varied fromwhole class teaching, group work, individual and
pair work, taking account of the varying needs in the group. For example, in a group with deaf sign language
users it proves very useful to withdraw the deaf students sometimes to work on algebra with deaf instructors
or for a blind student to be withdrawn to learn Braille with a Braille teacher.

10.5 This whole approach comes down to collaborative working amongst the staV the management
ensuring there is suYcient time for planning and resource development. This is not “one size fits all”, but
inclusion in practice.

10.6 EBSDAn Inclusive school must have an inclusive approach to challenging behaviour. Far toomany
schools see exclusion, either permanent or fixed term, as the answer. In reality, in all but a tiny number of
cases, where the young person is a danger to themselves or others, this is and admission of failure. Schools
have to develop systems that will prevent the need for exclusions. Educationalists need to see challenging
behaviour in a wider context. The statement below puts the rise in challenging behaviour in this context of
developing a “Social Model” of Behaviour.

10.7 A number of studies have demonstrated overarching principles that work in reducing exclusions and
creating an environment in the school which can deal with challenging behaviour eVectively. Some of this
behaviour is caused by pupils with underlying impairments such as ADHDormental health issues and some
due to factors in the child’s social background which cause them to act out their hurt. Where schools have
good whole school approaches which involve pupils the level of disruption and exclusions are much lower
than in schools with similar intakes, but diVerent approaches.

10.8 DfEE Research on Emotional & Behavioural DiYculties in Mainstream Schools by University of
Birmingham found Successful Inclusive practice of pupils with EDB was supported by:
an emphasis on values.

Five common features were found underlying good practice.

— Leadership—Head teacher and senior management teams who provided eVective leadership.

— Especially in Values.

— Ethos and Aspirations for the school.

Sharing Values—A core of staV who work together to promote values of the school. Working with all
pupils in ensuring these aspirations are realised in practice.

Behaviour Policy&Practice—A consistent andwell-monitored behaviour policywhere approaches taken
with EDB pupils are an extension of the behaviour policy for all pupils.

Understanding EDB—Key members of staV understand the nature of EDB and distinguish it from
sporadic misbehaviour.

Teaching Skills and the Curriculum—EVective teaching skills for pupils with EDB are the same as those
for all pupils, including learning from one’s actions and teaching an appropriately challenging curriculum.

In good practice schools, behaviour policies are periodically reviewed and revised by the majority of staV
(DfEE Research report 90).

10.9 Do We need a new generation of special schools?

“Wemust invent a new kind of specialist school that can cater properly not only for children with specific
disabilities which render them unable to function in large schools, but also for children with needs that arise
from social disadvantage. It is my strong conviction that these must be small schools”. (less than 200)
(Warnock 2005). As can be seen from Figure 1 there are very large numbers of pupils being educated in the
mainstream who have identified impairments and count as disabled.
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10.10 If those pupils with moderate learning diYculty, autism and behavioural emotional and social
needs they amount to 331,120 on school action plus and statements these are divided into schools of 200 we
would need 16,550 new special schools. At a cost of at least £1 million per year to run this would add an
additional 60% to the annual education budget. Where does one stop in excluding from the mainstream?
Remembering this does not take account of a further 800,000 at school action.

10.11 Historically the numbers in special schools grew throughout most of the last Century, peaking in
the 1970s when some 50,000 children who had been deemed in-educable under the eugenicist Mental
Deficiency Act were transferred into Learning DiYculty special schools (see Figure 10). Despite moves to
inclusion as was seen in Figure 3 the numbers in special and segregated settings has remained very stable
for the last seven years.

10.12 Demographically the main causes of impairment in the first half of the last Century have declined
with polio, diphtheria and small box in decline.Modern obstetrics is leading to a growing number of children
with high medical dependency and profound and multiple impairments. There has also been a significant
growth in the diagnosis of autism, ADHD and dyslexia in recent years. There is also a perceived growth in
pupils with diYcult behaviour, though research on behaviour identifies thismore with a lack of whole school
consistency and eVective behaviour policies.

10.13 Following the Special School Working Report (2003) Government have been funding the
rebuilding of new model special school to address the more severe needs and in 2004–05 allocated an
additional £165 million to this task.

10.14 As a counter this Parents for Inclusion (Broomfield 2004) argue that it is precisely the pupils with
the most significant degrees of impairment who need to be included to prevent the development of social
isolation and low self-esteem that has been so commonly reported for special school pupils. There were only
one parent who supported segregation and no disabled people represented on the special school working
group. The rest were made of professionals with a vested interest.

10.15 What is needed is not a generation of new special schools but the consistent support for improving
the capacity of mainstream schools. Any other approach would be a breach of Human Rights Law.

Figure 10

NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN SPECIAL SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND ANDWALES: 1897–2005

Year No of Children Year No of Children

1897 4,739 1955 51,558*
1909 17,600 1965 70,334*
1914 28,511 1967 78,256*
1919 34,478 1977 135,261*!
1929 49,487 1987 107,126*!
1939 59,768 1999 105,958*!w

1947 40,252* 2000 104,991*!w

2005 104,790!

* Hospital schools not included ! Includes Severe Learning DiYculty Source Cole 1989 based on
Chief Medical OYcer, Ministry of Education, Dept of Education and Science Annual Reports and
wDfEE 13/99 15/2001, 24/2005 SEN Statistics includes NonMaintained Special schools and Pupil referral
Units. From 1999 Wales excluded from figures.

11. The Legislative Framework for Provision and the Effect of the Disability Discrimination
Act 2001, Which Extended the DDA to Education

11.1 Firstly there should be no moving back from the implementation of the DDA to cover schools.
Many schools have shown themselves willing and able to meet the duties to not treat disabled pupils less
favourably and tomake reasonable adjustments. However manymore do not take this duty seriously as has
been demonstrated by Ofsted.

“It was clear from visits to a wide range of schools that attitudes and practices have been slow to
shift. SENCO’s in almost half the primary and secondary schools visited identified the perceptions
of staV as a major barrier to eVective inclusion.”—(Ofsted Oct 2004 p 9)

11.2 The enactment of the Disability Discrimination Amendment Act (2005) will lead to new duties on
schools, LEAs and Ofsted to promote disability equality from December 2006. When carrying out their
functions public authorities must have due regard to the need to:

(i) Promote positive attitudes towards disabled persons.

(ii) Encourage participation by disabled persons in public life.

(iii) Promote equality of opportunity.

(iv) Eliminate disability related harassment.
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(v) Eliminate unlawful discrimination.

11.3 Ofsted will have a duty to check that all schools are implementing this duty. Any member of the
public can seek a judicial review if they have grounds for believing the school or LEA are not carrying out
this duty and the DRC or successor Equal Opportunities Commission can seek a court order if they have
evidence that the school does not have a Disability Equality Scheme.

11.4 At the United Nations a convention on the rights of people with disabilities is being negotiated. At
the August Ad Hoc Committee the UK Government led the European Union Delegation and put forward
a strong position of the:

“inclusiveness of the general education systems.Where exceptionally the general education system
does not adequately meet the needs of persons with disabilities, State parties shall take appropriate
measures to ensure eVective forms of education, bearing in mind the goal of full inclusion”—
European Union Proposal Article 17, 3 August 2005.

11.5 The Draft Article 17 that was a result of a day and half debate at the United Nations currently
emphasises an inclusive education system.

“1. State Parties recognise the right of all persons with disabilities to education. With a view to
achieving this right without discrimination and on the basis of equal opportunity, State Parties
shall ensure an inclusive [system, including pre-school, primary, secondary, tertiary, vocational
training] [at all levels] and life long learning directed to:

(a) The full development of the human potential and sense of dignity and self worth, and the
strengthening of respect for human rights, fundamental freedoms and human diversity.

(b) Enabling all persons with disabilities to participate eVectively in a free society.

(c) The development of persons with disabilities, personality, talents, creativity as well as mental
and physical abilities to their fullest potential.

2. In realizing this right, States shall ensure:

(a) that all persons with disabilities can access inclusive, quality, free primary and secondary
education to the extent possible in the communities in which they live;

(b) reasonable accommodation of the person’s requirements;

(c) the development of initial and continuing training which incorporates disability awareness,
the use of appropriate communication means and modes, educational techniques and
materials to support persons with disabilities, for all professionals and staV who work at all
levels of education; and

(d) persons with disabilities receive the support required, within the genera education system, to
facilitate their eVective education. In exceptional circumstances where the general education
system can not adequately meet the support needs of persons with disabilities States Parties
shall ensure that eVective alternative support measures are provided, consistent with the goal
of full inclusion.

(e) that persons with disabilities are not excluded from the general education system on account
of their disability, and that [children with disabilities are not excluded from free and
compulsory primary and secondary education on account of their disability . . .” Facilitators
Draft, 11 August 2005.

If this is pointing the direction to international law in the area of inclusive education then theGovernment
position needs to be more clearly working towards an inclusive school system.

11.6 Removing Barriers to Achievement (DfES 2004) talks of building the capacity of mainstream schools
to include a wider diversity of disabled pupils. However, there is little evidence of concrete programmes or
cash incentives to establish this. If as Ofsted suggest the major problem is one of barriers of attitude then
this needs to be addressed as much more of a priority.

12. Recommendations

The following recommendations need to be implemented to address the current anomalies in the school
system and to ensure the proper development of an inclusive education system:

1. We need an inclusive school system based on the principles of equality that has the capacity to meet
the academic and social needs of all learners.

2. End the confusion between integration and inclusion by having a national definition and
explanatory notes.

3. Schools and their leaders need incentives to prioritise the development of their inclusive capacity.

4. Set targets for all LEAs to reach increasing lower levels of reliance on special schools.

5. Support parents through Sure Start and other schemes who have a disabled child with Empowerment
and disability equality training so they can become strong allies in the rights, growth and development of
their child.
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5. Mandatory inclusion training for all initial teacher training, much more eVective beginner and in-
service professional development programme.

6. Recognition of inclusion as a political priority in education policy.

7. What is needed is to replace statements is:

(i) a national framework of resource levels which is nationally funded, but locally allocated to schools
on the basis of need.

(ii) There should be new Primary legislation to ensure that the school would have to provide for the
needs of all pupils under an extension of the Disability Discrimination Act.

(iii) Schools could be resourced for commonly occurring types and degrees of impairment.

(iv) Low incidence needs would be determined by a multi-disciplinary assessment panel, which would
visit the pupil at their school and determine the type of support they need, the training staVwould
need and the level of support and advice from LEA services. This would be carried out following
the Italian model in a day or two rather than the six to 18 months currently.

(v) The Local Authority would also provide inclusion monitoring oYcers who would regularly visit
schools to observe practice and how provision is being made, to give advice and to generalise the
good practice in the school.

(vi) at a regional level specialist support teams would be developed to give advice and support for high
tech support such as communication aids, support for blind, deaf and deaf blind pupils, those with
extremely challenging behaviour and significant learning diYculties.

(vii) All pupils should be on the roll of a local mainstream school with a phased run in time

(viii) Special schools should be co-located with mainstream schools or their provision moved to
resource base provision within the mainstream.

(ix) Special schools should be taken out of the funding formula, as part of the long term phasing out
of them, instead they should provide outreach support and specific timed and evaluated short and
medium term support to pupils who would remain on the roll of their mainstream school. For a
few pupils this might involve intensive 1:1 support and counselling away from the mainstream site.

8. The Government learns to take pride in, and publicly defend the wonderful progress which it has
helped to bring about in the field of inclusive education and disability rights.

9. The Government put all its resources into building the capacity of the mainstream system to be fully
inclusive by the year 2020.

10. TheGovernment sets a related date bywhich time there will be no further need for segregated schools.

11. The Government does not build any new special schools but puts the resources into “enhanced”
mainstream schools, following well documented and highly successful models all across the UK.

12. The Government creates a new post within mainstream schools called “The Inclusion Facilitator” to
work with children with high level support needs. (This role would be informed by the social model of
disability and behaviour, and the Independent Living Movement and would go a long way to alleviate the
fears of parents.)

13. The Government helps to fund the highly skilled and knowledgeable voluntary sector, especially
organisations led by disabled people and parents, who are uniquely placed to assist in the building of the
capacity of the mainstream to become inclusive.
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Memorandum submitted by the Alliance for Inclusive Education

“The Movement towards more inclusive schools is one of the defining and most hopeful characteristics
of schools in the last 20 years of the twentieth century, and one hopes and expects, the first 50 of the
twenty first”

Professor Tim Brighouse
Chief Advisor for London Schools

1. Information about the Alliance for Inclusive Education

1.1 The Alliance of Inclusive Education (Allfie) is a national network of disabled people, parents of
disabled children, teachers and other professionals, all of whom believe in the values and principles of
Inclusive Education (IE). Our membership consists of many individuals and families, as well as
approximately 60 organisations. It has existed for 16 years during which time its members have played a
significant role in moving the education system in a more inclusive direction.

1.2 Our unique feature is that the organisation is led by users of the special education system, therefore
bringing”the perspective derived from the real-life experience of the long-term eVects of segregated
education, or poor “integrated” education. More recently we have been able to bring the voice of the first
generation of young people who have experienced inclusive education into the debate.

2. General Statement

2.1 There are four main reasons our members have come to believe passionately in inclusion. One is that
many of us have recognised the long-term educational, social and emotional harm caused to us by our
separation from themainstreamas children. The second is thatmany parents of disabled children have come
to recognise the potential harm of the “medical model13” on their relationships with their children and have
consequently redefined themselves as “Allies14” to their children. The third reason is thatmany professionals
who work within the Special Education System have become painfully aware of its inevitable shortcomings.
The last reason is witnessing the success of inclusion, and realising the potential it has as it further develops
and spreads throughout the education system and into society.

2.2 Mistaken Ideologies underpin segregation

We believe our “enemy” is a system of thought based on misinformation and prejudice, which we call the
Medical Model. Special Education is based on the medical model. It has been the dominant system in
Europe and the USA forhundreds of years, emerging from the superstitions/religions model of the middle
ages. The relegation to second-class citizen of most people with physical orintellectual impairments, or
mental health issues, together with lower standards of living, less opportunities for employment or social
inclusion, or control over our own lives are all direct results of the dominance of the medical model. For
most of us the enforced separation of us as children into special schools has been the fork in the road between
a life together and a life apart.

The Evidence given in this Memorandum covers many of the issues identified by the committee and is
organized under the following themes:

— Evidence that Inclusive Education works for everybody.

— The harmful outcome of segregated education.

— What young people are saying.

— The role of Parents in the education of children with SEN.

— Statements.

— Supporting Government policy.

— Recommendations.

3. Our Evidence

3.1 Inclusive Education works for everybody

During the 16 years of our existence we have supportedmany disabled children to enter and remainwithin
their local mainstream schools and colleges. The results are very promising . In 2003 we carried out a study
of 16 young adults with a range of impairments who have moved from inclusive schools into adult life. The
study shows that they are self-confident, have high expectations of their future lives, have friends and

13 Seeing disability as a medical problem, belonging to the individual, who is treated like a perpetual patient.
14 A person who recognizes the oppression of the other and helps them to challenge it.
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relationships, and are engaged in their local communities. A high proportion have moved into Higher
Education. This would not have been possible if they had been educated within the special school sector.
Some have created wonderful packages of paid work and further education:

“I have five jobs. The first job is part time teaching nurses about special education. I teach them
that we’re not diVerent. They always give me the best evaluation. It’s a fun job.

The second job is DJ’ing. My name is Joe90 and my business is called JK Entertainment. I do
karaoke and disco’s at functions and DJ at pubs.

The third job is as assistant manager for a restaurant, I work two days a week.

My fourth job is recycling aluminium to keep the environment clean. I also recycle computer chips.
When I leave college I will try and get a 2nd placement recycling so I work two days a week.

My fifth job is as vice-chair for People First. I have been a member since I was 16, It is an
organisation run by people with learning diYculties about speaking up. It is disabled people run
and we are all bosses.

I just bought my own home. It’s amazing really”.

Joe Gault

Not one is living an institutionalised life despite some having high-level support needs.

(See “Where Are They Now?”—enclosed)

Specialism and expertise in particular impairments, eg Autism, can and does happen as easily in a
mainstream school as in a special school. Inclusive schools are not “One size fits all” but flexible centres of
learning in which a diverse range of adults are involved in the design of each child’s individual Education
Plan (IEP):

“Although K—is not as yet using words to communicate, his expressive facial reactions and
Makaton signs let others know what he wants to do or where he wants to go. At nursery, he had
many favourite activities, and friends. The other children learnt the Makaton signs with him, and
continuously supported him in his play and learning. We worked very closely with his parents,
physiotherapist, occupational therapist, and his speech and language therapist to devise an
educational plan that was incorporated into the overall class plan covering all the areas of the
foundation stage. His LSA worked closely with the class teacher as well as the other members of
the class team to carry out the plan and to evaluate it daily. K—has now successfully transferred
to his next school. He is continuing to be a very popular member of his class, and go miles beyond
initial expectations.”

Zelda McCollum, Deputy Headteacher, Rachel Macmillan Nursery

3.2 Teachers can be supported to change their practice

We have met and worked with many teachers who were anxious and afraid to include certain children in
their classrooms. The vast majority overcame their fear, fell in love with the child, and became strong
advocates of inclusion. This has proved to us that it is lack of confidence and good information whichmakes
some teachers resist inclusion. It is not the level or nature of the child’s impairments.

As teachers have become more confident, they have developed a diVerent culture within their schools. In
a study we carried out in 2004 of 21 mainstream nurseries, schools and FE colleges, common strands
emerged. They believe that:

— All children need to feel they are wanted and belong to their local community.

— All children can think and learn.

— It is best to build on what children can do, not on their weaknesses or impairments.

— That children need help, not punishment, when their behaviour gets out of control.

— That diVerence is something to welcome and learn from.

— They respect young people.

— They empower young people.

— They involve parents.

— They do not think treating people equally means treating them the same.

— They see schools as a resource to families and to the local community.

— They apply their thinking about inclusion to the staV as well as the pupils.

All the schools had a low turn over of staV, rarely if ever invoked a permanent exclusion, and did well in
their Ofsted inspections.
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3.3 Mainstream Headteachers are Championing Inclusion

A new group has formed within AlIfie called “Heading for Inclusion”. They have realised that their
experience makes them best placed to encourage and train other teachers in developing inclusive schools:

“Headteachers and senior school leaders up and down the country are dismayed at the negative
portrait that has been presented of inclusive education over the past weeks following Baroness
Warnock’s recent unfortunate comments. We, of all people, are the first to admit that inclusion is
not always easy; does not always provide quick fixes and needs to be properly funded. Equally, we
have daily experience of seeing how inclusion is powerfully changing the world for the next
generation of young people—for the better. Inclusion for us is ultimately about building a society
in which all people are valued for who they are; where young people learn to throw away the
prejudices with which we were brought up and can work together to create a new ‘inclusive’ world.
Some of us are well on the way to modeling internationally renowned school environments which
respond to the needs of each child—and develop them into the creative, intelligent, loving,
thoughtful human beings that is their birthright. Many of us are at various stages on the way”.

Nigel Utton—Chair of Heading for Inclusion

3.4 The Harmful Outcome of Segregated Education

Many of our members have experienced special education including special schools, poor integrated
mainstream schools, and inclusive schools and colleges. Formany the contrast between these diVerent types
of provision are very stark:

“The experience of being hidden away, with the assumption that I was worthless, still haunts me
with a terror I can’t describe. Nobody should be put through that. Yet there are hundreds forcibly
excluded from life everyday” (Maresa Mackeith)

“The focus was on our physical impairments, not on giving you skills for your adult life. There
was no ‘What is your career path?’—no focus, direction or outlook, School was amedical chemical
bubble—sterile,” (Michelle Daley)

There is little actual statistical evidence anywhere about the outcome of segregated education and there
is certainly not one single piece of evidence to show that inclusive education brings a poorer outcome for
even the most “severely” impaired young people.

However there is a great deal of subjective evidence within the members of the Alliance. Some of this has
been written as individual evidence and is currently being put together in a new publication. It highlights
not just the harm done by the practice of segregation, but by the medical model itself:

“My parents had issues aboutmy impairment. There was lots of animosity and blame. Onewanted
the best for me, the other couldn’t see the point My Mum felt guilty. She spent all her time trying
to prevent the inevitable, There was lots of surgery. I knew it was wrong. I was not consulted, A
tortuous experience. She couldn’t let me be the person I would have been, I felt cajoled and
manipulated. She wasn’t coping and eventually had a breakdown.”

Ali Kashmiri

This experience is not relegated to the past. Young people who have very recently left special schools are
telling us the same stories.

3.5 Leave no one behind

The idea that the most able disabled children will move to mainstream schools and that special schools
exist only for those with complex needs or profound impairments is very frightening to those of us who have
been to special schools. Children with high level support needs often need to be in very stimulating
environments with plenty of noise, colours and movement. As the more able children get “creamed” oV,
those left behind suVer enormously

“Some of the brighter children whoweremore physically able than I was and did not have a speech
impairment leftM School, gradually there was a decline in the level of education as the school was
left with fewer children. There were fewer subjects and the work became a lot less challenging. This
is when I noticed that I was deteriorating mentally due to the lack of stimulation and it was
extremely frightening.”

Sapna Ramnani
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There are many examples now of children with complex needs being included in mainstream schools
where their learning environment includes many willing non-disabled children:

“I have a friend who is disabled. He is called Dominic, We were in Nursery together. He joined
our school this year and we got really close. Sometimes I feed him at lunch time. You know when
you meet that person they’ll always be a friend . . . I understand him, the way he feels. He
understands me and the way I feel”
Kirsty, Kirkhill Primary School

Some of the relationships which are formed are a real testimony to our belief that all young people need
each other.

3.6What young people are saying

Because of our close relationship with parents and young people the Alliance has been able to carry out
some groundbreaking work with young disabled people and their friends and allies. We have carried out
research projects and produced publications such as “Whose Voice Is It Anyway?” and “The Inclusion
Assistant”. This latter was listening to young people inmainstream schools who had highlevel support needs
talking about the adults who were paid to support them. This has led to a big piece of work, funded by the
DFES, to research, write, trial and publish a training course for what the young people called “An Inclusion
Facilitator”. (See recommendations)

We were especially proud of “Young and Powerful”, a self-run group of young people who took a high
public profile between 1996–2002. On 26May 1998 one of their major activities was to take a giant letter to
Tony Blair, asking him for the right to be educated together:

“Dear Mr Blair

We are a group of disabled and non-disabled young people and supporters who believe we should
all have the right to go to our local mainstream school.We feel that children in special schools miss
out on a decent academic and social education and those in mainstream schools who hardly ever
see disabled people miss out on the opportunity to learn about and appreciate diVerences rather
than only seeing disabled peole through the patronising view of the media.

We feel we deserve each other’s friendship and that the segregated education system denies us the
chance to be together and see each other for what we really are.

We ask YOU to put an end to compulsory segregation by changing the law.

We want to be together!

Yours sincerely
The Young people of Great Britain, c/o Young and Powerful”

Young people have not yet achieved this right.

3.7 The Role of Parents in the Education of children with SEN

Parents of disabled children constitute a large section of our membership. They have been part of all our
projects and have served on all the Committees and the Council of Management. We also work very closely
(sharing an oYce and resources) with Parents For Inclusion, a sister organization dedicated to bringing the
social model of disability to parents. This close relationship has enabled us to be part of the struggles of
thousands of families during the course of our existence.

We have learned that most, if not all parents start out wanting inclusion, ie they want their child to be
welcomed into the world and given the respect and the resources they need and deserve. Unfortunatelymany
families do not experience this. The uneven nature of the development of inclusive services from one LEA
to another—indeed one school to another—means that many parents still experience hostility and rejection
in their search for inclusion. Some of these parents find a better mainstream, whilst others are drawn into
the segregated system. Here, they may find a sense of safety and security which was missing from previous
placements. lf they have been suYciently seduced by the medical model they may feel that their child will
be made “better” in the special school because of the promise of more therapies and specialist input. Our
experience also is that the parents who walk down this road realise, too late, that it does not lead to what
they thought it would. Their young adults are completely isolated from their local communities, do not have
social skills, have a very poor level of education, and are channeled down a route of further segregation,
“discreet” courses in FE, or residential placements. In out view, this does not constitute “choice” for parents,
it constitutes parents being forced to find refuges for their children because there is no real inclusion available
to them. We also can see that this false choice denies their child certain basic rights—friendship with non-
disabled children, an equal opportunity to gain an education, and a sense of belonging in the world.

The poor outcome of segregated education compared to our experience of inclusive education has proved
to us beyond doubt that the only choice a parent or child should have is between diVerent mainstream
schools. We are convinced that this will not happen until there is an end date set by the Government to the
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existence of Special Schools because unwillingmainstream schools have nomotivation to changewhilst they
can “encourage” their challenging pupils to leave and go elsewhere.We also do not believe therewill be a real
commitment to put the necessary resources and training into teachers and school leaders whilst an expensive
parallel education system is being maintained.

3.8 Statements

Many of our members have had direct experience of obtaining a Statement of SEN for their child. It has
been a fraught and diYcult experience for most, and is problematic in that the system is based on the
highlighting of a child’s diYculties and failures. However, we have found over and over again that it was
the only route to equality and inclusion for individual children.

In an inclusive education system Statements will not be needed. However we do not yet have an inclusive
education system, and disabled children do not yet have a night to the resources they need at home or school.
Charities are still raising money for kids’ wheel chairs. Children wait months, sometimes years for essential
equipment or adaptations to be provided; schools are not always given the specialist resources to meet high
level support needs in children. Peripatetic services are in short supply. Until such time as resources are
included as a right in theDDA, statements remain the only safeguard for children to get the things they need
in school.

3.9 The Government’s Policy

The Government have made great strides forward in recent years to help emancipate disabled people the
move to inclusive education, the DDA, the DRC, the valuing people strategy and the most recent
“Improving life chances for disabled people”. All of these are based on the social model of disability. There
needs to be consistency in all government policies towards disabled people, especially when they are very
young. This is the time the foundation is built upon which the whole of the rest of their lives will stand. If
they start out being made to feel like broken toys needing to be sent away to be mended, those feelings will
stay with them forever. They will also stay with the witnesses, those who watched it happen. The lesson they
learn is that only “experts” can help disabled people, somewhere else. Asmost people have already absorbed
this false belief, this is creating a problem in understanding the real nature of the “inclusion” debate:

“At present Inclusion is a learning process. The problem is that those of us who lead the schools
have only experienced a non-inclusive education system. That clouds our thinking and tends to
make us work along tried, tested and unsuccessful lines. Those of us who are dedicated to inclusion
find ourselves working diVerently: asking questions; looking for solutions; seeking advice;
supporting each other—but most importantly—THINKING”.
Nigel Utton, Head Teacher

4. Recommendations

Our recommendation are that:

— The Government learns to take pride in, and publicly defend the wonderful progress which it has
helped to bring about in the field of inclusive education and disability rights.

— The Government put all its resources into building the capacity of the mainstream system to be
fully inclusive by the year 2020.

— The Government sets a related date by which time there will be nofurther need for segregated
schools.

— The Government does not build any new special schools but puts the resources into “enhanced”
mainstream schools, following well documented and highly successful models all across the UK.

— The Government creates a new post within mainstream schools called “The Inclusion Facilitator”
to work with children with high level support needs. (This role would be in formed by the social
model of disability and behaviour, and the Independent Living Movement and would go a long
way to alleviate the fears of parents).

— The right to equipment and services is included in the DDA for disabled parents, children and
teachers, and the system of Statementing is phased out.

— The Government helps to fund the highly skilled and knowledgeable voluntary sector, especially
organizations led by disabled people and parents, who are uniquely placed to assist in the building
of the capacity of the mainstream to become inclusive.

September 2005
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Witnesses: Ms Elizabeth Clery, RNIB, Ms Carol Boys, Down’s Syndrome Association, Ms Simone Aspis,
British Council of Disabled People,Mr Richard Rieser,Disability Equality in Education, andMs Micheline
Mason, Alliance for Inclusive Education, gave evidence.

Q573 Chairman: May I welcome you all to this Q574 Chairman: One word to my Committee and
also the witnesses. We will get muchmore out of thissession of our inquiry into special educational needs.

It is very good to see you all here. Thank you for and we will get a lot in, if you can, team, make your
questions to the point and brief, and could we haveresponding to our invitation. As you know, this is a

major inquiry for us. The Committee has not looked similar sorts of answers, and then we will get the
most out of the session. I mentionedWarnock in myat special educational needs for some time. In the

light of Baroness Warnock’s remarks and because introductory remarks.Were you surprised, shocked,
concerned about what seemed to be rather a changewe have been away from this for some time—a

combination of those two things—we thought it was in opinion that Baroness Warnock had about the
whole question of inclusion into mainstreamtimewe had a look at that area. It is a fascinating and

interesting inquiry. As you know, we are about one- education?
third of the way through, in time, but we are going Mr Rieser: I was not very surprised. I was surprised
to give it the time it deserves. Would you like to say by the high profile of it because Baroness Warnock
very briefly which organisation you represent, so it had been making such remarks on the record since
is all clear on the record. 1992, so it was not a transformation. For those of us

who work professionally in the area of developingMs Mason: I represent an organisation called the
Alliance for Inclusive Education. It is a national inclusion, she has been seen more and more as an

irrelevance to it because what she says is totally outorganisation led by disabled people. It is a
membership organisation. As well as disabled of touch with what is going on on the ground. I have

to say I was asked to the launch of the paper, to bepeople, families and many allies, professionals, have
joined. We have about 350 families and about 60 one of two people, along with Professor Dyson who

I think you saw last month, to answer her. It wasorganisations which are part of this network.
David Cameron and herself on the other side. WeMr Rieser: My name is Richard Rieser, I am the
had quite a long debate for three hours at thedirector of Disability Equality in Education, which
London University on it. I was surprised, at thatis a small charity and NGO, and we do training,
point when we pointed out the numerousmainly focused on the education system. To date, we
inaccuracies in her paper, where she agreed that thathave trained over 60,000 educational professionals
was probably right and maybe she had got it wrong,in inclusion and disability equality. My own
so it did not seem to be a very firm idea. Whatbackground is as a teacher and it has been verymuch
concerns me is there are other forces at work whodesigned to shift the way that the profession sees
have taken what she said and are pushing it for theirdisabled people and how they work to include them.
own agendas. I do not think most of what she isWe also produce resources. Again, we are a
saying stands real examination. For instance, shedisability-led organisation.
talks as if integration—which is what the originalMs Aspis: I am Simone, parliamentary and
Warnock 1978 Report was about—is the same thingcampaigns development worker for the British
as inclusion, and we are very clear that it is not.Council of Disabled People, which is an umbrella
Integration is a matter of location. The physically,organisation representing 140 organisations run by
sensory, mentally disabled child is placed in thedisabled people. It is worth noting at this stage that
mainstream but not necessarily getting what manythe membership of the British Council of Disabled
need in order to thrive and function. They could bePeople has to consist of at least 75% of disabled

people, so it is very clearly open for disabled people. there just for social means.We are having quite a lot
We represent disabled people with diVerent of co-location now, so you could say that that was
impairments; including Asperger’s syndrome, locational integration; social integration, where they
autism, people with learning diYculties and may be mixed for lunch, assemblies, maybe art; and
emotional behavioural diYculties. We represent then functional integration. With all of that and the
disabled people across the board. We started oV 30 whole method that was used, the child had to try to
years ago, set up by the union of peoplewith physical fit into what was going on in the mainstream class.
impairments, and have developed since then against For us, who are arguing about inclusion—and there
segregation. is a fair amount of agreement around the world
MsClery: I am from the Royal National Institute of about this now—that is not inclusion. Inclusion is
the Blind (RNIB), which is the largest voluntary where the mainstream school transforms itself by
organisation for blind and partially sighted people, removing barriers and providing support so that all
and I manage children’s services. Children with children can be successful, both socially and
visual impairment is quite a small group amongst academically. There are schools like that. I have
children generally with disabilities: it is known as a recently carried out a project with DfES, visiting
low-incidence group. schools all over the country, which is being

published on 29 March. Your Committee may beMs Boys: I am chief executive of the Down’s
Syndrome Association, which is a membership interested in looking at that because we filmed, in 40

schools, good practice of inclusion taking place andorganisation with some 19,000 members or people
withDown’s syndrome, their families and those with it is very clear to me that it is not about the type or

degree of impairment, it is about the ethos andan interest. We provide information and support
and we campaign on behalf of people with Down’s attitudes of the school, and of course it is true, as

Ofsted pointed out in their September 2004 report,syndrome.
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that this is very patchy. But it is not about resources, problems, for schools to be well supported and for
inclusive practice provision really to work you needit is not really about the type of children; it is about
very, very good specialist support services, tothe attitude and the practice within the school and
support schools to increase their capacity to makethat depends very much on the leadership of the
parents feel confident that their children’s needs willschool and whether there is a welcoming ethos.
be met. That is really where we would come from.Where inclusion is happening, for the sorts of
Chairman: I have not been able to ask all five of youchildren that Baroness Warnock identified as she
to answer that question, but I assure you everyonethought needed to be in separate schools (such
will get a fair share of questions. If you feel you areas those on the autistic spectrum, those with
being left out—and I know how articulate you allchallenging behaviour and those with moderate
are—just shout.learning diYculties—which overall come to 380,000

children who are currently in the system), she was
arguing we should set up a new range of special Q575 Helen Jones: I would like to try to explore the
schools. That would cost, as you would appreciate, idea of inclusion with you. From looking at the
somewhere near £20 billion per year to do that, and evidence, Elizabeth and Carol have a slightly
it does not seem feasible, nor is it advisable, because diVerent view from some of our other witnesses. Am
there is much evidence that those children thrive in I correct to sum it up by saying that you would like
mainstream schools socially and academically. the vast majority of children to be in mainstream
There is also some evidence that they fail where schools but you would accept that there is a need for
schools are still operating an integration model some special school provision? I am summarising—
rather than an inclusion model. My take on what and I know the picture is a bit more nuanced than
you are saying is that we needmore training for staV, that.
more orientation of the large resources which are in Ms Clery: Yes.
the system but which are not necessarily being
pointed in the right direction within the schools, so Q576 Helen Jones: If so, where should the line
that that inclusive model can be developed in more should be drawn?Howdo you feel we should decide?
and more schools. Who should decide,most importantly, because there
MsClery: It is diYcult to knowwhere to start really. are often very diVerent views held between parents
Going back to 1978, I shall always feel that Baroness and professionals, and there is also the view that the
Warnock at least put this whole notion of children children themselves are often left out of this whole
with special educational needs on the map. debate. Could you try to enlighten the Committee
Whatever we think of her, at least there was a lot of on that.
discussion around that time. I think that the Act that Ms Boys: For children with Down’s syndrome, you
followed her 1978 report actually did move things have to remember, there is a huge spectrum of
forward. We looked at the policy paper that she abilities.
recently produced that Richard has been talking
about and she was focusing, it seemed to us, on a Q577 Helen Jones: As with many disabilities.
particular group of children with a particular group Ms Boys: Absolutely. There are some who achieve
of needs. She talked a lot about children on the GCSE standard and then some at the other end of
autistic continuum. She seemed to be making rather the spectrum who may have a dual diagnosis:
sweeping statements about “It doesn’t work for this Down’s syndrome/autism or Down’s syndrome/
group of children.” Obviously there is a whole range cerebral palsy. Parents now increasingly are looking
of children with special educational needs, there is a for a mainstream place for their child with Down’s
whole range of children with disabilities. There is syndrome. Without a shadow of a doubt, all of the
some very successful inclusive practice going on families coming forward, with few exceptions, are
around the country, but for RNIB there is still a looking for a mainstream school. Through the
worrying amount of variation in the quality those primary school, if the right level of support for
children get. We call it the postcode lottery: it teachers, learning support assistants is there, the
depends onwhere you live as to what you get. That is right levels of training, then the placement will
very worrying for us. She was not particularly saying survive to the end of primary school. We know that;
that, she was going more down the route of “Let’s we have evidence of that; we have some good
create some more specialist schools.” This is a examples of good inclusion—and, again, it diVers
position RNIB does not support. We support good, around the country: the old postcode lottery comes
properly supported inclusion in the mainstream into play. It starts to break down when the child
sector for the vast majority of children who are blind moves into secondary school: the child goes to a
and partially sighted, but we would want to see comprehensive; a diVerent member of staV for
increasing capacity of schools to meet a wider range diVerent lessons; having to move around the school.
of needs. As Richard touched on, some schools are We also have evidence that social isolation starts to
not very welcoming. Some schools have an ethos cut in at secondary schools as well. There is some
which does not encourage parents to feel very quite significant research on that. We do not know
confident about what they can expect if their child at what point you need to make a decision whether
goes to that school. Certainly from the point of view that placement is right. I think it is an evolving thing.
of children with low-incidence impairment, such as We do know that there are some excellent examples
those children who are blind and partially sighted, of outreach, where the child has gone into a

secondary school, the placement has started to breakwhich we think brings about a specific set of
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down and there have been examples of the local between the voice of those of us who have lived
through this experience of segregation and arespecial school supporting the mainstream school

and vice versa. Supported units within the campus of coming to it with hindsight, with the knowledge of
both the harm that segregation can do as well as thethe mainstream school have also been very

successful. Some children manage to survive to the possibilities of inclusive education, and inclusion in
general. The fact that our voice is not reallyend of the secondary school, but it is generally

speaking the children who are in the top 2% of considered to be an important voice in this picture
seems to me to be the absolute result of segregation.abilities.
People are taught to think as if we do not really exist,
that our lives, our futures, are dependent on ourQ578 Helen Jones: It is interesting to me that you
parents and professionals and our own experience isused the word “survive”. I think we would all hope
neither here nor there. Until it is really understoodthat children do more than survive: that they thrive.
that the drive for inclusion has come from peopleMs Boys: I think for some it is survive.
whowere segregated, who are passionate about their
right to be in even a badly resourced mainstream—

Q579 Helen Jones: Exactly. That is an interesting even in a messy world, which the world is: it is not a
point that I would like to pick up on with you. I am perfect world, but we can get in there and help
sure some of our other witnesses have a very change it—it will not change. That is what we have
diVerent view. learned, that it does not change until we are present,
Ms Aspis: The British Council believe it is a civil there. You cannot prepare mainstream for us in
rights issue, that all disabled children belong to the advance. It does not work like that.
community and have the right to be included in their
schools. As soon as you start drawing the line in
terms of who is in and who is out, you go back to the Q581 Helen Jones: Thank you. That is very
emphasis on integration as opposed to inclusion, interesting. I would like to take that view and go
because you start considering whether this child will back to what Carol said. We want children to thrive.
fit into a school that is not adapted for their needs Richard said earlier—or someone said, I may have
and thereafter you start employing a very arbitrary attributed it to the wrong person—that the quality
legal system which puts lots of families in distress of education inmainstream schools for childrenwho
and asks the question who is in and who is out of our have disabilities is very variable. Sometimes it is very
society. Therefore, we believe that all children good. Some of you have said. “We want all children
should be included. It is a civil and human rights in mainstream schools” and some have said, “We
issue. If we start from that point, then we start from want more children there.” If we are going to do
the point that all children ought to be included and either of those, how do we raise the quality of
that is where it starts. We have evidence to support education for those children? The last thing that
that children who go to special schools do have a anyone wants is children in mainstream schools who
very segregated life thereafter. They go to day are simply falling through the net because the right
centres, they go to residential care centres, and do provision is not there for them. How do we do that?
not have the same opportunities as non-disabled Howdowe spread good practice?What does it need?
people take for granted. Therefore, there is an issue Mr Rieser: I think we have got to get the education
about what the alternative has to oVer. world, the teaching profession, in particular, and

thosewhowork in schools—ofwhich there aremany
more people now, particularly from special needs,Q580 Helen Jones: That is interesting. Perhaps you
140,000 teaching assistants and so on—to see thatcould let us have that evidence if you have not
this is not about adapting the child to fit what isalready.
going on. It is a human rights issue and they need toMs Aspis: The evidence has been provided by the
be given the perspectives and the tools to be able to2020 campaign, and the evidence is also in BCODP
work with that child. For instance, socialisation is aand DE’s written evidence well.
big issue, but we have the tools to deal with that.MsMason: I have been listening to this argument all
There are very successful “circles of friends” builtmy life—but, certainly, since I have been running the
around children who are isolated or vulnerable, andAlliance for Inclusive Education, for at least the last
these have been working very eVectively—15 years. This question—this red herring, really—of
evaluated, for instance, in Nottingham, bywhich child/which impairment/how serious/at what
psychologists—showing that, just by building that,level should we then move them out of mainstream
the isolated child does develop many more friends.into a special, separate environment? While you still
You cannot make children be friends but you canthink like that, you are never going to understand
create an environment from which it happens. Awhat this issue is really all about. From our point of
couple of months ago I was at Central Hall Nationalview, inclusion, as Simone and Richard were saying,
Anti-Bullying day, and, I have to say, disability wasis really about the deinstitutionalising of a group of
not mentioned but of course physical and mentalpeople who have been put in separate homes,
diVerence is one of the key issues which leads toschools, work centres, sheltered workshops—you
bullying. Schools need to broaden their horizonsname it, it has been done to us. It has never been
and see that in dealing with bullying you have todone with our will. Disabled adults have never
deal with name-calling. With the Disabilitychosen to live a separate life, and, as far as we know,
Discrimination Act—which I think Baronessno disabled child would either. I think it was very

extraordinary to us that there was no diVerentiation Warnock had thought had gone too far—we have
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hardly scratched the surface. The reality is that most time and time again, but quite often teachers and
learning support assistants will come along in theirschools are not meeting their duties under that and

the Government have decided, Parliament decided, own time and pay for themselves to come along to
the training course because they are so worried thatthat that would be extended to a duty, from this

December coming, to promote disability equality. they are not giving the right sort of level of support
to the child and the school simply will not pay forThis is a fantastic opportunity to get all schools on

board, to see what they need to do. We know what that training.
works. We know the type of pedagogy that can Ms Aspis: Certainly from my experience dealing
work. We know that it is peer support, collaborative with tribunal work, the only way you ever get any
learning. Where we are working, in a way, with training is you have to argue it at tribunal. Any way
diVerent learning styles, the children can work at forward in terms of ensuring legally that every
their own pace. In some ways, what is in the teacher and classroom assistant gets some kind of
Education Bill will help that, the individualised disability equality training would obviously be a
approach to learning could help that, provided there strong recommendation. But it is not just any
is suYcient understanding and support for learning training, it has to be particular types of training and
for all pupils. But it is also very important that particularly disability equality training, because that
children are not always isolated. When I used to be sets a context for understanding how disabled
advisory teacher for inclusion in the London people are disabled by society, and how the
Borough of Hackney, schools used to ask me, “How curriculum can be adjusted and classroom practices
much should children be with the form?” and I said, and the school to ensure that disabled children are
“If they are not in their class with their peers 85% of included in the context of removing barriers.We find
the time, it is not inclusion.” Because you can have that some of the training that is on oVer does not
segregation in a so-called inclusive school: you are in always provide that. It is not only any kind of
the library with a support assistant or working in a training but particular kinds of training which
small group. The National Curriculum Inclusion underpin the social model of disability and disability
Statement is a very, very powerful document at equality of education.
the back of all volumes of the 2000 National Helen Jones: Thank you, that was very interesting.
Curriculum. It is hardly ever understood in schools
or followed. That provides great guidance on how to

Q583 JeV Ennis: It is often said that children withadapt this, and you start by saying, “There should be
disabilities are physically included but emotionallysuitable challenge for all children,” then: “We need
excluded. What evidence is there to say how manyto take account of diVerence,” and only after that do
children with disabilities fall into that particularwe look at individual adjustments that are necessary.
category of physical inclusion but emotionalMost people start with the individual adjustments
exclusion?and do not look at the wider picture to change their
Mr Rieser: I think you would say it was the vastteaching. The last thing I would say is that we are not
majority in most schools. From the latest figurespreparing teachers of the future for this. The School
from the DfES, 2005, there are 597,000 disabledDevelopment Agency (as I think it is called now) is
children in school in England, and just under 15%looking at bringing disability equality and inclusion
are in special schools. The rest are in mainstreamtraining on the three-year course, but actually 80%
schools, so there is an awful lot of disabled childrenof teacher trainees now come through the one-year
in mainstream schools and unless there is a reallycourse and they are still not extending it to that.
positive ethos of valuing diVerence . . . I went to aThey have to. I think it is really important that your
school, as part of the Reasonable AdjustmentCommittee argues that that has to be mandatory,
Project in Nottinghamshire, and it was verybecause at the moment it is one hour on the Code of
interesting that there the head had spent 15 yearsPractice. Howdoes one hour on the Code of Practice
developing this way of including everybody. Theytell you what to do in the classroom when you are
had form councils and a school council. With thefaced with a lot of diVerent children? It is the
school council, theymade a point of making sure thetechniques of how you do all this that you have to
disabled children in the school were on the schoolempower teachers with. We have lots of good
council—I think that is really important, so theypractice they can share.
were there as a role model. They had their own
assembly every Thursday morning. There are 340

Q582 Helen Jones: Thank you. That last point was children in this junior school and the head said, “It’s
very interesting. Could I ask you one more practical the quietest assembly of the week.” She is there, just
thing. The problem, it seems to me, not only with for legal purposes, sitting in the corner, playing no
initial training but with in-service training, both for role in running it. The children are running it
teachers and for teaching assistants, as people in my themselves, and the children start saying, “I’m
local authority said to me when I was dealing with a having a problem at break with so-and-so” and
particular problem, is: “We can put on the training, immediately a pupil—and these are only 10 and 11
but we cannot make the heads send people to it.” Do year olds who have been trained in peer mediation—
you believe there needs to be any legal changes that comes up and says, “I’ll see you afterwards.”We saw
would deal with that problem? him seeing them afterwards, and he said, “What is

the problem there? What is the problem here?” andMs Boys: I certainly think that should be the case.
We provide in-house training at the Down’s he had sorted it out in five minutes. The staV had

reflected this in the same way, so if they had aSyndrome Association and we can fill our courses
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problem with a child, because they did not have to “inclusion” and redefined it. They keep redefining it.
be on break duty, because the kidswere looking after I heard only the other day somebody saying, “Of
what was happening in the playground—there were course inclusion is nothing to do with location; it is
some primary helpers, but the staV did not need to just to do with a good education wherever you are”
be there—they could do collective problem solving and they were trying to say that inclusion is nothing
within a 20-minute problem. If someone had a to do with where the child is. Then there is this new
problem, they all shared it. That is a very high level idea—which I believe is coming from the Labour
of working on the emotional level, but there was Party—that inclusion means clusters of schools,
nothing diVerent about that school in terms of which include special schools, and that is an
resources, it was that they had gone down that road. inclusive education system and you can do inclusion
So the models are there. We can make them work. I in special schools. You cannot. You simply cannot.
know the Alliance have passed you a book of 20 The reason you cannot is that, however good that
schools that they visited where similar sorts of things special school is—and it could be the most brilliant
are going on. We find that there is largely a sea of school under the sun—it can never rebuild a
emotional ignorance out there, but there are islands relationship between disabled and non-disabled
where people have taken these things andmade them people. That is the whole point of inclusion. The
work and they are happy schools. The children are point is where you go after you leave school. It is not
happy, the exclusion rates are practically zero. They really what happens in school.
are drawing on the same socially deprived areas as Mr Rieser: I think there is a diVerence between the
other schools, but, because they are working in a way some local authorities take the term inclusion
diVerent way, they are able to move forward. There andwhat wemeant by it. If you go back to theGreen
is a lot more we can do in this area. Paper Education For All of 1997 or the Action

Programme in 1998 which came out of the National
AdvisoryGroup—which, I have to say, from 1997 toQ584 Mr Carswell: I am very keen to tease out a bit
2001 was making progressive moves in thismore about the definition inclusion, as I am keen
direction—they were very clear what they meant.during this investigation to avoid having arguments
They said, “Just because a local authority has notat cross-purposes. You defined inclusion as making
included certain sorts of children does not mean thatmainstream completely acceptable, and that
they should not think about it.” Equally, there hasseems perfectly reasonable. My understanding of
been downward pressure from government to rationinclusion, particularly in Essex, is very diVerent. It
the amount of resources that are available for specialmeans, if I may be candid, something completely
educational needs—in fact that came from thediVerent from making mainstream completely
education oYcers themselves, saying, “Too muchaccessible; it means, in fact, a policy of forced
money is going on the statementing route, so weinclusion: on the one hand, forcing children from
have to put the cap on that.” The Code of Practicespecial schools into mainstream schools, quite often
is definitely based on a rationing of resources model,where they then get excluded, expelled, or what-
and therefore there are panels in every authorityhave-you, or de facto denying people, through the
which ration which children should get the provisionstatementing process, access to special needs
and which should not. I think that is wrong. I thinkeducation in one formor another. There is a paradox
the provision should be in all the schools, so that thehere: ultimately what is done in the name of
schools can meet the needs. That seems to beinclusion, as practised in places like Essex, ends up,
unlikely, the way that policy is going, because we arein reality, with exclusion.Would you say, in terms of
getting these new flexibilities in the Bill that wasdefinition, that there is a diVerence between the
published yesterday of trust schools and so on. Itheory that we can talk about in this room and/or
think we are going to see more and more pressureagree on, and the reality as experienced and
from parents to get that bit of the rationing, morepractised out there in the field, as it were?
statements andmore of this conflict The onlywayweMs Mason: I think it is very interesting, on this
are going to move forward, it seems to me, is bydefinition of inclusion that, as far as I remember, it
being very clear about what we mean an inclusivewas not used as a term at all until about 10 years
school is and by there being requirements on schoolsago when it came over from Canada, where
to move in that direction. It is not acceptable for onethey completely transformed their education—not
school to be saying that they are the ones who takeeverywhere, but in certain places in Canada—where
the disabled kids, and then all the other schoolsthey closed down all their special schools and classes
saying, “We’re not very good at that. Try that oneand made this huge eVort to reintegrate all young
down the road.” If the head teacher is doing that,people, on the basis that they felt it was about
that is unlawful under the Disability Discriminationcreating a diVerent society where there were not
Act but it is happening all the time. The other pointbarriers between people. They have made the eVort.
is that there are what I would call refugees ofThey developed all these terms of inclusion—the
enforced integration in many of our specialcircles of friends, the paths and all those have all
schools—and I do not mean refugees because theycome from that basis—andwe started using the term
are from another country, I mean refugees frominclusion to move people on from this idea of just
within the system—because they are experiencingintegration; where you take what we call the social
being put into schools which are not prepared tomodel of disability and you look at the environment
meet that diversity of pupils. There are twoways youand you change the environment and the culture.

What happened is that forces have taken this word can address that. You can either say, “They’re not
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doing well, so we’re going to rebuild the old model” Mr Rieser:Yes. I said there were 597,000 children—
this is according to PLASCdata 2005—and only justor “We are going to look at what is going wrong in

the mainstream and make sure it is going right.” We under 15% are in special schools.
are arguing that we need to put much more eVort
into making it right. We have done some training in Q590 Mrs Dorries: So if 15% are in special schools,
Essex, but it was a drop in the ocean because it is a 85% of disabled children are in mainstream schools.
large area. There are good inclusive schools in Essex, Mr Rieser: Yes.
but they are in the minority. The majority have not
had the training or the change that needs to be done.

Q591 Mrs Dorries: Why, then, are you so
determined? I have to tell you that I am going on my

Q585 Mrs Dorries: Richard, are you a government own experience of having been around special
adviser, or have you worked as a government schools—my own daughter is in a special school.
adviser? The physically disabled children I encounter in
Mr Rieser: I have. special schools are very severely physically disabled.

I think special schools have moved on dramatically
Q586 Mrs Dorries: Are you working as a over the last 10 years. The children I see—andwe are
government adviser at the moment? talking about children on naso-gastric tubes, who
Mr Rieser: Not in this area, no. are on intensive physio, very severely physically

disabled children—could not possibly, for a
Q587 Mrs Dorries:Do you ever receive government moment, be included in a mainstream school. I
funding or have you received government funding? wonderwhy you have this absolute ambition to close
Mr Rieser: The Reasonable Adjustment Project is a those special schools down which are serving those
particular project whichwas government funded. To 15% of physically disabled children so well, when
put it on the record: we got £240,000; we filmed in 40 85% of disabled children are inmainstream. You are
schools; shot 180 hours of film— there already, are you not?

Ms Mason: Firstly, it is not true that children with
severe physical impairment cannot be included.Q588 Mrs Dorries: I just need to know the answer to
They are. There is not a child with any level ofthe question. Does that not give you a slight conflict
impairment who I have not seen well includedof interest in that, the fact that you want to close all
somewhere. I think those young people who arespecial schools down by 2020? If your reason, your
most challenging to the education system, the onesraison d’etre at the moment, is to close all special
who are in special schools, the ones who reallyschools down by 2020, do you think it is appropriate
require change to happen with the mainstream forthat you have worked and do work or are still
them to be included, are the very young people whoworking as a government adviser?
we need most within mainstream because they areMr Rieser: I do not think there is any problem with
the ones who are the catalysts for change, if you like.conflicts. People can have their values and at the
They are also the ones who are most vulnerable tosame time work for local government. I hope we are
exclusion as adults. I was one of the many. The 2020not going down the road that people can be
campaign—and Richard did not start it—is peoplechallenged on their values and cannot work for
who have been through special education, for thegovernment, because I know there are people in
most part, who have recognised where it leads. It isCabinet positions who have all sorts of diVerent
not it in itself—some people really enjoy their specialviews. One can do more than one thing at once. My
schools. That is not my argument. The argument isview is that the Government itself has produced a
that it leads to a segregated adult existence,document saying: Improving the Life Chances of
particularly for those children with the most severeDisabled People, and they have given us until 2025
impairment, because they are the ones who the non-you do that. Certainly the three of us are arguing—
disabled people find the most diYcult.and there may be many others—that we are not

going to do that without transforming the education
system, because if we continue to have segregated Q592 Chairman: This is a very important question
schools we will not improve the life chances of and I want Simone to be able to answer as well.
disabled people. There was a cohort study produced MsAspis:We can never have influence on education
by the Government which showed if you have gone unless we have a universal understanding of what
to a special school as a disabled person (as opposed inclusive education means. It seems to me that we
to a mainstream school as a disabled person) you have some integration and some inclusion. It is only
were twice as likely not to get to college and twice as whenwe have inclusive education, so that everybody
likely not to have a job, regardless of your level of belongs and we ensure everybody belongs—and it is
impairment. That is damning evidence. It seems to a human rights issue—that we would include all
me it is not for us to defend inclusion; it is for those children, including those who have high support
who want to maintain a separate system to justify it, needs and those who have very high support needs.
because I do not believe it should be justifiable. One cannot really describe the eVects of special

education. Certainly, through the tribunal work I
have done, special schools have not changed for theQ589 Mrs Dorries: The figures you read out a few

moments ago from the DfES, about the number of last 10 years. I am a special school survivor and I am
horrified to find that for the disabled young people Idisabled children who are now in mainstream

education, could you read them out again? have to fight for, to support their inclusion, their
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experience of special education is not much diVerent provision in my past job for very disabled small
from mine, which was 20 years ago. So I would say children in early years provision and in early
that special schooling has not changed over the primary, and it has worked very well indeed, but I
years, and that inclusion would start from the point think the challenges come as the children get older.
that we make mainstream schools adapt to include The curriculum becomes faster and pacier, and at
all children—the education system as a whole to do some point you have to make connection with that.
that.We start from the point that all children belong
to mainstream regardless. We say this is about a
benefit to disabled children but we also think it is a Q594 Mrs Dorries: If you want to close all special
benefit to the community as a whole. We have not schools down by 2020 and you reach your ambition,
even anticipated that discussion today. Having all and there are children who do not fit into
children together is a benefit for non-disabled mainstream, particularly high level autism or
children—they learn to be with other children who Asperger’s children who cannot survive in a
are not like themselves, they learn to build mainstream environment, where would they go?
relationships, they learn to value each other, they Mr Rieser: That is a big assumption to say that they
learn to work with each other, they learn to be with cannot survive. They cannot survive in the
one another. We have not spoken about the benefits mainstream environment as it is now in some parts
that non-disabled children have and non-disabled of the country. In other parts of the country theyadults have. We are in a situation where disabled can—because there is a huge variation across theyoung people are getting ASBOs because their

country.behaviour is antisocial, criminalised. Why? Why?
Because for some kids there seems to be a lack of
understanding between non-disabled people and

Q595 Mrs Dorries: Why, in that case, are 27% ofdisabled young people and that only arises because
children with autism excluded from mainstreamwe do not have the inclusive education, in terms of
nationally?a wholesale inclusive education system, that we are
Mr Rieser: Because of the variation across thewanting to work towards. We really need to be
country. I already mentioned that there are someshifting this, so that it is not just: What is the benefit
schools with lots of children with autism who areto disabled children? but: What is the benefit to
never excluded. There are other schools where theysociety as a whole to include all children?
are and those schools are acting unlawfully in
excluding. Nobody does anything about it. There

Q593 Chairman: Thank you, Simone. are many schools in Newham, for instance, where
Ms Clery: I do not think we would disagree at all the exclusion rate is very, very low. Why is it low?
with the general principle, the pedagogy of it, but Because they have structurally changed what they
our stand at the moment, with the education system are doing. I know the Committee has discussed
as it is now, is that we find in RNIB that there are Newham before. The reality is that Newham does
certain children who can be included perhaps in include a much wider diversity of pupils than any
early years provision—and this again is very variable other borough in the country. It is true that some
in diVerent local authorities, diVerent local parents have exercised their choice and are going out
authorities take diVerent standpoints. But for those of the borough, but they are a much smaller
children who have profound and multiple learning proportion of children out of the borough than indiYculties—and I would like to put the emphasis on any other authority in the country. That has to bethe learning diYculties rather than the physical

held as the balance. It is not perfect, but they haveattributes or otherwise of those children, children in
moved in that direction. We would like to see manya couple of our own schoolswho have very profound
more authorities moving in that direction, so thatneeds indeed—we at the moment in RNIB cannot
this postcode lottery which people have been talkingsee how those children could have a really
about does not exist. I do not find it acceptable thatmeaningful experience in a mainstream school. If
if you happen to live in South Tyneside you have 10you are going to have a meaningful experience in a
times more chance as a disabled person of ending upmainstream school—and there are certain groups
in a special school than if you live in Newham. I dothat we feel are excluded in certain authorities from
not find that acceptable in a democratic society. Imainstream education who should be there and
think it is about looking at what exists. We will notshould thrive there—you have to connect with what
reach 2020 or even 2025—we are not definite on theis going on in the school, you have to make the
date, we just know there has to be a change—unlessconnection with the curriculum. If you have
there is a real shift in thinking about this issue toprofound and multiple learning disabilities and you
saying, “Yes, we need to change our schools so thatare learning at a stage which is a very early stage of
all children can thrive in them.” I have seen childrendevelopment and you are in a secondary school
with Asperger’s and autism—and you can see thefollowing a national curriculum, we at the moment
film, we will make sure all members of thein RNIB cannot see how that would work. We
Committee get it, I will talk to the DfES—who arewould like to see it work but at the moment we
there in ordinary mainstream schools, but thosecannot.When I have asked for people to point me to
schools have a diVerent way of approaching it to thewhere really good practice is going on for children
majority of schools. I am saying we need to get allwith that level of need, nobody has really shown me

where I can go and see it. I have certainly set up schools to be thinking like that.
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Q596 Mr Wilson: Could I explore this mainstream chasing a utopia of a type of inclusion that can never
and will never exist and forcing special schools toand special school theme for aminute.Many parents
close by a certain date is just trying to force the issue?would not choose a mainstream school for their
Ms Boys: In an ideal world we would all like to seechild and yet you are seemingly willing to force their
everybody included but I believe we need tochoice by closing special schools. Do you not think
maintain the breadth of provision so that parentsthose parents should have a choice about where they
have a choice. For some people with Down’ssend their child?
syndrome a 52 week curriculum is necessary in someMs Mason: First of all, I would say that I am a
cases with really disabled, dual diagnosis, multipleparent as well: I have a disabled daughter. I have
problems. Are we going to say that we will take thatbeen part of an organisation called Parents for
away from them? It is true that some families feelInclusion for longer than I have been part of the
they need to send their children to the local specialAlliance. I am sorry you did not invite them to be
school because they are frightened of what mightpart of this witness session because they have
happen to them if they go to the local mainstreamenormous experience of supporting parents. They
school, they are frightened that they will not get thewould say, and I would say, that parents all seem to
right level of support, they will be bullied, all kindsstart out wanting inclusion, in their hearts. I have
of social issues will ensue, but I do not think that isnot met a parent who honestly wants their child to
true for all families who have got their children inbe segregated. They want their child to be safe, their
special schools, some of them choose to send theirchild to be valued, their child to have their needs
children to special schools because they think themet, their child to have friends, for them, as parents,
special school is doing a good job.to be able to cope with the daily life of bringing them

up. They try to find it. They do not find it in
Q598 Mr Wilson:You have got some research frommainstreamand then they find awelcome in a special
your organisation. You have got 16,000 school ageschool and they then believe that special schools are
children with Down’s syndrome and you are findingthe answer.
percentage of themwant to move out of mainstreamMsAspis: I am a special school survivor.My parents
schools, having tried it, back into special schools.chose for me to go to a special school, and certainly
Ms Boys: That is at secondary level.my parents, unlike other parents, cannot imagine

how inclusion can work for disabled children, have
Q599 Mr Wilson: So you are still finding that, arenever had positive experiences of seeing disabled
you not?children included in mainstream. That choice does
MsBoys:Yes, we are still finding that. I can think ofnot necessarily mean it is the right thing—and I will
a number of families oV the top ofmy headwhere theexplain that further in a minute—but also parents
child has gone into secondary school and thesometimes choose special schools because they do
placement has broken down.not have the confidence in the mainstream at the

moment, as it stands now, or have not had the
Q600 Mr Wilson: That does not surprise you?appropriate support provided in mainstream, so it
Ms Boys: No.was never a choice per se. Providing choice is not

necessarily the right thing anyway. If we take, for
example, a homeless person: they decide that they Q601 Mr Wilson: Would you like to comment on
want to be in prison because they get three meals a that, Elizabeth?
day as opposed to being outside in society where Ms Clery: I would actually. We speak to a lot of
they are not getting their basic needs met and parents in RNIB and we also speak to a lot of

children, and that is a point I really wanted to makesupport. Does thatmeanwe respond to that and say,
early on. If you want to hear about how to raise“Give that person the right to go to prison”? It is the
quality, youmust be speaking to children and youngsame sort of thing in terms of schooling. If
people themselves, you must be hearing their views.mainstream is not working, should we be providing
I wanted to say I have great sympathy with Douglasan alternative or should we be improving on the
because I know that some authorities will say thatexisting mainstream? I do not know any disabled
they are inclusive in their approach. People do notchildwho comes out saying, “I want to be in a special
understand the word inclusion, they understand it toschool” and I do not know any parent, as Micheline
mean diVerent things. If we talk about inclusivesays, when their baby is born who says, “Oh, love to
education meaning education in the mainstream,have a special school placement.” So something goes
some authorities lack the commitment to reallywrong down the line. The issues, in terms of
make it work. It is not that they do not believe itdisabled, is that parents do not get the appropriate
should work, it is just that they do not quite knowsupport to see how their children can be included, in
how to do it. I can give a very real example from ourterms of advice, disabled people as role models, and
own research in terms of children who learn throughgood experiences of how it works in mainstream
Braille. These are children with either no sight orprovision—as we all know around the table.
very little sight, not enough sight to read print. We
know fromparents who have to go to Tribunal to get

Q597 Mr Wilson: Carol, you have been very places in special schools, it is not that they want
listening very carefully at the end to what you have places in special schools for their children but it is
been hearing at this end of the table. Do you think because the authority has not got the wherewithal to

plan the provision properly, and yet we know inthat the three towards this end of the table are
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other areas of the country secondary age Braillists children with those sorts of needs, to start oV in the
mainstream sector and really put everything in todo extremely well in mainstream schools but it

depends on the commitment of the authority, the make it work but we still think for a number of them,
at this moment with the education system as it is,attitude and ethos of the school, the provision of

proper support to the school, to the pupils and to the their needs will probably be better met in special
schools.families. I think there are a lot of factors at play here.

It is very easy to simplify it. There was just one other
thing I wanted to say. It concerns us in RNIB that Q605 Stephen Williams: I know we have got little
in some authorities they are going down the route of time left so I will come on to a broad sweep-up
additionally resourcing a number of schools and question at the end of this section. Perhaps I can
actually taking away choice for parents to look at start with Richard because he was quite trenchant at
local provision. We would want parents to have that the start about Baroness Warnock. In some of her
choice of a local school as part of a range of options. remarks that have been reported to us she has talked

about the definition of SEN as being far too broad
because it includes everyone who has a physicalQ602 Stephen Williams: A lot of the questions I

would have asked have been picked up already. Just handicap to somebody with Asperger’s. She has
described this SEN category as a “disaster”. That isto go back to Carol on Down’s syndrome, Rob said

a percentage of parents, having experienced an her word, not mine. Would you agree with that?
Mr Rieser: I think we should move to saying we areattempt at inclusion, then want to go to a special

school. Is it right that it is 2%? talking about disabled children, that they have
human rights and provision should be provided toMs Boys: No, it is not 2%.
the establishment so they can meet that need,
therefore we should move away from the SENQ603 Stephen Williams: That was part of the
category because I think it is confusing now that weevidence we have been given.
have moved on to disability. Disability is notMs Boys: Yes, it must be 2% if it is in our figures. I
dependent on the level of support or medication youwas going to say I would not like to say oV the top
get, if you have an underlying impairment then youof my head but if you are quoting our survey it was
are disabled. With the broadening of the definition2%of people who responded to our survey, but there
all children who currently have SEN will be classedare a lotmore families out there who did not respond
as disabled children and, therefore, they have rightsto our survey. It was 2% of the respondents.
and those rights should be maintained and the
provision they need should be, as it is in FE and

Q604 Stephen Williams: I just wanted to clarify that HE at the moment, provided by the schools
for the record. Can I come back to Elizabeth on automatically, and that should be monitored. That
some points that were not picked up, again from is how I would like to see it moving.
evidence that I believe the RNIB has provided to the
Committee. Roughly half of children of school age

Q606 JeV Ennis: One of our witnesses earlier—Iwho have a visual impairment just have the visual
cannot remember whether it was Elizabeth orimpairment and then 30% have that visual
Carol—mentioned the postcode lottery of provisionimpairment compounded by all sorts of other
across many diVerent local education authorities.learning diYculties. Of those 30% who have other
How big a problem is this lack of consistency oflearning diYculties, in essence are you saying you
provision across the LEAs?would prefer it if those children were educated in a
Ms Clery: It is a big problem actually and there isspecial school environment rather than an inclusive
huge variation. Just taking blind and partiallyenvironment?
sighted, but I think this applies to lots of otherMsClery:Not at all. Our figures show of the number
children as well, we have quality standards for blindof children with visual impairment, 59% are in the
and partially sighted children published by theDfESmainstream sector. That figure has not shifted over
that are recommended but they are not actuallythe last eight or nine years, it is still 59%. Within the
enforceable, so local authorities can still go theirgrouping of children with visual impairment, the
own way. Until we have actual minimum standardsnumber of children with very profound and complex
that say children are entitled to this right across theneeds is rising. The number of children with visual
country and it is monitored and evaluated throughimpairment is not going up but that number within
some mechanism, it could be through Ofsted, itis rising.Wewould not say that wewouldwant to see
could be something else, that problem is alwaysthem all in special schools but we would want to see
going to remain and to us that is one of the biggestappropriate provision made for them so that their
concerns.experience in whatever school they are in is a very

meaningful experience and they have those needs
properly met. The majority of children with Q607 Chairman: Should not local people in local

democracy make up their minds about the level ofprofound and complex needs and visual impairment
are in the maintained sector mostly in schools for provision?

MrRieser: I do not believe it is local democracy, it ischildren with severe learning diYculties and one of
RNIB’s big concerns is they are not having their about inherited structures and inherited values from

the local autohrity itself and it is largely the localneeds arising from the visual impairment met
because they are in generic special schools. We authority that determines where children go rather

than the other way round because they will say towould like to push the boundary and, if it works for
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parents, “We don’t think you should go here” or Q609 Dr Blackman-Woods: I want to ask you a
“you should go there” and most parents will go couple of questions about evidence really. What
along with what the local authority are saying. I sit evidence do you have that if parents were able to
on the SEN Disability Tribunals and it is not true choose across the state sector they would choose
that every parent is appealing that, the vast majority mainstream rather than maintained special schools?
of the 256,000 parents who have got statements are I am asking what evidence is there that they would
happy with where the location is in that statement do that.
but the location is largely decided by the local Mr Rieser: I think the evidence I have quoted from
authority, not by the parents although parents are Newham is strong evidence. Parents do have a
given a choice. I think that is the problem, if you choice under the SEN structure to name the school
have a set of schools you will direct children to fill and if the authority does not agree then go to the
those schools up. We need to bring down the level of Tribunal and get it. Some parents have done that but
special schools across the country. For instance, what I am saying is where there is a strong,
there are still 28,000 childrenwithmoderate learning supported, inclusive system with the value that
diYculties in special schools but inmany parts of the children first of all go to their local neighbourhood
country none of those children are in special schools school and if parents are not happy with that they
and they are getting exam results. can go to resourced schools, of which there are 21

across the borough, parents are votingwith their feet
and mainly going for that. A very small minority areQ608 JeV Ennis:Moving on to disability legislation,
still going for something else. You have to comparehow does the new disability legislation overlap with
that to the authorities that do not have that range ofthe SEN legislation? What are the implications for
provision where far more parents are choosinghow well they will work together to meet the needs
alternatives. It seems to me that is quite strongof all disabled children?
evidence that needs to be looked at.Ms Mason: I think Richard said it really. Bringing

the DDA into education is one of the best things
that have happened. It is like the DDA outside
education, it was only when it suddenly became law Q610 Dr Blackman-Woods: I think your
that I could get into the bank at last after 30 years. organisation has said, however, that you think local
Miraculously ramps were appearing everywhere. It authorities respond badly to some of the demand for
is very sad that people need the legislation, it would mainstream education from parents because they
be much better if they did not, but unfortunately have pressure to fill special school rolls. Have you
they do. It seems to me the reason we say there needs got evidence for that as well?
to be an end date to segregation is so that all those MrRieser:Yes, there is evidence of that in that there
people who would really rather not bother going are significant numbers of parents who have had to
down this inclusion route, because it is not an easy go to tribunal to argue for wanting mainstream
one, will have to because there is not an alternative places where the authority has said, “No, we have
so they can say “that authority is interested but we got this special school and you need to go there
are not”. I completely agree with Richard, I believe because that is where your needs can best be met”
all children who are currently under the SEN label and the parents have had to fight very hard and a
are considered to be disabled children protected by number of those cases have gone right the way up to
the DDA and have rights and you will get to the High Court. They are a minority of children so
understand this issue a great deal better than it is you need to look at the SEN Disability Tribunal
currently being understood. Annual Report and there are statistics in that which
Ms Aspis: Building on what has been said, but also show the movement is both ways. There are parents
in terms of ensuring that all provision is entitled by fighting in certain authorities to get into mainstream
law under theDisability Discrimination Act because schools and there are equally, in Essex for instance,
one of the benefits of the SEN statementing process parents who are fighting to go the other way because
is once it is seen you need it you are provided with things have failed in the mainstream. It seems to me
it, unlike the Disability Discrimination Act that we that there is direction going on there by the local
would like to see extended so if you need provision authority.
in the mainstream that should be provided for as a
right as well. The definition should be widened to
include all disabled children, including those who

Q611 Dr Blackman-Woods: Yes, but the localhave emotional and behavioural diYculties where
authority could argue that is in the best interests ofwe do not know where the “cause” lies. They should
the child, not because they are trying to fill schoolbe covered by the DDA. There should be a clear
places.enforceable right for all children to go into the
Mr Rieser: The local authority does not have themainstream so we do not have to go through a
right to arguewhat is in the best interests of the child,tribunal system where we decide who is and who is
under section 316 they can only argue that this childnot out and thereafter provision in terms of ancillary
will interfere with the education of other childrenequipment and support to be provided as a right as
otherwise if the parents want to choose mainstreamwell. Then you have got the legal system in place to
that is where they need to provide the provision andensure that disabled children have the right to attend

mainstream school as the very basic. they are not doing that in all authorities.
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Q612 Dr Blackman-Woods: Lastly, what evidence Q614 Mr Carswell:A very short question, one word
do you have that parents who choose the special answers, please, starting with Richard. I know you
school route realise too late that it is not helping have got very strong views aboutwhat is appropriate
their child in terms of education results, social for other people’s children but as a matter of public
integration, et cetera? record—yes or no—do you think parents should
Mr Rieser: It is qualitative research which has have the final say choosing between whether their
looked at the lives of disabled people once they have children should go inmainstream or special schools?
been through.We did a small piece of researchwhich Should parents have the final choice?
showed what it looked like and they said, “If that is Mr Rieser: Not the final choice.
what youmean, I would have preferred to have been
oVered that”. There needs to be more research on
that because I think it is too easy to say, “Do you
want what is currently here in the mainstream or in
the special school?” and it depends very much what
is available locally. We know hundreds of parents Q615 Mr Carswell: They should not?
have said, “Why can’t we have what they have got in MrRieser: I think the disabled child should have the
the next borough or across there?” One piece of final choice.
evidence there is that numbers of parents of disabled Chairman: It has been a fantastic session, a very
children havemoved house to authorities where they good session, controlling this lot asking more and
know their children can get into the mainstream as more questions, and David did not even get called.opposed to others. That is not just inNewham, it has

You have been a very good group. Will youhappened in the North of England.
remember that this is only an oral session, we want
to remain in communication with all five of you andQ613 Chairman: And the other way round?
if you think there is something we did not ask youMr Rieser: Maybe. I do not know because they do
please be in communication with us by email ornot have to the other way round because they have
whatever. Thank you very much all of you.the right if they want to go for segregation to have it,

and that is there in the law.

Memorandum submitted by the National Autistic Society

Executive Summary

The National Autistic Society (NAS) is the leading charity for people with autistic spectrum disorders in
the UK. We run a specialist advice and casework service on special educational needs for parents. We also
run six autism specific schools.

TheNAS prevalence estimate for autistic spectrumdisorders (ASD) in the total population is one in 110.15

As such, all schools should expect to teach children with autism16, and have the understanding, resources,
training and specialist support to meet their needs.

The autistic spectrum includes children with severe learning disabilities with little or no verbal
communication, through to those with an average or high IQ, including those withAsperger syndrome. This
wide spectrum of needs requires a wide spectrum of educational provision including mainstream schools,
special schools, specialist units attached to mainstream schools and residential provision. All NAS
recommendations in this document are listed in full in Appendix 1.

Current Educational Outcomes for Children with Autism

“The admission and retention of pupils with social and behavioural diYculties continue to test the
inclusion policy”17 (Ofsted, 2004)

“There have also been significant increases in the number of children identified with autistic spectrum
disorders . . . Our provision needs to improve to meet that need. We need a spectrum of provision to meet
a spectrum of need.”18 (Lord Adonis, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State)

— Over a quarter (27%) of children with autism have been excluded from school at some point, and
most of these (23%) have been excluded on more than one occasion.19

15 How many people have autism spectrum disorders? (2003) NAS: London.
16 Throughout this document the terms “autism” or “ASD” are used to apply to all people with autistic spectrum disorders
including those with “high functioning autism” or Asperger syndrome.

17 Ofsted (2004) Towards Inclusive Schools, p 5.
18 Hansard OYcal Report 14 July 2005.
19 OYce for National Statistics (2005) Mental health of children and young people in Great Britain, 2004.
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— 72% of children with autism are behind in their overall scholastic ability, two fifths are more than
two years behind.20

— One in five appeals to the SEN and Disability Tribunal concern children with autism, although
less than one in 20 children with SEN in England and Wales have autism.21

The National Autistic Society

1. The National Autistic Society is the leading charity for people with autistic spectrum disorders in the
UK. The NAS has a membership of over 12,000, a network of 60 branches, and works with more than
90 partner organisations in the autism field.

2. The NAS exists to champion the rights and interests of all people with autism, including Asperger
syndrome22, and to ensure that they and their families receive quality services, appropriate to their needs.
There are approximately 535,000 people with autistic spectrum disorders in the UK.

3. The NASAdvocacy for Education service provides advice on special educational needs provision and
entitlement for parents and carers. Since its launch in 2000 it has provided advice and assistance to over
7,000 families. The service provides advice on entitlements and helps parents to understand the process for
obtaining additional support for their child. It also provides casework support for parents appealing to the
SEN and Disability Tribunal. Where possible we aim to help parents represent themselves at Tribunal, but
where necessary we provide pro bono representation through our alliance with law firms CliVord Chance
and Addleshaw Goddard.

4. In addition to this specific advice and advocacy service on special educational needs we also run a UK
wide Autism Helpline where 5.5% of the 35,000 calls last year related to problems with education.

5. The NAS also runs six autism-specific schools across the UK for students of all ages. NAS schools
cater for widely varying needs, including more able students and those with high support needs arising out
of challenging behaviours. All schools aim to be centres of local expertise and support inclusion.

6. The NAS welcomes this opportunity to submit written evidence. The NAS is a member of the Special
Educational Consortium (SEC) and we fully support the evidence submitted by the consortium. This paper
aims to supplement this, by highlighting the particular experiences of childrenwith autism.As amembership
organisationwe seek to represent the experiences of over 12,000members whose lives are touched by autism.
As the NAS both provides autism specific education and supports families of children with autism in
mainstream schools through advocacy, casework and support services, we are uniquely placed to comment
on the experience of children with autistic spectrum disorders in the education system today. The NAS
would welcome the opportunity to supplement this written evidence by giving oral evidence to the
committee.

Autistic Spectrum Disorder

7. Autistic spectrum disorder is a lifelong developmental disability that aVects the way a person
communicates and relates to people around them. People with an autistic spectrum disorder experience
diYculties with social interaction, social communication and imagination—known as the “triad of
impairments”.23

8. The scientific consensus is that autistic spectrumdisorders can be identified in one in 166 children under
eight years old.24 The NAS prevalence estimate for autistic spectrum disorders in the total population is one
in 1125 and this is supported by recent research from the OYce for National Statistics which indicates 0.9%
of children aged five to 16 years have an ASD26. As such, all schools should expect to teach children with
autism, and have the understanding, resources, training and specialist support to meet their needs. Some
children with an ASD will have accompanying learning disabilities, and almost all will have some level of
special educational need (97% according to the OYce of National Statistics).

9. The only economic analysis of autism in the UK to date highlighted that, from an annual total cost of
autism of at least £1 billion, only 7%was spent on education. The authors concluded that “evidence suggests
that even moderate increases in educational provision could potentially result in major savings in later
living costs.”27

20 Barnard et al (2000) Inclusion and autism: is it working? NAS: London.
21 Hughes, Rosemary (2005) The SENDisT—10 years on, Education, Public Law & the Individual, vol 9.
22 Asperger syndrome is a formof autism. PeoplewithAsperger syndromehave the same traists as those with autism—diYculties
in communication, social understanding and social interaction—but will not usually have accompanying learning disabilities.

23 Wing, L andGould, J (1979) Severe impairments of social interaction and associated abnormalities in children: epidemiology
and classification. Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders, Vol 9(1), pp 11–29.

24 Medical Research Council (2001) Review of Autism Research: Causes and Epidemiology.
25 How many people have autism spectrum disorders? (2003) NAS: London.
26 Mental health of children and young people in Great Britain, 2004 (2005) OYce for National Statistics.
27 Knapp M and Jarbrink, K (2001) The economic impact of autism in Britain. Autism vol 5(1), pp 7–22.
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Autism and Inclusion

Recommendation: Autism is a spectrum disorder. This wide spectrum of needs requires a wide spectrum of
educational provision including mainstream schools, special schools, specialist units attached to
mainstream schools and residential provision.

Recommendation: The child’s needs should be the starting point for identifying what type of school they
should attend and the support they need in that setting.

Recommendation: Whatever the setting, educational provision for children with autism needs to be
appropriately resourced and teachers need relevant expertise.

10. Autism is a spectrum disorder. The autistic spectrum includes children with severe learning
disabilities with little or no verbal communication, through to those with an average or high IQ, including
those with Asperger syndrome28. This wide spectrum of needs requires a wide spectrum of educational
provision includingmainstream schools, special schools, specialist units attached tomainstream schools and
residential provision.

11. Inclusion is about the quality of a child’s experience; how a child develops his or her skills, participates
in the life of the school and learns and plays with children from a range of backgrounds.Many children with
autism can be supported to play a full role in mainstream schools, however some children will be able to
have a more inclusive experience in a specialist setting.

12. The principle of inclusion should not be confused with the terms “integration” or “mainstreaming”
which describe a situation where the child is placed in mainstream education and expected to adapt to the
curriculum and classroom environment. For inclusion to take place, educational provision must be adapted
according to the pupil’s individual needs. The child’s needs should be the starting point for identifying what
type of school they should attend and the support they need in that setting.

13. Whatever the setting, educational provision for children with autism needs to be appropriately
resourced. All mainstream schools should expect to teach children on the autistic spectrum, and have the
understanding, resources, training and specialist support to meet their needs. Where training and resource
needs are not met, the principle of inclusion is undermined.

Specialist Support for ChildrenWith Autism

Recommendation: Development of partnership working between mainstream and special schools

Recommendation:Assess and plan to reduce the barriers to partnershipworking experienced by independent
special schools, so that they can share valuable skills and expertise.

Recommendation: School placements should be based on the individual child’s strengths and need, and these
may change over time. The principle of inclusion should not take precedence over a child’s best interests.

Recommendation: The presumption for mainstream should not be used to reduce access to special school
placements for younger children which may aid inclusion in the long term.

Recommendation: Funding needs to be retained centrally by LEAs to provide autism specialist support and
advisory services to schools.

14. TheNASbelieves that special schools have an important role to play in an inclusive education system,
both educating children with complex needs, and sharing their skills and expertise withmainstream schools.
We welcome that the government recognises the valuable role of special schools in its SEN Strategy,
Removing barriers to achievement.29 We also support the government’s focus on breaking down the barriers
between mainstream and special schools, although partnership working is currently limited. NAS schools
are independent schools where all pupil placements are local authority funded. This status creates many
barriers to partnership working, for example teachers working in our schools cannot gain qualified teacher
status. This inhibits staV movement between our schools and mainstream schools, and opportunities for
trainee teachers to gain experience of teaching children with autism are lost.

Good practice example: Specialist provision equipping a young person to return to mainstream education

The NAS Helen Allison School in Kent provides specialist provision for children with autism aged three to
19 years. Edward, a pupil at the school hadbeen excluded from his mainstream school and had not received any
education for 18 months before arriving at Helen Allison with very low self esteem. He has now been at the
school for two years and is 17 years old.

Edward has been supported by the school to take evening classes in IT at a mainstream college nearby whilst
staying on in the school’s residential service. This means that Edward still has access to a team of professionals
and support staV including a speech and language therapist and psychiatrist. The continuation of holistic

28 Asperger syndrome is a form of autism. People with Asperger syndrome with have the same traits as those with autism—
diYculties in communication, social understanding and social interaction—but will not usually have accompanying learning
disabilities.

29 DfES (2004) Removing barriers to achievement, page 34, para 2.12.
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support and the opportunity to stay on in a familiar environment meant that Edward was able to manage the
stresses and changes to routine involved in starting a new course and he is progressing well. He now hopes to
attend a further education college to study IT, returning to the mainstream full time.

15. The principle of inclusion should never be used as a rationale for cutting specialist provision, as long
as that provision continues to be necessary for any child with autism. Children should not be placed in
special schools as a last resort when mainstream placements fail. Early access to specialist placements or
support can facilitate greater inclusion in the long term. NAS schools are experiencing a changing
population of pupils, with a higher percentage of older, more able children with very challenging behaviour
and mental health problems who have had negative experiences in mainstream schools. In many cases these
individuals may well have been able to move from our schools into mainstream, if they had access to
specialist support in the first place, rather than as a last resort.

16. There are an estimated 90,000 children with autism in the UK and approximately 7,500 specialist
educational placements exist for this population.30 This indicates an under provision of specialist placements
for children with autism. A lack of specialist support is evident across all settings, from early intervention
programmes, specialist outreach and advisory services through to autism-specific units in mainstream
schools and autism-specific schools.

17. In light of the current deficit in teacher and whole school training in ASD, specialist advisory and
support services are an invaluable resource. The Ofsted report Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and
outreach services, found that support and outreach services promoted inclusion and improved the life
chances of many vulnerable pupils. However, specialist autism support services are limited and patchy
across the country, and the NAS is concerned that existing outreach services are currently being eroded as
a result of the delegation of SEN funds from LEAs to schools. The Ofsted report found that where funds
were redirected to schools they did not necessarily use them to buy back central support services. In some
cases this was because schools did not have enough money to buy back the services they needed. In other
cases teachers were not aware of the support that could be made available or understand the diVerence it
might make. The report concludes:

“Where the funds were delegated, it disadvantaged groups of pupils with complex special needs
who did not have access to specialist support because funds had been used for other purposes.”31

Provision for PupilsWith Autism inMainstream Schools

Recommendation:As approximately 90% of children are currently educated in mainstream schools it is vital
that schools have the necessary resources and expertise to support them.

Recommendation: The NAS is calling for renewed government commitment to delivering its SEN Strategy,
Removing barriers to achievement.

Recommendation:DfES to review implementation and promote the use of the Autistic Spectrum Disorders:
Good Practice Guidance.32

18. In light of the limited number of autism-specific places for children with autistic spectrum disorders,
the majority will be educated in mainstream schools with varying levels of support.

19. The NAS recognises the genuine challenges in developing appropriate mainstream provision for
children with autism. The NAS has welcomed the significant government commitments to developing the
capacity of mainstream schools to provide for pupils with SEN as set out in the ten-year strategy, Removing
barriers to achievement. However, progress has been disappointingly slow, and the NAS is calling for
renewed government commitment to delivering the strategy.

20. DfES established an autism working group in 2001 which led to the publication of Autistic Spectrum
Disorders: Good Practice Guidance. The NASwelcomed this excellent and practical guidance, and feel that
it is an under utilised resource. We recommend that the autism working group is re-convened to review
progress made since publication, identify priority areas for future work and to promote awareness amongst
schools and LEAs.

30 Jones, G (2002) Educational Provision for Children with Autism and Asperger Syndrome: Meeting Their Needs. London:
David Fulton Publishers.

31 Page 1.
32 DfES (2002) Autistic Spectrum Disorders: Good Practice Guidance.
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The following sections identify the key barriers to appropriate education for children with autism.
Each section includes NAS recommendations, which are listed in Appendix 1

Training

SENCO: “I don’t believe in Asperger syndrome”
(to parent of child diagnosed with Asperger syndrome)

Recommendation: Initial teacher training to include training in autistic spectrumdisorders to enable teachers
to recognise the alerting signals of a possible developmental disorder, support children with ASD and know
when to seek specialist advice.

Recommendation: Continued professional development in autism to enable teachers to address skills gaps
and gain develop more specialist skills and knowledge.

Recommendation: DfES to identify core competencies in autism training for all professionals working
with children.

Recommendation: Schools to be supported to adopt a school-wide approach to autism awareness training.

21. Schools need training, resources and specialist support to enable them to support pupils with ASD.
At present the scale of the need for training cannot be overstated. NAS research indicates that 72% of
schools are dissatisfied with the extent of their teachers’ training in autism. In schools identified as having
pupils with ASD, only 22% of teachers had received any autism training, the majority for between one to
four hours.33

22. Removing barriers to achievement states that every teacher should expect to teach children with SEN,
and must be equipped with the skills to do so. The Strategy proposes a tiered approach to training, where
all teachers have core skills, some teachers in all schools have specialist skills and some teachers in some local
schools have advanced skills.We feel that this is a sensible approach and necessarily ambitious. The Strategy
also outlines well overdue proposals for a strategic emphasis on SEN within initial teacher training and
professional development.

23. Whilst the NAS welcomes that fact that the Training and Development Agency for Schools (TDA)
has now commissioned the development of a programme to support teacher training on SEN and disability,
the delay since the Strategy was launched in February 2004 is unfortunate. The NAS notes that there is still
no guarantee that teachers will receive any SEN training in initial teacher training or continued professional
development. Furthermore specific autism training is notably absent from the initial programme outline.

24. The National Autism Plan for Children states that all professionals working with children need to be
able to recognise the alerting signals of a possible developmental disorder, support children with ASD and
know when to seek specialist advice.34 The NAS believes that it is vital that this principle is applied to
teacher training.

25. Without an understanding of autism, teachers are not equipped to adapt their classes and the
environment to enable children with autism to access learning. The following good practice examples
demonstrate that where there is an understanding of the individual’s impairments, making adjustments in
order to include children with autism can be both straightforward and eVective.

Good practice example: a reasonable adjustment

A five year old boy with ASD would refuse to say his name when the teacher took the class register.

StaV regarded autism as something that led to children not making eye contact, sitting in corners on their
own and rocking, whereas he was quite verbal and able. So they simply saw him as being non-compliant and
became increasingly frustrated. The school gave the parents the impression that it was their fault and the parent-
school relationship deteriorated.

A trainer on anNAS parenting support programme came in to explain that the communication problems were
down to the boy’s autism. He wasn’t answering the register because he didn’t understand why he needed to
communicate.

The school was receptive and introduced a new way of registration. Each child has a card with their name on
it. After calling out their name for the teacher, they drop it into a post-box. Because this was a more physical
rule, the boy could make sense of it. Gradually he started to say his name out loud as well, as he was able to
make sense of the situation.35

33 Barnard et al (2002) Autism in Schools: Crisis or Challenge? London: NAS.
34 NIASA (2003) The National Autism Plan for Children, NAS: London.
35 Children Now (May 2005).
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Good practice example: a school’s response to behavioural diYculties

An eight-year-old boy with ASD in a StaVordshire primary school kept kissing his teacher throughout the
day. The social impairments associated with autism manifest diVerently in each individual. While many people
with ASD find physical contact diYcult, others are overly friendly and will seek to hug and touch virtual
strangers. Teachers who are not aware of the group of children with ASD are prone to view this physicality as
a form of sexual harassment. In this case the school identified that the child’s behaviour was related to his
condition, and provided suitable support. The sign for “no kissing” (words on a card) was used by the teacher
at all times apart from at the beginning and end of sessions when she would enthusiastically let him give her a
kiss. This card was gradually phased out over time and the kiss replaced by a high five hand clap.36

26. In both of the practice examples above, it is evident that if teachers were not equipped with an
understanding of autism the situations could have developed very diVerently and could have resulted in an
escalation of behavioural diYculties and possibly to exclusion.

27. All school staV, not just teachers, need training in autistic spectrum disorders. In 2003 the NAS held
Inclusion Awards to celebrate good practice. The awards highlighted that all school staV have an important
role to play and this demonstrates the need for whole school awareness of autism. For example, pupils with
autism find it hard to cope with unstructured time and are also vulnerable to bullying, this means that break
times can be particularly diYcult:

“Lunchtime supervision has been an issue for our son. He has a statement for 25 hours/week, which
covers time in class but he is vulnerable at playtime and lunchtime. All midday assistants in school
require training and information about each child with an SEN.” (Parent)

Research

Recommendation: Funding for research into educational and behavioural interventions for children with
autism.

Recommendation: Establish networks for the monitoring and distribution of autism research activity, to
identify needs for future research and to promote evidence based policy and practice at national, local and
school level.

Recommendation: Better dissemination of information and research activity to parents to enable them to
make more informed decisions, possibly through the proposed National Early Intervention Centre of
Excellence.

28. The evidence base for the relative eYcacy of autism-specific interventions is weak. Few intervention
methodologies have been subject to rigorous objective assessment against scientifically-credible criteria.
This leaves parents vulnerable to “fad” interventions, and creates tensions between parents and LEAs over
whether specific interventions should be funded.

29. The NAS has worked with the Institute of Child Health onMapping autism research: Identifying UK
priorities for the future.37 The report identifies research into interventions as an area of significant weakness
in the UK. The proportion of researchers evaluating interventions in the UK was a third of that in the rest
of the world. Comparison between autism research in the UK and the USA, found that more research is
funded, and that research funding for autism is coordinated across government agencies in the USA.
Following the publication of the report, the government has established a cross-departmental committee in
order to share information and co-ordinate autism research.

Admissions

Recommendation: Expanding school control over admissions policy must be supported by a strong
monitoring and accountability framework to ensure that children with autism are not disadvantaged.

Recommendation:Forthcoming Education Bill to protect access to appropriate school transport services for
children with SEN and/or disabilities.

30. The NAS has been contacted by a small number of parents experiencing diYculties in relation to
admissions and exclusions from City Academies. The NAS is monitoring evidence from our helpline as we
wish to explore the issue of the provision of conciliation services by DfES to resolve diYculties between
Academies and LEAs, in respect of the admission of children with a statement of SEN. There is concern
that these children have a lesser right of access than their peers, and that parents are not involved in the
admissions process. It is expected that the forthcoming Education Bill will give schools greater control over
admissions procedures. In this context, it is vital that school admissions policies are closely monitored to
ensure that pupils with autism who may be perceived to be challenging or diYcult are not turned away.

36 Teachernet website.
37 Institute for Child Health (2004)Mapping autism research: Identifying UK priorities for the future.
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31. School transport services can limit access to an appropriate education for children with autism.Many
children have to travel long distances to access school which canmean that they are not in a fit state to learn
when they arrive. Where LEAs do not provide adequate specialist provision, children with autismmay need
to access an out of county placement. However, school transport costs can limit access to a school that can
meet the child’s needs. The case below demonstrates how school transport can be a barrier to a child
accessing appropriate educational provision. It is important to note that the dispute below was not a matter
of parental preference.

Real life example: School transport and admissions

The parents of a 10-year-old child with autism agree with their LEA that the most appropriate educational
provision for their child is a named school that is out of borough. This school is named in the child’s statement
of SEN, but with the proviso that if the parents are unable to provide transport to the school, the place will not
be provided. The parent cannot drive and there are other school age children in the family making it diYcult
for the parent to take the child to school. The journey (between 30 and 40 miles) would involve trains, buses
and walking so it is clearly inappropriate for primary school age child to make the journey on his own.

If the parents were unable to provide transport to the agreed school, a place would be denied, and an
alternative place provided at a second school. This school is agreed to be less appropriate and it is also out of
borough, but it is more convenient for the LEA to provide transport to it. Unlike the first choice this school only
takes pupils until age 11 years so the child would have to change schools again in a year’s time (September
2005).

The SEN and Disability Tribunal cannot rule solely on transport cases, as there is no legal basis on which
they can make a decision. Therefore the parents need to find an alternative basis, or legal loophole, in order
to appeal. The parent’s appeal under the Disability Discrimination Act was rejected as although the SEN and
Disability Act (2001) covers school trips it does not apply to school transport.

Therefore unless parents in this situation are prepared to undertake the expensive and long-winded route to
judicial review, they will have to accept less appropriate provision for their child, although “less favourable
treatment” on the basis of disability is illegal under the Disability Discrimination Act.

(Parent advised by the NAS Advocacy for Education Service)

Exclusions

“My son was permanently excluded from nursery and from two schools by time he was seven years old. He has
now been out of school for 15 months.”

Recommendation: Promote understanding of Disability Discrimination Act (2005) (1995) to seek to reduce
high level of informal exclusions of pupils with autism.

Recommendation: Training in autism and behaviour management for all school staV.

Recommendation: Development of LEA support services and partnership working with autism-specific
schools and units, to enable schools to access specialist advice and training in managing challenging
behaviour.

Recommendation: Schools should be guided to review child’s support needs before taking disciplinary
action, and where appropriate initiate statutory assessment.

32. Over a quarter (27%) of childrenwith autism have been excluded form school at some point, andmost
of these (23%) have been excluded on more than one occasion.38

33. An NAS survey found that the most common reason given to parents when their child was excluded
was that the school could not copewith the child.39 This indicates that exclusion is often linked to inadequate
support and failure to make reasonable adjustments to enable children with autism to access school life.

34. Themainstream school environment throws up a range of challenges for pupils with autism, including
Asperger syndrome, especially at secondary level. Environmental triggers or disruption to routines can lead
to high anxiety. In terms of peer relationships, diYculty with social interaction and communication can lead
to frustration, bullying and low self-esteem.A classic pattern for children with ASDwho exhibit challenging
behaviour is that low-level bullying and teasing from other children, or stress built up in the classroom,
triggers a sudden and violent response. In other instances, apparent aggression may become the only means
of expression for a child frustrated by their impairments.

38 Mental health of children and young people in Great Britain, 2004 (2005) OYce for National Statistics.
39 Barnard et al, (2000), Inclusion and autism: is it working? London: National Autistic Society, p 19.
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35. The Code of Practice for Schools on the Disability Discrimination Act (1995) includes the
following scenario:

A pupil with autism goes to the front of the dinner queue. A teacher standing nearby tells him not to
“barge in”. The pupil becomes anxious but does not move. The teacher insists that the pupil must not
“jump the queue”. The pupil becomes more and more agitated and hits the teacher. The pupil is
excluded temporarily from the school.

36. TheCode of Practice notes that this child has diYculty inmanaging social situations as a consequence
of his autism. He has diYculty in understanding the purpose of a queue, he has diYculty understanding
figurative language such as “jump the queue” and “barge in” and he has diYculty in managing escalating
levels of anxiety. In determining whether the exclusion is justified the school should consider if they have
taken reasonable steps to prevent the incident happening. These could include:

— StaV training about autism and how the disability manifests itself.

— StaV training on strategies to avoid diYculties, for example, avoiding negative instructions and
symbolic language such as “jumping the queue”.

— StaV training on strategies to overcome diYculties if they do arise.

— Training for the pupil in coping with social situations, such as queuing.

— The development of strategies for communicating that he is upset or confused.

37. The Code of Practice concludes that if the school could have taken steps of this type, but did not, it
may not be possible for them to justify the exclusion. The NAS does not condone violence against teachers.
However, this scenario demonstrates that it is inappropriate to take punitive action against a pupil where
the appropriate reasonable adjustments, training and support have not been made.

38. Many of the exclusions experienced by children with ASD will be “temporary” or “informal” fixed-
term exclusions which are frequently omitted from exclusions data. If most permanent exclusions for
children with autism result from a failure to understand and manage their challenging behaviour, these
informal exclusions occur when a school simply cannot cope with the child at all. This situation most
commonly occurs at lunchtime, when schools do not have the necessary resources to ensure the safety of the
child and his or her peers in the playground. Parents might be asked to come into school to look after their
children during break times, or they may have to collect them when their child’s peers are going on a school
trip or preparing for a school play.

39. The large number of these fixed-term exclusions demonstrates the need for whole-school autism
awareness training to give all members of staV an understanding of how to cope with children with ASD.
Informal exclusion is contrary to the Disability Discrimination Act (1995), and the level of informal
exclusions highlights the need for greater awareness of disability discrimination law.

“We were frequently asked to take our son home at lunchtime. When we queried whether the
school was saying they could not support our son, they told us that either we continued or Charlie
would be actually excluded and it would go on his ‘record’.”

“Jenny was not allowed on school trip even though she wanted to go. The school said they didn’t
have enough staV to cope with her.”

“Can you sign this holiday form for the rest of the term—we’re all stressed and cannot cope with
him” (School to parent near to Christmas).

40. The level of informal exclusions of pupils with autism, needs to be considered in light of government
policy for extended schools and the development of breakfast and after school clubs as part of “wraparound
childcare”.

“I have two children with ASD. I have asked about inclusion policy/practice about after school
clubs and trips away and there has been no policy or thought about including children with
additional support needs.”

Good practice example: NAS Robert Ogden School, South Yorkshire

30% of pupils at the NAS Robert Ogden School were permanently excluded from both mainstream and
special schools before they came to the school.

A proportion of these pupils with challenging behaviours were spending a significant amount of time out of
classes because they were inhibiting the learning of other pupils. In order to meet these pupil’s needs, the school
has established at Key Stages 3 and 4 an “Inclusion Resource”. Each pupil is given a personalised “inclusion”
timetable which enables them to negotiate their access to learning groups, or particular teachers with whom
they feel comfortable. There is not an expectation that these pupils will attend all classes with their peers. Each
pupil has an individual inclusion target each week, for example to attend an after school club. Pupils have been
able to build up their tolerance of group learning, and have a personalised learning programme and their own
space when they choose to use it.
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Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

“I can’t imagine anyone anywhere having anything good to say about your son”
(Head teacher to parent of child with autism)

“It doesn’t matter if she doesn’t do her GCSEs. She can do them later.”
(Teacher to parent)

Recommendation: Review and strengthen accountability for children’s progress, provision and outcomes,
particularly as the school improvement process moves towards the use of school improvement partners.

41. Educational outcomes for children with autism are poor, and only 6% of all people with an ASD
proceed to full time paid employment.40 The OYce of National Statistics found that 72% of children with
autism are behind in their overall scholastic ability, and that two fifths are more than two years behind.41

The Ofsted report Towards Inclusive Schools concludes that:

“Expectations of achievement are often neither well enough defined, not pitched high enough.
Progress in learning remains slower than it should be for a significant number of pupils.”

The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils

Recommendation: Implementation of DfES guidance on the Management of SEN expenditure to be rolled
out and monitored.

Recommendation: Avoid using the level of statementing as an indicator of good practice, to ensure LEAs
identify reduced statement as an outcome of good practice and parental confidence rather than as an input.

Recommendation: Maintain access to an equitable statutory assessment process, so that children with
complex needs can access resources in a delegated system.

Recommendation: Develop clear accountability framework at LEA level, so parents are not passed from
school to LEA.

Recommendation: Develop clear accountability framework at school level for provision, progress and
outcomes.

Recommendation: Government to review cases where implementation of Tribunal orders exceed statutory
timescales and identify patterns of non-implementation; investigate instances of last-minute settlements
by LEAs.

Recommendation: The forthcoming Courts and Tribunals Bill needs to address the experiences of parents
at the SEN and Disability Tribunal, particularly around non-implementation of Tribunal decisions, and
ensure fair and equal access to systems of redress.

42. In our experience parents value the SEN statutory framework and the role of the SEN and Disability
Tribunal as they provide a clear baseline of rights and entitlement. However, parents are often frustrated
by the complexity of the system and the way in which it is administered locally.

43. The statementing system provides a comprehensive system for identifying a child’s needs and the
provision needed to meet those needs. It guarantees provision for the child and as such parents highly value
it. However, the NAS appreciates that the statementing process is sometimes perceived as bureaucratic,
confrontational and complicated by both local education authorities and parents. Too often parents feel
that they are in conflict with their LEA, and the process can cost families both financially and in terms of
stress. Delay to the support or placement that a young person needs can have significant impact on their
educational progress, self esteem and mental health.

44. Parents do not start out wanting a statement for their child, but many find that statutory assessments
and statements are necessary to secure the appropriate provision their child needs. As statements provide
access to the additional resources there will always be a need to use some form of assessment in order to
determine entitlement to those resources.

45. Many parents have to challenge their local education authority’s decision at the SEN & Disability
Tribunal. One in five cases appearing before Tribunal now concern a child with autism. This figures suggests
that there is a problem in agreeing and providing appropriate provision for children with autism.

46. An NAS survey exploring experiences of the SEN and Disability Tribunal highlighted significant
parental concerns with Tribunal processes and the outcomes. Key concerns include the emotional and
financial cost to parents; the lack of suYcient support and advice for parents; LEA failure to implement
Tribunal orders; “eleventh hour” settlements before Tribunal hearings take place and the accessibility and

40 Barnard et al (2001) Ignored or Ineligible? NAS: London.
41 Mental health of children and young people in Great Britain, 2004 (2005) OYce for National Statistics.
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equality of the process. However, overall parents very much valued the role of the SEN and Disability
Tribunal as an impartial body resolving disputes between themselves and Local Education Authorities
(LEAs).

“My seven year old son started to cut his arms whenever he went to school—he was so unhappy
there. I knowmyLEAwouldn’t have provided the provision he needed if I hadn’t gone to tribunal.
He now loves going to school!”42

Delegated Funding

47. The government has identified the delegation of SEN funding from LEAs to schools as good practice
since 2001.43 By delegating resources for children with statements, it is intended that schools will be able to
meet pupil’s special educational needs promptly and with greater flexibility. Removing barriers to
achievement states that in turn this approach reduces demand for statements as parents become more
confident that their child’s needs can be met without the need for a statement.44 The government has
produced some clear and welcome guidance on how funding for children with special educational needs
should be delegated, entitledManagement of SEN expenditure. This guidance should be driven forward and
monitored as we are concerned about the way in which this policy has been implemented.

48. The Ofsted report Towards Inclusive Schools highlights a systematic lack of monitoring of progress,
provision and outcomes for children with SEN in schools. The report found that few schools evaluate their
provision for pupils with SEN systematically so that they can establish how eVective the provision is and
whether it represents value for money. The availability and use of data on outcomes for pupils with SEN
continue to be limited.

49. In this context the NAS is concerned about the monitoring and accountability for SEN resources.
We appreciate the need to reduce bureaucracy and paperwork burdens on schools, but where SEN budgets
are delegated, schools must be accountable for the funding.

“The LEA pays my school £9,260 per year to provide her with resources to meet her needs. The
Governors use the budget to make classes smaller. My LEA have been wonderful and support me
but it seems their hands are tied.”

“When we suggested to the LEA that they employ a couple of internal auditors to go round,
checking on what schools do with their SEN budgets, they look astonished at the very idea. They
also say what can they do about even if they find the school is misusing the money—withdraw the
school’s SEN budget? The SEN children will suVer.”

50. Removing barriers to achievement rightly identifies building parental trust and confidence in
mainstream provision as a pre requisite for successfully reducing reliance on statements. However, the NAS
is concerned that in some areas reducing statements has been perceived to be an explicit strategic aim in itself
rather than an outcome of good practice and improved provision.

51. Calls to our Advocacy service indicate that some parents feel that the policy of reducing reliance on
statements is leading to reduced access to statements in practice. We are therefore concerned that the
delegation of funding is making it more diYcult for children with complex need to access support. This is
reflected by the fact that more parents of children with autism are appealing against LEA refusal to make
a statutory assessment, and the majority of appeals are upheld. The number of appeals on refusal to assess
has nearly doubled percentage terms over the 10 years of SENDIST. Refusal to assess is also the type of
appealmost likely to bewithdrawn or conceded before a hearing, of 320 appeals last year 61%were upheld.45

52. The following quotes are all from parents of children with autism who are members of the NAS.

Experience: Access to Early Intervention and Support

“It took five months of battling with the LEA to get them agree to undertake an assessment, by which time
we had lodged an appeal with SENDIST and the LEA had been asked to prepare a case statement. I am very
concerned about the amount of valuable time Daniel is losing in the early years of his education, which is a
critical period. The limited amount of help which the school has been able to provide with delegated funds is
not enough.”

“The statementing process is necessary in that complex children need a multi-disciplinary assessment to find
out the nature and severity of their SEN. Schools do not have the expertise to assess these children.”

42 PACE Tribunal Report (2003) London.
43 The Distribution of Resources to Support Inclusion (2001) DfES.
44 Removing barriers to achievement (2004) DfES.
45 Hughes, Rosemary (2005) The SENDisT—10 years on, Education, Public Law & the Individual, vol 9, issue 1.
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Experience: Conflict of Interest Between School and LEA

“In my local authority, if a statement is issued, LSA time is funded as follows:

— under 15 hours must be funded by the school;

— 15 to 25 hours, first 15 hours funded by the school, remainder funded by LEA; and

— over 25 hours, fully funded by LEA.

This system clearly creates a conflict of financial interests between the LEA : it is in the school’s interest for
a child to have more than 25 hours, and in the LEA’s for a child to have no more than 15 hours.”

Experience: Impact on Relationships Between Parents, Schools and LEAs

“We felt that statementing was the only legal vehicle we as parents had in acquiring help for our child and
now even that is being taken away from us. I think the present system of funding is deliberately divisive-setting
government against local authorities-local authorities against schools-schools against parents-and parents
against each other—as we are all fighting for limited funds.”

Experience: Confusion Between Role of LEA and Schools

“All Schools will have the same problem of a cash limited budget as the LEA—it is just pushing the LEAs’
problems onto schools.”

Access to Speech and Language Therapy and Other Professional Support

Recommendation: Government to resource and inspect implementation of the standards on speech and
language therapy in the National service framework for children, young people and maternity services
standard 8.

Recommendation: Restructuring of the assessment process so that professional reports are independent of
local authorities.

53. A shortage of health and education specialists cause delays and limit access to early intervention and
support services. Large waiting lists for speech and language therapy mean that opportunities for early
intervention are lost and children are at risk of developing behavioural diYculties, deteriorating social
relationships, and failure to access the curriculum and their learning potential.

54. Access to speech and language therapy services is very much valued by parents of children with
autistic spectrum disorders. A NAS survey asked “If one single change was to be made to teaching and
support of your son/daughter to improve their learning or experience what would it be?” Out of all the
responses, “more speech therapy” was the third most popular change called for after “more one-to-one
support” and “more autism awareness training”.46

55. A 2003 report by theWelshAssemblyGovernment found that in someNHSTrusts inWales, children
can wait up to, and sometimes over, 72 weeks for an initial appointment to see a therapist.47 It is estimated
that 40% of the children in need of therapy services in Wales are currently on waiting lists.

56. Workforce and recruitment challenges are illustrated by the fact that 90%of the 2001 graduate cohort
fromUniversity ofWales Institute CardiV demonstrated a preference to work with adult patients. The NAS
is concerned that the vital zero to four year old age group is not attracting more newly qualified therapists,
as it tends to have the largest caseloads.

57. The NAS is aware that many parents pay for independent assessments and reports from educational
psychologists and occupational therapist because they want a thorough, quick and impartial assessment of
their child’s needs. Some parents contacting our advocacy service express concern that professional reports
commissioned by their local authority do not provide an accurate description of the child’s needs and
provision required. This includes reports by educational psychologists, occupational therapists and speech
and language therapists. Concerns arise where the professional spends very little time with the child. Parents
feel there is a conflict of interest because the independent report is LEA funded and used to determine the
level of support the LEA needs to resource for that child.

46 Barnard, J, et al (2000) Inclusion and autism: is it working? London: NAS, p 17.
47 WAG (2002) Speech and language services for children and young people in Wales.
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58. This professional shortage is a key issue across government departments and progress towards
meeting the relevant standards in the National service framework for children, young people and maternity
services needs to be resourced and monitored.

The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

“When my son was seven years he was diagnosed with ASD. I had to fight the school to get him
a statement. At Tribunal it came up that the school had tested him and he had a reading age of
four and a half years yet I had never been told. School should have to tell parents about any tests
they do.”

Recommendation: Improved access to impartial advice and advocacy services, to enable parents to
participate in decisions about their children’s education.

Recommendation:Re-assess the Education Act 2005 regulations to ensure that information legally required
by the SEN and Disability Act 2001 continues to be provided to parents.

59. TheGovernment’s drive to increase choice in education is welcome, but parents can only be genuinely
involved in decision-making about their children’s education as part of a two-way relationship. The school
and LEA must keep parents suYciently informed about their children’s progress; and parents must have
genuine opportunities to participate in decisions about their children’s education.

60. Parents need assistance to be properly enabled to participate in the decision-making process. Yet
there is insuYcient provision of independent advice and advocacy for parents. TheNational Autistic Society
runs a service for parents of children with autistic spectrum disorders, providing advice on entitlements and
helping parents to understand the process for obtaining additional support for their child.We also provides
casework support for parents appealing to the SEN and Disability Tribunal. Since its launch in 2000 the
NAS Advocacy for education service has provided advice and assistance to over 7,000 families, but we
always have a backlog of calls and cannot meet demand.

“I had to fight for every piece of information above from school, LEA and in the end I had to go
to independent bodies or charities to receive information. I never did receive school policies; our
last resort was taking the school to tribunal for disability discrimination. Our son is at a diVerent
school now!”

61. Expected provisions in the forthcoming Education Bill will allowOfsted and Local Authorities to act
upon complaints from parents. In addition, though, it should be remembered that parents’ complaints are
not always with the school, but often with the Local Authority. The Bill could be extended to allow Ofsted
to act upon parents’ complaints about Local Authorities.

62. The NAS, both individually and as part of SEC, have expressed concern that the Education Act 2005
removed the duty to produce a Governors’ Annual Report (GAR) and hold a parents’ meeting as part of
the school inspection. The GAR is valued by parents of disabled children as a way of obtaining find vital
information about schools, including their SEN policy, a financial summary and arrangements for
accessibility and admissions.

63. The Education Act 2005 introduced a school profile to include some of the information that was
previously made available in the GAR; information about SEN was to be made available in a school’s
prospectus. However, parents do not automatically receive a school prospectus—itmust be requested—thus
placing parents of children with special needs at a disadvantage. The NAS has been dissatisfied with
proposals for the school profile which excludes valuable information on SEN.

64. The Education (School Information) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2005 set out the
requirements for the school prospectus, but it does not contain the information required by the SEN and
DisabilityAct 2001. Thismust be acted upon immediately to ensure that parents are providedwith necessary
information.

65. In addition, Local Authorities are not fulfilling their legal duties on publishing information about
SEN on the internet. A recent survey by the Advisory Centre for Education (ACE) found that two thirds
of 12 recently inspected Local Educational Authorities in England, were not publishing on their websites
vital information regarding SEN, that they were legally required to publish.48

48 ACE (2004), http://www.ace-ed.org.uk/news.html
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APPENDIX 1

Summary of National Autistic Society recommendations

Autism and Inclusion

Recommendation: Autism is a spectrum disorder. This wide spectrum of needs requires a wide spectrum of
educational provision including mainstream schools, special schools, specialist units attached to
mainstream schools and residential provision.

Recommendation: The child’s needs should be the starting point for identifying what type of school they
should attend and the support they need in that setting.

Recommendation: Whatever the setting, educational provision for children with autism needs to be
appropriately resourced and teachers need relevant expertise.

Specialist Support for Children with Autism

Recommendation: Development of partnership working between mainstream and special schools.

Recommendation:Assess and plan to reduce the barriers to partnershipworking experienced by independent
special schools, so that they can share valuable skills and expertise.

Recommendation: School placements should be based on the individual child’s strengths and need, and these
may change over time. The principle of inclusion should not take precedence over a child’s best interests.

Recommendation: The presumption for mainstream should not be used to reduce access to special school
placements for younger children which may aid inclusion in the long term.

Recommendation: Funding needs to be retained centrally by LEAs to provide autism specialist support and
advisory services to schools.

Provision for Pupils with Autism inMainstream Schools

Recommendation:As approximately 90% of children are currently educated in mainstream schools it is vital
that schools have the necessary resources and expertise to support them.

Recommendation: The NAS is calling for renewed government commitment to delivering its SEN Strategy,
Removing barriers to achievement.

Recommendation:DfES to review implementation and promote the use of the Autistic SpectrumDisorders:
Good Practice Guidance (DfES: 2002).

Training

Recommendation: Initial teacher training to include training in autistic spectrumdisorders to enable teachers
to recognise the alerting signals of a possible developmental disorder, support children with ASD and know
when to seek specialist advice.

Recommendation: Continued professional development in autism to enable teachers to address skills gaps
and gain develop more specialist skills and knowledge.

Recommendation: DfES to identify core competencies in autism training for all professionals working
with children.

Recommendation: Schools to be supported to adopt a school-wide approach to autism awareness training.

Research

Recommendation: Funding for research into educational and behavioural interventions for children with
autism.

Recommendation: Establish networks for the monitoring and distribution of autism research activity, to
identify needs for future research and to promote evidence based policy and practice at national, local and
school level.

Recommendation: Better dissemination of information and research activity to parents to enable them to
make more informed decisions, possibly through the proposed National Early Intervention Centre of
Excellence.

Admissions

Recommendation:Forthcoming Education Bill to protect access to appropriate school transport services for
children with SEN and/or disabilities.

Recommendation: Expanding school control over admissions policy must be supported by strong
monitoring and accountability framework to ensure that children with autism are not disadvantaged.

Exclusions

Recommendation: Promote understanding of Disability Discrimination Act (2005) (1995) to seek to reduce
high level of informal exclusions of pupils with autism.
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Recommendation: Training in autism and behaviour management for all school staV.

Recommendation: Development of LEA support services and partnership working with autism-specific
schools and units, to enable schools to access specialist advice and training in managing challenging
behaviour.

Recommendation: Schools should be guided to review child’s support needs before taking disciplinary
action, and where appropriate initiate statutory assessment.

Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

Recommendation: Review and strengthen accountability for children’s progress, provision and outcomes,
particularly as the school improvement process moves towards the use of school improvement partners.

The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils

Recommendation: Implementation of DfES guidance on the Management of SEN expenditure to be rolled
out and monitored.

Recommendation: Avoid using the level of statementing as an indicator of good practice, to ensure LEAs
identify reduced statement as an outcome of good practice and parental confidence rather than as an input.

Recommendation: Maintain access to an equitable statutory assessment process, so that children with
complex needs can access resources in a delegated system.

Recommendation: Develop clear accountability framework at LEA level, so parents are not passed from
school to LEA.

Recommendation: Develop clear accountability framework at school level for provision, progress and
outcomes.

Recommendation: Government to review cases where implementation of Tribunal orders exceed statutory
timescales and identify patterns of non-implementation; investigate instances of last-minute settlements
by LEAs.

Recommendation: The forthcoming Courts and Tribunals Bill needs to address the experiences of parents
at the SEN and Disability Tribunal, particularly around non-implementation of Tribunal decisions.

Access to Speech and Language Therapy and Other Professional Support

Recommendation: Government to resource and inspect implementation of the standards on speech and
language therapy in the National service framework for children, young people and maternity services
standard 8.

Recommendation: Restructuring of the assessment process so that professional reports are independent of
local authorities.

The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

Recommendation: Improved access to impartial advice and advocacy services, to enable parents to
participate in decisions about their children’s education.

Recommendation:Re-assess the Education Act 2005 regulations to ensure that information legally required
by the SEN and Disability Act 2001 continues to be provided to parents.

October 2005

Memorandum submitted by the British Dyslexia Association

Introduction to the BDA

The BDA is the umbrella membership organisation representing those of any age who are aVected by
dyslexia. They oVer advice, guidance and support to parents, children and adults indeed all those aVected
by dyslexia, including professionals. Many of these calls highlight the diYculties some parents face when
trying to access suitable provision for their dyslexic child within mainstream schools.

Working through specific projects we aim to improve participation within life long learning opportunities
for dyslexic people through a variety of access points; schools, colleges, universities, private and public
sector employers, prisons and young oVender units etc.

The BDA identify and accredit suitable courses for professionals working in the field of dyslexia and
specific learning diYculties. This service was developed at the request of teachers themselves who identified
the need for improved training in dyslexia and SpLD but needed to know which courses were to be
recommended. A national network of local associations and support groups themselves provide one-to-one
support for families through the process of statementing.
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We run a dyslexia friendly quality marking project where LEAs accredit their individual schools against
a set of standards. These standards have been agreed by a BDA steering group comprised of exponents of
good practice over recent years.

We run a comprehensive website with a unique dyslexia/disability friendly accessibility tool aimed at
better informing those who are disadvantaged by their dyslexia. We also publish a range of facts sheets,
publications, regular newsletters and an annual handbook.

We try to level the playing field for those who struggle to receive the dyslexia friendly education they
require in order for them to reach their full potential at whatever level that may be.

Provision for SEN Pupils inMainstream Schools

The BDA is a committed champion of inclusion for those with special educational needs where ever
possible. However, this service needs to be adequately resourced and provided uniformly across the country.
We recognise that for some children with specific care needs, for example those with degenerative life
limiting disorders, main stream schools, whilst still preferable should not be the only option on oVer.

Small class size and a higher ratio of specialist trained teachers are the reason many parents select a
specialist school for their child with dyslexia. The same reasoning applies to many parents of children with
autistic spectrum disorders.

Until the resources for SEN within mainstream better match the need, and eVorts are made to get the
right skill mix amongst staV, SEN will continue to be seen as a “problem” and children with SEN will still
appear to be the ones that “do not matter.” These children should have their education needs met as of right
because they are children. In practice it is often delivered almost grudgingly, frequently after a personal
battle by parents involving expensive solicitors and tribunals. These families often only keep going because
of the individual support and advice received from charities.

Teacher Training

Good practice in SEN teaching has been shown to be eVective for all. Teacher training must change to
reflect this fact. This would move us towards true inclusion. Special educational needs are no longer an
exception. Only by changing the starting point as per Every Child Matters will we truly include those with
SEN. By teaching to a multi sensory model that is equally applicable to those more able students as well as
those with mild to moderate SEN we can be truly inclusive.

At present the BDA accredit courses that trained teachers can undertake in order to achieve their
specialist teacher status.Many of these teachers fund these courses themselves having recognised the benefits
for their pupils but being unable to convince their schools of the need. They cannot acquire the funding or
the time oV from their full time posts to attend the course and do this as distance learning or in evenings.

Availability of Resources and Expertise

Two key problems need addressing if inclusion within mainstream schooling is to succeed for pupils
with SEN:

— SEN funding needs to be adequate and ring fenced for that purpose alone. The SEN funding
stream needs to be transparent within the accounting system allowing identification of the unit cost
per child with SEN at a tiered level with increases for those with higher needs. Parents should be
involved with the setting of these tiers.

— Parents are often told there are “insuYcient resources” with nothing to substantiate that fact. This
is exacerbated by the current obscurity of SEN funding. Anecdotal statements such as “the entire
SEN budget for last year went on new fencing” cannot be disproved. Transparency would help.

— Initial teacher training needs to be changed urgently if Every Child Matters is to be seen as more
than just rhetoric. The number of children with SEN in each class is now suYcient to warrant them
being considered less “special” and more mainstream. This needs to be addressed urgently.

— SENCO posts (seen as key by parents) are often part time with duties attached to the job
description of an already working teacher or even head teachers.

— Parent Partnership schemes, although now provided across the country, vary in quality and
staYng due to variable commitment from LEAs.

Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

We championwell resourced inclusion for pupils with SEN in almost all cases. However we recognise that
there may be some special needs for example some life limiting and degenerative disorders where special
schools could provide better care facilities than may be possible within mainstream.
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Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN

Improving the standards of achievement for those with SEN is an important sign of a commitment to
equality and inclusion. P levels and the new Ofsted requirements to review SEN in their inspection process
are a positive start to the process but will need strengthening if progress is to be made long term.

The BDA is seriously concerned that within the current model unmet special educational needs lead some
pupils to act out their frustration at repetitive failure by increasing disruptive behaviour and truancy.

We are equally concerned that unrecognised dyslexia may account for some of the low literacy levels in
young school leavers reported by employers and also within the youth oVending teams.

The system of Statementing

The Code of Practice and SENDA give some structure and rights to the assessment of special educational
needs. Parents may not like this adversarial system but they do at least feel they have some rights on behalf
of their child.

Given the battles they describe even when these “rights” legally exist, they will be hard to convince that
moving away from this model could actually improve the resources for their child. Transparency and true
partnership may be a catalyst.

Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Child’s Education

Many parents in touch with our helpline tell us of “their constant battle” to get the best for their children.
This often starts after their first visit to school when they first identify the concerns about their child. They
are too often dismissed as over anxious or over ambitious parents. Parents do have unique knowledge about
their child and a true working partnershipwith parents requires an acknowledgement of this fact and respect
in their role.

The BDA recently funded an Action Research Project at Exeter University, led by Professor Brahm
Norwich looking at these issues.

It covered five LEA areas in the South West and is entitled “I am glad I did not take no for an answer.”

The BDA commend this report to the committee as part of this review.

How Special Needs are Defined

The current PLASC categories list dyslexia, dyscalculia and dyspraxia as Specific Learning DiYculties.
This particular category is fairly tight but others are less defined.

We are concerned that a child with unmet special educational needs within the schooling system could
end up moving to the EBSD category because of their deteriorating behaviour. Here, behaviour
modification may then take greater priority than addressing their original and probably still unmet
educational needs.

Provision for Different Types Levels of SEN Including EBSD

We feel the majority of levels of SEN including EBSD can be addressed within mainstream. It would
require adequate resourcing, a wider skill mix amongst staV and possibly small group work within the main
stream setting.

SENDA

This legislation is seen generally by parents as being an excellent piece of national legislation giving rights,
structures and timescales that allowing transparency for parents as the assessment process moves on.

The problems start with local LEA variations in interpreting national legislation and general lack of
dyslexia/SEN awareness and knowledge amongst the staV of some schools.

There is also no adequate policing of those LEAs who pay lip service to SENDA exacerbating an
adversarial system that is expensive to administer in financial and emotional terms for those families
involved.

September 2005
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Memorandum submitted by I CAN

1. Introduction

This document is I CAN’s written evidence to the Parliamentary Select Committee on Education and
Skills’ Inquiry into Special Educational Needs. I CAN is the charity that helps children communicate. Our
special focus is the children who find that hardest: children with a communication disability.

Section 2 of our evidence sets out I CAN’s position on the development of communication skills for all
children and young people in the UK. It highlights the special needs of children with an “invisible”
communication disability—a disability that is too easily overlooked. Section 3 highlights the need for a
strategic approach that will address the communication needs of all children and focus scarce resource to
include those for whom this is the most diYcult.

FromSection 4 onwards, I CANgives evidence on the specific topics highlighted by the Select Committee.

I CAN would welcome the opportunity to supplement this written evidence by an invitation to give oral
evidence to the Select Committee.

2. Communication: An Essential Skill for Life

Communication is a foundation life skill for all children. Through speech and language children build
relationships, share experiences and learn49.

One in 10 children have a communication disability—an estimated 1.2 million children across the UK.
On average, there will be three children with some form of communication disability in every primary school
classroom in the UK.

Children with a communication disability have problems in one or more of these areas:

— Understanding and using words.
— Discriminating between speech sounds.

— Using words to convey meaning.
— Using and understanding language correctly in diVerent social contexts.

Children’s “invisible” problems with communication mean that they find it diYcult to express themselves
and develop the learning and literacy skills they need to become independent adults and thrive in a 21st
century world. There is a clear relationship between this hidden disability and later literacy problems50, and
poor educational attainment at 11 and 16 years of age51.

Many children with other primary disabilities have their special educational needs compounded by
communication problems. To give some examples, all children with autism have diYculties with social
communication; most children with dyslexia have problems with distinguishing between speech sounds;
some 60% of children with cerebral palsy have additional communication disabilities; as do a very high
proportion of deaf and hard of hearing children.

Being unable to communicate eVectively is deeply frustrating: well over half of the children classified as
having emotional, behavioural and social diYculties (EBSD) have a communication disability too. An
unaddressed communication disability often leads to behavioural problems. This strong inter-relationship
is all too often overlooked. As a result, childrenwith EBSD often fail to have their communication disability
addressed, with the outcome that their frustrations continue and they become locked in a vicious, self-
perpetuating cycle. Isolation and social exclusion is the frequent result.

For some, these problems can be relatively short term. Others suVer from a severe and persistent
communication disability that aVects them throughout their education and beyond. Without the right help,
at the right time, these children will be left out and left behind. The impact of this invisible disability on
children is profound. It can last a life-time and the cost to children, their families and to wider society is
unacceptably high.

3. Communication Skill: Making the Difference Now

I CAN believes that much more needs to be done to support children and young people to develop the
communication skills vital for today’s world. There needs to be a special focus on those who find this
hardest: children with a communication disability.

The Basic Skills Agency reported a significant drop in the speaking and listening skills of British
children52. In a report issued in 2002, the Agency found that 66% of primary school head teachers believe
that only half of all children entering school have the communication skills they need for an eVective start
to learning.

49 Silva P, Williams S—&McGee R, (1987):A Longitudinal Study of Children with Developmental Delay at age three years; later
intellectual, reading and behaviour problems. Developmental Medicine and Child Neurology 29, 630–640.

50 Catts, H and Kahmi, A, (1999): Language and Reading Disabilities. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon).
51 Howlin P & Rutter M, (1987): The consequences of language delay for other aspects of development.
52 Basic Skills Agency (2002): Summary Report of Survey into Young Children’s Skills on Entry to Education.
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Early intervention can prevent children with a communication disability needing intensive and costly
support throughout their lives. So can the right support, tailored tomeet children’s individual needs, at every
stage throughout their school career.

There is evidence that many educational settings are providing good support for children with a
communication disability. Recent policy and guidance has highlighted the need to address communication
development for all children and oVered opportunities for good practice to be developed and disseminated.

However, despite both the importance of communication for all children and the high incidence of
communication disability and its impact on children’s life chances, there are major gaps in eVective
provision. Research carried out for the Department of Education and Skills (DfES)53 identifies that this
is because:

— Parents and professionals working with children are insuYciently aware of the importance of
children’s communication development. They also need to know how to identify and support
children with this invisible disability. This is true both where problems with communication are a
child’s primary disability and where communication disabilities compound special educational
needs created by associated disabilities from other causes.

— The skills and resources available on the ground are still too limited and variable to address
children’s needs consistently.

I CAN is calling for a three-pronged strategic programme to foster children’s communication
development at all levels within the education system:

Action 1. A national delivery model must be developed and implemented across all schools and educational
settings in the UK to actively support children’s speech and language development and, at the same time,
successfully include those with a communication disability. This will require:

1.a Standards for all educational settings need to be set by the DfES. These then need to be implemented
using a range of tools, including a programme of advice for all educational and child care settings on how
to achieve the standards. Auditing would take place through existing inspection channels. These standards
should be developed at three levels, so that early years, schools and further education settings are able to
meet a wide range of needs at the appropriate level:

— Level One “Universal”—These settings will have the resources and staVwith skills and knowledge
to support all children’s communication development, linking with existing speaking and listening
curriculum areas. They will also be able to identify those with a disability and access adequate
support from other professionals, such as educational psychologists and speech and language
therapists.

— Level Two “Enhanced”—These settings will be additionally resourced with staV whose skills and
knowledge provide an inclusive environment for children with a moderate disability, in
collaboration with local experts, as well as supporting all children.

— Level Three “Specialist”— These settings will deliver a collaborative service, provided by teachers
and speech and language therapists, for children with a severe and complex communication
disability.

All settings should achieve Level One; designated and additionally resourced settings in each Children’s
Trust area should achieve Level Two; and specialist/regional provisions should achieve Level Three. The
aim is to create “communication friendly” schools and settings for all children and regional centres that are
able to support children with the most complex needs. Flexible pathways between settings should be created
for children with a communication disability to give them timely and appropriate support. This may include
part time or temporary placement in specialist provision tomeet their very specific needs.Amore substantial
regulatory framework needs to be put in place to enable. dual registration of pupils to take place more easily
to facilitate flexible placements.

1.b Teachers, teaching assistants and early years professionals need to be given the tools, particularly the
skills and knowledge, to become proficient in developing provision at each of the three levels described
above. Specified levels of training in communication development must be achieved by teaching staVwithin
the first three years of practice. This would have the significant advantage of linking to and strengthening
the existing speaking and listening curriculum for all children. Health staV, particularly speech and language
therapists, also need to undergo training so that they are able to work collaboratively with teaching staV to
deliver this service.

1.c New workforce arrangements need to prioritise and enable collaborative working between
educational and health staV so that they can jointly develop, plan and deliver services for children with a
communication disability. There should be planned periods for health and educational practitioners to
network and train together in order to share skills and knowledge of best practice.

53 Law et al, 2000: Provision for Children with Speech and Language Needs in England and Wales. DfEE Research.
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1.d Specialist provisions, particularly Non-Maintained Special Schools (NMSS) should be given the
resources andmechanisms throughwhich to share their expertise and good practice with others, particularly
mainstream schools. The following changes are needed to make this happen:

— National strategicmapping of special school provision against need is required to enable NMSS to
become an integral part of the full, national range of provision for specific groups of SEN children.

— Information on the range of available resources by SEN type needs to be made accessible on a
national database.

— Funding and a clear policy drive are required to enable the development of productive partnerships
between mainstream and special schools. This requires improved targeting of existing resources,
rather than the deployment of additional resources.

NMSS are centres of rare skills and scarce expertise, as well as being major providers for the groups of
SEN children that they serve. As such, they are an important national educational resource. They must be
recognised as such, and included appropriately within local, regional and national strategic plans. Without
sustainable funding sources, and high level policy backing, they will wither on the vine and their unique
expertise will be lost.

Action 2: A national strategy must be developed to ensure that all families have access to appropriate and
timely information and advice on supporting children’s communication development and accessing help for
those with disabilities. To achieve this, there is a need to:

— Audit information services, to identify and shore up gaps in provision. Standards need to be set
and audited regularly to ensure on-going development and performance of services. Existing
sources of evidence can be utilised to carry out this exercise through information services such as
Parent Partnerships.

— Proactively promote services to all parents, particularly targeting new parents and those at most
risk.

— Train key, front-line educational and health staV to support families in this area-of children’s
development and on how to access help for children with a disability.

Families play a pivotal role in the development of their children’s communication skills. All too often,
they are not fully supported to do this well. As a result many lack the knowledge, skills and confidence to
help their children develop to their full potential. Without timely support, parents can miss the early signs
of a communication disability and then find it diYcult to access the support and advice vital to ensuring
adequate support.

As for many other SEN groups, accessing the right kind of educational provision for children with special
needs can be extremely problematic. Families of childrenwith a communication disability experience special
diYculties in accessing the right kind of advice, help and provision at points of transition, for example when
their children start school and at primary/secondary transfer.

Action 3: A radical review of the statementing process with the aim of:

— developing equality of entitlement and provision for all children with SEN, not just those with
statements;

— reducing the current costly, cumbersome and time consuming statementing process, which would
release funds and staV to better support SENchildren. The inflexible and confrontational positions
encouraged by the tribunal process results in damaged relationships, a prolonged process of
negotiation and an on-going leeching of funds and resources ultimately to the detriment of all
concerned;

— promoting contractual arrangements between partner agencies, rather than issuing statements;
and

— ensuring joint ownership of the assessment of children’s needs and the recommendations of
provision by the agencies responsible for providing the services. Currently LEAs own the
statementing procedure. This could be achieved within the responsibilities of the new Director of
Children’s Services. This would end the current unacceptable anomaly for children with
communication disability whereby health services assess and make recommendations for speech
and language therapy but are not bound to provide services meeting the recommendations they
have made.
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4. I CAN’s Specific Responses to Areas Highlightedby the Select Committee

4.1 Provision for SEN pupils in “mainstream” schools: availability of resources and expertise: diVerent models
of provision

The majority of children with a communication disability, with and without statements of SEN, are
educated in mainstream schools. With an average of at least three children with a communication disability
in every primary classroom, it is essential that all schools are able to support these children.

The quantity and quality of support for children with a communication disability in mainstream schools
is partially dependent on whether the child has a statement. This does not depend on severity of disability/
needs but on where the child lives, the school attended and the approach of parents.

Schools which have an appropriate framework and trained staV could provide the day-to-day support for
children with a mild to moderate communication disability. This would free up specialist speech and
language therapists to prioritise their work and focus on children with more severe and complex disabilities,
as outlined in Action 1 of Section 3 of I CAN’s evidence to the Select Committee (see pages 4–6).

Children with communication disability who attended appropriately inclusive schools would not be
dependent on holding a statement in order to have their needsmet. Equipping schools to provide support for
children with a communication disability will have the additional benefit of promoting the communication
development of all children, an area of increasing concern.

Mainstream schools could oVer appropriate support for children with a communication disability by
benefiting from the good practice currently demonstrated. in other settings. This would be achieved through
the development and implementation of the standards frameworks and staV training, described in Action
1 of Section 3.

This would provide a tiered systemof support, enabling children to remain inmainstream, where possible,
and/or to be placed in a more specialist setting that oVers a greater degree of environmental adaptation and
more specialist and intensive support for some or all of their education, if required.

There are examples of good practice in the inclusion of children with a communication disability. I CAN
works with LEAs, early years settings and schools to develop and replicate good practice through
consultancy, advisory work and standard setting. We also provide training and information to disseminate
good practice more widely. I CAN is keen to work in partnership with government and non-government
organisations to develop these standards as part of a national, cohesive strategy to meet the communication
needs of all children.

4.2 Provision for SEN pupils in Special Schools

To support children with a severe and complex communication disability, schools and early years settings
need to demonstrate the following features in their practice:

— high staV/pupil ratios;

— staV with appropriately high levels of training and expertise;

— highly collaborative work between education and health professionals;

— the systematic use of augmentative communication including signs, symbols and IT-based
systems; and

— skills in behaviour management.

These features are currentlymorewidely available in special thanmainstream schools. Some childrenwith
a communication disability, therefore, need to attend a special school that is able to provide this highly
specialist and intensive support in an adapted environment, for some or all of their education.

Many special schools, which provide for specific sub-groups of children with SEN, are in the Non-
Maintained Special Schools (NMSS) and independent sectors. NMSS provide for children where there is a
gap in maintained provision. Specialist provisions, particularly NMSS, need to be given the resources and
mechanisms through which to share their expertise and good practice with others, particularly mainstream
schools. It is becoming increasingly diYcult for NMSS to innovate and develop in line with national policy
because nearly all funding systems are directed at maintained schools. One important example is thatNMSS
are currently excluded from capital funding programmes, such as Building Schools for the Future.

4.3 Raisinq standards of achievement for SEN pupils

Examples of good practice in supporting pupils with a communication disability do exist. This support,
including the provision of outreach from special to mainstream schools, needs to be standardised nationally
in order to follow through appropriately on the Government’s policy commitments given in Removing
Barriers to Achievement.
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There is very little evidence available with which to compare the achievement or inclusion of children with
SEN in diVerent schools or sectors (mainstream or special)54. In order to compare achievement levels in
diVerent settings, data needs to be collected on SEN type and severity, age, sex, ethnicity and location.
Comparison is further confounded because the results for pupils with SEN atmainstream schools are buried
within the results of mixed cohorts. Evidence from special schools regarding pupil attainment is still limited,
despite the introduction of PLASC and P scale benchmarking. This issue deserves review.

When evaluating the eVectiveness of inclusion, two areas need to be reviewed in addition to individual
pupils’ outcomes:

— the financial cost and the diYculties experienced by other agencies providing peripatetic
assessment, learning and support staV, speech and language therapists and occupational therapists
in servicing a more widely dispersed SEN population; and

— the resources needed by mainstream schools to manage large cohorts of SEN pupils in schools to
deliver an appropriate standard of service to all pupils.

4.4 The system of statements of need for SEN pupils (“the statementing process”)

The statementing process should be reviewed with the aim of:

— Developing equality of entitlement and provision for all children with SEN, not just those with
statements. Inequality has arisen because the responsibility of both schools and LEAs to meet the
needs of statemented children significantly limits flexibility in providing for those without
statements. For example, 69% of the £3.6 billion 2002 SEN budget for England and Wales was
spent on the 15% of children with SEN who had statements. The severity of a communication
disability required to trigger a statement varies hugely between geographical areas, and between
individual schools. The proportion of children with statements varies five fold between LEAs.

Children with very similar communication disabilities and SEN are receiving very diVerent levels
and types of support. Support depends on where children live, the school attended and the tenacity
with which parents seek enhanced provision. This situation amounts to a postcode lottery. As such
it is both unacceptable and untenable in a society committed to equality of opportunity.

— Reducing the current costly, cumbersome and time consuming statementing process, which would
release funds and staV to better support SEN children. The sums involved in the current
statementing process are large. In addition town average cost in the region of £3,000 for each child
statemented, there is the cost of the tribunal process which was over £6 million in 2003–04. The
emotional cost of the process to families is less quantifiable but no less concerning.

In addition to being expensive, the statementing process is unacceptably slow for children who rely
on it to have their needs met. Timely and early intervention is critical for children with a
communication disability, if they are not to develop secondary educational and behavioural
diYculties.

— Developing a collaborative service that places the child and family at the centre. The statementing
process is currently managed by LEAs. This situation creates real problems for children with a
communication disability, who need significant, well integrated support from health professionals
as well as education. As a result, critical support stipulated in a statement is frequently
unforthcoming because the agency responsible for it is not obliged to meet the statement’s
recommendations. This is a source of enormous frustration and distress for the families of children
with a communication disability. It means that significant disabilities go unaddressed or fail to be
met at the right time for the individual child’s development.

I CAN believes it is finally time to review this process in order to provide timely and appropriate services
to meet children’s needs and secure equality of opportunity.

4.5 The role of parents in decisions about their children’s education

I CAN supports advocacy and information services that enable all parents and carers to become well
informed about educational provision and the choices they make with and for their children.

I CAN acknowledges the improvements to parent: empowerment that have arisen as a result of the 1981
Education Act (now SENDA), the continued growth of Portage and other specialist support for children
with disabilities, the development of parents’ groups, the Code of Practice for SEN, the development of
Parent Partnership Schemes and the development of a host of recent programmes such as Early Support
Pilot Partnership and the Parenting Fund.

Families of children with SEN should have a “menu” of options for school placement equivalent to that
available to other families. Equal opportunity principles should apply: access to the right provision should
not depend on where children live or on the persistence and tenacity of individual families in accessing the
help their children need.

54 Farrel et al, 2004 Inclusion and Pupil Achievement Newcastle and Ofsted publications.
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To help, I CAN recommends that more information and resources are made available and promoted
proactively to families, particularly targeting new parents and those at most risk. I CAN also recommends
that educational and health staV are trained to support families in this area of children’s development and
on how to access help for children with a disability.

4.6 How special educational needs are defined

The Code of Practice blocks SEN into four broad bands. However, the criteria for diVerentiating between
the bands of specific needs are insuYciently defined. This results in LEAs and other agencies defining needs
diVerently. It is particularly true of communication disabilitywhere diagnoses of speech and language needs,
autistic spectrum disorders and attention deficit disorders (ADHD) are inconsistent. There is no national
moderation of SEN categorisation. Clear categorisation is essential if it is to be used as a basis for allocation
of funds and comparison of the eVectiveness of diVerent provision.

4.7 Provision for diVerent types and levels of SEN, includinq emotional, behavioral and social diYculties
(EBSD)

In order that they can realise their individual potential, and take full and active roles in their communities
throughout their lives, I CAN believes that children with a communication disability are entitled to:

— educational provision which allows full access to the whole of school life, including the
curriculum; and

— appropriate support to develop their communication skills.

There is a lack of sustainable funding available to ensure that initiatives, that are proven to work for
children with a communication disability, are disseminated and adopted on a wider scale. The proposed
consolidated grant system will not address this problem adequately.

There are many diVerent models for meeting the needs of children with a communication disability. A
national bank of knowledge is needed about the full range of resources available within LEAs and their
schools; its costs, admission criteria, monitoring arrangements, partnership arrangements and outcomes.

Removing Barriers to Achievement and subsequent work require special schools to share expertise with
mainstream schools, especially via outreach models. Partnerships of this kind are much needed, but there
are a number of issues to be addressed:

— Outreach work needs to be built into the LEA/Children’s Services and wider Local Authority
strategic plans so it can be focused and fit for purpose rather than ad hoc.

— Schools (especially in the primary sector) make limited use of the option of out-sourcing specialist
support for children with a communication disability. This means that many children do not
receive the help they need at the right stage in their development.

— Special schools are mostly small with restricted and inflexible staYng structures (defined by
circular 11/90). Successful development of outreach and sharing of good practice is dependent on
special schools releasing their eVective teachers, which is often not possible within current
structures, without additional funding for outreach and training programmes.

— Including children with EBSD presents a great challenge to many schools. There is a well
documented link between communication disability and secondary EBSD, which argues strongly
for the provision of appropriate support for children with a communication disability in whatever
school they are placed.

4.8 The legislative framework for SEN provision and the eVects of the Disability Act 2001, which extended the
Disability Discrimination Act to education

I CANwelcomed the legislation which established the right of children to attend mainstream schools and
embraces the theme of “removing barriers” which would hinder children’s participation in wider society.
Many pupils with SEN could benefit from dual placement in a special andmainstream school. However, the
development of dual placement as a widespread option is hobbled by lack of clarity about dual registration. I
CAN believes that this problem needs to be urgently addressed.

Teachers and teaching assistants are insuYciently trained to support children with a communication
disability. National standards and appropriate related training are required to address this.

Schools’ accessibility plans currently concentrate on accommodation. While access to buildings is
essential, more should be done to emphasise wider issues of children’s and families’ access to information,
curriculum entitlement, appropriate specialist support and social programmes.
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The framework needs to harmonise with the government’s Every Child Matters: Change for Children
agenda, both in requiring joined-up, multi-agency working, at strategic and operational levels, and in
delivering unified, universal, targeted and specialist services. Now is therefore an ideal moment to move
away from the notion of a separate SEN pedagogy and towards one that is inclusive for all children, as
outlined in Action 1 of Section 3 of I CAN’s evidence to the Select Committee (see pages 4–6).

4.9 I CAN—the charity that helps children communicate

I CAN exists to help children communicate. Our special focus is the children who find this hard: children
with a communication disability.

We are ambitious for children with a communication disability and impatient for improvements in
services that will enable them to achieve their potential. The charity is seeking to use its experience, expertise
and resources to break down the barriers for children with a communication disability and leverage
substantial improvements in services for tens of thousands of children across the UK.

I CAN provides a combination of specialist therapy and education for children with the most severe and
complex disabilities, information for parents and training and advice for teachers and other professionals.
We also work to ensure that the needs of these children are taken into account in all children’s policy and
carry out research to find the best ways to support these children.

The charity has pioneered provision in mainstream education and has developed a range of initiatives to
share its experience and expertise with other providers. For example, I CAN runs the Early Talk programme
that aims to help pre-school children develop the communication skills they need and to identify and support
thosewith a communication disability. Through this programme, I CANwill beworking in partnershipwith
up to 56 LEAs, Children’s Trusts and NHS Trusts to help at least 54,000 pre-schools children with a
communication disability.

I CAN also runs two special schools for children with a severe and complex communication disability.
We are continuing the development of our special schools into specialist centres. We were delighted that the
Report of the Special Schools Working Group reflected I CAN’s vision for its special schools by
recommending that they should:

— continue to provide high quality education and care for pupils with complex diYculties;

— work in partnership with others to meet the needs of these pupils in an holistic way;

— innovate and develop diVerent ways of providing for pupils and facilitate their inclusion into the
mainstream;

— act as centres of excellence providing advice and training for others, carrying out research and
developing and sharing models of best practice; and

— play an active role in the wider educational agenda.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Mencap

1. Introduction

1.1 Mencap welcomes this opportunity to contribute to this inquiry.

1.2 Through our 13,512 members and 756 aYliated and associated groups and the learning disability
helpline, Mencap has substantial contact with parents and carers who are seeking the most appropriate and
highest quality of education for their child.

1.3 Mencap is the leading UK charity working with people with a learning disability, their parents and
carers. We aim to ensure that people with a learning disability have equal access to choice, opportunity
and respect.

1.4 Approximately 2.8% of all pupils have a learning disability. Approximately 40% of pupils with
statements of SENhave a learning disability. There are varying degrees of learning disability, frommoderate
learning disability and severe learning disability to profound and multiple learning disability. The needs of
a child will vary greatly depending upon their learning disability.

1.5 Mencap supports Removing Barriers to Achievement, the Government’s strategy for SEN, but is
concerned that local authorities are not delivering the strategy how it is intended.

1.6 Mencap supports the concept of inclusive education, whichmeans that every child should have access
to education appropriate to their needs and potential. Access in Mencap’s view means a relevant and
suitable curriculum delivered by staV with high quality teaching skills.

1.7 Mencap’s view is that all children with a learning disability should receive an education of the highest
quality that enables them to be a full member of their school and local community.
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1.8 Parents should have the choice as to where this education is provided, in a mainstream school or in
a special school.

1.9 As an active member of the Special Educational Consortium,Mencap is working to ensure that there
is appropriate provision and a high quality of education for all children with SEN.

1.10 As a member of the Early Childhood Forum, Mencap supports their call for the Select Committee
to examine early years provision for children with special educational needs.

2. Provision for SEN Pupils in “Mainstream” Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Expertise

2.1 At the primary stage of education, for many parents of children with a moderate learning disability
a local mainstream school would be their first choice. Although some local authorities are able to
successfully include children with a moderate learning disability in a mainstream school, in too many other
authorities parents have no confidence in the quality of provision.

2.2 Mainstream schools often lack experienced and qualified teachers so children with a learning
disability who attend mainstream school are taught almost entirely by teaching assistants.

2.3 Parents of children with a severe learning disability are often not oVered the choice of a
mainstream school.

2.4 Parents of children with a learning disability have toldMencap that mainstream schools are not often
able to include children with profound and multiple learning disabilities or children with complex health
needs. Children with complex health needs are often excluded because staV are either not trained in health
procedures or are reluctant to administer medicine, which leaves many children at risk of exclusion.

Jess, who is eight, attends her local mainstream primary school where she receives a high quality of
education and has a curriculum that is appropriate for her needs. Jess has a learning, disability and extremely
complex health needs, which means that when she attends school, she needs to have a nurse with her at all
times. Unfortunately, a nurse is not available to go to school with Jess every day, which means that Jess is
not able to go to school, when there is no nurse there to support her.

2.5 When parents, who feel that their local mainstream primary school is unable to provide the quality
of education that their child needs, they opt for a special school. This is often not an option of first choice
but an option of last resort.

2.6 For parents of children with a learning disability who are attending secondary schooling, the choice
of school narrows drastically. Bullying in secondary schools is causing significant numbers of children with
a moderate learning disability to move out of mainstream and into special schools by Year 9. This is not
through choice but because they are a place of refuge. This can have an extremely damaging impact on the
self-esteem of the young person with a learning disability. Robust anti bullying strategies needs to be in place
so that mainstream schools can address this discrimination faced by children with a learning disability.

2.7 Mencap recommends that there needs to be more specialist teachers and better qualified teaching
assistants who should expect to teach children with a learning disability. This would ensure that all schools
would be able to provide a high quality of education for all pupils, which in turn would increase parental
confidence in choosing a mainstream school for their child with a learning disability.

3. Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

3.1 At present special schools play a vital role within the overall spectrum of education provision for
children with a learning disability and especially for children with a severe or profound learning disability.

3.2 In January 2005 therewere approximately 88,000 children attending a special school and 1,122 special
schools in England.

3.3 Special schools are essential, for the foreseeable future, to meet the needs of most children with
profound and multiple learning disabilities.

3.4 There are many special schools which provide a high quality of education for their pupils, but this is
not the case for all special schools. Ofsted have reported that inDecember 2003, there were 22 special schools
in special measures. It is important that all special schools are provided with the support they require, from
both national and local government, to provide a high quality of education.

3.5 Currently, many special schools feel uncertain about their future role and this has a knock on eVect
for parents who worry that their child’s school may not be available in the future while the mainstream
alternative remains a poor substitute.

3.6 Mencap recommends that special schools should be supported by both national and local government
to provide high quality education and to increasingly share their expertise with mainstream schools through
joint training and shared appointments.
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4. Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

4.1 In mainstream schools there is a strong focus on academic achievement. For children with a learning
disability, this is not always an appropriate measurement of achievement. Formany children with a learning
disability they are unlikely to be able to sitGCSE’s but their ability is greater than that that which is recorded
by P-scales. (P- scales are an assessment criteria to measure the progress of pupils aged five to 16 who are
working below level one of the national curriculum). For children with a learning disability who fall into
this group, there is no way of measuring their achievement.

4.2 Parents have toldMencap that currently fewmainstream schools place enough focus on both life and
social skills, because of pressure to do well in league tables. More emphasis needs to be placed on life and
social skills.

4.3 Children with a learning disability often have an Individual Education Plan (IEP) to ensure that they
continue to progress and achieve. Parental experience of IEPs shows that often IEPs are not always eVective.
This is because often teachers do not have the full competence to write IEPs and parents are often not fully
involved in the writing of the IEP. This can result in inappropriate targets being set in IEPs. The overall
impact of this is that if a child with a learning disability has a badly written IEP, this will have an impact
on their level of achievement.

4.4 Mencap recommends that ways to record progress and achievement for children with a learning
disability in mainstream schools are developed.

4.5 Mencap recommends that schools ensure that their focus is not solely on academic achievement but
also ensures that children with a learning disability are receiving education that is suitable to their needs and
focus on other achievements such as life and social skills.

4.6 Mencap recommends that all teachers in both mainstream and special schools receive appropriate
training to ensure they can competently write an IEP that is appropriate for the individual child.

5. Conclusion

5.1 Mencap recommends that commitment is given both by national and local government, to improve
the quality of education for all children with a learning disability.

5.2 The quality of education can be improved by:

— increasing the number of specialist teachers;

— for teachers assistants to be better qualified;

— for national and local government to provide support to special schools;

— for special schools to share their expertise with mainstream schools through joint training and
shared appointments;

— that ways to record progress and achievement for children with a learning disability inmainstream
schools are developed;

— that schools ensure that their focus is not solely on academic achievement but also focuses on other
achievements such as life and social skills; and

— that all teachers in bothmainstream and special schools receive appropriate training to ensure they
can competently write an IEP.

5.3 Once the quality of education has been raised this will provide parents with a true choice to make
over which school there child will attend. In too many parts of the country parents have had their choice
curtailed by the lack of readiness of schools to meet the needs of children with a learning disability.
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Witnesses: Mr Mike Collins, National Autistic Society, Dr Susan Tresman (Visiting Professor), British
Dyslexia Association,Ms Virginia Beardshaw, I CAN, andMr David Congdon,Mencap, gave evidence.

Q616 Chairman:Can IwelcomeMikeCollins, Susan good are we at recognising them and responding to
them. How many children are identified at theTresman, Virginia Beardshaw and David Congdon.

Can I start with an apology. So many people want primary phase of education? Maybe, Mike, if you
could kick oV from the Autistic Society’s point ofto give evidence to this Committee on these hearings

that we do have to cram a lot of you in, I am awfully view. Our interest is in the emergence of autistic
spectrum disorders as a serious area of concern oversorry about that, and on a Wednesday we then start

budging right into Prime Minister’s Questions, so recent years.
you do get squeezed, apologies. It is going to be MrCollins:When I was nine years old the boy at the
pretty much rapid fire and rapid response, is that all desk next to mine actually had Asperger’s syndrome
right? I am sorry about that. StartingwithDavid, tell but we did not know anything about it at the time.
me which is your organisation and why you have He went on to the grammar school and I went to the
asked to give evidence. secondary modern, which says something. There are
Mr Congdon: David Congdon, Head of Campaigns particular groups across the autistic spectrum that
and Policy at Mencap. We have a long history of are beginning to emerge. The classic Kanner type
campaigning in the field of equal rights for child, very obvious with socio-learning diYculties,
people with a learning disability. We wanted the maywell also haveDown’s syndrome and so on. The
opportunity to get our message across that we invisible children in the autistic spectrum have been
believe in a mixed approach to education and the Asperger’s, those who appear odd, eccentric and
inclusion is the long-term goal but both mainstream so on in their school careers and perhaps have been
and special schools have a role to play. subject to bullying throughout their school careers
Ms Beardshaw: I am very pleased to be giving and felt quite socially isolated. The other group that
evidence to the Committee representing I CAN concerns me greatly from my work with authorities
which helps children communicate. Our special in our own school are those children with autism
focus is children who find that extremely diYcult, who exhibit very passive behaviours; if you do not
children with communication disabilities. Having a engage with them, they do not engage with you.
communication disability means you have got From the point of view of teachers both in special
problems in using and understanding words, schools and mainstreams these children are no
discriminating between speech sounds, using words trouble and they can be often overlooked and their
to convey meanings or using language in a social needs are not met. This is the group that particularly
context. An important point here is that many concerns me and I know increasingly concerns
children have speech and language diYculties as a teachers.
primary disability but this is a pan-disability issue
because many children who have disabilities, like

Q618 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the identification ofDown’s, autism, dyslexia, have an element of
needs, what needs to be done to improve the earlycommunication disability which has a knock-on
identification?eVect on their learning and literacy capacity and also
Mr Collins: The key is training. Children’s serviceson their behaviour. Behavioural diYculties in many,
and diagnostic services are now much more aware.many, many instances have a communication route.
There are national standards and instruments and soMr Collins: Mike Collins, Head of Education with
on which will assess children. The key is thethe National Autistic Society. We have over 14,000
interpretation of that information, what is themembers. We have a variety and a range of services
impact of the condition on the child and, therefore,for parents, including advocacy, supporting them to
how do we need to respond to that condition to givetribunal and so forth. Also we work with local
them every chance of success. Whilst healtheducation authorities at a strategic level in
professionals—there are still a few—are gettingdeveloping specialist provision within authorities
better at that, where the next tranche of majorand directly with teachers through training. In the
training needs to be placed is for teachers,last year we trained over 5,000 teachers in
particularly those in mainstream. Primary schoolsresponding to the needs of children with autism in
are beginning to get there but some children are notmainstream schools.
picked up until nine, 10 or even later and theyDr Tresman: The British Dyslexia Association is the
suddenly arrive at secondary school and their worldleadingmembership organisation representing those
collapses. The key there is training, particularly forwith dyslexia and those who support people with
SENCOs because usually they are the first line ofdyslexia. The membership spans individuals,
contact teachers with concerns about children.organisations, support groups and an extensive

network of local charities, small charities. The
national helpline and the website take in excess of Q619 Mr Chaytor:What is your estimate of the total
tens of thousands and a million hits respectively and number of children with Aspergers, particularly the
that is free and confidential advice at the point of proportion of those who are not identified until the
service. end of their primary school careers?
Chairman: Thank you. I hope my team has noticed Mr Collins: Because they are not identified we
the self-denying ordinance of the Chairman. cannot count them.

Q617 Mr Chaytor:Could I ask about the question of
Q620 Mr Chaytor: They are identified laterwhat might be called the invisible disabilities, in

particular the scale of these and the question of how presumably.
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Mr Collins: Yes, sorry. We know there are around trained appropriately to meet those standards. We
90,000 children with autism across the education outlined in our written evidence to you what we
service.We know that those who are identifiedmake believe those national standards should be. On the
up 14% of those with statement who are on School point about local democracy that was made earlier,
Action Plus, so those are being picked up, but in it is not democracy for children to miss out on
terms of responding to their needs we also know that learning and literacy and to miss out on making
there are only 7,500, I think it is, specialist—that is friends because their needs are notmet by techniques
the diVerence, not special but specialist—places for and skills that we know about now, we can put in
these children who are often in mainstream schools place now and we must put in place now.
through either resource bases that children can
access for various times and so on, or they may be
within special schools or specialist schools. Q624 Mr Chaytor:Could I just pursue that and pick

up on a comment from Elizabeth Clery in the
Q621 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask Virginia about previous session because she argued that certain
the question of communication diYculties and the children have such profound needs that it is
link with behavioural problems and ultimately completely impossible to expect that they should
exclusion. Is there a strong link?How should schools follow the National Curriculum. My question is, is
respond to this failure to identify children with these not really the heart of the problem why should they
invisible communication problems? follow the National Curriculum? Do you think that
MsBeardshaw:Overall there are 1.2million children the proposals in the Education Bill published
with communication disabilities in the UK. That is yesterday for the changes to the curriculum will in
three for every primary school classroom. There are any way help the process of inclusion for the kinds
problems of early intervention and I would agree of children we are describing?
that the key here is early intervention. I CAN works MrCongdon: I will try and answer it but I think it is a
inclusively every year with a group of nearly 12,000 very broad and very important question. Our stance
pre-school children to do just this. In the many, would be—echoing some of your earlier evidence—
many parts of the country where education and the goal should be to try to include all children but
health services are still not properly integrated we have an awful long way to go and we could dwellchildren do fall through the net and there is

on that in further answers. There are all sorts ofconclusive evidence that links communication
issues about quality of teaching and too great adisabilities with behavioural disorders and it is
dependence on teaching assistants. Taking theobvious why this is so. All of us as parents know that
specific aspects of your question, we know there areif our children cannot express themselves they get
a larger number of children with complex healthvery, very frustrated and angry and two things
needs entering the education system and they dohappen. One is that they create mayhem in one way
pose an amazing challenge for the education system.or another, and these are children that schools find
We know that their health needs in school settingsvery diYcult to cope with. The other is the left-out
are very badly met, there is a lot of evidence on that.bit, they withdraw and become isolated. I CAN says
We have recently done quite a bit of work with theour worry is for children who are left out and left
DfES and produced a guide for teachers calledbehind, either left out because they cannot be coped
Including Me designed to deal with some of thosewith in the classroom or because, in a sense, they
aspects. If you cannot get the health needs right youexclude themselves because they cannot understand
are certainly not going to get the educational needswhat is going on and they cannot make their needs
right. Whilst the goal should be to get moreknown.
inclusion, the reality today is for a lot of those
youngsters with profound and multiple learningQ622 Mr Chaytor: Is this a significant factor in the
disabilities, struggling with their health diYculties,rate of exclusions?
struggling to learn, the challenge is how can youMs Beardshaw: Yes.
improve their education in the broadest sense but
recognising you have probably got to have aQ623 Mr Chaytor: Is that documented?
diVerentiated curriculum for them. You have got toMs Beardshaw: Yes, there is good research evidence
be realistic. Equally, we would not want to go backand I can make more available to the Committee.
to the days when they were necessarily just stuck in aThere is quite a bit in our written evidence.
school miles from anywhere learning very little. YouAnecdotally, in April I CAN is holding a national
have got to be challenging. There is nothing wrongconference on this very subject and we have got 600
in being challenging and saying you do need to havepractitioners beating a path to our door and we are
a diVerentiated curriculum. The biggest overallhaving to turn them away. That is the degree of
challenge is to get schools to take their educationalinterest among practitioners in this link which is best
needs seriously. We would want to echo some of thedealt with by early intervention. I believe what we
points you heard earlier. There is a need for allcannot continue to do is wait for children to fail
schools to try to be inclusive but that should not bebecause they have not got the expert help in the
at the exclusion of retaining choice of special schoolssystem that they need. If I may, I would underline
for parents. I think that is the biggest challenge nowthe importance of what Elizabeth from RNIB was
facing the education system and how can theysaying in the speech and language context. We need

a system of national standards with professionals deliver that.
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Dr Tresman: In terms of dyslexia, the biggest support for the existence of dyslexia certainly as a
spectrum condition but one that can be well-challenge to including those children who we would

argue for placing in the mainstream is adequate diagnosed. The key point to mention beyond the
Durham hypothesis is that dyslexia ranges fartraining for their teachers. I absolutely support the

line of a welcoming ethos, a socially welcoming and beyond reading, so while there are many interesting
and well-developed tools that will enable teachers toopen environment, but I would saywithout access to

literacy, without access for those with dyslexia and teach reading, along with their assistants, to a wide
spectrum of children, we are talking here aboutother communication diYculties to the written

word, there will be no connection with learning or building capacity for a system that can spot when
things are not working, can spot when phonics is notvery limited—I was very struck by Elizabeth’s

comment—and without that there can be no working—we would all support that as an approach
to reading—when children are not able to absorbinclusion for these children in the written world and,

therefore, no access to learning. The key challenge is those systems because of their spectrum of learning
needs. One has to have capacity in the system ofwe have to build capacity within the system. We

know what works and we know how to do it. The skilled professionals to know how to deal with those
great benefit is what is good for learners with and provide solutions. The tools alone, the reading
dyslexia is good for all children, so we are in a win- schemes, the 12 weeks of phonics teaching, will not
win situation. do that. It is very much a step in the right direction

which we would support but there is the greatest
consensus ever around the neurological basis ofQ625 Mr Chaytor:The sections in the Education Bill
dyslexia and related learning diYculties as aabout the greater personalisation of the curriculum
condition and I think it is quite, quite unhelpful thatwill be helpful in particular to children with dyslexia
the Durham hypothesis is put forward that reallyand communication diYculties.
detracts energy away from where we should beDr Tresman: They will be helpful and very powerful
concentrating our eVorts, which is to build capacitybut only if those who are charged with facilitating
in the system to deliver inclusion successfully.those understand how to look out for children with

problems caused by dyslexia or other learning
diYculties and deal with them before they become a Q627 Chairman: Is that because you do not like the
diYculty or a disability. Then those things will be research? It makes it easy not to like a bit of research
very powerful. because it goes counter to the existence of some of
Ms Beardshaw: That is exactly right. It is about your work.
skilling up the whole system to be able to use the Dr Tresman: I think it would be fair to say in terms
techniques and the expertise that does exist but of the Durham episode, which is the one we are
patchily, that is why you get the postcode lottery thinking of here,—
that Elizabeth referred to and we referred to in I Chairman:You are talking to theMPwho represents
CAN’s written evidence. It is about bringing the rest Durham, so it is going to be a sensitive area.up to the standards of the best, as everybody has
said, and I do not think you can do that without
some national standards which must revolve around Q628 Dr Blackman-Woods: Can I just say I asked a
the basic skills that children need to access the very specific question which was although they are
curriculum. challenging the existence of dyslexia I thought you

were coming to the same conclusionwhich is the way
to tackle this is through a general availability of aQ626 Dr Blackman-Woods: This is a follow-up
wider range of reading schemes, more eVort beingquestion for Susan particularly. You are probably
put into how all children learn to read, to moreaware of the research from Durham University that
personalised learning, and that would deal with a lotI think is based on a lot of Canadian research
of the problems of dyslexia without having to labelchallenging the whole notion of dyslexia and it is
a separate group of children.saying instead of putting eVorts and money into the
Dr Tresman: We are talking about matching needdiagnostic testing and following up with resources
and, however we label it, those children who arefor this particular group that, in fact, the issue is
currently labelled with dyslexia have needs whichabout a whole range of learning and reading
extend far beyond reading and their learning is notdiYculties across the population and what we
met by a particular reading scheme. If you look atshould be doing instead is having awider availability
evidence such as the Clackmannanshire study, whenof reading schemes in school, more personalised
that phonics-based reading scheme was introducedlearning, so that their problems are picked up much
with the children, 14% of children who worked withearlier. I just wonder what the opinion of your
that scheme were not able to improve their readingorganisation is on that research because you seem to
comprehension, 10% could not improve theirbe coming to similar conclusions about the way
spelling, 5% could not improve their readingforward.
accuracy, so in a sense there was still a significantDr Tresman: Thank you for that question. It does
proportion of children who were not able to accessoVer me the opportunity to refer you to the
the sorts of approaches that the Durham research iscomments raised by Lord Adonis in the Lords
purporting to provide the solution to. If we are goingdebate on 7 December, who I met this morning in
for inclusion we are not including 14% of thethis very building, in fact, where he was pleased to

put on record the Government’s unequivocal children in terms of reading, comprehension and
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learning if we deal solely with the outcome. I think life of the whole school. It is building capacity for
everybody at the same time as you are avoiding thethe research does not stack up in terms of that

approach. downstream problems that Susan so ably talked
about in terms of prison and real exclusion fromDr Blackman-Woods: I saw it and I happen to have

read a bit about the research, but their point is there society.
Mr Congdon: I would say our vested interest, to useare a lot of resources going into identifying dyslexia

and diagnostic testing that would be better spent on your terms, Chairman, is simply to ensure that all
children with a learning disability fulfil theirthe very types of reading schemes that you are

suggesting and they should be available to all potential in education. We are delighted at the
progress that has been made over the last 20 years inchildren from an early stage because children learn

to read in diVerent ways. having more children with a learning disability
included in mainstream schools but relying on
research, say the Audit Commission report, which IQ629 Chairman: In a sense all of you have a vested
know has already been quoted, which talked about:interest, do you not, and as a Select Committee we
“Not enough use is made by mainstream schools ofhave to say we understand where you are coming
the potential for adapting the curriculum andfrom but is there not a temptation for you to
teaching methods so that pupils have suitableexaggerate the problem of dyslexia, say, in that you
opportunities to improve key skills”. In other words,will take the best survey of how many people suVer
there is a lot more to do. Although we do not do afrom dyslexia who are diagnosed or undiagnosed. If
lot of research, we have not got the resources toyou were sitting in our seats you would have to take
do large scale research, a few years ago wewith a pinch of salt that all of you will say that the
commissioned a report from the University ofproblem is rather worse than it is.
Birmingham called On a Wing and a Prayer to lookDr Tresman: I can quite see where you are coming
at the role of teaching assistants. One of thefrom and maybe oVer just a couple of examples in
problems is in classrooms up and down the countryterms of are we exaggerating this. Within our
too little responsibility is accepted by the ordinaryprisons, and we work extensively within our prisons,
school form teacher for the responsibility to ensure20–25% of prisoners have undiagnosed dyslexia.
all children develop their potential and theThat is a piece of action research that is now being
responsibility is loaded entirely on to teachingreported on.
assistants who are often untrained and not involved
in planning the curriculum. The challenge is to raiseQ630 Chairman:You agree with that bit of research
the game. We see our role as trying to challenge tobut you reject the Durham research because it does
ensure the game is raised in education to give thosenot help you.
children the best possible education. The finalDr Tresman: I am not rejecting it. The Durham
comment I would make is that most children with aresearch is about learning to read and what I am
moderate learning disability are in mainstreamsaying is dyslexia is about far more than reading.
schools, which is good. Most children with a severe
learning disability or a profound learning disability

Q631 Chairman:You do understand this Committee are in special schools. Certainly we want to see more
likes to check that you are basing what you are of them have the opportunity to get involved in
saying on good research. mainstream schools but that is going to take a long
Dr Tresman: Yes. The Durham research is research time for the reasons I alluded to earlier.
about reading and the research I am referring to you Stephen Williams: I do not think we have covered
is research about incidence of dyslexia in prison. For exclusion from schools as we did with the previous
those people who have been marginalised and made witnesses.
vulnerable through their dyslexia that would be— Chairman: You are free to ask anything you like.

Q632 Chairman:We have done a recent inquiry into
Q633 Stephen Williams:Mike, some of the evidenceprison education where we picked that up very
that has been given to us suggests that 23% ofstrongly indeed. What about the rest of the vested
children with autism have been excluded frominterests? Virginia?
school more than once, in fact, and 4% have beenMs Beardshaw: In terms of young people and
excluded once. Why do you think that is the case?children with communication disabilities, I would

like to build on the point that Susan made about
building capacity for children who find Q634 Mr Collins: I was going to respond to the

Chairman’s comment. In terms of evidence, ofcommunication hard, that that builds capacity that
is needed for all children. There is a lot of quite research, we can show it to you but we can also give

you hard facts. If you look at the children who areworrying evidence that communication skills overall
are slipping in schools. Again, all the parents in the educated directly in the six schools run by the

National Autistic Society, which is just over 400room can think of lots of reasons why that might be
true which basically come under the heading of children, a significant number of them have been

excluded from every form of mainstream school,modern life. If you have good techniques and good
ways of encouraging, involving and including and in that I include mainstream special schools as

well, before they have arrived with us. The reasonschildren for whom communication is diYcult
with the attendant literacy and emotional and why that may well be are that it is this lack of

understanding and lack of capacity and, in somebehavioural problems that brings, you improve the
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instances, lack of will and intention to look at why as they entered school, so primary schools were
beginning to react and respond, and specialistthese children are being excluded. It tends to be

because their reaction to situations is unusual in that provision and resource units were established and
outreach teams from local authorities. Thosethey may panic, they may become very distressed

and then engage in behaviours that are children then arrived at secondary-age education, so
in a sense a number of local authorities, even thoughinappropriate for a mainstream school setting. The

system as it currently is then excludes them and then they have seen them coming, have been caught on
the hop, and certainly much of the work I have beenthey begin to make their journey through PRUs and

wherever they end up, sometimes with us, as I say. doing over the past two or three years has been
working directly with secondary schools who haveThe flipside of that is where schools are aware of the

need and take the time to look at why a child might established, or are establishing, specialist resource
bases within the main body of the school.be excluded. I can think of one where the youngman

did not get the right plate in the dinner queue that he
always had flipped completely, ended up in a brawl Q637 Stephen Williams: I would follow that up with
with the deputy headteacher and the school excluded a general point. I do not know whether the witnesses
him, but the school then worked closely with the were listening to the previous evidence session, but it
parents and with the young man himself to go just seemed tome, and I hope this is not a caricature,
through the reasons why, so justice was seen to be that the witnesses who were from a more general
done. They then recognised this was a problem they campaigning standpoint for disability rights in
could deal with, sort out and get him back into general, the Disability Equality in Education
school, which was what they did. That is the Association, appeared to favour phasing out special
diVerence. You can either get on to this road to schools, whereas those representatives who came
exclusion based on lack of understanding, lack of from a specific disability or learning diYculty
time to respond to that child’s needs and understand seemed to favour the retention of special schools.
why they have reacted in the way they have, and Can I just ask the witnesses whether that is reflected
most of the time it is because they do not understand, in this evidence session as well?
they are panicking, they are anxious, they are Dr Tresman: If I take primarily dyslexia and talk
distressed, it is not a deliberate intention on their from that standpoint, we do believe, as an
part to cause mischief. association, that for dyslexia and related perhaps

dyspraxia and dyscalculia, almost all children, if the
capacity was there in the system, could be educatedQ635 Stephen Williams: Are these exclusions

concentrated in any particular point in the autistic and reach their potential in the mainstream and they
could be included, but that is a very long way fromspectrum or are they across the spectrum?

Mr Collins: They are across the spectrum and it where we are at the moment. I really want to pick up
on comments which Elizabeth made, that, takenmight be for a child who is in a maintained special

school that the level of perhaps self-injury or where we are at present, we have a fraction. We did
a small piece of research with our colleagues,aggression or what appears to be aggression towards

other children is at such a level that the other Extraordinary People, and 96% of teachers said they
had had three hours’ training or less either in theirchildren are not deemed to be safe. In the

mainstream settings again the ethos of secondary PGCE or in their three-year undergraduate teacher-
training to cover all special needs, so they areschools can be quite challenging for young people

who are often of at least average ability and desperate for additional training in order that they
can remove the barriers to achievement and fulfilintelligence, but find the whole way in which

secondary schools operate, which can often be on a that agenda. Therefore, with that proviso, I would
say we could meet the needs within the mainstream.very confrontational basis which children with

autism do not understand, it is all to do with the Ms Beardshaw: I CAN believe that much more can,
and should, be done to include children withempathy and so on, that they are being challenged by

teachers and it passes them by. That is seen as communication disabilities. We think there are
particular problems at secondary, but also thatpassive, I have lost the word, but challenging the

teachers’ authority, so consequently they find problems emerge, and this came up in the evidence
earlier, as children begin to struggle with literacy.themselves being short-term expelled and so on.
Where those are not addressed, then you get the
problems of exclusions. I would agree with Susan,Q636 Chairman: You are all mentioning this
that I would like to see a world, and I am workingdiVerence between the cut-oV at 11 going into
for a world, where all children can be included, butsecondary school and somebodymentioned thatwas
I do believe in, and support, parents who send theirto do with training. Is it to do with training? Are the
children to schools, like the I CAN schools and theearly years’ teachers better trained or is it a sense
I CAN FE college where they can get the veryof size?
specialist help that they need to access theMr Collins: It can be both. The case I gave is of an
curriculum and have some hope of getting the skillsinner-city, split-site school with over 2,000 young
to engage in 21st Century life.people on the roll with very, very high achieving

academic standards, yet they took the time to work
with this particular individual. I think what we are Q638 Chairman: Virginia, that is all right if you

come from a supportive home which would partiallyfinding, certainly with autism, is that over the past
five or 10 years firstly children were being identified help with identified problems and special needs, but
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what is your research, and I have not heard this yet, child of 10 or a child of 15 and their needs may
change as theymove through their education. Itmaythough it may have been in some of the stuV you sent

to us which I have not seen yet, but what is your well be that there are times when they need very
specialist support and later perhaps not.research on which kinds of children are more prone

to having these communication diYculties? You
mentioned modern life. Well, is it modern life where Q643 Chairman: But that is true of every child
no one talks over the dinner table? Is it modern life surely.
where nobody drags the child away from the Mr Collins: Indeed, but let me give you an example
television or ever talks to them? What sorts of of one authority that placed a group of young
homes, for example, are more prone to producing a children in a specialist provision with the intention
child with dyslexia or with other communication of that specialist provision giving the children the
diYculties? Do we know? Have you done that skills and the strategies that they needed in terms of
research? structure, organisation and communication forms
Ms Beardshaw: We know a good deal about it. As to make sense of the world. Once those skills had
for dyslexia, there is a very strong genetic base for all been imbibed by the children, they were then able to
communication disabilities. move back into their mainstream school, go through

their mainstream career and, certainly in two cases,
Q639 Chairman: It is equally spread across all social go on to higher education very successfully, but they
classes, dyslexia, and you have got the research to had that specialist input at the right time.
show that? Chairman: That is a good point.
Dr Tresman: Yes.
Ms Beardshaw: In fact there is a genetic base, and I

Q644 JeV Ennis: My question is directed towardsknow all about that because I am one of those
Mike because Mike knows I have got the Robertfamilies, middle class, as I am sure you will see that
Ogden School, which is the biggest NAS school inI am.
the country, in my constituency, in Rotherham, and
I will be going to the school again on Friday

Q640 Chairman: I would rather you were really morning. What I think is very good about the
basing it not on personal experience, but on Robert Ogden School is that it is very much based
research. on, what I call, “child-centred education” and there
Ms Beardshaw: But, as ever with research evidence, are certain techniques used in the school, Mike,
it is a complex picture and, I am sure like Susan, I get which have been especially developed. Are there any
very impatient with these class-based simplicities. of these types of techniques which you use with the
There is a genetic base— children at Robert Ogden that do not really readily

lend themselves to being transferred into the
Q641 Chairman: But we are not talking about mainstream setting? Obviously we are looking at
simplicities; I am asking for research. It is not whether a child should be educated in the
simplistic to say that in every other piece of research mainstream or in a specialist school, so are there any
we look at, as the Education Committee, we would techniques which have very diYcult transferability
like to see research to say that there is a relationship elements?
between this and social class, for example. It is not a Mr Collins: I think, given the nature of a number of
bad question to ask, but it may be that there is none. the children at the school, and you yourself know,
Ms Beardshaw: Chairman, there are two things to JeV, they do have complex and challenging
take into account here. One is the very strong and behaviours that manifest themselves in a physical
conclusive genetic evidence which links neurological way, they do, therefore, need a very skilful
diVerences in the brain with communication and management to ensure that the child remains
other problems like dyscalculia and things Susan has physically safe and that other children do and staV
been talking about. The other is a deprivation link, do also. Now, the transference of those particular
so, as with many, many, many conditions, there is sets of skills into mainstream schools will be a real
both an environmental aspect and, if you like, a challenge into the future because it is not only the
thematic aspect, and that is true in many other way in which the child is physically managed, but it
conditions as well. is also the environment within which they are

managed, so if you are in a class of five or six
youngsters and one becomes very distressed and youQ642 Chairman: Is it true in autism?

MrCollins:Yes, there is overwhelming research that have experienced, trained staV in those techniques,
then you canmore readily resolve the diYculties thatshows there are genetic links in terms of autism. It is

culture-free, it is society-free and people with autism the child is having. If you are in a secondary school
of 30 children and it is a science lesson and you haveall over the world are as they are, but certainly there

are very strong genetic links and that is known. got an experiment going onwithBunsen burners and
things, you are in a diVerent ballgame, so I think inThinking about what the questions were and so on,

I think you are getting a consensus of view certainly that sort of area it is those techniques which will not
transfer. Having said that though, the underlyingin terms of inclusion and we, as an organisation,

recognise, and support, the number of children in principles of NAS schools, what we call the “SPELL
Framework”—structure, positive, empathy, lowmainstream schools, but one thing that has not come

through to me is the fact that a child’s education is arousal and links with families and mainstream
education—those can be applied to a mainstreamnot a fixed thing. A child of five is not the same as a
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school, to a mainstream classroom and for an including local authorities. In terms of the second
individual child in the mainstream and they transfer question about giving money directly to parents, I
very readily, and we are doing a lot of training work want to think about that one. The reason for that is
with teachers across the country on that. it would be about making sure, in order for them to
Chairman:There is some good stuV coming out here. spend that money as wisely and in the best interests
Are we a secret session today or are there any of their child as possible, that they have the
members of the press here today? So we have information that they need as to what a range of
someone fromDisability Now and someone from the provision was within the local authority, which I
De Havilland News Agency. It is interesting that the would like to think was the first choice, within their
great educational press of this country, as soon as local school. I could see perhaps some arrangements
you get on to special needs, they have the attention where a family could work directly with their local
span of a gnat! We should send a message to the primary or secondary school, saying, “We have this
education editor of the so-called great conscience, money. This is what it will buy”. It would certainly
The Guardian—where are they this morning? It is get over the problem of money going out to a school
some of the best evidence we have had. Are they and then disappearing and nobody seeming to know
here? No. where it is and how it links to the child. I think there
Mr Marsden: Looking at the idea of solutions and is some merit in that, but I think we need to give it
the question I have been thinking about as to what some further thought.
Mike and Virginia might have to say about it, I was Ms Beardshaw: On statementing, I CAN, I think, is
very pleased to read in your evidence that you seem a bit more critical of the statementing process, but
to be keen on the idea of choice. You write in your we too believe that parents need rights and that is
written evidence that we need to have a wide one aspect of the statementing that needs to be
spectrum of educational provision, including retained. I would recommend to the Committee a
mainstream special schools, specialist units attached really important point which we put in our evidence
to mainstream schools and residential provision. about ensuring and enforcing joint ownership
You go on to say thatmany children with autism can between education and health. Many, many I CAN
be supported to play a full role in mainstream parents are driven to distraction and despair by the
schools, but some children may do better in a more fact that, although there are recommendations
inclusive experience in a specialist setting. It is so about speech and language therapy in a child’s
refreshing to hear commonsense in a place of so statement, they cannot be accessed because the
much dogma! statement is not enforceable on health. I believe that,
Chairman:That is a comment rather than a question. with the changes to children’s services and

particularly the implementation of integration
across children’s trusts, we have a once-in-a-Q645 Mr Marsden:Absolutely. Todaywe also heard
generation chance to address that, and I wouldthough some people say that they did not want
recommend that to the Committee. It needs to bechoice, they did not believe in parents having choice,
enforceable on all the agencies concerned. It is quiteor rather they said that the child should decide. How
wrong to make recommendations which havea five- or ten-year-old disabled child decides, I do not
budgetary impacts on other agencies and then thereknow. I rather suspect that saying a child decides is
is no way of families enforcing that, so I am makinga way of saying that the expert should decide on the
that point very strongly.parents’ behalf. Solution: would you consider a
Mr Congdon:What I really wanted to add is that weradical change, first of all, to the statementing
certainly do support the statementing processprocess that would see the statementing made far
because it does underpin parents’ rights, and I thinkmore specific and perhaps even quantify the amount
in some of your evidence the contrast was madeof money that the child should have to get that level
between rights in this field compared with the healthof education, and, secondly, would you consider
and social care field, and I think there is anpossibly giving a legal right to the parents to request
important distinction there, and retaining the rightsand receive that share of funding? When I say
implicit in the statement is important. I well recall,“receive”, I mean receive control over that share
when SENDA was going through the Houses ofof the funding. It may certainly upset the
Parliament, a lot of very strong lobbying to avoidestablishment, but do you think it would help
any watering down of statements, that things in theimprove special educational needs for children?
statement had to be specific and quantifiable, andMr Collins: I happened to be a statementing oYcer
there was quite a parliamentary row, if I rememberonce, so when I work with parents, that usually gets
reading all the reports of that, so that is verya round of boos, but yes, I do think that the system
important. The other thing is that I would like towe have got overall can, could and should work. We
reinforce what Virginia said about the health side. Imight want to tweak with it and we might want to
mentioned earlier about health needs and education,improve it, and it could certainly do with
and we know there is an awful lot of evidence,improvement, but, having said that, it serves a
although parents are reluctant to come out of thefunction and I think, and this goes right back to
woodwork and shout about it because theyBaronessWarner, it does have the child at the centre
eventually get their sons and daughters to settle in aof it, at the heart of what it is trying to do. Our
school, but they have a lot of heartache when theirchallenge is to make the damned thing work
children have got health needs which are not beingbasically and that is for all organisations to come

together under the direction of government, met, children being sent home because the school
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cannot give medication, as simple as that, or mainstream, so there are probably a range of
diVerent reasons as to why that might be withinchildren not being able to be tube-fed. All those sorts

of things are a growing problem and that is where, I autism, but why I did not initially answer is we do
not have any research on that.think, the statements could be strengthened along

the lines Virginia was saying, making that side of it
as strong as the educational side of it. That would be

Q649 Mr Marsden: Can I ask a follow-up questiona significant improvement and would actually help
on that whole issue of management in mainstreamthe education system to deal with the bigger cohort
schools because I was very interested in the range ofof children now going through education with
answers earlier on. There seemed to be a slightcomplex health needs.
implication that you might have a very diVerentDr Tresman:As to the first question, a qualified yes.
attitude towards inclusion in the primary sector thanI think the key issue would be that we have to in
in the secondary sector. Would that be fair? I meansome way enforce a consistent interpretation and
at the present time and I am not talking about in theimplementation of the statementing process because
ideal world, but at the present time. Would that be aI think lots of the money, the £90 million, is caught
fair assessment of your view?up in the legislative and then tribunal kind of process
Mr Collins: I think within primary schools thewhere LEAs and children’s services are not
teachers tend to be more genetic across subject areasenforcing equally, so make that work and let us
and so on and there is a greater partnership betweenremove the postcode lottery and some of the wasted
a class of children and their teacher. When youmoney. As to the second question, a qualified yes. I
arrive in a secondary school, you can be taught by upthink if we could make that funding much more
to 12 or more teachers in a week, so thetransparent and possibly set sort of tiered levels and
opportunities to form and establish those sorts ofamounts of money and involve parents and the
relationships and understanding on both parts is notchildren in those decisions, that would be a great
as great, so that might be one factor.step forward, so I would commend additional
Mr Congdon: In some respects, it is very, veryinvestigation of that.
disappointing. I remember having a conversation
with a parent recently about that very issue. She was

Q646 Mr Marsden: Can I ask a couple of quick very, very supportive of inclusion. Her son was in a
questions. First of all, I am very interested in the mainstream primary school that was providing good
issue of how children with behavioural, emotional educationwhich shewas delightedwith. Hewas nine
and social diYculties are dealt with in school and can and I said, “What are you going to do at secondary
I ask if you have any evidence, bearing in mind the level?” She said, “Well, undoubtedly I am going to
Chairman’s strictures, that issues around the get him into a special school”. I said, “Well, why is
transience of children, particularly children perhaps that?” and, echoing some of the evidence you had
at the secondary level, have a major impact on how earlier, there were a variety of reasons, one being one
they behave in schools? You are nodding your head of the things that Mike was talking about, the way
negatively, Virginia. Is that because you are not secondary schools operate with children charging
aware of any research? around from lesson to lesson where, incidentally, a
Ms Beardshaw: There is no evidence. lot of the bullying goes on at schools at that stage.

Bullying is a second point as well. Bullying of
Q647 Mr Marsden: So no research has been done on children in schools is appalling. We all know it goes
that, as far as you are aware? on. Some schools deal with it well, some schools deal
Ms Beardshaw: I am not aware of research having with it badly and I think, when you actually start
been done on that, but I am not the right person to questioning more and more parents about their
ask either. children’s education, the issue of bullying really

comes out. For youngsters, when they have been
through schools, it is undoubtedly the case that someQ648 Mr Marsden: Does anybody else have any
schools handle bullying very well, and you heard anexperience in this area? I am raising this particularly
example earlier today, but it is not across all thebecause in my own constituency of Blackpool there
schools. Therefore, what you have got is a situationis a high level of transience in schools, particularly in
where today in general people are much moreautism and Asperger’s. It is something which has
supportive of their sons and daughters going to acropped up on a fairly regular basis and I was just
mainstream primary school if they have got specialinterested if there was anything.
educational needs and much more hostile towardsMr Collins: From experience, there are some
secondary schools for the sorts of reasons given. Ifamilies that do move because of the services that
think there are curriculum reasons and Mike mightthey are or are not getting. It is true to say that some
be better able to develop those better than I wouldfamilies understandably have a real diYculty in
be able to, but it is quite a daunting curriculumwhencoming to terms with the diagnosis. I can think of
you have gone from the comparatively more limitedthree or four instances in my own experience and
curriculum of primary school to secondary school,within our schools where we have worked
taking on some subjects for the first time. If you aresignificantly and successfully with families to return
a youngster who is struggling to cope with readingchildren to mainstream school and the families have
and writing, faced with some of the other subjects, itgone and left because they wanted a specialist school
poses other problems and all those factorsand they have gone elsewhere and started again and

we have worked with the authority to return them to contribute towards parents being more concerned.
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Q650 Chairman: But is that not true for any child? Mr Collins: There are two areas. One is in terms of
Mr Congdon: I think it is. direct contact with teachers and providing training.

In trying to respond to the need and anticipate the
need, we are developing a three-day course for bothQ651 Chairman: It is a nonsense, is it not, if a child
primary, secondary and for those in special schools,arrives in secondary education at 11 for all sorts of
alongside the existing courses that we provide.reasons not being able to handle the basics of
Those are one hits andwhat is also needed is ongoingcommunication, and it seems amazing that in so
support and resources for teachers, and I think tomany schools they are then pushed into the
that end the Department’s good practice guidancecurriculum which must be absolutely daunting for
that it issued some time ago, although we speltthem rather than being given intensive help with the
“autism” wrong on the cover—no matter, these arecommunication diYculties and for those views and
now collectors’ items—and on the website as wellall the experiences to be analysed and for those to be
there are examples for authorities, for individualsorted before throwing them into the curriculum. Is
schools and for subject teachers as to what works forthat not just commonsense?
children with autism, so I think that is somethingMrCongdon: I am sure that is right, but I think over
that is almost again for the Department to look atthe years it has been proven, and I cannot quote you
and really raise its profile.the research, I do apologise for that, but I have read
Ms Beardshaw: I would like to see much morereports in the past which have shown the poor
recognition of the fundamental links betweentransfer of information about children, for instance,
communication and skills or the absence of themwhen they go from primary to secondary school, so
and learning and literacy problems and behaviourthere is almost a starting again. You have been in
problems and with that recognition needs tothat more protective environment, though that is
go a much more sophisticated and nuancedprobably not the right way to describe it because it
understanding of exactly how you skill up theis not always, of a primary school into what will
system. As colleagues have said, that is of courseappear to be a muchmore hostile environment. You
always inevitably done by teachers, learning supportare right, that schools need to focus on those sorts of
assistants and SENCOswho do need higher levels ofthings because children do go to secondary schools
understanding about the techniques that reallyat vastly diVerent levels of development. When you
work. Then there is a second aspect, which we havehave got a child, say, with a severe learning
not touched on at all today, which is about gettingdisability, struggling to get some of those basics
the expertise that is in special schools actually outright, their problems are going to be magnified and
informing the whole network of the school system.that is why schools need to paymuchmore attention
It is absolutely true that we have got enormousto it and take it seriously. I think that is the other side
expertise in the schools, but it tends still, and this isof it, that if schools do not value having youngsters
very sad, to be locked within those school walls.in them with severe special educational needs, if I
What again I would recommend to the Committee iscan use that term, then they are not going to get the
a set of recommendations from you about howquality of education and I think, sadly, too many
outreach work, dual placements and a whole rangeschools are not as welcoming as they should be to
of things that are done in some places, but notyoungsters with those sorts of needs.
others, hence the postcode lottery, can become the
generality so that we can actually get the support toQ652 Mr Marsden: That is very useful. You alluded
the children wherever they are.earlier, Mike, to a lack of instruction of teachers and
Mr Congdon: I think most of our work with theteaching assistants. Can I ask all of you, in your own
Department is around things like health needs andcapacities in your own organisations, whether you
education, bullying and things like that rather thanfeel that (a) the Department for Education and
on the curriculum per se. I think my message would(b) the schools with which you have had dealings are
be slightly broader than that. There are certainlyusing you enough in terms of perhaps providing
some oYcials in the DfES who are very keen ontraining or guidance manuals or instruction
driving forward the SEN agenda, as evidenced byparticularly for those teachers they are talking
the strategy barriers to achievement, which is a veryabout?
good policy. The problem is lack of consistencyDr Tresman: I would say that in the very recent
within the Department and, bluntly, having interestmonths we have felt we have made a breakthrough
across the Department. There have been examples,with the Department for Education in terms of
though I cannot remember them oV the top of myrecognising the need to put into the initial teacher
head, over recent years of documents coming out noteducation and into the teacher development
even mentioning special education and disabledstandards a large piece of curriculum which is not
children, which is incredible when actually some ofoptional, but that is really not yet mandatory and
the policies in place are excellent. Therefore, one ofhas to be. There has to be, I think, a radical rethink
the key messages is that it needs to be embeddedof what is in the curriculum of the initial teacher
across all aspects of theDepartment’s work and theneducation programmes and only then can we build
it would inform all those other activities.the capacity. It is almost less important to have
Chairman: Thank you for that. It has been anthe content of history or science or whatever
excellent session. I hope that, as you leave, on yourand everything is about enabling the individual
way home or back to your oYces, you will thinkeducational programmes of learning and teachers to

deliver those. about the questions which, as Virginia pointed out,
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we have not asked and we should have asked and relationship ongoing; we want to make this as good
a report as we possibly can and we can only do thatalso some of the things you might have told the

Committee, but you have not, either today or in your by listening to the resonances out there. Thank you
very much.written submissions, done so. Again make the

Supplementary memorandum submitted by I CAN

Following I CAN’s evidence which I presented to the Education and Skills Select Committee as part of
the Inquiry into Special Educational Needs on 1 March, I enclose, as promised, the following information:

1. Background evidence on the link between communication disability and behavioural problems.

2. Evidence of genetic and environmental factors that are important in the aetiology of communication
disability:

— Locke A, Ginsborg J and Peers I (2002) Development and disadvantage: implications for the early
years and beyond. International Journal of Language and Communication Disorders. Vol 37,
No, 3–15.

— Viding E, Price T, Spinath F, Bishop D, Dale, P, Plomin R (2003) Genetic and Environmental
Mediation of the Relationship Between Language and Nonverbal Impairment in 4-year-old Twins.
Journal of Speech, Language and Hearing Research. Vol 46 1271–1282.

In addition, as I mentioned in my oral evidence to the Committee, I CAN’s conference on 21 April will
focus on the link between Communication and Behaviour. Speakers include Professor James Law, QMU
Edinburgh and Dr Judy Clegg, SheYeld University. Areas of discussion include the most recent research
on the strong link between children’s language, emotional, social development and communication
disability and examples of successful intervention with young people with behavioural emotional and social
diYculties and communication disability.

March 2006
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Memorandum submitted by Ofsted

Response from

Eileen Visser HMI on behalf of the Curriculum and Dissemination Division and SEN Forum in Ofsted.

Background

Her Majesty’s Inspector’s of Schools submit this evidence based on first hand observation of provision
and practice for learners with SEN in schools and colleges across the sector.

Key Points

1. Focus of inquiry

1.1 Ofsted welcomes this important inquiry as a contribution to taking us beyond the constraints of the
current debate within the field of Learning DiYculties and Disabilities (LDD) which includes SEN and
inclusion. We need to move away from developing a future based on historical issues related to place and
systems, to a future focused on successful learning and social outcomes through flexible provision which
ensures good value for money.

1.2 SEN is becoming more of a confusing and litigious area than ever before. We need to agree how all
children and young people learn well while maintaining, and improving, the element of parental choice.

1.3 There is considerable evidence to show that learners make good progress in a range of types of
provision and that neither one nor another by virtue of its type is more or less successful. If we ask the
question: does the setting matter? there is an unequivocal reply of no IF certain features are always in place.
The key indicator is eVective and skilful leadership with the ability to apply skills and knowledge and
enshrine principles into practice for all learners.

Implications:

The fundamental argument in this evidence is that:

— we need a sharper focus on outcomes;

set within a:

— very diVerent way of defining groups of learners;

and identify clearly:

— the scope for change.

2. Pupil Achievement

2.1 There is a conflict between the language of assessment and categorisation that has given rise to the
unacceptable variations of identification of need and appropriateness of provision across the country
(Ref HMI 511,587,2276.) This requires urgent resolve.

2.2 Until recently there has been insuYcient data available to track accurately the progress of learners
with LDD. We are now in a much better position than ever before to accurately make judgements on how
well learners with LDD progress using PLASC and CVA data. The eYcient use of such data at school. local
authority and national level gives us a new framework for rationalising provision and ensuring all learners
make the maximum gains in learning irrespective of their placement.

2.3 The smaller group of learners working towards level 1 of the National Curriculum should contribute
to the overall standards debate. The lack of nationally agreed moderation of P-Sales is essential to assess
and report accurately for this group (Ref HMI462,751).
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2.4 The exclusion of learners with LDD (SEN) from the National performance Framework (NPF) is a
barrier to inclusion currently and undermines the concept of valuing all equally.

2.5 The lack of a robust analysis of attendance and exclusion data at individual pupil level fails to identify
the reasons why certain groups of learners absent themselves from school.

Implications:

— Refer to progress indicators as percentage of cohorts at lower levels of achievement.

— Develop a nationally agreed moderation assessment procedure for groups of learners working
towards NC level 1.

— Implement national target setting for all learners- ie those achieving below level 4.

— Ensure the NPF includes the achievements of all learners.

— Improve the trailing of links between attendance and exclusion on achievement.

3. Curriculum

3.1 The use of flexibilities at Key Stage 4 is having some profound eVects on engagement and progress.

3.2 The organisation and curriculum opportunities at Key Stage 3 are less flexible.

3.3 There is a lack of consistency in the curriculum expectations at 16–19 between school and specialist
college provision.

3.4 The use of individual education plans are bureaucratic and, on the whole, do not provide measurable
targets to show progress in aspects of the curriculum.

3.5 The best practice in schools clearly indicates that when personalised learning is part of the culture of
a whole school approach to curriculum development, the systems for assessing, planning and teaching
match the needs of all pupils. This reduces the need to define learners according to categories of need.

Implications:

— Review the Key Stage 3 curriculum and the organisation arrangements in Years seven to nine.

— Continue the 14–19 reforms but look more closely at progression.

— Provide consistency in expectation for 16–19 learners at school and college.

— Develop the personalisation agenda to focus on individual targets for all.

4. Levers for change and the process of statmenting

4.1 It is arguable that all parents should have rights and responsibilities that are equal irrespective of the
level of diYculty or disability a child faces.

4.2 A way forward is through the ECM and Children’s services agenda that brings the dimensions of
children and young people’s education, care, and health together through pooling of resources.

4.3 If a fresh look at the rights and responsibilities for all parents can be embedded within the five-year
strategy and the change for children agenda, a consequence could bring the current SEN lobbyists into the
mainstream agenda.

Implications:

— Gradually reduce the reliance on statements to provide the resources for those with the severest
need with the confidence of parents.

— Free up budgets to focus on prevention and intervention at the point of need.

— Re-direct front line services, for example, Educational Psychologists, to better support schools and
families through planned intervention with a child.

— Provide a more coherent approach to the use of independent and non- maintained special schools
within regional provision. Underpinned by consistent inspection arrangements by bringing the
inspection of independent schools with publicly funded learners under one regime.

— Provide a much closer interface between the diVerent types of specialist provision and more
eVectively meet a range of needs within a flexible approach.

October 2005
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Memorandum submitted by the Audit Commission

Summary and Recommendations

Summary

1. The Audit Commission welcomes the focus of the Committee and is pleased to submit evidence to this
inquiry. The issue is a very important one. The education provision for children and young people with a
disability, and other vulnerable children, can be a key determinant of their quality of life and their life
chances in adulthood. Around £1.5 billion per annum is spent on special education.1 This figure does not
include statemented money delegated to schools, as this is no longer analysed nationally. It is important to
demonstrate that these sums are well spent and that they are delivering optimum value for our children and
young people, their carers and families, and taxpayers.

2. The Commission has undertaken several national studies, and a range of local audits, into the support
provided to children and young people designated as having special educational needs.

3. We, like others, continue to have concerns about the availability and consistency of support across the
country. We are especially concerned about pupils with low incidence needs (such as autism and multi-
sensory impairment) and those with a disability, who are potentially the most disadvantaged pupils in the
educational system. The lack of suitable local provision means that the needs of some pupils may not be
fully addressed, or they may have to be educated in specialist settings at a significant distance from the
family home.

4. In our previous work we have identified a role for special schools in providing formore complex needs,
and in sharing their specialist skills and knowledge with mainstream schools. We now intend to expand on
this by examining the role, potential contribution and costs of non-maintained and independent special
schools, which tend to cater for those pupils with the most complex needs. We consider this to be an
important issue for local authorities, children and parents and will be producing a national report on third
party placements by May 2006. Between 2002–03 and 2004–05 there has been a 43% increase in spending
on these placements.

Detailed Response

Introduction

5. In this memorandum we outline the main findings from our work in this area. To date we have
produced three major national studies into the provision of services to children and young people with
Special Educational Needs (SEN):

— A policy briefing on statutory assessment and statements of SEN: In Need of Review (2002).

— Special educational needs: A mainstream issue (2002).

— Services for disabled children (2003).

Statutory Assessment and Statements of SEN: In Need of Review (2002)

6. The Audit Commission policy briefing Statutory Assessment and Statements of SEN: In Need of
Review in June 2002 highlighted the fact that:

— demand for statements was rising;

— statutory assessment was costly and bureaucratic, stressful for parents and added little value in
meeting a child’s needs; and

— statements were leading to an inequitable distribution of resources, and failed to support early
intervention and inclusive practice.

7. The briefing recommended how Local Education Authorities (LEAs) and schools could work better
within the existing framework, including:

— developing systems for schools to review their work on SEN and LEAs to challenge their work;

— providing information and training so that governors can play a more active role in monitoring
SEN provision;

— expanding parent-partnership services to support more parents;

— introducing enhanced monitoring systems;

1 DfES tables 2004–05 (based on local authorities’ Section 52 budget returns to the DfES). The figure includes: SEN Centrally
retained from the School Budget (SFSS)—this includes statemented pupils, non statemented pupils with SEN, support for
inclusion, inter-authority recoupment, fees for pupils in special schools or abroad, Pupil Referral Units, education out of
schools and behaviour support services; and SEN Centrally retained from the LEA Budget (FSS)—this includes, inclusion
and assessment, educational psychology service, monitoring of SEN, therapies and child protection services.
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— introducing common definitions of need to enable comparative data on pupil outcomes to be
developed; and

— developing a phased approach to delegating more SEN resources to the school level.

8. Our report also pointed to tensions within the framework:

— LEAs are responsible for arranging provision, while resources are increasingly controlled by
schools;

— some children require the support of health and social services, but these agencies are only required
to respond in so far as their resources and priorities allow; and

— statements place unlimited demands on limited LEA budgets.

9. We recommended that the Government establish a high-level independent review, involving all key
stakeholders, in considering options for future reform.

Special Educational Needs—A Mainstream Issue (2002)

10. In November 2002, the Audit Commission published a further report Special Educational Needs—A
Mainstream Issue. It identified great variability in how well the needs of children were being met. We found
that their gender, ethnicity, family circumstances, where they lived and the school they attended, all
influenced the amount, quality and type of support they received. Althoughmore childrenwith special needs
were being educated inmainstream schools, progress towards inclusion had slowed over the last decade, and
some children and young people continued to face considerable barriers to learning. These barriers included
inaccessible premises, unwelcoming attitudes, shortfalls in specialist support, and exclusion from aspects of
school life. We also found that children with SEN were more likely to be persistent non-attenders and to be
permanently excluded. Too little was known about the educational achievement of children with SEN, or
about how they fared beyond school.

11. Our report welcomed the new duties on LEAs and schools resulting from the SEN andDisability Act
2001, but pointed to the requirement for sustained investment in school facilities and staV skills, as well as
an attitudinal shift. While recognising that children with severe, complex and lifelong needs would continue
to benefit from special planning and support mechanisms, we argued that for many children the SEN label
might no longer be necessary. The needs of these children with less complex conditions would be best
addressed by focusing on mainstream practice, and in particular on how our system of education responds
to diversity. Many of the report’s recommendations to the Department for Education and Skills were
addressed in the Government’s strategy for SEN—Removing Barriers to Achievement.

Services for Disabled Children (2003)

12. In our report Services for disabled children (2003), we found that the services that disabled children,
young people and their families are oVered depend largely on where they live and on how hard parents are
able to push. Families often have to struggle through a maze of services to track down essential information
and gain access to support. Service provision is rarely based on the priorities and needs of individual families,
and what is provided is often too little and too late. In addition we found that practitioners struggle to turn
innovative projects into long-term secure provision.

New study on “third party” placements

13. The Audit Commission has recently started a study of the use made by LEAs of non-maintained and
independent special schools. We intend to report on its findings in 2006. An initial scoping study has
identified that between 2002–03 and 2004–05 there has been a 43% increase in the expenditure on these
placements. The study relates to pupils, many of whom have low incidence special educational needs, who
are potentially the most disadvantaged pupils in the educational system. Analysis by the SEN regional
partnerships shows that in 2004, pupils with emotional, behavioural and social needs were the largest single
group in out of borough provision and also the most expensive in terms of placement costs.

14. The key issues to be investigated in this study are likely to include:

— Why are the costs of external placements increasing so quickly? The unit costs of external provision
are increasing at much faster rates than other costs in education. Expenditure on low incidence
special education needs may generate a considerable burden and distortion to a council’s
education budget and may run in parallel to pressures on the social care budget.

— Why is there such a wide variation between diVerent LEAs’ expenditure on out of authority
placements? In 2004–05, there was a seventeen-fold diVerence in expenditure per pupil, between
the highest and lowest spenders. Initial analysis indicates that high spending on external
placements is not linked to lower expenditure on in-house provision.
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— Why is there regional variation in the use of external provision? Nationally, 4.5% of pupils with
statements are educated in non-maintained or independent special schools. However, the
proportion is only 2.1% in theWestMidlands region, whereas it is 6.0% in the South East and 7.2%
in London. A very similar regional variation occurs in the number of appeals registered with the
Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal. Does this reflect variation in LEA policy,
variation in regional provision or variation in the ability of parents to articulate the case for more
expensive provision?

— Does the assumption of parental choice inhibit the cost eVective use of resources? LEAs and
tribunals must “have regard to the general principle that pupils are to be educated in accordance
with the wishes of their parents, so far as that is compatible with the provision of eYcient
instruction and training and the avoidance of unreasonable public expenditure”. There is a danger
that the needs of the child are given insuYcient attention when balancing the twin pressures of
meeting parental preferences and controlling costs. It can also be argued that the current system
favours more articulate, informed and better resourced parents, with those from disadvantaged
backgrounds being less likely to achieve favourable outcomes for their children. The study will
examine the processes, outputs, outcomes and value formoney involved in a number of the aspects
in this increasingly significant area.

— How do LEA special schools compare with non-maintained and independent schools in terms of
value formoney? There is little reliable information available on the relative costs of diVerent types
of provision. There is even less available information on the comparative outcomes that they
achieve.

— Why are some LEAs better than others at managing their placements budgets? Some authorities
suVer perennial overspends on their placements budgets. A few high cost and unanticipated (or
contested) placements of pupils with complex needs can seriously distort the budgets of small
LEAs, thus draining funds away frommainstream schools. Some authorities are better than others
in co-ordinating with other agencies in providing for children with multiple needs. There is also
variation in the extent to which authorities monitor the progress of children they place in out-
authority provision.

15. The initial scoping of this study suggests that there are four broad areas that underpin the
eVectiveness of performance of local authorities in the area of special educational needs:

— Strategic planning.

— EVective arrangements for making placement decisions.

— Active management of placements.

— Financial management.

Strategic Planning

— Forecasting the demand and managing the supply of places for pupils with low incidence types of
special needs.

— Assessing the relative cost eVectiveness of in-house versus external provision, and using this
information to inform decisions about whether to provide in house provision.

— Using regional partnerships and collaborating with adjacent LEAs to ensure appropriate
provision for children, young people and their families and carers in a region.

Placement Decisions

— Early intervention and clear policies for decision-making.

— Identifying the full costs and expected outcomes of alternative placements.

— Joint commissioning with social care and health.

— Mechanisms for assessing parents’ and children’s views.

Managing Placements

— Monitoring and reviewing placements, including contract specification and measuring outcomes.

— Sharing monitoring information between LEAs.

— Managing transition into adult services.
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FinancialManagement

— Budget setting and forecasting.

— Budget delegation and monitoring, and managing overspends.

— Benchmarking costs and performance.

October 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Training and Development Agency for Schools

Introduction

1. This memorandum outlines the current work of the Training and Development Agency for Schools
(TDA) on special educational needs (SEN) and disability training and development initiatives for the whole
school workforce.

Background

2. The Training and Development Agency for Schools (the TDA) is an executive non-departmental
public body of the Department for Education and Skills. Our purpose is to raise children’s standards of
achievement and promote their well-being by improving the training and development of the whole school
workforce.

Strategic aims

A. Ensure schools have an adequate supply of good-quality newly qualified teachers.

B. Enable schools to develop the eVectiveness of their support staV.

C. Enable schools to develop the eVectiveness of their teachers and keep their knowledge and skills
up to date.

D. Support schools to be eVective in the management of training, development and remodelling of
their workforce.

Summary

3. Conventionaly, the Agency’s major work on special needs has been focused within initial teacher
training. The Agency’s recent wider remit has brought it into additional SEN work related to teacher
standards and the wider workforce.

Section 1: Initial Teacher Training (ITT)

4. As part of their training courses to achieve qualified Teacher Status (QTS) trainee teachers in initial
teacher training are required to learn about the SEN expectation that will be made of them as well as how
to teach pupils of diVerent abilities and needs.

5. There are some elements within the current Standards for QTS, that relate specifically to SEN, for
example:

— S2.6 New teachers understand their responsibilities under the SEN Code Of Practice, and know
how to seek advice from specialists on less common types of special educational needs.

— S3.3.4New teachers diVerentiate their teaching tomeet the needs of pupils, including themore able
and those with special educational needs. They may have guidance from an experienced teacher
where appropriate.

6. Although not explicitly SEN focused, many of the other Standards are aimed at preparing trainees to
work with all pupils, including those with SEN. These include:

— S1.1 New teachers have high expectations of all pupils; respect their social, cultural, linguistic,
religious and ethnic backgrounds; and are committed to raising their educational achievement.

— S1.2 New teachers treat pupils consistently, with respect and consideration, and are concerned for
their development as learners.

— S2.5New teachers know how to use ICT eVectively, both to teach their subject and to support their
wider professional role.

— S3.1.4New teachers select and prepare resources, and plan for their safe and eVective organisation,
taking account of pupils’ interests and their language and cultural backgrounds, with the help of
support staV where appropriate.
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7. The Standards are supported by a handbook of guidance to help those involved in ITT to understand
the aims and scope of the Standards and requirements. It also includes details of further reading and sources
of information on SEN.

8. The TDA is currently working on a range of projects to equip those training to be teachers better for
working with pupils with SEN and disabilities. The Agency is also engaged in work to support teacher
trainers in maintaining their knowledge of eVective practice in this area.

9. To support the improvement of trainees’ practice in this area the TDA is:

— developing three SEN and disability focused units to be piloted in 3–4 year undergraduate primary
ITT courses in 10 Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) from September 2006;

— developing an extended (four week) placement in a special school to be piloted in undergraduate
primary and secondary ITT courses also from September 2006;

— producing a leaflet for all beginner teachers to direct them to a complementary web-resource
detailing both trainee teachers’ responsibilities regarding SEN as well as guidance, help and
recommended links to further work on teaching children with SEN;

— organising ITT induction packs. Each curriculum subject area has its own website, usually run by
the appropriate subject association, including materials relevant to ITT trainers. Each has been
asked to include cross-curricula themes, including SEN in the context of their subject;

— producing SEN focused guidance materials and exemplars for newly qualified teachers (NQTs);
and

— providing additional ITT/SEN training through collaborative projects between mainstream and
special schools/units.

10. To support teacher trainers the TDA is:

— developing resources to support consistency of assessment against those QTS and induction
Standards which have a SEN/inclusion element;

— developing a network of SEN and disability tutors to aid communication of eVective practice
between trainers; and

— launching the Teacher Training Resource Bank into which ITT development resources/materials
are stored allowing ITT trainers accessing it to draw upon SEN materials from across a range of
projects funded both by the TDA and other agencies.

Section 2: Teachers in Service

11. We are currently revising the standards for classroom teachers and advice on these revisions will go to
the Secretary of State on 7 April 2006. The large scale consultation on the standards carried out last autumn
emphasised the need to reflect issues of diversity in the new standards for classroom teachers. The current
draft standards highlight the need for qualified teachers to “understand their responsibility tomake eVective
provision for all learners and take active, practical account of the principles of quality, inclusion and
diversity in their teaching.”

12. Last autumn’s consultation on the revision of standards for classroom teachers led to a
recommendation that the standards should reflect the five outcomes of Every Child Matters and pay due
attention to Special Education Needs. The current draft standards are underpinned by the relevant
legislation concerning the well-being of children and young people, including:

— the Disability Discrimination Act (2005);

— the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act (SENDA) 2001 and its associated codes of
practice;

— the Children Act (2004);

— theDepartment for Education and Skills (DfES) guidanceSafeguardingChildren in Education; and

— the five aims of the Every Child Matters: Change for Children programme.

13. As with the current standards for QTS and Induction, the draft revised standards for classroom
teachers require that qualified teachers must meet the learning needs of all those they teach. Throughout the
draft standards, the term “learners” is an inclusive one and refers to all children and young people with
special or additional learning needs.

14. The draft revised standards for classroom teachers include a requirement that all teachers
demonstrate a commitment to reflect on and improve their own practice and take responsibility for their
own professional development needs. This reflects the government’s New Professionalism agenda which
emphasises the importance of high quality professional development for all teachers.

15. Including the courses listed in Annex 1, there are 186 programmes being funded by the TDA where
there is the provision for teachers to take courses in special educational needs. Annex 1 provides details of
the number of specific SEN places that the TDA Postgraduate Professional Development programme is
funding.
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16. From September 2006, the TDA will run a two-year pilot project designed to enhance the specialist
SEN and disability expertise of serving teachers. This will make available, to 100 teachers initially, a
modular professional development course leading to a postgraduate certificate or diploma.

17. Additionally, to help strengthen links between mainstream and special schools, the TDA is currently
funding projects in nine local authorities to facilitate the exchange of knowledge and practice between
professionals working in the diVerent settings.

Section 3: TheWider SchoolWorkforce

18. The remodelling of the school workforce to ensure that teachers can focus on teaching and learning
has led to the development of an increasing range of school support staV, some classroom based and others
concerned with administration, technical or specialist support or premises. All these staV need opportunities
to develop their skills so that they can give pupils high-quality support and work eVectively with colleagues
with diVerent skills and expertise.

19. There are now 266,100 people (FTE ı excluding catering and premises staV) working as support staV
in schools, 48,130 (FTE) of them work specifically as SEN support staV. This figure does not account for
the large number of teaching assistants who are not SEN specialists but often work with pupils with SEN.

20. The current standards for HLTA include a range of requirements relevant to SEN: for example,
HLTAs must show that they:

— have high expectations of all pupils; respect their social, cultural, linguistic, religious and ethnic
backgrounds; and are committed to raising their educational achievement;

— work collaboratively with colleagues, and carry out their roles eVectively, knowing when to seek
help and advice;

— know the key factors that can aVect the way pupils learn;

— know the legal definition of SEN, and are familiar with the guidance about meeting SEN given in
the SEN code of practice;

— know how to use ICT to advance pupils’ learning, and can use common ICT tools for their own
and pupils’ benefit;

— are aware of the statutory frameworks relevant to their role;

— monitor pupils’ responses to learning tasks and modify their approach accordingly;

— promote and support the inclusion of all pupils in the learning activities in which they are involved;

— advance pupils’ learning in a range of classroom settings, includingworkingwith individuals, small
groups and whole classes where the assigned teacher is not present; and

— recognise and respond eVectively to equal opportunities issues as they arise, including by
challenging stereotyped views, and by challenging bullying or harassment, following relevant
policies and procedures.

21. HLTAs must demonstrate suYcient knowledge and understanding to be able to help the pupils they
work with make progress with their learning. This knowledge and understanding will relate to a specialist
area which could be subject-based or linked to a specific role (eg in support of an age phase or pupils with
particular needs). They also need to be secure in their own literacy and numeracy so that they can support
pupils’ learning: they must show that they have a national qualification at level 2 or above to gain HLTA
status.

22. The HLTA standards are accompanied by guidance giving examples of the kind of evidence that
those seeking HLTA status could provide to show that they meet the standards. Many of these examples—
drawn from typical HLTA work—relate to meeting pupils’ special needs; throughout the guidance,
therefore, the importance of the HLTA role in supporting pupils with SEN is strongly emphasised.

23. The HLTA standards will be reviewed in 2006–07 and we will consult stakeholders on whether any
of the standards, including those relevant to SEN, need strengthening. However, it is important to bear in
mind that there is no set course of study for HLTAs: support staV wishing to achieve HLTA status have a
variety of diVerent qualifications and experience, work in a variety of settings and have a variety of
specialisms (for example, subject specialist, PE coach, technician with a supporting learning role). Some
undertake a few days’ training, others meet the Standards via assessment-only routes. Others need more
substantial training. Any changes to the standards will need to retain this level of flexibility.

24. The National Occupational Standards (NOS) for Teaching Assistants inform the development of
nationally recognised qualifications includingNational Vocational Qualifications (NVQs). These standards
include units relating to supporting children’s literacy as well as a number of units covering diVerent aspects
of SEN. The TDA, with partners inWales, Scotland andNorthern Ireland, will be reviewing the NOS from
April 2006 and again will be consulting widely to ensure that coverage of SEN issues is appropriate and
robust. Local Authorities are increasingly basing employment, staV training and grading decisions on
possession of qualifications linked to the NOS.
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25. Level 2 units include:

— Mandatory units:

— help with classroom resources and records;

— help with the care and support of pupils;

— provide support for learning activities; and

— provide eVective support for your colleagues.

— Three out of:

— support literacy and numeracy activities in the classroom;

— contribute to the management of pupil behaviour;

— support the maintenance of pupil safety and security;

— contribute to the health and well-being of pupils; and

— Support the use of ICT in the classroom.

26. Level 3 units include:

— Mandatory:

— contribute to the management of pupil behaviour;

— establish and maintain relationships with individual pupils and groups;

— support pupils during learning activities; and

— review and develop your own professional practice.

— In addition to the options available at level 2, and others covering observation, planning and
record-keeping, a further choice from:

— provide support for bilingual/multilingual pupils;

— support pupils with communication and interaction diYculties;

— support pupils with cognition and learning diYculties;

— support pupils with behavioural, emotional and social development needs;

— provide support for pupils with sensory and/or physical impairment;

— support the use of ICT in the classroom;

— help pupils to develop their literacy skills;

— help pupils to develop their numeracy skills;

— help pupils to access the curriculum;

— support the development and eVectiveness of work teams;

— develop and maintain working relationships with other professionals; and

— Liaise eVectively with parents.

27. The TDA and the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) have developed a flexible qualification for
school support staV who are not teaching assistants but need the right knowledge and skills to be able to
work in a school and contribute directly or indirectly to children’s learning andwell-being. The qualification
particularly meets the needs of the increasing number of staV with multiple part-time roles. It has two core
units covering working in schools and working with children, plus a range of options suitable for people
who, for example, work in administration, premises, catering or midday supervision.

28. The core unit on working with children covers the common core for the children’s workforce at a
level suitable for staV who are not in constant contact with children. It ensures that they have a suYcient
understanding of, for example, multi-agency working or safeguarding children, to be able to fulfil their roles
as members of the school team.

29. Some examples of the elements included in the level 3 qualification are:

— Explore the main stages of growth and development of the children or young people you work
with.

— Identify the links between changes in growth and development and children or young people’s
behaviour.

— Identify other factors that may aVect children or young people’s behaviour.

— Explore what role you can play in supporting parents and carers.

30. There is an additional option for those whose work includes supporting children (andwhomight wish
to go on to the NVQ for TAs). It includes:

— Support equality of access.

— Implement strategies, policies, procedures and practice for inclusion.

— Maintain and follow policies and procedures for protecting and safeguarding children.
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31. Some school staV may need to improve their own literacy and numeracy to enable them to support
children’s learning. The TDA is working with the Skills for Life Strategy Unit to ensure that all school
support staV, particularly those supporting learning, have access to training to improve their own literacy
and numeracy skills where this is needed. This will enable teaching assistants to support all children more
eVectively in developing these skills, including those children who have specific learning diYculties such
as dyslexia.

32. The TDA has worked with its partners to build up a picture of all the qualifications currently used
by local authorities and their staV to provide opportunities to develop suitable knowledge and skills. This
career development framework shows, for various diVerent groups of school support staV, the pathways
they can follow to gain relevant qualifications. It is being made available on the TDA website as a tool for
employers and employees to plan staV development. It provides an overview of qualifications relevant to
school support staV from introductory to specialist level and highlights gaps as well as overlaps in the range
of qualifications available.

Annex 1

PLACES FUNDED BY TDA FOR POSTGRADUATE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS FOR THE NEXT 3 YEARS

General Special Education Needs Courses

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

MA Education (Special
Educational Needs) 50 50 50
PCES Specific Learning
DiYculties: Teaching
Methods 35 35 35
PGCert, PG Dip and
MA in in Inclusive
Education 40 40 40
PGC Co-ordinating
inclusive provision for
children with learning
diYculties 36 36 36
MEd Inclusive
Education 40 40 40
Specific Learning
DiYculties 30 29 26
Inclusive Education 70 95 111
Research into Special
Educational Needs 2 2 2
Managing Inclusive and
Special Education 30 35 35
Inclusive Education 20 30 35
Inclusion and Special
Educational Needs 10 24 24
An Interdisciplinary
Approach to Learning
DiYculties 40 45 45
Professional Enquiry:
Special Educational
Needs 100 99 98
MA(Ed) in Inclusion 267 447 422
Inclusion 175 180 185
PG Cert/PG Dip/MA
Special Needs and
Inclusive Education 42 48 60
MA: Specific Learning
DiYculties 24 24 24
MA: Special
Educational Needs 24 24 24
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Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

Specific Learning
DiYculties 47 47 44
Special Educational
Needs 47 56 53
Severe Learning
DiYculties 0 14 18
Inclusion and Special
Educational Needs 12 12 15
Graduate Diploma in
Special and Inclusive
Education 70 70 70
MA Inclusive Education
and Special Educational
Needs 52 82 83
Special Educational
Needs 12 12 12
PG Cert/Diploma
Inclusion 20 20 20
PG Cert Severe
Profound Multiple
Learning DiYculties 30 30 30
PG Cert in SPLD 60 60 60
Post-graduate Certificate
Educational Studies
(SpLD) 12 12 12
PG Cert Educational
Studies: Minority Ethnic
Needs and SEN 10 10 10
Doctor of Education
(Ed D) (SEN) 15 15 15
Inclusive Education
(SEN) 10 15 18

Totals 1,432 1,738 1,751

SENCO

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

PGC Co-ordinating
inclusive provision for
children with learning
diYculties 36 36 36
SEN Coordination 12 12 12
PGCert in Professional
Studies (SENCO) 50 56 56
E831 Professional
development for special
educational needs
co-ordinators 130 130 130
Special Educational
Needs Co-ordination 28 28 26
PG Certificate
Educational: Special
Educational Needs
(SENCO) 30 30 30
PG Cert SENCO 60 60 60

Totals 346 352 350
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Dyslexia

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

PCES SLD (Dyslexia):
Inclusive Environments 40 40 40
PCES SLD (Dyslexia):
Assessment 40 40 40
MSc Specific Learning
DiYculties—Dyslexia 1 40 1 40 1 40
Dyslexia Studies 6 10 12
Specific Learning
DiYculties—Dyslexia 50 50 50
Postgraduate Certificate
and Diploma in dyslexia
and literacy 400 500 500

Totals 1 576 1 680 1 682

Hearing Impairment

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

MA Deaf Education
(TOD) 24 24 24
Hearing Impairment 20 46 46
PG Dip/MA
Educational Studies
(Hearing Impairment
and Audiology) 26 24 22

Totals 70 94 92

Visual Impairment

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

Visual Impairment 20 52 52
Further Education and
Rehabilitation Services
for Visual Impairment 3 3 3

Totals 23 55 55

Communication Difficulties

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

Speech and Language
DiYculties 35 68 68
PG Dip in Language
and Communication
Needs 10 10 10
Speech, Language and
Communication
DiYculties 15 25 25

Totals 60 103 103
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Multi-sensory Impairment

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

Multisensory
impairment
(deafblindness) 16 35 35
Multi-Sensory
Impairment 5 5 5
PG Cert Multiple
Sensory Impairment 15 15 15

Totals 36 55 55

Ed Psych

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

Professional Training
Programme in
Educational Psychology
(MSc Ed Psych) 15 15 15

Totals 15 15 15

Autism Spectrum

Year 1 F/T Year 1 P/T Year 2 F/T Year 2 P/T Year 3 F/T Year 3 P/T
Programmes places places Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants

Autism: children 101 151 151
PG Cert/PG Dip/MA
Education Studies and
Autism 40 50 50
Autistic Spectrum
Disorders 57 56 53
Autistic Spectrum
Disorder 25 25 25
PG Cert in Autistic
Spectrum Disorders 40 40 40

Totals 263 322 319

March 2006
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Witnesses: Ms Miriam Rosen, Director of Education,Ms Eileen Visser, Area Divisional Manager, Ofsted,
Mr David Curtis,Director of Education, Culture and Social Care,Ms Joan Baxter, London Regional Lead
for User Focus and Educational Specialist, Audit Commission, and Mr Ralph Tabberer, Chief Executive,
Training and Development Agency for Schools, gave evidence.

Q653 Chairman: May I welcome Ralph Tabberer, made various recommendations at that time
relating to further intervention, the greaterEileen Visser, Miriam Rosen, David Curtis and

Joan Baxter. I am sorry that there are a large involvement of parents, a more needs-led approach
to planning provision and so forth, and I think anumber of you this morning, but such a galaxy of

talent! I was thinking to myself: What if I was lot of work has been done by the DfES on that.
However, I think our position on statementing ispaying consultancy fees to you lot?—and how nice

it is to have you for free. It is also nice to have much as it was then: that there is still a case to
answer about a lot of money going intoRalph here. It will not be his last starring

performance before the Committee but it will be in statementing and not a lot of information about the
impact of statementing, and to a certain extent,his present role because, I believe, Ralph, you leave

the TDA at the end of today and join the therefore, I can understand Baroness Warnock’s
position about statementing having gone beyondDepartment.

Mr Tabberer: On Monday, yes. the expectation when she produced her report in
1978 or whatever. There is a Pandora’s box eVect:
having opened it, there is the expectation that theQ654 Chairman: Is there going to be anybody left
identification of special need will attract anout there?
additional resource. The chasing of the resourceMr Tabberer: We are leaving some work to be
has probably skewed—which I think we weredone—at least, I hope so.
saying in our report in 2002—the way in which
resources are going to special educational needs; soQ655 Chairman: You are going to join David Bell.
it is sucking in the resource, say, of educationalGood. We wish you well in the new phase of your
psychologists and so forth, which prevents doingcareer. Is everybody else staying with us?
other things around special educational needs areasMr Curtis: I am retiring.
for other children outside the statementing block.

Q656 Chairman: No!
Mr Curtis: I am afraid so. Q659 Chairman: That is a very interesting point.

Ms Rosen: Ofsted has published regularly on
provision for special educational needs over the lastQ657 Chairman: A young man like you retiring? I
few years and you have particularly asked us to talkhave never known any of you really retire. You pop
about our 2004 report, SEN and Disability:back in a diVerent guise. Mike Tomlinson told me
Towards Inclusive Schools. This report found anhe was retiring once. I have seen more of Mike
improving trend in the achievements of pupils withTomlinson since he retired than I did when he was
SEN, but, with the exception of reading andChief Inspector! This is a very important inquiry
writing, progress was too low in six out of 10for us. First of all, the Committee has not been in
schools inspected. For the first time, improvedthis territory for more than five years and it is time
criteria were used to establish what constitutedthat we came back and had a look at it, and, after
reasonable progress for these pupils, so there was aBaroness Warnock’s change of mind in terms of
more accurate judgment on the quality of provisioninclusion and exclusion—the conjunction of the
than had been made before. The criteria for thesetwo: relative neglect by the Committee and
judgments was shared with the schools—and it isBaroness Warnock’s pamphlet—we thought we
included as an annex at the back of the report—would have a serious look at the whole area of
and they remain a key vehicle for schools to usespecial educational needs. That is where we are

today. There are five of you, so I am not going to to evaluate their provision. In 2005 we published
ask all of you to say something but I am going to HMCI’s Annual Report. That reiterated that, while
ask someone for the Audit Commission and progress for most pupils with SEN was at least
someone from Ofsted to say a few words to start satisfactory and sometimes good, progress for too
us oV. You can choose which of you from your side many pupils was still too slow. Primary school
is going to give us the two minutes’ worth. provision was better than in secondary schools.
Mr Curtis: I will start from the Audit Commission. Although the commitment towards inclusion was

equally high in both, the problem remained that
schools on the whole found it diYcult to provideQ658 Chairman: Yes, and Miriam, would you like
eVectively for a diverse range of needs andto start for Ofsted. It sounds a bit like a panel
particularly for those with the most challenginggame. My old friend Richard Whiteley would be
behaviour. In three-quarters of special schools theproud of me.
pupils achieve well—an improving trend—but theMr Curtis: Our position, as we have set out in our
fact remains that in one-quarter of schoolssecond submission, is that we have not done
achievement was not good enough. The commondetailed work on SEN since our reports in 2002;
element of weakness in all types of school, astherefore a lot of our reflection is what we said in
reported by HMCI in 2005, was the continuing2002. At that time, we said about statements and
unsatisfactory use of assessment to meet individualabout SEN that there is a lot of money tied up in
needs. This is an important issue, as Ofsted’sSEN, there is a lot of very complicated bureaucratic

process involved in the statementing process. We evidence over a number of years has highlighted
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weaknesses in the use of assessment at classroom diVerent methods of training teachers and whether
they are prepared for the crucial role. Is it theand school level. If you add to that inconsistencies

at local authority level in terms of making accurate training of our teachers that is at the heart of the
problem?judgments about which pupils have SEN and

require additional support or which children have Mr Tabberer: Yes.
significant-enough needs to warrant a statement of
SEN, it is not diYcult to see why there is current Q662 Chairman: Do not answer that. Make your
unease about provision. It has contributed to the statement and then answer it.
disparity of provision across the country. Where a Mr Tabberer: I am delighted from the start of this
child lives can be more of a determining factor in that Miriam has given attention to the issue of
meeting needs than accurate strategic planning diagnosis, the identification of needs. For me that
based on proper information. Despite this gloomy is even more clearly the education issue here,
picture, progress is being made and it is worth underneath statementing, as well as getting the
remembering that our 2004 report was based on provision right in ordinary classrooms and children
2003–04 inspection evidence—and that was only 18 with a whole spectrum of needs. Diagnosis, in my
months after the inclusion framework was view, has been the Achilles heel of the profession
implemented, so it was still really early days there. for a long time. In fact, it is always interesting to
This year Ofsted is continuing its work to evaluate compare notes with people who work in health
the quality of provision for pupils with SEN. We training, and doctors, to find out that there is a
are undertaking a survey to identify the features similar perception in that sphere. Frankly, we can
which promote achievement. We are comparing never do enough to make sure that people have
sets of pupils and the progress that they make, very strong diagnostic skills, so they can target
irrespective of the setting. For example, we are appropriate provision at individuals. The second
looking at groups of pupils of the same age and thing I would say is that I think it is extremely
ability level placed in either a mainstream school, important that we think about where we want the
a resourced base, a special school or a PRU. We locus of responsibility for children to be. I think it
will use this survey to try to tease out the elements will always be important to think about the school
that either permit or hinder their achievements, and as the key locus. I say that because I want to
of course we have ongoing evidence from our emphasise that the teacher is part of the
section 5 inspections as well. contribution, but there is a wider workforce now

which is also part of the solution and there is a
wider group outside school who are part of theQ660 Chairman: How soon will we see that?

Ms Rosen: We are hoping to produce this at the solution. If we try to create all the solutions in the
skills, expertise and experience of every individual,end of the summer. The inspection is still going on.

We are still visiting schools for this particular then we will not be targeting our resources as
eVectively as we should.inspection. We feel that the debate over provision

has for too long focused on an unhelpful
interpretation of inclusion as a place (that is, Q663 Chairman: When this Committee looked at
special or mainstream) rather than on what the Early Years, for example, and then when we looked
pupils achieve, and we consider it helpful to view at Every Child Matters, time and time again the
inclusion as a process where the continuum of joined-up nature of the assessment came up and
provision is complementary, where all types of early assessment. The health visitor should be
schools work eVectively in partnership to provide picking up on the possibility of special educational
best for the child and the child’s family. We also needs really early in the child’s life. We
feel that the recent developments with the Every recommended that that be joined up. When we
Child Matters agenda have focused on diVerent delivered Every Child Matters, we thought that was
services working together better, and there is some going to happen much faster. Is there any evidence
good practice apparent in relation to children and out there that what has happened over these recent
young people with special needs, but more needs years is producing a more joined-up client service?
to be done. We continue to feel, and our evidence Mr Tabberer: I think we can be optimistic about
informs us, that one of the biggest barriers to the direction of travel. Miriam has referred to an
inclusion—and equally important to targeting improving position here, but it has equally been
resources quickly and eVectively at the point of stark about things we can do better I could do the
need—is the statementing process. The process same with teacher training and talk about Ofsted’s
discriminates against parents who do not have the finding that we have the best qualified teachers
capacity to work through very complex, diYcult ever. I think schools are doing an even better job
process. It is resource intensive, bureaucratic and than they have been over this before. Part of the
causes conflict. good side of the introduction of Every Child

Matters is that it is raising our aspirations as well,
so we are setting ourselves tougher targets to doQ661 Chairman: Thank you for that. We will hold

the questioning back until we have asked Ralph to even more. When one recognises that this whole
realm is about early assessment, early intervention,say something. A lot of the evidence we have had

so far—and we will come back to it in later good structure around kids who need that structure
most, regimes to help those with specific diYcultiesquestions—does point to how eVective we are in

training teachers to cope with SEN and the over long periods of time, you realise this is going
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to be with us for years and it is always going to feel ought to be saying: Take the best out of
mainstream for some children at some time, takelike we may have come so far but there is plenty

more to do. the best out of other settings (whatever we want to
call them) and let us start working together for all
children to have their needs met through theirQ664 Chairman: What do you say to the people we
career, at any particular given point in time.had in front of the Committee who want to close

all special schools by 2020? They believe that any
kind of excluded education, separate education for Q667 Chairman: What do you say to the person

who was sitting in your seat last week who said thatpeople with special educational needs, is
unacceptable and there should be no special it does not matter if the special school is excellent,

really provides everything, is marvellous, at 16 thatschools after quite a short time. Do you have
sympathy with that view? Are you a total child has to go out into the real world and live in

a very diVerent environment. Special education,inclusionist or exclusionist?
Mr Tabberer: No, I am neither. I am empirical: I according to that person in your seat, might have

been a good experience, it might have been quite aam driven by what research and inspection
evidence tells us about what works. I do not think positive experience even, but at 16 there is a real

society, a real world, the world of work, and maybeat the moment we have suYcient evidence to tell us
that a blanket solution of one type or the other is there is a disjunction or a tension there. The

experience may be of a very good education underthe right answer. It may be for other reasons and
aspirations over 20 years, but the education 16, but does it befit them to be citizens of the

wider society?evidence is not there for it yet. I do think that we
ought to allow local provision to take its own shape Ms Visser: I would say they would be referring to

a special school, many of which I do not see anyand we ought to test that very carefully for the way
it delivers and really meets the risks that are more. Special schools are changing their role, albeit

too slowly perhaps for some of us, but at the veryinvolved in both approaches.
best you would not get that situation arising. You
certainly would have done 10 years ago; you mayQ665 Chairman: Could I ask Ofsted: What do you
well do today in some areas of the country; butthink of these people? It was a very passionate
overall the most forward thinking special schoolsperformance from some of the people who gave
do look at themselves as outward-looking. Theyevidence last week, that you could not have a full
ensure that their children can have as mucheducation, an education that befitted you to be a
experience of local community life and localfull member of society, if you had this separate
community work-related experience as they can,education. They felt so passionately about it—and
given accurate identification of their needs atof course they were people who had experienced it
particular times. That would be my responsein many cases. What do you say to that passionate
practically to that. Philosophically andargument?
conceptually there might be other answers, but thatMs Rosen: We see special schools as not isolated
is perhaps not for this Committee.schools but as part of a continuum working

together with mainstream schools and with other
services. The child does not necessarily spend all its Q668 Chairman: Is there any comment from the

Audit Commission?time in the special school or in the mainstream
school but would benefit from services being Ms Baxter: The group of children with special

educational needs is of course a very, very wide andprovided by both. So we would not see is as an
isolated instance. diverse group of young people. It is important to

say that some of the young people who are leaving
school at 16 are still very vulnerable, they continueQ666 Chairman: You do not go to any special
to be very vulnerable, and will need continuing careschools that are in old Victorian buildings, miles
plans whether that is through social care servicesaway from any schools. They have all gone, have
or through health services. It is slightly misleadingthey? Is that a thing of the past?
to suggest that special schools fail to prepare pupilsMs Visser: If we were to fast-forward ourselves into
for the wider world; indeed, there are young peoplethe end of this decade, we would be looking
who will not be able to function as fullyhopefully at a diVerent picture. Our view is that
independent members of society post-16 in anywhat is important is whether or not the school is
case.good. That should really be leading the debate. I

think, as Miriam alluded to in the beginning, the
debate should be much more about how diVerent Q669 Chairman: It is interesting. What came out of

the evidence session last week very clearly was theparts of the education service can support diVerent
young people at diVerent times. If we all focused diVerence between the children you are talking

about, who really will need a continuing packageon that, in terms of the overall human rights issue,
which has an inclusive focus—we have all signed of support after 16, right the way through, and

others. This is a very wide range of need, is it not,up to the Salamanca Agreement, and that has to
lead, I think, our dimension somewhere—that is that we are talking about? One of the criticisms we

have had is that when you are looking at dyslexiasomething for the future. I think a healthier debate
is to say: How can we all work for the best interests and a whole range of other diYculties there just is

not the training. We have had people from theof the all children, irrespective of the place? We
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dyslexia associations saying, “Look, there are very danger is that it would diversify work and resources
and developments in such a way that it could sendshort ways of bringing teachers up to speed in

understanding and diagnosing. This is not rocket us back to the point of slow progress that we were
having prior to 2004. Our evidence is suggestingscience; it can be done quite quickly.” There are

some very good people out there who can provide that things are moving now in a quicker way, with
standards for a range of groups of learners withthe training, why is it not happening?
diVerent types of need all improving slowly, and weMr Tabberer: I am hearing the same messages.
know what particular problems are. It is not rocketThere are a number of places now where we can
science: we know the challenges, we know whatlook at boosting—if you do not mind me calling it
works, we know the conditions that make thingsthis—the technology of teaching the 20%. We have
work and we know what does not work, and ouralmost, for the last eight or nine years, been
view would be: “Let’s focus in on those things anddeveloping a technology for teaching 80% of our
change them.”children in classrooms extremely eVectively—

improving the whole-class teaching, the individual
work, the group work around the national Q671 Mr Wilson: Can I just be clear: you are
strategies model. I do think that one of the asking for a tweaking of the system rather than a
opportunities this inquiry gives, as well as evidence large scale review of the system.
that is starting to come out from inspection and Ms Visser: Tweaking might be a little gentle. Some
research, is that there is a greater pool of aspects of the structural provision need more than
understanding about teaching strategies which a tweak. They do need us to sit down together,
would apply across a range of specific learning across the political dimension, the inspection
diYculties and moderate learning diYculties. We dimension and the professional field, and say,
are looking at this with some of the groups “What is it that we need to do?” Other bits need
concerned and with the Department and it is one tweaking, but a whole, big review could endanger
area in which we will be very keen to see your the speed of developments and would send us back
findings. I think there is momentum up now to have too far, in our view.
a bit of a push in this realm, so we do accept the
challenge. Q672 Mr Wilson: A lot of the debate around this

area seems to be exclusion versus inclusion or
mainstream against specialist schools. In yourQ670 Mr Wilson: I would like to build on some of
opening remarks, Miriam, you said that schoolsthe things you have said already and the Chairman
find it diYcult to provide for a diverse range ofhas asked you. In these two reports that came out
needs. Do you think what has happened in recentin 2002 from the Audit Commission and 2004 from
years is that things have gone too far in an attemptOfsted, there are an awful lot of negatives: too
to get inclusion into mainstream school, and thatmany children waiting too long for their needs to
one of the problems is that the balance just has notbe met; parents lacking confidence in the system;
been quite struck at the right level?inclusion being a significant problem for a lot of
Ms Rosen: At the start of the process, it is true thatschools—all those sorts of issues—and it seems to
some mainstream schools have struggled. I thinkme that ministers have used those reports to start
we are saying that we can see ahead to morea large-scale review of SEN. Do you think that is
cooperation between diVerent types of schoolsjustified?
becoming more the norm, so that children can beMs Rosen: We identified problems but at the same
provided for in the mainstream because of outreachtime we identified schools where it was working
support from the special schools, for example, andwell. So we would say there is still quite a lot of
that this would alleviate the situation.work to do and we can learn from the schools

which are doing it well. It is certainly worthwhile
thinking about how we best move forward from Q673 Mr Wilson:Does the Audit Commission have
here and that this debate is part of that. any view on that question?
Ms Visser: Two years ago, although we were Mr Curtis: Could I answer the previous question,
talking about the Every Child Matters agenda we because to some extent we are guilty of asking for
did not have the ramifications of that quite so something which was quite revolutionary after a
clearly as we have now: the potential of joint service high level review of SEN statementing in the 2002
working at local level, with rigorous inspection report. I have to say that most of the folk who
arrangements to ensure that systems and provision wrote the report have now left and many have
at local level will help all children. I think that in joined the DfES, so I am confident that there was,
our report of 2004—and as Miriam said we will be in a sense, a momentum that they brought to the
publishing later this year—we will see a slightly DfES in introducing some reforms which we
diVerent picture. We are at the point of collating all recommended at the time. I am more of the view
our findings at the moment and things have clearly of evolution rather than revolution, as far as the
moved on. In terms of your question about a system is concerned, because there is so much
review, because of all the changes that have been investment, particularly on the statementing side,
happening over the last two years quite quickly— from a large number of parents and children at the
in fact, more quickly than in the previous two years moment to do something more radical. We have
prior to this report—we would say that if we had seen, I think, as far as the Audit Commission is

concerned, improvements to the control of budgets,a royal commission or a big review at this time, the
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for instance, since 2002. I think there are still statementing. We were reporting at the time on the
fact that there was an 18-week expectation of theproblems around knowing about impact, if you

like—a point I made in my introductory remarks. completion of statements. At the time, in about
70% of cases the 18-week target was being met, butWe know where the money is being spent, but we

do not know whether or not that money is having in 30% it was not, so it was taking a long time for
statementing to be completed. The evidence wasthe impact that one would hope. I think it is the

joining up of the measures of performance with the also from parents who were frustrated with the
system. If you were ever to go to the special needsresource that is going into the system. Before one

votes for a radical intervention or change in the oYce of the local authority, it looked a bit like the
filing system of Jarndyce v Jarndyce: lots of papersystem, I think it would be helpful to know more

about that. As I said earlier, we have not revisited and paper chases. The involvement of a number of
agencies meant that it did become a verythat ourselves since 2002 and that is something that

might be worthy of further investigation. The bureaucratic, paper-chasing process. In terms of
the statementing process, I have to say that sinceguidelines, for instance, that have been produced

by the DfES for local authorities in 2004—very 2002 the vast majority of local authorities are
achieving statementing within 18 weeks, so thehelpful guidelines about the way in which they

should delegate resources and the way in which improvement of performance of the process is quite
apparent. Whether or not, however, that process isthere should be benchmarking and the way in

which there should be partnerships in terms of doing the right thing, I think is the fundamental
issue.clinicians and so forth. I do not know what the

impact of all that is, because I think local
authorities focus on other issues. I would not want Q677 Mr Wilson:When I asked Baroness Warnock
to go back to where we were in 2002 and say there about the costs of the statementing process, she
should be a high level review with a view to said that the whole thing was a waste of money.
revolution, if you like, but I do think there needs Would you agree with her on that?
to be some sort of robust challenge to the way in Mr Curtis: We are an evidence-based organisation
which the system is working. and I would want to get beneath that. It is very

costly. As I mentioned earlier on, there is a cost in
Q674 Mr Wilson: Have you formed any view on delivering something which is a parental right, and
the balance being struck between the use of special the statementing process is there and local
schools against the use of mainstream schools for authorities and others are appropriately investing a
including pupils with special needs? lot of time into delivering what is the parental right
Mr Curtis: I do not think we would have a view and the expectation. If you take the position of
on that as the Audit Commission. educational psychologists—and Joan may want to

talk about this, as a former educational
psychologist—their time is then being invested inQ675 Mr Wilson: Is that because the 2002 report
the statementing process, so that the ability of thatdid not lead you to any conclusions on that or
resource to be available, if you like, for earlybecause you simply did not look at it?
intervention, the whole school issue, is reducedMr Curtis: Our second 2002 report was entitled A
because of its involvement in the statementingMainstreaming Issue. We were concerned at the
process. There is both a direct cost of the process—time that the SEN should be looked at as a
and I think local authorities are getting better atmainstream issue rather than seeking to
that, as I explained earlier on—and an opportunitymainstream all children who were in special
cost of the process. The professional time, and,schools. I think it was interpreted in some circles
indeed, the parents’ time that is tied up in that isas saying, “Let’s close a lot of special schools and
quite considerable. I think that needs to beget children into mainstream schools.” That is not
unpacked before you reach a conclusion about itwhat we were recommending at the time; we were
being a total waste of time but I think that is asaying that children should have access and the
hypothesis which would be worth testing.opportunity if their needs dictated it, but we were

not looking at a radical change in the balance of
special provision and, if you like, mainstream Q678 Mr Wilson: You seem to be suggesting in
provision. your answer that LEAs are getting much better in

delivering on their statutory duty. A lot of
complaints that we get in our constituencies areQ676 Mr Wilson: In that report you did say that

the statementing process was costly and exactly the opposite to that. Do you have any view
on that?bureaucratic. What was your evidence based on

for that? Mr Curtis: In terms of the facts, if you take the best
value performance indicator from the figures I haveMr Curtis: It was the fieldwork at the time, in a

sense. We were looking at between £80 million and in front of me—and I can let you have the figures—
in 2000, 82% of local authorities were meeting the£100 million annually on maintaining the

statementing process—and I can get you the 18-week deadline; in 2004–05, 92% were meeting
the 18-week deadline. If you look in the exceptionsdetailed figures. We draw that down from Section

52 statements and there is an issue of how you cases, where you involve other agencies, the
performance is worse, but it is an improvement ininterpret that, but we are talking of about £80

million annually to maintain the system of performance. So the position is improving, but
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clearly it has not improved for everybody. The I would hope that what you are talking about is
not common, but I do not think we are able toother issue, of course, is that once the statement is

arrived at, is finalised, it is not necessarily giving a pronounce definitively on that. Do you know
more, Eileen?statement which parents are going to accept and so

there is an element of contesting it. So it does not Ms Visser: The evidence we are getting from our
surprise me at all that you have had issues raised previous Section 10 and Section 5 inspections,
with you in your constituency, but, if you look at together with the survey work we are doing, has
the question: Are local authorities performing found in the past that some head teachers in some
against the standard better? yes, they are. schools will reject certain kinds of disabilities if they

think it is going to pull down their league tables.
They are usually schools that do not have anQ679 Mr Wilson: It is not the local authority
inclusive ethos or an inclusive feel to them. We areauthorities which are making the system costly and
seeing now more schools who put the achievementsbureaucratic, from what you say.
of all groups of learners at the heart of everythingMr Curtis: The local authorities are doing what is
that they do. In so doing, particularly with theexpected of them to deliver the standards.
increased information we now have, better than
ever before, in terms of looking at the achievementsQ680 Mr Wilson: But it may be within the wrong
of a range of groups of pupils with our newsystem, is that what you are hinting at?
PANDA, with the contextual added-value data andMr Curtis:My point is that you could say that they
so on, schools will be celebrated for the fact thatare performing well, but they may be performing
they are including more diverse learners. So it is anwell but doing the wrong thing. It depends which
argument that perhaps had some importance aconclusion you reach.
couple of years ago, but now, with new, better
information and better pupil tracking, it should notQ681 Chairman: Is what the Scots have done in this
be part of an argument at all.area tweaking or radical change?

Ms Visser: I think what the Scots have been trying
to do is to look much more holistically at a wider Q684 Mrs Dorries: Do you think there is a
range of opinions as part of the developments of juxtaposition here between the Government’s
vulnerable children. There is a point on which I position in setting targets, the SATS, and wanting
would like to come back to you, if I may: in a way, schools to perform well to those targets, and yet
we need to look at this statementing process much also the inclusion framework? Miriam, you
more in the way that future partnerships and described the inclusion framework—which was
systems will be developed. It is now not really great, because trying to get somebody from
sustainable to look at providing legislative government to admit that an inclusion framework
protection for one group of vulnerable children exists within schools is quite diYcult. Do you think
over another. In a way, I think that kind of there is a juxtaposition between the imposition of
conceptual shift of protecting all vulnerable groups the targets and the importance of the SAT results,
equally needs to come at a local level, as you were and imposing this inclusion framework on schools?
saying earlier, but through joint provision and joint Does that not put schools in a bit of a position?
commissioning of services. It is a way of moving Ms Visser: I do not think so, no. I would have
forward through an assessment, a good assessment, agreed with that a couple of years ago, but I really
identifying needs at local level, in a way, and not believe that the improved information we have at
saying, “Let’s get rid of statementing, let’s do this pupil level ensures that schools can celebrate the
with statementing” but “Let’s keep a much more success of all their pupils equally and are judged onintelligent and swifter system, providing better not just the outcomes at national expectation levelcost-eVectiveness and value for money, than the but in the value they add to the range of learners.one we have at the moment.”

Q685 Mrs Dorries: I am sorry, but we know thatQ682 Chairman: That 18 weeks in purgatory is still
is not the case. I think someone was explaining this18 weeks in purgatory.

Ms Visser: Exactly. morning that Wales have taken the SATs results at
age seven out of the framework completely to
remove problems like this, so I do not think thatQ683 Mrs Dorries: I have a seven-year old boy in
can be the case. If that were the case, then I wouldmy constituency who has Asperger’s and is in a
not have the position of a child in my constituencymainstream school, and his parents have been told
whose school have told the parents he is not goingthat the school does not want him to sit the SAT
to sit the SATs because of the eVect it would haveexams—in fact they have told the parent not that
on the outcome of the results for the school.they do not want him to, but that he will not,
Ms Visser: One of the challenges I think we face isbecause his SAT results would aVect the outcome
that we need to ensure that the achievements of allof the SAT results in the school overall. Is that a
learners are included in the national performancecommon occurrence over the country in schools
framework. That was a recommendation that wethat you inspect, or is that a one-oV, do you think?
made to the Department that unfortunately has notMs Rosen: It varies. The best schools have good
been taken up yet. That would ease some of theseschool improvement programmes that impact on

all children and standards arising for all children. problems.
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Q686 Chairman: When did you make that Q691 Mrs Dorries: I do accept that, but the point is
that those children who are in independent schoolrecommendation?

Ms Visser: In the suite of reports that came out places will be the children of aZuent parents,
parents who can aVord to go to a tribunal in thewhen we were sharing good practice in 2003 and

the target setting report in 2004. first place who can get their children into those
schools. They are not going to be the children from
the disadvantaged families or the poorer families orQ687 Chairman: They have had two-and-a-half
those on benefits; they are going to be from white,years to act on this and they have not.
middle-class, fairly aZuent families.Ms Rosen: Could I make a point on what Eileen
Ms Baxter: I have just returned from an authoritysaid about the better pupil level data, because that
where I have been doing some case tracking anddoes impact on the PANDA. It means that, when
you are not actually right. Certainly looking at thisOfsted visits a school and makes judgments which
particular—are informed by the data, the achievements of

pupils with special educational needs do count.
Mrs Dorries: How can I be wrong when—This is due to improvements in the data that we

have and it could be that the head teacher you are
Q692 Chairman: Hang on. You can tell her if shetalking about is not fully aware of that yet.
is not right, if you like, but let her come back
after that.Q688 Chairman: Could you spell out what PANDA
Ms Baxter: The cases that I was looking at in(Performance and Assessment Report) is?
particular are of children who are looked after byMs Visser: Performance . . .
the local authority who have very significant mentalMs Rosen: Performance Assessment Data . . .
health needs who have been placed in a plannedMs Visser: Analysis.
way in independent schools. So it is a mixed
picture.

Chairman: There is a bit of confusion there about
this acronym! Q693 Mrs Dorries: I can accept that, but the fact

that a tribunal costs between £2,000 and £10,000
Q689 Mrs Dorries: In 2002–04 there was an means that the majority have to be by the more
increase of 43% in spending in independent special aZuent parents.
school places. We do not have the figure here as to Mr Curtis: That may well be a finding from the
what percentage of that 43% came from tribunals. work we are doing. We have identified—and I think
What do you think the reason for the increase is we put this in our submission to you—that there is
and how many of those 43% do you think came a tremendous diVerence between diVerent regions
from tribunals? within the country. There is a very low level of
Mr Curtis: This is a study that we are doing at the take-up relatively in, say, the West Midlands,
moment. We hope to complete it in the summer. compared with London and the South East, but
We did a survey at the beginning of the study and there is also a reasonable correlation between the
half the local authorities identified some of it being level of placements and the level of tribunal activity
as a result of tribunals, but I think we need to look in those regions. There is a high level of tribunal
at the response rate and look at the analysis in a activity in London and the South East. We are
bit more detail. The overall increase in the costs has finding that in some local authorities—and, as I
been put down to poor budgeting as far as the local say, we will have to look at the findings overall—
authorities are concerned, in the first instance, in because of their experience of tribunal activity, they
probably about 40% of the cases. But unanticipated then place children in independent or maintained
need and increased charges from the independent schools because they are anticipating the fact that
schools have been identified as the main factors if it goes to tribunal it would be a very costly
contributing to that cost. activity and they will lose anyway.

Q694 Mrs Dorries: Are you looking at the socio-Q690 Mrs Dorries: I think you are going to find
demographics of the regions also?that that “some of it” is going to be quite large,
Mr Curtis: Yes.because every child in my constituency at an

independent school place is there as a result of a
tribunal and I cannot imagine that my constituency Q695 Mrs Dorries: Miriam, you talked about the

statementing process being resource intensive andis that diVerent from every other across the UK.
Ms Baxter: There is a huge variation, obviously, bureaucratic—and there was something else which

I did not get—but do you see the statementingacross the country in this. It perhaps also ought to
be noted that in certain categories of special process as being a barrier to achieving a full

inclusion agenda? I have noticed that a lot ofeducational needs there has been a very significant
increase over the years. For instance, children and witness are coming forward recently and deriding

the statementing process. I am not quite sure if thatyoung people with autistic spectrum disorder, and
children and young people with behavioural is because they see that stopping them achieving the

full inclusion that they want or whether they thinkdiYculties are two very significant growth areas in
terms of out-of-authority placements, but we are there is something wrong with the statementing

process itself.not really ready yet to tell you in more detail.
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Ms Rosen: It does take a long time, it is attitudes and insecurities—probably on both sides
of the fence. The other sometimes is distance, ofbureaucratic. It ties up a lot of the special

educational needs coordinators’ time in a school course: regional provision changes so much that it
is really quite hard for good cluster arrangementsand it ties up a lot of local authority time as well.

It means that people focus on getting the to work eVectively. Of course, the other is to do
with the fact that, until we get over the notion thatpaperwork right for the statementing process so

that eventually a certain amount of provision is special schools are planned and part of a wider
continuum and are seen as part of an access routeallocated for that child, rather than on getting

resources to the point of need as quickly as possible for a range of pupils, special schools have and still
are always seen as a kind of bolt-on, and, when thatfor all children, and we feel we need to focus more

on getting the resource very quickly to all children perception has been made of you, that stops
collaboration, because you do not come into thewho need it. That is why we feel it is a barrier. We

would encourage authorities which are looking at strategies at the same time, you always get the end
product of things, and there is a kind of tensionjoint commissioning, and how they can get

resources in more quickly to all children who need between the special/separate and the mainstream.
We could sort that. It is not a problem to sort.it and not just those particular children who are at

the moment able to get hold of a statement.
Q699 Chairman: Can we narrow this down? The
figures that we have been presented with suggestQ696 Mrs Dorries: Some special needs are very
that the same percentage of children are still incomplex, so, if we do not have the statementing
special schools. That has been the same for quite aprocess—and I quite take your point that we need
considerable period of time.to get the resource to those children, and the earlier
Ms Visser: Yes.the better because we do see improvements in

getting in fairly early—how would you propose
that those more complex needs are identified and Q700 Chairman: Whether individual specialist

schools are closing down or—as in mythe correct resource is allocated to those children?
Ms Rosen:We are not advocating getting rid of the constituency—being absorbed into larger

provision, it is the same thing, is it not?statementing process but rather encouraging a
growth in all these other processes that would result Ms Visser: That is exactly the point we made in the

report, that the number of pupils in special schools,in getting resources to the point of need earlier. I
think it would be extremely diYcult to get rid of irrespective of how many there are, is the same as

it has been for the last 10 years—and it is probablythe statementing process, so we would see perhaps
the two continuing side by side. worth saying that it is the same for mainstream

schools as well. That has not increased. In relation
to Mr Wilson’s point earlier, it is not aboutQ697 Chairman: Would you see it as a last resort?
inclusive or exclusive; the number of children withMs Rosen: For the most needy children. However,
identified special needs, whether they arethere is a problem, as Eileen pointed out, in that
statemented or not, is more or less the same.only certain groups of need are able to get a

statement at the moment. Not all groups of
Q701 Mrs Dorries: What could be the reason forvulnerable children have access to that.
that? If we have had 90% of school closures, how
can that be possible? Are you talking aboutQ698 Mrs Dorries: When mainstream schools and
numbers or percentages—because there is aspecial schools it works very well. This is something
diVerence.that the Government have encouraged but is not
Ms Visser: Yes, it is percentages.happening. One of the answers could be because so

many special schools have been closed down;
Q702 Mrs Dorries: That is not exactly the same.however, what do you think the reason is for those
Ms Visser: It is not quite the same, but, in fact, ifwho remain not working well with mainstream
we look at the numbers, the numbers . . . It is reallyschools? Why is there no collaboration?
like one percentage point. The numbers are veryMs Rosen:We have found a variable picture across
small.the country. In some areas there is collaboration.

Some years ago now it was possible that special
Q703 Mrs Dorries: It is percentage again, becauseschools were putting a lot of energy into staying
we know 97 schools have closed down.open rather than into collaboration. I think that is
Ms Visser: Yes, but, in the same way, other schoolsshifting slightly now, in that more eVort is going
will have opened. They are much bigger schoolsinto collaboration. But we are still seeing a very
and therefore more viable and can be much morevariable picture. I think Eileen could probably add
outward looking than they were before. But themore to that.
numbers have not changed.Ms Visser: I think Miriam has really made the

point that we are again moving through a changed
time, so instead of special schools fighting to stay Q704 Mrs Dorries:How can we get the information

as to how many children are in special schools? Iopen in terms of their own children, as it were, the
future now is seen much more as a collaboration. am sorry, that is not a question for you.

Ms Visser: Well, we do have the numbers, in caseI think there are a number of diYculties that still
hinder that collaboration. One is undoubtedly you asked.
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Q705 Chairman: If you have the numbers, give outcomes, on what it is the pupils are enabled to
achieve, rather than of tying down very specificthem!

Ms Visser: Remembering that things change as you resource entitlements, such as so many hours of a
teaching assistant’s time. Because what reallyspeak, so do not hold me to these constantly, there

are 1,122 special schools. They have gone down, matters is how well the pupils do when they are
given the resource, not exactly what the resource is.but numbers remain the same. We have 85,000

pupils at the moment attending special schools, In some ways, tying down an amount of very
specific resource to a child is not necessarily goingand, of those, about 83,000 have got a statement—

so we still have children in special schools without to be the best way of promoting that particular
child’s progress.statements. As one of the big things that Warnock

wanted to do was to say: “You cannot go to a Mr Curtis: I will not respond to: Have LAs got too
special school unless you have got a statement— much control or too much power? Quite clearly we
that is your protection,” we have not entirely got have a problem with the statementing process over
that right either. Do you want me to give a accountabilities, because the local authority is
breakdown? meant to be delivering the statement but actually

the resource and the implementation of the
statement rests with the schools. When we did ourQ706 Chairman: Yes, please.
past study—and colleagues from Ofsted wouldMs Visser: There are 410 in maintained nursery,
have a more up-to-date information, review on67,380 in primary, and 76,580 in maintained
this—it was very diYcult to pin down who wassecondary schools.
responsible and who was going to be held to
account for the non-delivery of the statement. ItQ707 Mrs Dorries: Those are the pupils with
was easy to identify, as I said earlier on, that thestatements.
resource was allocated; it was not easy to identifyMs Visser: Yes.
the impact of that and the value of that particular
statement as far as the individual child was

Q708 Mrs Dorries: Could we have the figures from concerned. The other point I would make about
10 years ago and five years ago and break it down statementing—and I do not know what the Essex
over time? position is and what the entitlements or non-
Ms Visser: These figures we have got from the entitlements of the children in Essex are—is that
Department of Education. We do not hold these quite clearly we now have tremendous variation in
figures. the country about your likelihood of getting a
Chairman: We can get those. A last bite—Ralph statement. The figures that we have would indicate,
Tabberer is looking neglected—do you want to put for instance, if you were in Nottinghamshire—
a question to him? because they have a particular pooled-budget
Mrs Dorries: Oh, gosh, sorry Ralph, no. I am approach in Nottinghamshire—about 1% of
finished now. children will have statements. If you go to Hulton

4.8% of children will have statements. So there are
Q709 Mr Carswell: A question really—sorry, diVerences in diVerent parts of the country about
Ralph—for the Audit Commission and Ofsted. I the way in which that statement is being delivered,
would be interested in hearing your thoughts, in and I think there is an issue therefore around
particular, on the question of statementing and tariVs, if you like, and entitlements as far as
parent choice. The theory is, of course, that the children are concerned, because it does vary quite
statementing process defines the need and enables considerable between local authorities. But, as I
a decision about provision to be taken rationally. say, I do not know what the picture is in Essex and
The practice, certainly in my experience—and you in the local authorities concerned.
may find this a bit subjective—is that it tends to
empower inclusionist ideologues and experts. For

Q710 Mr Carswell: Picking up on the point youexample, in Essex, the ability of the LA to control
made, Miriam, you suggested that you should focusthe statementing process I think they have been
on an outcome rather than resource allocation,able to use as a pretext to close down a special
which sounds wonderful in theory, but is itschool by manufacturing a fall in the head count.
precisely because there is a vagueness in theDo you think the statementing process leaves LA
statementing that does not explain in detail what isoYcers with too much control, vis-à-vis the
going to happen to the child to meet theirparents? Do you think we do need to have a radical
educational needs, a lack of being specific, thatoverhaul, so that the statementing process does
allows the wiggle room and it is what allows people,more to empower parents? How could it be
however you look at it, to avoid meeting theirimproved? Could it be made more specific?
obligations to the child, and is that not the problemCrucially, do you think you could have a
with the statementing process?statementing system that included a form of
Ms Rosen: I think one of the problems is that it hasfinancial entitlement, if need be enforceable
focused entirely on provision without evaluatingthrough the courts?
the provision to look at what the outcomes are andMs Rosen: I think to some extent we have answered
then to come to judgments about what sort ofthat by saying we really think there should be much
provision enables the greatest progress. It might beswifter allocation of resources to the point of need.

We also feel there should be more emphasis on the that a shorter amount of time with a very expert
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teacher would result in more progress than a longer policy of enforced inclusion on those children who
amount of time with a teaching assistant. That is have been forced into mainstream school, how have
just an example but because the whole process is they done, is there any data on that, can we look at
tied to levels of provision rather than outcomes, we how many of those children who were in special
have no guarantee that it is actually resulting in the schools, say, two years ago, are in mainstream, have
best possible outcomes. they had discipline problems, have some of them
Mr Baxter: To take a statement, I think it is very been excluded, how have they fared? I would be
easy for parents to think that throwing a lot of fascinated to see that data.
money at the child is the solution. It is Ms Visser: I am just not sure of the term you are
understandable that parents want to do everything using of “enforced inclusion”. It is not a term that I
they possibly can to enable their child to move on have ever come across and it is not a term that I have
and to develop. The evidence base about what come across in any local authority that I have
works does not really help us terribly, particularly worked with.
in relation to some special educational needs, so
parents will hear about schools which are very

Q714 Mr Carswell: By enforced inclusion, I meanexpensive and which appear to have extremely
when you shut the special school and that provisiongood facilities, and will make the assumption that
goes and the children then have to go to athis is what their child needs, when, in fact, other
mainstream school. That is inclusion and it isprovision which is a lot less costly may achieve the
enforced.same or even better outcomes.
MsVisser: I have been involved in discussions about
the closures of a range of schools including those forQ711 Mr Carswell: They have certainly managed
emotional behavioural disorders, which I assumeto throw a lot of money at it in Essex. I am just
you are making reference to—not sure how much has ended up helping the

children. Sorry, a question! My final question is:
does what I think is the paradox about inclusion, Q715 Mr Carswell: Not specifically, no.which is where this policy of enforced inclusion is

MsVisser: I was just taking the point about childrenpushed through, mean that you can end up with
having ASBOs and not being in school today. Theywhat is, in eVect de facto exclusion? I know of a
tend to be ones with behaviour problems so that wasnumber of children in my constituency who were
my assumption. In no case that I have been involvedforced into a mainstream school. One of them has
with, if a parent or child has requested another forman ASBO and several of them, for a number of
of special provision, have they been forced to go intoreasons, will not be in class today. I am not quite
a mainstream situation, so I do not recognise thesure what tick box category they are under,
problem.whether they are excluded or whatever, but they are

no longer in mainstream school. Some people
would say this was predictable. Do we have Q716 Mr Carswell: Is that including your experience
statistics on this? Can we show somewhere how in Essex?
many children who are forced into mainstream Ms Visser: I have not been involved in Essex. Theyschool are flourishing and how many are now

have not involved us in closure proposals.excluded? Does the evidence exist for this? I know
Ms Rosen: If you look at our report, it is clear thatit does in my constituency because I have compiled
those schools which have been successful inthe figures myself, but in the country?
including a range of pupils have had a range ofMs Visser: The only figures that we have are the
characteristics such as good management, adaptingnumbers of pupils with a statement who have been
the curriculum, and good teaching. You do need allexcluded nationally. Those are the only figures that
those conditions there for inclusion to be successfulare collated and I do not have those, but the
and a school which does not have thoseDepartment will.
characteristics and is willing to accept a range of
youngsters is much less likely to be successful.Q712 Chairman: Would you recognise Douglas’s

point as a problem? David and Joan are nodding.
Mr Baxter: Children with a statement are more Q717 Chairman: How many children get excluded
likely to be excluded than children without a from special schools?
statement. Ms Visser:We do have the figures but we have not
Mr Wilson: If it helps it does say in our briefing that: got themhere because we did not think that question
“TheAuditCommission found that thevastmajority would come up.
of permanent exclusions in the 22 LEAs surveyed
related to pupils with SEN: 87% of exclusions in
primary schools and 60% of exclusions in secondary Q718 Chairman: It could be useful. They must do,
related to pupils with SEN.” must they not?

Ms Rosen: They do and I am sure we could supply
you with that figure.1Q713 Mr Carswell: That is not entirely the point I
Chairman: JeV?was pushing at. I know that many of those who are

excluded tend to have statements. The point I am
more trying to get at is to look at the impact of the 1 Ev 345
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Q719 JeV Ennis: Could I ask a supplementary, first concerned, so I do not know what is there in terms
of compensation but the facts speak for themselves.of all, to the line of questioningNadine was pursuing

earlier in terms of the seven-year-old special In some parts of the country your ability to get a
statement would appear to be a lot better than ineducational needs child in one of her schools who

was not allowed to sit their SATs. Can I couch it in other parts of the country. That is just a fact.
Whether you say that is a postcode lottery I really doterms of the Education Inspection Bill which has its

second reading next week because one of the not know, but, as I say, what we do not know is
whether parents chase statements in a particular partrecommendations we put to the White Paper as a

Committee was to bring in a benchmarking system of the country because of the nature of the provision
or because of the level of funding within thosefor pupils with special educational needs, free school

meals, et cetera. That particular recommendation schools. It is an area which is worthy of further
investigation.appears to be rejected by the Secretary of State

because she says it is more of a quota system.
However, some of us are still pushing the possibility Q723 JeV Ennis: In your second report of course, in
of bringing it in as an added value measure in terms 2004, you indicated the massive increase in the
of the league tables, so the schools identifying how number of independent special school places went
many children who are in the SEN category, free up by 43% from 2002–04. What are the reasons for
school meals, et cetera, as an added valuemeasure in that?
league table terms. What is your take on that? Mr Curtis: I think what you are referring to is our
Would that be a useful indicator to give as ameasure current report and what we have called third party
for parents deciding where to send their children? payments of the expenditure by local authorities on
Ms Rosen: Ofsted includes those figures in the data out-of-borough placements, and I tried to cover this
that it provides to inspectors. earlier on. We are not talking about many more

children. We are talking about the costs there and I
think there are issues around commissioning, forQ720 JeV Ennis: But it is not part of the league table
instance joint commissioning, there is progress in theprocess, Miriam, is it?
regional partnerships here where local authoritiesMsRosen: The league table process, as I understand
are recognising that they need to work together init, takes straight value added rather than contextual
terms of commissioning those places.value added. It could be that contextual value added

would be helpful. Could I just add aword ofwarning
though, and that is there are no national criteria for Q724 JeV Ennis: I guess the antidote to this type of
the identification of pupils with special educational situation is for LEAs to provide more collaborative
needs so when you look at the numbers in one school working and more in-house places, shall we say?
in comparison with the numbers in another school Mr Curtis: I certainly think there is merit in doing
and how well they are doing you cannot be certain more joint commissioning and in having a regional/
that you are looking at comparable populations. I sub-regional view about what are the needs for local
think that would have to be sorted out before you authorities to work collaboratively together.
could use that measure therefore in league tables.

Q725 JeV Ennis: Is there any evidence to show that
LEAs are actually doing that?Q721 JeV Ennis: If that problem was sorted out, do
Mr Curtis: Yes.you think it would be a useful indicator for parents
Mr Baxter: Yes.in deciding where to send their children as an added

value measure?
Ms Rosen: I think you have to balance simplicity Q726 Mr Chaytor: What is the Ofsted evidence on
against getting a large amount of information the quality of the teaching and the quality of the
because when the value added information was professional development for teachers in SEN?
included last year some people complained that they Ms Rosen: From the report that we published in
now had too much information and it was not clear 2004, we said that about half of lessons had some
and straightforward, so you would have to take that weaknesses for the specific teaching of the pupils
into account too. with special educational needs, and in some cases the

other children in the class were being taught well but
the particular children with special educationalQ722 JeV Ennis: I would just to like to tease out from
needs were suVering so that would indicate thatDavid in particular the Audit Commission’s
there is a considerable way for us to go.remarks with regards to the unacceptable variation
Mr Chaytor:And in terms of the relative significancein provision between diVerent LEAs that you
of teacher training and professional development inpointed to in your 2002 report. Does that indicate
improving the overall SEN provision, how does thatthat a postcode lottery exists still for special
question rate against flexibility of the curriculum oreducational needs, in your opinion?
quality of management or relationships betweenMr Curtis:What I think we do not know is what is
mainstream schools and special schools?Where doesthe compensating provision within those local
it figure in the hierarchy of important issues thatauthorities. I talked, for instance, earlier on about
have to be tackled?Nottinghamshire and I know that they have a

particular approach to the way in which they tackle
special educational needs and there are some Q727 Chairman: Miriam is grinning at that one.

Why are you so amused?pooling arrangements as far as school budgets are
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Ms Rosen: What I was thinking is I would hand it Q732 Mr Chaytor: So a new trainee teacher has got
to conform to certain standards as far as their initialover to our special needs expert!

MsVisser: I think there are a number of issues which training but they are not required to follow the
modules that are designed to achieve thoseyou raised there. One is that training for newly

qualified teachers in the range of special educational standards?
Mr Tabberer: That is right.needs that they can expect to find in a classroom and

actually manage themselves does require some
attention, as Ralph indicated earlier this morning. Q733 Mr Chaytor: How are they going to meet the

standards if they do not know the modules?
Mr Tabberer: In our system we do not mandate theQ728 Mr Chaytor: Is it the number one? Is it the
actual teaching modules. The state does not say,most important issue?
“This is the course, the curriculum, the content; doMs Visser:No, what is really important is to look at
it this way.” It says, “These are the outcomes”, andprofessional development across the piece, at school
it holds providers’ feet to the fire on whether peoplelevel, local authority level, in terms of ensuring that
who leave their courses have those outcomes. Butteaching and learning with curriculum flexibility
the weakness of this approach that you are almostmeets better the needs of a wider group of learners,
alluding to is sometimes the sector does not knowso it is all part and parcel of a big picture.
how to attack the problem better, so we develop
modules as best practice ways of doing things. “If

Q729 Mr Chaytor: So in terms of the attention it you are not doing it properly adopt this or adapt it
needs what is the TDA doing about it? to something that is better.”
Mr Tabberer: We are dealing with it in three Ms Visser: That would apply to the PGCE as well?
diVerent areas: in initial teacher training; in CPD; Mr Tabberer: They will be available. They will be
and now because of our wider remit in the Wider more used on the under-graduate courses than on
Workforce area as well. In initial teacher education, the PGCE because of the time involved and the three
we already have standards which are really designed to four-year course relative to the one year. As I have
to make sure that every new teacher is prepared to pointed out to the Committee before, a lot of the
operate eVectively within a school which addresses experience of the course is in schools. On a PGCE, if
the individual needs of all its children. There is not a you are a secondary teacher, you are doing two-
big emphasis in initial teacher education on special thirds of the course in school and you do not have a
needs in all its diversity. You will always encounter lot of time to do external modules. We are looking
people who think there could be more and there for people to pick up these skills within the
should be more. Indeed, the newly qualified teachers experience of encountering children and working
that we ask at the end of their courses where would with experienced colleagues alongside. The initial
you like to have spent more time, this would be one teacher education side is certainly in a position
of the areas that they often identify. where we accept it could be better and we have

agreed a series of steps which will be taken.
Q730 Mr Chaytor:Are you proposing to respond to
those concerns? Q734 Chairman:Ralph, come on, you have seen the
MrTabberer:Yes, what we do is on all the areas that earlier report we have done on teaching children to
the NQTs themselves identify as relatively weak or read. This seems to be really peripheral to many
Ofsted identify as relatively weak, we drive those teachers’ training, and so does teaching children to
priorities into our support programmes for the read, and wemade very strong recommendations on
sector. On this side, we have agreed with the what a teacher needs in order to teach in what we call
Department seven elements to new initiatives which a standard school, a regular school, and here we
we are taking with the sector to strengthen it on have teaching children to read and real problems
special needs training. They include newmodules we with the quality of teaching and now we find that
are developing on SEN and disabilities, the you are admitting that this part of the curriculum in
implementation of extended placements in special special educational needs is pretty peripheral to
schools as an experiment, a pilot, and we are teachers’ training.
producing new guidance materials, we have got MrTabberer:There are several things to challenge in
electronic portal web site resources for SEN tutors, your response. On the teaching of reading there have
and that is a pretty classic response for us seizing this been marked improvements in the initial teacher
as a priority: we can do better, let us raise our game. education preparation for teaching of reading. If

you look at the Ofsted report in June 2003—
Q731 Mr Chaytor: Will the new modules be
incorporated into initial teacher education? Q735 Chairman: But look at the evidence given to

our Committee; that told a diVerent story.Mr Tabberer: Yes, these new modules are designed
to be incorporated into initial teacher education but Mr Tabberer:We have been discussing this with the

Rose Review as well as looking at the OfstedI have to make clear that the modules are not
compulsory, they are things we are developing with evidence. There have been marked improvements in

the teaching of reading in initial teacher educationthe sector in order to show them how to meet our
standards for special needs which are compulsory. and in many ways what we have been doing over the

last few years is to take the national strategies—theWe do not mandate teacher educators to use
particular modules. primary strategies and the Key Stage 3 strategies—
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and we have been trying to make sure that teacher and decided to pick this up. Do you want me to
address CPD as well? I have talked about initialeducation ismuchmore faithfully representing those
teaching training so far.in its preparation of teachers. I do not think you

couldwin an argument thatwe have been slow about
Q740 Chairman: Briefly.this. The quality of teachers that are now coming
Mr Curtis: We highlighted the professionalout—
development issues when we took on our new
extended CPD remit from the Government just aQ736 Chairman: From what I have been listening,
year ago when the Department asked the Agency toyou are saying that the TDA is a bit complacent
contribute more in policy and support in the CPDabout this, it is a bit of an option here and a bit of an
area. We have been looking at the standards thatoption there, and we are getting evidence from
have been used for teachers at diVerent stages inpeople that teachers are not being trained well
their careers. We are currently in consultation onenough to deal with the range of need.
these standards, but it is our intention to endeavourMr Tabberer: The empirical evidence from
to strengthen expectations at diVerent stages in theinspection and research is that our training of
career of teachers so that we are reinforcing muchteachers is now the “best ever”, if I amgoing to quote more. The assessment skills, the diagnostics, theprecisely the words of the former— early assessment, the interventions, the ability to
apply these regimes are something that are part of

Q737 Chairman: In special educational needs? the progression of every teacher if they want to go up
Mr Tabberer: In special educational needs I am sure to “senior” teacher and “excellent” teacher status. It
that people are better trained and prepared now than is very important that the Committee keeps an eye
they have ever been. I do not start this being on those standards as a further potential lever for
defensive. I start this stating facts but always putting over the message that this is something we
recognising that we can do better. In the last few need to get stronger. At the moment we accept that
years the thing that I accept is that we have put a lot professional development in this area is patchy and
of focus into making sure that teachers are ready to does need serious attention.
hit the ground running, to be able to work in
challenging schools, and deliver the expectations of Q741 JeV Ennis: A very quick supplementary to the
raising standards across the board. The opportunity point that Dave has just raised in terms of the
that is now available to us is to put even more collaboration between maintained schools (that is
attention on special needs. I just want to make sure both mainstream and specialist schools) and
we grant the opportunity. In this we are absolutely independent sector specialist schools. Are we
in accord. I am certainly never complacent about the building up more opportunities for in-service
level of the challenge. training between the independent sector and the

maintained sector and is it important that we do
that—theNational Autistic Society schools and thatQ738 Mr Chaytor: Finally, do you think we are
sort of thing?using the expertise that exists in special schools to
Mr Tabberer: It is important that we do it. There isimprove the quality of the work done in
some but you will not be satisfied with the level. Onemainstream schools?
of the good things that is happening though at theMr Tabberer: That is a broader question. Again,
moment is there is a very high level of discussion,never enough and I accept the challenge.
negotiation and consultation going on between
diVerent bodies. It is being handled very well. It is

Q739 Mr Chaytor: Is there anything in the TDA’s not the normal exchange of lobbies and defence.
development plan that will encourage that process? Everybody is ready to step up and work together on
Mr Tabberer: Something the Ofsted report this. I do not think you are going to find that people
highlighted was a weakness in using that existing are inventing barriers to fall over.
expertise.
Mr Curtis: There are two of the seven elements that Chairman: I am afraid we are going to have to stop
we are discussing in initial teacher training that there. We could have asked you lots more questions.
address this directly, and I have given a note to the You have been wonderful added value to the
Committee on this. One of them relates to the Committee’s inquiry. I wish we could go on longer
development of extended placements in special but we want everybody to appear before the
schools which we think will get some of our initial Committee and I do not want John Bangs and the
teacher educators working more between special teachers’ unions to stage awalk-out because they are
and mainstream schools. The last element in our list not getting enough time! I very much wanted to ask
is explicitly about us contributing to strengthening you whether you were worried about SENCOs
links between mainstream and special schools in increasingly not being trained teachers but perhaps

you could write me a note about that.targeted LEAs. So we have again taken the evidence
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Ofsted

1. Following Ofsted’s appearance at the Education and Skills Select Committee on 8 March 2006, I
undertook to come back to you on the question of how many pupils get excluded from special schools.

2. The figures contained within this briefing are the latest figures published by the DfES in SFR 23/2005,
23 June 2005: “Permanent and Fixed Period Exclusions from Schools and Exclusion Appeals in England,
2003–04”.2

3. In response, there were 280 permanent exclusions and 15,170 fixed period exclusions in England in
2003–04 (one year period) in maintained special schools. This is the first time figures for fixed period
exclusions have been collected and published.

4. Ofsted are able to provide figures back to 1997–98 for permanent exclusions but these are for
maintained and non-maintained combined, which is inconsistent with the maintained only figures above
(please see the table overleaf).

Permanent Exclusions
(Maintained and Non-

Year Maintained)

1997–98 570
1998–99 440
1999–2000 380
2000–01 390
2001–02 340
2002–03 300
2003–04 300

March 2006

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Training and Development Agency (TDA)

SENCOS

A key function of any school is addressing the special educational needs (SEN) of pupils, whether the
pupils have statements of SEN or not. This means that special educational needs has to have the right profile
within a school and the person or persons appointed to carry out SENCO functions have a central and
important role in this.

When appointing a SENCO, headteachers and governing bodies must have regard to the SEN Code of
Practice (2001).

As detailed in the Code, the SENCO should have responsibility for:

— overseeing the day-to-day operation of the school’s SEN policy;

— liaising with the advising teachers;

— managing the SEN team of teachers and learning support assistants;

— co-ordinating provision for pupils with SEN;

— overseeing the records on all pupils with SEN;

— liaising with parents of pupils with SEN;

— contributing to the in-service training of staV; and

— liaising with external agencies.

It would also normally be expected that the SENCO is a member of the senior leadership team within a
school, thereby demonstrating the importance attached to SEN. In some schools the SENCO function may
be part of a broader “inclusion” remit.

The actual decision as towhich person or persons to appoint to the SENCO role rests with the headteacher
and governing body. In making the appointment, the headteacher should take into account factors such as:

— the skills and experience required in connectionwith the role, and the extent towhich the candidate
has demonstrated these or could acquire them;

— the range and complexity of SEN represented within the school; and

— practical issues such as authority (credibility) in relation to members of the teaching staV, parents
and external parties.

2 Please see the following web link: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/rsgateway/DB/SFR/s000582/SFR23-2005.pdf
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When the SEN Code was published in November 2001, the general assumption—albeit not explicitly
stated—was that the role of SENCO would normally fall to a teacher. Provided that the school has had
regard to the advice in the SEN Code of Practice and given due consideration to the nature of the role and
the ability of the individual concerned to fulfil it there is no legal obstacle that would prevent a headteacher
giving elements, or indeed all, of the SENCO role to teaching assistants (TA), or other members of
support staV.

The DfES have received a number of representations on the question of whether TAs can be SENCOs.
They have given very careful consideration to these but are not persuaded that there is a case for overruling
the ability of headteachers to make the appointments that they consider to be appropriate. As part of our
new remit for the whole school workforce, the DfES have asked us to look at the role and training of
SENCOs.

April 2006

Memorandum submitted by the National Union of Teachers

Summary

The submission from the National Union of Teachers (NUT) focuses on several of the broad issues
outlined within the terms of reference for the enquiry into Special Educational Needs announced by the
Education and Skills Committee.

There are a number of issues which are covered in the NUT’s submission which are summarised below:

— The NUT supports the inclusion of disabled children and children with special educational needs
in the most appropriate settings for meeting the individual pupil’s needs.

— In order to ensure that every child and young person with SEN can achieve a quality of access to
the most appropriate setting, there must be a framework of provision across each local authority
which encourages and supports that principle. Local authorities leading their local communities
are key to that concept.

— The NUT believes that inclusion should not be defined as all pupils being included in mainstream
education, but as all schools working together as part of an inclusive education service to meet
pupils” needs in the most appropriate setting. The NUT believes that the Government should
provide guidance for schools on theminimumweekly leadership andmanagement time needed for
special educational needs co-ordinators to carry out their responsibilities eVectively.

— The NUT believes that funding for behaviour and SEN support services should remain as part of
the local authorities funding share. The NUT believes that the Government should require each
local authority to maintain a range of behaviour support and SEN support services to schools,
including educational psychology services.

— The NUT believes that the ability of local authorities to support pupils with complex needs, and
the role of SEN support services can be undermined by delegation of funding from LEA level to
school level. The NUT believes it is local authorities that have the capacity to ensure that SEN
services support schools eVectively. LEAs should have a continued role in providing services. The
Government needs to protect SEN services and behavioural support services from piecemeal
erosion.

— The NUT believes that there should be a statutory requirement on local authorities to maintain,
or have access to, a wide range of provision, including high cost provision and a range of special
schools, dedicated units for pupils with emotional and behavioural diYculties and services for low
incidents special educational needs. All local authorities should maintain and have access to
suYcient numbers of pupil referral units.

— The NUT agrees with the Government’s announcement that mainstream and special schools
should build on the experience of collaborative initiatives to develop strong local networks of
schools, sharing responsibility for the success of all children in their area.

— Local authorities need to provide a range of provision for pupils with emotional and behavioural
diYculties including special and residential school provision for pupils with EBD whose needs
could not be address successfully in mainstream schools.

— TheNUTwelcomed the fact that the Government’s SEN strategy gives special schools a clear role
and announces that mainstream and special schools should work together to support inclusion.

— It is essential that teachers in all forms of provision, are given the same professional development
opportunities as those in mainstream schools, and are given the opportunity to visit other settings.
Outreach work between mainstream and special schools is demonstrably eVective. Local
authorities should be responsible for ensuring that there is an equality of entitlement for teachers
to high quality professional development and/or accredited training. This should include specialist
training for those going into the special school sector and SEN training for teachers working in
mainstream schools.
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— The NUT is concerned that there are alarming contradictions in the Government’s Five Year
Strategy and in the Government’s SEN strategy. The Five Year Strategy advocates greater
autonomy for individual schools, greater diversity among schools, and a weakened role for local
authorities as well as the increasing number of City Academies. The Government’s SEN strategy
however urges schools to work together and to build collaborative clusters to share expertise.
There is an inherent contradiction between the direction of travel set out in these respective
strategies.

— The NUT believes that it is essential that all schools are able to work together to ensure that the
whole system of provision meets the needs of children and young people with special educational
needs. In order for there to be equality of access, there must be in place a fair and equitable pupil
admissions process, and City Academies and Foundation Schools must support the concept of
local schools working together. The increasing number of schools with Academy and Foundation
status has the capacity to undermine local communities of schools and the eVectiveness of local
authorities support.

— With unacceptable pupil behaviour at all levels of education remaining a key feature negatively
aVecting teacher retention, the Union launched a charter for schools in England Learning to
Behave in September 2005. The charter calls for system wide reform which will promote
enthusiasm for learning and reduce unacceptable behaviour. These proposals have been sent to
the Government’s Leadership Group on Behaviour in order to inform the discussions of the
Ministerial Stakeholder Group on Pupil Behaviour. The NUT has sought the establishment of a
new independent enquiry into pupil behaviour.

Introduction

1. The National Union of Teachers is the largest teachers’ union in England and Wales. This
memorandum from the National Union of Teachers (NUT) provides evidence relating to the issues
highlighted in the terms of reference for the inquiry into Special Educational Needs announced by the
Education and Skills Committee. The NUT is advised by an Advisory Committee on SEN, which contains
teachers frommainstream and special schools and pupil referral units as well as specialist teachers from local
authority education advisory services.

2. The underlying principle behind NUT policy in relation to SEN is that inclusion is a process that
cannot be imposed. The NUT has argued consistently that a range of provision should be in place for pupils
to ensure that their needs are met.

3. The NUT welcomes the Select Committee’s decision to focus on special education. It believes that
Baroness Warnock’s recent reflections on the Warnock Report have triggered an important debate. Such a
debate highlights an important fact in the NUT’s view. There still appears to be a significant mismatch
between the Government’s views about the need for a broad range of special educational needs provision
and some local authorities’ views on inclusion. This submission set out the NUT’s views on inclusion and
the nature of support for children and young people with SEN.

DifferentModels of Provision

4. After the launch of Removing Barriers to Achievement, the NUT agreed a joint statement on inclusion
with the other five teacher associations. The statement reads:

“(We) support the view of inclusion set out in the Government’s SEN Strategy,Removing Barriers
to Achievement. (We agree) with the Strategy that inclusion should not be defined as all pupils
being included inmainstream education, but as all schools working together as part of an inclusive
education service to meet pupils’ needs in the most appropriate setting”.

5. Some pupils with SEN have additional needs that can be met by strategies put in place by teachers
together with the school’s special educational needs co-ordinator, but other pupils with SEN have needs
which require additional provision. In order to ensure that every child and young person with SEN can
achieve equality of access to good local schools, there must be a framework of provision which encourages
and supports that principle. Local authorities leading their local communities are key to that concept. Local
authorities must be able to have the capacity to maintain and provide additional support to schools when
it is needed.

6. The Select Committee is urged to recommend to the Government that there should be a statutory
requirement on local authorities to maintain, or have access to, a wide range of provision, including high
cost provision and a range of special schools, schools and dedicated units for pupils with emotional and
behavioural diYculties and services for low incidence special educational needs. The Government refused
to include such a statutory requirement within the 2002 Education Act. With new legislation following the
White Paper in 2006, there is a renewed opportunity to include such a requirement.
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7. The NUT believes that all local authorities should maintain or have access to Pupil Referral Units
(PRUs). Schools should be encouraged to provide outreach SEN support to local maintained schools
alongside their provision for their own pupils. It is important to maintain provision that is working and
meets the needs of pupils. Special provision should remain specific to need and not be perceived as a
“dumping ground”.

8. The NUT supported the call in the Government’s 10 year strategy, Removing Barriers to Achievement,
for mainstream and special schools to build on the experience of collaborative initiatives to develop strong
local networks of schools, sharing responsibility for the success of all children in their area. Such
collaboration, however, should not be a substitute for local authorities maintaining a wide range of
provision.

9. Local authority reviews of SEN provision should ensure that the development of inclusive mainstream
provision includes a range of suitable settings for pupils for whommainstream schooling is not appropriate
at a particular time. Research has demonstrated, for example, that special schools and units often function
well for pupils with sensory impairments.

10. In addition, there should be a range of provision for pupils with emotional and behavioural diYculties
(EBD), including special and residential school provision for pupils with EBD whose needs cannot be
addressed successfully in mainstream schools. Ofsted has reported3 that only a third of secondary schools
were eVective in meeting the needs of pupils with emotional or behavioural diYculties. One SENCO
responding to the NUT survey summarised the views of many teachers in calling for:

“a clarification of a schools right to refuse a pupil —we have been forced to take pupils where we
have known we would not be able to meet their needs. We have subsequently been proved right
but not before both the school and the pupil have been put through stress”.

11. Figures released by the DfES, in September 2004, show that despite the overall fall in the number of
permanent exclusions (largely in line with the fall in the school population) the number of childrenwith SEN
being permanently excluded had actually risen by 6%. Pupils with SEN make up two thirds of permanent
exclusions and just over two thirds of the population of pupil referral units. The population of pupil referral
units has grown by a startling 40% by 2012.4 This indicates clearly that local authorities must maintain
special school provision, including schools or dedicated units for pupils with emotional and behavioural
diYculties.

12. In 1990, the Department of Education, in circular 11/905, urged local authorities to look at the overall
balance of provision between special and mainstream schools; and provision other than in schools and in
hospital schools. The aim of the circular was to “move towards a coherent pattern of provision” which gives
appropriate support for all pupils with SEN wherever they are being educated within the local authority’s
service.

13. The evidence that the NUT received from its members is that this overall balance of provision has
not been achieved by some local authorities. A national initiative, in the form of new guidance agreed
between the Government and all unions is necessary to revise Circular 11/90 and reissue local authorities
with guidance about staYng ratios for pupils with SEN, and the duty to review provision and maintain a
balance of provision. Such guidance is long overdue. This is particularly so because the Government’s
Strategy Removing Barriers to Achievement proposes to achieve a reduced reliance on statements through
“strategic planning to ensure a spectrum of provision to meet the needs of local children”.

14. The NUT believes that planning for new schools should include specialist units or other flexible
arrangements for pupils to attend both specialist andmainstreamprovision.Any re-organisation of separate
special educational provision should always include a phased programme with mainstream schools
including joint planning with governing bodies, representatives of school staV and representatives of teacher
organisations to ensure that expertise is shared and appropriate provision made. A revised Circular 11/90
should cover these issues.

The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils

15. The relationship of inclusion to resources and appropriate provision has consistently been a critical
issue for teachers. The NUT continues to resist LEA bureaucracy that impedes access to early intervention
strategies at a lower level. As the Government’s SEN strategy noted, the Audit Commission report6, has
already expressed doubts about “the compatibility of current SEN funding systems with promoting early
intervention”.

16. The NUT supports statements of SEN as useful tools for planning for, and supporting, the specific
needs of pupils with SEN. Statements are useful. They give individual pupils real support. Statements of
SEN should, however, not be considered the primary route to accessing the right provision and early
intervention at the right time.

3 Special Educational Needs and Disability: towards inclusive schools, Ofsted, 2004.
4 Advisory Centre for Education Bulletin No 122.
5 StaYng for Pupils with Special Educational Needs, Circular No 11/90, DfES, 1990.
6 Special Educational Needs—a mainstream issue, Audit Commission, 2002.
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17. The NUT shares Baroness Warnock’s concern about the confrontation between parents and local
authorities’ surrounding statements. Local government, under pressure from Ofsted and central
government, has been attempting to reduce the number of new statements they issue. Authorities often
refuse statutory assessment even where it is the school, whose professionals know the child best, which has
asked for it.

18. The NUT believes that confrontation around the statementing process would subside if high-quality
provision was made available by local authorities without the need for parents to request a statement. The
range of provision discussed above must be in place before local authorities can attempt to reduce so called
‘reliance’ on statements.

Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

19. The NUT welcomed the fact that Removing Barriers to Achievement gave special schools a clear role
and said that mainstream and special schools should work together to support inclusion. The NUT believes
that only by such joint working will parents be provided with the confidence that local mainstream schools
can eVectively support their children’s needs.

20. Media appearances by parents, during the May 2005 Election, and comments by Baroness Warnock
have reignited the debate about the “role” of special schools. The Conservative Party has called for a
‘moratorium’ on the closure of special schools. The NUT supports the vision for special schools set out in
Removing Barriers to Achievement, which says:

“Some special schools have felt threatened by the inclusion agenda and unsure about what role
they should play in future. We believe that special schools have an important role to play within
the overall spectrum of provision for children with SEN-educating some children directly and
sharing their expertise with mainstream schools to support greater inclusion”.

21. Local authorities are failing to distinguish between DfES statutory guidance and guidance that is
non-statutory, however. In particular, some local authorities have misinterpreted the Removing Barriers to
Achievement Strategy as instructing them to close special schools. This is not what the 10 year action plan
says.

22. It is essential, therefore, that the Secretary of State for Education communicates to all Directors of
local authorities and Directors of Children’s Services what is expected of them: to maintain a continuum of
provision including special schools and EBD units, as outlined in Removing Barriers to Achievement. This
will require some local authorities to reverse their policy of minimal or no special school provision. The
NUT urges the Select Committee to make a recommendation on this point.

23. The NUT believes that inclusion is not about placing all disabled children and children with special
educational needs in either mainstream schools or special school, ignoring diVerence and “treating all pupils
the same”. It is about appropriate provision to meet each pupil’s needs in the most appropriate setting and
reasonable adjustments to enable each pupil to access the whole life of the school. The provision and the
adjustments may be diVerent for each pupil. This is the essence of inclusion, and is what teachers work hard
to provide.

24. Many special schools provide an invaluable contribution to the education of young people with SEN
and disability within the wider continuum of provision. In the NUT’s view, the issue under debate should
not be their closure. The challenge is to develop co-ordinated provision where young people are educated
in the right place with the right resources within a continuum of provision. Both special and mainstream
schools need to be backed up by good quality specialist advice from their local authority.

25. The NUT believes that special school provision should be maintained and should be co-ordinated
and linked with mainstream provision, particularly those schools and units catering for children with EBD.
Links between special schools and mainstream schools are important, as is developing special schools as
resource bases which mainstream schools can access. It is essential that the Government sends this message
clearly to schools, to local authorities, to Ofsted, to voluntary organisations and to all agencies working
within schools.

26. Such links should include the sharing of teaching expertise bymainstreamand special school teachers.
This should be a two-way process, including both sectors engaging increasingly in outreach work with each
other. Such a process is important but challenging. Ofsted7 have pointed out that mainstream and special
schools are still isolated from each other and that eVective partnership work between mainstream schools
and special schools on curriculum and teaching is the exception rather than the rule.

27. Some of the most eVective developments involve special schools providing consultancies and support
services to local schools. One successful EBD special school, Cuckamere House in East Sussex, provides a
behaviour advisory service for local schools for example.

7 Special Educational Needs and Disability: towards inclusive schools, Ofsted, 2005.
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28. It is important that teachers in separate provision are given the same professional development
opportunities as those in mainstream schools, in particular, the opportunity to visit other schools. Outreach
work betweenmainstream and special schools is demonstrably eVective. One aspect of visiting other schools
should be the opportunity to follow through pupils who have transferred to mainstream schools.

Access toMainstream Schools

29. Legislation now requires school buildings to be accessible. The Schools Access Initiative, triggered
by the NUT and Scope, was successful, but dedicated grant funding is not guaranteed after 2007–08. Over
one half of schools are not yet fully accessible, however. The Government should embed the Schools Access
Initiative as part of a sustained programme to ensure that all schools are fully accessible. This should entail
a continued commitment to dedicated ring fenced funding by Government in order to achieve accessibility
in all schools.

Provision for Pupils with SEN inMainstream School

30. The NUT welcomed the pledge in the Government’s 10 year strategy, Removing Barriers to
Achievement, to provide mainstream schools with the skills and resources to enable them to take prompt
action to intervene early to meet the needs of children and young people with SEN. Implementation of the
Strategy has, however, been slow. Teachers do not report increasing support from local authorities as a
result of the strategy.

31. A wide ranging consultation was carried out by the Department for Education and Skills SEN team
during the course of 2003 and 2004 when developing the 10 year action strategy.

32. The NUTwelcomed the recognition inRemoving Barriers to Achievement that teachers should spend
less time on SEN related paperwork. This pledge acknowledged the pressures which special educational
needs co-ordinators (SENCOs) in mainstream schools face each day.

33. The respondents to a NUT survey8 of special educational needs co-ordinators (SENCOs) highlighted
the drastic impact on SENCO workload of the inclusion of increasing numbers of pupils with SEN, and the
increasing accountability, inspection and assessment pressures within schools.

“The gathering of evidence and paper work required for reviews at School Action and School
Action Plus is ridiculous and it does not reach the majority of pupils who require support who can
now get lost in the school system”.

“Assessment continues at the same level but as school assessment requirements have increased
generally, SEN assessment has risen to match it”.

“Not enough time means no time in school day for paperwork so it’s done after the ‘after school
meetings’ after school and on average two to three days in all holidays including during half term”.

“School doesn’t recognise the amount of work involved with SEN. Lack of non-contact time
means several SENmeetings a week after school. No administrative support given as suggested in
newCode of Practice. School is now inclusive—several pupils with severe disabilities—in principal
good but has led to huge increase in workload—this has not been recognised”.

“We work incredibly hard all the time. We really try to make a diVerence, to be eYcient but we
can’t keep up with paperwork, meetings with parents, etc, which are all such good practice/things
we want to do”.

34. The NUT believes that teachers face unnecessary internal pressures in respect of accountability for
planning, preparation, recording, reporting and assessment in relation to all pupils. There are particular
specific bureaucratic burdens on special educational needs co-ordinators arising out of the SEN Code of
Practice.9 Although some SENCOs report that the new Code of Practice has simplified procedures, many
SENCOs are still constrained to undertake too much planning, reporting and recording and to attend too
many meetings.

35. The NUT is calling for a national initiative, in the form of new guidance agreed between the
Government and all unions, to strip out continuing excessive bureaucratic burdens on all staV within
schools, and this guidance should have a particular focus on teachers with co-ordinating roles such as
SENCOs, and on SEN related assessment and reporting.

36. A special educational needs co-ordinator in a mainstream school has specific responsibilities
delineated in the SEN Code of Practice. The NUT believes that SENCOs cannot carry out their job in
mainstream schools eVectively unless they have school systems which support them. Due to the unique
context of each school the actual agreed tasks of the SENCO will vary, sometimes quite dramatically,
depending on time, the size and locality of the school, and the managerial position of the SENCO.

8 Special Educational Needs Co-ordinators and The Revised Code of Practice: An NUT Survey National Union of
Teachers, 2003.

9 Special Educational Needs Code of Practice, DfES, 2001.
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37. All SENCOs need suYcient resources of time, space and administrative back up to fulfil the role.
SuYcient non contact time needs to reflect the numbers of children and young people with special
educational needs within the school. The Select Committee is urged to recommend that the Government,
in consultation with teacher organisations, provide guidance to schools on the minimum weekly leadership
and management time needed for special educational needs co-ordinators to carry out their responsibilities
eVectively.

38. TheNUT 2003 survey found that SENCOswant to be includedwithin school discussions on financial
management and on SEN funding so that they can promote changes in school systems that operate for the
benefit of pupils with SEN.This echoed earlier research by theUniversity ofNewcastle10, in 1997, that heads
and governors should review their resourcing of the SENCO role to ensure that it is adequate and, further,
that they should involve the SENCO in resourcing decisions.

39. Inclusion is a whole school issue. Overall responsibility for inclusive policy lies with the head teacher
and the governors. Many SENCOs become overwhelmed by feeling solely responsible to eVect change. A
SENCO should only be expected to co-ordinate the provision made across the school for pupils with SEN.
Any recommendations by the Select Committee should seek to re-emphasise the importance of a whole
school approach. TheNUT SENCO survey found SENCOs were managing their role eVectively where they
enjoyed the tangible support of their headteacher and governors.

40. The NUT commissioned research at the University of Warwick on the implementation of the
previous SEN Code of Practice which was published in 1996. One of its suggestions was a greater
contribution from LEAs, including professional development for SENCOs. It found that “SENCOs need
a comprehensive and eVective professional development programme if they are to train others. SENCOs
therefore need time for personal training and development recognised in their timetable commitments”.

41. The view expressed by SENCOs in the NUT’s follow up research to its 2003 survey are remarkably
similar. SENCOs still face barriers which prevent access to training and development.

42. Resources need to be made available in order that SENCOs can fulfil expectations about the scope
of their role. Alternatively, the scope of the SENCO role needs to be re-evaluated in the light of what is
reasonable in practice.

Availability of Resources and Expertise

43. The NUT is concerned about recent guidance11 which encouraged local authorities to reduce funding
held centrally by authorities for SEN support services and to delegate further SEN funding directly to
schools.

44. Encouraging further delegation of SEN resources from local authorities to schools will lead to an
erosion of the level of SEN support services in some areas, especially for learning and behavioural support,
and to the irreversible fragmentation of services.

45. Adequate funding for behaviour and SEN support services should be included in each local
authority’s funding allocation for the “LEA Budget”. The NUT believes that the Select Committee should
urge the Government to require each local authority to maintain a range of behaviour support and SEN
support to schools, including special educational needs support services and educational psychology
services, and ensure that local authority funding allocations support this.

46. Funding for local authorities’ role in SEN provision is currently located in the “LEA Budget”, the
authority’s own budget for centrally provided support services, and in a statutorily limited centrally retained
element of the “Schools Budget”, the budget for schools spending which is otherwise delegated to schools.

47. The NUT believes that there are a number of problems associated with the delegation of SEN
funding. They are set out below:

— Funding for statemented pupils is targeted at the individual pupil rather than at the school. It is
diYcult to forecast accurately the number of pupils in each school which will have statements in
a given year. In addition, where such pupils move between schools within the financial year it is
easier to ensure funding follows the pupil by retaining such funding centrally. This ensures that
such moves will have a neutral eVect on the school’s budget. Central retention of the funding can
also avoid the situation where a school loses funding for a pupil during the financial year when it
has already set aside funding for the support of that pupil’s needs for the whole year.

— The role of SEN support services can be undermined by the delegation of funding for statemented
pupils. Support provided by these services often becomes disjointed when devolved. Such support
services require guaranteed funding in order to be able to plan provision and to provide the
appropriate levels of support. Such services need to employ a given number of SEN support staV
and this will take up a large proportion of their overall budget. Delegation of funding means that

10 The Role of the Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator in Schools: Analytical report prepared by Crowther D, Dyson A,
Lin M and Millward A (1997) from the University of Newcastle.

11 The Management of SEN Expenditure, DfES, 2004.
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it is not possible to be certain how many schools will buy into the central support service, which
means in turn that the provision of a service staVed by permanent specialist teachers with the
necessary skills and experience can be threatened.

— SENsupport services at local authority level are essential in order to provide the flexibility required
in responding to the needs of individual pupils at school level. Where SEN specialist staV are not
available, schools may find that they do not have the necessary specialists to support these pupils.

— Local authorities have continuing legal obligations in relation to the provision of the support
outlined in statements. This means that delegation conflicts with the principle that funding should
be aligned with responsibility.

— The many eVective support services for SEN and behaviour support have been essential in
supporting inclusion and funding for these should not be delegated.

48. TheNUTnotes that authorities will, with the support of the School Forums, be able to retain funding
above the standard limit on centrally retained expenditure for purposes, including high cost SEN provision.
There are, however, widespread doubts shared by the NUT as to whether authorities will be able to secure
such support even where there is an obvious case for the proposal.

49. A recent report by Ofsted on SEN support services12 highlights the damaging eVects for pupil support
of delegation of services described above, including the undermining of local authorities’ ability to support
pupils with complex needs. The Ofsted report confirmed that SEN support services promote inclusion and
improve the life chances of many vulnerable pupils and that insecure funding arrangements create long-term
planning diYculties for many services.

50. Ofsted reported also that delegation of funding to schools for support services diminished the
capacity of many local authorities to monitor the progress of pupils with SEN and reduced the range and
quantity of specialist staV available to provide advice and support. The report pointed to the huge variation
in the quality of service provision, highlighting that pupils receive varying levels of support depending on
where they live.

51. Ofsted recommended that local authorities should identify long-term funding arrangements which
allow SEN support services to plan ahead. The conclusion reached by Ofsted that pupils with SEN have
been denied specialist help because some schools have needed to use funds for other purposes supports the
argument for local authorities to retain a strong role in centrally planning and funding SEN services.

52. The NUT believes it is local authorities that have the capacity to ensure that SEN services support
schools eVectively. They also have a continuing role in providing services. The Government’s Strategy,
Removing Barriers to Achievement, rightly points to the need to protect SEN services and behavioural
support services from piecemeal erosion. For this reason, the NUT hopes that the DfES will look very
seriously at the key findings and recommendations made in the Ofsted report. These will form a timely
contribution to the development of generic minimum standards for SEN support services which the DfES
is to produce in the next six months.

53. Removing Barriers to Achievement committed the DfES to developing minimum standards for SEN
advisory and support services but no guarantees were given to protect funding for such services. This
remains a contradiction that the Government must address as a priority. The Government should be urged
to address this in the forthcoming Education White Paper.

54. Whilst schools have always been at the centre of their communities, there is, as yet, no clear picture
of how schools over the next decade will provide additional services to children with SEN. Neither is there,
as yet, a clear picture of the future relationship local authorities, as distinct from local education authorities,
will have with schools. Collaborations of secondary schools should not be expected to substitute for local
authorities SEN and behaviour support services. They should be required to co-ordinate with local
authority support services.

Legislative Framework for SEN and the Effects of SENDA 2001

55. Teachers, and in particular, SENCOs need accessible information about the SEN Code of Practice
and SENDA2001. There is evidence from theNUT’s SENCO survey that the legislative changes introduced
in 2001 and the new Code of Practice still need time to bed down. No further legislation is needed. One
SENCO commented:

“If you have taken over from an untrained SENCO who did not even follow the previous code
eVectively it is very hard to educate the Department staV and the general teaching staV in the work
they should be doing. Consequently you are always behind in what should be happening. This can
lead to overwork, frustration, acute stress and despair at lack of progress. Add Ofsted to this and
you could have a breakdown! Slowly the school’s response is falling into place and the staV are
beginning to work together”.

12 Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and outreach services, Ofsted, 2005.
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56. Local authorities should provide information on high quality professional development for teachers.
Local authorities should be responsible for ensuring that there is an equality of entitlement for teachers to
high quality professional development, and/or accredited training. This should include specialist training
for those going into the special school sector and SEN training for teachers working in mainstream schools.

57. The NUT is concerned that there are alarming contradictions in the Government’s Five Year
Strategy, which advocates greater autonomy for individual schools, greater diversity among schools, and a
weaker role for local authorities as well as the increasing number of City Academies.

58. TheNUTbelieves that it is essential that all schools are able to work together to ensure that the whole
system of provisionmeets the needs of children and young people with SEN. In order for there to be equality
of access to education, there must be in place a fair and equitable pupil admissions process. Common
admissions arrangements are the key to achieving this goal. The NUT has supported consistently the
concept of local admissions forums. In contrast, Academy status, where Academies are independent schools
and not maintained by the local authority, has the capacity to undermine local communities of schools and
the eVectiveness of local authority support.

59. If all schools were subject to a common admissions procedure there would be no contradiction
between schools developing individually and clusters of schools working together. Common to both
approaches would be the principle of specialist provision and clusters of schools serving the needs of all
pupils with SEN in each community.

60. The Government also needs to ensure that the impetus to improve the support for frontline
professionals outlined in Removing Barriers to Achievement is not threatened by local authorities’
preoccupation with the Every Child Matters agenda and the local re-organisation of the delivery of
children’s services required by the Children’s Act 2004.

Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and Social
Difficulties (EBSD)

61. The NUT supports a range of provision for pupils with behavioural diYculties, including EBD
schools, residential schools and pupil referral units. The Government must ensure that local authorities
provide for the needs of pupils with EBD (or potential EBD) in the primary sector. Early intervention must
be recognised as a key to avoiding escalating diYculties for pupils with emotional and behavioural
diYculties. Pupils requiring separate EBD provision should be enabled to access the right provision at the
right time, with the aim of returning to mainstream schooling as soon as they are able.

62. With unacceptable pupil behaviour at all levels of education remaining a key feature negatively
aVecting teacher recruitment and retention, the Union launched a Charter for Schools in England Learning
to Behave in September 2005. The Charter calls for system wide reforms which will promote enthusiasm for
learning and reduce unacceptable behaviour. Accompanying the NUT’s Charter are proposals that focus
on the needs of school communities and on those of staV and pupils, including pupils with behavioural and
emotional diYculties.

63. These proposals have been sent to the Government’s Leadership Group on Behaviour and to the
Ministerial Stakeholder Group on pupil behaviour. A copy of the NUT’s Charter is attached as
Appendix A.

64. With schools catering for pupils with increasingly diverse needs, teachers require a more in depth
understanding of child development, so that they can develop appropriately diVerentiated lessons and avoid
behaviour diYculties that arise due to a pupil’s inability to access the curriculum. TheNUT’s Chartermakes
recommendations for system wide reforms which will enable teachers to improve behaviour. The NUT has
also sought the establishment of a new independent inquiry into pupil behaviour.

65. Each local authority should be required to provide behaviour support for schools. No school should
be required to continue to accept on roll pupils with continuing unacceptable pupil behaviour. No child or
young person should be written oV. It should be a requirement on all local authorities to maintain or have
access to a range of provision, including behaviour support services and schools for pupils with emotional
and behavioural diYculties. Such services are vital in supporting children and young people who are not
taught in mainstream schools and are vital also in meeting the needs of vulnerable children. The right to
education of all children needs to be protected.

66. The NUT has recommended that local authorities should review behaviour support plans, in order
to examine what is in place at a local level. TheNUTbelieves that it is important that local authorities should
be required to consult on and publish a Behaviour Support Plan, separate from the newChildren andYoung
People’s integrated plans now required underEveryChildMatters, outlining the range of provision available
for behaviour support.

October 2005
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Memorandum submitted by National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT)

1.1 The National Association of Head Teachers welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to this
inquiry, and to set out the ideas of school leaders in relation to the education of children with special
educational needs. In the main part of this submission, we state our views in respect of the headings set out
by the Committee when it launched the inquiry. However, we would like to take the opportunity first to set
out some general points in this area.

1.2 NAHT welcomed publication of the government’s SEN strategy Removing the Barriers to
Achievement, and supports the main thrust of the strategy. We welcome the Audit of Low Incidence Needs
that is going on at the moment, and understand that the Audit Commission is to carry out similar work.
We meet senior staV in the DfES SEN Division regularly, and would hope to continue this positive
relationship. NAHT has published two policy documents in this area, which have recently been updated.

1.3 For too long the debate over special educational needs has been dominated by demands from some
quarters for the closure of special schools and the education of all children with special needs in a
mainstream setting. It is to be hoped that that debate is now over, and that policy-makers can move on to
address the positive contribution that special schools can make in the creation of a truly inclusive education
service. This contribution is recognised in the DfES strategy, and by Lady Warnock in the paper she
published earlier this year. She urges an inclusive system that “allows children to pursue the common goals
of education in the environment within which they can best be taught and learn”.

1.4 Many children with special educational needs will be able to thrive in a mainstream school, perhaps
with additional support. Where this is the case, it is right that the child should be in a mainstream setting. In
this context, it is important to be clear as to what is meant by inclusion. NAHT has developed the following
definition:

“Inclusion is a process that maximises the entitlement of all pupils to a broad, relevant and
stimulating curriculum, which is delivered in the environment that will have the greatest impact
on their learning. All schools, whether special or mainstream, should reflect a culture in which the
institution adapts to meet the needs of its pupils and is provided with the resources to enable this
to happen”.

1.5 In addition, NAHT was instrumental in ensuring that each of the six teacher associations passed
resolutions promoting a similar view of inclusion.

1.6 The implication of this definition is that the key determinant in deciding where to place a child is that
child’s needs. He/she should be in the setting appropriate to them at any given time, a point developed
further below.

We now turn to the specific areas in which the Committee has asked for evidence.

Provision for SEN Pupils in “Mainstream” Shools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

2.1 As noted above, NAHT supports the education of children with special educational needs in
mainstream schools where this is appropriate to the needs of the child. Some pupils will need additional
support to enable them to get the full academic and social benefits of being in that school. This support is
not always forthcoming; in too many cases the child is placed in a mainstream setting without the funding
required to provide the support. Where this happens, the child is unable to fulfil his/her potential. NAHT
receives regular calls frommembers who know that the funding available to meet the special needs of a child
they are about to admit is not suYcient; their concern is for the child, who they know will struggle without
the support.

2.2 We note below how a child placed in a school which cannot meet his/her needs may display their
frustration through disruptive behaviour. Others may become withdrawn in the face of this situation, so
they are not in a position to contribute to the life of the school, or to fulfil their potential. Unhappy children
find it hard to learn.

2.3 While this inquiry does not seek views on funding issues, the above complexity is often caused by
resources not being available. Many of the diYculties experienced by mainstream schools come down to
funding—extra classroom assistants, ICT provision, reasonable adjustments to meet pupils’ needs, all need
to be adequately funded.

2.4 Much expertise and experience relating to the education of children with special needs is contained
in special schools.With eVective management, this expertise can be very helpful in supporting a mainstream
school’s education of a special needs child. There are examples within various local education authorities
of good practice in this area. However, where special schools have been closed, this expertise will not be
available.

2.5 There has long been a tension between the standards and inclusion agendas. Schools are judged on
the basis of GCSE passes or end of key stage test results, which are published in performance tables. If a
school admits children with behavioural diYculties, or learning diYculties, this may aVect the school’s
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measured test scores, which is likely to disadvantage it among, for example, parents who are choosing
schools. There was a consultation from DfES in 2004 on Performance Tables and Pupils with Special
Educational Needs, but this did not address the key issue.

Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

3.1 Those who lobby for the closure of special schools often talk of children being “segregated”. The
Association would not support this concept, but would urge the expansion of flexible arrangements to
support a child. These could include short-term special school placements, dual placements and the use of
special school staV to train or work with mainstream schools. Special schools provide a rich potential
resource for the support of teaching in mainstream schools, although these activities need to be arranged to
accommodate the special school’s teaching of its own pupils.

3.2 There is a legal assumption that children with statements will be educated in mainstream schools,
unless this is against the wishes of the parent. For parents to make an informed choice, it is important that
they are given information about the full range of options available to their child. We are not confident that
parents are always given full information about special provision, even when this might be appropriate for
their child. Early intervention is important in addressing a child’s needs. Most special school heads have
experience of being asked to admit a child who has failed in mainstream, for whatever reason, when if that
child had come to a special school much earlier their needs could have been addressed earlier, and the child
might not have failed. The concept of a child having to fail suYciently to qualify for admission to a special
school is in no-one’s interest, least of all the child.

3.3 It is important that special schools are included in learning communities and other clusters set up
locally. Too often special schools are included as an afterthought, rather than in the initial stages of
development.

3.4 In considering where to place a child, consideration of the outcomes from Every Child Matters is
helpful. The placement should be that in which the child is most likely to be healthy, to be safe, to enjoy
school, to achieve their full potential and to make a positive contribution. If the placement is likely to
promote those outcomes, the chances are that it is appropriate.

Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

4.1 A crucial point in this area is to ensure funding for support staV is available. These people also need
to be trained adequately; while the education of children with special needs depends on the support of these
colleagues, it is important to avoid the situation whereby the children with the most complex needs are
taught by the least trained staV.

4.2 Many teachers, particularly newly qualified teachers, do not have the knowledge required to meet the
increasingly complex special needs of some children admitted to mainstream schools in recent years. StaV
in special schools also need training, as they work with children with very severe needs, needs which have
become increasingly complex in recent years as medical advances mean severely disabled children now live
longer than previously. Special school staVwill also need preparation for the outreach role described above,
if this something they have not done in the past.

4.3 NAHTwelcomes the moves by the Training &Development Agency for Schools aimed at increasing
the confidence of teachers in relation to SEN issues, and look forward to hearing how this develops. We
would also like to pursue means by which special schools can take a greater role in initial teacher education,
perhaps accommodating students on a long placement.

4.4 We havementioned early intervention before, but it needs to be acknowledged here that this is crucial
to raising standards of children with special needs. Without this, the advantages of early diagnosis are
weakened, or lost. In many cases, admission of a child to specialist provision at an early stage can lay the
foundation for successful mainstream placement later.

The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (The Statementing Process)

5.1 The process is time consuming and costly. However, it is often seen by parents as the only way to
ensure funding is provided to meet their child’s needs. If they could be made more confident that the needs
would be met, this could lead to a reduction in the demand for statements.

5.2 Lady Warnock has acknowledged that the process has become “wasteful and bureaucratic”, and
recommends that it be re-examined. This would be a useful exercise. In the short term, it might be helpful
to restrict the statementing process to those children with more complex needs, for whom special school
provision is being considered.
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The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

6.1 Parents need to be involved in discussions about their child’s special needs at a very early stage. Their
knowledge of the child and how his/her learning is aVected by identified (or, for that matter, unidentified)
special needs should be recognised and used. Some disabilities, such as visual/hearing impairment, physical
disability, serious illness, can be diagnosed very early in life, and parents need to be involved in discussions
about educational and medical provision from an early stage.

6.2 We noted above that, in considering whether their child would be best placed in a special or
mainstream school, parents need all available information onwhich to the best choice. Unless they are given
full information about special school provision available to the child, they are not in a position to make a
sensible decision.

How Special Educational Needs are Defined

7.1 The Association has expressed concern in the past about the danger of seeing a child as being listed
under one specific category. The tendency to categorise special educational needs under specific headings
weakens the holistic view of the child. There are many children whose needs range across the headings
available, and it is important to note how needs inter-relate. Identifying a child’s needs under a specific
category increases the risk of failing to recognise other diYculties. This is not to say labelling is always
unhelpful, but that it should be handled with care. The complexity of some children’s needs must be
recognised, even though they do not fall neatly under one or other heading.

Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and Social
Difficulties (EBSD)

8.1 Children with EBSD are among the most diYcult to place in mainstream schools, because of their
impact on staV and other children. The Association would urge that this area is made a focus of government
surveys on the subject of behaviour and discipline in schools.

8.2 “Zero tolerance” of disruptive behaviour needs to be matched by recognition that this can be the
manifestation of unmet learning and social needs. For example, a child who is inappropriately placed, in a
setting which cannot meet his/her other needs, may express frustration by means of inappropriate
behaviour, generating additional diYculties for child and school.

8.3 Schools need access to the resources and training opportunities to address these needs, perhaps
through local partnerships or other arrangements. We argued earlier that staV in special schools are often
well-placed to provide training for mainstream colleagues. Where special schools have been closed, this
resource will no longer be available.

8.4 For some children with EBSD, the normal school curriculum is not appropriate. Schools need the
flexibility to ensure the curriculum is appropriate to the child’s needs, rather than trying to fit the child
around the existing curriculum.

The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of the Disability Discrimination
Act 2001, Which Extended the DDA to Education

9.1 The statutory presumption that a statemented child will be educated in mainstream, unless parents
want a special school place, has led to some children being inappropriately placed. If a child is wrongly
placed at an early stage in his/her school life, this not only creates frustration, but often delays the provision
of eVective early intervention.

9.2 It is worth repeating under this particular heading the Association’s concern that in some cases,
parents are not given adequate information about available special school provision. To make an informed
choice, parents need to be oVered a range of options from which to choose, in which the potential benefits
of mainstream and special education, including residential special education if appropriate, are set out. This
is particularly important because of the statutory presumption noted above.

9.3 The concern of many schools in relation to the DDA again revolved around funding, and whether
they are in a position tomake the reasonable adjustments required of them. Themajority of schools are very
keen to admit children with special needs, but are inhibited by lack of funding to provide the support they
know the child needs to succeed.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we urge the development of a truly inclusive education service, moving beyond arguments
of the right of special schools to exist, to looking at how best to develop their contribution to the service.
Early identification of needs should lead to early intervention, so that children’s needs are addressed as soon
as possible, without waiting formore stringent criteria of need to bemet. Such a policy will be in the interests
of children and parents, and in the longer term will be cost eVective.
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SEN Policy Paper

The NAHT believes that policies for meeting pupils’ special educational needs should be coherent across
local authorities and other agencies. This requires an agreed definition of inclusion, as it aVects pupils who
have special educational needs. The NAHT has adopted the following definition:

“Inclusion is a process that maximises the entitlement of all pupils to a broad, relevant and
stimulating curriculum, which is delivered in the environment that will have the greatest impact
on their learning. All schools, whether special or mainstream, should reflect a culture in which the
institution adapts to meet the needs of all its pupils and is provided with the resources to enable
this to happen”.

The NAHT also believes that:

— Pupils’ needs should be assessed, identified and met as early as possible.

— Parents and pupils should have access to a range of provision, to ensure the best possible match
between needs and where they will be met.

— A regional network of centres of excellence catering for low incidence needs should be available,
to ensure equality of opportunity.

— There should be an eVective system in place for interagency working, to underpin the whole of the
provision.

— Every person has an entitlement to lifelong learning.

As the education service covers pupils with the whole range of abilities and aptitudes, it follows that the
current emphasis on seeing progress in terms of average and above levels of attainment, needs to be
broadened to recognise the achievements of all pupils.

NAHT will seek to use its influence to move the debate away from talking in terms of diVerent sectors,
to establishing a fully inclusive education service, within which all types of provision work together to
support all pupils, in accordance with the view of inclusion set out above, and in the light of the government
strategy Removing the Barriers to Achievement.

The Association will also seek to support members by:

— Working with other agencies to clarify the distinction between SEN and disability.

— Highlighting the need for the necessary resources to support inclusion.

— Identifying practices that make best use of the expertise in schools and support services, and
encourage collaboration.

— Working with Government to research ways of measuring pupil outcomes.

— Providing advice on the complex medical issues now facing schools.

— Protecting the interests of all members.

Policy Paper on Special Schools

1. Introduction

A previous NAHT paper(i) set out the Association’s support for special schools as a key element in the
continuum of educational provision. That paper had been written in the context of uncertainty over the
future of special schools. Since then, the Association has welcomed the commitments set out in Chapter two
of Removing Barriers to Achievement(ii), and the confirmation of the role of the special school as a key part
of inclusive educational provision.

The context is now wider, with the emergence of the Extended Schools agenda, Every Child Matters and
the greater emphasis on joint agency working. All schools, special and mainstream, have a role to play in
providing eVective education under this wider children’s agenda.

2. Inclusion

NAHT sees inclusion as a process, and defines it as below:
“Inclusion is a process that maximizes the entitlement of all pupils to a broad, relevant and
stimulating curriculum, which is delivered in the environment that will have the greatest impact
on their learning. All schools, whether special or mainstream, should reflect a culture in which the
institution adapts to meet the needs of its pupils and is provided with the resources to enable this
to happen”.

Further, the annual conference of each of the six teacher associations held in the 12 months from August
2004 approved a resolution identifying inclusion as being about all schools working together as part of a
process, to meet pupils’ needs in the most appropriate setting.

It is also important to note that there appears to be agreement across the three main political parties as
to the value to pupils of special schools.
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An important factor in the current discussion on inclusion is the paper published recently by Lady
Warnock(iii). This calls for a review of special needs provision, moving away from the idea of inclusion as
“all children under the same roof” towards the “ideal of including all children in the common educational
enterprise of learning, wherever they learn best”.

Inclusive schooling is essential to the development of an inclusive society. It requires an education service
that ensures the provision and funding is there to enable all pupils to be educated in the most appropriate
setting. This will be the one in which they can be most fully included in the life of their school community
and which gives them a sense both of belonging and achieving.

Crucial to this aim is the requirement for life-long learning, and an education service that ensures all
children are provided with the life skills they need, in order to maximize their potential.

Inclusion, then, does not mean that all children should be placed in mainstream schools. It is more
sophisticated than that. Discussion between the school(s), the LEA, the parents and the child should decide
the best provision.Where a youngster’s needs can be met inmainstream education, that is where s/he should
be. While most will be able to thrive in mainstream with the necessary support, it remains the case that the
needs of a minority will be best met in a special school, whether on a part-time, short-term, or longer term
basis, perhaps by means of dual placement, involving special and mainstream schools in the child’s
education.

3. The Role of Special Schools in the Continuum of Educational Provision

Special schools contain much specialist expertise and they have the potential to enhance the education of
students throughout the education system. The key role of each special school will remain the education of
its pupils, but it can also make a significant contribution to the provision for pupils attending neighbouring
mainstream schools. This is already going on in a number of areas, and this good practice should be
encouraged elsewhere. Additional impetus to this work is provided in Removing Barriers to Achievement(iv).

The Association welcomes the enhanced role for special schools proposed in The Report of the Special
Schools Working Group(v). The following are examples of ways in which special schools can add value to the
available provision, while ensuring eVective education for their own pupils:

— special schools already have considerable experience in the management of a diverse workforce,
including teachers, education support staV, therapists and care staV. Much that is proposed in
Raising Standards andTacklingWorkload: aNational Agreement, signed in January 2003, will have
been common practice in special schools for some time;

— as a recognised “centre of excellence”, a special school is in a good position to contribute to the
professional development of mainstream staV, provide outreach support to local schools, act as a
resource centre, share good practice, help with assessment and intervention and assist with
adapting the curriculum to make it more accessible to individual learners. There may be an even
greater need to free up this expertise in smaller or unitary authorities, where LEAs do not have the
range of expertise required to support mainstream schools in meeting a wider range of needs; and

— special schools have considerable experience in the use of data to help improve standards,
including the use of “P” Levels for those with significant learning diYculties. They are used to
devising Individual Education Plans for all their pupils. Results in some special schools bear
comparison with national averages, rather than just with other students who have special
educational needs.

To strengthen the important role of special schools in the education continuum requires:

— a funding system that allows for movement of staV and pupils between mainstream and special
schools, or in some cases dual registration;

— inclusion of special schools in all initiatives, rather than adding them in as an afterthought or
excluding them altogether;

— greater involvement of special school leaders in local decision making, so that they are given equal
status with colleagues from mainstream primary and secondary schools;

— close working with the Regional SEN Partnerships to provide the ideas, knowledge and expertise
borne of practical experience, that can be used to enhance the work of these Partnerships and
support the drive towards equity of provision in all areas; and

— advice on provision available in special schools being made available at an early stage to parents
who are considering where their child with special needs should be taught, so that all available
options are considered.
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4. Funding and the Statementing Process

For over 20 years, statements of SEN have been the main means of ensuring that pupils with the most
significant diYculties receive the support they need. However, it is now clear that this is not a cost eVective
process. Instead of being a means of assessing and meeting a child’s needs, as envisaged by the Warnock
Committee(vi), the process has become a means of accessing money. According to the Audit Commission
(vii) 69% of SEN expenditure is focused on children who have statements, (around 3% of the school
population), and much of this money is spent on the bureaucracy surrounding the statementing process
rather than meeting pupils’ needs. As well as being an ineYcient use of funding, the current statementing
procedures can have the eVect of delaying assessment until the pupil has been in school for some time,
possibly several years, and postponing relevant intervention. Clearly, it is time for a change.

What is needed is a system that ensures that more pupils receive funding without having to resort to the
statementing procedure. As many, including parents, would have concerns about abolishing statements
entirely, a first step could be for them to become the norm only for pupils for whom full-time, special school
placement is being considered. This would free up more funds for support to the vast majority who are in
mainstream schools, instead of wasting it on bureaucracy. All parties need to be working towards a system
that is transparent and flexible. Transparency is essential so all involved can be confident that children’s
needs are being met. Flexibility is required to ensure that money allocated to a particular child follows that
child if he/she moves to another school or LEA, without disadvantaging the school from which s/he has
moved, which may have employed classroom or other support to meet the child’s needs. This is likely to
require some central funding to which schools can have access, at least in the short term.

The Association, of course, accepts the need for accountability in spending SEN resources. While it is
important for mainstream schools to show how money for SEN in their delegated budgets has been spent,
and to identify shortfalls in funding which restrict their ability to meet the needs of students, delegation of
funds to schools should not mean that they are held responsible for inadequate provision.

5. Early Intervention

Early intervention is essential if a child’s needs are to be most eVectively addressed. It can be argued that
early diagnosis has improved in recent years, so that conditions which are likely to impact on a child’s
learning and development are noted earlier. However, this is of no benefit unless it is followed by early
intervention to address the identified needs.

The wider children’s agenda, referred to above, has increased the need for eVective communication
between those working in health and social services and education professionals, including the staV in
nursery and early years settings. This will ensure that information about any medical conditions or home
circumstances that may aVect the learning or development of a child, is known to relevant professionals in
advance. Schools accept the need for professional confidentiality, but it is essential that relevant staV have
early knowledge of any factors relevant to a child’s education.

NAHT would support legislation requiring medical and social service professionals to share relevant
informationwith professional colleagues in the education field. Co-operation should be encouraged between
schools, education services, Primary Care Trusts, social services departments, and health authorities to
ensure eVective joint support for the child, and also the family where this is appropriate.

While the bringing together of these agencies should ensure co-ordination of eVorts in support of the child
and the family, each is under its own funding pressures. No agency should assume that this process will give
access to large amounts of additional funding being held by the other agencies. However, it should promote
more eVective deployment of the resources available. It is also true that co-ordinated early intervention is
likely to be cost-eVective in the longer term.

Only if all professionals involved with a child are fully aware of factors that might have an eVect on that
child’s learning can there be early and eVective intervention. It is important that the system encourages
assessment earlier rather than later, and that provision, including placement in a special school if that is seen
as appropriate, is made available as soon as the need for it has been identified. At present, there is a tendency
to use special schools as a last resort when other interventions have failed, by which time the child’s
diYculties may well have been compounded by the delay in eVective placement.

As well as the complexities caused by a delayed placement, schools are aware of many cases where a mis-
placed desire for inclusion leads to a child with special needs being placed in a mainstream school, without
the necessary support. With this support, the child could well thrive; without it, the frustration felt by the
child may well manifest itself through inappropriate behaviour. This may in turn lead to a further wrong
placement, based on this behaviour rather than on the child’s underlying needs and creating further
diYculties for the child.

It is important that arrangements for the sharing of information, and the funding to support them, are
available equitably across all LEAs, and that funding levels and provision across England, Wales and
Northern Ireland are comparable.
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NAHT supports the advice issued in the DfES Guidance Documents regarding early provision for
disabled(viii) and for deaf children(ix), and would urge that these principles are extended to children with other
SEN. The advice needs to be given statutory backing.

6. Conclusion

The Association is pleased to note the progress in the debate on special schools since the publication of
its previous paper in 2003. Re-visiting previous arguments for the wholesale closure of special schools must
be avoided; their positive contribution in the educational continuum is widely recognised, and that should
now be the focus of discussion. Future debate would more usefully address how all schools can work with
other relevant agencies for the benefit of children and their families, ensuring the promotion of the outcomes
set out in Every Child Matters.

NAHT represents senior staV in the majority of special and mainstream schools. Its Special Educational
Needs Committee contains colleagues from special and mainstream schools, including residential schools,
as well as colleagues working in local authority support services. The Association will continue to support
its wide-ranging membership to promote a secure and exciting future for special schools.
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Memorandum submitted by the Association of Teachers and Lecturers (ATL)

1. Introduction

ATL supports the aims of the Government’s strategy Removing Barriers to Achievement; recognises that
the Government, LEAs, schools and teachers are all committed to inclusive education (DfES 2004, Ofsted
2004) and have made some progress and believes further measures need to be taken to overcome the barriers
to inclusion and to improve the current situation.

ATL believes inclusion requires long-term planning, resources and vision. It cannot be done with
economy, nor can it be allowed to succumb to tokenism. Inclusion must stand three tests: that everyone
should be entitled to the provision they need, when the need it; that schools and services are enabled to
provide fully for the needs of all learners; and that a learner’s needs should not be compromised by anyone
else or be at the expense of another.

In practice, this means that while most children and young people should be placed most appropriately
in the mainstream school, which should aspire to serve the whole community, there will always be those
whose needs are so specialised, or complex, or severe, that special school provision is more appropriate. It
is extremely diYcult to describe the boundary between them. It can only be determined on a case by case
basis, taking into account specific local conditions, including the wishes of the parent and the pupil, the
availability of a range of provision, and so on.

ATL’s recommendations, which are listed at the end of this document, are intended to help address the
shared concerns about the current situation and ensure the needs of pupils with SEN are met by the
educational system.
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2. Definition of Special Educational Needs

Although it is defined by DfES in the Code of Practice which has been circulated widely (DfES 2001: p6),
Ofsted suggests that the term “Special Educational Needs” is interpreted in a variety of ways and “The
criteria used by schools in the more general identification of pupils with SEN . . . vary considerably, as does
the application of criteria for determining eligibility for a statement” (Ofsted 2004: p10). ATL believes there
is a clear need to ensure clarity of the definition and consistency in the use of the term “special educational
needs” across the country.

3. Provision for Pupils with SEN inMainstream Schools

Schools and teachers are committed to and supportive of inclusion of pupils with SEN in mainstream
schools (Ofsted 2003: p6, Ofsted 2004: p8) but they need support to overcome major barriers to inclusion
(Audit Commission 2002: p24; Avramidis 2005: pp4–6; Ofsted 2004: p18). Inadequate funding is one of the
factors in the reluctance of some schools to admit children with SEN (Ofsted 2004: p21); has been identified
by Ofsted as “a major barrier to inclusion” (Ofsted 2004: p21); and is also a key factor in recruitment of
staV, such as teaching assistants; speech and language therapists; and educational psychologists, that
provide support to pupils with SEN in schools (NUT 2003: p2). In addition, the Audit Commission’s study
concludes that “Resources—both human and financial—are a key determinant of how much support
schools are able to oVer individual pupils” (Audit Commission 2002: p34). ATL believes inclusion requires
proper facilities, personnel and support (ATL 2005: p10). ATL urges that consideration should be given to
eVectiveness of allocation and management of these resources.

Teachers and teaching assistants need training, support and guidance to include pupils with SEN. A
recent DfES study has identified a typology of eVective teaching strategies and approaches for pupils with
SEN for each area of need (Davis, P and Florian, L 2004), and there is a clear need for training to combine
them. In addition, training in such key areas as curriculum diVerentiation, behaviour management, target-
setting/writing and using Individual Education Plans and understanding and using the SEN Code of
Practice is essential (Audit Commission 2002: p37). Such training should also aim to help teachers and
teaching assistants to apply the three principles for developing a more inclusive curriculum: setting suitable
learning challenges; responding to pupils’ diverse learning needs and overcoming potential barriers to
learning and assessment for individuals and groups of pupils (QCA 2005). The Training and Development
Agency for Schools (TDA) is developing a strategy to transform the supply of and demand for professional
development in schools. It must be capable of both permitting individual staV to access such training and
encouraging schools to facilitate it.

LEAs do play and should continue to play an important role in the inclusive education agenda. Ofsted
reported that “only a quarter of LEAs have strong strategic management of SEN and the majority have
weak evaluation systems” (Ofsted 2004: p21). For this reason, ATL urges that LEAs ensure they adopt a
strategic approach to manangement of SEN provision and funding in their areas; ensure they map,
rationalise and improve the provision; and ensure they provide support to schools to raise standards and
achievement of pupils with SEN in mainstream schools.

4. Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

Special schools do play an important role (DfES 2005: pp5–6; Ofsted 2004: p9). Ofsted suggests “Much
of the expertise in teaching pupils with severe or complex needs still lies with staV in special schools”. They
will continue to play an important role in providing learning opportunities for a significant proportion of
pupils with SEN (Lindsay, 2003: p2, DfES, 2003). DfES suggests “Over the last five years the proportion
of pupils with statements placed in special schools (both maintained and non-maintained) has increased by
almost 1 percentage point” (DfES 2005: p1). ATL shares the view of the Special Schools Working Group
“that they should . . . work more collaboratively with mainstream schools” (DfES 2004: p1).

5. Raising Standards and Achievement for PupilsWith SEN

Recent studies raise serious concerns about the current situation and indicate there is still more challenges
ahead to overcome to raise standards and achievement of pupils with SEN in our schools (DfES 2004,
Ofsted 2004). Ofsted suggests that pupils with SEN are not achieving their potential (Ofsted 2004: pp10–11).
In addition, a DfES study indicates pupils with SEN and no statement who have attended mainstream
schools fall in the category of educational low-attainers (DfES 2004). A more recent study of DfES suggests
that “Many young people have made little or no progress, whilst others lacked adequate support or have
received uncoordinated support” (DfES 2005: p1). Moreover, it reports higher exclusion thresholds for
pupils with SEN. These concerns need to be addressed to ensure teachers and schools continue to raise
standards and achievement for pupils with SEN.

Good practice has been identified. Ofsted (2004) found, among others, that: “Target-setting has the
greatest impact when it focuses on precise curriculum objectives for individuals and when it forms part of
a whole-school improvement process”. Ofsted reported “In the schools that weremost successful with pupils
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with SEN, systems for assessment and planning were fully integrated with those for other pupils” (Ofsted
2004: p12). ATL urges that Ofsted supports LEAs and schools to build on and share good practice which
has been identified.

6. The Statementing Process

DfES suggests “almost 242,600 pupils across all schools in England had statements of SEN” in January
2005 (DfES 2005: p1). This is the lowest number of pupils with statements of SEN reported over the last
five years (p1). 60% of these pupils was placed in maintained mainstream schools (p1). The report also
suggests that there were 1,230,800 pupils with SEN but without statements (that is 14.9% of pupils across
all schools in England) in January 2005 (p1).

DfES suggests LEAs have diVerent policies on statementing pupils with SEN (DfES 2003: p28). In
addition, a recent Ofsted study suggests that “there are wide variations in the number of pupils defined as
having SEN in diVerent schools and LEAs” and “The criteria used by schools in the more general
identification of pupils with SEN . . . vary considerably, as does the application of criteria for determining
eligibility for a statement” (Ofsted 2004: p10). It raises the concern that “looseness in the use of the SEN
designation does not help to focus on the action needed to resolve problems and, in the worst cases, it can
distract schools’ attention from doing what is necessary to improve the provision they make for all low- or
below-average attainers” (pp10–11).

7. The Role of Parents

Parents play an important role, and should be actively involved, in supporting the needs of children with
SEN. Ofsted (2003) suggests that inclusive schools involve parents “as fully as possible in decision-making,
keeping them well informed about their child’s progress and giving them as much practical support as
possible”. It is also important to note that commitment of parents to mainstream education is reported to
be “a factor in their overall level of satisfaction” with inclusion of their child in mainstream school (p22).

There are, however, challenges involved in working with some parents. Ofsted reported “there were
sometimes tensions and disagreements about provision and methods” (Ofsted 2003: p22). It also suggests
that “Some had had to battle for their preferred placement” (p22) and that “Parents placed an extremely
high value on the happiness of their children at school” (p23). The study also indicates “Commitment to
success, optimism, clarity of expectations, availability of support and sheer persistence were among the
features of their school’s approach which parents admired” (Ofsted 2003: p23). ATL urges schools and
teachers to build on success and continue to work in partnership with parents to meet the needs of pupils
with SEN.

8. Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN

Ofsted suggests that “Schools are meeting a wider range of types of special needs than ever, so that the
continued improvement reflects positively on the responsiveness and expertise of their staV” Ofsted (2003).
However, it raises concern about the needs of pupils with EBDS not being met (Ofsted (2003: p6):

Schools and LEAs were finding it hard to make appropriate provision for pupils with emotional,
behavioural or social diYculties and their numbers were said to be increasing. Psychological and
behaviour support services were having some positive eVect in helping schools to manage
challenging behaviour but the pupils involved were a major concern for many schools.

Ofsted found that “Only a third of secondary schools were eVective in meeting the needs of pupils with
EBSD” (Ofsted (2004: p17). It also reported “In over half of the secondary schools visited the composition
of some groups made teaching of them very diYcult” (p17). ATL believes training and support to teachers
and teaching assistants in mainstream schools is essential to ensure they meet the wide variety of needs of
pupils with SEN.

9. The Effects of the SEN and Disability Act 2001

A recent Ofsted study indicates that “Over half the schools visited [by Ofsted] had no disability access
plans and, of those plans that did exist, the majority focused only on accommodation” (Ofsted 2004: p5).
In addition, a more recent DfES research suggests “All schools respected the legal position regarding the
admission of pupils for whom the school was named on the statement” (Wilkin, A et al, 2005). However, it
suggests pupils with SEN but without statements receive less favourable treatment and that “schools could
try to dissuade parents from seeking admission to the school for their child”; that only “a few mainstream
schools are happy to admit pupils with complex needs” and that “the admission and retention of pupils with
social and behavioural diYculties continue to test the inclusion policy”. A previous research found
“Childrenwith behavioural diYculties havemost problems getting into their parents’ chosen school” (Audit
Commission 2002: p18). The report also suggests that their “[exclusion] thresholds were often higher” and
that “a few headteachers admitted to “resenting” appeals, which questioned the eVectiveness of the decision
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to exclude” pupils with SEN. The Audit Commission reported that “Disproportionately high levels of non-
attendance and exclusion among children with SEN suggest that some are having a poor time” (2002: p24).
The Government’s revised inclusion framework “has had little eVect as yet on the proportion of pupils with
SEN in mainstream schools, or on the range of needs for which mainstream schools cater” (Ofsted 2004:
p5). ATL believes LEAs and schools needmore support and guidance to implement the SEN andDisability
Act (2001) to ensure all schools have disability action plans.

10. TheWay Forward: ATL’S Key Recommendations

In the light of the concerns we have raised above, ATL strongly recommends the following:

1. LEAs to review the suYciency, allocation andmanagement of resources available to schools to support
pupils with SEN in mainstream schools.

2. LEAs to provide support and guidance to schools to enable them to remove barriers to learning; to
ensure training and support is given to teachers and teaching assistants; to improve the quality of teaching
and learning; to improve relationships with parents; to reduce truancy and exclusions; and to raise
attainment levels of pupils with SEN.

3. Ofsted to provide support and guidance to LEAs to ensure the statementing process is rationalised and
standardised across the country.

4. Ofsted to support and guide LEAs to adopt a strategic approach to planning, funding and supporting
provision for pupils with SEN in their local areas.

5. LEAs to encourage, and ensure resources are available for, partnership working between mainstream
schools and special schools in order to plan, co-ordinate and improve the provision and support that is
available in their local areas for pupils with SEN.

6. LEAs to exert more eVorts to promote early intervention to ensure children with SEN are identified
and their needs are supported as soon as possible.

7. LEAs to provide support and guidance to schools on promoting SEN and Disability Act (2001) to
ensure all schools have disability action plans.

ATL believes it is essential to take the necessary measures to ensure teachers and teaching assistants are
supported to fulfil their role; to ensure schools are suYciently resourced and to ensure the needs of pupils
with SEN are met.
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Memorandum submitted by the National Association of Schoolmasters Union of Women Teachers
(NASUWT)

Summary

NASUWT’s vision for Special Educational Needs (SEN) is that:

— schools are enabled to create an inclusive environment to meet the needs of all pupils, including
pupils with SEN;

— every child has access to high-quality appropriate education, including specialist provision;

— specialist teachers play a key role in supporting pupils with SEN and the range of provision
available includes special schools;

— SEN provision is adequately funded so that pupils with SEN receive the support that best meets
their needs;

— there is a consistent and coherent approach to SEN across all national education policy;

— local flexibility, which operates within the context of local democratic accountability and within
a nationally agreed framework, results in high-quality SEN provision that takes account of
local context;

— workforce remodelling is used as an opportunity to raise standards for all pupils by creating a
workforce that meets the needs of pupils with SEN;

— new staYng structures give high value to SEN and include a senior member of staV with up-to-
date pedagogical knowledge relating to SEN; and

— new staYng structures recognise the role played by support staV in supporting SEN, and include
support staVwho will undertake the specialist, administrative and clerical functions of SENwork.

Social Partnership and the National Agreement

The National Agreement “Raising Standards and Tackling Workload” provides opportunities to
remodel provision for SEN, which could lead to the delivery of more appropriate and eVective SEN
provision in schools.

Competition Versus Co-operation

National education policies which encourage competition between schools militate against co-operation
and partnership and the delivery of eVective SEN provision. In particular, performance tables create
a climate of competition. They also fail to recognise the eVectiveness of a school’s support for pupils
with SEN.

Variation in Quality of Provision

There is wide variation between local authorities in terms of their approach to inclusion and the quality
of support that they provide. Local authorities may claim to provide a good range of high-quality
provision. However, there is significant diVerence between theory and practice.
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Behaviour and SEN

The relationship between behaviour and SEN is extremely important. There is a growing tendency to
merge provision for behaviour with provision for pupils with SEN.

SEN Training and Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

SEN-related CPD is generally inadequate and often focuses on training, which is only available as
twilight sessions. School leaders often fail to prioritise SEN-related training.

Initial teacher training and NQT induction fail to prepare trainees and teachers for work with pupils
with SEN.

Local Authorities and Equal Opportunities

The shift in the role of local authorities from deliverers of education to commissioners of education
is extremely significant for the provision of SEN. Local authorities have an important role to play in
co-ordinating equal opportunities work, including equality of access in admissions.

The Role of the SENCO

The role of the SENCO needs to be clarified. All administrative tasks relating to SEN provision should
be undertaken by support staV. The role of SENCO should be undertaken by a senior teacher, who may
also have other management responsibilities. The SENCO should lead pedagogical practice in relation
to pupils with SEN.

Integrated Children’s Services

Integrated children’s services, and the increase in multi-agency working, are placing substantial burdens
on schools and on SENCOs in particular.

Funding of SEN Provision

There are significant problems relating to the funding of provision for SEN. These problems concern
the inadequate level of funding, the lack of transparency in the funding process and the failure to monitor
how the funding is spent.

The National Curriculum and SEN

The National Curriculum, variable resources, the emphasis on performance tables, and the size of
classes in some mainstream schools make it very diYcult to meet the needs of some pupils with SEN.
This increases the risk of those pupils becoming disaVected.

Transition Between Schools

Transition between schools presents particular problems for many pupils with SEN.

Background

1. NASUWT welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Education and Skills Select Committee
Inquiry into Special Educational Needs (SEN).

2. NASUWT is the largest union representing teachers and headteachers throughout the UK.

3. NASUWT has an active SEN Advisory Committee, which is made up of serving teachers working in
the field of SEN.Members of the Advisory Committee are active in identifying issues and concerns aVecting
SEN specialists and mainstream teachers providing support to pupils with SEN. Issues, concerns and good
practice raised by members of the SEN Advisory Committee and the Union’s wider membership have
informed this evidence.

Background and NASUWT’S Key Concerns

4. NASUWT believes that schools are most likely to provide appropriate support to pupils with SEN if
they are enabled to create an inclusive environment to meet the needs of pupils, and where action is taken
to remove the barriers that could prevent pupils from participating. However, this does not mean that every
school is expected to cater for every child or that there should be an expectation that all children should be,
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or can be, educated in mainstream schools. NASUWT believes that every child should have access to high-
quality, appropriate education. For some pupils, specialist provision will be the most appropriate way of
ensuring that they receive this. The level of knowledge and expertise available within the school, or through
support that can be directly accessed by the school, will ultimately determine the extent to which a school
is able to meet the needs of a particular child.

5. NASUWT’s vision for SEN is that:

— schools are enabled to create an inclusive environment to meet the needs of all pupils, including
pupils with SEN;

— every child has access to high-quality appropriate education, including specialist provision;

— specialist teachers play a key role in supporting pupils with SEN and the range of provision
available includes special schools;

— SEN provision is adequately funded so that pupils with SEN receive the support that best meets
their needs;

— there is a consistent and coherent approach to SEN across all national education policy;

— local flexibility, which operates within the context of local democratic accountability and within
a nationally agreed framework, results in high-quality SEN provision that takes account of
local context;

— workforce remodelling is used as an opportunity to raise standards for all pupils by creating a
workforce that is tailored to implement teaching and learning strategies that meet the needs of
pupils with SEN;

— new staYng structures in schools give high value to SEN and include a senior member of staVwith
up-to-date pedagogical knowledge relating to SENwho advises and supports teachers in ensuring
that they meet the needs of pupils with SEN; and

— new staYng structures in schools recognise the role played by support staV in supporting SEN,
and include support staV who will undertake the specialist, administrative and clerical functions
of SEN work.

6. An education system that is eVective and appropriate for all pupils requires a consistent and coherent
approach to SEN across all areas of national education policy. However, NASUWT believes that a number
of national education policies, especially those that encourage competition between schools, undermine the
delivery of eVective SEN provision. Further, variation between local authorities, in terms of their
interpretation of inclusion, and the quality of SEN support and provision, is particularly problematic.

Social Partnership and the National Agreement

7. Social partnership underpins NASUWT’s relationship with Government. NASUWT is committed to
establishing a co-operative relationship, identifying issues and seeking joint pragmatic solutions to concerns
about national education policy and practice. This relationship is exemplified through the partnership
arrangements for implementing the National Agreement “Raising Standards and Tackling Workload”. The
Workforce Agreement Monitoring Group (WAMG), comprising the DfES, school workforce unions and
the national employers, plays a pivotal role in monitoring implementation of the National Agreement. This
includes monitoring its implementation in schools and monitoring the extent to which new education
policies and strategies are consistent with the requirements of the National Agreement and workforce
remodelling.

8. All policies and strategies that impact on schools should comply both with the spirit and letter of the
National Agreement, and be consistent with the remodelling agenda that is linked to the Agreement. It is
critical, therefore, that the review of SEN is conducted in the context of the National Agreement and the
wider remodelling agenda and that the principles that underpin workforce reform are embedded in future
SEN policy.

9. The National Agreement is intended to raise standards for all pupils by freeing teachers and
headteachers to focus on their core roles of teaching, and leading and managing teaching and learning. It
provides opportunities for schools to develop and use more highly trained support staV in enhanced roles
to meet the needs of every child, including those with SEN. It also provides schools with opportunities to
develop the roles of specialist staV in supporting teaching colleagues. In the context of SEN, NASUWT
believes that a qualified teacher should lead teaching and learning on SEN within the school. Specifically,
the lead teacher should be responsible for the development of teaching and learning strategies for pupils with
SEN. In addition, appropriately trained, supported and remunerated support staV should undertake the
specialist roles, for example physiotherapy, and the administrative aspects of SEN work.
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Competition Versus Co-operation

10. NASUWT is concerned that whilst, on the one hand, many national education policies encourage
schools to adopt a co-operative and partnership approach to working, other policies seem to foster
competition between individual schools. Most notably, the publication of performance tables creates a
climate of comparison and competition. NASUWT believes that this issue is particularly significant in
relation to provision for SEN. Performance tables fail to acknowledge the quality of provision and support
that schools provide to pupils with SEN.

11. The high stakes environment created by performance tables means that schools are under
considerable pressure to be seen to do well. A school’s position in the performance tables may be aVected
by the proportion of pupils that have SEN. Combined with inadequate funding and resources, performance
tables aVect the way in which schools are able to respond to and support pupils with SEN. NASUWT
believes that the publication of performance tables militates against the development and delivery of
eVective provision for pupils with SEN and that the practice should, therefore, be abolished.

Variation in Quality of Provision

12. Local authorities13 are able to determine their approach to inclusion and the type of provision and
support for pupils with SEN in schools. NASUWT recognises the value of flexibility, within the context of
local democratic accountability, since this means that services can be tailored to take account of the local
context. However, in the absence of a robust and nationally agreed framework, this flexibility has led to
unacceptable variations in provision between local authorities. There is no basic generic oVer of provision
for SEN.

13. Local authorities vary widely in their interpretation of, and strategies for, inclusion, in the quality of
the support that they provide to schools, in the range of provision that is available, and in their eVectiveness
in co-ordinating provision. Feedback from NASUWTmembers indicates that the support provided by the
local authority often does not match the approach to inclusion that the local authority has adopted. This
might arise where a local authority has closed or is phasing out special school/specialist provision, or where
there is poor communication across diVerent types of provision.

14. NASUWT believes that a distinction must be made between theory and provision. Specifically,
NASUWT members report that some local authorities claim to provide a range of good-quality SEN
provision, but that, in practice, pupils with SEN encounter considerable diYculties in accessing it. For
example, access to particular types of specialist provision may only be available to pupils attending specific
mainstream schools. This creates considerable frustration for teachers, and adds to workload burdens and
bureaucracy. It also gives parents a false expectation of the support available for their child.

Behaviour and SEN

15. Whilst the focus of the Inquiry is on provision for SEN, NASUWT believes that it is crucial to look
at the relationship between behaviour and SEN. Teachers express serious concerns about the conflation of
provision for behaviour with provision for SEN. For example, some local authorities do not have specialist
provision for pupils with Emotional, Social and Behavioural DiYculties (ESBD). Members report that, as
a result, pupils with ESBD who have been excluded from school are sometimes referred to SEN specialist
units. The presence of such pupils has a significant and negative impact on the specialist provision, in terms
of the ethos of the provision, the relationships between the pupils with ESBD and the pupils with SEN, and
the pressures on staV who have to cater for two very diVerent groups of pupils. This practice is totally
unacceptable for the pupils and the staV concerned.

16. Teachers stress the need to make a clear distinction between behaviour and SEN, and to understand
the complexities within these terms. SEN and ESBD cover a wide range of behaviours and diYculties, and
pupils with ESBD and/or SEN must not be seen as belonging to one or two homogenous groups.

17. NASUWT members report that, increasingly, they are encountering pupils with SEN who are
disruptive. Some pupils with SEN have become disruptive because the education system does not provide
them with appropriate or adequate support. Teachers are concerned that national education policy that
relates to behaviour or to SEN is usually developed without giving proper consideration to the relationship
between behaviour and SEN.

Continuing Professional Development

18. NASUWTmembers report specific concerns about the provision for teachers in mainstream schools
of Continuing Professional Development (CPD) to support SEN. Training is generally inadequate and is
often only available as twilight sessions, out of school hours. Teachers are, therefore, expected to attend the
training in their own time. Further, many schools do not prioritise SEN-related training and the devolution
of training budgets to schools compounds this problem.

13 “Local authorities” is used to cover local authority education services and local authority children’s services.
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19. Worryingly, teachers report that local authorities are actually losing the specialist expertise. The
problem arises because many specialists are retiring and because special school provision is being reduced.
NASUWT believes that steps must be taken to ensure that relevant expertise exists at a local level and that
mainstream schools access and make use of that expertise.

20. Performance management provides a key means of identifying and managing the skills and expertise
of staV within a school as well as enabling the school to identify staV development needs. NASUWT is
concerned that most school performance management systems do not give suYcient consideration to the
need for development in SEN. Further, where support needs are identified, training is often seen as the
solution. NASUWT believes that far greater use should be made of the resources that are available within
a school; for example, peer support can be an extremely eVective way of enabling teachers to develop and
share skills, knowledge and expertise in relation to SEN. The Union also stresses the need to ensure that
SEN training and support for teachers focuses on teaching and learning and not on issues that fall outside
the role of the teacher.

21. The whole school staYng structure review, currently being undertaken by schools, provides an
opportunity to identify SEN as a key issue, to allocate a high value to the work and to recognise the role of
the SENCO as the leader of teaching and learning. The staYng structure should also recognise the role of
support staV in supporting provision for SEN, including responsibility for particular specialist support and
administrative and clerical tasks.

The Role of the Local Authority

22. Local authorities have a critical role to play in overseeing and co-ordinating SEN provision. Whilst
Ofsted inspections of schools and local authorities include judgements about provision for SEN, NASUWT
is concerned that there is wide variation between inspectors in terms of their level of understanding of SEN.
Critically, Ofsted inspectors often focus on very specific issues, such as the steps taken to reduce the number
of statements, rather than looking at the overall quality of provision and the ease with which that provision
can be accessed. The narrow focus of inspections often undermines the development and delivery of high-
quality, accessible SEN provision.

23. NASUWT has serious concerns that the shift in the role of local authorities from providers of
education provision to commissioners of provision could have adverse implications for the co-ordination
and delivery of SEN provision locally. NASUWT believes that Government needs to clarify how local
authorities will fulfil their responsibilities in relation to ensuring high-quality provision for SEN.

24. The development of federations and clusters provide an opportunity for groups of schools to share
skills, expertise and resources in relation to pupils with SEN. However, the existence of clusters and
federations should not obviate the vital role of local authorities in the planning of SEN provision and in
filling the gaps in provision.

Equal Opportunities and Equality of Access

25. Whilst this submission is concerned with provision for SEN, NASUWT believes that the local
authority also has a key role to play in ensuring equal opportunities and equality of access. For example,
pupils with SEN, along with other groups of children, such as children from refugee and asylum-seeker
families and Traveller backgrounds, often encounter particular diYculties in gaining admission to schools.
Further, there is a close relationship between SEN and other areas of equality. For example, pupils from
some ethnic backgrounds are more likely to be identified as having SEN. NASUWT believes that local
authorities should have responsibility for ensuring equality of access in relation to admissions, and should
have responsibility for co-ordinating aspects of equal opportunities work across schools, including work to
comply with equalities legislation such as the duty to promote race equality and the forthcoming duty to
promote disability equality. This would help schools to comply with the legislation and should help to
minimise burdens and bureaucracy in schools.

Initial Teacher Training (ITT) and Newly Qualified Teacher (NQT) Induction

26. NASUWT believes that initial teacher training fails to prepare trainees for working with pupils with
SEN. The Training and Development Agency for Schools’ (TDA) surveys of NQTs confirm that in 2004,
14% ofNQTs said that they thought initial teacher training was poor in preparing them for workwith pupils
with SEN, and 41% of NQTs described the training only as adequate. NASUWT’s NQT induction sessions
confirm this experience.

27. Many new teachers express concerns about the adequacy of NQT induction in preparing them for
work with pupils with SEN. ToomanyNQTs have limited opportunities to develop their skills to eVectively
teach and support pupils with SEN.
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28. The TDA standards for Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) and Induction for NQTs include specific
standards that relate to SEN. However, NASUWT believes that the problem is about engaging ITT
providers, schools and others involved in induction to comply with the expectations set out in the standards
and provide eVective and good quality training and support for SEN.Whilst there are examples of eVective
practice, there is considerable variation between ITT providers in terms of the extent and quality of coverage
of SEN issues. In the worst instances, NQTs are not provided with opportunities to meet the SEN-related
induction standards, although the school may actually state that the NQT has successfully completed them.
Clearly this undermines the purpose of the induction and means the NQT does not receive the support to
which they are entitled. It also has serious implications for pupils with SEN. The Union believes that this
issue should be examined as part of a national review of SEN provision.

The Role of the Special Educational Needs Co-Ordinator (SENCO)

29. SENCOs have a critical role to play in ensuring that schools meet the needs of pupils with SEN.
NASUWT believes that the SENCO should be a senior member of staV who has specific responsibility for
leading teaching and learning in respect of pupils with SEN.

30. The SENCO must be able to provide teachers with advice and support on the use of appropriate
pedagogies for teaching pupils with SEN. The Union is concerned that many schools, particularly primary
schools, do not recognise this role.

31. NASUWT is concerned that a focus on the administrative rather than pedagogical aspects of SEN
work has led some schools to deploy teaching assistants in the role of SENCO. The separation of pedagogy
and administration is critical to the eVective coordination of SEN work in schools and in ensuring that the
learning needs of pupils with SEN are properly met.

32. NASUWT is concerned that SENCOs are often expected to undertake administrative tasks related
to the co-ordination of provision for SEN. Such tasks are outside the provisions of the teachers’ contract
and the remodelling agenda. They should, therefore, be undertaken by support staV and not by teachers. It
is vital, therefore, that the school staYng structure identifies support staV who will undertake all the
administrative and clerical aspects of provision for SEN.

33. Developments in integrated children’s services mean that, increasingly, schools are expected to
engage with a wide range of other services, including services for pupils with SEN. Integrated children’s
services are likely to have a significant impact on the role of the SENCO and SEN support staV. For
example, NASUWTmembers report that SENCOs are being asked to attend increasing numbers of multi-
agency meetings including meetings held out of school hours, and that the bureaucracy of multi-agency
working is already spiralling out of control. The cost of multi-agency working, including the potential
implications for school resources, should be examined.

Funding

34. NASUWT has serious concerns about the amount of funding that is provided for SEN, how funding
is allocated at a local level, the monitoring of the use of funds for SEN provision, and the lack of
transparency within the funding process. NASUWT is concerned that in many instances the driver for
inclusion appears to have been about reducing costs by reducing special school provision, to the detriment
of pupils.

35. Issues about the cost of SEN provision are particularly significant in rural areas. Distances mean that
access to specialist provision, including specialist units, may be very limited. Local mainstream schools may
need to cater for a wide range of pupils with SEN and this obviously has cost implications. NASUWT
believes that funding for SEN provision needs to take account of barriers to accessibility.

36. NASUWT believes there needs to be transparency at local authority level about the funding of SEN.

The National Curriculum

37. The National Curriculum, variable resource provision, the emphasis on performance tables, and the
size of classes in mainstream schools, makes it very diYcult to meet the needs of some pupils with SEN.
NASUWT has particular concerns about the appropriateness of placing some pupils with SEN in large
mainstream schools. Teachers report that some pupils, especially pupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorders
(ASD) and moderate learning diYculties, encounter particular diYculties in large secondary schools.
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38. The Union has serious concerns about the use of work-based learning for pupils with SEN. Whilst
this may be appropriate for some pupils, placements are not suitable for all pupils. NASUWT is also
concerned that an emphasis on vocational training pathways for pupils with SEN could serve to limit their
access to core curriculum subjects such as English and maths.

39. Transition between schools presents particular problems for many pupils with SEN. Mainstream
schools often do not have the resources or expertise to support pupils with SEN through transition.

Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

40. NASUWTbelieves that specialist provision is themost appropriate form of provision for some pupils
with SEN. The Union believes that a range of provision should be available, including special schools,
specialist units and co-located provision. This is essential if parents are to be given a real choice about the
provision that they want for their child; it is also crucial in ensuring that pupils get support that is tailored
to their needs.

41. NASUWT believes that a major benefit of special schools is that it means there are specialists on site
who can oVer help and advice to teachers, parents and pupils on specific issues. Co-location and specialist
units within mainstream schools also mean that mainstream staV can benefit from help and advice from
specialists. NASUWT believes that the policy of closing special schools should cease. Special schools, along
with other forms of specialist provision, should be amongst the options available to pupils with SEN.

42. Teachers working in specialist provision report that they are seeing increasing numbers of pupils with
behavioural diYculties and that this is having a significant impact on the way in which the units are
managed. The presence of pupils with ESBD can have a negative impact on other pupils, who are often very
vulnerable. Steps need to be taken to ensure that pupils with behaviour problems, rather than SEN, are not
placed in provision that is designed for pupils with SEN.

Raising Standards of Achievement for Pupils with SEN

43. NASUWT has considerable concerns about the way in which the achievements of pupils with SEN
are recognised. Specifically, the Union believes that league tables, which drive teachers to teach to tests,
mean that the achievements of some pupils with SEN, for example achievements in literacy and numeracy
“life skills’ and in practical or vocational subjects, are not recognised. This serves to undermine their
motivation and increases the risk of disaVection.

The System of Statements of Need for Pupils with SEN

44. NASUWT believes that whilst statements provide a means of assuring provision, the process of
securing a statement is often very time-consuming for all concerned, including parents. There are significant
workload implications for schools, and unnecessary bureaucratic mechanisms associated with the process.

The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of the Disability Discrimination
Act (DDA)

45. NASUWT is concerned that the national policy to reduce reliance on statements has been interpreted
by local authorities as an opportunity to cut costs, rather than about ensuring that pupils with SEN are
provided with the most appropriate support. For example, in one authority the removal of statements for
pupils identified as “Band 5 statements” has been accompanied by a funding package, which combines SEN
funding with funding from a social deprivation budget, and leads to a progressive reduction in funding
support to schools over a three-year period, so that after four years, schools will be expected to meet the full
costs of provision for those pupils.

46. NASUWT is concerned that Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunals (SENDISTs) do
not always take account of how their judgements impact on schools and on teacher workload in particular.
For example, one SENDIST judgement required the school to provide all of its staV with training on a
specific disability. The judgement required this training to be delivered within a specific timeframe which
meant that teachers were required to undertake the training in their own time, during the school holiday
period. This clearly creates resentment and frustration amongst staV, which has the potential to undermine
the benefits of any training. NASUWT strongly advises that SENDISTs are required to take account of
practicalities such as the timing of training, and the impact on teacher workload.

October 2005
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Witnesses: Mr John Bangs, Assistant Secretary, Education and Equal Opportunities, NUT; Dr Rona Tutt,
Immediate Past President, NAHT; Mr Martin Johnson, Head of Education, ATL; and Mr Darren
Northcott, Assistant Secretary (Education), NASUWT, gave evidence.

Q742 Chairman:We have got some familiar friends Q746 Chairman: Are they graduates, for example?
Mr Bangs: No, I think what is happening is thathere this morning and a couple of you who have not
teaching assistants are being given that job,given evidence to the Committee before. I am sorry
Chairman.but it is going to be a rapid session. You knowwe are

tight for time and we are running up against Prime
Minister’s Questions, so apologies to you, it is going Chairman:Let us move on. I am not going to hog the
to be rapid fire this morning, but as we regularly see questioning because I cut back colleagues just now.
you we will do it again. Darren Northcott, John David, do you want to the lead the questioning?
Bangs, Martin Johnson and Rona Tutt, it is very
nice to see you. Let us start with that question that I Q747 Mr Chaytor: One of the themes that has come
did not ask the others. There is a worrying trend, is out frequently during the inquiry is the need for a
there not, that Special Educational Needs Co- closer relationship between mainstream and special
ordinators (SENCOs) increasingly are not teachers, schools. Do you feel that the proposals in the
they are somebody else? We had the examinations Education and Inspection Bill are more likely to
people in yesterday saying that increasingly the encourage that closer relationship or discourage it?
person co-ordinating examinations in the school is Dr Tutt: I think they will help. I think the growth in
not a teacher. Particularly on SENCOs this is a both types of specialist school possibilities for
worrying trend, is it not? special schools will be a great step forward because it
MrBangs:Yes, it is extremely worrying and we have does mean that you are working in partnership with
been tracking that. We did some research on other types of schools, and themore we canmove on
SENCOs, as you can see from our evidence to the beyond the debate that has dogged us for 25 years
select committee, and one aspect of that evidence is (and some of it was re-run last week) and actually
that a number of SENCOs are not trained teachers, move towards an inclusive education service, as
particularly in primary schools. We find that very flagged up in the SEN strategy, with all schools

working together to meet needs between them, theregrettable. With permission Chairman, we are
better the future will be for children with SEN.about to publish some research about the impact on

provision in mainstream schools of inclusion. We
have asked Cambridge University to do that and Q748 Mr Chaytor:What is holding that back now?
that is one specific issue that comes up so we would Dr Tutt: It is partly people who want to re-run the
like to submit that evidence to you. debate of the last 25 years, but I think it is also—

Q749 Chairman: Are you talking about BaronessQ743 Chairman: It is particularly worrying, is it not
Warnock here?because at a time when we have got Every Child
Dr Tutt: I was here with Baroness Warnock. I wasMatters and the Children Act in force, this is quite a referring to the people who gave evidence aboutsophisticated role because there is co-ordination and wanting all special schools closed by 2020, which

liaison with a large number of agencies on this and was a re-run of the debate.
this needs a pretty experienced and wise head?
Mr Bangs: Absolutely, and in fact the Code of

Q750 Chairman: Do you regret that BaronessPractice on special educational needs identifies
Warnock stirred this up?clearly in law the role of the SENCO, and that is the
Dr Tutt: Not at all. I think she has taken on herselfonly type of teacher who has their role defined in law a lot more blame than she need. She never wanted toother than teachers in the school teachers’ pay and close all special schools. I think what is really

conditions document. It is absolutely bizarre that at holding us back is that the word “inclusion” is used
a time when we believe children with special in so many diVerent ways. If we use it so that we all
educational needs have the absolute right to be meant an inclusive service which included all schools
taught by high-quality teachers that SENCOs rather than all children in mainstream then we could
themselves on an increasing trend are not teachers. move forward with common purpose.

Q751 Chairman:Martin, do you want to come in?Q744 Chairman: But SENCOs are not doing the
Mr Johnson: Just very quickly to say in response toteaching, are they?
the question, that Rona is right to identify thatMr Bangs: A lot of SENCOs are, certainly in
feature but I think the other features of the Bill doprimary schools. There is a lot of co-ordination
not really impinge on this question.going on in terms of learning support in secondary
Mr Northcott: Agreeing with that entirely, but theschools but primary schools is where the real pinch
point that was raised in the earlier discussion aboutpoint is, both in terms of time and training.
the impact of performance tables upon the ability of
co-operation within the system is an extremely

Q745 Chairman: So what sort of qualifications do important point. It is a point that our members raise
these non-teaching SENCOs have? all the time.
Mr Bangs: We have been doing some investigation Mr Bangs: To answer that question, the Bill is silent
into that work and, as I say, I would like to submit on whether or not local authorities are providers or

commissioners but the whole trend of the Billthe Cambridge University evidence to you.
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towards self-governing independence is such that the debate about inclusion meaning one thing or
silence of the Bill on the role of authorities in either another; it is what can the system do to meet the
commissioning or providing is extremely worrying. needs of individual children.
There ought to be a clause in the Bill which identifies Chairman: I am going to stop teasing you, John!
the role of the authority as provider as well as David?
commissioner. I base that on Ofsted evidence and
their review of special educational needs support

Q758 Mr Chaytor: Can we move back to the lastservices which highlighted extreme anxiety about
session and the final questions about professionalwhat was happening to children with complex needs
development. What the Chief Executive of the TDAwith regards to delegation. Delegation and
was willing to admit was that there were big gapscommissioning are more or less the same thing. I
in professional development, but what is holdingthink you are absolutely right to ask the question.
local authorities back from providing moreThere needs to be a re-examination of the role of
opportunities? There seems to me in my area nolocal authorities in relation to direct provision in the
shortage of opportunities for teachers to go on shortcore areas of special educational needs.
courses to improve their skills, so where is the real
blockage here? Is it lack of suitable materials, lack ofQ752 Mr Chaytor: The irony is that in SEN many
expertise, or lack of time? Where is the blockage?special schools are already way outside the local
MrNorthcott: I think one blockage is the inability ofauthority framework whereas the debate about
the system perhaps to develop better links betweenmainstream schools is that most of them are within
the special sector and the mainstream sector. Therethe local authority framework, and the Bill may
is a huge amount of expertise in the special sectorencourage them to move outside it.
that simply is not tapped into on a routine basis. IMr Bangs: I do find it extraordinary that there is
think that blocks professional development in anow a concept of foundation special schools. For the
sense because there is not the opportunity, let us say,first time we have sponsored a specialist special
for teachers in the mainstream sector to haveschoolwhere we gave them£4,000 and the reason for

that was that they were providing a high-quality opportunities to access the expertise within that
service in East Sussex as a community maintained special sector because of the issues I think we have
special school. There is enormous opportunity there discussed this morning—the separation between the
for local authorities to use their own community two sectors and the ability to draw links between
schools to provide services to other schools. To be a them—so that is a blockage as well. Another
foundation special school I think would actually blockage on schools, given the fact that schools have
open up the gap between that school and the to pay for that CPD so they have a CPD budget and
authority. they have to prioritise, when they are prioritising

they look at issues in the primary sector to do with
Q753 Chairman: We have had an inquiry into the the data that informs their performance tables. So if
White Paper. they are looking to increase their English,Maths and
Mr Bangs: I was answering the question. Science end of Key Stage 2 results then there is a real
Chairman: It is an important relationship but, come pressure on them to skew their budgeting decisions
on, David! in relation to CPD towards those issues and perhaps
Mr Chaytor: On the question of inclusion, do each not as much towards issues like SEN that I think we
of you tend to share the definition that Miriam would all like to see.
Rosen gave of inclusion as process rather than
inclusion as place? Is there now a consensus about

Q759 Mr Chaytor: So it is the performance tables asthis concept?
currently constituted that are—
Mr Northcott: I think that high stakes culture skewsQ754 Chairman:Martin, you are nodding.
for some schools—and you understand why—Mr Johnson: I would just say yes.
decisions towards attainment in those core subjects.
Mr Johnson: If I may come in on CPD, I would likeQ755 Chairman: Rona?
to answer it in a slightly wider way because the TDADr Tutt: Yes.
reported to the Secretary of State about a year ago
now that CPD in general was in a dire state. ThereQ756 Chairman: You all say yes, do you?
are crises in both supply and demand and the ATL,Mr Bangs: Yes, but—
along with its social partners, is trying to deal with
the issue, for example by working towards a betterQ757 Chairman: I knew that you were not going to
entitlement for teachers to CPD. It is astonishinggive a one-word answer, John!
that teaching is not a learning profession at theMr Bangs: The inclusion should apply to the whole
moment. In reality, teachers have very littlelocal authority service and not to the individual
opportunity to access the professional developmentschool. It should be a wide range of provision to
that they think they need, so, for example, a classmeet a wide range of need.
teacher gaining a new class and finding that there isMr Northcott: It is a debate about assistance that
a child with a particular special need that they havecan meet the needs of individual children on the
not experienced before has very little opportunity inbasis of an objective assessment of their need. As

Rona says, it is moving away from this ideological reality to gain expertise in that special need.
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Q760 Chairman:Why can they not? CPD.” The amount of CPD time for teachers in
primary schools is going down because of the impactMrJohnson:Because there is a dearth of appropriate
of PPA.provision and there is a dearth of capacity in the

system. There is a lack of capacity to allow teachers
to go out of school during the working day to go on Q764 Chairman: How much do they get now?
courses which might be about that special need, for Mr Bangs: In terms of the PPA, it is 10% of the
example. There is no contractual entitlement for that working week.
teacher to do that.

Q765 Chairman:What percentage of CPD does the
Q761 Chairman: There are people sitting behind you average teacher get?
today who provide very short courses for people Mr Bangs: What percentage of CPD does the
who do not understand dyslexia and how to teach average teacher get? In primary schools or in
students with dyslexia. A lot of professionals have to secondary schools?
do this in their own time and take courses to hone
their professional skills. Are you telling me the only

Q766 Chairman: Both.way a teacher does it is to have special time oV?
Mr Bangs: There has not been a calculation of theMr Johnson: I am telling you what the TDA
amount of average CPD done. We are gettingreported to the Secretary of State.
information through from people who come on our
programmes and that is what they are saying to us.

Q762 Chairman: I know a lot of teachers who give
up their own time to train.

Q767 Chairman: Rona, do you know?Mr Johnson: Yes, that is right and we would not
Dr Tutt: I do not know the precise figures. I do knowdeprecate that, but that is not a suYcient way to run
that it is now normally linked to performancea system. Obviously I am talking about the whole
management, and part of that is to flag up the sort ofrange of professional development and ourmembers
development opportunities that a particular teachertell us that they cannot get the development they
will need and then to try and supply them. I think itneed. In many schools, agreed, sometimes what we
would help if the system was much more systematic.call twilight provision is there. In many cases,
In the SEN strategy, for instance, there is thatthough, teachers cannot get out of school during the
triangular model, you may recall, which suggested aday to attend events which would help them develop
certain level of expertise in the SEN field which isprofessionally.
needed by all teachers and then at the next level you
have got a slightly smaller number where in all
schools you need some teachers with a higher levelQ763 Mr Chaytor: Is this not a supply problem and
of expertise, and at the top you would need the mostsurely the workplace reforms of the last two or three
expertise amongst a group of schools, so someyears has meant that in primary schools now staV
teachers within a group of schools would have that.have got an element in their week of professional
I do not think we have got that systematic way ofdevelopment time for the first time ever? It cannot be
looking at professional development in the SENargued that there is no time for primary school
field. I would like to also pick up the point that wasteachers to take advantage of training.
made about including special schools. I think if weMr Johnson: That time is supposed to be for
could get to this inclusive education service—and Ipreparation and follow-up of lessons rather than
will try not to use the phrase toomany times—whereprofessional development. What we are going to be
it was all seen as part of the same service, then thelooking for is a contractual entitlement in terms of
contribution that special schools could makeperhaps number of hours a year or number of days
through outreach and through in-service traininga year for teachers to access, so we want more time.
and so on is huge. Many special schools have beenAs I said, it is both a supply side problem and a
doing this for a number of years but it does cost anddemand side problem.
you have got to have the staV to do it and you haveMr Bangs: Can I highlight two things. First of all, I
got to have the resources behind you to enable it todisagree withOfsted and theTDAabout the amount
happen. We could then tap into this enormousof specialist CPD available for those involved in
resource much more eYciently.supporting children with special educational needs.

Our evidence, which I referred to earlier, identifies
that those involved in inclusive schools are not Q768 Mr Chaytor: Could I move on then to the
getting the support they need in terms of question of assessment because one of the
professional development. I do think that needs recommendations that has been made as a result of
interrogating. As I said, we will send you that the Every Child Matters work is to introduce a
evidence. The second thing is this: as you know, we common assessment framework. Could you just
run a comprehensive professional development explain the key features of that common assessment
programme at the NUT.We are now getting a lot of framework? How is that going to relate to the whole
evidence, certainly from our providers, that in statementing process?
primary schools head teachers are saying to Dr Tutt:At the moment it is still being trialled so we
teachers, “You have got your planning, preparation do not really have the detail of how it is actually

working out but it is trying to make sure thatand assessment time; I cannot now release you for
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children and families do not go through diVerent there enough collaboration going on between
maintained schools and the independent sectorassessments, from social services, from health, and

from education. schools, like the National Autistic Society schools,
in terms of setting up joint in-service training where
you do get the child in your particular class who isQ769 Mr Chaytor: As a principle you support it?
on the ASD spectrum?Dr Tutt: I think that must be a good bit of joined-up
Mr Northcott: I think, as Ralph said, there is some,working andwe will be very interested to see how the
but probably not as much as you would want to seepilots come up with their results and what it shows
and I think the reason for that is because of the factand indeed what the follow-on then is to the
that there is not as yet some sort of mechanism thatstatementing process, which obviously is one of the
can bring that to happen and make that happen in athings we are all very interested in improving and
meaningful way, so it happens more perhaps on andoing something about.
ad-hoc basis. I certainly know from my experiences
where groups of schools approach, say, a school inQ770 Mr Chaytor: And what is your gut feeling
that sector which they feel has got some advice theyabout statementing? If the CAF is in place and starts
could benefit from, they seem to broker thatto work well, will there be less of a need for
themselves. That is very positive and it shows greatstatementing? Will the number of children being
initiative, but the diYculty is that it takes a lot ofstatemented be reduced?
work to do, it is quite bureaucratic, it takes a lot ofDr Tutt:We would hope that that would definitely
setting up and, if there were a system which actuallybe the case. The NAHT in their written evidence to
encouraged that more and allowed that to happenyou suggested that as a starting point (and this
more easily, youwould bemore likely to see that, butwould only be a starting point) as a way of trying to
I think that is an example.claw back some of the enormous amount of time and

money spent on a very small percentage of children,
that statements could for instance just be used if Q773 JeV Ennis: Do LEAs need to take the lead on

issues like that, Darren, or should it be left tochildren were going to continue to have special
school places in the long term. That is not ideal individual schools, do you think?

Mr Northcott: I think the LEAs should be in abecause it does not help to see it all as one system,
but it might be a stepping stone on theway to putting position where they are taking the lead on that. The

real question we have got to ask ourselves is: do theyin place something that is less time consuming and
less greedy as far as all types of resource, including have the resources, do they have the tools, do they

have the levers available in order to make thatmoney, are concerned.
Mr Bangs: Just two points. I think, as David says, happen? I think a lot of people tell us that they do

not necessarily have that, they are not necessarily inthe Common Assessment Framework has a real
opportunity to slim down the bureaucracy inside the a place where they can draw those together and I

think that goes to the heart of the question about thecurrent statementing process but the real problem is
this: the first two school-based stages of the Code do relationship between the local authority and the

schools in its area and what relationship there isnot have any resources attached to them, they are
usually internal, so everyone will go for between that local authority and those schools and

what sort of vision we want to see for that.statementing. That is the first issue and so long as
resources are attached to statementing that is what
is going to happen. The other problem with the Q774 Chairman: But is it a problem that funding
statementing process is that it is very much increasingly flows straight to a school?
individual-based. You could not have in a statement Mr Northcott: I think that is a diYculty in a sense,
a recommendation that that child with a statement that then the onus is on each individual school to try
is taught in a smaller class size than other students and broker its own solutions to its own SEN issues,
where there are not students with statements. In fact perhaps it is CPD, perhaps it is bringing in resources
what our members tell us all the time is, “We could or materials, and I think it seems to a lot of people
cope with this child if we had a much smaller class that there are more economies of scale within the
size”. system if you try and organise that collaboration on

a more strategic basis. If you get individual schools
Q771 Mr Chaytor: Is there a case then, once the individually trying to broker their solutions, you get
CAF is in place, for almost dividing the statementing repetition, you get variation as well, so the kind of
process into two, an initial statement that may be quality of support the teachers teaching your child
called something before we move on to the full- are getting depends upon a decision made by each
blown statement which ismore geared up to children individual school rather than perhaps so much a
whom we would see in special schools? kind of strategic decision, a kind of authority-wide
Mr Bangs: I think that is an interesting idea, yes. set of decisions which actually could lead to a more
Dr Tutt: That could certainly be looked at as an eVective use of resources and more consistent
interesting way forward. provision.

Dr Tutt: It goes back to the business about being
much more systematic about the whole CPD andQ772 JeV Ennis: Supplementing the point which

David was raising in terms of in-service training SEN field. I have been on a steering group for the
low-incidence needs audit, and I have been veryopportunities, and it is really in connection with a

point I raised with the previous set of witnesses, is encouraged by the willingness of the independent
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sector to actually contribute to CPD and I have the SEN panel for many, many years, working with
county councillors of all sorts of political views, ispersonal experience of using them in the past, but it

is a bit ad hoc, if you happen to know who you can that it has been one of those situations where it has
sometimes been Conservative, sometimes Labour,get hold of and so on, and I think the idea that it is

made much more systematic would make it much sometimes LibDem, all sorts of combinations of
people running County Hall and there has nevereasier and save a lot of time for schools.
been any disagreement about their view on SEN and
the need for a continuum of provision.Q775 Chairman: It is a very interesting area, is it not?
MrBangs:Can I just follow on fromwhat Rona andWe have often had the complaint that education is
Darren have said because it is very important and itso centralised, everything comes out of the
is not known. I do not know whether you have hadDepartment, that this is centralisation, there is no
the information in the Committee, but the Assistantlocal autonomy and democracy, but actually there is
Secretary, or whatever Andrew Adonis’ title is,a bit of SEN that is the most locally determined of
Parliamentary Under-Secretary, he has withdrawnalmost any service. Here we are with a lot of the
Circular 11/90. Now, Circular 11/90 describes andevidence we have taken, saying they do not like it,
oVers advice on pupil:teacher and pupil:supportthat theywant it national, it is a postcode lottery and
staV ratios and that has been opposed by the rangethey want the same package wherever a child lives.
of organisations concerned with special educationalNow, what do we want? What do you want, as
needs. It was a small internal consultation and it isteachers?
not known. In fact that Circular has beenMr Northcott: What I think we want is a national
enormously helpful in informing certainly issuesframework with local flexibility which says, “These
which have been brought up not just by teachers, butare some sort of common entitlements everyone
by parents and governors about how to actuallywould have. Here is a common definition of what
allocate the number of students to the number of‘inclusion’ actually means”. I think we heard this
teachers within individual schools.morning from your previous witnesses that the

definition of what ‘inclusion’ means varies from
authority to authority and that leads to wide Q779 Chairman:What does this mean for SEN?

Mr Bangs: I think it is very serious because there isvariation in practice, so getting some of these
national things right, getting a national framework now no national guidance whatsoever about the

ratio of teachers and support staV to students inright and, within that, you allow on a kind of local
authority or school basis the flexibility to meet schools; that has been withdrawn. It was published

in 1990, we called for it to be revised as obviously it isspecifically identifiable local needs, it is that kind of
system that you want rather than a system that just 15 years old, but it has been withdrawn without any

replacement.has, due to the funding mechanisms and due to the
relationship between local authorities and schools,
almost a much more variable set of outcomes Q780 Chairman: As of when?
without any real understanding as to why that Mr Bangs:Now. There was a small consultation, we
variation is actually taking place. How is that submitted evidence at the beginning of the year and
variation benefiting the children? it has just been withdrawn.

Q776 Chairman: Martin, you and John have got a Q781 Chairman: Are you aware of this, Rona?
lot of experience of working in this field. Can you Dr Tutt:Yes, we were aware and we did actually ask
flag up to the Committee where is best practice in the for it to be looked at because in someways it was out
country? Which local government area and schools of date, but we were not happy with the way it just
are at the top of your league? Douglas has a thing suddenly was withdrawn and we do not know if
about Essex and we are going to explore that in anything is going in its place.
Essex, but where is that relationship?We have had a
lot of evidence in this Committee of where the Q782 Stephen Williams: The area I was going to
relationship between local government and schools explore was on funding and you have just touched
is very good. on it and maybe Darren and some of the other
Dr Tutt: Yes, absolutely. witnesses can comment on it as well. With the

increased delegation of funding to schools, is there a
Q777 Chairman:Where do you think that is? danger that there will not be co-ordination of
Mr Bangs:Well, East Sussex, West Sussex, all those services and specialist services that are currently
authorities that run along the north of the river in provided by the LA, such as educational
London, Newham, Tower Hamlets, Barking and psychologists and that that particular specialism and
Dagenham, a range of northern authorities. service may be undermined if the LA is under-

resourced?
Mr Johnson: Can I point up one issue about schoolQ778 Chairman: It sounds like a Billy Bragg song!

MrBangs:Well, I did not get a ticket actually for the funding in general which impinges on this question
and that is that it is very diYcult to know howBilly Bragg performance on 1Maywhich I am really

annoyed about, but there you go! schools allocate the resources they receive for
anything because the kinds of accounts that they areDr Tutt: Just to put in a word about Hertfordshire,

which happens to be my home authority, what I required to publish do not necessarily, for example,
show how much money they have spent on meetinghave been particularly impressed with, and I was on
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SEN in their schools. You should be able to see the it is the LEAs who need it all for admin or whatever,
could there be a solution in terms of radicallyincome stream, but not the expenditure stream.

Now, I amnot suggesting to you that schools are not overhauling the statementing process so that the
statement not just specifies what needs to be done,spending their SENmoney on SEN, I suggest to you

that there is a wide variety of practice in that way, but, almost rather like a cheque and use the
“voucher” word if you want—it indicates the actualbut the point is that there is an accountability

problem and, when it comes to SEN, of course the quantity of money that a child is entitled to in order
to deliver that and give it legal backing so that if thefact that schools have got the money is an important

explanation for why local authorities will not LEA does not deliver that value of education, they
can have recourse to the courts and do it that way?statement. The fact is they are only supposed to

statement for needs that cannot bemet in the school. Therefore, instead of trying to push themoney down
from the top andmake sure it gets through, you giveIf the school has got the money, they can argue that

schools shouldmeet the need. It is very simple really. the people at the end of the line the entitlement, the
legal entitlement to ring-fence their own share of theNow, if that is not a satisfactory situation, then that

needs to be looked at again. budget and get their share, their entitlement that
way?Chairman: That sounds like blinding commonsense

to me. Dr Tutt:Well, it is an interesting one and it may be
worth looking at. I think, however it is done, we can
all agree at the moment that the outcomes are notQ783 Stephen Williams: Just to tease that out a bit,
measurable and, whatever is put in, we need toare you saying eVectively that schools have ring-
measure the eVect that that has. Whatever thefenced money for SEN or they should have ring-
statement says, wherever it takes place, whether it isfenced money for SEN, but it is not clear from their
mainstream, special or a combination of both,expenditure reporting that they have actually used
whatever it is, we are not good at measuring thethat ring-fenced money? There is an analogy there
eVect that has had.with PCTs and sexual health, for instance, where this
Mr Northcott: These are tremendously diYcultGovernment has given a dollop of money for sexual
issues because I can see the merit in what you say,health, but PCTs use it on all sorts of other things
that if you say that there is ring-fenced money, thatand you cannot really tell where it went.
will be guaranteed for that child. One of the otherMr Johnson:We have a lot of evidence in schools of
things I think we heard this morning was that verywhat the academic, David Gilbourne, calls “triage”,
often the ability of a child to receive a statementthat is to say, schools are selecting pupils on the basis
depends upon the ability of their parents to navigateof the quality they are going to add to theirmeasured
their way through the system. If they have a kind ofoutputs in league tables and allocating resource
amount of money attached to that statement, thenaccordingly. Now, that, in principle, tells against
there is always the danger that parents will reallypupils with SEN.
pursue the statement and the statement gets a level
of importance which perhaps might be in some casesQ784 Mr Chaytor: Is not the logic of that that there
disproportionate and then the pupils receivingneeds to be a simple change to the section 52
statements are those whose parents are able tostatements? Would that solve the problem?
pursue the system more eVectively. I think there isMr Johnson: It might, but the same thing applies to
much in that, but we have got to have some sort ofthe whole range of activity of schools and, as I say,
system around which parents who perhaps are lessthe triage problem.
confident with the bureaucracy, who are lessMr Bangs: I think section 52 statements have to be
confident with meeting oYcialdom, who are lessvery specific about the nature of provision provided.
confident in articulating themselves and their child’sIn fact I disagree. I think a colleague from Ofsted
needs are supported through that because I think, ifsaid earlier that statements are about provision, but
you just did that on its own, you might get somethat is not the case all the time. In fact actually there
skewed outcomes.is quite a lot of evidence that statements about

emotional and behavioural diYculties simply
include advice rather than specifying additional Q786 Chairman:TheAudit Commissionwere sitting
support. Now, I highlighted earlier one of the there just now, saying that the whole statementing
problems with specifications of individual support, process means a flow of resources to a particular
but at least that is something and I think the bleeding group of children which actually takes away from
away of resources at school level has to do with the the special educational needs of a whole bunch of
delegation of statemented money to schools. I other children and that is a real problem. Would
actually think that has been a real mistake. If there Douglas’s suggestion not accelerate that process?
is one job a local authority should have, it should be Mr Northcott: I am not saying it does not have
to stand up for youngsters with special educational advantages and disadvantages. I think whichever
needs and ensure that they get the provision that is approach you adopt, clearly there has to be
allocated to them in the statement. something around what that statement guarantees,

what support it guarantees. Clearly that is going to
have a cost and, whether you ring-fence an amountQ785 Mr Carswell: On this point of the money, as I
of money, it has to be thought through carefully. Ithink you said, bleeding away, not getting through,
am not saying that you dismiss that out of hand, butthe money being pulled at one end, but not actually

going where it is meant to go, and I do not know if what I am saying is that one of the things you would
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have to look at very carefully in that system is that, Q789 Chairman: It takes time.
Mr Johnson: Yes.if there is an amount of money, there is a pot of gold
Mr Bangs: I worked in a special school for yearswith the statement, then it does attract people, it
and years and years and I was also active on thedoes make people more assertive in pursuing
Inner London Education Authority over specialstatements and, with our current system, it tends to
educational needs and I was a teacher member onbe parents frommore advantaged backgrounds who
the Inner London Education Authority for specialare able to be more assertive and more eVective in
educational needs. As a present, I was allowed to gosecuring those statements. That is a message we get
into the placement, the Holy Grail of placing a childacross the country. One local authority’s response to
who had a statement with special educational needs.that was just simply to stop funding statements, so
They had been through all the paperwork which wasstatements are not funded, which actually meant
described earlier, and the discussions which takethat a lot of the people ended up not pursuing the
place amongst the SEN statementing oYcer and thestatement. The diYculty with that is how we get an
EPs is actually a very informal one and actually doesobjective assessment.
not bear too much relationship to the paper; it is
about whether they think, on their hunch, a child
will do well in X school or Y school and the paperQ787 Chairman:Which authority was that?
does not actually inform it too much. That was myMr Northcott: I believe it was Newham.
experience.

Q790 JeV Ennis: Changing the subject slightly, isQ788 Chairman: But you just said Newham is
there any hard evidence to suggest that those schoolswonderful, John.
which havemore freedoms or those which are higherMr Bangs: Newham is a good authority and it does
up the league tables are less likely to participate inwell, but I do think that Douglas’s point is a very
local collaborative arrangements on SEN? Is theregood one. I think the problem with the statementing
any evidence?system is that it is a very, very high-stakes system for Mr Bangs: The evidence that I referred to earlierparents and there are more education oYcers who from the Cambridge study is that that is an

have lost their jobs because of “out-of-control” SEN enormous pressure on schools with teachers who
budgets than any other reason for education oYcers have a real commitment to inclusion and that
resigning. I do think actually, as I said before, that actually headteachers are fully aware of the impact
we need to look at the school-based stages first of youngsters who have learning diYculties on their
before the statement and David’s idea of looking at performance tables and, as I said, I will give that
a guarantee of additional resources there in a wider evidence to you.
context in relation to smaller class sizes and support Dr Tutt: I think it is very diYcult to continue to run
that that school needs to get as a whole institution is a system that relies so heavily on tables, targets and
important. I also think, in response to Douglas’s tests and say that every child matters and we want
question, that we need to be looking at not having personalisation which fits in entirely with SEN.
the bureaucracy in place if you need to place a child
in a special school. Prior to Warnock, we had an Q791 Chairman: So would you prefer to go the
assessment system which was flexible. Now, there Welsh route and get rid of that?
were all sorts of issues prior toWarnock, but at least Dr Tutt:Much prefer, yes.
you were able to place a child in a special school, if
the parents agreed, without the bureaucracy and I do Q792 Chairman: You would like to go the Welsh
think that would cut down the bureaucratic process. way in terms of withdrawal of the test, yes?
Mr Johnson: If you are thinking about whether we Dr Tutt: Yes, getting rid of the high-stakes testing.
need a statementing system, I think that my
memberswould say that one virtue of it is that it does Q793 Chairman: That is the Welsh experience, but
then lead to review, and I associate this comment what about the Scottish experience? You have seen
with what has been said about focusing on desired that they are taking a diVerent direction on SEN.
outcomes and it also relates to the personalisation Should we follow that? Is it a good method? Do you
agenda in general. If we are all looking for a school like it?
system in which assessment for learning takes a Mr Johnson: Obviously the new system has only
higher place, then we would say that the review part been in place since September and it is too early to
of meeting SEN is crucial to meeting the child’s tell how it is going to pan out. I would just say that
needs and that is a strong reason for saying that it it is an interesting idea, but I am not quite sure
would be helpful to have a system in which review whether it attacks the issues that the Committee has
was required, but whether you can make that less been concerned about, which are bureaucracy and
bureaucratic, I do not know. I just want to say one expense in the statementing system. Insofar as it may
other thing about statementing which I am not sure reduce the number of statements and increase the
has always got through in the evidence to this number of intermediate interventions, such asDavid
Committee, that often that statementing process was suggesting, then sure. If I can just go back to the
involves very strong, professional disagreements previous question a little bit, clearly what Rona said
and that is one reasonwhy the process is diYcult and is the case and we all believe that, although the

evidence is diYcult to assemble, I concede that, butexpensive.
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I would go a little bit further and say that the SEN Q797 JeV Ennis: But the Government believe they
issue is not an issue for pupils with SEN, but it is an should be there and that is the problem we have got,
issue for all pupils and all schools and we need to I agree with you.
look at what is wrong with the practice in all schools Dr Tutt: Yes. You can put in value added and yes,
before we can improve the service we oVer to pupils that helps, and you can put in contextual value
with SEN. In ATL’s opinion, the curriculum that is added and that helps further, but we had a previous
oVered to all pupils is inappropriate and the Minister actually saying that he did not understand
associated assessment, part of which is the national the tables as they stood originally, let alone with all
test and I include GCSE and A-level here, the these extra features.
national assessment systems are out of kilter with the Mr Bangs: We have got an extraordinary situation
needs of young people, employers and society in where we have the CVA pilot coming into existence
general. Until we have a radical overhaul of with a whole range of background factors in relation
curriculum and assessment, that will be a to school performance tables and an indication from
countervailing pressure on schools in terms of their the Minister that you will not only have the current
ability to deal with SEN pupils. National Curriculum levels, but also you will have
Chairman: That opens up a rather large question. sub-levels in a school performance table. I actually

think that this is going more and more into a dead
end where you actually are getting fine grade resultsQ794 JeV Ennis: That leads me obviously on to the
in a school performance table when the real value ofquestion that I asked the earlier set of witnesses in
a contextual value added approach is how it appearsterms of the added value range of issues to do with
in your Ofsted report, not under the schoolspecial educational needs, such as free school meals
performance table. Has the school researched onbeing part of the league tables. Do you think that is
howmuch it is adding? It should be information thatan issue that people such as myself should be
is useful to the school, not useful to the press and Ipushing next week at the second reading of the Bill?
know that the Secretary of State says, “Well, weMr Northcott: I think how those value added
would have to release the information under FOImeasures are constituted is the first question. The
anyway”, but the fact of the matter is that that is notsecond question is the fact that we still have raw
an issue, Chair, as you said in Wales; schoolschools data published and there is an ongoing
performance tables are not an issue in Wales.commitment to do that. If you go and buy a house

and you go on an Internet site to see how good are
your local schools, there is some sort of complicated

Q798 Mr Carswell: I have a question that is lookingCVA data figure which is there and it is how many
ahead. I have a big fear that politicians, both left andA-levels did the school get, howmanyGCSEs, grade
right, may look at the problem of local governmentA to C, what were the Key Stage SATS results, so
finance and try and eVectively nationalise thethere is still a pressure around that and schools feel
education budget, that portion of finance that townthat pressure, so it is the fact that those results are
halls determine for themselves, in order to try andstill published and they are completely de-
balance local government finance. If this were tocontextualised, I think as everyone appreciates. Also
happen and the Government, either left or right,when we look at CVA, taking into account all these
were to centralise control over local authorityfactors, it is what goes into that box. Raw data goes
funding, education funding, which I think it is likelyin, a number comes out, but does that number mean
they will suggest, this would have a big impact onanything for people in terms ofmaking judgments or
special needs education and some of the localassessments of a school and also what are the
variation that we see, though they could perhaps setprinciples, what is the methodology behind that that

leads to that CVA number coming out? We think up some sort of central agency for allocating the
that is very much an open question, to put it mildly, funding. If that were to happen and there were to a
as to whether that has actually been tackled sort of nationalisation of the local authority
eVectively. Therefore, does that CVA score really, education budget, what would your reaction be?
truly reflect all the diVerent features that a school has Would you see this as an opportunity, a threat?
to deal with and tackle? Mr Bangs: It would be a major mistake. It would be

a fundamental mistake if we had a national funding
system for education and the reason for that is thatQ795 Chairman: Do your headteachers have any
local authorities add their own resources and theiroverriding principles about a good education for all
own value. In fact actually it would simply bethe kids that could come to their school and all they
tantamount to a major cut in education provision.want to do is drive the standards up and they will
You are right, there is a rumour going around thatexclude people where they can? Is that how
the current Comprehensive Spending Review willmalicious your members are?
yield that and we would certainly resist it.Dr Tutt: I would not like to think any of our

members are malicious.

Q799 Mr Carswell: It would be bad for special
needs?Q796 Chairman:Well, cynical perhaps.
Mr Bangs: I think it would be very bad for specialDr Tutt: I find this whole question about improving
educational needs. The commitment amongst theleague tables diYcult when basically I just do not

think they should be there. vast majority of local authorities and the pride that
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they have in their own special educational provision mainstream schools were accessible. Unfortunately,
the fact that separate, ring-fenced budgets are nowwould be undermined by a national funding

formula. disappearing has meant, in my belief, that actually
all that work on ensuring that existing buildings areDr Tutt: Yes, I think certainly if it led to any sort of

cut in the resources available to schools, and made accessible has stopped and there is a very
strong argument indeed for a new initiative oncertainly I come from an authority that does add to

what is given from central government and pays over disability access.
and above, then it is going to disadvantage all
children, not least the ones with SEN. On the other Q803 Chairman:Martin?
hand, I have to say that NAHT has looked at the Mr Johnson: I have made the points I wanted to,
possibilities of a national funding formula just to Chair, thank you.
make sure that there is a baseline below which no
one can fall so that you get more equity in that way,

Q804 Chairman: Yes, you have made some goodbut it is a very complex situation.
ones already. Rona?
Dr Tutt:We have talked quite a bit about the SEN

Q800 Chairman: We are coming to the end of our continuum and of course, within that, many special
time and, because it has been a short and brief, but needs have their own continuum. Whether you take
very productive exchange, is there anything that we the autistic spectrum, whether you take cognitive
have not discussed that you think should be on the ability, whatever it is, there is a range within that, so
agenda? Darren? it is very diYcult to ever get to a point of saying,
Mr Northcott: I would very much, I think, look at “This particular diYculty needs this particular sort
this issue of the ability of the system, whatever we of provision”. What you have got to do, and what
mean by that, to make objective assessments of a Warnock tried to flag up all those many years ago,
child’s needs. We have looked at this whole issue of is to look at pupils as individuals and I think if we do
statementing and some of the pressures that go into that and look at each child as an individual and say,
the statementing process, some of the external “Where can this child be most included?”, that may
distortions about whether it is funded, whether it is or may not be in a special school, but we do not
not funded and the ability of certain parents to steer know because it would depend on the individual and
their way through the system. Looking at that, I the combination of the diYculties they have, their
think that, whatever system we have, we need a personality and all sorts of other factors. Then, if we
system that makes sure that, if a child has particular look at the five outcomes which I think are
special needs, those are objectively identified and fascinating if you look at them from the point of
assessed and that that child is placed in the provision view of providing for children with SEN, you say,
or in the setting that best suits their needs. I think our “Where will this child be healthy, feel safe, be able to
members tell us that too often that simply is not enjoy their education and, therefore, achieve?Where
happening as a result of the systemwe have got at the will they feel they are making a positive
moment, so that ability to make clear, objective and contribution”. I feel very strongly about this, as a
straightforward decisions about children’s needs head of a school for children with moderate learning
wherever you live I think is really important. diYculties and then we took on autistic spectrum

disorders and the MLDs of course became MLDs
and all sorts of other things as well because theQ801 Chairman: John?

Mr Bangs: There is no statutory requirement on ‘straightforward’ MLDs were in the mainstream, it
was the first time they had actually experiencedlocal authorities to maintain, or have access to, a

wide range of provision, including high-cost standing on a stage, being in a choir, representing
their school, being in school matches, being in theprovision and a range of special schools and units for

pupils with EBD and low-incidence services. I quote sensory room, though we did not have a
hydrotherapy pool, but all the sorts of things thatthat because that is in our evidence. We had a

commitment actually from the DfES that they you might be able to oVer a child so that they can
actually feel they aremaking a positive contribution.would look at that in the run-up to the 2002

EducationAct. In the end they did not put it into the I know there was a lot of criticism from Richard
Rieser and the people who were with him about2002 Education Act. Local authorities ought to be

required to have a range of provision to match the being prepared for future life, but although not all
children with SEN will be able to achieve economicrange of needs, to have access to that provision, and

that should be on the face of legislation. The wellbeing, sometimes the opportunity to have some
time in a specialist provision actually gives them thesecond point—
tools, whether it is learning Braille, whether it is
learning sign language, whatever it may be, that mayQ802 Chairman: That would upset Newham
actually be the experience that gives them the toolsthough, John.
to take their place in society.Mr Bangs: It would, and I said it was a good

authority, but I did not say that I agreed with its
SEN policy. The second point is this: that one of the Q805 Chairman: We have learnt a lot. Thank you

very much for your evidence. We have tothings we are very proud of is our link with Scope
and the Schools Access Initiative and the disability contextualise our proceedings—that is obviously the

word we have to use these days—everything will beaccess work. Jacqui Smith did a lot of very good
work in that area, £200 million into ensuring that contextualised and we have also learnt from John
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8 March 2006 Mr John Bangs, Dr Rona Tutt, Mr Martin Johnson and Mr Darren Northcott

that job security is higher in the education trade Mr Bangs:We stand up for those education oYcers,
Chair; they are our members!union person than it is working as a chief executive

in local government! Chairman: Thank you.
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Wednesday 15 March 2006

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods Helen Jones
JeV Ennis Mr Gordon Marsden

Memorandum submitted by the British Psychological Society

The British Psychological Society welcomes the opportunity to submit information to the Committee’s
inquiry into Special Education Needs. The British Psychological Society is the learned and professional
body, incorporated by Royal Charter, for psychologists in the United Kingdom. The Society has a total
membership of over 42,000 and is a registered charity.

The key Charter object of the Society is “to promote the advancement and diVusion of the knowledge of
psychology pure and applied and especially to promote the eYciency and usefulness of members by setting
up a high standard of professional education and knowledge”.

The Society is authorised under its Royal Charter to maintain the Register of Chartered Psychologists.
It has a code of conduct and investigatory and disciplinary systems in place to consider complaints of
professional misconduct relating to its members. The Society is an examining body granting certificates and
diplomas in specialist areas of professional applied psychology. It also has in place quality assurance
programmes for accrediting both undergraduate and postgraduate university degree courses.

1.1 This submission is based upon evidence provided by the Division of Educational and Child
Psychology (DECP). Educational and child psychologists work with children from 0–19 across all areas of
disability. They are concernedwith the application of psychological research and theory to the enhancement
of children’s learning, psychological well-being and development. They have skills in psychological and
educational assessment, intervention techniques and methods for helping children and young people who
are experiencing diYculties in learning or social adjustment.

1.2 Educational psychologists collaborate with other key professionals in the early identification of
diYculties a child or young person may be experiencing and through psychological assessment and
intervention. In particular, Educational Psychologists work closely with other colleagues in education (for
example educational welfare oYcers and behaviour support and pupil development staV), as well as other
professionals in agencies like social services and the health service.

1.3 Educational psychologists have a central role in Special Educational Needs (SEN) where they have
considerable statutory duties. Uniquely, educational psychologists are trained and have responsibilities and
involvement in every phase of education, including early years work, thus allowing them to see the long-
term impact of government decisions relating to SEN. Educational psychologists also inform social and
educational policy within local authorities in relation to SEN, children’s well-being, learning and
development and centre their work around multi-agency assessments and interventions.

1.4 Therefore, the range and scope of their work covers all five areas of “Every Child Matters”. The
transformation of SEN within the context of Children’s Services and the changing educational landscape
means that their professional knowledge base is founded upon day-to-day practices, a clearly articulated
working knowledge of psychological theory and research, and a strategic perspective which illuminates both
strengths and weakness of the past and current policies and practices relating to SEN.

Provision for SEN Pupils in “mainstream”: Availability of Resources and Expertise; Different
Models of Provision

2.1 Today, most pupils with SEN are educated in mainstream schools. However, their experience of
mainstream education and the nature and level of support that they receive will vary from region to region.
Concerns have been raised that a system of delegation of funding for support services has led to insecure
and inequitable provision for some pupils with SEN (Ofsted, 2005). In the context of the government’s Five
Year Strategy for Education andLearners (DfES, 2004a), which advocates the development ofmore school-
based resourcing and a greater diversity of providers, there is a continuing need for maintenance of central
local authority services (such as Educational Psychology Services) to promote and support the needs of
individual children, their families and schools. The increasingly influential market forces and the standards’
agenda has led to some children and their families having diYculty accessing services which should be there
for all children and “free at the point of delivery”.
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2.2 There is a need to consider in detail the critical relationship between a “market orientated educational
landscape” and the distribution of scarce additional resources via an equitable system based on “need”
which maintains equality of opportunity and outcome for vulnerable children. The current system of
funding needs to be reviewed and new arrangements that are stable, consistent and facilitate longer-term
planning should be introduced.

Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

3.1 Special schools have a distinctive and developing role within the present-day education system and
we support an increasing emphasis on the sharing of specialist pedagogy and the flexible use of dual
placements. The roles of mainstream and special schools need to overlap in legislation, as all children can
benefit from sharing experiences with children on a continuum of need, as they grow and take their places
in society as young adults. The British Psychological Society welcomes publication of “The Report of the
Special Schools Working Group” (2003) which calls for greater collaboration between mainstream and
special schools in developing innovative practices.

Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

4.1 A skilled and motivated children’s workforce is of central importance in raising standards of
achievement for SEN pupils. Implementation of the Every Child Matters agenda (ECM, 2003, pp 83–96)
raises particular challenges and contains considerable training implications for a range of staV who need to
develop a common core set of skills and knowledge (DfES, 2005a). The profession of educational
psychology has held a central position in this area and has been heavily involved in multi-agency working
on behalf of children and families from all age groups and in every type of educational setting, including
private, independent schools for children with SEN. Advising on high quality teaching for children with
SEN has been a central strand to the work of educational psychologists for nearly 50 years (cf the
Summerfield Report, 1968) as has research, and the provision of evidence of eVective practice through
reports, consultation and training (DfEE, 2000, p 20–21).

4.2 The case has already been made for local authorities to improve the evaluation of the impact of their
work on pupil progress. The rigorous implementation of evidence-based practice could deliver significant
improvements to the eVectiveness of provision across mainstream and special schools. This would involve
well-monitored evidence-supported interventions, systematically delivered by appropriately trained staV
and evaluated for their eVectiveness with individual children.

4.3 There is a clear need for the workloads and responsibilities of educational psychologists, speech and
language therapists and specialist teachers to be re-structured so that time can be released from bureaucratic
activities to allowmore hands-on involvement in training, monitoring and supporting to ensure high fidelity
in evidence-based programme delivery. It is essential that the children with the most complex needs are
provided with the most eVective provision. In many instances, provision is less than satisfactory, but there
are fewmechanisms which allow for eVective monitoring, accountability and challenge. Often, there are low
expectations for a child with special educational needs, and this leads to a position that minimal progress
is acceptable.

4.4 Poor monitoring of the outcomes of inclusion was identified in the Ofsted (2004) survey to examine
the impact of the government’s inclusion framework. Here it was reported that few schools evaluate
provision for SEN systematically so that they can establish how eVective it is and whether it represents value
for money. Ofsted (2002) had recommended that improvement should be measured in three areas:
educational attainment, gains in self-esteem, and improved relationships between pupils with SEN and their
peers. Recent developments, particularly work using the p-scales and the establishment of the National
Performance Framework for SEN (DfES, 2004b), appears to provide the means for resolving many issues
regarding the monitoring and evaluation of academic outcomes of inclusion.

4.5 However, we would also want to highlight the fact that excellent inclusive practice exists in a small
proportion of schools proving that eVective provision can be made (eg the inclusion of children with Down
syndrome in mainstream primary and secondary schools). However, perhaps the most diYcult barrier to
overcome in supporting children with SEN is found within the attitudes, values and personal beliefs of
people. It will be essential that this factor is fully understood by the committee because the prevailing culture
will determine, not only the outcomes of the review, but how the new regulations will be put into practice
by schools.

4.6 To raise standards of achievement for pupils who have special educational needs, there is a need for
consistent implementation of well-planned, appropriately diVerentiated curricula and individualized
programmes of support, recommended by educational psychologists, speech and language therapists and
specialist teachers from local authority teams or special school outreach teams. Currently, support for the
most vulnerable pupils is usually provided by teaching assistants who often receive insuYcient training,
monitoring and support. Furthermore, there has been a trend towards brief, superficial training in SEN
interventions which are not based on research or compelling evidence, and which are not rigorously
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evaluated. Highly trained and properly qualified professionals need to support school staV in their
continuing professional development. In addition, there needs to be a clear and rigorous evaluation of both
the quality of the training and its impact on children’s progress.

The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (“the Statementing Process”)

5.1 Some stakeholders have raised concerns about the equitability and cost eVectiveness of the current
system. Educational psychologists are in a good position to comment on these issues as they are centrally
concerned with supporting individual children, their families and communities and building school capacity
in this area.

5.2 The principles underpinning the so-called “statementing” process (a word which is, itself, indicative
of how corrupted the “formal assessment” procedure has become) were initially focussed on the “needs” of
children. Over time, however, the process has led to an education system where mainstream schools have
become increasingly dependent on the local authority in meeting the special educational needs of children
and young people. Paradoxically, schools and parents can spend a great deal of time pursuing a small
amount of money via a Statement of SEN. The notional “2%” of children with severe and complex special
needs referred to in the Warnock Report, (1978) has grown over the years and in some LEAs as many as
5% cent of pupils have Statements of Special Educational Need. As a consequence, the administrative
responsibilities resulting from the formal assessment procedures have had a detrimental impact on the
eVectiveness of all professional groups involved in the statutory assessment process. In the case of
educational psychologists, professional practice has been restricted and eVorts diverted from more
constructive activities such as proactive work, intervention planning and delivery, evaluation and inservice
training, especially for teachers and teaching assistants.

5.3 The unintended and perverse incentive for mainstream schools to expend time seeking money from
the local authority also perpetuates an unquestioning dependence on the Statement of Special Educational
Needs. Once a child is provided with additional funding via a Statement, there is no incentive to remove this
status, since to do so would be to lose funding or “have tomake redundant” the person employed to support
the Statement. Thus, children retain a Statement for their whole educational career. Decisions to maintain
a Statement of SEN can be predicated on the idea that the child would fail without the Statement, without
there being any clear supporting evidence that this is the case. Other arguments for maintaining a Statement
of SEN relate to unchallenged fears that transition to full time education/a secondary school would lead to
deterioration in the child’s functioning.

5.4 A Statement of SEN can, itself, become a barrier to inclusion. As young children progress from early
years settings to full-time education school staV can sometimes become reluctant to accept the children due
to their significant special needs label. The British Psychology Society welcomed legislation which has
clarified the legal position of children with SEN (Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (as amended by the
Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001):

“makes it unlawful for an education authority to discriminate against a disabled pupil or a
prospective disabled pupil in the discharge of its functions” (Code of Practice for Schools:
Disability Discrimination Act 1995, part 4, p 95).

The Role of Parents in Decisions about their Children’s Education

6.1 There is a well documented relationship between parental involvement in education and positive
learning outcomes (GriYth, 1996; Sammons et al., 1995). Parent-teacher partnerships are important in
establishing consistent and co-operative arrangements for supporting children’s learning, and developing
and maintaining home-school trust is crucial (Dunsmuir, Frederickson & Lang, 2004). Parents with
confidence to manoeuvre within the complex system are a strong force in securing resources. In addition to
involving parents in decisions about their children’s education (cf SEN, Code of Practice, 2001, pp 16–26),
the British Psychological Society welcomes the widening role of Parent Partnership Services to embrace
wider issues with respect to parents establishing sound relationships with schools.

6.2 Parents’ pivotal role in their child’s education needs to be further developed, and in those cases where
parents themselves may have Special Needs, additional support should be readily available to ensure that
their needs, in relation to their child’s needs, are met. The Society would like to see schools further
developing their links with parents through the extended schools agenda and by providing opportunities for
parents and children to learn together (Camilleri, Spiteri & Wolfendale, 2005).

6.3 A small but vociferous groups of parents, often aligned with independent organisations and pressure
groups can lead to serious bias in the allocation of very limited resources, especially prevalent in the areas
of “dyslexia” and “autism” (Gross, 1996). In some cases, parents have striven for particular placements or
interventions believing that they represent “cures” to the real problems which their child may have and seek
full financial assistance (eg £200,000 per annum) to support their child, usually in private, independent
schools which are often a significant distance from their families and communities. This adversarial stance
has sometimes culminated in acrimony and distress for parents who enter into an uncompromising dispute
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with local authorities. Unfortunately, and despite the considerable amounts of money involved, little time
or attention is given to following the progress of the children at the centre of the dispute once the resources
are allocated.

6.4 Therefore, current government legislation, regulations and policies can lead to an adversarial position
between parents and professionals that is not necessarily in the best interests of the child. A more informed
approach is needed and the development of a more collaborative system would be welcomed. To this end
the Society welcomes the widening role of Parent Partnership Services and advocates the need for the
development of a rigorous, longitudinal research base to support placement decisions.

How are Special Educational Needs are Defined?

7.1 The continuing move away from labelling children according to “categories” of need based on
perceived child deficits is to be welcomed as an approach based on categories can have an adverse impact
on the development of a child’s self-identity and, as a result, restrict eVorts to teach them eVectively. Thus,
we would recommend a focus on “needs” and “appropriate provision”.

7.2 The development of “personalised learning programmes” for all children is to be welcomed, and the
direction outlined in “Removing Barriers to Achievement” (2004b) should be pursued, ie that children with
additional needs are at the core of personalised education. Models of SEN which focus on intervention,
curriculum and social causes of school diYculties rather than within-child deficits are welcomed because
school staV can be supported to take eVective action to remove barriers to learning.

7.3 The Society can see value in a national framework for funding schools to a level which would ensure
that any child would be able to follow a personalised programme within a school within their community.
This may mean schools working collaboratively to meet the needs of children within their community.

7.5 Within a national framework for funding, children would be continually assessed through
intervention and appropriate “adjustments” would be made, in accordance with the Disability Rights
Commission. Best practice would be shared within a research orientated framework leading to increasingly
eVective and evaluated provision.

7.6 The Society would wish to emphasise that assessment should be collaborative and conducted over
time (DECP, 1999). The assessment process, under the Every ChildMatters agenda should be multi-agency
and start a birth. Thus, a child with needs that require a personalised plan would be fully assessed before
attending full-time education. Where it becomes clear that a child’s needs are not being met, further
assessment should take place. Thus, there must be assessment procedures in place for very young children,
and facilities which enable a rapid intervention-assessment if it becomes clear that a child is not being
adequately supported in some way. The overall aim should be to identify the appropriate provision to meet
the child’s identified needs.

Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, including Emotional, Behavioural and Social
Difficulties (EBSD)

8.1 Many types and causes of SEN can be identified early and the importance of early identification and
intensive support in the early years is well documented. This is particularly true for children with EBSD.
Learning and psychological theory oVers considerable potential for developing specific interventions for
groups of disadvantaged children (Webster-Stratton et al, 2001). For a review of the accumulating evidence
that parent training programmes can be eVectively applied to a wide range of behaviour problems in a
variety of diVerent settings, see Fonagy and Kurtz (2002).

8.2 An example of one intensive but non-stigmatising early intervention for EBSD that is increasingly
being implemented across the UK, are Classic Boxall Nurture Groups. These groups were first established
by an educational psychologist in Hackney in the 1970s. Currently, research into their eVectiveness is being
gathered by Prof. Paul Cooper at Leicester University.

8.3 Systematic evaluation of children’s emotional and social development, especially those with SEN and
mental health problems, is sparse. Yet there have been recent concerns expressed by Baroness Warnock
about some pupils’ experience of inclusion (Warnock, 2005) where many pupils who have special needs are
considered likely to be “bullied and teased, or at least simply neglected” in mainstream schools. Indeed,
some of our members have reported that parents have been known to seek placement in special schools as
a means of protecting their child from “bullying and intimidation”.

8.4 Research studies that have investigated social and emotional outcomes of educating pupils who have
special educational needs in mainstream schools have produced equivocal results. The overall picture tends
to show poorer outcomes for pupils who have SEN compared with those of their mainstream peers unless
particular eVorts are made to address and improve them. Research on acceptance and rejection of pupils
with SEN, assessed by peer reports of willingness to associate in work and social contexts in school, has
consistently reported that higher proportions of included children have lower social status, being less
accepted and more rejected than their mainstream classmates. These findings have emerged across diVerent
national school systems, including the UK (Nabuzoka & Smith, 1993; Frederickson & Furnham, 2004;
Dyson, Farrell, Polat, & Hutchenson, 2004). The research literature also reveals higher levels of bullying
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and victimization of pupils with SEN than of their mainstream peers. This is the case whether bullying is
assessed through pupil self report, peer report or teacher report (De Monchy, Pijl, & Zandberg, 2004;
Nabuzoka, & Smith, 1993; Thompson, Whitney, & Smith, 1994). Educational psychologists have research
training that enables them to play a key role in bringing scientific rigour to the design and evaluation of
interventions.

8.5 With regard to provision designed to support children’s emotional, social and behavioural
development, assessment needs to be collaborative, detailed and based on “needs” and not categorisation
or labelling, as this can have a stigmatising and self-fulfilling prophecy eVect. Care needs to taken in
assessing the eVects of poverty and in diVerentiating between the emotional and social development of
children. The British Psychological Society would recommmend that in the assessment of emotional, social
and behavioural needs, a collaborative framework is used. This should focuses on the child’s natural
environment(s) and the complexity of interactions within the child’s life. Links with community CAMHS
and other community organisations should be evident in these assessments. Early intervention is essential
in order to prevent habitual patterns of anti-social behaviour become embedded as part of a child’s life.
Educational Psychologists play a vital role in “diVerentiating” the nature of a child or young person’s ESBD
andhave amajor role to play in identifying those young people whomight be experiencing significantmental
health diYculties and who require referral to CAMHS. The Children’s Services and Trust agenda are
providing significant opportunities for professionals to address issues of “integrated referral pathways” and
“common assessment frameworks”. The British Psychological Society welcomes these advances in
professional practice.

8.6 The British Psychological Society is especially supportive of the Primary and Secondary strategies
which support the development of children’s social and emotional aspects of learning (DfES, 2005b). We
would hope that resources are provided to ensure that these strategies can be further developed and extended
to the prevention of exclusions where children are sent home and end up spending increased amounts of
time thereafter on the streets. The Society would endorse the practice of schools working in collaborative
networks to share expertise in significantly reducing exclusion and disaVection from school for those
children deemed to have additional educational needs.

8.7 Psychologists have documented successful interventions working at the institutional, the classroom
and the individual pupil levels, with teachers and with pupils and parents. Such interventions draw from a
wide range of psychological perspectives, some taking a preventative and some a reactive stance, and address
both pragmatic strategies and the intense emotions that often surround serious behaviour diYculties.
Research has revealed conflicting beliefs among teachers, pupils and parents about important aspects of
behaviour in schools, with this clash having the potential to further exacerbate home-school tensions.
Published accounts document psychologists’ involvement in successful mediation between teachers and
parents and in devising joint strategies that have produced significant improvements with KS1 & 2 pupils
originally judged by their teachers as the most diYcult they had encountered. For further information see
the British Psychological Society submission to theMinisterial Stakeholders Group on Pupil Behaviour and
Discipline (copy attached).

The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of the Disability Act 2001, which
Extended the Disability Discrimination Act to Education

9.1 Many of the legislative changes that have the biggest impact on the lives and educational experiences
of children with SEN do not come from SEN policy but more general educational initiatives eg on school
admissions, exclusions, funding systems. There is a need for policy makers to consider the broader picture
and the eVect of unintended incentives/disincentives in the system that can lead to and sustain detrimental
educational experiences.

This response was prepared on behalf of The British Psychological Society by Dr Sandra Dunsmuir,
Dr Norah Fredrickson, and Kath Fingleton.

October 2005
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Memorandum submitted by NASEN

1. Introduction

1.1 NASEN is the UK’s leading organisation for the education, training, development and support of
all those working within the field of special educational needs.

1.2 NASEN has 8000 members throughout the UK and communicates and consults them through its
50 branches, regular newsletters, its website and its specific committees and voluntary oYcers. NASEN’s
membership is drawn from all aspects of education including mainstream and special schools, colleges and
universities, support services, local education authorities and parents. NASEN represents the voice of its
members in a number of national and local forums.

1.3 NASEN reaches a wide national and international readership through its journals: British Journal of
Special Education, Support for Learning, its on-line publication Journal of Research in Special Educational
Needs and the magazine Special!

1.4 NASEN runs a professional development programme throughout the year including courses and
seminars and workshops at many of the education and special needs exhibitions around the country.
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1.5 NASEN welcomes this opportunity to submit evidence to the Select Committee, which as you can
see, will reflect a diversity of opinion and experience.

1.6 NASEN would also welcome the opportunity to supplement written evidence with oral evidence.

2. Provision for SEN Pupils in “Mainstream” Schools: Availability of Resources and Expertise;
DifferentModels of Provision

2.1 NASEN has a wide range of examples that would indicate that mainstream schools have been
supporting those individuals with special educational needs for many years and have provided quality
educational opportunities with commitment, confidence and skill for all their pupils. There is a great deal
of good practicewithin this area andNASENbelieves this should be championed and used to provide others
with the training necessary to deliver this level of inclusive practice.

2.2 Where schools have built up strong support mechanisms between staV, parents, community and
outside agencies, have a supportive ethos, deliver regular and relevant training and have resources that are
accessible to deliver a diVerentiated, broad and balanced curriculum relevant to the needs of children and
young people, pupils with a wide range of special educational needs can be successfully taught alongside
their peers within mainstream classrooms. Where this is not the case, some children and teachers may
struggle to achieve the outcomes despite their eVorts.

2.3 Every child is entitled to good teaching and every teacher needs to acknowledge that they are a teacher
of children with special educational needs. NASEN commends the work of Teaching Assistants in
supporting these individuals and where they are working closely with the SENCO or Class Teacher they can
provide an excellent standard of education. However, NASEN has a growing concern regarding the use of
unqualified staV to look after some of these vulnerable children who need well trained and suitably qualified
individuals to help meet their needs.

2.4 Leaders in mainstream schools should acknowledge this by ensuring that the funding they receive for
SEN is directed to those children for whom it is meant. Clear, transparent and accountable budget
information available for staV, governors, local authorities and parents will ensure that funding is used
eVectively to meet the needs of those individuals.

2.5 The SEN Code of Practice 2001 stated that all schools should have a person responsible for co-
ordinating SEN provision (SENCO). NASEN believes that this should be a qualified teacher who is a senior
member of staV. It also advocates that time to carry out this role should be guaranteed to ensure that the
SEN provision of the school is monitored eVectively.

2.6 NASEN welcomed the introduction of the Statutory Inclusion Statement in Curriculum 2000—
Inclusion: providing eVective learning opportunities for all pupils:

“Schools have a responsibility to provide a broad and balanced curriculum for all pupils. The
National Curriculum is the starting point for planning a school curriculum that meets the specific
needs of individuals and groups of pupils.

This statutory inclusion statement on providing eVective learning opportunities for all pupils
outlines how teachers can modify, as necessary, the National Curriculum programmes of study to
provide all pupils with relevant and appropriately challenging work at each key stage. It sets out
three principles that are essential to developing a more inclusive curriculum:

(a) Setting suitable learning challenges.

(b) Responding to pupils’ diverse learning needs.

(c) Overcoming potential barriers to learning and assessment for individuals and groups of
pupils.”

NASEN does have concerns as to how much emphasis is placed on this in some mainstream schools and
believes that it should form a central arm of all school improvement planning.

NASENwouldwelcomemore eVective training and support for all teachers (especially during their Initial
Teacher Training).

It also welcomes the initiatives that have developed from the Literacy,Numeracy, Primary and Secondary
strategies that support many of those pupils who need additional support especially in English and Maths.
However, there is still concern regarding those pupils who are unable to access these programmes as their
needs are significant and profound.

2.7 NASEN also acknowledges that there are some poor examples of classroom practice. Teachers with
low expectations, inadequate support, poor resources and equipment will result in poor teaching and
underachievement. In schools where pupils with special educational needs are not valued, possibly from
inconsistency of funding, ineVective or inconsistent school targets and poor facilities, the needs of these
pupils are not met.
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2.8 NASEN welcomed the Ofsted Report—Special Educational Needs and Disability—Towards
Inclusive Schools—October 2004 where its main findings acknowledged that there was still a considerable
challenge for mainstream schools to be inclusive:

“A minority of mainstream schools meet special needs very well, and others are becoming better
at doing so.High expectations, eVective whole school planning seen through committedmanagers,
close attention on the part of skilled teachers and support staV, and rigorous evaluation remains
the keys to eVective practice. . .”.

2.9 NASEN’s members feel that there has been a significant cultural change in schools recognising that
Inclusion is no longer an option but a requirement. The challenge for schools is to be able to put into practice
eVective supportive programmes that support quality inclusion.

2.10 NASEN is concerned about the erosion of some central support services due to delegation of
funding to schools and it is very worried about the eVect this erosion may have over time. The conflict
between the LEA Area Reviews and desirability to delegate all funding to schools and the need for some
services to be provided centrally is a cause for concern formany of ourmembers working in them. If schools
are to provide this very specialised support from in school then very eVective CPD has to be available to
meet all the diverse needs that they may encounter. Tensions between the diVering demands of provider
agencies need to be addressed.

3. Provision for SEN Pupils in Special Schools

3.1 NASEN believes that maintained and non- maintained special schools have a very important part to
play in the education of young people with special educational needs. For some individuals, the very
specialist support and care that special schools can provide, is fundamental to their educational achievement
and well being. The opportunity to work in smaller groups, with higher staYng levels, with specialist
equipment and resources impacts positively on that individuals educational development.

3.2 The majority of special schools have a wealth of expertise and experience in teaching children with
complex special needs. Where local clusters of school have been proactive in working together, the outreach
that many of these schools staV can provide in supporting those individuals in mainstream schools has been
well regarded. It needs to be acknowledged that where this is eVective and successful there have been flexible
funding mechanisms in place to ensure that all schools involved have adequate resources to enable it to
happen. NASEN believes that there should be national guidance to LEAs on special school funding to
support collaborative working.

3.3 NASEN acknowledges that not all special schools are providing a high level of education and care.
There would appear to be some lack of breadth of expertise and rigor within small local authorities to
challenge their special schools.

3.4 NASENhas concerns regarding the transport arrangements for many out of area pupils and how this
might impact on the Extended School agenda currently being championed throughout the country through
the Every Child Matters agenda. Many of these pupils would benefit from extended school provision
provided by their local community. NASEN is not convinced that this will be available for many of these
pupils without transport needs and costs being safeguarded.

3.5 It would appear that every local authority has a slightly diVerent view of how they interpret “quality
inclusion”—NASEN believes that this would be an ideal time to carry out some research on the relative
benefits of the many systems that are being used throughout the country. (NASEN Policy on Inclusion—
Appendix 1)

3.6 Special consideration needs to be made regarding the current provision for EBSD pupils. This has
become a very challenging area with some schools encountering diYculties under the current inspection
regime. It is also important to ensure that these challenging young people receive the good quality education
that they are entitled to. Flexibility within the curriculum would be a key to this success.

3.7 NASEN has examples of excellent practice regarding dual placements, where a child is based in one
school (mainstream) but spends part of the week being educated in another school (special). Where staV,
parents and external agencies support, plan and regularly evaluate this process the child can benefit
considerably. As in 3.2 it needs to be acknowledged that where this is eVective and successful there has been
flexible funding mechanisms in place to ensure that all schools involved have adequate resources to enable
it to happen.

3.8 The use of further education facilities for post 14 youngsters enables many to access aspects of the
curriculumwhich are not available to themwithin their school but the quality of this provision is often poor
with little evaluation taking place.
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4. Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

4.1 NASEN believes that all pupils are entitled to a high quality education which would include the
opportunity to develop and progress over a given period of time. This means that all staV should have the
highest expectation of all pupils and provide an education that is diVerentiated to meet their needs. There
needs to be a concerted push (national initiative or programme) to educate school staV in understanding the
level of expectation they should have for pupils with special educational needs supported by national data.

4.2 There is increasing pressure on schools to raise standards andmany are finding it increasingly diYcult
to match some pupils levels with the targets for their school. This does lead to pupils being “refused a place”
within a mainstream setting. NASEN is aware that many parents have appealed against such decisions.

4.3 NASEN is concerned that for many learners with special educational needs the current curriculum
at Key Stage 3 & 4 is inappropriate both for their needs and for their future in the modern world. NASEN
welcomed the debate on the development of secondary education and outlines its views in its Position Paper:
“The Future of Secondary Education” (Appendix 2). It is vitally important that when planning SEN
provision it is seen as an integral to the whole process and not an afterthought or a “bolt on” to any national
educational developments.

4.4 NASEN has recently been involved in a project with QCA regarding the use of the P Scales within
schools. These are widely used in special schools as an assessment tool but with less impact in mainstream
schools. NASEN was disappointed that the statutory reporting of these levels was not introduced in 2005.

4.5 There needs to be a review of the current assessment arrangements especially when assessing the
progress of pupils with special educational needs. Both mainstream and special schools need to be
accountable for pupils who do not meet national thresholds but recognition must be made that they may
not make the same progress in the given period of time. There needs to be an acknowledgement of realistic
expectations with less emphasis on “moving up levels”. Greater use of value added data would help schools
that provide eVectively for all pupils. A greater use of assessment for learning and less on summative
assessment will aid this process.

4.6 NASEN recognises the DfES’ commitment in their intervention packages that have been produced
to support the National Strategies. These have ensured that for many pupils alternative activities have been
readily available to support them especially in Literacy and Numeracy. However, there are still many
individuals who are not accessing the curriculum at a level that is appropriate for their needs.

5. The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils

5.1 NASEN would welcome a review of the current statementing process that appears to diVer
considerably from one LEA to another. Wewould support the need to see a reduction in bureaucracy whilst
acknowledging the need for a process that ensure transparency for schools and parents. We endorse that a
full and through assessment process is key to the individual receiving the necessary support. NASENwould
recommend, that as part of a review, examples of good practice were collated from across all local
authorities to encourage the consistency of providing a statement.

5.2 Parental perception appears to be that if their child has a statement they will be entitled to additional
support. There are, however, many pupils entitled to some intervention or support without a statement.
Parents appear to lack confidence that schools are providing that to which their child is entitled.

5.3 NASEN also acknowledges that the statementing process is being abused by parents who see it as a
route to accessing particular school places for secondary transfer. This is not always the right educational
choice for a child’s needs and suggests that local strategies for parental preference be re-examined.

5.4 Looking at the wider issues of the Every Child Matters agenda, there should be a much broader
“statement” that includes all aspects of the child’s needs and how these might be addressed within a multi-
agency framework. However, NASEN acknowledges that the constraints by which we fund educational
provision would have to be considered within this process.

5.5 As more and more financial responsibility is delegated to schools there needs to be more eVective
systems to ensure that those pupils who are being funded to support their special needs are actually receiving
that funding. This needs to be transparent to governors, local authorities and parents.

5.6 There needs to be a much greater emphasis placed on parents, schools and local authorities working
together to ensure the appropriate provision for an individual child. Currently the perception of “fighting”
the LEA or school would appear to be how parents view the statementing and tribunal process. If parents
believed and trusted that their child’s needs were accurately identified and that provision met those needs
there would be little recourse to appeal or Tribunal.
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6. The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

6.1 NASENbelieves that the vastmajority of parents have a high level of interest in the education of their
children and wish to be involved in supporting teachers and other professionals in helping them achieve.
One of the challenges is that school staV need appropriate training to work positively and sensitively with
the parents.

6.2 It also believes that there is a significant correlation between the successful education of children with
special educational needs and the full involvement of their parents.

6.3 Legislation and current educational theory have emphasised the importance of the relationship
between parents and professionals. This should be seen as a partnership that is characterized by mutuality
of respect, understanding and consistency of approach. It is a relationship where parents are diVerent but
equal.

6.4 NASEN is concerned that appropriate emphasis is placed on the responsibilities, rights and
entitlements of each party whilst at the same time ensuring that the individual child with special educational
needs remains the focus of concern.

6.5 There is an issue regarding parental preference when selecting a school for a child with special
educational needs. Parental perception is that the choices may be limited due to financial constraints or lack
of suitable provision for their child. It is accepted that parental choice may not always be in the best interests
of the child.

6.6 Many parents feel they are caught between schools and LEAs and end up “fighting” for what they
believe to be right for their child. This is often due to resourcing issues where parents get caught up in
disputes between schools, authorities and other professional. More collaboration is needed between schools
and authorities in order to meet the range of pupil needs. An improvement and transparency in SEN
financial delegation to mainstream schools would help in this process.

6.7 NASEN is disappointed that the importance of the voice of the child was not apparently considered
to be critical in understanding and agreeing the way forward in supporting them to engage in the school
system. NASEN strongly believes that in all decisions concerning the child must be actively involved.
(NASEN Policy on Pupil Participation—Appendix 3)

7. How Special Needs are Defined

7.1 NASEN has been attempting to address the issue of terminology to support our colleagues in
Scotland who will be broadening their remit and using the termAdditional Support Needs fromNovember.
We recognise that no particular term is ideal and that words need to change to reflect changing practice and
reduce emerging negative stereotypes.

7.2 NASEN is concerned about categories of need being used in isolation from the provision needed to
meet the need. Education professionals have moved away from the medical model of labels and established
terminology to reflect the support the child will require to meet the need.

7.3 The Every Child Matters agenda is underpinned by multi agency working and commitment to
working collaboratively to support the needs of vulnerable children and young people. There would appear
to be a variance in definitions between agencies dealing with children and young people with special
educational needs. This can lead to misunderstanding and inappropriate support being given.

7.4 NASEN has concerns regarding the PLASC data codes that all schools use to catagorise their SEN
pupils, the interpretation of each code is not consistently applied. The allocation of these codes needs to be
carried out professionally and parents and pupils need to be informed of the descriptor that is used by
schools.

8. Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including EBSD

8.1 NASEN welcomed the Every Child Matters Framework and the establishment of joined up services
that should meet all the needs of children and young people.

8.2 Early Intervention is key to any provision that is needed by a child. The provision of a sound
foundation for future learning and development is fundamental to a child’s capacity to catch-up, keep up
and maintain the progress of their peers. If support is available from the early stages of development it
reduces the risk of long term underachievement and disaVection.

8.3 Within NASEN’s diverse membership there is representation from many diVerent types of provision
to support the varying needs of pupils with SEN. As well as members who work in specified mainstream
and special schools, there are those who are working in units, bases and centres that may be attached to
schools. NASEN’s policy on Inclusion emphasises that:

“Children are entitled to receive, with a suitable peer group, a broad balanced and relevant
curriculum, in the least restrictive environment, that meets their needs”.
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8.4 As 3.6 states special consideration needs to be made regarding the provision for EBSD pupils. This
has become a very challenging area with some schools encountering diYculties under the current inspection
regime. It is also important to ensure that these challenging young people receive the good quality education
that they are entitled to which can only be developed from a fully competent and trained staV. Flexibility
within the curriculum would be a key to this success. It is apparent that where there has been success, there
has been this flexibility in ensuring the curriculum meets the needs of these particular individuals.

8.5 NASEN has a concern regarding the transition process that young people encounter from children’s
services to adult services. There would appear to be a lack of support and guidance to ensure that this very
diYcult time in a young persons life is managed eVectively, taking into account the individuals needs.

9. The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of theDA 2001, Which Extended
the DDA to Education

9.1 It is too early to be clear about the overall impact of the DDA on schools. Our concern is that, to
date, attention may have been limited to structural access issues and has not had impact on curriculum or
ethos, which is key, in our view, to meeting the needs of the broader range of pupils with SEN.

9.2 The DDA is very supportive of those with a recognised diagnosis. It is unclear how much it might
support those without.

9.3 NASEN is concerned that many parents of children and young people with special education needs
do not wish their child to be classified as “disabled”.

APPENDIX 1:

NASEN: POLICY DOCUMENT ON INCLUSION

Overall Principles

NASEN believes that:

— Every human being has an entitlement to personal, social and intellectual development and must
be given an opportunity to achieve his/her potential in learning.

— Every human being is unique in terms of characteristics, interests, abilities, motivation and
learning needs.

— Educational systems should be designed to take into account these wide diversities.

— Those with exceptional learning needs and/or disabilities should have access to high quality and
appropriate education.

Inclusion: The Policy Context

Both nationally and internationally, there is an ongoing debate about the merits and meaning of greater
inclusion for children with special educational needs1. This is sometimes defined simplistically in terms of
placement.

Some parents, disabled people and professionals argue that young people deprived of mainstream access
are being denied a basic human right to be educated alongside their peers. Others point out that children’s
attendance at mainstream school does not guarantee their needs are met. They argue that children require
an appropriate curriculum, resources and positive staV attitudes and skills to ensure that they are “included”
in any meaningful sense.

At the other extreme, there are those who see inclusion of all children in mainstream schooling as either
impractical or else so demanding of resources that it would breach the principle of reasonable and equitable
use of resources for the school population as a whole. Recent disability rights legislation has challenged this
view, on the basis of equal opportunities and there is developing recognition that inclusion is a lifelong issue,
linked to enhanced participation in society. However, there are still issues about how greater inclusion is
best achieved and about the pace at which developments should be expected to occur. There are also
diVering views about the role of special schools in a more inclusive school system.

In NASEN’s view, inclusion is not a simple concept, restricted to issues of placement. Its definition has to
encompass broad notions of educational access and recognise the importance of catering for diverse needs2.
Increasing mainstream access is an important goal. However, it will not develop spontaneously and needs

1 The terms “children” and “young people” are used throughout; however it is recognised that similar principles apply to all
learners across the 0-19 age range and to all educational establishments.

2 The issue of inclusion applies equally to a broader range of young people with individual needs and the term “diversity” is
therefore used, where appropriate, within this policy document.
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to be actively planned for and promoted.Moreover, inclusive principles highlight the importance ofmeeting
children’s individual needs, of working in partnership with pupils and their parents/carers and of involving
teachers and schools in the development of more inclusive approaches. Inclusion is a process not a state.

Key Principles

— Valuing diversity: All children are educable and are the responsibility of the education service.
They should be equally valued whether or not they have special or additional educational needs.
Children present a rich and diverse range of strengths and needs. Inclusion is most likely to be
achieved when this diversity is recognised and regarded positively.

— Entitlement: Children are entitled to receive, with a suitable peer group, a broad, balanced and
relevant curriculum, in the least restrictive environment. Wherever possible, this should be in a
mainstream school, recognising that appropriate support, advice and resources may be necessary
to achieve this. Parents and young people are entitled to express a preference for where that
education should take place.

— Participation: All children and their parents are entitled to be treated with respect and should be
actively encouraged to make their views known so that they can be taken into account. All
arrangements should protect and enhance the dignity of those involved.

— Individual needs: The development of inclusive practice should not create situations within which
the individual needs of children are left unmet. A range of flexible responses should be available
to meet such needs and to accommodate their diversity.

— Planning: All educational and inter-agency planning should be based on inclusive principles.
Inclusion requires ongoing strategic planning at both system and individual pupil level.
Considerable eVort is still needed to overcome the barriers to inclusion that exist.

— Collective responsibility: The principle of inclusion extends into society as a whole. Within
educational establishments, local and central government departments, it should therefore be an
issue for all staV rather than the exclusive responsibility of a particular group of individuals.

— Professional development: Inclusion requires both extension of the application of existing skills and
the development of new ones. All staV need to feel supported through this process and have access
to a range of appropriate courses, advice and resources.

— Equal opportunities: There is a potential tension between an emphasis on those “standards” which
lead to a placement in a hierarchy and the pursuit of inclusion. Whilst the two are not
incompatible, it is essential that the tension is recognised and that account is taken of all pupils”
needs in planning educational development.

School Responsibilities3

NASEN believes that school managers4 should:

— Seek to ensure that there is an agreed understanding within the school of the broader meaning of
inclusion; that it is a quality issue that concerns the entire process of education and not simply
where children are placed. Appropriate development goals should be set for this area and progress
monitored.

— Recognise the links between inclusive education and catering for diversity. This means promoting
a whole school ethos that values all children and their families, whatever their individual needs.

— Foster a climate that supports flexible and creative responses to individual needs. A lack of success
in initial responses should not be deemed an adequate reason to abandon inclusion, but rather as
a “starting point”.

— Recognise inclusion as part of the school’s equal opportunities policy and that there need to be
clear arrangements for implementation, funding and monitoring.

— Ensure that all school developments and policies take account of inclusive principles.

— Ensure that the admission of pupils with special educational needs is handled positively and
sensitively. While, in some cases, additional support and advice may be necessary to ensure that
children’s needs are adequately met, all parents and children should be made to feel welcome.

— Ensure that appropriate assessment and support arrangements are in place (including
appropriately trained staV), both within the school and from external agencies, so that children’s
needs are properly addressed.

— Work collaboratively with local authority oYcers and other local agencies to identify any existing
barriers to inclusion and consider how these may best be overcome.

3 In NASEN’s view, similar responsibilities apply to preschool and post 16 education providers.
4 In England, Wales and Northern Ireland, these duties are shared between the Head Teacher and the governing body. In
Scotland, they lie with the Head Teacher.
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— Recognise that inclusion is the responsibility of all school staV. Developments in practice will need
the support of all staV and the school community as a whole. They will need to be consulted and
involved in developments from the beginning.

— Enable all staV to have access to suitable professional development opportunities which will
support the development of inclusive practice.

Local Government Responsibilities

NASEN believes that local government5 should:

— Encourage and develop shared local responsibility and commitment to educating and providing
for all children in their area. Local authorities should provide a clear lead but also recognise the
role of other agencies (both voluntary and statutory) in providing for children with special
educational needs.

— Recognise that inclusive education is a key issue that needs to underpin all local developments.
Steps should be taken to ensure that all authority staV understand and have reference to inclusive
principles in their particular area of responsibility.

— Recognise that inclusion is more than mainstream placement and that positive encouragement,
eVective support and appropriate resourcing are prerequisites to ensure that progress is achieved.

— Prepare and maintain strategic plans for developing inclusion within their area and monitor
progress. These should identify the expected contribution of a range of partners (including local
special schools) towards promoting inclusive practice.

— Work with schools to develop more inclusive policies and practices. This should include support
at thewhole school/management level as well as support and advice to enable staV to respondmore
confidently and eVectively to children with individual needs.

— Identify and disseminate good practice in schools with regard to inclusion and provide appropriate
professional development opportunities designed to support inclusive developments. This should
include staV from diVerent settings undertaking joint staV development.

— Monitor progress towards inclusive practice, both at the school and individual pupil level, using
both quantitative and qualitative indicators, in order to identify positive developments and areas
where increased support and advice may be necessary. As an element of this, they should
encourage the active consideration of inclusive options at pupils’ annual reviews.

Central Government Responsibilities

NASEN believes that central government should:

— Provide a clear lead by ensuring that all policies are based on inclusive principles and value all
children and their families. Existing and new legislation and guidance should be audited to ensure
that these support and do not undermine (or act as disincentives to) the inclusive process.

— Ensure strategic links between government departments in order to support the co-ordination of
inclusive practice at the local level.

— Identify inclusion as a quality issue for local authorities and schools and ensure that appropriate
indicators are included in any framework used for inspection and monitoring at both these levels.

— Recognise that inclusion means valuing diversity and having the flexibility to respond to it. Any
framework for measuring this should take this into account. Methods for assessing pupils and
school standards should encourage and not discourage inclusion.

— Set a clear national framework for the further development of inclusion, so that progress can be
monitored over time. This should include a range of relevant national indicators.

— Support the development of good practice through research, dissemination and the provision of
appropriate funding. The importance of both initial training and continual professional
development to promote good practice in this area should be recognised.

— Monitor patterns and trends to ensure continuity of provision and parity of opportunity within
and across diVerent authorities.

— Recognise the links between the development of greater inclusion and the need for adequate and
sustainable funding for education as a whole.

5 In England, Scotland and Wales, Local Authorities; in Northern Ireland, Education and Library Boards.
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Memorandum submitted by the Dyslexia Institute

This document is the Dyslexia Institute’s written evidence to the Parliamentary Select Committee on
Education and Skills’ Inquiry into Special Educational Needs. The initial part of our submission outlines
information about the Dyslexia Institute, the facts about dyslexia from the international research base and
highlights the needs of children with this common “hidden disability”. The second part of the document
gives our response to the topics highlighted by the Select Committee.

1. Introduction: The Dyslexia Institute

1.1 The Dyslexia Institute (DI) is a national charity and the largest independent provider of educational
services for those with dyslexia and specific learning diYculties in the UK. The DI has a 33-year history of
providing a leadership role in developing cutting edge, evidence based provision to help individuals with
dyslexia reach their potential. The DI has 27 centres and 140 teaching outpost throughout the UK, teaching
over 10,000 students of all ages and assessing 7,700 individuals, last year.

1.2 The DI has recently merged with a dyslexia teacher training organisation (the Hornsby International
Dyslexia Centre) and together with its own training service now trains over 1,500 teachers and teaching
assistants both in the UK and abroad supporting children and adults with dyslexia/ SpLD. The DI also
undertakes national research, develops teaching products and works to improve public policy and practice
through pilot programmes. The DI works in partnership with a number of primary and secondary schools,
LEA’s, FE colleges, universities, work based learning providers, public agencies, employers and other
voluntary sector organisations to improve the quantity and quality of provision for individuals with
dyslexia.

2. The Facts About Dyslexia/SpLD

The following facts are the result of international research into dyslexia and reading diYculties through
neurological/cognitive and intervention studies.

2.1 Dyslexia is a brain based developmental disorder with consequences that persist from the pre- school
years through to adulthood.

2.2 It is a life long condition, which can be ameliorated by appropriate identification and specialist
teaching.

2.3 Biological in origin, dyslexia tends to run in families although environmental factors can also
contribute. Many families aVected assume that their educational failure is due to other reasons such as low
ability and poor aptitude. These parents often have low expectations of their children. If a child’s specific
diYculty is identified early, there is potential to break what can be a cycle of deprivation.

2.4 Dyslexia can occur at any level of intellectual ability and is characterised by phonological deficits, the
skill that underlies the acquisition of literacy.

2.5 Dyslexia is a dimensional disorder, which means that children can be mildly, moderately or
severely aVected.

2.6 Dyslexia causes diYculties in learning to read, write and spell, it can also aVect short-term memory,
concentration, personal organisation and the development of skills such as sequencing, speech,mathematics
and the learning of a foreign language.

2.7 The result of unidentified dyslexia is frequently loss of self-esteem and unrealised potential.

2.8 Dyslexia is the most common of the learning diYculties aVecting one in 10 children to some degree,
an estimated 1.2 million children across the UK and an average of two to three children in every classroom.

2.9 The number, type and severity of the characteristics vary from one dyslexic child to another.

2.10 Early intervention is critical for early reading diYculties to prevent the downward spiral of dyslexia,
leading to disaVection.

2.11 Dyslexia often co occurs with other disabilities such as dyspraxia, and attention deficit disorder.

2.12 International studies have shown that children with the highest risk of dyslexia can be identified as
early as five or six years of age and that specialist, structured, multi-sensory teaching is the optimum
approach to improve educational attainment for those with the most severe dyslexia.

2.13 Dyslexia occurs regardless of race, intelligence and socio- economic status. However those who are
most disadvantaged are likely to be most aVected over their lives.
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3. Systemic Failures for Children withDyslexia Result in Long-term Economic and Social Costs

3.1 There is a great deal of evidence that if children with dyslexia/SpLD are not identified early and do
not get the appropriate educational support, their chances of educational and workplace success are limited.
Given the large numbers of people aVected by this issue, it is less costly both for the individual and society
to provide appropriate help at the earliest possible time. If a child cannot learn to read, then it follows that
they cannot read to learn and their diYculties aVect every aspect of their educational experience.

3.2 If dyslexia is not diagnosed early and a pattern of reading failure has set in, children become frustrated
and depressed and are often labelled as either “lazy”, “stupid” or both. Many children lose confidence in
their abilities and frequently become school failures. A lack of skills for education and employment,
combined with a loss of self-esteem results in individuals with undiagnosed dyslexia being over represented
in all areas of poverty and disadvantage. The cost to the economy may be as much as £1 billion per year.

3.3 The latest figures (DfES June 2005) show that 9,290 school children are permanently excluded, 64%
of these are identified as children with special needs, at least 80% of these children will have dyslexia/ SpLD,
so that over half the children who are permanently excluded might have been in school had their diYculties
been identified in the early years. The National Foundation of Educational Research (NFER) noted that
the cost of provision for a child who is excluded is £9,900 per annum. The cost of supporting children with
SpLDwho are excluded is over £50million per annum. This funding would have been better used to provide
appropriate early support in school.

3.4 Undiagnosed dyslexic children also contribute to the large numbers of poor readers who do not have
the requisite skills to get a job after leaving school and who the Confederation of British Industry refer to
in their concerns about lack of basic skills in the British economy. TheGovernment has estimated that adults
with poor literacy and numeracy skills could earn up to £50,000 less over their lifetime and are more likely
to have health problems. In the Skills for Life Annual Review 2003–04 it is estimated that poor skills cost
the country’s economy £10 billion every year.

3.5 There is robust evidence that individuals with undiagnosed dyslexia/SpLD and other hidden
disabilities are over represented in the oVending population. In 2004, the Dyslexia Institute conducted a
national research project to find out the incidence of hidden disabilities in the prison population. The study
revealed that 20% of prisoners had dyslexia and related learning problems, some 13,660 individuals (HM
Prison Service 2004–05 reports that there were 68,300 inmates—this has since increased) this is exactly
double the number of dyslexics that we would expect to find in prison. In this case at least 10% of the
oVenders might have been prevented from crime and its costly outcomes by early intervention. The cost of
keeping an individual in prison in 2003–04 was £27,320 and there could have been a potential saving of
£186m per annum if these oVenders had been identified and helped earlier in their lives.

3.6 Drawing on similar statistics in the probation servicewhere there are 190,000 clients at any given time,
38,000 individuals will have some specific learning diYculty. Early intervention might have saved 19,000
individuals from oVending and saved the public purse around £76 million per annum. The same arguments
can be made with respect to the long term unemployed.

3.7 The purpose of highlighting these compelling numbers is to show that there are long term and
significant social and economic costs associated with not taking a strategic and comprehensive approach to
educating children with dyslexia/Spld.

4. Supporting Children with Dyslexia: TheWay Forward

4.1 Early intervention can prevent children with dyslexia/SpLD from needing more intensive and costly
support throughout their lives. There is evidence that many educational settings are providing appropriate
support for children with dyslexia. Guidelines and policy have oVered opportunities for good practice to be
developed. However there are still major gaps in eVective provision for children with dyslexia as highlighted
in a series of reports by the Audit Commission and Ofsted.

4.2 The Dyslexia Institute believes that a comprehensive and strategic approach to supporting children
with dyslexia is critical, as children who do not acquire literacy and numeracy skills will be left behind. We
would recommend a staged approach to support at diVerent tiers as outlined under “diVerent levels of
support” on page 7 of this submission.

4.3 The Select Committee on Education and Skills report in April 2005, showed that almost 20% of 11
year oldswere not reaching the standards expected of their age group.According to theDfES in 2004, 41,873
children left primary school in England without having basic literacy skills. There is still a large cohort of
children who despite the best eVorts of the national primary strategy are still failing. Many of these children
will have specific diYculties with reading related to dyslexia. The Dyslexia Institute recommends that using
evidence based practices to teach reading (outlined on Page 7 of the submission) will not only reduce the
number of failing readers but also will reduce the numbers of children requiring specialist help later.
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The Dyslexia Institute’s Specific Responses to Topics Highlighted by the Select Committee

5. Provision for SEN pupils in “Mainstream” Schools

5.1 Most children with dyslexia/SpLD, with and without statements of SEN are educated in
mainstream schools.

5.2 The extent to which individual children are fully included in mainstream education is very variable.
There are a number of factors at work:

5.3 Policies and Funding in mainstream schools

There are no standard policies related to dyslexia provision across LEA’s and this has resulted in a
postcode lottery in terms of provision. Too many children are receiving inadequate support. InMarch 2002
the then HM Chief Inspector, Mike Tomlinson referred to LEA support for SEN as “weak.” The Audit
Commission and Ofsted report “LEA support for School Improvement 2001” clearly indicated that
“provision of SEN was the weakest aspect of the work of the LEA’s, in fact 48% of all LEA’s were judged
to be performing unsatisfactorily and 37% gave less than satisfactory value for money”.

5.4 Delegated funding for SEN to individual schools has, in many cases, had a detrimental eVect on the
provision of specialist services and the quantity and quality of provision for children with dyslexia/ SpLD.
As this funding is not “ring fenced” for SEN pupils, schools have used the money for other purposes
according to the Ofsted report, “Inclusion: the impact of LEA support and outreach services”, July 2005.

5.5 As dyslexia is a “hidden” disability, information from parents across the country indicates that theirs
are often the children least likely to receive adequate support, as their problems are not obvious to those
without knowledge of the issue. In consequence many children are failing who should be thriving in the
mainstream environment.

5.6 Another unintended consequence of delegated funding is that although the funding to individual
schools ought to help schools choose from a wider range of providers, staV do not have the information or
expertise to know what the appropriate evidence-based services are for students with dyslexia/SpLD. There
is a need for improved awareness and training about dyslexia in schools.

5.7 Delegated funding has also diminished the capacity of LEA’s to monitor the progress of pupils with
SEN and It has been our experience that it has also reduced the numbers of staV with specialist dyslexia
expertise who previously oVered advice, guidance and support to mainstream staV.

6. Availability of Resources and Expertise

6.1 One of the single most important barriers to achievement for children with dyslexia is the lack of
expertise on the issue in the education system. We would recommend improving awareness and
understanding of dyslexia across the system and providing a tiered system of support delivered by qualified
professionals

6.2 At the initial level, there needs to be a whole school understanding of dyslexia, so that the leadership
and Governors are aware of the needs of pupils. The head teacher has a pivotal role in policy and allocating
resources to special needs so that the children are fully included. It is our experience that Head teachers who
have a good understanding of dyslexia have better support in place.

6.3 Initial teacher training does not cover the issue of special needs in any breadth or depth and new
teachers are mostly unaware of evidence-based practices to support dyslexic learners. There is a great need
to ensure that all teachers are aware of the warning signs and “at risk” factors so that they can refer children
to appropriate support at the right level. Classroom teachers have a role in delivering the curriculum in ways
that support those with dyslexia; many of these strategies are helpful for all pupils.

6.4 Research has shown that children with dyslexia/SpLD are not fully engaged in classroom learning
and develop work avoidance strategies (only fully engaged 24% of the time) When children are getting the
help that they need they are “on task” for 90% of the time. Children who are frustrated and distracted are
disruptive in the classroom, make it diYcult for their class teacher and impeding the learning of their peers.

6.5 Childrenwithmoderate/severe dyslexia need access to a teacher who has specialist training in dyslexia
and literacy, who is trained to meet their learning needs. At the present time there is a shortage of qualified
staV to support dyslexic learners. Classrooms are not resourced to support the numbers of children with
diYculties. An April 2004, National Union of Teachers Survey of Special Needs Coordinators (SENCO’s)
revealed that there were long waiting lists for support and that any support available was focused on advice
rather than direct support to children in need.

6.6 Weneed tomatch up children’s need to the appropriate resource if children are to be included. Parents
indicate that the specialist dyslexia teacher is a scarce resource and that many children are not receiving
appropriate teaching even if they do have a statement of SEN,which requires them to have a specific amount
of support. Sometimes it may be necessary to modify the curriculum to leave space for additional work on
foundation and key skills and to work in small groups on in individual sessions.
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6.7 There needs to be an audit of the number of qualified specialist dyslexia trained teachers in both
primary and secondary education. If we know how many well trained specialist teachers are currently
practicing in the education system then we can begin to plan to bridge the gap between need and resource.

6.8 There has been little statutory funding available to train specialist dyslexia teachers and many
teachers who have chosen to obtain their certificate or diploma in Dyslexia and Literacy have had to pay
for their own training. If we want children to be included, funding must be made available to support the
training of specialist teachers and to train professionals at every level in the system.

7. DifferentModels of Provision: Tiered Levels of Support

7.1 TheDyslexia Institute would recommend a tiered system of support for learners with dyslexia/ SpLD.
These tiers of support need to be standardised across the country, implemented and audited through existing
inspection channels. The tiers would meet diVerent needs at diVerent levels. We would also recommend a
programme of whole schools awareness (dyslexia friendly schools) as outlined above.

7.2 Level One: Good preventive programmes in the early years in all schools. Well-trained staV should
teach reading using evidence based practices. There is consensus in the scientific community that learning
to read depends on phonological (speech) processing skills. Children who start school with poor phonology
are at high risk of dyslexia. These children have diYculty learning letter sounds, developing phoneme
awareness and therefore in acquiring the alphabetic principle (phonics). The phonological skills that
underpin reading are heritable and play an important role in determining how easily they will learn to read.

7.3 Reading programmes that target the development of phoneme awareness and letter-sound
knowledge, in conjunction with reading practice from texts pitched at the appropriate level of diYculty are
eVective in preventing the downward spiral of reading problems. Recent research suggests that 75% of
children identified as at risk of reading problems in Year 1 respond positively to such programmes.

7.4 Level Two: An enhanced level of support, guided by specialists, delivered by learning support
assistants and/ or class teachers providing more individualised support in small group settings. In this case
the use of more specialist teaching techniques and resourcesmay be required and regular reviews of progress
made. If the child does not make progress with this level of support then they require more intensive and
individualised support

7.5 Level Three: Specialist support: Children who fail to make progress at Level Two will frequently
require a programme of structured, multi sensory teaching geared to their own needs. This should be
provided by a dyslexia trained teacher who is able to recommend the intensity and length of support needed.
Close collaboration with parents and class teachers will be necessary to ensure the best possible support for
the child.

7.6 The decision regarding level 3 provision should be preceded by a diagnostic assessment to understand
the barriers to learning and achievement at the individual level. Once the nature of need is clearly understood
an eVective system of support can be implemented.

8. Delivery of Provision

8.1 Level One support should be delivered by the class teacher and learning support assistants once they
have received appropriate training in the teaching of reading using evidence based approaches. This should
be standard practice in all primary schools in the UK.

8.2 Level Two support can be delivered by teachers and learning support assistants (LSA’s) with
guidance from a specialist teacher. Often this will involve the use of specialised programmes. Accredited
training inDyslexia and Literacy is available at Level 2 and Level 3 for LSA’s andmainstream teachers. It is
recommended that at least onemember of the professional staV of each primary school receives this training

8.3 Level 3 supports should be delivered by a dyslexia specialist with a Certificate or Diploma inDyslexia
and Literacy. For optimum support there should be a specialist available on a regular basis to each
primary school.

8.4 There is increased demand for reading, writing and good organisational skills as children transition
from primary to secondary education and this is a pivotal time for many dyslexic students. It is vital that
this transition is managed and that support services are available in secondary schools.

8.5 LEA’s and individual schools need to consider how to provide appropriate specialist support. This
can be through training their own staV or outsourcing the role to specialist providers..
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9. Provision for Dyslexic Pupils in Specialist Schools

9.1 Only when a child has the most severe dyslexia with complex and co-morbid diYculties should there
be a requirement for a special school. Parents of children with severe dyslexia who are not having their needs
met in mainstream school often argue for a special school placement for their child.

9.2 Specialist schools should be given the mechanisms through which to share their expertise and good
practice with mainstream schools.

10. Raising Standards of Achievement for SEN Pupils

10.1 Examples of good practice in supporting pupils with dyslexia in mainstream schools do exist but as
the Ofsted report of July 2005 concluded,“the quality and quantity of services were too variable across the
country” Pupils with similar levels of need received diVerent levels of support depending onwhere they lived,
in part this is because LEA’s choose in consultation with schools whether funding for support services is
delegated to mainstream schools. The DI hears frequently from parents that schools have deemed their
dyslexic child “not bad enough” or “not far enough behind” to receive specialist services. This perpetuates
a “wait and fail” policy for many children.

10.2 The DI recommends that national standards need to be set regarding quality provision for
dyslexic children.

10.3 There is little evidence available with which to compare the achievement (or inclusion) of children
with SEN in diVerent schools or settings. In order to track achievement levels of SEN pupils, accurate data
would need to be collected. At present the results for children with dyslexia are included in the results of all
children and there is no benchmarking of achievement. We do however have some information from
universities that more students with dyslexia are not only achieving places in higher education but that they
are also attaining good degrees.

11. The System of Statements of Need for SEN Pupils (“The Statementing Process”)

11.1 At the present time it is clear that the statementing process with respect to children with dyslexia
(and all children with SEN) needs to be reviewed.

11.2 Creating equality of entitlement to provision for all children with SEN. At the present time there is
a huge variation between geographical areas, between LEA’s and individual schools in the criteria and
severity of dyslexia that is required to trigger a statement. The proportion of statements varies between
LEA’s and children with similar level of diYculties may be entitled to a statement in one authority but not
in neighbouring one.

11.3 In the Audit Commission’s report on “statutory assessment and statements of SEN, July 2002, they
concluded that statements are ineVective for the 3% of pupils who receive them and are ‘no guarantee of
help’”. Our experience across the country would indicate that many children with dyslexia who do have
statements are not receiving appropriate support and in many cases are not receiving the quantity or quality
of help outlined in their Individualised Education Programme (IEP). Over the last year, 50% of the children
supported for teaching on bursaries at the Dyslexia Institute had a statement of SEN but were not receiving
appropriate help at school.

11.4 Support depends on where children live, their specific school and the persistence with which parents
seek appropriate provision. This is an unacceptable situation in a society committed to equality of
opportunity.

11.5 Reducing cost and bureaucracy will be essential in a new system. The Audit Commission’s 2002
report highlighted that of the £3.6 billion special needs budget, 69% is spent on the 3%with statements. This
is an inequitable and unsustainable allocation of valuable resources, which could be used for improved
support for many more vulnerable children. The statementing process is cumbersome, often combative and
still fails to ensure that children receive the help that they need to flourish. The system is also extremely slow
and extends the concept of “wait and fail” policy.

11.6 Our experience is that Individual Education Programmes (IEPs) are not always well used to plan
and monitor special provision. Evaluation sections are rarely completed and many parents who contact the
Dyslexia Institute have not been consulted or involved in the IEP.We would recommend that IEPs be more
focussed on learning outcomes and have the status of a learning contract agreed by all parties. Currently
decisions about the adequacy of progress made under IEPs are taken mainly by school staV and parents
often perceive that standards and expectations are low. National standards and benchmarks based on
research evidence and best practice would help schools and staV.

11.7 Creating a system with the child’s needs at the centre, with automatic access to appropriate support
would be welcomed. The statutory assessment process should be eYcient, eVective and parents should know
that good quality provision will be provided for their child.
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12. The Role of Parents in Decisions About Their Children’s Education

12.1 The Dyslexia Institute acknowledges that education policy over recent years has greatly improved
the role of parents in their child’s education. The Code of Practice for SEN, increased information and the
development of support groups have all been positive developments. The Dyslexia Institute supports
advocacy and information services that enable parents and carers to be well informed about educational
provision.

12.2 Parents of children with dyslexia are often frustrated at the lack of recognition of their child’s
learning problem and the lack of adequate provision. Common complaints experienced by parents who
approach the DI are related to poor access to services including assessment of their child’s diYculty. As a
consequence, the “hidden disability” of dyslexia is the subject of the majority of Special Educational Needs
and Disability Tribunal cases and in 2003-04 record numbers of parents appealed to try to get their
children support.

12.3 The DI recommends that more information and resources are made available to families and that
school staV receive training in supporting parents whose children have special educational needs. Improved
awareness and understanding about dyslexia amongst teachers in mainstream schools would help
collaboration with many families.

12.4 How special educational needs are defined

The code of practice places SEN into four broad bands, however the criteria for diVerentiation between
the bands of need are not suYciently defined. This results in a non standard definition of need and great
inconsistency across the country. There is no way to benchmark the bands at the present time and therefore
little quality control. As funding is allocated on the basis of these broad bands there is a need for clear and
consistent categories. Improved clarity and inspection of the bands is necessary if there is to be equality of
opportunity and provision.

13. Provision for Different Types and Levels of SEN, Including Emotional, Behavioural and
Social Difficulties

13.1 A child with moderate to severe dyslexia will only be fully included in school if their diYculties are
identified early and appropriate high quality provision is available, as in the tiers of support highlighted in
this submission. This will require a solid national framework of “best practice” including clear policy, whole
school awareness andwell-trained staV at diVerent levels. There should be high expectations of childrenwith
SEN to enable them to reach their full potential.

13.2 Removing Barriers to Achievement (February 2004) highlighted the need for models of eVective,
inclusive practice in dyslexia and advocated for pilot programmes and partnerships with the voluntary
sector. There is no sustainable funding to ensure that initiatives that are known to work for children with
dyslexia are adopted on a wider basis. Significant pilot programmes are needed to develop the most eVective
practices, which will then need to be disseminated widely. Partnerships between LEAs, the national primary
strategy and the voluntary sector are needed to ensure that evidence based practices for children with
dyslexia are implemented.

13.3 There is evidence that undiagnosed dyslexia and its resulting frustration and disaVection is linked
to EBSD and this indicates yet again the need for good early intervention practices in schools.

14. The Legislative Framework for SEN Provision and the Effects of the Disability Act 2001,
which Extended the Disability Discrimination Act to Education

14.1 The Dyslexia Institute welcomes the extension of the DDA to cover education and believes that
providing legal protection for children with SEN is essential. There is both a moral and legal imperative to
ensure that all children have equality of opportunity in their schooling. However, if LEAs and schools do
not have a standard policy and good educational practices for children with SEN, there is a risk that parents
will feel they have no option but to seek legal recourse. LEAs should be spending money on providing
services and not on defending legal cases brought about by aggrieved parents. Providing the right support
in the first instance is cost eVective for the child, the family and the education system.

14.2 The DI believes that establishing the right of all children to attend mainstream school was an
important step forward and welcomes the theme of “removing barriers”. Children with dyslexia cannot be
“fully included” unless there is appropriate support for them in mainstream schools and at the present time
there are still many pupils who do not have access to the curriculum due to their specific learning diYculty.
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Memorandum submitted by Xtraordinary People

I run a charity initiative calledXtraordinary People that raisesmoney to train teachers to support children
with Specific Learning DiYculties/Dyslexia. We are supported by some very well know dyslexics from
businessmen like Sir Richard Branson and Lord Harris of Peckham, to celebrities such as Robbie Williams
and Jamie Oliver. We have brought together all the dyslexia organisations to work as a united front. We
have some very exciting “work in progress” and plan a media launch later this year.

I am dyslexic as is my son. I have first hand experience of the lack of training teachers have and the
problems that this causes. I’m lucky because I was sympathetically educated so knew what was possible and
could pay for my son to have that education too, most people can’t.

At Ralph Tabberrer’s suggestion, I have made an appointment to see you next week as I believe that the
Education Select Committee need to hear the “real picture” that we are uncovering by working with schools
and LEA’s around the country.

Ruth Kelly’s first pledge in the Government’s White Paper is that they will “tailor education around the
needs of each individual so that no child falls behind” but how will the government deliver this when 96%
of teachers don’t have training to teach children with specific learning diYculties?

So we’ve got a big problem. The media is full of the alarming stats of the numbers of children falling
behind, and if teachers aren’t trained to support these kids properly, this is never going to change. Clearly
what is needed is a huge teacher training programme. Xtraordinary People are keen to work with the DfES
to help that happen.

DfES Involvement

We’re awaiting news from the DfES on plans to match funding to support our work. Clearly this teacher
training is a vital part of the solution to ensure our teachers have the skills needed to get all kids to be
eVective learners.

Convergence of Views

I’ve had meetings with Jim Rose. He is in agreement that teachers need training. I spent the day with Jim
atMillfield School, a private school with a world renowned reputation for supporting children with learning
diYculties so he could see an exemplar of provision. Every September the school have an intake in Year 7
of children who have failed at primary or private schools, arriving unable to read and write properly—all
are successfully supported—many helped within amatter of weeks.Millfield are workingwith Xtraordinary
People free of charge. Yesterday, Jim visited Lyndhurst Primary School in Southwark where we have
developed a unit to support children with SpLDs. The impact of the unit has been reflected across the school
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with 95% of children reading at level 4 at KS2 rising from 83% in the previous year. Increases are seen across
all subjects, science for example increases from 88% to 97%. I would be delighted to arrange visits to either
of these schools if your committee, I’m sure you’d find it very informative.

I have also hadmeetings withRalph Tabberer, Chief Executive at the TeacherDevelopment Agency, who
is very supportive of our aims and to work with XP and the Department to expand this training. We are
also working with the TDA on their modules for SEN in ITT.

The Size of the Problem

Research for Xtraordinary People has found:

— 96% of teachers felt they didn’t have enough training to teach children with specific learning
diYculties;

— four out of five had had less than an hour dedicated to Specific Learning DiYculties during
their training;

— yet one in 10 are dyslexic and approximately 1/3 of children will need expert learning support at
some point during their education; and

— a recent skills audit across 28 schools only one teacher had training in Specific Learning
DiYculties—this type of trend will be reflected nationally.

Teaching the Individual—TheWider Solution

Whether we label children as having dyslexia, learning diYculties or as poor readers, these teaching
methods help all falling behind because we’re providing well trained teachers who can properly assess a
child’s learning problems and develop a individual leaning support to ensure the child is taught
appropriately. It also goes much further than reading to cover support through the whole learning process,
and is the right teaching approach for all SEN—so represents a very broad solution.

Summary

We are at a pivotal moment in education with reviews in reading and SEN provision—the key to solving
learning diYculties in both these issue lies in the training we advocate as can be demonstrated by the 30 years
experience of the dyslexia organisations and schools like Millfield. We hope you can help us to ensure that
children with Specific Learning DiYculties finally get the start they deserve.

I’m delighted that Shirley Cramer from the Dyslexia Institute is giving evidence on the 15th which no
doubt will reflect our views. I think it would be very valuable for the committee to hear the views of the
parents of dyslexic children, something I would be very happy to put across.

In closing I would like to share with you a story about a boy called Sam. Sam had problems with early
speech and language which fortunately meant his school organised an educational psychologists report in
2000—this found him to be dyslexic. He has been having minimal literacy support from his school, but none
of the Sencos, teachers or LSAs have any qualifications in SpLD.Hismum had applied twice for a statement
but was turned down on both occasions because his needs were not considered to be serious enough. He is
now 12 and he has a reading age of six and after appealing again (this time with the help of the local MP)
Sam has finally been awarded a statement. But here’s the rub, the support he is getting is from an untrained
LSA! My son Ted is also 12 and was diagnosed with moderately severe dyslexia in 2000 when he was nearly
two years behind. With support from a trained teacher he achieved Level 3 and above at KS1 in 2001 and
now has a reading age of 16.4. Ted now receives minimal learning support for maths and study skills. It
should be Ted’s story not Sean’s that is echoed by thousands and thousands across the country.

February 2006

Further memorandum submitted by Xtraordinary People

I’ve attached a copy of the “training pyramid” with costs, as you requested. This is the model that we (the
dyslexia organisations) are all agreed on and are delivering with the DI and HADC in the Xtraordinary
People projects we are running with schools, clusters and LEA’s.With this level of training in place, schools
and clusters are then self-suYcient and should not need outside input. This is the case at Lyndhurst School
where dyslexic kids are being supported without need of a statement as a suYcient level of support is
available to help all children “inhouse”.

I’ve had a look at who you have on the lists and really believe that the committee needs to hear some “real
stories”, not just the “organisations, associations, and societies”. It’s very easy for the likes of the TDA,
National Strategies, DfES, schools, LEAs to think that a shortmodule, inset or aDVDmeans they’ve ticked
the boxes but the situation for these kids is truly disgraceful and nothing will change until we’ve skilled up
the teachers properly. The IoE, who had been given the task to design the SEN Modules for ITT had not
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contacted any of the dyslexia organisation during their “wide consultation”, fortunately Ralph at the TDA
put us in touch with them and we are meeting tomorrow in fact, and hope that we can have the necessary
expert input. I have also approached National Strategies and have set up a meeting in March and will be
asking the Dyslexia organisations to join me at that. As I touched on when we met, a joined up thinking on
this one is what needs to happen.

SpLD/Dyslexia represents 80% of SEN, and this teacher training is the right approach for teaching
literacy for other SEN such as Autistic Spectrum, ADHD etc. On that basis isn’t it justified to add
another voice?

I was at a school last week and an untrained teacher got frustrated with Y7 boy (11) who couldn’t read
out the question in a science class. He sighed under his breath. . . “honestly you read like a three year old”
. . . the class of course all laughed. That boy has literacy levels of P8, which means they are at nursery school
age, so actually the teacher was right. He’d gone all through primary school without anyone thinking to see
what was going wrong, maybe because he’s a quiet, self contained boy. We’re working with this secondary
school and they’ve just screened him and found him to be severely dyslexic. Unaware that I had heard about
this I was chatting to this teacher in the staVroom, we were discussing the foundation training that we’re
putting in place, he told me he’d had no training at all either in ITT (PGCE) or since and that he didn’t
understand the problems these kids face, he said “it’s diYcult for us because we don’t understand and
sometimes get frustrated with the kids in the class who are holding the others back—so I really need this
training to know how to cope”. Surely a case for a module in PGCE!

In closing, I’d like to share with you an email I received last week—just one of the many examples I hear
of—which highlights the what this lack of training really means to children with Specific Learning
DiYculties. As you know we believe that inclusion can work if teachers are properly trained!
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Xtraordinary People
Removing the Barriers to Literacy and Learning

SpLD/Dyslexia Teacher Training

Cost of Traing is approx £5000 per School. Delivery of training is
onsite with whole school and specialist group sessions. 

PRIMARY SCHOOL MODEL 

Diploma Teacher
1 for every 5 Schools

Train Staff
Full Diagnostic
Assessments

Specialist Teaching

Certificate Teacher
Screening and Assessments

Specialist Teaching

Foundation for Teachers and LSA’s
Recognise Problems

Screening and assessments under supervision/guidence
Early Intervention Strategirs

Knowledge of Phonological Skills and Phonic Strategies
2 Day Training

Breadth of training—Umbrella diagram

The “umbrella” diagram shows the breadth of SpLD/Dyslexia training and that it encompasses early
literacy, phonics, struggling learners and SEN across all age bands and the whole curriculum. In short, it
enables teachers to recognise, assess and remove the barriers to literacy and learning.

So this training enables teachers to:

— Provide early identification and appropriate support for those struggling from YR.

— Carry out full diagnostic assessments to work out a child’s problems—strengths and weaknesses.

— Create eVective individual learning programmes either at primary or secondary level.

Training Pyramid

This is the model that XP (with the dyslexia organisations) has agreed on and is delivering in the
Xtraordinary People projects in schools, clusters and LEAs. With these levels of training in place, schools
are self-suYcient and should not need outside input. This model is in place at Lyndhurst Primary School
where struggling learners, including dyslexic kids, are being supported without statements because a
suYcient level of support is available to help all children “in-house”. (Secondary schools will need higher a
number of trained staV).

SpLD/Dyslexia Training

Training in SpLD/Dyslexia is nothing new. It’s available in colleges and dyslexia training centres around
the country and is accredited by OCR and OCN. These teaching methods have been successfully used to
support children with learning diYculties at specialist schools and at dyslexia centres and for many years.
Children with SpLD need specific and targeted support and will not progress without this specialist input.
However this training does enable a teacher to support all struggling learners, not just those with SpLD/
dyslexia, in reading and across the curriculum. So represents a solution for all.
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ITT—TDA

The TDA have consulted us in the development of the pilot SEN modules for ITT.

It is our belief that these modules should be a compulsory not optional part of ITT and must include
PGCE. As some 80% of teachers enter the profession via PGCE, without this training these teachers will
not be able to teach 10%–30% of the children in their classroom eVectively.

Currently a very large number of kids are arriving at secondary school without adequate literacy skills to
access the curriculum so training should be given in primary and secondary courses.

Reading is only part of the problem

SpLD aVects more than reading. The use of phonic reading schemes is the right approach to supporting
children with SpLD, but is not a “silver bullet”. With any concentrated phonics input some children with
SpLD may learn how to read “mechanically” but a significant number will not and all are likely to continue
to have problems with other important skills like comprehension, writing, spelling, organisation andmemory.
So even if they can “read” they will still not be equipped with the skills to learn eVectively. The Rose Review
looks set to recommend that all teachers be trained in synthetic phonics. XP Foundation training for SpLD/
dyslexia covers this and more. With joined up thinking we could deliver a solution for reading and SEN.

March 2006

Witnesses: Mr Kevin Rowland, Principal Educational Psychologist, Plymouth City Council, and Chair of
theCPDCommittee,Division ofChild andEducational Psychology, British Psychological Society;Ms Jean
Salt, President of NASEN;Ms Shirley Cramer, Chief Executive of Dyslexia Institute; andMs Kate Griggs,
Founder of Xtraordinary People, gave evidence.

Q806 Chairman:Good morning. Could I welcome Q807 Chairman: Jean, where do you stand on this?
Kevin Rowland, Jean Salt, Shirley Cramer and Ms Salt: NASEN has members both within
Kate Griggs to our deliberations and say that we mainstream schools and special schools and we
are very, very pleased that you could all come and would still see the need for good training, good
give evidence to us. I have explained already that resourcing and a welcoming ethos in mainstream
we are rather tight on the timetable so we need to schools because some placements can be really
get absolutely the best value we can out of you. We successful within mainstream schools. However,
are always conscious of the high quality we get we still see the need for the role of special schools.
from our witnesses. We are getting towards Specialisms need to be developed so that they can
halfway through the SEN inquiry, we are enjoying provide an outreach service which can be used by
it, and some of us went to look at two special mainstream schools all over.
schools on Monday, which we found very
interesting indeed. We are getting to that stage

Q808 Chairman: Thank you for that.where knowledge is making us almost dangerous
MsCramer:We know that the majority of dyslexicin the area because we know a little bit about it and
children are supported in the mainstreamwe are improving all the time! However, we want
environment, and that is where we would expect toto get on. Is it alright if we go straight into
see most dyslexic students, but we certainly believequestioning rather than asking all of you to open
that there is a place for special schools on theup? We all know that there has been a debate
continuum. There are some children with veryraging in the SEN sector over inclusivity and the
severe dyslexia whom we think need to be in a veryright of a child and a parent to have an inclusive

education or have a special education in a diVerent specialist environment who then can move back
setting, so it is about, is it not, the sort of special into the mainstream once they have had intensive
schools direction and it is also about inclusion in support. I would also draw attention to the fact
the mainstream? Kevin, where do you put yourself that 90% of class teachers and head teachers,
in terms of that? Do you take the 20/20 Campaign according to a recent survey, did believe that
group’s position that we should get rid of all children with specific learning diYculties should
special schools and everyone should be in be supported in the mainstream, although they
mainstream? certainly thought there were not the resources to
Mr Rowland: I think we have to make sure we deal with them in the mainstream.
maintain specialist provision and see it as part of
a continuum of needs. I would also put it in the

Q809 Chairman: Kate?context that we are on a journey within our
Ms Griggs: I would agree with that. I think thatsociety, from 1760 with a provision for blind
providing the provision is there within thechildren and a provision for deaf children. So I
teaching workforce, children with specific learningthink we must maintain specialist provision, but
diYculties should be in mainstream schools.what we have to introduce is much greater
Currently that is not the case, which is why I thinkflexibility and break down some of the barriers
if children fall very dramatically behind they maythat exist between the specialist provision and

mainstream schools. need a period of time in a specialist support
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environment to catch up, but if the training is in a teacher of children with special educational needs.
I am pleased to report that I am currently a memberplace they should be able to be in mainstream

schools, absolutely. of a TDA steering group on special education and
they are looking at developing a pilot for the three
to four-year training course. They are also lookingQ810 Chairman: But there has not been much
at extending placements within special schools,diVerence in terms of the number of children. I was
which has not happened on a great scale before now.rather shocked when shown by one of our special
However, there is still the issue of the PGCE courseadvisers the figures for the number of children in a
because most of the training is devolved into thespecial school setting, which really has not changed
school placement and it very much depends on thefor a considerable number of years. It is around the
eVectiveness of the SENCO and the seniorsame level. Is that to be welcomed? There was a
management team within schools as to how muchfeeling at one stage, with some of the publicity, that
training the PGCE students are going to get. Somespecial schools were being closed all over the
institutions do do more in the core curriculum forcountry, and it obviously is not the case. There have
their PGCE students and there is some interestingbeen round about the same number of children for
research going on in Leeds University into the SENthe last 10 years. Are you happy with that or is that
knowledge of PGCE students.a problem for you? Kevin?

Mr Rowland: I think what has happened is that the
population within special schools has changed and Q812 Helen Jones: What would you recommend
the profile within special schools has changed, and then, particularly for post-graduate teacher training,
that is to do with the capacity building of because another of the problems that we come
mainstream schools and the development of across quite frequently is that children with special
mainstream schools. It is a societal-wide issue and needs can be supported and encouraged in primary
increasingly we have diYculties with managing schools but the transition to secondary education is
children whomight be aggressive withinmainstream very diYcult? Of course, there are more teachers in
schools, so we have seen a change in population. secondary education that have been through the
Some years ago wemay have seen children whowere post-graduate training system. Do you think that
perhaps “more delicate”, was the phrase that was that is part of the problem and what can we do to
used, for those children within special schools and solve it? If we want to support children in
they were there to protect them from some of the mainstream school we are going to have to support
robust encounters they may have had in mainstream them right the way through, are we not?
schools. Mainstream schools are very much geared Ms Cramer: To answer the first question is there
up now for providing for those children’s needs. So enough emphasis in initial teacher training onwe are seeing a change in population in special special educational needs, I would say the answer isschools and that population reflects children with absolutely there is not, and the modules that thesocial and communication diYculties and children TDA are currently looking at and developing are, inwith emotional and behavioural diYculties. I think

my understanding, going to be voluntary, and I doalso that early years provision is much more geared
have some concerns that if they are voluntary howup now to meeting the needs of children so we have
do we know if we are developing standard goodchildren with learning diYculties being embraced
practice for children, and that a certain area willwithin mainstream settings more and more. Again,
have no teachers, for example, if people have notfor children with emotional and behavioural
chosen to take up that training. In terms of post-diYculties, and where that translates into aggressive
graduate training, I think there is a huge lack ofbehaviour, mainstream schools are definitely
emphasis on the numbers of specialist teachers whostruggling to cope with those children.
are trained to support children with specificChairman: I am thewarm-up act, I get you going and
diYculties. I can speak mostly about specificnow I will hand you over to the real interrogators.
learning diYculties and we have asked veryHelen?
specifically that there should be an audit of the
specialist training, who is out there, how are they

Q811 Helen Jones: We have received a lot of trained, what are their qualifications. We need to
evidence about the diYculties that many parents make sure that all children have support that is equal
experience in getting teachers to recognise what a to the best and for that we believe there needs to be
child’s problem may be and calling in the a structured what we have called “tiered support” of
appropriate support. All this seems to come back to services so that all teachers in mainstream schools
training.Do you think that there is enough emphasis have an awareness and a foundation understanding
in initial teacher training on special needs education of special educational needs. On the next level, in
and, in particular, what would you recommend for each primary school there needs to be at least a
post-graduate training where the course is much practitioner at level three in dyslexia and literacy and
shorter and a lot of the time is spent in schools. How at least one specialist post-graduate trained teacher
do we tackle that? per every five primary schools. We think that is
Ms Salt: I would like to start with that. NASEN is probably the minimum.
involved in doing some training for teachers both
within mainstream and special schools, and we

Q813 Chairman: This is the triangle you are talkingwould agree with you in our written submission that
training is a big issue if every teacher is going to be about?
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Ms Cramer: This is the triangle position. look at diVerent models of working with teachers to
build their knowledge base and schools to changeChairman: We are getting drilled down into the
cultures because ultimately when we are looking attriangle a little later. Roberta cannot contain herself
inclusion, we are looking at a culture change, andon that but she will have to be restrained for a while.
once we have achieved those cultural changes within
organisations and institutions, then I think a lot of

Q814 Helen Jones: What about in-service training, things will follow on from that, with support.
though, because I remember coming across a
problem in my own constituency—and again it is

Q815 JeV Ennis: On this theme of CPD, it has beenreflected in the evidence given to us—where the local
suggested by somewitnesses thatwe ought to try andauthority quite rightly said, “Look, we can put
provide some sort of on-the-job training, as it were,courses on; what we can’t do is force teachers to
and I am thinking primarily in the primary sectorrelease their SENCOs or any other teachers to come
field now, whereby if a teacher gets someone in theiron these courses.” How can we solve that problem?
class suVering from a specific learning disability thatHow canwemake sure that there is an incentive built
ought to be matched by a training package so thatinto the system so that the in-service training takes
both the child and the teacher can learn together. Iplace when people need it, because otherwise
guess that would have more meaning to the teacher.however well you train people initially it is all going
Is that a relevant initiative that could be pursued?to break down, is it not?
Ms Salt: I think that if the school is planning for theMs Cramer: One of the concerns that we have come
pupils that it is admitting they would have seen theacross for continual professional development is the
pupil coming into the school and they would havecost of supply, and perhaps an incentive could be the
planned and done some training prior to the pupilfunding of supply teaching to allow people to go on
arriving in school. I think one of the things thatcontinuing professional development courses. It
NASEN would like to see is more emphasis on theseems to me that is one of the single biggest barriers.
statutory inclusion statement within the NationalWe also need to bring in a timetable of planning and
Curriculum 2000 where it talks about teacherslooking at what wemight call a “gap analysis”, what
setting suitable learning challenges, responding toit is you need in your school to bring the school
pupils’ diverse learning needs, and overcomingstandards up, what are the training needs, and
barriers to learning and assessment for individualsmatching those by oVering training and incentives to
and groups of pupils. We would like to see withinlocal education authorities and to schools.
training much more emphasis put on that. ThatMr Rowland: I think one of the ways forward is to
would go someway to resolving the diYculties in thework more collaboratively with head teachers. A
PGCE programmes if the students were aware ofspecific example that we are working on as a
that statement. The other thing that as ancollaborative now is providing courses for newly
organisation we know is that in Scotland teachersqualified teachers as they enter their first year. That
have to do 35 hours of compulsory professionalis primarily to look at managing behaviour, low
development per year. I know it is on the muchlevel, frequently occurring disruption, and also what
smaller scale in Scotland and I am not sure if thatsteps to take with serious incidents. The head
would ever fit into the English system.teachers are very keen on that so therefore they have
Ms Griggs: Can I just say something. I have beenreleased the staV. We are also looking at a second
sitting through the evidence and listening towhat thephase of training for teachers in their second year of
teachers’ unions have been saying as well as what theteaching “Success with Diversity” so we are looking
TDA have been saying. The teachers’ unions wereacross the whole field of managing the curriculum
very much saying that they do not have enoughand managing the classroom environment to
emphasis on CPD so obviously that is an issue toembrace greater diversity within classrooms. It is
start oV with. But also in terms of this whole area ofvery diYcult sometimes because if we take a child
training teachers to support children with specificwith low incidence needs, who might be in a
learning diYculties, the one thing that I think it issecondary mainstream school, there might be only
very important to get across is that those teachingone or two a year, so it is possible for a teacher never
methods help across the board. It is not just childrento have taught a child with a visual impairment.
with SEN, it is literacy, and it is right across theTherefore we need to have targeted provision as well
board. I think what does need to happen here is theand targeted support within the classroom to
Department and the training organisations andsupport them. So we need to look at diVerent ways
primary national strategies all need to have a joined-of thinking about continuing professional
up approach to accept the fact that if they get it rightdevelopment and I think a greater emphasis on

networking across schools and schools working from the start they will be getting it right across the
board. I think that will then have an impact on whatcollaboratively. I think we are moving away from

the days when we might have had experts giving schools and heads actually spend their teaching
budget on. We were listening last week to the factcourses to schools and then schools maybe choosing

or not choosing to send people. We must be much that they are very keen to put training in place for
anything that is going to make their results lookmore sensitive to the needs of schools and the

capacity of schools to release staV. A primary head better, andwe have heard verymany instanceswhere
children with specific learning diYculties have beenteacher made the point to me a couple of weeks ago

that it is quite diYcult to keep releasing staV because told not to come into school for Sats. The emphasis
has to change slightly. I think it is great that the TDAit destabilises the school environment, so we have to
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is saying, “We accept the challenge and we have got at the figures of how much does it cost to keep
somebody in prison, and we just timesed them up.it right for 80%, now it is 20%”, but we need to start

putting the money where the mouth is and really We had £186 million in the Prison Service, £80
million in Probation, £50 million in schoolfocus on this and getting it right.
exclusions, so just in those three categories alone
£300million a year, and then I began to look at whatQ816 JeV Ennis:Wehave obviously focused initially
does it take to train a specialist children in everyon the training of teachers being one of the prime
primary school in the UK, those sort of figures, andconcerns, if not the biggest concern in SEN
we began to see that an investment in training wouldprovision in this country. Is it the prime concern and
really make a very big diVerence in the long term toare there any other issues within SEN that we need
some of these other figures. That is not to say also into be ranking in terms of biggest concern areas?
terms of poor skills. The fact is if you cannot get aMs Cramer: One of the things that I would like to
job because you do not have the skills you are notmention is the standards and what parents perceive
productive.as a postcode lottery of provision. You could be

getting one style of support in one area and you
could be classed in one area but not in another area. Q819 JeV Ennis: Do we have any international
I think the Audit Commission and Ofsted in their comparisons that confirm what you are saying,
reports have brought this up time and time again so Shirley?
good standards across the piece, I think, would be Ms Cramer: I have not seen in specific learning
very helpful for parents. At the Dyslexia Institute we diYculties anything similar although I have been
have certainly heard a lot of parent’ concerns around sharing my what I call very simple analysis with
this area, that the standards are just not there. organisations in other countries just for them to

have a look at that too.
Q817 JeV Ennis: Has anybody got any other major Chairman: That is very interesting. We are going to
concerns? move on to specialist support staV as a category and
Ms Salt: Just that we would see 150 local authorities I am going to ask Gordon to start.
with 150 diVerent ways of working so I would agree
with the Dyslexia Institute.

Q820 Mr Marsden: I would quite like to develop oneMr Rowland: I think the parents have a huge role to
or two questions about the role of specialist supportplay. With the development of parent partnerships
staV. If I could start oV very specifically with you,and schools developing much closer relationships
Kevin, on educational psychologists. Would you bewith parents, I think that will start to bring a number
able briefly to describe for us what you see the roleof things together. The greatest success for many
of educational psychologists being in the system? Ischildren is when the parents are involved in part of
it primarily that of assessment or is it that of childthe development work in the classrooms that you
development? There is a lot of talk about a centralalluded to earlier, but that also brings into focus
role for psychologists working with schools toissues around accountability, transparency and
develop teaching strategies for children withmonitoring aspects, where we are working
complex learning needs, but do you think that rolecollaboratively to look at the development of

children. Where the family and the schools systems has changed with the changed role of local
become more fragmented and we do not have the authorities in relation to schools in recent years?
transparency and the partnership, we then see more MrRowland:Yes, the role has changed significantly,
challenges in terms of making sure that we have got especially over the last 30 years. We now have
good outcomes for children. special needs co-ordinators within schools, so that

has had a huge impact on the range of work
educational psychologists undertake. EducationalQ818 JeV Ennis: A final question, I guess it is for
psychologists, as you know, work from 0 to 19 in allShirley, and it is about the Dyslexia Institute’s claim
phases of education sowe have that unique overviewthat the cost of failing children with dyslexia is in the
of special educational needs, and also educationalhundreds of millions of pounds. What evidence do
psychologists have the responsibility for reviewingyou have to back that up?
and monitoring children out of authority andMsCramer: I am glad you brought that up actually.
independent schools so we see that big picture. TheWhat we tried to do was look at Government figures
role has fundamentally shifted from one that isthrough the Prison Service, through the Probation
primarily assessment, if we look back to the 1960sService, through Jobcentre Plus, through the long-
and 1970s, to one of working collaboratively withinterm unemployed, through school exclusion, and we
the classroom scenario, bringing the scientific naturelooked at the numbers of what I call the over-
of psychology to bear in practice sowe have that linkrepresentation of people with specific learning
with universities and we can support thediYculties in those categories. Last year we did a
development of action research. We work withvery specific piece of research in the Prison Service
parents so we will make home visits and especially inwhich showed that 52% of prisoners have literacy
early years we would see that as crucial, workingdiYculties and 20% have hidden diYculties, and the
with other agencies. Increasingly, the role is linkingassessments used were very robust, so we took the
with mental health services and looking at children’sextra 10% that we would not have expected to see
mental health, well-being, bad behaviour withinover and above the international standards on

numbers of people who are dyslexic, and we looked schools, social services departments, where we have
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been looking at children’s welfare and child priority that special needs needs within the school,
or at least they need to have a direct line managerprotection issues, so there is a broad range of

functions that educational psychologists undertake. within the leadership team, which would probably
happen within secondary school. We have found
that SENCOs who were considered to be good atQ821 Mr Marsden: You are describing to me a very
their job were members of senior managementbroad remit and some might say potentially (I am
within primary schools butwithin secondary schoolsnot saying actually) a very theoretical remit. You
it varied.also mentioned the way in which the role of

SENCOs has changed and revolutionised the
Q824 Mr Marsden: So would it be fair to say thensituation. I would like to bring in one or two of our
that you are concerned that the present situation isother witnesses today on this. I wonder if you felt
not satisfactory for SENCOs?that there is still a huge gap between what SENCOs
Ms Salt: Yes, and we have got a very good set ofare now expected to do in the new system and what
standards for SENCOs which were produced by thethey are provided with in terms of training, position
TDA in 1998 and I am currently on thisin school, and not least money to do it?
exemplification group looking at the classroomMr Rowland: Part of the approach of educational
standards that the TDA are producing and wepsychologists is to develop training programmes for
cannot find where the SENCO standards would fitSENCOs, and there are many examples of those
within that work.around. Also I think the practical nature, certainly

the role that I would be familiar with is not
theoretical (although we bring theory to bear on Q825 Mr Marsden: Shirley and Kate, can I ask you
what we do at all times) it is very practical. We are very briefly to comment on that but perhaps take the
working with head teachers, working with teaching discussion on a bit further. The buzz word of
assistants, workingwith parents. It is a very practical teachers and teaching assistants principally in
approach within the classrooms, often involved with mainstream schools today in “personalised
coaching and developing programmes for individual learning”, and in this place we have, as you know,
children and groups of children and, increasingly, a the second reading of the Education Bill and part of
new development, if we look at the changing role of that is about personalised learning, but personalised
educational psychologists, is networking between learning for children with special educational needs
schools as schools form collaboratives and help is an even bigger demand than for people with
share and develop practice across schools within mainstream needs, I would suspect, so are we
neighbourhoods. So within the new framework for actually expecting too much at the moment in terms
universal targeting and specialist services, we are of delivering the sort of work that perhaps
certainly providing the universal approach through previously educational psychologists delivered in
teacher training, TA training, and targeted services schools?
for individual children. Ms Cramer: I think the issue is that you cannot

expect a mainstream teacher to do everything but
there needs to be somewhere for them to referQ822 Mr Marsden: Jean Salt, I see from your
children. That is why the tiered support or thebiography that you were a SENCO in a large
diVerent levels of support with teachers being able tocomprehensive school for a significant period of
oVer some personalisation, some diVerentiation intime. What is your perspective?
the programme, but then knowing where to go whenMs Salt: Of working with educational
the child needs more, is important, and I think againpsychologists?
that is a big gap in the system right now in many
places in that there is not perceived to be anywhere,Q823 Mr Marsden: Yes, but specifically on the issue
and there does need to be knowledge on theof whether or not SENCOs on the ground have got
mainstream teachers about where the children couldthe wherewithal to do the sorts of things that they
go or what they might need.are now expected to do in conjunction with

psychologists?
Q826 Mr Marsden: How are we going to improveMs Salt: I relied very heavily on my educational
that?psychologists where we would share and brainstorm
Ms Cramer: I think we have to improve thatideas to meet the needs of children with quite severe
through training.specific learning diYculties and other severe needs

who were included in the mainstream school, but on
the work of the SENCO, NASEN has just done a Q827 Mr Marsden: There are no shortcuts?

Ms Cramer: I do not think there are really any moreproject with the DfES because we were concerned
that we were hearing that teaching assistants were shortcuts and I think that if we want all children to

be included in themainstreamand if wewant to havebeing appointed to take on the role of SENCOs, and
so we explored that, and we have come to the a good personalised learning programme, then we

certainly need to improve the training.decision that while some teaching assistants are very
highly qualified and they can do the administrative Ms Griggs: I absolutely agree, it is totally down to

training. We did some research for our awarenessand routine jobs of a SENCO’s role, that the
SENCO needs to be either a member of the week last year which was covered quite extensively

on ITV, and that found that 96%of teachers feel thatleadership team and have quite a strategic view of
the school’s progress, and then you will get the they do not have the expertise to teach children with
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learning diYculties, and all of them wanted that Mr Rowland: It is linked to statements certainly but
also we have a major problem nationally withtraining because without that they cannot help

children with specific learning diYculties. It is not a supply. If we take an educational psychology
training course, we have figures of 367 applicationscase of getting a statement or getting time with the

learning support assistant. Unless that assistant has for 12 places. We are not funded to train enough
educational psychologists per year to meet thegot specific training in this area they will not make

any progress with these children. That is basically demand and principal educational psychologists
throughout the UK will tell you that the mostthe case. That is the issue.
frequent complaint they will receive is not having
enough educational psychologist time in theirQ828 Mr Marsden: Kevin, I know you wanted to
schools. However we try to cover the schools, wewillcome back briefly on that but I wanted to take you
always fall short of the demand.on to another issue, which is the alleged shortage

of specialist staV, particularly educational
Q830 Mr Marsden: Shirley, have you and yourpsychologists. This is something that Ofsted
colleagues across the board been lobbying the DfESrecognised in their 2004 report, the report on the
on this issue?contribution of support services, but there was also
Ms Cramer: One of the things we hear most froman Audit Commission report which talked about a
parents is how hard it is to get identification andshortfall in specialist support. Ofsted have talked
assessment of any description for their child, so weabout problems with delegation perhaps being part
would be advocating with the DfES for earlyof it. Many of us as individual constituency MPs,
identification and that would involve screeningcertainly for my part, have experienced parents of
followed by a specific assessment from anchildren with special educational needs coming in
educational psychologist. That is something thatwith some aspect of statementing or inclusion in
parents complain a great deal about. What has beenschool or challenging things at tribunals. There is a
done in the interim is there are many specialistcommon thread coming out that these things are
teachers who are trained now to do some kind oftaking an awful long period of time because there
assessment specifically for specific learningappears to be a shortage of educational
diYculties.psychologists.

Mr Rowland: If I can go back to the previous point
I wanted to make. One of the changes that has Q831 Mr Marsden: You say “in the interim”. Are

you seeing that as a sticking plaster thing oroccurred over the last 20 years is that the model of
service delivery hasmoved to embrace a consultative something that is actually theoretically a good thing

to do?model whereby teachers cannot always access the
training but we can provide continuous support and MsCramer: I think it is theoretically a good thing to

do and I think we will see more of it. I think the BPSconsultation for those teachers through visits to
schools, and it is a way of sharing the specialist has put in the new CCET qualification (Level A

course in psychometric assessment) wherebyknowledge needed. In terms of the shortage of
educational psychologists, we have approximately specialist teachers with qualifications in specific

assessment training will be able to “diagnose” or to2,600 psychologists in this country and we have a
national shortage at the last count of 282 identify dyslexia and therefore that would help the

situation in the shortage of psychologists.educational psychologists. There is definitely a
shortage but also we have got this variation between
local authorities. In “Removing Barriers to Q832 Mr Marsden: I am not asking necessarily for
Achievement” (2004), Southampton was cited as your views pro or against but I understand that the
having 1.7% of its children with statements, which Scottish Parliament and Executive are removing the
freed up psychologists to be able to deliver support requirement for statementing from the process. If we
to schools, but also within that authority for every were to take radical steps in terms of reducing the
2,000 children there was one psychologist. Currently amount of statementing as part of dealing with
in Plymouth we have one psychologist for every children with special educational needs, would that
4,357 children approximately (0-16 population), so have a beneficial impact on the situation or not?
we have got a variation but there are also major Ms Cramer: The problem is that although the
problems in delivering services. statementing process is bureaucratic and diYcult a

lot of parents hang on to it. You have to be able to
put something in place before you take that awayQ829 Mr Marsden: So is this highly variable? You
and I think parents and professionals need to bementioned Plymouth and Southampton. My
assured that something is there.geography is not that great but they are not that far

from each other. This is not a regional issue, this is
an issue where you could have one local authority Q833 Mr Marsden: It is not that statementing

necessarily as constituted at the moment is ideal; it iswho was just about holding their own on
psychologists and one next door where there might something that parents feel they can wave at people

and get something done about?be a real crisis. What you seem to be suggesting—
and I do not know what other people would like to Ms Cramer: Absolutely.

MsGriggs:Can I just raise something.We have beensay on this—is that this is intrinsically linked to the
local authority’s attitude to the statementing doing a lot of work with schools across the country,

but just to give you an example of a primary schoolprocess.
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we are working with in Southwark. They have a Ms Cramer: I think a promotion on the proposals
around the CCET training, which means thatdiploma-trained teacher who can do diagnostic
specialist teachers can identify specific learningassessments and so there is then not a need for an ed
diYculties, would help. It has just started, it is verypsyc in the early stages. They are supporting children
small numbers, and the funding of those kinds ofnowwith very complex learning needs and with very
courses by theDepartmentmight verywell help that.severe dyslexia without statement because they have
I have been very concerned, as have colleaguesthe training in school so that they can pick them up
around the country, about the lack of funding forfrom reception, they can see when they have got
diploma-trained teachers that Kate had mentioned,problems, and they can deal with it without it
who are capable of doing more on the assessmentneeding to get to the statementing stage. If the
and identification and helping colleagues in this areatraining is not there and if the support is not put in
too. In our experience, many teachers fund thatfor the kids, statementing is the thing that a parent
training themselves and we believe that they shouldwould flag to get support.
be funded to go on those courses. I think that
would help.

Q834 Mr Marsden:Can I say—and I have to ask you
this Kevin—in the middle of what is obviously a Q836 Chairman: Do we need educational
situation where there are considerable problems in psychologists? You go to schools and some schools
the short term for all the reasons we have discussed, say, “Well, we would rather have the expertise in the
we have got a situation where the training route for schools. We know our children. With the right
educational psychologists is being changed, I trained people in schools, it is a bit of a diversion
understand, with a move from a one-year masters as having the educational psychologists, and anyway
a diploma to a three-year doctorate. Whatever the they are expensive, you cannot get any, and they are
long termbenefits is that not in the short term a fairly changing and lengthening their training.” Some
crazy thing to be doing when we have a shortage? people might say that is a restrictive practice to keep
Surely this is going to mean that certainly for the the wages high. Sorry Kevin!
short term we are going to have even fewer people Mr Rowland: We are shortening the training from
qualifying because you are lengthening the period of seven years to six years.
qualification?
Mr Rowland: This is an issue that had to be Q837 Chairman: How are you doing that because
considered because the knowledge base required by that did not come in our briefing?
educational psychologists needs to change to reflect Mr Rowland: The model that used to exist was three
the complexity of the context in which we are years undergraduate psychology, one year teacher
working. We have reduced the amount of years training, a minimum of two years teaching, a one
training from seven to six years so it is a shorter year Masters, and now we are undertaking a “three

plus three” framework, an initial degree intraining route. You are right, I would not agree it is
psychology plus three years postgraduate study.crazy but I think it is a necessary change and we are

having to embrace that change through a diYcult
period. I also think everybody is at a sea change at Q838 Chairman: So there are not any changes to
the moment. We are having to review the number of teacher announcements?
statements, how statements are used, the statutory Mr Rowland: No. With the postgraduate studies,
assessment, the number of professions, SENCOs for almost two-thirds of that will be in schools.
instance, on the brink of a change, educational
psychologist are changing so we have come to a Q839 Chairman:Why is not the Government willing
Zeitgeist almost of moving from how things used to to fund that?
be in the 1980s, and now we are changing so we are MrRowland: I am not sure that it has been discussed
in that process of bridging now andwe are all having at governmental levels. There seems to be some
to work collaboratively. We had to grasp the nettle confusion about the funding. The initial training has
at some point, but I do agree that it will bring about changed from what we would know of as the CPD

model, which is progressing as a teacher into anchallenges, and the profession is working very hard
educational psychologist. Just as we have an initialto see how we can work with schools to support that
teacher training course, we now have an initialchange, for instance taking on assistant educational
educational psychology programme and the fundingpsychologists.
for that needs to be clarified and it should be set at a
national level to make sure we do not have national

Q835 Mr Marsden: Can I put this past your other or regional shortages. We are now at a point where
colleagues briefly for their comment, whether in fact we can finally clarify the funding issue. Amodel used
you are really concerned that this change is going to to exist of secondments based on local education
cause problems in the short term and do you agree authorities but that did not work because some
with Kevin’s analysis? Are there other short-term authorities did have teachers train as educational
things that could be done, not least perhaps by the psychologists and some did not.We aremoving now
Department (I am not pushing it all on to the to a fair and equitable model. The DfES and LGA
voluntary organisations or indeed educational are unable to resolve those issues and so at the
psychologists) to help this transition process moment we are faced with no funding mechanism

whatsoever.through? Shirley?
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Q840 Chairman: It is a serious situation. Is there not Q843 Dr Blackman-Woods: I think one of the
messages that are coming across quite clearly in thisa feeling in some schools that what we really need is

the competence within schools and not to have to inquiry is that there is a lack of suitable training and
that is perhaps even more extraordinary because itlook outside for external help?
looks as though there is some consensus around inMsGriggs:Absolutely. It is only going to be for very
terms of what should be done to correct thatcomplex issues that an educational psychologist
situation. Is there a strong consensus between theneeds to be called in and if the expertise is not within
model that is put forward by the Government inthe school. Both of my children have been supported
removing barriers for achievement and the threewithout the need for an educational psychologist
stage approach that is put forward particularly byreport.My eldest son had one done when he was six,
Shirley and Kate? Is there really consensus?but he has gone the whole way through with trained

teachers assessing where he has got to and putting Ms Cramer: I can say that there is certainly
consensus in all the specific learning diYcultythings into practice for him.
organisations and speech and language and other
what you might call hidden diYculties, there

Q841 Chairman: Would you prefer more money to certainly is agreement on that support and from
be spent on training up people in a school rather other organisations that I have spoken to. I do
than having these expensive people that take a long believe that there is certainly consensus around
time to train? training being a priority and having it cost-
Ms Salt: There is no simple answer to this. In my eVectively at diVerent levels of support so that you
local authority the aim was to have a specific have it for the children where they need it and that is
learning diYculties trained teacher in every in the classroom.
secondary school and I think they pretty much
achieved that. I was lucky because I had four such
people inmy school, but I still needed the advice and Q844 Dr Blackman-Woods: It does seem very simple
consultation from the educational psychologist and straightforward and almost commonsense. I
working with other children with other diYculties think that then begs the question of why the
and with more complex diYculties. What we are proposals are not being implemented. Can you tell
seeing both in special and mainstream schools is me howmuch you think it is an issue of cost and how
children with quite severe and complex needs and much you think it is other issues?
that is where extra resourcing is needed, but that Ms Griggs: I think it must be an issue of cost. It is a
resourcing needs to be monitored. Funds are very simple solution. I think it is also a case of
delegated to schools now without being ring-fenced joined-up thinking. There has been a lot of focus
or earmarked for special educational needs. I think recently on how we get early reading right. There is
there needs to be clear, accountable and transparent now this issue on SEN. The two very much join
procedures in place for monitoring the use of those together. I think it is a case of everybody working
funds. together to look at what clearly is a model that will
Ms Cramer: We would agree with that. One of the put things right for all children and putting emphasis
things that we are seeing with the delegated funding behind it, eVort behind it and money behind it. I am
for schools without ring-fencing is that funding is sure it does boil down to money.
being spent on a variety of issues without Ms Cramer: We have tried to work out what it
accountability and that is going to ensure that many would cost in terms of provision per primary school.
more children struggle. The other issue is that if We think that you could probably provide “Rolls-
teachers are not being trained and somebody retires, Royce” provision for specific learning diYculties at
sometimes they are just not being replaced and £5,000 per primary school.
therefore wemight have less skills in the system since
the delegated funding came in rather than more,

Q845 Chairman: How many primary schools arewhich I think is a problem.
there?
Ms Cramer: There are 17,500 primary schools and

Q842 Chairman: That is very useful. that would equate to around £88 million, but that is
Mr Rowland: Educational psychologists and the providing the very best.
profession for many years have sought to share
knowledge and skill so that there is a collaborative

Q846 Chairman: It sounds like a very goodworking environment. The Alan Steer report
investment.recently called formore educational psychologists to

support mainstream schools across the board in Ms Salt: There is no easy answer with this. We
would agree with theRemoving Barriers agenda, butorder to meet the needs of children with emotional

and behavioural diYculties. I think there are shifting that is quite a long-term solution.We have got to get
common understanding between all the agencies’populations of children. To bring in the knowledge

and the expertise that is within the profession and definitions of special needs and disability. We have
got to get special needs as the priority. Somebodyhaving it shared across other professions with

colleagues is a very important component as we said earlier on this morning that if we get the
teaching right for these children then it is going to bemove into a new future of supporting our most

vulnerable children in society. right for all children.
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Q847 Dr Blackman-Woods: But that does suggest schools. Should we be using more secondment? It
that it is not quite as simple as we are suggesting did seem to me that they had skills that they could
because presumably one of the first things that has pass on in the right setting. Are discussions taking
got to happen is a change in basic teacher training, place about that? How often does that happen?
however that is carried out. I just wonder whether Mr Rowland: I had this very discussion with a
that is happening, whether there are discussions headteacher from an EBD school yesterday. When
under way about changing the basic teacher training you have a highly volatile situation then taking
qualification so as to have more time to spend not somebody out of that situation can alter the group
only on special educational needs but the whole issue dynamics. We were looking at how we can build
of personalised learning because I think they are capacity and ensure quality. We were trying to look
linked. at two term secondments by building up a
Ms Salt: To include more specialisms within initial collaborative with mainstream secondary schools
teacher training might not be cost-eVective because where we could have some exchanges, but we have
you have got somebody learning how to become a to be very, very careful because the children within
teacher and they need to know how to match schools for emotional behavioural diYculties and
learning styles to the diVerent needs of teaching and autistic children are very sensitive to changes in
to be aware of the diVerent teaching styles that you those kind of relationships. We were thinking verycan have. We have talked about personalised hard about how we could build capacity across thelearning. As an association we would see the cohort

whole system, use the expertise and the knowledgeof pupils being targeted under personalised learning
within the special school and bring teachers into thatto be a diVerent cohort to those with special
environment as well without disturbing the ethos ofeducational needs. Whilst we might be looking at
the school. The issues that you are talking about areindividual programmes for children with special
being discussed on the ground. There are some veryeducational needs, the personalised learning
visionary headteachers around within specialpathway seems to target those who are just missing
schools who I think also feel frustrated by thethose crucial level boundaries or grade boundaries at
barriers to working with mainstream colleagues.GCSE level.
Ms Salt:We have got examples of co-located specialMr Rowland:We are working closely with primary
schools being with mainstream schools and we havemental health workers who are now working in
got examples of dual placements. There are fundingschools and we are seeing specialist family support
issues around dual placements of pupils, but you areworkers from social care departments and we are

seeing the barriers beginning to break down with going to get the special and the mainstream school
visionary headteachers in special schools supporting talking to each other about the provision for a
children in mainstream schools. In my opinion good particular child. It is there but it needs to be
special schools have always provided personalised expanded.
learning. They have very good relationships with the Dr Blackman-Woods: That is really interesting.
students, they have high expectations, they have a Thank you.
solution focus and a constructive outlook. We have
started to bring those ingredients together from a

Q849 Chairman: May I just put it on record thatmulti-agency perspective thus breaking down the
barriers between special and mainstream schools when we visited Marketfield School in Colchester
and now we have the recipe, especially with the new and Shorefield School in Clacton we found
landscape of universally targeted and specialist wonderful staV and two inspiring heads. I could not
services, to work together in a coherent model. If fault the training or the dedication of the people that
that gives us a platform then the triangle that we are we saw there. We saw some brilliant children too. I
talking about provides a way to integrate the am afraid that is the end of this session. I am sorry it
training and support. I think training is an element, has been short. It has been absolutely of the highest
but we must also see that there is a need for ongoing quality. Thank you very much for putting up with
support through the consultation and we must do my pushing you a bit about educational psychology.
collaborative work within classrooms for teachers It is interesting, ever since I have been involved, evenwithout overloading teachers and teaching staV when I was a university teacher, there has been awithin schools. That multi-agency perspective with

great shortage of educational psychologists. Youspecial schools coming in is a very important picture
never have enough educational psychologists.to hold on to when we look at the personalised
Mr Rowland: I would agree with that.learning agenda.
Chairman: Thank you very much for your
attendance. If you think of anything you would likeQ848 Dr Blackman-Woods: One of the things that
to add afterwards, please e-mail us or telephone usstruck me on our visit on Monday was how highly

trained some of the teachers were in the specialist and tell us.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by NASEN

Points to Consider

Training Issues

— In training it should be emphasised that teachers are teachers of all children rather than subject(s).

— The SENProject in the TDA is awelcome beginning but it is a pilot whichwill need to be developed
and implemented across all training institutions.

— SEN needs to be a priority in schools for training—if teaching is right for those pupils with special
or additional needs then teaching will be right for the school population. If SEN is a priority then
teachers will take up CPD opportunities and good quality CPD needs to be oVered.

— There is a tension between using a flexible curriculum to personalise learning in schools and the
standards agenda. Schools need to be very confident when justifying a more flexible curriculum at
the expense of meeting targets. Pupils with special or additional needs may not make the expected
progress for the end of Key Stage assessments or for public qualifications. Their achievements are
often measured through the P Scales. If P Level data becomes compulsory as we expect in 2007,
mainstream schools will need considerable training to carry out these teacher assessments.

— nasen welcomes the appointment of Toby Salt(Head of Special schools in Sussex and from the
DfES Innovations Unit)to the post of Strategic Director for School Leadership Development at
NCSL.

Specialist Support

— there is a need to build capacity for specialisms within mainstream schools. Members report that
Local Authority Central Support Services are being decreased. Schools should have the capacity
to meet the needs of pupils with “high-incidence” special needs but for those “low-incidence” and
complex needs the advice of a specialist support service is required; and

— the consultative role which Educational Psychologists have developed over recent years is a
successful model. Competent school staV will always benefit from expert advice in meeting
pupils’ needs.

How Special Needs are Defined

— nasen would welcome clarification on this issue. We use the terms special or additional needs,
vulnerable children and more recently learning diYculties and disabilities. Our view would be that
any clarification or definition must improve outcomes for children and young people.

Other Issues

— the voice of the pupil should be emphasised when making decisions about their future;

— nasen is concerned that the Steer committee’s discipline procedures did not take into account the
behaviour of children and young peoplewith special needs. For example, autistic pupils could have
a very diYcult time in the future; and

— statementing is a very complex area which needs review. Both schools and parents see statements
as a means of gaining extra provision but nasen is concerned that Local Authorities’ Performance
Indicators include a reduction in the number of statements. Schools and parents need to be
confident that children’s needs will be met in any othe system.

March 2006

Letter submitted by the Institute of Education

I write as co-ordinator of the Institute of Education team preparing materials for the Training and
Development Agency for Schools on SEN and disability in initial teacher training and the induction year.

My attention has been drawn to Ms Kate Grigg’s personal letter on your Committee’s website. This was
uploaded on 20March 2006 as Further memorandum fromXtraordinary People. I can understand that you
wouldwish tomake publicMsGriggs’ helpful views on training, but feel we should clarify a part of the letter
that could reflect badly on the approach and expertise of our team.
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In arguing to be selected to give evidence at your Committee’s hearings, Ms Griggs wrote “The IoE, who
had been given the task to design the SEN Modules for ITT had not contacted any of the dyslexia
organisations during their ‘wide consultation’, fortunately Ralph at the TDA put us in touch with them and
we are meeting tomorrow in fact, and hope that we can have the necessary expert input”. This sentence is
misleading.

1. We made strenuous attempts to involve all sorts of groups, including voluntary bodies, from the start
of our project, including arranging meetings with the members of the Special Education Consortium (SEC),
run from the National Children’s Bureau. One hundred and fifty voluntary bodies working on all sorts of
SENbelong to this umbrella organisation. It is a little puzzling that any national SEN organisation, dyslexia
or otherwise, should hold itself completely apart from awell-known andwell-considered consultative group
of this size.

2. The TDAwebsite, for over a month, contained links to the public consultation on our work.Members
of Xtraordinary People were in close touch with the then Chief Executive of the TDA, Ralph Tabberer, and
it seemed a reasonable assumption that they would have responded had they wished to.

3. The preparation of the materials is a two year programme: the pilot phase runs through the next
academic year. There has always been time forMs Griggs or any one else to be involved in discussion of the
materials.

4. Ms Griggs says that she was to meet up the day after the date of her letter but does not mention that
this was in fact our second meeting. Since then, she and colleagues have seen part of the project’s materials
and will see more if they wish. They suggested a few minor changes which we were happy to accept.

5. Ms Griggs seems to suggest that we should have sought advice from “dyslexia organisations” at the
beginning of the project. The implication of her phrasing, which she may not have intended, is that she is
in contact with sources of expertise which “the IOE” does not have available. While happy to accept good
advice from any group, I could not prioritise hunting down additional expertise when we can consult such
distinguished researchers as Professor Morag Stuart, based in the same building as I am, and when the
writing team contains someone who was responsible for the most recent National Strategy guidance on
dyslexia.

6. Another sort of expertise is born of experience of a disability or diVerence. I have a 23 year old daughter
with dyslexia, who has now been through the maintained education system. I am aware of most of the
barriers that schools and universities can throw up.No team for which I am responsible will neglect dyslexia.

We would be sad if this memorandum remains on your Committee’s website without alteration. Would
it be possible for you or the Committee’s clerks, perhaps in consultation with Ms Griggs, to edit the letter
so that her comments on training approaches are publicly available, but the less relevant sections, including
her comments on “the IoE” are removed? Alternatively, perhaps you could publish a note of our concerns.

We would also be concerned if the unedited letter is published in any other form, such as in an appendix
to your report.

Thank you for giving you this your consideration. We would be delighted to show you or any of your
colleagues on the Committee what we are doing.

Nick Peacey

PS: MsGriggs’ letter seems to suggest elsewhere that dyslexia/specific learning diYculty accounts for 80%
of SEN. Unless I have misunderstood her argument, this is at odds with DfES statistics. The annual schools
census for January 2005 (all schools) gives the following picture:

School Action % Statement of %
Plus SEN

Moderate learning 110,210 30.1 60,150 25.9
diYculty
Behaviour, 95,480 26.2 32,290 13.9
Emotional and
Social DiYculties
Specific Learning 62,010 17 20,650 8.9
DiYculty
Speech, Language 47,220 12.9 24,760 10.7
and Communication
Needs
Autistic Spectrum 8,190 2.2 26,730 11.5
Disorder

DfES Statistical First Release SFR 24-2005
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Plymouth Psychology Service, Plymouth City Council

I was honoured to have been asked to represent the British Psychological Society and consider it a
privilege to have presented evidence to the Select Committee on matters related to the most vulnerable
children in society.

You will recall that I was asked to keep statements very brief due to the Committee needing to vote on
the Education Bill (15 March 2006), and to write to you with further evidence I wished to add. I have
endeavoured to keep my additional evidence brief and to the point.

Training for Educational Psychologists: Reform of the Profession for the “New Landscape”

I would like to confirm that as part of the workforce reform and in light of the transition to Children’s
Services and Children’s Trusts, the training route for educational psychologists has been shortened from
seven to six years. I welcome this move, as the seven year training was out of date, and the content needed
to be up-dated to meet the demands of multi-agency working and the increasing complexity of children and
young people’s needs. I felt the profession, along with other professions needed to move with the times and
modernise in order to be fit for purpose rather than risk ending up an elite and outdated profession.

The shortening of the programmemeans that it is actually less expensive than the previous model in gross
terms, and I must admit that I was rather anxious that your briefing on this matter may have inadvertently
created a misunderstanding with respect to the duration of training. The training model now compares with
clinical psychologists, teachers and social workers, in that funding needs to be placed on a national footing.
With respect to the funding of national training the lack of agreement between the LGA and DfES is of
great concern to me and further highlights the need for a national funding mechanism to ensure the supply
can meet the demand. A system whereby Local Authorities may or may not choose to fund the training has
previously failed (the old secondment programme), in that, some authorities did provide the funding whilst
others did not, and yet both needed to employ educational psychologists.

Numbers of Educational Psychologists

The number of educational psychologists varies from authority to authority and can vary within
authorities over time depending on local priorities. At present I face a budget cut and I have, with the
support of my finance oYcer been able to avoid redundancies. At the time of “Removing Barriers to
Achievement”, Southampton Local Authority had approximately one educational psychologist per 2,000
children, although I understand this has now changed. Such ratios allow educational psychologists to
engage in high level preventative work and early intervention, for example, in preventing reading failure by
supporting schools develop “Early Reading Research” programmes (research: The Warwick University).
The ratio for my own service is currently I educational psychologist per 4,348 children (5–16 years). I have
worked in four Local Authorities and in each authority schools have wanted more time from educational
psychologists. Increasingly, educational psychologists are being called upon to support schools with
children and young people with mental health problems and social care needs. For example, yesterday, at
a meeting in my oYce two psychiatrists were looking to work more closely with educational psychologists
re. children with learning diYculties and mental health problems, and in supporting the local clinic in
assessment processes for children with ADHD (attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder), the
contribution of the educational psychologist in these examples relates to pre-school settings and schools
(special and mainstream). Thus, the current demand for educational psychologists is growing within
schools, Children’s Services and Children’s Trusts.

The Role of the Educational Psychologist: SEN and Beyond

As I highlighted in my brief overview, educational psychologists have to be highly adaptive to local
initiatives hence the deployment of a huge range of skills and knowledge to support the development of
children of any age in any area of the educational landscape: universal, targeted and specialist. The multi-
agency work of educational psychologists has been a tradition going back to the days of Child Guidance
Clinics, this has a central role to play in my own service where we currently have a DoH funded team for
supporting pre school children with mental health problems especially asylum seeker/refugee children who
are likely to experience culture shock and come from traumatic situations. My service has also provided
support for children, families and schools following critical incidents, in most of these cases the psychology
service provides immediate high quality support. In terms of supporting children, educational psychologists
have always worked 0–19 years of age and across a range educational and pro essional boundaries. This day-
to-day work across the whole education system is a unique and important factor in delivering educational
psychology.
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Training, Consultation and Collaborations

In the four Local Authorities I have worked in as an educational psychologi I have been involved in a full
range of training for all professions (including head teachers, heads of year SENCOs teacher assistants,
social workers, court welfare oYcers etc). The most challenging area is working with groups of schools in
setting up programmes of support for staV at many diVerent levels of working. The knowledge base of the
profession of educational psychology allows teams of educational psychologists to deliver training alongside
colleagues from a range of occupations. Increasingly, the profe ion helps to build knowledge in schools by
working with groups of staV; coaching or observing and feeding back to aV. In practical terms, last week,
I provided this type o knowledge building experience with a Year 9 drama teacher in a secondary school in
Plymouth teaching a particularly challenging class of adolescents, the teacher was most appreciative of the
“in class” support, advice and development activities.

Within Plymouth we have an Excellence Cluster (25 schools) which has purchased additional educational
psychology time. The Behaviour Improvement Programme (BiP) has been highly rated nationally, the
codirector of the Excellence Cluster has attributed a great deal of it’s success to the suppo of Plymouth
Psychology Service and the coherence brought to this initiative by the sound theoretical framework and
evidence based approaches supplied by the educational psychologists working with schools and learning
mentors within the Excellence Cluster.

Invitation to the CommitteeMembers: Plymouth Psychology Service

Whilst I recognise that the committee members have a very busy schedule I would cordially invite
Members of the Committee to visit my service which includes: Plymouth Educational Psychology Service;
Parent Partnership Service; The Primary Schools’ Behaviour Support Team; Plymouth Inclusive Education
Team (transfer of children from special to mainstream schools); KEW 5 (Kids EmotionalWell-Being: Early
Years CommunityMental Health Team); Plymouth Psychology Service Early Years Team and Plymouth’s
Excellence Cluster “Multi-Agency Support Team”. With the work of educational psychologists and the
scope of these teams, I would hope to provide members of the Committee with a comprehensive insight into
the daily work of educational psychologists and the impact of psychology primarily within educational
settings. would also be happy to arrange for Members of Committee to meet with colleagues in schools and
our partners from health and social care.

Documentation

I have attached documentation that captures the full range of services provided bymy teamof educational
psychologists and associated community psychology teams. I have attached a recent evaluation report
which has just been distributed to schools, representing some 31,000 children.

April 2006
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Wednesday 22 March 2006

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods JeV Ennis
Mr Douglas Carswell Helen Jones
Mr David Chaytor Mr Gordon Marsden
Mrs Nadine Dorries Mr Rob Wilson

Memorandum submitted by Lord Adonis, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Schools

I thought it might be helpful to the Committee to write about a number of salient and topical issues with
regard to SEN before I give evidence to you next week. I cover below five issues:

1. The National Audit of support, services and provision for children with low incidence SEN.

2. The Education and Inspections Bill.

3. The withdrawal of DfES Circular 11/90.

4. Admissions of children with special educational needs to Academies.

5. The establishment of a new national representative body for special schools.

1. National Audit of Support, Services and Provision for Low Incidence Needs

A commitment was made in the SEN Strategy Removing Barriers to Achievement (DfES, 2004) to carry
out a national audit of provision made for children with low incidence needs, in order to promote eVective
regional and sub-regional planning to meet the needs of such children. Local authorities find it particularly
hard to plan for low incidence needs because of relatively low numbers, the severity of needs, and the ebb
and flow of population movements.

The aim of the National Audit was to:

— gain a picture of how local authorities meet the needs of the children with low incidence SEN;

— explore gaps in services, support and provision, and how these gaps are being addressed, or could
be addressed;

— consider the implications for regional/local planning and development, including the possible
development of Regional Centres of Expertise.

January 2005 data shows that in maintained schools, and non-maintained special schools, less than 2.5%
of children on School Action Plus or with a statement of SEN have a hearing impairment (2.2%), a visual
impairment (1.2%), a multi-sensory impairment (0.2%) or profound and multiple learning diYculties
(1.3%)—needs traditionally associated with low incidence. However, data from the SEN Regional
Partnerships on out-of-authority placements show that many authorities are finding it diYcult to meet the
needs of children and young people with behavioural, emotional or social diYculties (BESD) and autistic
spectrum disorders (ASD) within their areas.

We therefore decided that, for the immediate practical purposes of this audit, low incidence SEN should
embrace children and young people with severe sensory/multi-sensory impairments, severe autistic spectrum
disorders, and severe behavioural, emotional and social diYculties.

We have just received the final report on theNational Audit. I enclose a copy for the committee in advance
of my appearance, and we will publish it in full on the day I give evidence to you. It will take some weeks
for us to consider its findings thoroughly and publish a response. However, I know you will wish to hear
our initial reflections on the findings and I thought youmight find it helpful if I note some areas of the report
which we feel are key:

— Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS)—the report concluded these should be
more accessible to young people with low incidence needs, including those with severe sensory
impairment who may develop mental health issues as a result of a feeling of isolation. There were
calls for changing patterns of mental health support, with specialist workers operating more
directly in support of front line staV. We accept that improving support for mental health and
emotional well-being is vital to securing our objective of better outcomes for all children and young
people. We are working closely with the Department of Health (DH) to address concerns on
CAMHS. The aim of the work is to improve services across the board, ensure that comprehensive
services are in all areas by end 2006 and ensure continued improvements in service quality beyond
this milestone in line with the ten year vision for CAMHS set out in the National Service
Framework. CAMHS services are expanding at all levels—including at “Tier 2” which lends
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support to, and works jointly with front line settings such as schools. There are now many
examples of highly innovative and eVective joint work between CAMHS and schools and we will
continue to encourage this, working through our CAMHS Regional Development Workers.
Commissioning of CAMHS is also now a joint process across health, education and social care.
Multi-agency CAMHS partnerships are now in place across all areas and are important
mechanisms for strengthening the “joining up” across our specialist and more mainstream
services. The development of children’s trusts will lend further support to these developments;

— Planning for progression at 14 plus—arrangements need to be better informed and more person-
centred with all relevant services involved. There is a need for more strategic planning of college
provision to ensure that students with low incidence needs are better catered for. The report
indicates the practical steps local authorities are taking to address perceived gaps, for example,
multi-agency transition teams and transition protocols, and the development of key worker
roles—all of which we are encouraging through our policies. The Learning and Skills Council,
which has a specific responsibility under the Learning and Skills Act 2000 to help young people
with learning diYculties and disabilities, published Through Inclusion to Excellence, the report of
a review of provision for this group of learners, in November last year. The report recommended
that the Learning and Skills Council should develop a national strategy for regional and local
delivery through collaboration with partners, to develop high quality, learner centred, cost-
eVective provision. Wide consultation on the report has just finished. We want to see higher
standards for learners with learning diYculties and disabilities and to tackle concerns about the
quality and consistency of provision, particularly within the network of independent specialist
colleges catering for these learners. The forthcoming Further Education White paper will commit
the government to further improvements in this area. We are working with DH to improve the
participation of young people and their families in the transition review meetings required for all
young pupils in year 9 with SEN statements through a national programme involving 70 local
authorities across England. Andwe have commissioned theCouncil forDisabledChildren to draw
up guidance for professionals setting out their roles and responsibilities in the transition process
and to draw together the various transition guidance and good practice advice into one document
setting out the standards we expect to be achieved. DfES is also working in partnership with DH
on three of the DH led pilots on individual budgets to include a focus on the needs of young
disabled people at the point of transition as they move into adult services. This draws on the
learning from the “In Control” pilots pioneered by MENCAP in association with a number of
local authorities. I attach copies of the speeches made by Liam Byrne and myself at the launch of
these pilots on 30 November 2005. We are undertaking this work as part of the programme of the
new cross-departmental OYce for Disability Issues based at the Department for Work and
Pensions.

— Gaps in family short break and respite opportunities—lead to unmet needs which significantly
increase stress levels in families. The Government accepts that more needs to be done to improve
the support available to the families of disabled children. The legislative framework for change is
in place and we are committed to improved delivery of services on the ground. In some cases a lack
of respite can lead to family crises which require more costly interventions. Short breaks can help
to minimise parental stress and enable families to leadmore normal lives. The Children’s National
Service Framework, published in September 2004, includes a standard on disabled children and
those with complex health needs. The standard is that these children should receive co-ordinated,
high-quality child and family-centred services which are based on assessed needs, which promote
social inclusion and, where possible, which enable them and their families to live ordinary lives.
The NSF standard underlines the importance of family support services, including short breaks
to families with disabled children—particularly those with complex health needs, challenging
behaviour or autistic spectrum disorders. It states that local authorities and PCTs should oVer a
range of short break services to families who need them. DfES has supported implementation of
the NSF through: a series of conferences bringing Local Authorities together to consider
implementation issues; guidance and best practice to encourage more flexible forms of provision,
including the use of direct payments and better multi-agency working through children’s trusts;
the publication of exemplars and guidance to enable mainstream settings to support children with
complex needs; and the materials and best practice developed through the Early Support
Programme. DfES and DH are now scoping options for further work to support local
implementation of the NSF for disabled children.

— Regional Centres of Expertise—respondents had mixed views on the question of Regional Centres
of Expertise. There was little support for RCEs as centres of specialist provision for children but
there was support for strengthening generic provision and services, using specialist expertise in a
developmental way. There was a general vote in favour of “virtual” support arrangements (as
distinct from, say, a specific physical centre), designed to promote, but importantly not replace,
local knowledge and expertise. RCEs might, in eVect, be resource centres but working within
agreed regional strategies. My initial view is that we should invite each SEN Regional
Partnership—whose funding I recently extended for a further two years—to discuss what form a
Regional Centre of Expertise might take in their area, and consider what steps would be necessary
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to move towards one. These discussions would be informed by the National Audit report and any
relevant recommendations made by your Committee. The Partnerships have a specific role in
enabling local authorities to work together to tackle issues of common interest where children with
SEN are concerned.

The Audit recommends that future developments be based on coherent and co-ordinated assessment of
current services and provision, against clearer national standards. There are several references in the text to
the Quality Standards for Visual Impairment Services published by DfES in June 2002. We recently
consulted on more generic standards for SEN support/outreach services. These are closely related to the
criteria employed byOFSTED in the course of their thematic reviewof SENSupport andOutreach Services.
The results of that consultation are currently being considered.

2. The Education and Inspections Bill

We are grateful for the Select Committee’s report on the SchoolsWhite Paper, which helped us in framing
the Education and Inspections Bill. The Bill contains a number of to enhance the quality of provision for
children with special educational needs.

The Bill commits to a system of fair admissions for all pupils and strengthens the Admissions Code of
Practice so that admission authorities will have to act in accordance with it. The planning and
commissioning role of local authorities will be strengthened (by, for example, making the local education
authority itself—not the School Organisation Committee—the local decision maker for re-organisation
proposals, including proposals in respect of special schools and SENunits). Local education authorities will
be able propose alterations to provision at any school, including special schools and special units for SEN,
andwith the Secretary of State’s consent, theywill also be able to propose new community schools, including
community special schools. Special schools will have the same opportunities as mainstream schools to
acquire trust status, and the process for existing non-maintained and independent schools to enter the
maintained sector, with local authority approval, will be simplified.

The Bill also reduces the impact of transport as a barrier to parents from low income groups attending
mainstream schools, by extending the oVer of free transport for their children to attend any of three suitable
secondary schools, where these schools are more than two and less than six miles away from their home and
for primary aged pupils to the nearest schoolmore than twomiles from their home. This will extend eVective
choice to more low income parents, including parents of children with SEN, and builds on local authorities’
duty to assist parents and carers with transport where children have particular needs or disabilities such that
travel assistance is required. Pupils with statements of Special Educational Needs (SEN)who have transport
needs written into their statement of SEN, must be provided with free transport to and from school.

At present pupils excluded from school for a fixed period often receive minimal education and for
permanently excluded pupils local authorities are expected to arrange suitable provision from the 16th day
of the exclusion. The Bill will require, from September 2007, schools to arrange full-time education for a
child, usually oV-site, from the 6th day of a fixed period exclusion in the school year and will amend the
1996 Education Act to require local authorities to provide suitable full time education from the 6th day for
permanently excluded pupils. These new requirements will benefit pupils with SEN, who figure
disproportionately among those excluded from schools both permanently and temporarily.

The Bill introduces a new duty on local education authorities to make arrangements to identify children
of compulsory school age in their area who are not on a school roll and are not receiving a suitable education
otherwise than by being at school. This will be important in identifying children with SEN andenabling
authorities to identify the nature of their needs and the type of provision they require.

The Bill also places a duty on local education authorities to, so far as reasonably practicable, secure access
for young people in the area to suYcient positive leisure-time activities (educational and recreational) for
the improvement of their well-being, and suYcient facilities for such activities. The new duty applies to
young people aged 13 to 19 and also to people aged 20 to 25 who have a learning diYculty. We are keen to
ensure that such activities are accessible to all young people as they make their transitions to adulthood.

Although not mentioned specifically in the Bill, we will also be taking forward the commitments in the
Schools White Paper to:

— ensure that for pupils with severe or complex behavioural, emotional and social diYculties, we
identify the underlying causes of their behaviour as early as possible so that they can access multi-
agency support. In some cases it will be appropriate for a child with challenging behaviour to be
educated in specialist settings and we have accepted the recommendation of the Practitioner
Group on Discipline and Behaviour that further investigation is required to determine how we
might improve specialist provision for children with behavioural, emotional and social diYculties.
We will carry out work over the coming months looking at: the guidance and support available to
help schools identify the underlying causes of a child’s behavioural or emotional diYculties; good
practice in the development of flexible curriculum, support and therapeutic pathways that better
link mainstream schools with multi-professional support services, including those located in
special schools and PRUs; and strategies for developing and improving specialist BESDprovision.
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— extend SEN specialist status to the special school sector at large (50 schools in the next 2 years)
and work with the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust and the Youth Sport Trust to
encourage more special schools to submit applications for a curriculum specialism (with a view to
being able to designate a further 50 special schools by 2008).

These proposals were largely welcomed by the Special Education Consortium, who I met last month, and
I am committed to continuing dialogue with the SEC on the best means of implementing these reforms.

I should also draw attention to the new duties which schools will assume under the Disability
Discrimination Act starting in December 2006. The Act places schools and other public bodies under a duty
to promote equality of opportunity for disabled people. The duty is important in that it requires schools to
be pro-active in consulting disabled pupils and staV on plans for promoting equality of opportunity across
the school’s activities and, for example, for taking action to address any equity gaps in provision for disabled
pupils who are faring less well than their peers. We are currently working with the Disability Rights
Commission to publish guidance to schools on the preparation of their disability equality schemes.

3. Circular 11/90: Staffing for Pupils with Special Educational Needs

In an earlier evidence session, concerns were voiced about this circular being withdrawn, and these
concerns were picked up in the press.

Let me emphasise that the Government remains committed to ensuring that children with SEN receive
the right level of attention and support. That has been a central plank of the Government’s SEN strategy.
Children with SEN have benefited from improvements in pupil: teacher ratios (PTR) and pupil: adult ratios
(PAR) since 1997, under this administration.

The overall PTR for the maintained nursery, primary and secondary sector was 17.4 in January 2005
compared to 17.7 in 2004. At the same time, the within-school PAR in primary schools in January 2005 was
13.4 compared to 14.0 in 2004, with the secondary figure being 12.2 in January 2005 compared to 12.8 in
2004. The PAR counts teachers and support staV but excludes administrative and clerical staV.

The PTR for special schools (maintained and non-maintained) in January 2005 was 6.2 compared to 6.3
in 2004 (6.4 in 1997). The PAR was 2.2 in January 2005 compared to 2.4 in 2004 (3.1 in 1997).

TheNUT report that some teachers found the staV time per pupil illustrative suggestions in 11/90 helpful.
But there has been longstanding concern about the rigidity of these suggestions, which led DfES—in
response to representations from other social partners—to consult on their withdrawal. The consultation
revealed no major support for their retention.

The government’s concern is that schools should have the flexibility to meet the specific needs of
individual pupils and the possibilities oVered by flexible deployment of staV. It should be for individual
schools and local authorities to determine precise staYng levels, having regard to the number of children
with special educational needs, the range and complexity of SEN represented within a given school, the
resources available and other relevant factors. Those decisions will be informed by the Education Act 1996
which contains the current legal provisions applying to SEN, the SEN Code of Practice which provides
statutory guidance, the associated SEN toolkit and other relevant publications such as The Management
of SEN Expenditure (DfES, May 2004), which gives extensive and very detailed guidance on a wide range
of financial matters.

4. Admissions to Academies

The Government has been absolutely clear that academies must play their full and proper part in
provision for SEN pupils, and that their status as independently managed schools will not aVect this.
Academies themselves recognise and welcome their SEN responsibilities, and the facts demonstrate (as set
out in the Annex) that they are fulfilling them. As the Annex shows, academies, on average, admit more
pupils with SEN (both with and without statements) than their predecessor schools and secondary schools
in England.

Parents have the right to make representations to their local authority for an academy—as for any other
state school—to be named in their child’s statement. The local authoritymust consider those representations
and will consult the academy, as it would any other state school, before a decision is taken about naming
them in the statement. The principle is that academies (as other schools) should consent to being named in
a child’s statement unless it would be incompatible with the eYcient education of other children and there
are no reasonable steps that could be taken to prevent that. If the local authority names a school other than
the academy in the statement, the parents have the right of appeal against that decision to the Special
Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal (SENDIST)—as, again, applies in respect of disputes about the
naming of any other type of state schools.

Academies are not under the same statutory duty as maintained schools to admit a child whose statement
names them as the appropriate school. Technically, therefore, an academy could refuse to admit a child if
SENDIST orders that they should be named in a child’s statement. However, this has never happened to
date, and the model academy funding agreement (a contract between the Secretary of State and the
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Academy Trust) gives the Secretary of State a power to direct the admission of a child to an academy. Any
such direction is binding on the academy. If an academy were to refuse to admit a child following a
SENDIST decision and seek support from the Secretary of State for their position, I think it highly unlikely
that there would be circumstances where it would be appropriate for the Secretary of State to do otherwise
than direct the academy to admit the child.

5. National Representative Body for Special Schools

I announced that we are providing start up funds of £150,000 for the creation of a national representative
body for special schools. It will be the first national organisation for all special schools and will be set up
by the National Association of Independent and non-maintained Special Schools (NASS) and the National
Association of Emotional and Behavioural DiYculty Schools (NAES). I see this as an important
development since it will create a network which will enable the collective voice of staV in special schools to
be heard at local, regional and national levels. It will help special schools to work more closely with
mainstream schools for the inclusion of children with SEN and share best practice about ways of working
with children with SEN and Disabilities; and it will oVer additional support and training to special
school staV.

Maintained Secondary Schools and Academies: Number and percentage of pupils with
special educational needs

January 2005, England.

Total number of Total number of
pupils with Expressed as a pupils with SEN Expressed as a

Total number of statements % of total no without a % of total no
pupils of SEN of pupils statement of pupils

All maintained secondary schools (2005
data) 3,316,050 76,584 2.3 473,507 14.3

All academies (for which we have 2005
data) 15,196 508 3.3 4,184 27.5
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Witness: Lord Adonis, a Member of the House of Lords, Under Secretary of State for Schools, Department
for Education and Skills, gave evidence

Q850 Chairman:Can I welcome Lord Adonis to our partnerships between diVerent types of schools and
deliberations. Some people say that when you get to agencies. As many of your witnesses have said, it is
this stage of an inquiry we are getting dangerous not the type of school that matters but the excellence
because we actually know something about the Bill. of its provision for the individual child. I would note
Lord Adonis: I am sure that will make for a very that, since Removing Barriers to Achievement, there
productive session! have been positive quantifiable signs of

improvement. School achievement for the lowest
performing pupils is higher, the number of pupils

Q851 Chairman: There is no doubt in our mind that with new statements has fallen by 15%, while the
our inquiry is timely, and some of us are cautious number of appeals to the Special Educational Needs
when anything crops up in the educational field and and Disability Tribunal has also fallen markedly by
we hear siren voices calling for an independent 9%. The proportion of statements written within the
inquiry, when some of us believe that select required 18 weeks now stands at 92%, up from 82%
committee inquiries are independent, rigorous and five years ago, and, contrary to some of the
can do the job a lot quicker than many of the misleading reports on this subject, this has taken
independent inquiries that have been ordered in the place without any national policy of closing orpast. Can I invite you to make an opening discriminating against special schools. Thestatement? proportion of pupils in special schools is broadly
Lord Adonis: Thank you very much, Chairman. I static over recent years and average funding forhave, as you would expect, been paying close special schools has risen by 6.7% in each of the lastattention to your proceedings on this important three years. My third point is to conclude that ourinquiry. My department has, I hope, responded to policy should be one of sustained, and, I wouldall your requests for information and I have sent you

hope, accelerated, progress in taking forwarda further letter this week enclosing the report we
Removing Barriers to Achievement and the Everyhave just received of the independent audit of low
Child Matters agenda. The audit of low incidenceincidence SEN provision and taking up a number of
special educational needs gives particular emphasisspecific issues raised in your evidence session. I
to the need for local reviews of provision, includingthought, however, it might be helpful if I made just
of multi-agency services. I would add to this thethree broad opening remarks to set out the
importance of improvements in teacher training, theGovernment’s approach. First, as minister for
provision of specialist support to mainstreamspecial educational needs for 10 months now, I
schools, further education and assistance to studentswould be the last person to claim that all is well in the
with SEN and their families in making a success ofsystem. Almost every day I deal with
the crucial transition stages: transition betweencorrespondence from members of the House about
diVerent schools, transition from school to furtherdiYcult individual cases, including complaints
education and university and transition to work.about both the quality of provision and the action of
The FEWhite Paper next week will havemore to saylocal authorities in assessing the needs of individual
about these last issues. As for fundamentalchildren. Where serious system-wide concerns have
structural reforms, the Government is sceptical thatbeen raised about the proper implementation of
the radical options suggested to you would lead toLEA legal responsibilities, Ruth Kelly and I have
better outcomes for children. The case for anot hesitated to act. On 15 November last year, for
wholesale replacement of the LEA system andexample, the head of the department’s SEN and
statementing does not appear to us to have beendisability division wrote to all chief education
made convincingly, and, indeed, such changes haveoYcers advising them in strong terms of their
been robustly criticised by much of your evidence.statutory responsibility to assess each individual
The experience of Scotland is important to study,case on its individual characteristics and not to apply
but their changes are new and only just beingblanket policies in respect of assessments and criteria
implemented. The task, we believe, is to promotefor additional support.My second point, however, is
improvement and best practice in the way localto note that there is evidence of improvement in the
authorities promote support for SEN across all theirsystem and evidence too that this follows from both
schools and their sensitivity and responsiveness inlegislative and policy developments of recent years
their handling of individual cases. I have beentogether with the significant additional investment
impressed in this last respect by the work of the bestwhich the Government has been able to make
of the parent partnership services and an importantavailable. Spending on special educational needs has
issue is how good quality, independent advice andrisen from 2.8 billion to 4.1 billion in the last four
assistance can be provided for parents throughoutyears, including an 18% increase in the last two years
the statementing process, not least where they arealone in the resource delegated directly to
dissatisfied with their LEA. Finally, Chairman, Imainstream schools to meet additional and special
was told sternly by a former Secretary of State wheneducational needs. This has helped to make it
I took on this job that every discussion of educationpossible to take forward the generally well received
policy should begin with a recital of the relevantnational SEN strategy Removing Barriers to
HMI evidence. Ofsted has been critical of the SEN inAchievement, which is only two years old, and its
the past, but I note that in her evidence to you Eileencentral strategies in relation to early identification
Visser fromHMI said, “If we had a big review at thisand intervention, personalising learning for pupils

with SEN and delivering improvements in time”, and by that I think she was implying a review
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over and above your own review, Chairman, “the Q854 Chairman: How would you do that?
danger is that it would diversify work, resources and Lord Adonis: In the same way that we do at the
developments in such a way that it could send us moment. If complaints are made to us and they are
back to the point of the slow progress that we were well founded, we take those up directly with the local
having prior to 2004 and Removing Barriers to authorities. Of course, the prime responsibility
Achievement. We know the challenges, we know for seeing that schools observe their SEN
what works, we know the conditions that make responsibilities lies with the local authorities. It is the
things work and we know what does not work. local authorities that conduct the statementing
Ofsted’s viewwould be: ‘Let us focus on those things process, it is the local authorities that determine
and change them.’” support for School Action and School Action Plus;

so we would see the prime responsibility continuing
to lie with local authorities to see that schools fulfilQ852 Chairman: Minister, thank you for that
their obligations, and the powers of local authoritiesopening statement. That was very useful. There have
in this regard are as strong after these reforms asbeen some concerns and worries expressed to the
before and, in some respects, stronger. The capacityCommittee that the changes in the new Education
of local authorities to intervene in schools that areand Inspections Bill will impact in a negative way on
weak or failing or giving cause for concern, as thespecial educational needs. Do you understand that
Bill describes it, will be significantly enhanced by theconcern and worry? Can you articulate your views
Bill. They will be able to move faster in issuingon that?
warning notices and other types of intervention thanLord Adonis: I have seen the concerns expressed, but
they have been able to in the past. I would hope thatwe do not believe that they are well founded. The
the regime of ensuring that statutory responsibilitiesresponsibilities of local authorities and schools in
are observed will be better after these reforms thanrespect of SEN will be the same before as after—
it was before.there will be no change in that respect—and we

believe actually that a number of the proposals in the
White Paper and the Bill taken together will improve Q855 Chairman: What is your preferred model?
provision for students with SEN. The great What would you hope to see in terms of the impact
emphasis which the White Paper gives to of the changes? Do you take on the Sutton Trust’s
personalised learning and very significant view that what we really want is to see a local school,
investments for schools to personalise learning a community school, in terms of social mix,
better will, of course, help students with SEN. The including social educational students, reflecting the
much better provisions for dealing with students local population? What is your ambition?
who are excluded from schools, including in the Bill Lord Adonis: I would like to see schools properly
a requirement that that provision should be full- reflecting the application to them. Of course, we
time, that there should be provision beyond the fifth have diVerent types of schools, and some schools,
day of exclusion in the case of temporary exclusions, like faith schools, will not necessarily have anas opposed to the current policy, which is 15 days, entirely local intake. I do not believe, with theand the requirement for the integration interviews diversity of schools that we have in our system, thatwill, we believe, ensure a much better regime for you should lay it down as an invariable rule thatexcluded pupils, who, of course, include a

schools must be reflective of their immediatedisproportionate number of pupils with special
locality, but, obviously, I would like to see schoolseducational needs. The planning role of local
which are properly reflective of their application.authorities, which has been raised, is still central to

the commissioning role described in theWhite Paper
and the Bill, and in some ways it is easier for local Q856 Chairman: Would you be worried if you saw
authorities to carry out that role because they will be faith schools that just happened to have very few
the local decision-maker in respect of reorganisation people from that faith with special educational needs
plans, including plans concerning special education in the school?
provision, whereas at the moment that role lies with Lord Adonis: In terms of their statutory
the school organisation committee. We do not responsibilities, of course I would expect them to
believe that the proposals will harm SEN, and we fulfil them absolutely. In terms of their application,
believe that a number of the proposals will of course, we are at one with Peter Lampl in wanting
significantly improve the quality of provision for to see schools that are highly successful and
students with SEN. currently have, for example, low proportions of

pupils eligible for free schools meals engaging much
more systematically in Outreach than theyQ853 Chairman:How active will you be if you were
sometimes do at the present time, which is why theto see, in some months’ time, that there was still a
proposal for choice advisers, we think, is a well-marked reluctance on the part of many schools to
founded one, because it will promote a wider pool oftake students with special educational needs? I am
applicants to such schools. We are working withtalking here of state schools that should be open to
Peter Lampl on devising a pilot for choice advisersa broad range of students and where you, yet again,
in London at the moment. We hope that that willfind that they have very few, if any, SENpupils being
lead to a broader pattern of applications to some oftaken in.
those more successful schools which have in the pastLord Adonis: We will be very active in seeing that

they fulfil their statutory responsibilities, Chairman. been seen as more exclusive.
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Q857 Chairman: If, as we do, you meet a lot of without statements, is higher in the academies than
the schools that they replaced, and the average theyheads, they say, “There is enormous pressure on my

school to achieve, to have high standards, to reach have is also a higher percentage than the schools that
they replaced. In many academies it is verythose standards in GSCEs and A levels and so on,

there is enormous pressure coming from the substantially higher. Of course, I do not come before
you to account for each individual school and itsGovernment to achieve in terms of those targets,

and, if I take more diYcult children to teach, I am policy, I am sure that there are good reasons in those
individual ones of why that may have happened, butobviously going to fall down in terms of what I can

achieve with those students.” Is not there a pressure if you look at the average, which is what should
concern us, the average is very clear. The numbersin terms of (and I hate to use this phrase) your

direction of travel, that you are all the time are higher and the proportions are higher.
squeezing the more diYcult to teach children who
might have special educational needs? Q859 Chairman: Minister, if that is the case, why
Lord Adonis: There is not good evidence for that in should there be a diVerence of legal base for entry
the system, I would say, Chairman. In fact, if you into academies than for other schools?
take, for example, the academies, which I have been Lord Adonis: Because the whole basis for the
closely engaged in, they take more than their share regulation of academies is diVerent. That is why they
of pupils eligible for free school meals in comparison are academies. If it was not diVerent, they would
both with national averages and with the schools simply bemaintained schools according to the law at
that they replaced. If you get the incentive structure the moment. Their admissions are governed by a
right, schools will respond. In my experience of funding agreement with the Secretary of State for
dealing with head teachers, the money does tend to Education which sets out their admissions criteria.
drive the system as well. It is not simply raw results. Their funding is agreed by the same funding
Everyone knows that if you simply want to get high agreement with the Secretary of State. Their
raw results, you have a selective intake. That does obligations in respect of the curriculum and in
not actually much impress anyone if it is clear that it respect of special educational needs are governed in
is only being done on the basis of the intake. In my the same way. So it is not that they are treated
experience with heads, they do have a very strong diVerently
sense of duty to their localities in any event, as do
their governors, but, over and above that, if the

Q860 Chairman: But not legally?financial incentives are there, they will respond. I am
Lord Adonis: They are legally.very struck by the development, for example, in the

area of your inquiry, of resourced provision for
Q861 Chairman: Would you take us through thespecial educational needs attached to mainstream
statementing process? If a child is given a statement,schools. Where these resources are available, in my
as I understand it from evidence that has been givenexperience, heads are very keen to see their provision
to this Committee, a recommendation that the bestextended and are very keen to embrace those
educational environment for that child with aadditional resources, and, of course, they fully
statement is an academy, the academy has the rightrecognise that a school that performs well will not
to say, “No”, which no other school has?necessarily be lowering its attainment by taking
Lord Adonis: The academy has the right to say,more pupils from either less privileged backgrounds
“No”, and the Secretary of State has the right toor those with special educational needs. The figures I
direct them to accept that child.gave you inmyopening remarks, which I can expand

upon, have seen a very significant increase in the
delegation of resources from local authorities to Q862 Chairman:Why should it have to go that far?
schools in respect of special educational needs. Why does the academy have the right to say, “No”?
There has been a step-change in the course of the last Lord Adonis: Because the legal basis on which they
five years. That gives head teachers and their are governed means that they are legally
governors big incentives to see that their provision in independent schools governed by funding
the school takes full advantage of those resources agreements with the Secretary of State.
and an opportunity to acquire more resources where
they are making specialised provision which meets Q863 Chairman: I am sorry, Minister, why can we
the needs of their localities. not have a diVerent kind of basis on which there is a

funding agreement but still have a universal right for
a child with special educational needs to go to anyQ858 Chairman: You mentioned academies. I was
school which the statement recommends? Why aregoing to bring up academies with you. Some of the
they not compatible?evidence that has been given to this Committee
Lord Adonis: You could have, is the answer to yourmight suggest the reverse of what you have said.
question. Of course you could do that. It would beSome academies have taken fewer students with
up to Parliament to decide that it wished to do that.special educational needs. There is one particular

group that has: Bristol and Walsall.
Lord Adonis: If you look at the annex that is Q864 Chairman: Come on, Minister, it is up to the
attached to the letter that I sent to you, Chairman, Government.We are expressing a concern. Your job
you will see that the average figures are very clear. as a minister is not to say that it is Parliament. You

know, in the way the British systemworks, that if theThe total number of students with SEN, with and
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Government is persuaded by something that we say Lord Adonis: There is not, of course, a right now for
parents to name the school that they wish their childhere and that we produce in a report it is for the
to attend. There was a right for them to makeGovernment to take that on board and change it?
representations but it is then the local authority whoLord Adonis: You are absolutely right, Chairman,
decides whether a school is named. The parents havebut my answer to that is that the Government is not
exactly the same rights in respect of authorities.persuaded that we should propose that change
Where a local authority proposes to name anbecause we do not see there being a legitimate
academy, we expect the academy to accept that,concern in this area. In fact, if you look at what
unless there is some compelling argument tohappens for SEN admissions to academies,
contrary. In that case, they would need to makeacademies take more than the numbers that were
representations to the department. We have notapplying to the schools that they replaced. We have
been upholding those representations, where theyno evidence that academies are failing to respond
have taken place. Similarly, where a case goes toproperly to applications in respect of special
SENDIST (the tribunal) and the point at issue iseducational needs. On the contrary, the evidence
whether the academy should be the school, which, ofthat we have is that they take their responsibilities in
course, in that case would be because the localrespect of SEN very seriously indeed. A number of
authority agrees with the academy that it should notthem have special units attached with regard to SEN
be named (so it is in the same position in respect ofand they all, so far as we can see, do take those
any other state school), we havemade it clear thatweresponsibilities seriously. There is a power for the
would expect academies to abide by the decisions ofSecretary of State to direct in any event. If an
SENDIST. They do have a right of representation toacademy sought not to admit a child with special
the Secretary of State, but, as I made clear in myeducational needs or allow them to be named in a
letter, there has not been a single case where thestatement, the department has that power in any
Secretary of State has not upheld the decision of aevent. In terms of the practical impact of the policy,
tribunal and required admission to the academy.we think that it is delivered at the moment anyway. Indeed, I think there have only been a tiny number ofThe point about why we do not want to propose a cases where an academy itself has not automatically

legislative change is quite simple. If we propose a accepted that in any event. As I said in my letter to
legislative change in this area, you can make exactly you, we cannot conceive of circumstances where the
the same argument for all of the other areas Secretary of State would not require an academy to
governing academies. You can make the same observe a decision by SENDIST. I was not in any
argument in terms of their funding and that could way being dismissive of the concerns. I understand
then go through the local authorities; you could the concerns completely. The point I was seeking to
make the same argument in respect of the make is that, if you look at the application of the
curriculum; you could make the same argument in current regime in respect of academies, we believe it
respect of admissions. We have decided, following fully implements the obligations that academies
the 2002 Act, which Parliament agreed, that have in respect of special educational needs and they
academies should be legally governed on a diVerent more than fulfil their duties in comparison with
basis. That is not to say that we do not expect them other state schools.
in respect of SEN to absolutely fulfil their duties,
which we take to be the same as other state schools.

Q867 Chairman: We started this inquiry for two
reasons: we have been away from it for a long time—

Q865 Chairman:Minister, we hear what you say, but there had not been an inquiry into special education
many of us would argue that when that legislation under my chairmanship—and, of course, there was

a change of mind on the part of Baroness Warnock.went through notmany people understood that your
What do you think of Baroness Warnock’s changehuman rights as a parent and as a child might be
of mind and the pamphlet and the statement shetaken away by that decision, which is being argued
made?by some leading lawyers, as you know, at the
Lord Adonis: Baroness Warnock and I, of course,moment—that your human rights are diminished by
are colleagues and I have long discussions with herthat change—and also many of us did not
about these issues. As she knows, I do not accept herunderstand, in terms of special educational needs,
view that inclusion has been a failure. I believe thatthat you were going to take away that right. There is
if you look at the policy over the last 20 years, it hasa great diVerence between someone having a right, a
very significantly improved outcomes for childrenparent and a child having a right, if they get a
with special educational needs taken as a whole. Istatement, to go to that school. If the Secretary of
think that there was some factual confusion in someState on a high could intervene if she or he thinks
of the evidence that she gave to you too, which Ithere has been an injustice, that is diVerent from
think you have probably elucidated in respect of thehaving a right, is it not?
proportions of pupils who have statements and theLord Adonis: We could go on about this for some
proportions who have special educational needs. Intime.
fact the proportion with statements has remained
roughly constant. It has not risen significantly. Her

Q866 Chairman: It is very important, Minister. We report estimated that there would be 2% with
will go on as long as this Committee feels it is of statements and about 20% overall with special

educational needs. In fact, that is pretty well whereinterest.
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we have come out. We have just over 2% with diYculties that they may experience are provided
for. That is what now we call, in the jargon,statements at the moment and we have 17% with

recognised special educational needs. We do not “personalisation”. Having a much more
personalised education system that much betteraccept that there is a crisis of the kind that Baroness

Warnock described.However, I do respect a number meets the needs of individual pupils is our overriding
goal for the whole system, and it applies with equalof the individual views that she holds about aspects

of education policy. As she said to you when she force in respect of pupils with special educational
needs, who often need an even stronger focus ongave evidence, she is a key proponent of smaller

schools. That to my mind is a very respectable view. their personal diYculties and barriers to being able
I think there may be a case for more smaller-scale to participate eVectively in learning than other
schools and they may, of course, be particularly students. The one thing that is clear to me is that, in
appropriate for some people with special order to have this muchmore personalised system, it
educational needs. She was very supportive of our needs to have very serious investment. It has only
policies to seek to bring together special schools and been possible, in my view, to make the
mainstream schools in terms of their interaction, she improvements that we have made in the education
is keen on our policy of allowing special schools to system over the last eight years, including very
get specialist status, whichwe are seeking to advance substantial improvements in respect of pupils with
significantly in the White Paper, and she is keen also SEN, because there has been this significant
on policies that bring special schools and additional investment. All of the areas about which
mainstream schools in closer proximity, which people come tome as aMinister which they think are
through Building Schools for the Future will be more not working well almost invariably have resource
possible as there is a complete rebuilding of school implications—not all the time but they almost
estates. A number of the individual points she invariably do—and, of course, as you know, in the
makes, I think, are important contributions to the most fraught area of SEN provision, which is
debate, but we do not accept that a move towards disputes over the content of statements and the
mainstream schools, which deal fundamentally naming of particular schools, these usually bear very
better with pupils with special educational needs, significant resource costs to them in terms of the
has been a failed policy. decisions that aremade. Our view, in terms of the big
Chairman: Thank you for those opening answers, picture you have invited me to comment on, is that
Lord Adonis. Let us go on to looking at the other we need to provide for pupils reaching their
aspects of the Government strategy. Rob Wilson is maximumpotential bymuch greater personalisation
going to lead us in this section. and provision for them and that we need to align

resources to that, accepting that over time that will
mean significant additional resources, as we haveQ868 Mr Wilson:Minister, I think we have already
put in over the last eight years.found a strong area of agreement, and that is where

you say that SEN is not working well. We have
certainly taken a lot of evidence for that. One of the Q870 Mr Wilson:Do you accept that there is a hugeareas where the groups have identified a problem is gap between that strategy that you have laid outa lack of strategic direction. It would be really there and the realities of what parents, pupils,helpful this morning if you could tell us what the

teachers and local authorities are experiencing onGovernment is really trying to achieve and what
the ground?strategic direction it is setting for special educational
Lord Adonis:Not as a general rule, no. As a generalneeds and talk about the big picture and how you see
rule, I think, the evidence is that parents are satisfiedit developing?
with their provision. That is certainly the evidenceLord Adonis: I should be clear, Chairman, that I did
we have had as a department. It is also the evidencenot say it was not working well, I said it was not
that we have in particular areas of specialalways working well, and, of course, there is a
educational needs too. As I say, the actual numbersignificant diVerence between those.
of appeals to the Tribunal is declining, the number
of requests for assessment is declining too, but that

Q869 Mr Wilson: It is splitting hairs. is not to say that there are not significant issues in
Lord Adonis: It is not splitting hairs at all. There is respect of individual pupils and the regime which
a big diVerence between there being diYculties and applies with their local authority, which there clearly
problems in the system and the whole system not are in individual cases. Nor is it to say that there is
working well, which is where I think you were not a need for much greater inter-agency working
seeking to lead me. In terms of our big strategic and provision of better specialist support services,
direction, it is very clear. It is to maximise the which in many areas there clearly is, and that is
outcomes, to improve the outcomes, so far as highlighted in the audit of special educational needs
possible, for all pupils in the education system, and which we published yesterday.
that means, in respect of pupils with special
educational needs, that all of those interventions

Q871 Mr Wilson: You would not recognise thethat can help them achieve better in terms of the
criticism that we have heard that the strategy thatcurriculum, in terms of the type of school that they
you have talked about this morning lacks drive,attend, in terms of the expectations that are set for
lacks commitment and that really there is a lack ofthem, in terms of any additional educational

provision that is appropriate to any learning clarity in that strategic vision?
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Lord Adonis: I do not think I would agree that it Q875 Mr Wilson:And trust schools will not connect
up with foundation schools. It will not aVect that inlacks drive and commitment. It has had massive

commitment from my department. It has had huge any way?
Lord Adonis: Trust schools and foundations schoolscommitment in terms of resources. I referred earlier

to the 1.4 billion extra resources that we have will have the same responsibilities in respect of SEN
that the foundation schools do now. Foundationdevoted to it in the last few years. We have

significantly upgraded our own capacity as a schools will not change their category at all, and
trust schools, in terms of their legal category anddepartment, to use your term, to drive through

change.We have a network of SEN regional advisers their responsibilities, are exactly the same as
foundation schools. They have the samewho now play a very important role in liaising with

local authorities and seeking to promote best responsibilities to provide for SEN, they have the
same responsibilities to accept pupils who are namedpractice; we have a very substantial programme of

work that we are doing to see that the objectives of in statements and local authorities have the same
powers and duties in respect of those schools,Removing Barriers to Achievement are met; so I

certainly would not accept that there is a lack of including powers and duties in cases of re-
organisation.drive. However, if you are saying to me is theremore

that can be done, there is always more that can be
done, and we are very mindful of that and will take Q876 Chairman: How does that compare with
very careful account of your own recommendations community schools?
when we come to look at the next phase of our Lord Adonis: The powers and duties in respect of
policy. SEN are broadly the same, of course, in the two. The

duty, for example, to be named and tomake that the
first criteria for admissions is precisely the same inQ872 Mr Wilson: Are you clear on what the role of
the two categories of schools. The diVerence, oflocal education authorities is within SEN and, more
course, is mainly in respect of the ownership ofimportantly, are they clear on what their role is?
assets, the direct employment of staV and theLord Adonis: I am sure that good authorities are.
capacity outwith their duties in respect of SEN toTheir role is very clearly set out in the 1996
propose changes to their admissions, which are, asEducation Act and in the 2001 Code of Practice. It
we are now saying in the Bill, in accordance with thecould not be clearer in terms of their responsibilities
Code of Practice.in respect of special educational needs at large and

their duties in respect of individual pupils who may
Q877 Mr Wilson: As part of your admissions, howrequire assessments and the provision that should be
do you see the long-term developments taking placemade in accordance with those assessments. This is
between the mainstream and special schools and thevery clearly set out. Where we think that there has
balance between two and the number of pupilsbeen any lack of clarity on the part of LEAs, we have
attending? You talked earlier about it being fairlymade that very clear to them. You have seen the
static over recent years, but which way does theletter of 15 November last year, have you, which I
Government want to drive it?think I did supply, Chairman, to the Committee.
Lord Adonis: The Government’s view is that thisThat sets out very clearly the duties of local
should be determined by local need, local parentalauthorities in respect of areas that had been in some
preferences and decisions that local authorities takedispute in the recent past. To give one example that
in partnership with their schools and parents at localwe have been very concerned about, local authorities
level. That has led, over recent years, as you say, toapplying blanket policies for not seeking to assess
a roughly static position in respect of special schools.individual pupils irrespective of individual needs.
We would be content to see that position continue,We have made it very clear that is not acceptable.
but this is a matter for local decision-making, it isIndeed, my department has just written to
not a matter for national dictation.Buckinghamshire local authority making it clear

that attempts to try to set up blanket policies of that
kind would, in our view, be illegal if they sought to Q878 Mr Wilson: So essentially you have no
implement those policies. I do not see us as being in preference either way?
any way falling short of our responsibilities in this Lord Adonis: No, we do. Our preference is that the
regard, but it is the local authorities that have the needs of individual pupils are met. If local
prime responsibility. authorities are taking decisions in respect of the

closure of special schools that have manifest and
negative consequences for pupils with SEN, ofQ873 Mr Wilson: Do you see those responsibilities
course we would be very concerned. We do expectchanging in the light of the Education and
the decisions that they take to be in the best interestsInspections Bill?
of their pupils with special educational needs, but, inLord Adonis: No.
my experience, and members of the Committee will
have experience in their own constituencies of what
is happening, almost all of the changes I see inQ874 Mr Wilson: You see no changes whatsoever?

Lord Adonis: I did not say “none whatsoever”. I do respect of the special school estates are geared to
improving provision for pupils with specialnot see that the principal responsibilities in respect of

SEN set out in the 1996 Act and the 2001 Code of educational needs. There has been a big increase in
co-location of schools, through Building Schools forPractice will remain as they are set out there.
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the Future the opportunities to redesign the special Lord Adonis: We have not seen any evidence that
would lead us to a fundamental change. The sorts ofschool estate are huge and very welcome, because, of

course, many special schools are in very outdated fundamental changes that are talked about are
replacing statements or replacing local authorities.and old buildings with very unsuitable

accommodation for their own pupils. Of course, There are some people who would like to have the
whole of the statementing and assessment processthere has also been a significant development of

resource provision inside or attached to mainstream done nationally. It has never, in my experience, been
made completely clear what it is that people who doschools. Again, we believe that where that bestmeets

the needs of local parents and pupils, that is a not like local authorities do want, whether it is a
regional structure, a national structure, how it isthoroughly worthwhile development. However, we

think that these issues should be determined locally. actually going to work, but we do monitor very
closely the representations that are made. I haveWhat has been highlighted in work over recent years

and is brought out again in the audit of special read all the evidence given to your Committee, and
my senior oYcials have been in Scotland recentlyeducational needs is the importance for good co-

ordination between local authorities: because many looking in detail at what has been happening there.
I would not want you to think that we are in any waylocal authorities, since so many went unitary, are

very small and special school provision often needs complacent about the wider debate about change,
we take it immensely seriously, but I think we, liketo be developed with a larger geographical area in

mind. The audit, which we published yesterday, has you, would need to be convinced that fundamental
structural reforms are what is needed to deliver thea large number of good case studies of that taking

place. It particularly highlights, repeatedly qualitative improvements in outcomes for people
with special educational needs that we all seek.throughout, the pan Dorset study. I have looked

closely at what is happening in Dorset and there is
indeed a very close collaborative relationship Q881 Mr Wilson: If you do not believe that a major
between Dorset County Council and Bournemouth review is required, why are you holding these private
and Poole, which are unitary authorities, in the ministerial seminars on SEN and why is the
whole planning, not only of their special school Treasury undertaking a root and branch review of
estate, which is important, but also in training for funding for children who have more complex needs?
teachers. They have combined training for teachers Lord Adonis: That may sound like a slightly loaded
in ASD and planning of ASD provision, which is question. I hold private Ministerial seminars the
joint between them, and they have set in place whole time. It is what you would expect me to do as
mechanisms for taking planning forward between a Minister. They just happen to be meetings. I meet
them in the future. I think the department can play with SEN regional advisers; I meet with the Special
a useful role in facilitating that kind of co-ordinated Educational Consortium. It is my duty as a minister
activity on the part of local authorities, which is the to meet with all of the stakeholders in the system.
reason why we have the regional partnerships, the
reason why we have our SEN regional advisers who Q882 Mr Wilson: There must be something wrong if
work closely with the local authorities, and, for you are holding seminars?
example, they report back to me. They have regular Lord Adonis: Frankly, I see it as my duty constantly
reports on what is happening in individual local to meet people in the sector, to hear their
authorities, which I see and which they then use to representations and to discuss with them the state of
promote best practice in other authorities in which provision.
they work. Mr Wilson:Do you have seminars about things that

are doing particularly well?
Q879 Mr Wilson: Do you see it developing into a
regional structure in terms of SEN and how it Q883 Chairman: Let the Minister finish.
develops? Lord Adonis: I am very happy to answer that. I often
Lord Adonis: I think the responsibilities should have seminars on things that are working well
remain with the local authorities—they are the because, in my experience of government, one of the
elected and accountable bodies—but in planning best things government can do is to look at things
aspects of special educational needs, particular that are working well and seek to spread them more
provisions for pupils with severe learning diYculties, widely across the system; so I pay just as much
it clearly makes sense to get eYcient and good attention to success as to failure.
quality provision, for there to be proper co-
ordination between authorities, and that clearly Q884 Mr Wilson: So it is not part of a broader
applies particularly with smaller authorities who rethink?
should sensibly be planning their provision in Lord Adonis: No.
partnership with other authorities in their area.

Q885 Mr Marsden: Minister, in your opening
statement you picked out as particular key issues inQ880 Mr Wilson:We have had a lot of reports in the

last year or so: BaronessWarnock, the Conservative this area further education in specifics and what you
call “transition periods” in particular. The AdultParty’s Commission, Scottish changes have all

identified a number of faults in the system. Taking Learning Inspectorate, you will be aware, has
produced a report which has been sharply critical ofthat into account, why have you ruled out a major

review? the provision for learners in FE. You mentioned
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again that initiatives would be coming forward in the Lord Adonis: I think I would accept that it is highly
FEWhite Paper and thosewill be very welcome. Can variable. I would completely accept that. There are
I ask you about a particular area, and that is the two dimensions to this, are there not? There is,
issue of autism spectrum. The Committee had sight firstly, the need for better co-ordination between
onMonday of an excellentDVDabout thework of a public support services, which is precisely why we
National Autistic Society school, the Robert Ogden have created both Children’s Services Directorates,
School in South Yorkshire. One of the things that bringing together children’s social services and
struck me about that (and, indeed, I have had it education, and also children’s trusts. One of the
anecdotally in my own advice surgeries) is the Pathfinder children’s trust’s prime functions is to see
particular challenge facing boys with autism, and that services are properly co-ordinated, including
particularly Asperger’s syndrome, at both ends of with the NHS, which is one of the main providers of
the spectrum: those who have severe learning specialist services in this area. The other area, of
diYculties but also those who are quite gifted. I course, is proper co-ordination between schools and
wonder if you could expand on how, in particular, colleges. I think there is, of course, partly, an issue to
your strategy or anything that may or may not be do with specialist training of teachers in both sides,
said in the White Paper will address those having SENCOS and other support staV in the
particular issues? schools who are well trained in their special needs
Lord Adonis: What I am very struck by looking at responsibilities and who know how to access all
institutional arrangements in this area is that often it services outside the school eVectively. That is an
is not the institutional structure that is the issue, it is important issue, I accept, but there is also clearly an
getting the right professional support to interact issue about eVective co-ordination between schools
with it. If you look at pupils coming up to the point and colleges. There we believe that the 14–19 agenda
of transition, there is a requirement, if they have a and a promotion of much stronger collaboration
statement, that there should be a transition review between schools and colleges, which will come from
plan for them agreed in year nine, that that should be a much stronger sense of shared interest because of
annually assessed, it should involve the Connexion curriculumdesign and progressionwhich is commonService, that there should be adequate provision in between them,will benefit all pupils and I believewillrespect of further education, ditto inside the FE

benefit pupils with special educational needs as well,sector itself, and, of course, these are all intended to
a higher proportion of whom, of course, are likely tobe multi-agency as well. These review meetings are
proceed to further education rather than to stay inintended to be multi-agency; they are intended to
school sixth forms and study traditional A-levelbring to the school, to meet with the pupil and their
programmes.parents, all of the professionals who can input into

the best decisions for those pupils. The issue, of
course, is having suitably trained staV, professional Q887 Mr Marsden: Do you feel that the new
staV and staV in the schools, who can make those emphasis on vocational qualifications in the 14–19
judgments and recommend the right provision. In strategy poses particular challenges for SEN
respect of autism, that is a continuing issue. We are provision in FE?
seeing that teachers are suYciently trained in the Lord Adonis: I would genuinely say, in this case, it
range of autistic spectrum disorders to be able to provides opportunities. Of course a high proportionoVer good quality advice and the local specialist of pupils with special educational needs are at thesupport services are available too. The LittleReport,

lower performing end of the spectrum and are thosewhich I think is the report you are referring to in
who the education system, let us be frank, hasrespect of FE, makes a number of particular
traditionally failed, who have got to 16 not gettingsuggestions about the need for the FE sector to
decent qualifications and not getting eVectiveinvest in provision for pupils with learning
progression routes. It is part of this wider failure thatdiYculties in colleges and to give this work a higher
we have had to develop high quality vocationalprofile. The Learning and Skills Council has
education. If we can get the 14–19 system workingaccepted that report. It is now working with local
well and, for example, looking at best practices beingLearning and Skills Councils to see that they all have
developed in Knowsley, where George Sweeney hasa proper investment strategy to upgrade their
been a pathfinder in the development of really strongprovision and we will be taking forward further
links between schools and colleges to promotework in the White Paper next week.
progression, including vocational programmes for
14–16-year-olds which actually take place in the

Q886 Mr Marsden: You mentioned specifically college for a day or two a week, if we can get those
Connexions. As you know, the proposals in the sorts of programmes right and embedded and
Youth Green Paper and things around it will nationally available, I believe, as we must all hope,
transfer responsibilities for much of that work to that this will lead to a step-change in opportunities
local authorities. Are you confident, in terms of the for people who are less able.
evidence that you have seen, that the multi-agency
work which you describe in principle is actually

Q888 Mr Marsden: I endorse all of those points andworking eVectively (and I am thinking particularly
initiatives, and the Knowsley reference, in fact, wasof the links between local authorities and between
touched on by my colleague, the Member ofFE colleges and practice), because the evidence that

I have seen is that it is highly variable? Parliament there, in the schools inspection debate,
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but can I ask finally what mechanism you are going Prime Minister to decide who he makes his
to have to monitor this sort of co-operation and Ministers, but I do hope that I fulfil my
collaboration so that good practice actually works? responsibilities as you have just mentioned.
Lord Adonis:We are piloting the introduction of the Chairman: There is a long tradition in all parties for
diplomas; so that will give us good evidence of how education ministers to be from the House of Lords.
the relationship between schools and colleges is We are moving on now. Roberta, could you lead us
developing in the areas of the pilots, and we will through Future Strategy: planning provision, a
learn from that as we seek to roll out the specialised national framework with local flexibility?
diplomas nationally. We have, of course, Ofsted,
and we will expect it to pay particular attention to

Q892 Dr Blackman-Woods:Minister, you will knowthe development of this new area of provision.
that the Audit Commission and Ofsted have foundOfsted, in my experience, is never slow in coming
unacceptable variations in SEN in diVerent parts offorward and telling us when it believes there are
the country, not only in terms of pupils being placedproblems in this area. The other thing I would say is
in special schools but pupils with very similar needsthat we also have a lot of money here, and, in my
having diVerent levels of support depending onexperience of education reform, you can accomplish
where they live. My question is: do you find thata huge amount where you have a resource to put
acceptable, why do we still have these unacceptablebehind it, and we have made it clear that we are
variations and what is your department proposingprepared to put a significant resource behind the
to do about it?development of 14–19 pathways. When I look at

Knowsley and other places that have engaged that, Lord Adonis: Ofsted and the Audit Commission
it was the pilot funding that was available for new have not said that it is unacceptable to have
forms of 14–19 collaboration that drove it. I was variations in the proportions going to special
very struck in Knowsley, when I visited there schools, though we have sought to promote best
recently, that part of the reasonwhy the schools were practice in that regard. I know there has been a lot
so collaborative with the college is that they did not of evidence given to your Committee about whether
have to pay much for the additional provision: they it is a good thing or a bad thing for local authorities
were getting a significant additional element to their to have special schools. A lot of evidence has been
curriculum which enlarged opportunities for their presented that there are some authorities which have
pupils without sacrificing large parts of their budget. small proportions going to special schools, for
As always in this game, getting the funding example, in terms of the inspection evidence and
incentives right will be absolutely crucial to other objective judgments like numbers of appeals
promoting eVective collaboration and seeing that we and so on, which seem to perform well in respect of
get the outcomes that we want. pupils with special educational needs; so I do not

regard variations in those areas as being a matter of
unacceptable practice, though it is important thatQ889 Mr Carswell: I do not mean this question
authorities learn from each other and that they co-disrespectfully, but personally are you comfortable
ordinate properly. Part of the problem, as I havewith the fact that you, who are not elected and
gone in detail through figures in respect of specialdemocratically accountable at the centre, should
schools and independent special schools, of course,have so much power to decide what is right for other
particularly when you are dealing with smallerpeople’s children out there?
authorities, is that the statistics tend to record whereLord Adonis: I believe that I am being very

accountable this morning, Chairman. I do my best pupils are placed in school, not necessarily the
to be as accountable as I possibly can. pattern of provision for pupils within the authority.

In terms though of outcomes for pupils, we have
always made it clear that we regard wide variationsQ890 Mr Carswell: For one hour a year? in outcomes as not acceptable and that we expectLord Adonis: Actually I behave as a Minister in
authorities which are performing poorly in terms ofexactly the same way, apart from the fact I do not
outcomes for their pupils to pay very close attentionactually stand up on the floor of the House of
to best practice elsewhere to see how they canCommons, for obvious reasons.
improve; and that is precisely, in respect of SEN, the
role that our regional advisers play, to work with

Q891 Mr Carswell: Or stand for election? local authorities which are performing poorly to see
Lord Adonis: Or stand for election, but I fulfil that they do raise their game. Of course, local
exactly the same Ministerial responsibilities as authorities also have to account to Ofsted in that
others do, and I can assure you in these particular regard too. Ofsted inspects special educational
areas the House of Lords also takes a very keen provision as part of its wider inspections and Ofsted
interest. I have spent many hours debating special can and does criticise authorities when its special
educational needs and provision for disadvantaged education provision is not up to scratch and they are
pupils in the Lords and there are many people there expected to take action accordingly.
who have very keen front-line experience, including
BaronessWarnock. I think at the last count we have

Q893 Dr Blackman-Woods: You have addressedsix former secretaries of state there, who are never
outcomes, but not the diVerent levels of support thatslow to give me the benefit of their experience. I fully

accept I am not elected, and it is a matter for the students with very similar needs might get in
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diVerent areas. What is your department doing Q897 Dr Blackman-Woods: Sowhat are you actually
going to do if you think that a local authority is notabout that? Do you see that there is a role for you in
delivering for its pupils with special educationalhelping local authorities to be more strategic?
needs?Lord Adonis:We do publish a lot of benchmark data
Lord Adonis: Our regional advisers have what Inow (indeed, some has been provided to the
think are best described as “very full and frank”Committee, and I can provide more) on budgets on
conversations with chief education oYcers and theirspecial educational needs, levels of delegation, levels
SEN teams where they believe that the provision isof delegation in respect of School Action, School
not satisfactory. If a local authority is not inAction Plus, the quality of individual professional
fulfilment of its statutory duties then of course wesupport services and so on. We are not slow in
have powers to direct, and that is another matter,providing benchmarking data, and, of course, all
but a lot of the issueswe are talking about are not thethat data is available to our regional advisers as they
fulfilment of statutory duties, they are of course theinteract with local authorities too, but ultimately
development of best practice and services. The auditthese decisions are a matter for elected local
of low incidence special educational needs, which weauthorities and, if they can demonstrate that they are
published yesterday, is another big contribution toachieving good results with diVerent patterns of
that. If you read the report you will see that a goodprovision, that is a matter for them in being
half of it is actually spent highlighting best practicesaccountable to their own electors. in individual authorities reviewing the evidence of
what works. There are a lot of appendices at the
back on provision for particular areas of special

Q894 Dr Blackman-Woods: I will come back to that educational needs and literature reviews on what
in a minute. Do you have a view about what the sorts of interventions and approaches work best.We
long-term balance should be between special schools would expect chief education oYcers and directors
and students being placed in mainstream schools? of children’s services and their SEN teams to take
Have you got an idea about whether the number of full account of all of that work and benchmark data
special school places should be reducing, whether it as they draw up their policies.
should be increasing, whether we should be moving
to more placements in the mainstream?

Q898 Dr Blackman-Woods: There is a significantLord Adonis:Mr Wilson asked me exactly the same
amount of pressure growing to have some basicquestion.
minimum entitlement that is available right across
the country, provision mapping; what is your view
on that so that parents’ expectations in a sense canQ895 Dr Blackman-Woods: I just want to get some be managed because they know what the minimumclarity, if it is possible. should be?

Lord Adonis: What matters to us is that local Lord Adonis: We do not specify from the centre.
authorities are providing properly for the needs of Obviously any authority has to have a suYcient
their pupils. We do not have a view about a set service in each area tomeet their responsibilities.We
proportion of pupils who should be in special do not specify precisely what that should be. We do
schools, but we note that in fact the proportion has not, for example, specify how many special schools
remained roughly static in recent years. If that is the a local authority should have.We do not believe that
view that local authorities take in fulfilling their that is appropriate. We do believe though that they
statutory responsibilities, we are absolutely content must have provision which is adequate to meet
with that. We have no policy whatever, I should their duties.
stress, of encouraging local authorities to close
special schools or withdraw resource provision

Q899 Dr Blackman-Woods: I think what I amwhere they do not believe that is in the best interests struggling with is why are you not taking from theof their localities. centre a more strategic look right across the country
so there is at least a basic entitlement there for all
parents? It is something that you feel quite

Q896 Dr Blackman-Woods: Can you explain why comfortable doing in terms of the National
you think it should just be a role for local authorities: Curriculum for all other schools. Why is there this
because there is a real danger, if you do that, that resistance to saying that perhaps we should be giving
you do not tackle the variation in diVerent types and a bit more direction about what is available for
levels of support? Can you deal with that, first of all, SEN?
and then I will come on to the next point? LordAdonis:Wedo not believe that we are not being
Lord Adonis: That is why it is so important, very forthright in making clear what we do regard
Chairman, of course to promote best practice. It is are acceptable and unacceptable practices on the one
why it is so important that we have the advisers, we hand and what is best practice. We do seek to
have Ofsted, and we have a large number of promote that very strongly. As I say, we have
monitoring and support services which seek to significantly enhanced the Department’s resource
ensure that local authorities learn from the best in all for advising on best practice in recent years with the
areas of provision so that the gaps and variations regional advisers and the networks they are able to
that you have identified do not continue where they put in place. I do not accept that we have not fulfilled

our responsibilities there.We have also of course justare leading to poor outcomes for children.
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published the audit on low incidence special Q904 Mr Carswell: You said earlier that it is not
really central government, despite the 2001 Act, thateducational needs and that has a great deal to say
can be blamed for closure of local schools. However,about variations in patterns of provision and factors
let us talk specifics here, in Essex the Leas Schoolof which local authorities should take account. The
was shut down and the Schools Adjudicatorpoint which I think you are seeking to get to is
specifically said that “closure was in line withshould we actually specify in particular areas and
Government policy”. Were they wrong?define I assume you mean, in some quantifiable way
Lord Adonis: I do not know that specific example.what is the absolute minimum?

Q905 Mr Carswell: But you are meant to beQ900 Dr Blackman-Woods: Yes. accountable so could you find out and let me know?
Lord Adonis:We have not seen that as our duty. We Lord Adonis: I certainly will and I will come back to
do not believe there are areas at the moment where you on it.1 I assume that “in line with Government
that would be a desirable thing to do, but if your policy” means in respect of whether it is going to
Committee were to make recommendations in this achieve outcomeswhichwill promote the interests of
area we would study them with great care. pupils with special educational needs. It is certainly

not in line with any policy the Department has of
requiring the closure or promoting the closure ofQ901 Dr Blackman-Woods: Can we conclude from
special schools.what you are saying that you would look at a

national framework for minimum standards or you
Q906 Helen Jones: I am struggling, like Roberta,would not?
with what regional advisers can do with localLord Adonis: We would look very carefully at
authorities when we do not have set minimumanything you recommended to us in this area or
standards for entitlement for children. If I were aother areas.
parent of a child with special needs I would not want
your regional adviser to have a robust conversation

Q902 Chairman: So you are not worried that with the local authority. I would want to know that
Newham does not have any special schools? my child could get the same standard of provision,
Lord Adonis:Newham in fact does. I have been into where it is delivered is not the issue, as a child on the
this exhaustively since reading your evidence. other side of the country.Why do you think we have
Newham has two special schools. Do you want me not got that sort of standard? If we are talking about
to give you all the detail? equity in provision should the provision a child gets

be dependent on where they live?
Lord Adonis: No, it should not be. There should be

Q903 Chairman:No, the evidence wewere given said a right to a provision thatmeets their needs wherever
they had none, so it is very refreshing to hear that. they are. There is no disagreement at all about the
Lord Adonis: Newham has two special schools, one objective. The issue is how far we from the centre
of which is the very attractively named John F should be in the business of precisely regulating local
Kennedy School. Newhamalso has—and this is very authorities’ duties to ensure that provision is
interesting and this is why it is so diYcult to specify available, and that is the issue we have to grapple
this minimum (and I regard it as my duty always to with.
try in so far as one can to ascertain the facts)—a very
high level of resource provision attached to its

Q907 Helen Jones: Indeed but government does thatmainstream schools. It has a large number of units
in other things. The Government sets down Literacyand other types of resourced provision attached to Hour for primary schools. It sets down regulationsthe schools. So it is not the case that Newham does about how we teach numeracy. It sets down all sorts

not make substantial provision for pupils with low of things. What do you think is the problem with
incidence special educational needs; it does. It has setting down minimum levels of entitlement for
two special schools and it has a lot of resourced children with special needs?
provision.What it does not have is amore, if you like Lord Adonis:We do set down a lot of requirements.
to call it, traditional pattern of larger numbers of We set down a whole set of requirements in respect
special schools. It has moved to having a pattern of of how the statementing process is conducted, and
having a larger number of units or resourced the time lines that local authorities are expected to
provision attached to mainstream schools. I think observe. As I said, we write to local authorities very
this is a very helpful set of exchanges here. If we were clearly setting out the parameters from within which
to try and set minima we would have to grapple with they are expected to act. The position that we take in
all those issues. I do not think it would be respect of special educational needs is broadly
appropriate for instance to set a minima on special similar to the position we take in other areas which
schools. The minimum would have to be related to is that we set a framework within which local action
the actual quality of provision across the system, takes place. There is a perfectly legitimate debate to
whether it be in mainstream schools, in units or in be had about whether that framework should be a
special schools, or indeed in central support units tighter framework and whether we should specify
as well. more from the centre than we do at the moment. I
Chairman: Roger is a great champion of localism so
I am going to give him a quick supplementary. 1 Ev 444–449
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completely understand that argument and looking schools in respect of School Action and School
Action Plus, which means that schools have aat previous evidence in the Committee I know that

in some areas there will be views that would be a significantly additional resource—
worthwhile activity, but it is not a case of us standing
back and simply allowing local authorities to get on Q910 Helen Jones:Exactly, that is what I am saying.
with it. At the moment we do both set a framework Lord Adonis: That is welcome and we want to see
and provide a lot of data and interventions to that process continuing. In respect of teaching
encourage all local authorities to learn from the best. standards, you took evidence from Ralph Tabberer

and I know that you pressed him quite hard on this
issue. The TDA is reviewing teaching standards. WeQ908 Helen Jones:Encouragement in learning is one
are also conducting a review of the standards inthing and minimum standards is something
respect of SENCOs, which were last updated in 1998diVerent. What we have at the moment is not
before the 2001 Act and the Code of Practice andminimum standards of provision. The Government
Removing Barriers to Achievement. We do believesets standards about the process not about the
that there need to be proper professional standardsprovision. All the evidence is that the provision that
in respect of training in the understanding of specialchildren get varies widely in diVerent parts of the
educational needs, and we are looking at howwe cancountry. If personalisation is so important—and I
improve those.think most of the Committee believe that it is very

important—does that not also have to be
Q911 Helen Jones: So do you want to set minimumaccompanied by equity? Do you believe that the
training standards for SENCOs? Should they, asvariations in provision we have currently for
many other people have to do in diVerentchildren with special needs are unacceptable? And if
professions, have to undertake a minimum numberso what do you want to do about it?
of CPD hours in a year?Lord Adonis: I would like to see lesser variations.
LordAdonis:TheCode of Practice sets out the dutiesIndeed, in many key areas outcomes have been
of SENCOs and their requirement to see that theyimproving in poorer authorities and all the work
are properly conversant with all of the material thatthat we do to support schools and local authorities
they need to fulfil those duties. In terms of trainingis geared to that end. However of course, it is not
and requirements on SENCOs, that is somethingsimply in respect of special educational needs that
that we are looking at as part of the review of thethere are variations; there are variations in outcomes
professional standards at the moment.of schools across a whole set of measures which we

would like to see narrowed in all those respects. The
issue is the most appropriate intervention to get to Q912 Helen Jones: Will that apply to all schools
that goal. If we believe that setting minimum then, including those schools like academies and
standards in particular areas of provision would trusts, if you look at minimum standards of
achieve that goal we would look at it very seriously provision?
but, as I say, our view at the moment is that that will Lord Adonis: In terms of trust schools, yes, is the
get us engaged in very diYcult processes of judgment answer to that question. Academies, for example,
where local decision makers are often best placed to under their funding agreements can only employ
make those judgments. teachers who have qualified teacher status.

Q913 Helen Jones: Yes, but that was not quite whatQ909 Helen Jones: Can we look at some of the
I asked. If you set minimum standards for trainingdiYculties that you might encounter because I think
for SENCOs and minimum standards for CPD, willthat might be useful. The problem is that when you
that apply across the board to academies?talk about local authorities, local authorities have
Lord Adonis: It will apply in respect of trust schools.the responsibility for many of these things but
Those requirements will be the same because theyschools actually have the money. What do you do
are the same in respect of trust schools as otherabout ensuring that schools have the ability to
schools. The detail of the requirements that we applydeliver inclusive education for children, particularly
to academies in this area I am not clear about. I amin view of the fact that there are diYculties inmaking
happy to come back to you on that. In practice Isure that staV are adequately trained, and all that is
have not yet visited an academy that does not havedecided at school level? Should there be minimum
an equivalent of a SENCO and does not take theirtraining standards and minimum standards of
responsibilities in this area very seriously.continuing professional development?

Lord Adonis: There are a number of questions in
there. So far as the capacity of schools to provide Q914 Chairman: Are you worried when SENCOs

start to be being appointed who are not evenbetter resources for pupils with special educational
needs is concerned, of course they need to have the teachers and they are just non-graduate

administrative people (or maybe graduates), butcash resources to be able to do that in the first place.
We have provided, as you know, a very significant essentially the downgrading of the SENCO?

Lord Adonis: I think it would need to be a highlyincrease in the cash resources. Indeed, the latest
Section 52 returns, the reports that the schools make exceptional case where a school felt it appropriate

not to appoint a qualified teacher to be a SENCO isto the Department, show that in the last two years
there has been a £290 million improvement in the my answer to that question, but one can envisage

cases where it might be appropriate. For instance, itdelegation of resources from local authorities to
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could well be that it is appropriate for somebody buildings are physically adjacent. There is an
example, in my judgment, of very good practice. Arewho comes from the further education sector with

very substantial personal experience in this area and there enough incentives and is there enough
structure in the present system tomake sure that thatwho is engaged by a school as a teaching assistant or

support. So I would not want to say I could not sort of individual good practice is spread across
the piece?envisage circumstances where it would be

appropriate. Lord Adonis: No, is my view, and I do believe we
need to provide more incentives. It is part of the
reason why in the White Paper we have given a veryQ915 Chairman:Your concern would be if there was
strong emphasis to allowing special schools to applyevidence that this was a process of downgrading
for specialist status, both curriculum specialisms andSENCOs in schools?
SEN specialisms, with the resource which comesLord Adonis: If that was the case then we would be
with that. Part of the resource can be used to doimmensely concerned and we are monitoring it. I
outreach work with other schools in their area. I amknow that you took evidence on this earlier and
the first Minister for Special Educational Needs inconcerns were raised. The issue for us of course is
recent years who has also had responsibility forwhether you would actually ban any capacity for
mainstream schools. They have always beenschools to engage any others than qualified teachers
segmented inside the Department itself, which I doto be SENCOs. I can understand the judgment call
not think is a healthy thing. I bring to this a constanton that but if the flexibility is being used to engage
desire to see that the same opportunities are given topeople who are professionally qualified in this area
special schools in terms of their interaction with thethen I do not know that wewould think that thatwas
wider system as are given to mainstream schools.a bad thing for a school to do.
For instance, I regard it as a mistake that whenChairman: Right. Gordon
Excellence in Cities was started it did not extend to
special schools. It should have extended to them and

Q916 Mr Marsden: Minister, can I take up a point we now want to see those services extended. I think
on the very full national audit that you are it was a great pity when we started the specialist
publishing today and particular reference in it to the schools programme that that did not as a matter of
need for Child and Adolescent Mental Health course comprise special schools as well. It is now
Services to be made more accessible, particularly to doing so and that is the commitment that we gave in
young people with low instance needs. This is the White Paper. I see that as immensely important.
something I personally I want very much but would You, Gordon, referred to the experience in your
you accept that one of the problems there has been constituency. I do not have a constituency but I live
in the past with local authorities is that the linkage in Islington which is currently engaging in a process
in that particular area with the educational of relocating its special schools on to the same sites
provision for SEN has been very patchy and that as mainstream schools. The primary section of the
actually we have got to look (and I accept this is not Bridge School, which is a very good special school in
direct ministerial responsibility but obviously you the borough, is being relocated next to a primary
work very closely with the Department) much more school, with a very big injection of funds to
closely at prodding CAMHS locally to do that, and physically relocate it, and its secondary school is
that has funding implications, particularly in terms being relocated next to a secondary school. The
of care trusts? authority also funds the Bridge Special School to do
Lord Adonis: You are absolutely right that the outreach work with mainstream schools in the area
report does make a number of recommendations in in its area of SEN excellence. I think that is a very
this area and highlights issues. We do accept that good model which is worth promoting more widely
those issues need to be addressed. They are an and as more special schools become specialist
important issue for the health authorities. It is very schools and therefore get the additional funding they
important that they do seek to promote much better will have the capacity to do that.
practice in the development of CAMHServices. One
of the issues raised in the report, for example, is

Q918 Chairman: Were you in Number 10 when thehaving CAMH Services made much more widely
Excellence in Cities excluded special schools? Wereavailable at school level so that schools can directly
you not party to that?access them, this being a big problem at the moment
Lord Adonis: Contrary to the myth, Chairman, thewhere schools have great diYculty in being able to
details of policy of this kindwere always well beyondaccess them directly. I think those points in the
my capacity to influence!report are very well made and we will seeking to

promote them very strongly.
Q919 Chairman: I thought you would like that!
Courtesy of Douglas’s introduction we went intoQ917 Mr Marsden: Can I come back briefly to this

whole issue of frameworks which has just been two excellent school in Essex with charismatic,
wonderful heads—Market Field in Colchester anddiscussed, to look at it very specifically in the context

of collaboration between mainstream and special Shorefield School in Clacton. One of the things—
and we thought it was good practice—said by themschools. I will be going on Friday to High Furlong

Special School in my constituency which is an was that they were keener to get a relationship
between their schools so that a student could be partexcellent special school and which collaborates very

closely with the collegiate high school whose time in one school but they said that the resource
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implications were diYcult, so it discouraged that for pupils with special educational needs. Under the
Removing Barriers to Achievement policy and thesort of partnership. Are you going to look at that

and change that? Code of Practice, a graduated response is intended
to be the policy so the fact that the advisers to whomLord Adonis: I think that is an area that we are

looking at, how you get budgets which can be shared you have referred are seeking to promote best
practice in statementing, I do not take to be a badbetween schools more eVectively. Of course, where

you have units which are attached to mainstream thing at all. There are many authorities with lower
proportions of pupils with statements that haveschools, budget issues are easier. It is when you are

dealing with separate institutions and getting the higher levels of parental satisfaction and lower levels
of appeals to SENDIST, so the Government doesbudgets together that it is more diYcult, and I think

that is a particular issue in respect of special schools not believe that in order to have good provision for
special educational needs you must have a high leveland mainstream schools because there traditionally

has been so little interaction. I do believe that that is of statements. That is not our policy at all.
an important issue and we are looking at it.

Q923 Mrs Dorries: Why did the Government give
£420 million worth of funding to an organisationQ920 Mrs Dorries:We were talking just before you
known as the 2020 Group whose purpose ofarrived about the grey area between local authorities
existence is to have all special schools closed byand the Government and when we read the
2020? Why does the Government employ from timetranscript back of the evidence that you have given
to time one of the leading members of that group asso far today you very firmly put the responsibility
a government adviser?onto local authorities and seem to steer away from
Lord Adonis: I am not familiar with those particularany responsibility from the Government. We have
individuals but I will happily come back to you onhad a number of witnesses here who have said that
that particular point. I assume that there are servicesthe Government has a policy of inclusion so could I
which the 2020 Group provide to us which areask you to categorically state does the Government
worthwhile, otherwise the Government would nothave an active policy of inclusionwhichLEAs across
be funding them, but I will happily come back to youthe country attempt to implement?
on the detail of that.Lord Adonis: I think I should be very clear that

Parliament has a policy in this area. The 2001 Act
says that parents should have the right to a place in Q924 Mrs Dorries: You said that spending on
amainstream school and the policy should be geared special needs has gone from £2.8 billion to £4.1
to that so Parliament has a very clear policy in this billion. Could that be because the majority of
area. The Government of course are duty bound to children who now go to special schools have to go
implement the law, however, it is equally clear that through the SENDIST tribunal process which costs
a parent has the right to express a preference for any the parents up to £10,000 and that when those
school that they so choose. So we have a duty to parents are successful at their tribunal those places
promote much better provision in mainstream are awarded in independent schools? Could that be
schools for pupils with special educational needs and the reason why the spending has gone up?
in all of our experience where that provision is in Lord Adonis: Spending on special schools has also
place and is good it will often meet the needs of risen very substantially. I have the figures here and
parents and it will ensure that they are content. They can give them all to you. The spending on
have an absolute right within the system at the maintained special schools has risen by 6.7% on
moment, as you know, to apply for a place in a average for each of the last three years. Last year it
special school and that must be properly considered. rose by 7.23%. It is not the case that special schools

are being under-funded. There have been big
increases in funding for mainstream schools inQ921 Mrs Dorries: Could I have a yes or a no. Does
respect of special educational needs but there havethe Government have an active policy of inclusion
also been very big increases for special schools, too.which LEAs across the country attempt to

implement? Just a yes or a no.
Lord Adonis: No, the Government is duty bound to Q925 Mrs Dorries: What percentage is that of the
implement the 2001 Special Educational Needs and total increase in spending?
Disability Act and that is my answer to the question. Lord Adonis: I could come back to you with those

figures, but we are now looking at the cost of
maintained special schools in this financial yearQ922 Mrs Dorries: Can we move on. My answer to
2005–06 of £1.243 billion as against £4.1 billion,that questionwould be yes if I were sitting where you
which is LEA budgeted expenditure on specialare and I think I would interpret your answer as no.
educational needs, so you can see that there is a veryWhy have the Government seconded seven
substantial sum expended by special needs.educational psychologists and educationalists from

a variety of LEAs across the UK, including Essex,
whose specific remit is to reduce statementing within Q926 Mrs Dorries: What percentage has gone into

the independent sector?local education authorities and to increase the
Government’s inclusion agenda? Lord Adonis: The latest figures are that our spending

this year on non-maintained independent specialLord Adonis: Reducing statementing within local
authorities can of course be a thoroughly schools, which is what you are talking about, is £481

million, which is 9% up in one year, and comparesworthwhile activity in promoting better outcomes
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with £309 million in 2002, so there has been a very authorities which are seeking to do their absolute
best to provide for special educational needs onsubstantial increase in spending on non-maintained

and independent special schools, alongside increases the basis of incomplete or simply erroneous
information.in spending onmaintained special schools, alongside

investments in mainstream schools to provide for
special educational needs. Q931 Mrs Dorries:One of the reasons whyNewham

is in the position it is is because the vast majority of
parents of children with special educational needs inQ927 Mrs Dorries: What safeguards does the
Newham come from the lowest socio-economicGovernment put in place other than the safeguards
groups and do not know how to access SENDIST.you have explained thismorning?Youhave said that
Could you tell me who has the final say on SENthe regional co-ordinaters report back to you and
provision in this country, you or the electedyou talked about a letter you have written to
Secretary of State?Buckinghamshire telling them they would be acting
Lord Adonis: I simply do not accept that openingillegally if they did what they were going to do. Is the
assertion that that is the case. There are other localoYcial safeguard a letter from you because, as we
authorities near Newham which have not thatknow, although you spoke about two schools,
dissimilar socio-economic profiles which have veryNewham gave us evidence that they were all closed
high levels of reference to SENDIST.down. I would just like to ask you if those two

schools were independent. However—
Lord Adonis: No, they are maintained. Q932 Mrs Dorries:We are talking about Newham.
Mrs Dorries: What safeguards did you do in Lord Adonis: In the case of Newham it is smaller but
Newham because we know that most of those in the case of Hackney it is 15.6% which is five times
children are educated out— the national average. I could go down the list of

authorities. Lewisham is the highest at 21.8%.
Q928 Chairman: Can I interject and say I have
checked, the people who told us that Newham had Q933 Mrs Dorries:Which just proves it is a postcode

lottery and it depends what authority you are in.no special schools were the parent representative
organisation from Newham called SPINN! Lord Adonis: Not at all. These are a whole set of

assertions, Chairman.Lord Adonis: I leave it to the Committee to make a
judgment then!

Q934 Chairman: Let the Minister reply.
Lord Adonis: It is not the case at all that thisQ929 Mrs Dorries: I will condense my question.
demonstrates a postcode lottery. Some of thoseWhat safeguards do you put in place? Is it a letter
authorities which have low levels of appeals tofrom the Minister? Is it something more substantial
SENDIST also have high numbers in special schoolsthan that? Did you write to Newham and say to
and very low numbers of statements so it is not thethem, “You are going to be oVering parents no
case that having low numbers of appeals tochoice within your county, therefore it is illegal”?
SENDIST goes hand-in-hand with the refusal ofLord Adonis: It is not illegal.
authorities to assess and with having lower socio-
economic backgrounds of the pupils. That simply isQ930 Mrs Dorries: It is illegal to deny parents a
not the case. I have looked at this in detail becausechoice.
this came up in your evidence session. I will send youLord Adonis: That is absolutely so but Newham has
the list which I have had prepared for me of all localnot been denying parents choice. Newham has two
authorities in England, the number of pupils perspecial schools. Let me give it to you since you asked
10,000 in respect of which there are appeals tome the question. It has 17 specially resourced
SENDIST, the number in special schools, and themainstream schools in addition to its two special
number statemented, and I think that anyschools, and I have a list of them here, and the units
reasonable person looking at this would not be ableand resourced provision that they have attached. I
to draw the inference that it is simply becauseam not here to defend a particular local authority
Newham is poor that it has a lower number ofbut I think it is very important, Chairman—and you
appeals to SENDIST and that there is a lesserI know would agree with this—that we allow our
capacity for parents to complain about inadequatedebate on this issue to be conducted by the facts and
provision.not by assertions about what is happening in

individual local authorities that bear no resemblance
Q935 Mrs Dorries: You have not answered two ofat all to the reality on the ground. It was also
my questions.claimed, for example, in earlier evidence sessions
Lord Adonis: Sorry, I was trying to deal with thethat it is only in richer authorities that you have large
first. I will come to the second and third.numbers of appeals to SENDIST, which is

completely untrue when you look at the evidence. It
was claimed that theremust be large numbers of out- Q936 Mrs Dorries: What are the minimum

safeguards or standards which ensure that provisionof-borough placements in respect of Newham
because it only has two special schools. Untrue, is available? Is it a letter from the Minister as you

have described so far? Who has the final say in thiswhen you look at the facts. I will happily write to you
with the facts on this. I do not believe that we should country on SEN provision, you or the elected

Secretary of State?be in the business of attacking or stigmatising local
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Lord Adonis: Of course it is the Secretary of State in Q942 Mrs Dorries: I am sorry, I cannot listen to this.
terms of powers to direct. The Secretary of State Lord Adonis: I think it does a great disservice to
exercises all these functions and otherMinisters only parents to suggest to them that they can only access
exercise functions in the name of the Secretary of the rights which are given to them by Parliament of
State and with the authority of the Secretary of the Tribunal by indicating to them they have to
State, but of course in terms of individuals where spend the sorts of sums of money that you have just
does the final say lie; it lies with SENDIST. When it suggested.
comes to individuals who are seeking to access Chairman: Minister, we hear what you say and we
special educational needs and they believe that their may call the Tribunal Chairman in order to give
needs are not being met, they have a proper legal evidence. Would that make you happy, Nadine?
route through which to go and of course, as we
know, 3,000 parents a year do do that and they can

Q943 Mrs Dorries: It would certainly make meappeal to SENDIST on refusal to—
happy. I would like those figures please as to how
many parents who have accessed SENDIST have

Q937 Mrs Dorries: But it costs £10,000. paid for it?
Lord Adonis: It does not cost £10,000. That is again Lord Adonis: I have made it clear that I do not have
another— figures because the tribunal itself does not collect

figures.

Q938 Chairman: If I hear any more remarks from
people in the public gallery, I will exclude them. Q944 Mr Chaytor: Minister, you referred to the
LordAdonis: It may be the case that some parents do increase in spending on SEN in mainstream schools
choose to spend that sum but there is no cost from £2.8 billion to £4.1 billion over the last three
whatever for going to SENDIST. Let that be very years. Do you know that that money is being spent
clearly understood. There is no cost for going to by schools on children with SEN?
SENDIST. Also legal assistance can be provided for Lord Adonis: In respect of children that have School
those from lower income backgrounds. It is not the Action and School Action plus, a school would be
case that there is a cost to go to SENDIST. 3,000 held up pretty quickly by its local authority if it was
parents a year do. They have a right to go to not making that provision. As you know, with our
SENDIST because of the refusal to assess; they have devolved budgeting, I cannot say that every penny of
a right to go to SENDIST because of the definition that money was spent on that purpose, just as I
of their special educational needs; and they have a cannot say how much money that goes through
right to go to SENDIST on part four of the mainstream budgets for schools will end up being
statement, which is the naming of the school. In spent on special educational needs.
terms of the safeguarding of their rights, that is a
very powerful set of rights and SENDIST has the

Q945 Mr Chaytor:Doyou think there is a significantlast say. It is not the local authority and it is not the
issue of schools not ring-fencing themoney allocatedSecretary of State and it is not me.
for SEN to children with SEN?
Lord Adonis: Not that I am aware of. We have not

Q939 Mrs Dorries: How many of the parents who been made aware that this has been a significant
access the SENDIST tribunal do so at no cost to issue, and indeed the fact that hand-in-hand with the
themselves? increased delegation of those funds we have had
Lord Adonis: I do not have those figures and I have fewer requests for assessments, with the 15% decline
asked SENDIST and they do not have those figures in the number of statements over that period, I think
either because they do not have that data. would tend to indicate that there is a higher level of

parental confidence amongst students who are at
School Action and School Action Plus stage,Q940 Mrs Dorries: We had a witness here, Simon
otherwise of course they would be seekingOliver, saying that it cost between £2,000 and
assistance. I think you can draw a fair conclusion£10,000 to access a SENDIST tribunal, and we have
from that that must be because the quality of theall as members on this Committee spoken to parents
provision in the schools is improving, but of coursewho have had to pay for SENDIST tribunals.
I cannot say there are no cases where schools are notLord Adonis: And I do not accept that and Kevin
using that money to—Mullany, the Secretary of the Tribunal—

Q946 Mr Chaytor: Would it be possible to identifyQ941 Mrs Dorries: Do you not accept the truth?
any discrepancies through analysis of the section 52Lord Adonis: I simply do not accept that. It may be,
statements?Chairman, that you should invite the Tribunal to
Lord Adonis: No, the section 52 statements wouldgive evidence to you. I have met the Secretary of the
have to identify the resources that the school has andTribunal last week and I have asked him these
from whence they have come and from what streamquestions directly, reflecting the evidence, and he has
of funding they have come. It is because of that thatmade it absolutely clear to me that there is no cost to
we can identify the £4.1 billion but it does not ofgo to the Tribunal—
course identify precisely what schools spend theirMrs Dorries:Which planet are you on?

Chairman: Nadine, let the Minister finish. funds on.
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Q947 Mr Chaytor: But is there a case for a without statements. That is an 18.5% increase in just
refinement of the Section 52 model to require two years. So there is something quite big taking
schools to indicate where they spend them? place out there in the local authority and school
Lord Adonis: The diYculty, as ever, is red tape on world of local authorities delegating significant
schools. If we were to do that, that would be a very additional funding to schools to meet SEN. It has
significant additional burden on schools that would gone alongside two other developments. The first is
need to account to the Department for the significant increases in school numbers which has
breakdown of their budgets in some detail. Of meant that these sorts of resources are available. The
course, one could do it. It would be absolutely second thing is Removing Barriers to Achievement
possible to do it but we would need to think of the and the much greater emphasis on school level
bureaucracy implications of requiring schools to action to improve support for outcomes for pupils
report in that detail. At local authority level of with SEN, and that has concentrated the minds of
course, local authorities do have much greater both local authorities and schools and I think has
knowledge of what is going on at school level in their got them together through the schools forums and
budgets than we do. In many local authorities it may other local discussions that take place to agree
well be that they can pretty closely identify money delegation schemes which involve much more
that is being spent, particularly at School Action money being passed down to the school level.
Plus, where you have gotmore defined needs and are
working with their schools to see that the money is

Q950 Mr Chaytor: Can we move on to the Treasuryproperly allocated.
review of complex needs. Could you say something
about the scope of the Treasury review and what is

Q948 Mr Chaytor: On the question of the balance the timescale for the reporting?
between the role of the local authority and the role Lord Adonis: It is taking place at the moment. As I
of the school, to what extent do you think the fact understand it, it is not just complex needs, it is
the local authority has the legal responsibility but deprivation factors as well, in the allocation of
the school has the power and the resources is the root funding to schools. I am not sure when it is due toof many of the diYculties that have been identified? conclude and report but I will let you know.Lord Adonis: There are three answers to that
question because it is a very important issue. I fully
accept that it is crucial to see that the money Q951 Mr Chaytor: Could we move on to workforce
intended for SEN is spent on SEN. The local development and initial teacher training. In the
authorities themselves agree their delegated funding audit of support services and provision for low
model and of course if schools are not playing fair in instance needs that you published, my quick reading
seeing that the funding is delegated then local of it suggests that it does not say a lot about the
authorities can change their formula. This all works question of teacher training, either initial teacher
according to a formula. That is the first point I training or continuing professional development?
would make. It is usually done in very close Lord Adonis: No.
collaboration. Secondly, there is the work of the
schools forums which brings together the local

Q952 Mr Chaytor: Are you confident that theauthorities and the schools directly, and of course
proposals for improved CPD that are outlined in theone of the key roles of the schools forums is to
SEN Strategy are actually being implemented on thediscuss delegated expenditure each year, and that
ground or that the new proposals for optionalgives a constant interaction between the schools and
modules in ITT fully reflect the spirit of the SENthe local authority. The third element, which is key
Strategy?to this of course, is that if that system is not working

parents have the capacity then to seek an assessment Lord Adonis: I am confident that what is there at the
of special educational needs and a statement, which moment is being broadly implemented. I cannot say
of course has to be maintained by the authority, so in each individual cases but I also believe that we
the authority and, in its own way, the school have a need to do more. Ralph Tabberer said that to you
strong incentive from diVerent perspectives to see when he came. The TDA is looking both at teacher
that delegated funding does actually serve to meet standards and the support it gives for training of
special educational needs and is not just going into a teachers in special educational needs. He gave you a
pot irrespective of it. number of particular initiatives that the TDA is

taking, for instance longer placements in special
schools as one of the elements that will ensure muchQ949 Mr Chaytor: You referred to a figure of £290
better awareness by teachers who choose tomillion which has been transferred from local
specialise in this area of provision of specialauthorities to schools in the last three years. Do you
educational needs. He talked also about theconsider that that process is going to continue and is
provision of much better units and reviewing thethat likely to eradicate the problem or will it
teacher education standards. He talked about newexacerbate the problem?
graduate programmes that are going to be availableLord Adonis:What I think is interesting in this one
too. Whether all of this put together is suYcient isis the decisions that local authorities themselves are
something we are considering at the moment,making. That £290 million means that in 2005-06,
alongside the professional standards which are upthe current financial year, £1.45 billion is being

delegated to schools directly in respect of SEN for review.
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Q953 Mr Chaytor: Again, what is the timescale for removing an entitlement from pupils. As you know,
Jacqui Smith has written to all local authoritiesthat?

Lord Adonis: The professional standards need to be making clear to them that this entitlement is for real
and we do not expect to see very little provision foragreed after this summer so that work is advanced.
students in modern foreign languages. I am not
saying that there are not areas of tension but theQ954 Mr Chaytor: And one final point on the
whole purpose of giving the greater flexibility andSENCO, you said that you could not exclude the
the resources that go with it is that it should improvepossibility that someone who was not a qualified
the curriculum for students and not endanger it.teacher could be appointed to a SENCO post. In

that situation would they not be excluded from
certain forms of CPD that only qualified teachers Q957 JeV Ennis: Following a point from Roberta’s
can participate in? line of questioning, in the absence of any national
Lord Adonis: Yes, I assume that that is true. I am SEN framework and the diYculties of assessing the
thinking rapidly. There will be certain types of CPD outcomes for pupils with SEN, are current
available I assume only to qualified teachers. Having arrangements for inspecting SEN provision at
said that though, by and large head teachers can buy school level suYciently robust?
what they want. I do not think there is much training Lord Adonis: Of course SEN provision is inspected
provided by higher educational institutions that is as part of the Ofsted inspection which takes place
limited to those with QTA, providing of course the now more frequently.
school itself is prepared to fund the training. I did
make clear that I think it would need to be a highly Q958 JeV Ennis: It is very much seen as an add-on in
exceptional case where a school appointed a many respects, or it has been in the past.
SENCO who was not a qualified teacher. LordAdonis:You took evidence fromOfsted on that
Chairman: I want to move on to statementing and point and I know Ofsted do take their
the immensely patient JeV Ennis. responsibilities seriously there. It is incumbent on

them, and the new inspectorate that is being
Q955 JeV Ennis: Could I begin with an aside. When developed under the Education and Inspections Bill,
the Minister mentioned the John F Kennedy school to see that it does give a firm priority to SEN in its
in Newham it set my mind wondering how many inspection work.
George W Bush schools we will get opened across
the country in the next 20 years. I think the George

Q959 JeV Ennis: Do you anticipate many specialW Bush Trust School, Huddersfield has got a good
schools applying for trust status, Minister?ring to it, Chairman!
Lord Adonis: I have no idea is the answer to theLord Adonis: Chairman, I am happy to leave the
question. This will be a decision for them to takepossible naming of special schools to your
individually. I would expect, though, a large numberCommittee in its report.
to apply for specialist status. In my discussions with
the special schools sector, I found very strong

Q956 JeV Ennis: Following the line of questioning enthusiasm amongst special schools for being
fromHelen to start with,Minister, do you agree that specialist schools, both taking on curriculum
SEN will have to be at the heart of the specialisms and taking on special educational needs
personalisation agenda if it is to be successful? If so, specialisms within the specialist schools programme.
then why is this not the case at present? Do you The Specialist Schools and Academies Trust is now
recognise the conflict between flexible curriculum to giving much greater emphasis in its work to special
personalise learning in schools and the standards schools. It is going to set up a part of its organisation
agenda in schools? for that and I think that will have the eVect of
LordAdonis: I would hope not because I would hope bringing them much more into the mainstream of
that head teachers and teachers would seek to school provision. On your specific question, JeV,
personalise to improve the outcomes to pupils, not about trust status, I think this will clearly be
to reduce them, so let me be very clear about that. determined school by school.
The personalisation agenda as we intend it is one
that enables the curriculum to be varied and

Q960 JeV Ennis:Would you like to see mainstreamimproved to meet individual needs. For example, we
schools and special schools forming a trustwere talking with Gordon earlier about specialised
federation?diplomas and giving more flexibility to the
Lord Adonis: I think that could be a very interestingcurriculum so pupils can do specialist diplomas. In
avenue to explore.respect of pupils who wish to develop a vocational

track that would improve their outcomes, not reduce
them. That is not to say there is not some tension. Q961 JeV Ennis:Youwould like to see that pursued?

Lord Adonis: If schools and local authorities believeThere clearly is tension in some areas. One of the
most diYcult decisions that I think we have taken in that this would help to promote collaboration and

eVective curriculum design between them, we wouldcurriculum policy in recent years was the decision on
allowing the disapplication of modern languages in welcome it. What we would not seek to do is to

impose it. It could be a thoroughly welcomeKey Stage 4. These are very diYcult decisions about
whether in subjects of that kind where you give development of trust models which bring together

special schools and mainstream schools.greater flexibility to schools you are going to be
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Q962 JeV Ennis:TheMinister has obviously got well Q968 Chairman: Yes.
Lord Adonis:We believe that could come to be seenon top of his statistical brief and he will know that

the top 200 performing secondary schools in the as quotas if it was done in a crude way, which is the
reason we were not attracted to that policy.country have two factors in common: the lowest

number of children on free school meals and the
lowest number of children with special educational Q969 Chairman: It is not seen as quotas in
needs. I knowwe have covered this territory to some universities?
extent in earlier questions. Obviously the bottom Lord Adonis: But in universities, though, the issues
200 have got the highest number on free school are less complex than in the case of schools. Defining
meals and the highest number of SEN children. what is the “catchment area” or “appropriate
Given the fact that I would hope a trust school is intake” for a school is not always an easy basis. A
going to try and achieve a better social mix, et cetera, faith school for example, reflecting on the Peter
why do we not nail our colours to the mast, we are Lampl evidence, will draw from a much wider area
very much a government of setting targets and than its immediate locality.
league tables in education; why can we not put an
added value measure on the league tables for all the Q970 Chairman: Would you not think it is an
schools of how many children have special interesting direction of travel?
educational needs in that particular school? Like the Lord Adonis: In my experience of educational policy
five GCSEs, an added value measure on that same making I always want to be quite clear where I think
league table saying howmany children there arewith I am going to end up before I embark on the
special educational needs. direction of travel.
Lord Adonis:Have it on the performance tables how
many pupils in each school are in free school meals.

Q971 Mr Carswell: Two very brief questions aboutJeV Ennis: I will speak to special educational needs.
statementing. We have heard quite a lot ofI would like it to include free school meals.
dissatisfaction about the statementing process: it isChairman: Will we get a better balance in terms of
bureaucratic; it can be costly; it is ineVective. Therehow you interpret those results?
is a very interesting suggestion that it discriminates
against more vulnerable people and tends to favour

Q963 JeV Ennis: We are focusing on special the more determined. We have also heard some
educational needs today so I am just targeting evidence that suggests it puts too much power in the
special educational needs. hands of the so-called expert and leaves parents with
Lord Adonis: In terms of the specific question why very little choice and ultimately it ends up with the
can you not; the answer of course is we could. LEA oYcers steering children to the outcomes they

want and not what the parents want. Is it time for a
radical overhaul?Q964 JeV Ennis: So why do we not?
Lord Adonis: If you were to believe that there wasLord Adonis:Until you put the question to me I had
something better than statements, so far as I can seenot given that issue consideration. That is something
having looked at this issue, you would have to havethat one could consider, but it would involve more
some formal means of assessing additionalelements in the performance tables. It would be
educational needs for those with very seriousperfectly possible to do that. The question is how
additional needs. The more you look at this, themuch—
closer this looks to abolishing statements simply to
reinvent them. The experience of Scotland has beenQ965 JeV Ennis: But there is obviously a direct
cited. In fact, Scotland does have proper assessmentscorrelation, Minister, between higher school
for additional educational needs but it does not callperformance and lower numbers of children with
them statements. It does expect what are I thinkstatements in that particular school.
are called co-ordinated development plans, orLord Adonis: It is possible to ascertain how many
something like that, to be in place in respect of thosepupils with statements are in each school, but your
who have these assessments. My view of the matterpoint is that if this were more generally available by
is that if you sought to abolish statements you canputting it in performance tables, that is a point which
only abolish them in the context of re-creating themI understand and it is one that one could consider.
into something that would be pretty close to what a
statement is now.

Q966 Chairman: Why did you not like our
recommendations in our analysis of theWhite Paper Q972 Mr Carswell: Not talking about the abolition
that there should be a role for the Social of statementing but refining it, I am very interested
Commissioner to look at the social mix going into in your personal view with your expertise on this
each school? rather than your view wearing your government hat.
Lord Adonis: I thought JeV was asking a distinct Of the two suggestionswe have hadmade to us is one
question which is— is to make the statement, Section 3 far more specific

to clamp down on the “wiggle room” that it
currently gives LEAs, and, secondly, to quantify theQ967 Chairman: It is related.

Lord Adonis:Your recommendation was to do with finance to deliver that outcome so that it would give
a parent a legal right to request and receive theirbenchmarks, was it not, and whether the

Commissioner could take it into account? share of LEA funding to deliver that outcome,
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perhaps enforceable through the courts. This would services that I have seen often work well. We say in
certainly remove a lot of the problems of inclusion the guidance that parents partnership services
versus mainstream, and it would be even more should be at arms’ length from local authorities. I
localist than what you profess is a localist system think it is a case for consideration. It is one which I
(and some of us doubt) in that it would allow am paying attention to myself at the moment as to
individual solutions to meeting the special needs of what “at arms’ length” means. When parents are
children rather than just allowing it to be done by the dealing with people giving them independent advice
LEAs, so it would be far more individual and tailor- in “taking on a local authority” they must be
made. Some people would say that in eVect that sort satisfied that that advice is truly independent. They
of statement system would be almost like a voucher- must have confidence that the parents partnership
type system. I am note afraid of that word. Would service that they are using does have their interests
you endorse that kind of very specific financial absolutely at its heart. In response to your question
entitlement through the statementing process? I believe that it is important that we have good
Lord Adonis: No is the answer to that for one quality and universally available independent advice
perfectly immediate reason which becomes apparent for parents when they are seeking to engage with
when you look at this, which is that if you sought to local authorities in this area. It may well be that we
have a voucher of that kind for parents who have can improve the parents partnership services to
pupils with very complex needs it would not work ensure that that happens.
unless the voucher was in the order of £40,000,
£50,000 or £60,000. If you are going to do that, you

Q974 Helen Jones: Minister, do you not think thatare in the business of assessing because you then
much of the problem with the statementing processneed to assess directly. You could not be in the
arises from the fact that parents cannot get thebusiness of simply having large categories of pupils
provision they need without going through that?to whom you gave a voucher of £40,000. We need to
Would it not be better if we improved the way wethink through the policy. The voucher is either
sort out provision for children? For instance, if youenough to cover the additional educational needs of
have a child with Asperger’s, which is something Ithat child or it is not enough, and if it is going to
have dealt with, you have got a diagnosis; why docover whole categories of pupils then it has to be of
you then have to go through a statementinga very high order, otherwise it is precisely the poorer
procedure to get the provision in place? It happensand less advantaged families who will lose out who
to many parents.will not get a voucher suYcient to cover the actual
Lord Adonis: The answer of course is I completelycosts if they need to send their child to an
agree where you do have the provision at school andindependent or non-maintained special school. In
local authority level availablewhich does not requireresponse to your first question (because you
parents to go through a statement to get it, that isincluded a number of questions there about being
definitely preferable, and we do need to see thatspecific in the statements) we are very clear that local
much more widely available. It looks to me as if it isauthorities do have duties in this regard. The letter
becoming more widely available, which is the reasonwhich I mentioned sets out at length the recent
whywe have fewer applications for assessment at thejudgments of the Court of Appeal that statements

clearly have to spell out the provision appropriate to moment, but I completely agree with you, we do
meet the particular needs and objectives that are needmuch better services that do not require parents
identified for the individual child. “Any flexibility to go through what is often the extremely diYcult
built into the statement must be there to meet the and in some cases traumatic process of statementing
needs of the child, not the needs of the system.” It to get the provision that is clearly necessary for
remains the case—and this is the judgment of the their children.
Court of Appeal—that “vague statements which do
not specify provision appropriate for the identified

Q975 Chairman: You say you have looked at thespecial needs of the child will not comply with the
Scottish system and you have got people in yourlaw.” That is the law. That is the guidance we have
Department going to look at the Scottish system.given to local authorities that they must observe the
Have you assessed what is called the Conservativelaw, and it is very clear.
Party Cameron Report interim recommendations?
Lord Adonis: I fear I have not yet done so,

Q973 Mr Carswell: I would argue with the terms in Chairman, but if in your report you wish us to do so
which you chose to categorise your critique of what we will certainly give it close attention.
I was suggesting but that is a debate for a later date.
Before I throw it open, you are basically saying that

Q976 Chairman: I am surprised at that. There weredespite this dissatisfaction with the lack of
some quite—empowerment and choice that the statementing
Lord Adonis:We have considered some elements ofprocess gives, you are not prepared to radically
it like the voucher idea and I have responded to it butaddress it?
we have not done any formal evaluation. Indeed, ILord Adonis: We do believe that replacing the
do not believe it is an appropriate use of taxpayers’statementing process would be advantageous. I did
money for us to undertake formal evaluations ofsay in my opening remarks that I believe it is
Opposition party policies.important that parents have good-quality,

independent advice. The parents partnership Mr Wilson: The Prime Minister is always doing it!
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Q977 JeV Ennis: It appears to me then, Minister, Lord Adonis: But we also have the contextual value
added tables which we have introduced alongside,from your last response that you are still viewing the

retention of the statementing process very much as a which again are given a lot of attention as well. I
think you want performance indicators that givesafety net for parents in case the system is being

manipulated against their wishes, shall we say. Is incentives to schools to meet the needs of all of their
categories of students not just any one. I have neverthat the case?
myself believed that withholding information fromLord Adonis: I would not want to use the term
parents is a good way of improving attainment, and“safety net” because of course for many parents the
the problem with seeking to behave otherwise is thatneeds that they have require it. For example, of
we would need to withdraw publicly availablecourse you cannot go to a special school without a
information they can get at the moment.statement and therefore parents of children whose

needs are clearly additional and can best be met by
special schools will need to go through the Q982 Mr Chaytor: But are you satisfied that the
statementing process immediately, often at a very existing performance tables do that adequately to
young age too. So I would not want to use the term reflect the achievement of all children?
“safety net”, but what I would accept is the point
Helen was making that there is a large number of Lord Adonis: I think they can always be improved
areas of special educational needs where if the over time and we have been seeking to do that, hence
provision was better in the schools and the support the recent introduction of the contextual value
services were better at local authority level, there added indicators in those tables, precisely to meet
would be less demand by parents to have to go the concerns that you are rising. Do I think they
through the assessment process because of their could be improved further? I am sure they can and
sense is that the only way they can get this additional we have large teams of oYcials in the Department
need is to be formally statemented. I would hope who constantly look at these issues and make
that through the delegation of funding to schools, recommendations to us; hence the concerns that you
much better practice at school level, better training are rising. Do I think that they could be improved
of teachers, and better support services, including further? I am sure they can be improved further and
CAMHServices and others, which are not just in the we have large teams of oYcials in the Department
education world, that we could get to that position. who look constantly at these issues and make

recommendations to us.

Q978 Mr Chaytor:Minister, the new Education and
Q983 Mr Chaytor:Finally, are you satisfied with theInspections Bill contains provisions for parents to
existing Code of Practice on school admissions inmake representations to local authorities to build
respect of the emphasis it gives to special needs?new schools. Do you think this will be of particular
Lord Adonis: It gives a very strong emphasis inadvantage to parents of SEN children?
respect of special educational needs and we will beLord Adonis: In the case of special schools I am not
seeking to carry that through into the revised Codesure. It may be that in some areas, for example in
of Practice, too.areas of special educational needs where parents

think there is not adequate local provision, that they
Q984 Mr Chaytor: Is there any scope fordo start clubbing together to promote new schools,
strengthening that when the new Code of Practiceand where that is what they wish to do, it would be
comes in?a perfectly appropriate use of the legislation.
Lord Adonis: There are some areas which we have
made clear we do want to strengthen, for instance

Q979 Mr Chaytor:What happens in a given area if the ambition of looked after children, many of
there are two sets of parents of broadly equivalent whom will have special educational needs, to make
numbers who make diametrically opposed that an absolute requirement that they must be the
representations to the local authority? How does the first item for admission in a school’s admissions
local authority respond? criteria. Let me add that we will include academies
Lord Adonis: The local authority has to use its in that through the funding agreements and they will
judgment. The Bill is very clear that parents have a also be required to allow mid-year admissions for
right to make formal representations but it is the such pupils even if the school is full. So there are
local authority which decides. some areas where we can make improvements but

the system at the moment is robust.

Q980 Mr Chaytor: In a system that is driven still
Q985 Mr Chaytor: So if the criterion that prioritiseslargely by conventional forms of league tables, will
looked after children can be incorporated into thethat not always be a block on some schools being
funding agreements for academies why cannot themore proactive in wishing to admit children with
issue of a statement that specifies an academy also beSEN?
incorporated?Lord Adonis: I think that performance tables should
Lord Adonis: It can be. The point I was makingpromote the performance of all pupils.
earlier (because I was not wanting in any way to be
diYcult about this) is that we believe that the current

Q981 Mr Chaytor: But the key criterion is five A to framework for academies does deliver that objective
and it is demonstrated in the actual facts ofC GCSEs.
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admissions to academies. They are under an that your answer should have been to me that
SENDIST is free but almost all local educationobligation, in eVect, to accept pupils with special

educational needs where the proper local processes authorities employ a barrister and therefore parents
have no chance of being successful unless theyhave been gone through. It is not that it cannot be;

it is that we believe that the current system actually themselves also pay for legal representation.
Lord Adonis: Those are not figures that I recognise.delivers that objective.

Q986 Mr Chaytor: But earlier you argued that if the Q988 Mrs Dorries: I am sure SENDIST will
supply them.specification of an academy in the statement was

compulsory on the academy then that would Lord Adonis: If SENDIST would like to send them
tome then of course I will look at them but those areestablish a precedent?

Lord Adonis: No, I was making a distinct point if it not figures that my Department recognises.
was done by statute. It could be made compulsory
through amendments to the funding agreements and Q989 Chairman:Minister, one of the things that we

have not touched on, and it would be remiss of me ifwe are looking at issues relating to funding
agreements in this area. A funding agreement is an I did not mention towards the end of this session, is

that one of the areas that keeps coming up as notabsolute set of conditions on an academy which it is
not allowed to breach otherwise the Department having enough focus is what happens to children

with special educational needs as they grow older, ascould withdraw funding from it. The issue for us is
how one can most closely replicate those duties in they get not just to 16 or 18 but 18 and for quite a

long period afterwards. That is a tremendous burdenthe funding agreements. I was making a wider point
that we have not sought to regulate academies in any on parents if there is not the right provision in terms

of mixture of education and skills, of employmentof these areas by statute but we have given
undertakings in this area that they will behave in and respite. Have we got that right? Is it part of

your remit?fairness and in accordance with the policies that we
have in respect of other schools. Lord Adonis: It is not part of my remit of course

when they become older but I do agree these are veryChairman: Nadine?
big issues for us. As we look at policy on direct
payments, individualised budgets and much greaterQ987 Mrs Dorries:Minister, I owe you an apology.

I have just been to check on my facts and you are co-operation between services at the local level, we
need to pay more attention to this, and we hope theabsolutely right the SEN Tribunal is free. However,

the SEN Tribunal is free and those parents from the Children’s Trust will make that a key part of their
work.lower socio-economic groups who access the SEN

Tribunal who do not pay for legal representation
and who do not pay for specialist reports to be Q990 Chairman: Minister, it has been a very good

and interesting session. Thank you for putting usundertaken on their children have a 98% failure rate.
However, the middle class parents who are aZuent right on Newham and couple of other things and we

look forward to good communication with you inand able to pay for the legal representation and the
reports to prove that their child has Asperger’s or the future.

Lord Adonis: Thank you very much.whatever have a 94% success rate. Can I put it to you

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Lord Adonis, Parliamentary Under Secretary of
State for Schools

I promised to write following my evidence session to provide further information on some of the points
raised during discussion and in particular to confirm:

— Statistics relating to the SEN and Disability Tribunal.

— When the review of complex needs will be completed.

— The situation regarding the recent proposals for special school reorganisations in Essex, with
reference in particular to the School Adjudicator’s comments.

— Whether a review of training and requirements on SENCOs would apply to Academies.

— Whether the Government has funded the 2020 group.

— The percentage increase in spending on special schools as compared to the percentage increase in
education spending.

SEN and Disability Tribunal

Questions were asked in my evidence session about the costs to parents of access to the Tribunal. Let me
re-emphasise that there is no requirement on parties to appeals to the Tribunal to employ legal help or obtain
their own professional reports, and there are no charges to take an appeal to the Tribunal. Furthermore,
neither my Department nor the Tribunal recognises or accepts the figures alleged at the end of my evidence
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session, that success rates at the Tribunal are related to the amount spent by parents on legal and
professional representation. On the contrary, the Tribunal’s 2004–05 annual report shows that some 58%
of cases concerning local authority decisions to refuse to carry out a statutory assessment or to cease to
maintain a statement and 87% of appeals about the contents of statements were won by parents, while only
a minority of parents, and 11% of local authorities, are legally or otherwise represented at the Tribunal. So
there is no factual basis to claims that considerable expense or legal representation are in eVect necessary
for an appeal to be successful, and the Tribunal itself strongly refutes this suggestion.

I should add that public assistance is also available to those on low incomes who go to the Tribunal and
wish to engage appropriate professional support. TheAccess to JusticeAct 1999, and theLegal AidAct 1988
before it, exclude advocacy services inmost tribunals from the scope of public funding, but legal assistance is
available for eligible parents to engage a solicitor to help prepare their appeal, including obtaining private
reports on their child. A number of voluntary organisations and parents groups also provide help to parents
in preparing their case. We understand from the Legal Services Commission that legal help was provided
in around 1,100 cases involving special educational needs in 2004–05, and whilst it is not possible to
determine how many of those related to preparation of appeals to the SEN and Disability Tribunal, it is
reasonable to assume thatmany did. There is also no factual basis whatsoever to claims that appeal numbers
to the Tribunal are related to socio-economic figures of deprivation.

I enclose a table showing appeals to the SEN and Disability Tribunal in 2004–05 in each local authority
area per 10,000 of the school population alongside comparable figures for the numbers of pupils with SEN
and numbers in special schools. The figures do not support the contention that the levels of appeals in respect
of individual local authorities are related to the levels of disadvantage, or to number of statements, or to the
amount of special school provision. For example, appeals per 10,000 of the school population were 15.61%
in Hackney, 20.38% in Lambeth and 21.76% in Lewisham. Richmond Upon Thames, which has been
frequently cited in your evidence sessions, stands at 14.9%, which is far below the other cases cited above.
And there are aZuent LEAs which are also far below Richmond’s 14.9% level, as you will note from the
data.

Review of Complex Needs

As part of preparations for the Comprehensive Spending Review 2007, my Department is conducting a
review of specialist services for children with complex needs. The purpose of this review is to examine the
extent to which we are achieving value-for-money in children’s social care and other specialist services for
children with complex needs. In particular, we want to examine the costs and benefits of children’s social
care and other specialist services. This includes:

— children’s social care services for Children in Need in particular disabled children, children with
mental health problems, Looked after Children and those at risk of becoming looked after; and

— other specialist services for disabled children and/or children with mental health problems and/or
with other complex needs, for example, children with special educational needs (SEN) placed in
special schools.

School Reorganisations in Essex

Essex Local Education Authority’s special school reorganisation plans involving The Leas School were
mentioned and it was suggested that the School Adjudicator’s report on the proposals indicated that they
were in line with Government policy.

I have obtained a copy of the School Adjudicator’s report dated 28 September 2004 in which she approved
the proposals. The proposals involved:

— closure of The Leas School, a special school with a capacity for 120 boys and girls mainly between
the ages of three to 16 years with moderate learning diYculties (MLD) or autistic spectrum
disorders (ASD) from 31 August 2005,

— alterations to TheWindsor School, a special school with capacity for 65 pupils with severe learning
diYculties (SLD) to extend the range of special needs for which the school makes provision to
include complex needs and increase the capacity of the school from 65 to 130 pupils and provide
outreach and support for young people up to age 25, and

— subject to the approval of these proposals, the local authority planned a variation to the published
admission arrangements for Bishops Park College to allow the admission of secondary age
children with statements previously at The Leas School into Year 11 for the academic year
commencing 1 September 2005.

Under the proposals The Windsor School was to be established as a NewModel Special School (NMSS)
remaining on the existing school site. From 1 September 2005 provision for children of primary age at The
Leas would be made on its site but under the management of The Windsor School. From September 2005
until 31 August 2008, pupils joining the NMSSwere to be placed either at theWindsor or The Leas site until
2008 when any children remaining at The Leas site would move to TheWindsor site. From September 2005,
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pupils of secondary age at The Leas School were to transfer to either The Windsor School or Bishops Park
College depending on their needs and their parents’/carers’ wishes. This was to be discussed with parents/
carers during annual statement reviews.

Paragraph 11 of the School Adjudicator’s report says: “The LEA is seeking to respond to the
Government’s policy on inclusion and make appropriate provision for all children”. That is indeed
government’s policy—to make appropriate provision for all children, and I note that the proposal in
question in Essex involves a combination of new special schools and new mainstream school provision to
meet this objective. There is no government policy of closing special schools, and the Adjudicator did not
refer to any such policy. On the contrary, it is our policy that the needs of pupils with SEN must be met,
including in special schools as appropriate. There is nothing to the contrary on the Adjudicator’s decision
in Essex. I further note that the Adjudicator concluded that the local authority’s consultation on the
proposals was extensive andmet legal requirements, despite some unfortunate lapses in parts of the process:
and the Adjudicator further concluded that making good provision for the children had been kept at the
forefront of planning.

Review of Standards for SENCOs

The Teacher Training and Development Agency is currently engaged in a major review of the range of
standards for teachers and we are in contact with them about a review of the SENCO standards published
in 1998. Our overriding aim is to spread the most eVective SENCO practice across the system and support
those who carry the SENCO role in schools, and the revision of the standards is focused on these objectives.
We have already made a positive start on this through the SENCO sessions we organised last year with the
National Association for Special Educational Needs, subsequently written up in their journal. You asked
whether the outcomes of the review and any new standards for SENCOs would apply to Academies and I
can confirm that we would expect that they would.

The 2020 Group

The Department has not funded the 2020 Campaign Group. Rather we have, jointly with the Disability
Rights Commission, provided funds to a group of partners including the Council for Disabled Children, the
SEN Joint Initiative on Training at the University of London’s Institute of Education, and Disability
Equality in Education (the Director of which is known to support the aims of the 2020 campaign) for the
development of practical resources for schools and local authorities on meeting their duties under the
Disability Discrimination Act to:

— prevent discrimination against disabled pupils; and

— plan strategically to increase access to schools for disabled pupils, over time.

The resources were developed with, and draw on the practice of, schools (including special schools) and
local authorities and the work was taken forward under the direction of a steering group involving Ofsted,
the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, the National Strategies and the Disability Rights
Commission. The resources are due to be finalised shortly and I will arrange for a set to be sent to you when
they become available.

Local Authority Spending on SEN

Local authorities’ budgeted expenditure on the education of children with SEN has increased from
£2.8 billion in 2000–01 (when data was first available) to £4.1 billion in 2005–06—an increase of 49%.
Planned expenditure on maintained special schools, after allowing for centrally retained expenditure, has
risen from £890.7 million to £1.243 billion and spending on non-maintained and independent school places
rose from £287.8 million to £481.1 million over the same period, an increase of around 68.3%%. Local
authority expenditure on special schools currently accounts for 41.4% of their total SEN expenditure. I
believe it is impossible on the basis of these figures with claims that special schools, as a sector, are being
neglected.

Between 1997–98 and 2003–04 the Government also allocated a total of £360 million through specific
grants, to support SEN. The separate Standards Fund grant for SEN, worth £81 million, ended in March
2004, and was added into a new School Development Grant (SDG). The SEN element of the SDG in
2004–05 was £84 million. Total SDG for 2005–06 is £674 million and this will increase by 3.4% per pupil in
2006–07 and 3.7% in 2007–08. This, again, is a substantial rate of increase.

I hope I was able to convey the Government’s firm commitment to continuing to improve outcomes for
children with special educational needs, on the basis of sustained investment in SEN, taking forward the
policies set out in Removing Barriers to Achievement. We will, of course, give very careful consideration to
any recommendations you make in due course. In the meantime, I hope this additional information is
helpful to the Committee, and I stand ready to provide any further information you may require.
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PUPILS WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
As at January 2005
By Local Authority area - BASED ON WHERE PUPIL ATTENDS SCHOOL, RATHER THAN WHERE THEY RESIDE

Number
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population Number
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school 
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1/9/04-31/8/05 No. of 

Appeals

Number of pupils per 
10,000 of the school 
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England 85,497 103.3 4,874 5.9 3,126 3.8 93,497 113.0 242,579 293.2 1,230,797 1,487.5 3,215 4

201 City of London 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 23.3 181 844.2 0 0.00
202 Camden 304 104.6 0 0.0 39 13.4 343 118.1 997 343.1 3,934 1,354.0 11 5.06
203 Greenwich 395 99.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 395 99.3 1,321 332.2 8,232 2,069.9 21 5.70
204 Hackney 374 116.0 0 0.0 51 15.8 425 131.8 962 298.3 6,247 1,937.2 41 15.61
205 Hammersmith and F 270 118.3 0 0.0 89 39.0 359 157.4 829 363.4 3,930 1,722.6 17 9.68
206 Islington 265 111.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 265 111.4 728 306.1 5,398 2,269.8 7 3.04
207 Kensington and Che 78 35.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 78 35.9 323 148.7 1,932 889.3 10 9.13
208 Lambeth 492 157.6 0 0.0 37 11.9 529 169.5 1,008 322.9 6,452 2,067.1 59 20.38
209 Lewisham 501 133.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 501 133.0 1,233 327.3 7,108 1,886.7 78 21.76
210 Southwark 499 118.2 0 0.0 35 8.3 534 126.5 1,511 358.1 8,654 2,050.8 46 12.46
211 Tower Hamlets 316 82.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 316 82.2 1,342 349.2 5,699 1,482.8 4 1.07
212 Wandsworth 714 187.5 0 0.0 110 28.9 824 216.4 1,456 382.3 6,899 1,811.6 35 11.78
213 Westminster 143 52.0 0 0.0 131 47.7 274 99.7 643 233.9 4,045 1,471.5 11 5.51
301 Barking and Dagenh 226 72.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 226 72.5 898 288.0 4,452 1,427.7 13 4.17
302 Barnet 354 65.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 354 65.1 1,320 242.8 8,863 1,629.9 40 8.39
303 Bexley 443 106.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 443 106.3 1,326 318.1 6,559 1,573.4 20 4.88
304 Brent 422 99.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 422 99.0 1,100 258.2 7,791 1,828.6 22 5.42
305 Bromley 467 90.1 18 3.5 33 6.4 518 100.0 1,603 309.3 6,992 1,349.3 53 11.27
306 Croydon 555 93.6 0 0.0 27 4.6 582 98.2 1,346 227.0 9,469 1,597.2 65 12.55
307 Ealing 487 100.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 487 100.1 1,292 265.5 8,296 1,704.6 31 7.16
308 Enfield 475 92.6 0 0.0 6 1.2 481 93.8 1,341 261.4 8,995 1,753.7 22 4.42
309 Haringey 311 84.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 311 84.4 1,062 288.3 7,158 1,943.0 26 7.51
310 Harrow 277 82.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 277 82.1 887 262.7 5,682 1,683.1 28 9.71
311 Havering 258 68.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 258 68.8 940 250.6 3,987 1,062.7 0 0.00
312 Hillingdon 470 100.8 132 28.3 70 15.0 672 144.2 1,400 300.4 6,096 1,308.0 10 2.33
313 Hounslow 387 104.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 387 104.6 1,307 353.3 6,770 1,829.8 6 1.67
314 Kingston upon Tham 230 91.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 230 91.5 591 235.2 2,906 1,156.4 24 11.14
315 Merton 236 87.0 0 0.0 129 47.5 365 134.5 923 340.2 3,744 1,379.8 14 5.94
316 Newham 57 11.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 57 11.3 778 153.8 8,915 1,762.4 19 3.80
317 Redbridge 428 87.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 428 87.8 1,147 235.4 5,400 1,108.1 18 4.03
318 Richmond upon Tha 146 51.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 146 51.3 661 232.4 2,786 979.3 29 14.37
319 Sutton 272 82.0 78 23.5 4 1.2 354 106.8 1,056 318.5 4,179 1,260.3 8 2.54
320 Waltham Forest 635 167.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 635 167.9 1,378 364.3 8,460 2,236.6 32 8.88
330 Birmingham 2,999 161.4 0 0.0 47 2.5 3,046 164.0 6,523 351.1 30,375 1,635.0 158 8.89
331 Coventry 810 154.4 23 4.4 0 0.0 833 158.8 1,503 286.6 9,125 1,739.9 2 0.40
332 Dudley 642 126.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 642 126.7 1,315 259.5 7,812 1,541.7 17 3.38
333 Sandwell 393 77.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 393 77.6 1,297 256.0 9,228 1,821.5 11 2.17
334 Solihull 371 92.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 371 92.8 924 231.2 4,894 1,224.5 12 3.17
335 Walsall 502 99.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 502 99.7 1,282 254.6 6,200 1,231.3 27 5.47
336 Wolverhampton 635 147.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 635 147.8 1,257 292.5 5,357 1,246.5 9 2.19
340 Knowsley 516 194.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 516 194.6 947 357.2 5,559 2,096.9 9 3.40
341 Liverpool 1,082 141.5 124 16.2 46 6.0 1,252 163.7 2,021 264.3 14,290 1,868.6 21 2.84
342 St Helens 330 112.8 69 23.6 0 0.0 399 136.4 980 335.0 3,935 1,345.3 3 1.05
343 Sefton 403 82.9 48 9.9 0 0.0 451 92.7 1,067 219.4 6,816 1,401.3 6 1.32
344 Wirral 893 161.8 96 17.4 0 0.0 989 179.2 1,936 350.9 7,074 1,282.0 9 1.71
350 Bolton 459 92.7 18 3.6 0 0.0 477 96.4 1,468 296.6 8,766 1,770.9 6 1.30

SEN Tribunal Appeals
Number of pupils in special schools (based on where pupil attends school)

Pupils with statements of SEN Pupils with SEN without statementsMaintained Non-Maintained Independent Special Total
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England 85,497 103.3 4,874 5.9 3,126 3.8 93,497 113.0 242,579 293.2 1,230,797 1,487.5 3,215 4

351 Bury 206 66.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 206 66.7 914 295.9 3,879 1,255.9 11 3.87
352 Manchester 1,076 146.8 0 0.0 64 8.7 1,140 155.5 2,230 304.2 11,532 1,572.9 28 4.19
353 Oldham 418 99.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 418 99.1 780 184.9 5,583 1,323.6 11 2.71
354 Rochdale 482 135.3 0 0.0 4 1.1 486 136.5 1,144 321.2 5,551 1,558.6 3 0.85
355 Salford 477 133.7 51 14.3 0 0.0 528 148.0 895 250.9 5,335 1,495.4 9 2.72
356 Stockport 401 85.7 209 44.7 39 8.3 649 138.8 1,562 333.9 6,816 1,457.2 6 1.43
357 Tameside 380 102.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 380 102.5 1,007 271.6 5,065 1,366.2 7 1.90
358 Trafford 444 116.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 444 116.2 927 242.7 4,808 1,258.6 17 4.72
359 Wigan 776 158.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 776 158.3 1,877 382.9 7,614 1,553.0 14 2.86
370 Barnsley 156 44.8 0 0.0 12 3.4 168 48.2 828 237.6 5,336 1,531.3 6 1.73
371 Doncaster 571 111.7 33 6.5 0 0.0 604 118.2 1,793 350.9 6,041 1,182.2 4 0.79
372 Rotherham 642 140.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 642 140.1 1,742 380.0 7,723 1,684.8 22 4.84
373 Sheffield 834 105.4 0 0.0 22 2.8 856 108.2 2,017 254.8 13,484 1,703.7 15 1.97
380 Bradford 905 97.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 905 97.9 2,413 261.0 14,656 1,585.5 23 2.60
381 Calderdale 195 53.8 55 15.2 16 4.4 266 73.3 1,049 289.2 4,623 1,274.5 27 7.74
382 Kirklees 650 99.1 41 6.3 0 0.0 691 105.4 2,269 346.0 9,064 1,382.0 15 2.36
383 Leeds 902 77.1 96 8.2 0 0.0 998 85.3 2,978 254.5 13,812 1,180.5 21 1.88
384 Wakefield 409 71.8 0 0.0 12 2.1 421 73.9 1,359 238.6 7,150 1,255.3 5 0.95
390 Gateshead 371 119.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 371 119.5 864 278.4 4,221 1,360.1 9 2.98
391 Newcastle upon Tyn 449 104.5 113 26.3 0 0.0 562 130.9 980 228.2 6,655 1,549.6 3 0.79
392 North Tyneside 427 133.8 174 54.5 0 0.0 601 188.3 1,019 319.3 4,713 1,476.9 10 3.23
393 South Tyneside 509 211.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 509 211.0 797 330.4 3,328 1,379.6 4 1.66
394 Sunderland 671 142.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 671 142.1 1,492 316.0 8,077 1,710.4 10 2.17
420 Isles of Scilly 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 199.2 37 1,474.1 0 0.00
800 Bath and North East 279 94.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 279 94.6 877 297.3 3,138 1,063.7 7 2.78
801 Bristol, City of 663 115.1 0 0.0 76 13.2 739 128.2 1,728 299.9 8,701 1,510.0 53 10.72
802 North Somerset 239 81.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 239 81.9 733 251.2 3,702 1,268.6 10 3.55
803 South Gloucestersh 293 70.3 0 0.0 22 5.3 315 75.6 1,142 274.2 5,302 1,272.9 8 1.95
805 Hartlepool 138 85.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 138 85.4 383 237.0 2,762 1,709.5 0 0.00
806 Middlesbrough 427 178.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 427 178.5 1,002 418.8 3,913 1,635.4 7 2.93
807 Redcar and Clevela 228 94.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 228 94.3 669 276.6 4,478 1,851.7 0 0.00
808 Stockton-on-Tees 513 156.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 513 156.7 1,048 320.1 4,528 1,383.0 5 1.62
810 Kingston Upon Hull, 574 140.1 0 0.0 51 12.4 625 152.5 1,238 302.1 6,816 1,663.0 9 2.27
811 East Riding of Yorks 226 43.4 0 0.0 2 0.4 228 43.8 1,325 254.3 6,229 1,195.4 7 1.39
812 North East Lincolnsh 247 92.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 247 92.1 1,061 395.8 5,608 2,091.9 15 5.69
813 North Lincolnshire 204 80.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 204 80.7 1,038 410.4 4,757 1,880.9 11 4.39
815 North Yorkshire 676 71.1 65 6.8 5 0.5 746 78.5 2,198 231.2 10,904 1,147.2 13 1.47
816 York 205 76.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 205 76.3 650 242.0 3,705 1,379.3 4 1.64
820 Bedfordshire 933 132.4 0 0.0 4 0.6 937 133.0 2,300 326.5 9,884 1,403.0 34 5.27
821 Luton 263 81.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 263 81.3 773 238.9 5,074 1,568.0 7 2.21
825 Buckinghamshire 1,016 120.4 47 5.6 52 6.2 1,115 132.1 2,370 280.8 10,127 1,199.8 30 3.94
826 Milton Keynes 533 141.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 533 141.4 1,114 295.6 5,441 1,443.7 9 2.47
830 Derbyshire 755 62.3 0 0.0 24 2.0 779 64.3 3,820 315.4 13,975 1,153.8 24 2.06
831 Derby 379 92.7 97 23.7 0 0.0 476 116.4 1,301 318.2 5,794 1,417.2 8 2.02
835 Dorset 555 90.1 0 0.0 45 7.3 600 97.4 1,865 302.8 10,203 1,656.8 11 1.97
836 Poole 199 97.1 126 61.5 0 0.0 325 158.6 491 239.7 3,555 1,735.3 6 3.08
837 Bournemouth 220 98.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 220 98.2 428 191.1 3,462 1,545.6 3 1.43
840 Durham 1,076 136.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 1,076 136.3 2,620 331.8 13,861 1,755.5 37 4.81
841 Darlington 211 127.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 211 127.9 524 317.7 2,336 1,416.1 3 1.90
845 East Sussex 832 111.9 215 28.9 37 5.0 1,084 145.7 2,358 317.0 11,796 1,586.0 68 10.17
846 Brighton and Hove 527 149.9 247 70.3 10 2.8 784 223.0 1,238 352.1 6,143 1,747.2 14 4.61

Pupils with SEN without statements SEN Tribunal AppealsMaintained Non-Maintained Independent Special Total
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England 85,497 103.3 4,874 5.9 3,126 3.8 93,497 113.0 242,579 293.2 1,230,797 1,487.5 3,215 4

850 Hampshire 2,310 121.6 141 7.4 185 9.7 2,636 138.8 4,632 243.9 30,983 1,631.3 104 5.98
851 Portsmouth 460 164.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 460 164.1 767 273.6 5,156 1,839.3 10 4.03
852 Southampton 340 111.7 22 7.2 0 0.0 362 118.9 560 184.0 7,435 2,442.6 7 2.44
855 Leicestershire 542 53.1 0 0.0 11 1.1 553 54.2 2,966 290.5 11,292 1,106.1 26 2.69
856 Leicester 755 149.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 755 149.4 1,705 337.4 8,780 1,737.3 21 4.44
857 Rutland 27 38.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 27 38.5 161 229.7 677 965.8 0 0.00
860 Staffordshire 1,987 148.4 0 0.0 32 2.4 2,019 150.7 5,037 376.1 13,735 1,025.5 36 2.78
861 Stoke-on-Trent 523 140.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 523 140.6 1,286 345.7 7,533 2,024.8 15 4.06
865 Wiltshire 461 63.2 35 4.8 38 5.2 534 73.2 1,754 240.5 9,344 1,281.2 47 7.15
866 Swindon 404 140.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 404 140.1 823 285.3 4,007 1,389.1 7 2.43
867 Bracknell Forest 181 101.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 181 101.2 507 283.6 2,655 1,484.9 5 3.30
868 Windsor and Maiden 132 52.3 49 19.4 0 0.0 181 71.7 701 277.7 3,115 1,233.9 14 7.23
869 West Berkshire 328 116.4 237 84.1 58 20.6 623 221.2 1,146 406.8 3,533 1,254.2 4 1.59
870 Reading 184 92.6 0 0.0 14 7.0 198 99.7 566 284.9 2,831 1,424.8 4 2.35
871 Slough 249 115.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 249 115.4 630 291.9 3,448 1,597.7 2 0.96
872 Wokingham 250 94.2 50 18.8 0 0.0 300 113.0 925 348.4 2,851 1,073.8 8 3.38
873 Cambridgeshire 792 91.4 0 0.0 13 1.5 805 92.9 2,852 329.3 11,142 1,286.5 26 3.32
874 Peterborough 364 124.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 364 124.4 1,118 382.0 5,267 1,799.8 15 5.20
875 Cheshire 984 87.1 147 13.0 61 5.4 1,192 105.5 3,523 311.8 11,124 984.5 26 2.49
876 Halton 359 185.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 359 185.7 936 484.2 3,197 1,653.7 5 2.59
877 Warrington 306 94.7 58 18.0 6 1.9 370 114.5 1,185 366.7 4,019 1,243.8 1 0.31
878 Devon 695 65.0 277 25.9 24 2.2 996 93.1 3,288 307.3 13,477 1,259.6 32 3.26
879 Plymouth 607 148.7 0 0.0 5 1.2 612 150.0 1,530 374.9 6,144 1,505.6 6 1.52
880 Torbay 319 156.3 0 0.0 8 3.9 327 160.2 885 433.7 2,820 1,381.9 4 2.04
881 Essex 1,780 83.5 105 4.9 32 1.5 1,917 89.9 4,858 227.8 27,761 1,301.8 127 6.29
882 Southend-on-Sea 466 162.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 466 162.3 829 288.8 3,657 1,274.0 12 4.40
883 Thurrock 241 104.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 241 104.7 746 324.1 4,505 1,957.1 11 4.78
884 Herefordshire 183 70.4 0 0.0 75 28.8 258 99.2 914 351.5 3,953 1,520.3 4 1.66
885 Worcestershire 1,097 122.7 84 9.4 0 0.0 1,181 132.1 2,805 313.8 12,744 1,425.9 38 4.67
886 Kent 2,622 112.2 328 14.0 145 6.2 3,095 132.4 7,245 309.9 45,325 1,939.0 149 6.94
887 Medway 460 100.5 0 0.0 52 11.4 512 111.9 1,345 293.9 9,897 2,162.8 14 3.17
888 Lancashire 2,205 120.8 0 0.0 174 9.5 2,379 130.3 7,391 404.8 23,089 1,264.6 66 3.76
889 Blackburn with Darw 310 107.5 0 0.0 58 20.1 368 127.6 838 290.6 4,695 1,627.9 2 0.79
890 Blackpool 292 129.4 0 0.0 4 1.8 296 131.1 651 288.4 4,184 1,853.6 3 1.40
891 Nottinghamshire 761 61.2 83 6.7 11 0.9 855 68.8 1,287 103.5 17,599 1,415.4 9 0.74
892 Nottingham 352 80.9 81 18.6 0 0.0 433 99.5 642 147.5 8,805 2,023.0 12 2.98
893 Shropshire 273 59.7 0 0.0 63 13.8 336 73.5 1,312 286.9 6,953 1,520.4 23 5.64
894 Telford and Wrekin 446 155.2 0 0.0 14 4.9 460 160.1 1,195 416.0 4,553 1,584.9 6 2.15
908 Cornwall 419 54.9 28 3.7 0 0.0 447 58.6 2,859 374.5 10,995 1,440.3 20 2.72
909 Cumbria 438 54.3 0 0.0 39 4.8 477 59.1 2,539 314.6 10,040 1,243.9 15 1.94
916 Gloucestershire 896 94.5 58 6.1 10 1.1 964 101.7 2,537 267.5 13,657 1,440.1 19 2.20
919 Hertfordshire 2,158 108.5 46 2.3 7 0.4 2,211 111.1 4,180 210.1 25,201 1,266.7 84 4.76
921 Isle of Wight 213 103.7 75 36.5 0 0.0 288 140.2 710 345.5 2,795 1,360.2 9 4.57
925 Lincolnshire 1,226 113.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 1,226 113.2 3,884 358.7 15,716 1,451.4 42 4.05
926 Norfolk 905 75.2 0 0.0 183 15.2 1,088 90.4 3,469 288.1 19,559 1,624.4 40 3.51
928 Northamptonshire 1,023 90.6 0 0.0 22 1.9 1,045 92.5 3,343 296.0 21,149 1,872.5 16 1.50
929 Northumberland 434 84.6 40 7.8 0 0.0 474 92.4 1,667 324.9 5,553 1,082.2 6 1.18
931 Oxfordshire 798 78.9 141 13.9 50 4.9 989 97.8 2,544 251.5 13,426 1,327.1 21 2.44
933 Somerset 454 56.2 0 0.0 120 14.8 574 71.0 1,558 192.7 10,088 1,248.0 26 3.64
935 Suffolk 864 78.5 0 0.0 54 4.9 918 83.4 3,279 297.9 15,186 1,379.7 55 5.40
936 Surrey 1,928 107.8 538 30.1 131 7.3 2,597 145.2 5,616 313.9 26,216 1,465.5 120 8.50
937 Warwickshire 990 118.1 0 0.0 3 0.4 993 118.5 2,377 283.6 14,082 1,680.0 9 1.16
938 West Sussex 1,420 120.7 76 6.5 73 6.2 1,569 133.3 4,007 340.5 17,910 1,522.1 39 3.67

Source: Annual Schools Census
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